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P R E F A C E.

HE present edition of the Select Discourses of John

Smith is based on the first edition, published in

1660, compared with the last, published in 1821. During

the interval between these dates only one other complete

edition made its appearance (1673). The Preface by

Dr John Worthington, to whose care the Author's papers

were committed after his death, contains all the requisite

information respecting the preparation of them for the

Press. Notwithstanding the learning and industry be

stowed by him upon the task, the first edition of the

Discourses abounds in errors, and of these scarcely one

had been corrected by subsequent editors. The Dis

course on Prophecy, the most learned of all, and that by

which the Author is best known, was translated into

Latin, and prefixed by Le Clerc to his Commentary on

the Prophets, all the errors of the original, which are

neither few nor trifling, still remaining.

In the present edition, the references have been care

fully examined, and, in several instances, assigned to the

right authors in place of others to whom they had been

incorrectly attributed. The labour involved in such cor

rections has been considerable, and the Editor is largely

indebted to his brother, James B. S. Williams, Esq., M.A.,

On 2



iv. Preface.

for extensive research and acute investigation in tracing

out and correcting numerous quotations.

For the short account of the Author, the parish

Register of Achurch, and the documents preserved in

Emmanuel College and Queens' College have been exa

mined, and have supplied the means of correcting and

enlarging the former very brief memoir, while Patrick's

Autobiography has furnished additional interesting facts.

PRESTON RECTORY, SUFFolk,

March, 1859.
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MEMOIR OF THE AUTHOR.

HE materials for the Life of John Smith, the Author

of the Select Discourses, are few and scanty. While

ample testimony is borne by his contemporaries to the

high tone of his character, and while his published works

bear the stamp of the mind of the philosopher, the learn

ing of the divine, and the piety of the saint, the events

by which his brief life was diversified are little known.

His writings themselves fail, in any degree, to supply the

deficiency. Conjecture alone can aid us in determining

the steps by which the son of the humble Northampton

shire farmer became the valued friend of Cudworth and

Patrick, the light and ornament of his generation, and

the teacher of succeeding ages.

John Smith was the son of John and Catharine Smith,

and was born at Achurch, a small village near Oundle,

in Northamptonshire, not later than the early part of

the year 1616. His parents were advanced in life at

the time of his birth", and his mother died during his

infancy". His father was a small farmer residing at

doubt that they do so, John Smith was

somewhat older at the time of his death

1 Patrick's Funeral Sermon.

* The above facts, relating to the birth

and parentage of John Smith, rest upon

the following extracts from the Parish

Register of Achurch.

Burials. “April 4th, 1616, Katha

rine Smith, the wife of John Smith.”

Christenings. “Feb. 15th, 1617. John

Smith, son of John Smith.”

If these names refer to our Author and

his parents, and there can be no reasonable

than Patrick states. But Patrick is incon

sistent with himself on this point in his

autobiography, and his funeral sermon.

In an extremely brief memoir of our

Author by Lord Hailes, his birth is er

roneously stated to have taken place in

1618. Kennet (Reg. and Chronicle, p.

127) states that his father's name was

John Smith.
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Achurch', and appears to have enjoyed the respect of

those among whom he lived".

John Smith probably received the rudiments of his

education at the Grammar School of Oundle, which had

then been in existence considerably above half a century.

But the paternal pursuits of agriculture do not seem to

have possessed attractions for him. Whether the spark

of genius had already begun to manifest itself, or the

charms of literature to captivate him, or the desire for

usefulness in the Church, which afterwards became so

strong, to inflame him, we know not. On the 5th of

April, 1636, he became a student of the University of

Cambridge, being admitted as a sizar of Emmanuel

College, a society which even at that period enjoyed

the high character for the learning and good order of

its members which it has since maintained.

There he pursued his studies with zeal and assiduity,

endearing himself to those around him by his unassuming

piety, and making rapid progress in the various branches

of literature and science then most cultivated. Dr Which

cote, at that time Fellow of the College, and afterwards

Provost of King's College, with that kindness of disposition,

and ready patronage, that always distinguished him, par

ticularly aided Smith in his studies, not only by valuable

direction, but by furnishing the means which the small

funds of the student could not supply. The timely

assistance thus afforded was not only fully appreciated at

the time, but gratefully remembered through life.

With that modesty and humility which formed promi

nent features in his character, he was satisfied with devot

ing the mighty powers he possessed, and employing to

* Bishop Kennet, Register and Chro- land to a kinsman.’ This land he proba

nicle, p. 127. Patrick (Autobiog. p. 422, bly inherited from his father.

Oxford edit.) mentions, speaking of John * He was Churchwarden in the years

Smith, “his estate which he had of twenty 1601, 1616, 1621, and 1622.

pounds a year,' and states that he left “his
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the best advantage the opportunity afforded him, in

storing his mind with the treasures that lay within his

reach, leaving to others the eager pursuit after advance

ment, and the greedy thirst for reputation. He sought

rather ‘to deserve honour than to be honoured.’

From some unknown cause, the time of his graduating

was deferred a year beyond the usual period, as he did

not become Bachelor of Arts before 1640, and Master of

Arts before 1644. This circumstance probably altered

his position in the University, and deprived the College

which had fostered his rising talents of the honour of con

tinuing to number him among her members.

At the same College, and contemporaneous with Smith,

was William Dillingham, also a native of Northampton

shire, who had been elected a Sizar less than three weeks

after Smith's admission. He took his degree of B.A. in

1639, and was elected Fellow in 1642, at a time when Smith

was of insufficient standing to be eligible to a Fellowship.

Dillingham subsequently became Master of the College.

By the original Statutes of the College, then in force,

but since remodelled, no two natives of the same county

could hold fellowships at the same time.

Thus the election of Dillingham precluded Smith from

all prospect of advancement in his own College.

But his influence was not destined to be lost to the

University, nor himself kept from filling an honourable

position there. The Earl of Manchester, in virtue of

the power entrusted to him by the Committee of Par

liament, for regulating the University of Cambridge,

having first removed Dr Edward Martin from his office of

President of Queens' College, proceeded to eject a con

siderable number of the Fellows on the eighth, ninth, and

eleventh days of April, 1644, for ‘non-residence,’ ‘not

returning to College on summonses,’ ‘refusing to take the

solemn league and covenant.’ On the last-mentioned
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day (April 11th) he appeared in person in the chapel of

Queens' College, and appointed Herbert Palmer Presi

dent of the College, giving instruction that such appoint

ment should be registered in the books of the College

and of the University. On the same day nine Fellows

were put in by him to fill the places of an equal num

ber who had been ejected, such newly appointed Fellows

‘having’ as is stated ‘been examined and approved by

the assembly of divines now sitting at Westminster.’

One of these was John Smith'.

In his new position, Smith not only maintained, but

advanced the reputation he had previously acquired.

His influence was continually exerted for the benefit of

those among whom his lot was cast. As a Fellow, his

sound judgment and his vast erudition aided and ennobled

the society to which he belonged. As a Tutor, his con

stant care was not only to store the minds of his pupils

with sound learning, but to lead them to the high princi

ples that become the Christian. The great success that

attended his efforts is attested by the many good scholars

who are said to have traced their progress to his instruc

tion. Nor was such instruction confined to words only:

his pure and unsullied life was the best commentary on

the principles he advocated, and led his pupils to regard

him not only as a teacher, but as a friend and a father.

In the course of the year in which he was made Fellow

of Queens' College, he was appointed Hebrew Lecturer”,

and Censor Philosophicus", and in the following year,

Greek Prælector". The duties thus devolved upon him,

in addition to the care of the pupils especially committed

to his charge, must have afforded abundant scope for the

1 Walker (Sufferings of the Clergy, II. may be asserted of other similar conjec

157) conjectures that Smith was put in to tures hazarded at the part referred to.

fill up the particular place rendered vacant * June 24, 1644.

by the ejection of Appleby. This conjec- * Sept. Io, 1644.

ture rests upon no foundation. The same * Sept. 16, 1645.
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display of his varied learning, and have furnished ample

employment for one who strove to devote all his energies

to the due performance of any task he had undertaken.

He does not appear to have entered into Holy Orders for

some few years after the time of which we are speaking,

since, though the College Statutes required that, in order

to the retention of his Fellowship, he should be ordained

in 1646, being then a Master of Arts of two years' stand

ing, we find a College order granting him permission to

defer his ordination for four years'. According to the

custom of the age, however, it was no unusual circum

stance for young men to preach previously to being

ordained, and probably he did not neglect such oppor

tunity of imparting instruction.

In the year 1650 he was appointed Dean of the Col

lege and Catechist", and the Lectures delivered by him in

discharge of the duties of such offices, constitute the prin

cipal portion of the Select Discourses. They were, as

occasion occurred, slightly modified and enlarged by their

author, as his extended reading enabled him to correct

what he had previously written, or to expand the ideas he

had unduly contracted; but his premature death pre

vented the finishing touches being added to such produc

tions, and left to other hands the task of arranging them

preparatory to their being committed to the press.

Among the number of those who shared the benefit of

his precepts and example during the period between his

entering Queens' College and his death, was Symon

Patrick, who had been admitted as a sizar a fortnight

after Smith obtained his Fellowship. Patrick himself

subsequently became a Fellow of the College, continuing

resident there and living on terms of friendship with Smith

till the death of the latter, and attending him in his last

moments. He had thus full opportunity for forming a

* This order bears date Jan. 19, 1646 (1647). * Sept. 18, 1650.
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correct estimate of his character and attainments. Nor

was such estimate liable to be biassed by the affection so

often found to exist between a pupil and a tutor, for

Patrick was not placed under the especial tutelage of

Smith at his admission into College, but under that of

another of the Fellows, named Wells.

One result of such uninterrupted friendship was the

grateful tribute paid to Smith's memory in the funeral

sermon preached by Patrick on the occasion of the death

of his friend, as well as in the remarks contained in

Patrick's Autobiography, first printed in 1839.

In the latter of these publications, Patrick, quoting

from a note made by him at the time to which it relates,

thanks God, among other providences, for having brought

him into intimacy with Mr Smith, laments his early death,

but adds, ‘Blessed be God for the good I got by him

while he lived.” These were the words of the youthful

student, words the sentiment of which was fully indorsed

by the aged bishop, taking a retrospect view of his life.

He speaks of the singular blessing he enjoyed by the suc

cessful method employed by Smith to remove doubts he

had entertained on certain religious subjects, doubts which

never afterwards recurred to his mind, and states how

memory in his declining years faithfully retained all the

circumstances of time and place connected with such con

versation. -

But intense application to study, acting upon a highly

sensitive organization, soon produced its fatal effects,

either in developing the latent seeds of disease, or in lay

ing the foundation of the complaint which terminated his

career. In the year 1651, he was attacked by illness,

probably tubercular disease of the lungs, which appeared

to baffle medical skill. The husky cough and the constant

expectoration prostrated his strength. In the spring of

1652 he was advised to go to London to seek the aid of
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physicians there. This he did, and continued for some

months under the care of Dr Theodore Mahern, from

whose treatment, however, he derived no benefit'.

Before his departure for London, he had committed

the care of his pupils, who were numerous, to his friend

Patrick. On his return to Cambridge, near the end of

July, it was evident that he could not long bear up

against the disease that had marked him for a prey. All

efforts to restore him proved ineffectual: he lay in a state

of listlessness for nearly a week. One lucid interval

enabled his friends to become acquainted with his wishes

respecting the disposal of his library and other property.

But before he could put his hand to a document drawn up

by them, he sank from exhaustion, and gently fell asleep

August 7, 1652, after a long and tedious illness, borne

with the spirit and resignation of a Christian philosopher.

He bequeathed a valuable collection of books to Queens'

College, in the chapel of which he lies interred, but with

out any inscription to denote the exact spot. The high

esteem in which he was held by his contemporaries is at

tested by what Patrick (who preached his funeral sermon)

states, that the Vice-Chancellor and all the Heads of

Houses, with a very large congregation, attended him to

his grave.

Thus died early one who, if his life had been pro

longed, would doubtless have ranked among the most

eminent divines of his country, and who, even now, has

left behind him a treasure in the Select Discourses that

posterity will not neglect.

His learning was varied and extensive. History and

philosophy, mathematics and divinity all occupied his

1 May 5, 1562. ‘Granted by the current quarter and likewise his stipend

Master and Fellows that Mr Smith being for so much of the last quarter as he was

absent by reason of sicknesse shall have absent upon the same cause of his sick

his whole stipend and dividend for this nesse." Regr. Coll. Regin.
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mind. He was critically skilled in the learned languages,

and largely read in Hebrew and Talmudic lore, to which

he added a still further acquaintance with Oriental lite

rature. He was a man of quick perception and sound

judgment; a prudent counsellor and a skilful instructor.

With a readiness to impart knowledge, he possessed a

facility of expression which enabled him to render the most

difficult subjects intelligible. Naturally of a hasty and

passionate temper, he controlled it by the regard he paid to

the great Christian duty of love. Whether in College

to a more learned audience, or among illiterate villagers

in the place of his nativity, he carefully adapted his dis

course to the character of those he was addressing, while a

deep humility at all times diffused a tone over his whole

character.

The study of the later Platonists, Plotinus especially,

with their fantastic theories, their frivolous speculations,

and their abstruse investigations, was much in vogue

while Smith was at the University, and deeply engaged

his attention, as his Discourses fully prove. In philoso

phy he was for the most part a follower of the system of

Descartes, though he did not, like him, look upon the im

mortality of the soul as a necessary consequence of its im

materiality irrespective of the decrees of God. The erro

neous doctrines with reference to morals which had lately

been extensively promulgated by Hobbes, and which were

so ably attacked by Cudworth, were, doubtless, continu

ally present to his mind, and the refutation of them, we

may suppose, was one object at least that he had in his

mind in some of his writings. He was a plain and sincere

Christian, and never so prized learning as to allow it to

usurp the place of piety and religion.

H. G. W.



TO THE R EA DE R.

HE intendment of this Preface is not to court the reader

into a high esteem either of these discourses or their au

thor—the discourses will best speak what they are, and for the

author, his own works will praise him ; but only to give a clear

and plain account of what concerns this edition, and withal, to

observe something concerning the discourses themselves, and

the author of them, not unnecessary perhaps for the reader to

be acquainted with. -

The papers now published, I received from the author's exe

cutor, Mr Samuel Cradock, then Fellow of Emmanuel College,

now Rector of North Cadbury in Somersetshire, whose benefi

cence to the public in imparting these treasures, I thought

worthy to be here, in the first place, gratefully remembered.

Having taken a more general view of these, and some other

papers, divers of which were loose and scattered, not being writ

ten by the author in any book, my first care was to collect such

as were homogeneous and related to the same discourse; as

also to observe where any new additional matter was to be

inserted; for the author, whose mind was a rich and fruitful

soil, a bountiful and ever-bubbling fountain, sometimes would

superadd upon further thoughts some other considerations to

what he had formerly delivered in public; and this he would do

sometimes after he had gone off from that argument, and

though matter of a different nature had come between. This

employment I found at first sufficiently perplexed and toilsome;

but, through more than once reading over the manuscripts, I

got through those difficulties, and despatched that first trouble.

And I am well assured that the severed parts, and also the addi

tional considerations, are brought to their due and proper places,

where the author himself would have disposed them, if he had

transcribed his papers.
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And now I found that I stood in need of more hands and

eyes than mine own, for the fair transcribing of the papers,

(otherwise impossible to be printed) as also for the examining

of the material quotations in this volume: and in this labour, I

had the assistance of some friends, to whom the memory of the

author was very precious. As for some short allusions and

expressions borrowed out of ancient authors, serving rather for

ornament than support of the matter in hand, there seemed to

be less need of being solicitous about all of them. But for the

other testimonies, which are many and weighty, there were but

few (some possibly among such a number of quotations might

escape) that were not examined; and I am sure that this labour

was not unnecessary and in vain, how wearisome soever it was,

especially where the authors, or the places in the authors, were

not mentioned.

And then, for the sake of those readers whose education had

not acquainted them with some of the languages, wherein many

of the testimonies were represented, being otherwise men of

good accomplishments, and capable of receiving the designed

benefit of these papers, it seemed expedient to render the Latin,

but especially the Hebrew and Greek quotations, into English;

except in those places where, the substance and main import

ance of the quotations being insinuated in the neighbouring

words, a translation was less needful—for the author seldom

translated the Hebrew, and more seldom the Greek, but into

Latin; as considering that he delivered these discourses in the

College Chapel before an auditory not needing any such con

descensions as are requisite in the publishing of these papers

for the benefit of some readers.

To despatch this first part of the Preface, which concerns the

preparations to this edition, I shall add only one thing more;

that whereas the papers now published, especially those that

contained the first six discourses, were written in the author's

own copy, without any distinction or sections—uno tenore et

continua Serie, (as the Jews observe of the ancient writing of the

law, ‘The whole law was but as one verse';) it seemed expe

dient for the reader's accommodation to distinguish them into

several discourses or treatises, the titlepage to each discourse

1 inx pipes ºn nºnn $5.
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giving a general account of the matter contained therein, and

the discourses themselves into chapters and sections, (except

the discourses were short, as two or three of them are, which

therefore have the contents set in the beginning,) and before the

chapters, to give a particular account of the chief matters

therein contained; that so the reader might have a clearer and

fuller view, as of the strength and importance, so also of the

contexture of the whole, and the coherence of the several parts

of the respective discourses; which otherwise would not be so

easily discerned by every reader, especially where there are

some excursions and digressions in any of the treatises, (things

not unusual in the writings or discourses of other men, when

the notion does strongly affect and possess their minds, and

their fancies are therefore more active and vigorous,) and some

such digressions the reader will meet with here more than once;

though even therein he will see that the author did still respi

cere titulum, and keep the main design always in his eye. Nor

does the author in these digressions lead the reader a little out

of the way, only to see “a reed shaken with the wind", an ordi

nary trifle, some slight and inconsiderable object, but for better

purposes; that he might the better present to the perspicacious

reader, something which is worthy his observation; and there

fore these Tapek&atukoi X&You being usually of such importance,

need not be severely censured by rigid methodists, if any such

chance to read these treatises.

This is a plain account of some instances of the care and

labour preparatory to this edition; of all which I accounted the

author of these discourses to be most worthy: for I considered

him as a friend,-one whom I knew for many years, not only

when he was Fellow of Queens' College, but when a student in

Emmanuel College, where his early piety, and the remembering

his Creator in those days of his youth, as also his excellent im

provement in the choicest parts of learning, endeared him to

many, particularly to his careful tutor, then Fellow of Emmanuel

College, afterwards Provost of King's College, Dr Whichcote;

to whom, for his directions and encouragements of him in his

studies, his seasonable provision for his support and mainte

nance when he was a young scholar, as also upon other obliging

* Matt. xi. 7.
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considerations, our author did ever express a great and singular

regard.

But, besides, I considered him—which was more—as a true

servant and friend of God; and to such a one, and what relates

to such, I thought that I owed no less care and diligence. The

former title, ‘a servant of God, is very often in Scripture given

to that incomparable person Moses—incomparable for his philo

Sophical accomplishments and knowledge of nature, as also for

his political wisdom, and great abilities in the conduct and

managing of affairs; and for speaking excellent sense, with

strong and clear reason in any business and case that was before

him; for “he was mighty in words and in deeds";' (and of both

these kinds of knowledge wherein Moses excelled, as also in the

more recondite and mysterious knowledge of the Egyptians,

there are several instances and proofs in the Pentateuch written

by him:) incomparable as well for the loveliness of his disposi

tion and temper, the inward ornament and beauty of a meek

and humble spirit”, as for the extraordinary amiableness of his

outward person; and incomparable for his unexampled self

denial in the midst of the greatest allurements and most tempt

ing advantages of this world". And from all these great accom

plishments and perfections in Moses, it appears how excellently

he was qualified and enabled to answer that title, “the servant

of God, more frequently given to him in Scripture than unto

any other.

The other title, ‘a friend of God,' is given to Abraham, the

father of the faithful, an eminent exemplar of self-resignation

and obedience even in trials of the greatest difficulty": and it is

given to him thrice in Scripture", and plainly implied in Gen.

xviii. 17, ‘Shall I hide from Abraham, &c. but expressed in the

Jerusalem Targum there", and in Philo Judaeus'. Nor is less

insinuated concerning Moses, with whom God is said to have

spoken, ‘mouth to mouth", and ‘face to face, as a man speaketh

unto his friend”.'

* Acts vii. 22. 7 ptAov Y&p to goſpöv 0et% uáX\ov )

* Numb. xii. 3. 800Xov. IIap 8 kal oraqās étri 'A3paôu

* Heb. xi. 24, &c. párket, Mh émukaNúpw éyò diró 'A3paúp.

* Rom. iv.; Heb. xi.; Jam. ii. 21—23. Tod pixov upw;—Phil Jud. Vol. III. p. 302.

* 2 Chron, xx. 7; Isai. xli. 8; James * He $s Hº. Numb. xii. 8.

ii. 23. • Bº ºs p':P. Exod. xxxiii. 11.

• ‘prin.
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And how fitly and properly both these titles were verified

concerning our author, who was a faithful, hearty, and industri

ous ‘servant of God, counting it his duty and dignity, his meat

and drink, to do the will of his Master in heaven, and that from

his very soul, and with good will, (the characters of a good ser

vant') and who was dearly affected towards God, and treated by

God as a friend,-may appear from that account of him repre

sented in the sermon at his funeral. I might easily fill much

paper, if I should particularly recount those many excellences

that shone forth in him: but I would study to be short. I might

truly say, that he was not only 8tratos, but dyadós—both a

righteous and truly honest man, and also a good man". He was

a follower and imitator of God in purity and holiness, in benig

nity, goodness and love—a love enlarged as God's love is, whose

goodness overflows and spreads itself to all, and His tender mer

cies are over all His works. He was a ‘lover of our Lord Jesus

Christ in sincerity", a lover of His spirit and of His life, a lover

of His excellent laws and rules of holy life, a serious practiser

of His sermon in the mount", the best sermon that ever was

preached, and yet none more generally neglected by those that

call themselves Christians; though the observance of it be for

the true interest both of men's souls, and of Christian states and

commonwealths; and accordingly, as being the surest way to

their true settlement and establishment, it is compared to ‘the

building upon a rock". To be short: he was a Christian not

only €v SXiyo, but €v troAX6—more than a little, even wholly and

altogether such”: a Christian év Tó kpvt.Tó—inwardly and in

good earnest": religious he was, but without any vainglorious

ness and ostentation; not so much a talking or a disputing, as

a living, a doing, and an obeying Christian; one inwardly ac

quainted with the simplicity and power of godliness, but no

admirer of the Pharisaic forms and sanctimonious shows, (though

never so goodly and specious,) which cannot and do not affect

the adult and strong Christians, though they may and do those

that are unskilful and weak. For in this weak and low state of

the divided churches in Christendom, weak and slight things,

* {x puxſis—uer' evoias. Eph. vi. * Matt. v. 6, 7.

6, 7. * Matt. vii. 24.

* Rom. v. 7. * Acts xxvi. 29.

* Eph. vi. 24. 7 Rom. ii. 29.
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especially if they make a fair show in the flesh, as the apostle

speaks, are most esteemed; whereas in the mean time “the

weightier matters of the law, the most concerning and substan

tial parts of religion, are passed over and disregarded by them,

as being grievous to them, and no way for their turns, no way

for their corrupt interests, fleshly ease, and worldly advantages.

But God's thoughts are not as their thoughts: the “circumcision

which is of the heart, and in the spirit, is that whose praise is of

God, though not of men';' and ‘that which is highly esteemed

amongst men, is abomination in the sight of God”.'

What I shall further observe concerning the author, is only

this,

That he was eminent as well in those perfections which have

most of divine worth and excellency in them, and rendered him

a truly godlike man; as in those other perfections and accom

plishments of the mind, which rendered him a very rational and

learned man: and, withal, in the midst of all these great accom

plishments, as eminent and exemplary in unaffected humility

and true lowliness of mind. And herein he was like to Moses,

that servant and friend of God, who was most ‘meek and lowly

in heart'—as our Lord is also said to be", in this, as in all other

respects, greater than Moses who was vir mitissimus—‘above

all the men which were upon the face of the earth".’ And

thus he excelled others as much in humility as he did in know

ledge, in that thing which, though in a lesser degree in others,

is apt to puff up and swell them with pride and self-conceit.

But Moses was humble, though he was a person of brave parts—

ºppovijuatt Yevvaſos, as Josephus speaks of him", and having had

the advantages of a most ingenuous education, was admirably

accomplished in the choicest parts of knowledge, and “learned

in all the wisdom of the Egyptians";’ whereby some of the

ancients understood the mysterious hieroglyphical learning, natu

1 Rom. ii. 29.

* Luke xvi. 15.

* Matt. xi. 29.

* Numb. xii. 3.
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ral philosophy, music, physic, and mathematics. And for this

last, to omit the rest, how excellent this humble man, the author,

was therein, did appear to those that heard him read a mathe

matic lecture in the schools for some years, and may appear

hereafter to the reader, if those lectures can be recovered. To

conclude: he was a plainhearted friend and Christian, one in

whose spirit and mouth there was no guile—a profitable com

panion—nothing of vanity and triflingness in him, as there was

nothing of sourness and stoicism. I can very well remember,

when I have had private converse with him, how pertinently and

freely he would speak to any matter proposed; how weighty,

substantial, and clearly expressive of his sense his private dis

courses would be, and both for matter and language much of the

same importance and value with such exercises as he studied

for, and performed in public.

I have intimated some things concerning the author—much

more might be added: but it needs not, there being, as I before

insinuated, already drawn a fair and lively character of him by a

worthy friend of his, in the sermon preached at his funeral; for

the publishing whereof and annexing it (as now it is) to these

discourses, he was importuned by letters from several hands,

and prevailed with: wherein, if some part of the character should

seem to have in it any thing of hyperbolism and strangeness, it

must seem so to such only as either were unacquainted with

him and strangers to his worth, or else find it a hard thing not

to be envious, and a difficulty to be humble. But those that had

a more inward converse with him, knew him to be one of those

‘of whom the world was not worthy', one of the ‘excellent ones

in the earth”; a person truly exemplary in the temper and

constitution of his spirit, and in the well-ordered course of his

life; a life (as I remember Seneca doth express it somewhere in

his epistles) “all of one colour, every where like itself"—and

eminent in those things that are worthy of praise and imitation.

And certainly a just representation of those excellences that

shone in him, as also a faithful celebration of the like accom

plishments in others, is doing honour to God, who is wonderful

1 Heb. xi. 38. quisque vivat, ne orationi vita dissentiat,

* Psalm xvi. 3. ut ipsa inter se vita unius, sine actionum

* Facere docet philosophia, non di- dissensione, coloris sit. Senec. Epist. xx.

cere: et hoc exigit, ut ad legem suam (ed. Bouillet. Par. 1828.)
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in His saints, if I may with some apply to this sense that in

Psalm lxviii. 35, Oavuaatös 6 (9eós év toſs Šariots at Tot-and it

may be also of great use to others, particularly for awakening

and obliging them to an earnest endeavouring after those heights

and eminent degrees in grace and virtue and every worthy

accomplishment, which by such examples they see to be possible

and attainable through the assistance which the divine goodness

is ready to afford those souls which ‘press toward the mark, and

reach forth to those things that are before.' The lives and ex

amples of men eminently holy and useful in their generation,

such as were TúTot caxów Śpyov, are ever to be valued by us as

great blessings and favours from heaven, and to be considered

as excellent helps to the advancement of religion in the world:

and, therefore, there being before us these elköves éunlºvyot, as

St Basil speaks, and a little afterwards in the same Epistle, such

‘living pictures, moving and active statues,’ fair ideas and lively

patterns of what is most praiseworthy, lovely, and excellent; it

should be our serious care that we be not, through an unworthy

and lazy self-neglect, eacemplorum ingentium parvi imitatores,

to use Salvian's expression": it should be our holy ambition to

transcribe their virtues and excellences, “to make their noblest

and best accomplishments our own by a constant endeavour

after the greatest resemblance to them”, and by being “follow

ers of them, as they were also of Christ,’ who is the fair and

bright exemplar of all purity and holiness, the highest and most

absolute pattern of whatsoever is lovely and excellent, and

makes most for the accomplishing and perfecting of human

nature.

Having observed some things concerning this edition and

the author of these discourses, I proceed now, (which was the

last thing intended in this Preface,) to observe something con

cerning the several discourses and treatises in this volume.

And, indeed, some of these observations I ought not in justice

to the author to pretermit: and all of them may be for the bene

fit of, at least, some readers. -

* Ita ergo et nos exemplorum ingen- Té\etov, otovel mp3s dyáXuard Tuva kwoºmeva
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The first discourse ‘Concerning the true Way or Method of

attaining Divine Knowledge, and an increase therein,’ was

intended by the author as a necessary introduction to the

ensuing treatises; and, therefore, is the shorter: yet it contains,

to use Plutarch's expression,-'excellent sense and solid matter,

well beaten and compacted and lying close together in a little

room', many very seasonable observations for this age, wherein

there is so much of fruitless notionality, so little of the true

Christian life and practice.

Shorter yet are the next two tracts ‘On Superstition and

Atheism, which were also intended by the author to prepare

the way for some of the following discourses upon which he

purposed to enlarge his thoughts.

Yet as for that tract “On Superstition, some things that are

but briefly intimated by the author therein, may receive a fur

ther explication from his other discourses, more especially from

the eighth, viz. ‘Of the Shortness and Vanity of a Pharisaical

Righteousness, or An Account of the false Grounds upon which

men are apt vainly to conceit themselves to be religious. And,

indeed, what the author writes concerning that more refined,

that more close and subtile superstition, by which he under

stands the formal and specious sanctity and vain religion of

Pharisaical Christians, who yet would seem to be very abhorrent

from superstition, and are apt to call every thing Babylonish

and antichristian that is not of their way—I say, what he writes

concerning this in both these or any other discourses, he would

frequently speak of, and that with authority and power. For,

being possessed of the inward life and power of true holiness,

he had a very strong and clear sense of what he spake, and

therefore a great and just indignation, as against open and gross

irreligion, so also against that vainglorious, slight, and empty

sanctity of the spiritual Pharisees, who would, as our Saviour

speaks of the old Pharisees”, make void and very fairly disannul

the commandments of God, the weightier things of religion, the

indispensable concernments of Christianity; while, instead of an

* Kal rig lepig roº IIv6tov 'AróXXavos 6avudgavres T is \{{ews rô e joy kov
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inward, living righteousness, and entire obedience, they would

substitute some external observances, and a mere outward, life

less, and slight righteousness; and in the room of the new crea

ture made after God, set up some creature of their own, made

after their own image—a self-framed righteousness: they being

strict in some things which have a show of wisdom and sanctity

—things less necessary and more doubtful, and where the holy

Scripture hath not placed the kingdom of God—but, in the

mean time, loose and careless in their plain duty toward God

and toward their neighbour, in things holy and divine, unques

tionably just and good; yet, to make some compensation for

their being deficient in things strictly and necessarily required,

and primarily pleasing to God, and to excuse themselves, they

would express a more than ordinary diligence and zeal in some

easy and little things, as all the most specious observances of

formal Christians are, and not worthy to be named with those

great instances of ‘the power of godliness'—such as hearty and

universal obedience, entire self-resignation, a being crucified to

the world, plucking out of the right eye, and cutting off the

right hand, mortification of the more dear and beloved sins,

and the closer tendencies and inclinations to sin and vanity, and

the like.

This is a short character of the Pharisaical and conceited

righteousness; and in our author's plain discovering of the thin

ness and slightness thereof, and free reproving of these false

religionists, it appears that the same nobleness of mind and

spirit was in him which was also in Christ Jesus, who never

expressed Himself with so much vehemency and smartness, as

when he was to reprove the Pharisees in His days'—those pat

terns of formal Christians in all ages. For there is nothing

more grievous to the sincerely religious soul than affectation

and canting in religion; empty, though specious shows of sanc

tity; great pretendings to spirituality and higher degrees of

grace; when, to the free-spirited and discerning Christian, it

clearly appears that such boasters are but low and weak things,

‘unskilful' and inexperienced ‘in the word' and way ‘of righte

ousness”, and manifestly short of being plain moral men; and

that they are sensual, having not the spirit, nor bringing forth

1 Matt. xxiii. * Heb. v. 13.
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those lovely and well-relished fruits of the spirit, mentioned in

Scripture", but, on the contrary, the corrupt fruits of the flesh

grow out of their hearts, and ‘the works of the flesh' there men

tioned are manifested in them. So far are they from being

‘crucified’ and not alive ‘to the world, and the world to them”;

so far are they from having ‘crucified the flesh with the affec

tions and lusts", that they do tá ràs a apicós and tâ étrº ris yńs

$povetv-mind and earnestly affect, savour and relish, the things

of the flesh, and of the earth"; aspiring as much after power and

greatness, as self-seeking and self-pleasing, as great lovers of

themselves, loving the world and the things in the world, making

haste to be rich, thirsting still after more of this world, pursuing

worldly advantages and interests, with as much craft and policy,

as much solicitude and eagerness, with as unsatisfied desires, as

those do whom they call worldly and carnal. So of old the

Gnostics called all others but themselves carnal and animal men:

they only were Tvevuatukoi, others were lºvyukot, and ÖAuxoi, as

Irenaeus tells us”: whereas, in truth, none were more sensual,

more unspiritual, than they who by their unevangelical lives

were the great spots and blemishes of the Christian profession.

But to let these alone, and to return to the former, with

whom our author had to do in both these treatises, and in the

2nd, 3rd, and 4th chapters of his seventh treatise, I shall add

this word of faithful admonition: ‘Be not deceived, God is not

mocked”—God will not be put off with empty pretences and

Pharisaical appearances, how glorious and precious soever in

the eyes of men. God will not be flattered with goodly praises,

nor satisfied with words and notions, when the life and practice

are a real contradiction to them. God will not be satisfied with

a specious ‘form of godliness, when men under this form are

“lovers of themselves, covetous, proud, high-minded, fierce,

lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God?, and are mani

festly under the power of these and the like spiritual, if not also

fleshly, wickednesses. For the power of sin within can, it seems,

easily agree and consist with the form of godliness without ; but

two such contrary powers as the power of godliness and the

* Gal. v. 22, 23. * Lib. 1. cap. 6.

* Gal. vi. 14. * Gal. vi. 7.

* Gal. v. 24. 7 2 Tim. iii. 2–4.

* Rom. viii. 5–13; Col. iii. 5–9.
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power of sin—two such contrary kingdoms as the kingdom of

the spirit and the kingdom of the flesh, which is made up of

many petty and lesser principalities, of various lusts and plea

sures, warring sometimes amongst themselves, but always con

federate in warring against the soul"—these so contrary powers

and kingdoms cannot stand together, nor be established in one

soul. Be wise now therefore, and be ye instructed, O ye sanc

timonious Pharisees, ye blind leaders of the blind, and know the

things that belong unto your peace: for the day of the Lord will

come that shall burn as an oven, when all those fine coverings,

wherewith men thought to hide their ungodlike dispositions,

shall be torn from them and cast into the fire; and in this

day shall even these ‘weak and beggarly elements” melt with a

fervent heat; and for hypocrites, all their paint shall then drop

off, and their deformity shall appear: in this day all affected

modes of religion shall be rendered despicable, and all disguises

and artificial dresses, whereby false Christians thought to hide

their crookednesses, shall be plucked off, and all things shall

appear as they are. Verily, there is a God that judgeth in

the earth: He will judge of men by other measures and rules

than they used here, whereby they deceived themselves and

others. God is for reality and truth. “He desireth truth in

the inward parts”, His delight is in sincere and single minds.

It will then appear that “he that walketh uprightly, walketh

surely”;' and that “he that doth the will of God, abideth for

ever".'

If what the author, out of great charity to the souls of men,

has observed concerning these things were seriously considered

and laid to heart, Christianity would then recover its reputation,

and appear in its own primitive lustre and native loveliness,

such as shone forth in the lives of those first and best Chris–

tians, who were Christians in good earnest—év Špyo kai dAmbeta,

—and were distinguished from all other men in excelling and

outshining them in whatsoever things were ‘true, venerable,

just, pure, lovely, and of good report". Then would the true

power of godliness manifest itself; which signifies infinitely

more than a power to dispute with heat and vehemency about

* Titus iii. 3. * Prov. x. 9.

* Gal. iv. 9. * I John ii. 17.

3 Ps. li. 6. 6 Phil. iv. 8.
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some opinions, or to discourse volubly about some matters in

religion, and in such forms of words as are taking with the weak

and unskilful; more than a power to pray without a form of

words; for these and the like may be, and frequently are, done

by the formal and unspiritual Christian; more than a power to

deny themselves in some things that are easy to part with, and

do not much cross their inclinations, their self-will, their cor

rupt designs and interests, nor prejudice their dear and more

beloved lusts and pleasures, their profitable and advantageous

sins; and more than a power to observe some lesser and easier

commands, or to perform an outward obedience arising out of

slavish fear, void of inward life and love, and a complacency in

the law of God—of which temper our author discourses at large.

For concerning such cheap and little strictnesses as these it

may be inquired, “What do you more than others? Do not

even Publicans and Pharisees the same'?'—tt Treptoraou Trouette;

‘what excellent and extraordinary thing do you? what hard or

difficult thing do you perform, such as may deserve to be

thought a worthy instance and real manifestation of the power

of godliness? except such things are to be accounted hard or

extraordinary, which are common to the real and to the formal

Christian, and are performable by unregenerate and natural

men, and are no peculiar characters of regeneration.' No; these

and the like performances by which such religionists would set

off themselves, are but poor and inconsiderable things, if com

pared with the mighty acts and noble achievements of the more

excellent, though less ostentatious, Christians, who, through

faith in the goodness and power of God, have been “enabled to

do all things through Christ, knowing both how to abound, and

how to be abased”,' &c.—enabled to overcome the world with

out them, and the love of the world within them; enabled to

overcome themselves; and for a man ‘to rule his own spirit’ is

a greater instance of power and valour than ‘to take a city, as

Solomon judgeth"; enabled to resist the powers of darkness,

and to quit themselves like men and good soldiers of Jesus

Christ, giving many signal overthrows to those lusts that war

against their souls, and to the mightiest and strongest of them,

the sons of Anak: and, by engaging in the hardest services of

* Matt. v. 46, 47. * Phil. iv. 12, 13. * Prov. xvi. 32.
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this spiritual warfare, wherein the Pharisaical boasters dare not

follow them, they show that there is a spirit of power in them,

and that they can do more than others. These are some of the

exploits of strong and healthful Christians; and, for the encou

raging of them in these conflicts, which shall end in glorious

conquests and joyous triumphs, the author hath, in the tenth

and last discourse, suggested what is worthy our consider

ation.

But I must not forget that there remains something to be

observed concerning some other treatises: and, having been so

large in the last observation, (which was not unnecessary, the

world abounding, and ever having abounded, with spiritual Phari

sees,) I shall be shorter in the rest. And now, to proceed to the

next, which is ‘Of Atheism.’ This discourse, being but prepa

ratory to the ensuing tracts, is short; yet I would remind the

reader, that what is more briefly handled here, may be supplied

and further cleared out of the fifth discourse, viz. ‘Of the Exist

ence and Nature of God;’ of which, if the former part seem

more speculative, subtile, and metaphysical, yet the latter, and

greater part, containing several ‘Deductions and Inferences from

the Consideration of the Divine Nature and Attributes,' is less

obscure and more practical, as it clearly directs us to the best,

though not much observed, way of glorifying God, and being

made happy and blessed by a participation and resemblance to

Him; and as it plainly directs a man to such apprehensions of

God as are apt and powerful to beget in him the noblest and

dearest love to God, the sweetest delight, and the most peaceful

confidence in Him.

One thing more I would observe to the reader concerning

the discourse on Atheism; and the same I would desire to be

observed also concerning the next, that large treatise ‘On the

Immortality of the Soul"—especially of the former part thereof;

and it is shortly this, that the author in these treatises pursues

his discourse with a particular reflection on the dogmas and

notions of Epicurus and his followers, especially that great

admirer of him, Lucretius, whose principles are here particularly

examined and refuted. These were the men whose opinions our

author had to combat with: he lived not to see Atheism so

closely and craftily insinuated, nor did he live to see Sadducism

and Epicurism so boldly owned and industriously propagated, as
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they have been of late by some, who being heartily desirous

that there were no God, no Providence, no reward nor punish

ment after this life, take upon them to deride the notion of

spirit, or incorporeal substance, the existence of separate souls,

and the life to come; and, by infusing into men's minds opinions

contrary to these fundamental principles of religion, they have

done that which manifestly tends to the overthrow of all reli

gion, the destruction of morality and virtuous living, the de

bauching of mankind, the consuming and eating out of any good

principle left in the conscience, which doth testify for God and

goodness, and against sin and wickedness, and to the defacing

and expunging of the law written in men's hearts"; and so the

holy apostle judges of the Epicurean notions and discourses, a

taste of which he gives in that passage, ‘Let us eat and drink,

for to-morrow we die”, and then there is an end of all, no other

life or state, and he expresseth his judgment concerning the

evil and dangerousness of these doctrines and their teachers,

partly in a verse out of Menander, ‘Evil communications corrupt

good manners", and in what he subjoins, (ver. 34,) besides many

other passages in this chapter in opposition to the doctrine of

the Sadducees and Epicureans: and to the same purpose he

speaks concerning those that denied the doctrine of the resur

rection or any future state, and the life to come". The sum and

substance of the apostle's judgment concerning these Epicurean

principles is plainly this; that these principles properly and

powerfully tend to the corrupting of men's minds and lives, to

the advancement of irreligion and immorality in the world; that

they are no benign principles of piety and a good life. It is

true, that some of the more wary and considerate modern Epi

cureans may express some care to live inoffensively, and to keep

out of danger, and to maintain a reputation in the world as to

their converse with others; (and herein they mind their worldly

interests and the advantages of this present life, the only life

which they have in their eye;) they may also express a care in

avoiding what is prejudicial to health and a long life in this

world; but all this is short of a true and noble love of goodness;

and if, in these men, there be any appearance of what is good

* This was of old confessed, and 2 I Cor. xv. 32.
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and praiseworthy, they would have been really better, if they

had been of other principles, and had believed in their hearts

that there is a Providence, a future state, and a life to come,

and had lived agreeably to the truths of the Christian philo

sophy, which do more ennoble and accomplish, and every way

better a man, than the principles of the Epicurean sect. But to

return: we have before observed that our author, in these two

treatises, pursued his design in opposition to the master-notions

and chief principles of Epicurus and Lucretius of old: I shall

only add this, that if any of this sect in our days has done

more than revive and repeat those principles; if any such has

superadded any thing of any seeming force and moment to the

pretensions of the old Epicureans mentioned in these tracts, the

reader may find it particularly spoken to, and fully answered, by

one whom our author highly esteemed—Mr Henry More, in his

late treatise on the Immortality of the Soul, and in another dis

course entitled, “An Antidote against Atheism,’ and in the ap

pendix thereunto annexed.

I pass on to the discourse ‘On Prophecy," which, as it cost

the author more pains, I believe, than any of the others, it con

taining many considerable inquiries in an argument not com

monly treated of, and more than vulgar observations out of

ancient Jewish writers, so did it, together with the former part

of the next discourse, require more labour to prepare it for

the press and the benefit of the reader, than any of the other

tracts, by reason of the many quotations, especially the Hebrew

ones, to be examined: in the perusing of which there would

sometimes occur a dubious and dark expression, and then I

thought it safest to confer with our Hebrew Professor, Dr Cud

worth, for whom the author had always a great affection and

respect.

It is true, this elaborate treatise is of a more speculative

nature than any of the rest, yet is it also useful, and contains

sundry observations not only of light and knowledge, but also

of use and practice. For, besides that in this treatise, several

passages of Scripture are illustrated out of Jewish monuments

—which is no small instance of its usefulness—there are two

chapters, to name no more, viz. the fourth and the eighth, the

longest in this treatise, which more particularly relate to prac

tice, and might be, if well considered, available to the bettering
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of some men's manners. The matter of the fourth chapter,

treating of ‘the Difference between the true Prophetical Spirit

and Enthusiastical Impostures,’ is seasonably useful, and of no

small importance. Not to mention any later experiments and

proofs how powerful such enthusiastical impostures have been

to disquiet and endanger several parts of Christendom, it

appears by good history, and the event is yet apparent, how

strangely that political enthusiast, Mahomet, has befooled a

very great part of the world by his pretensions to being in

spired and taught by the Divine Spirit whispering in his ear,

by his epileptical fits, pretended visions and revelations. Thus

Mahomet's dove hath as wonderfully prevailed in the world,

as of old the Roman eagles: although yet, which may abate our

wondering at this success, this imposturous and pretendedly

inspired doctrine was not propagated and promoted with a

dove-like spirit, but with force of arms; Mahometanism cut out

its way by the sword, the worst instrument for propagating re

ligion; to say nothing of the advantages it had from its com

pliance with flesh and blood, and a sensual life, and from the

ignorance, rudeness, and barbarism of that people to whom that

impure prophet communicated his Alcoran—a people capable

of any doctrine, how absurd and irrational soever. Whereas

Christianity was at first promoted, and made its way in the world,

by methods more innocent and worthy of the doctrine of the

great God, and our Saviour Jesus Christ, that true and great

Prophet, of whom the voice from heaven was, “Hear ye Him':’

after whose revelation of the counsel and will of God to man,

there is not to be expected any new, and by Him unrevealed

doctrine, as pertaining to life and godliness, and necessary to

salvation. Neither is the eighth chapter, treating of ‘the Dis

positions preparatory to Prophecy, without its usefulness; there

being an easy appliableness of what is contained therein to such

as are pretenders to prophesying, according to the more general

importance of that word; and it may be both a just reproof

and a sober advice to those who, being full of themselves,

swelled with self-conceit, and puffed up with an opinion of their

own knowledge and abilities—which yet is but a windy and vain

knowledge", a knowledge falsely so called”, and being wise and

* Matt. xvii. 5. See also Acts iii. 22. 2 nºn nyº, Job xv. 1,

Deut. xviii. 15. * 1 Tim. vi. 4.
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righteous in their own eyes, take upon them to be most talkative

and dogmatical, pert and magisterial, “Desiring to be teachers,

although they understand neither what they say, nor whereof

they affirm';' and therefore modesty and sparingness of speech,

and swiftness to hear, would better become such than empty

confidence and talkativeness, and a pouring out of words without

knowledge, Aééeou pleu Trotapios, vot, 8é ataxayués for, indeed,

this is the true account of these men and their performances,

the weakness and insignificancy of which, notwithstanding the

strong voice and loud noise of the speakers, are easily discerned

by those who in understanding are men, and have put away

childish things”.

What I would further intimate concerning this treatise on

Prophecy, is briefly this; that though it be one of the largest

treatises in this volume, yet there are some parts and passages

in it which I think the author would have more enlarged and

filled up, had he not hastened to that which, according to the

method designed by him, he calls The Third Great Principle of

Religion. But of this I have given an account in an Advertise

ment at the end of this treatise, as also of the adjoining next

to it.

The discourse ‘On the Legal and the Evangelical Righteous

ness,’ &c., is as much practical as the former was speculative.

Nor was the composing of that treatise more painful to the

author, than the elaborating of this, at least the former half of

this, wherein the author has traversed—loca mullius ante trita

solo"—the more unknown records and monuments of Jewish

authors, for the better stating of the Jewish notion of ‘the

Righteousness of the Law; the clearing of which, in the second

and third chapters, as also the settling of the difference between

‘that Righteousness which is of the Law, and that which is of

Faith—between the Old and the New Covenant, and the “Account

of the Nature of Justification and Divine Acceptance,’ &c., are

all of them of no small use and consequence; but, together with

the Appendix to this tract, made up of certain brief but com

prehensive observations, they offer to the reader what is not

unworthy of his serious consideration.

Of the eighth discourse, showing ‘the Vanity of a Pharisaical

* Avia Pieridum peragro loca, nullius1 Tim. i. 7.

ante Trita solo. Lucret. Rer. Nat. I. 926.* I Cor. xiii. 1 1.
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Righteousness, or godliness falsely so called, I have spoken

before.

The next discourse, largely treating of the ‘Excellency and

Nobleness of True Religion and Holiness,’ shows the author's

mind to have been not slightly tinctured and washed over with

religion, but rather to have been double-dyed, thoroughly imbued,

and coloured with that generosum homestum, as the Satirist not

unfitly styles it, Lincoctum generoso pectus homesto'. But the

author's life and actions spake no less; and, indeed, there is no

language so fully expressive of a man as the language of his

deeds. Those that were thoroughly acquainted with him, knew

well, that as there was in him, as it was said of Solomon,

“a largeness and vastness of heart and understanding", so there

was also in him “a free, ingenuous, noble spirit”, most abhorrent

from what was sordid and unworthy; and this Trvedpa jºyeuovuków,

as the LXX translate that Hebrew, is the genuine product of

religion in that soul where it is suffered to rule, and, as St

James speaks of patience, ‘to have her perfect work". The style

in this tract may seem more raised and sublime than in the

other, which might be perhaps from the nature and quality of

the subject matter, apt to heighten expressions; but yet in this,

as in the other tracts, it is free from the vanity of affectation,

which a mind truly ennobled by religion cannot stoop to, as

counting it a pedantic business, and a certain argument of a

poorness and weakness of spirit in either the writer or speaker.

But if in this tract the style seem more magnificent, yet in

the tenth and last discourse, viz. ‘Of a Christian's Conflicts and

Conquests, it is most familiar. The matter of it is very useful

and practical : for as it more fully and clearly acquaints a

Christian with the more dangerous and unseen methods of Satan's

activity, concerning which the notions and conceptions of many

men are discovered here to be very short and imperfect; so it

also acquaints him with such principles as are available to beget

in him the greatest courage, spirit, and resolution against the

* Quin damus id superis, de magna Mentis, et incoctum generoso pectus

quod dare lance honesto.

Non possit magni Messalae lippa Pers. Sat. II. 71–74.

propago, 2 sº ann I Kings iv. 29.

Compositum jus fasque animo, sanc- * nº rºn Psal. li. 12.

tosque recessus * James i. 4.
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day of battle, chasing away all lazy faintheartedness and despair

of victory. This for the matter. The style is, as I said, most

familiar. This discourse was delivered in public at Huntingdon,

where one of Queens' College is every year, on March 25th, to

preach a sermon against witchcraft, diabolical contracts, &c.

I shall only add this, that when he preached in lesser country

auditories, particularly at Achurch, near Oundle in Northampton

shire, the place of his nativity, as it was his care to preach upon

arguments of most practical concernment, so was it also his

desire and endeavour to accommodate his expressions to ordinary

vulgar capacities; being studious to be understood, and not to

be ignorantly wondered at by amusing the people either with

high unnecessary speculations, or with hard words and vain

ostentations of scholastic learning, the low design of some, that

by such arts would gain a poor respect to themselves; for such,

and no better, is all that stupid respect which is not founded

upon knowledge and judgment: he was studious, I say, there to

speak unto men olcočopuju, edification, and ei'a muov \óyov, what was

significant and easy to be understood", as the apostle doth phrase

it, and to express his mind in a way suitable to the apprehen

sions of popular auditories. And as for the discourses now pub

lished, they also were delivered (being College exercises) in a way

not less suitable to that auditory: and therefore it may not be

thought strange, if sometimes they seem for matter and style

more remote from vulgar capacities. Yet even in these dis

courses, what is most practical, is more easily intelligible by

every honest-hearted Christian. And, indeed, that the whole

might be made more familiar and easy, and more accommodated

to the use of any such, I thought it would be very expedient to

cast the discourses into chapters, and, before every chapter, to

propose to the reader's view the full scope, sense, and strength

of the principal matters contained therein; and I could willingly

have spared such a labour, the greater, when busied about the

notions and conceptions of another, and not our own, if I had

not conceived it to be greatly helpful and beneficial to some

readers: besides another advantage to them hereby, viz. That

they may the more easily find out and select any such particular

matters in these discourses, as they shall think most fit or desir

able for their perusal.

* I Cor. xiv. 3, 9.
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Thus have I given the reader some account of what seemed

fit to be observed concerning these ten discourses, which now

present themselves to his free and candid judgment. And now

if, in the reading of these tracts, enriched with arguments of

great variety, there should occur any passage wherein either he

or I may €Téxetu, it need not be a matter of wonder; for what

book, besides that book of books, the Bible, has not something

in it that speaks the author man? It would not have displeased

our author in his lifetime to have been thought less than infal

lible. He was not biºavtos—he was no fond self-admirer, nor

was he desirous that others should have his person, his opinion

and judgment, in admiration: he was far from the humour of

magisterial dictating to others, not ambitious ‘to be called of

men, Rabbi, Rabbi', as were and are the old and the modern

Pharisees; nor of the number of those who are inwardly trans

ported and tickled, when others applaud their judgment, and

receive their dictates with the greatest veneration and respect;

but very peevish and sour, disturbed and out of order, when

any shall express themselves dissatisfied and otherwise minded,

or go about modestly to discover their mistakes. No ; he was

truly pixaxijôms—a lover of truth, and of peace and charity. He

loved an ingenuous and sober freedom of spirit, the generous

Berean-like temper and practice, agreeable to the apostle's pru

dent and faithful advice, of ‘proving all things, and holding fast

that which is good”.' But to return: it is possible that some

passages in these tracts which seem dubious, may, upon a pa

tient considering of them, if the reader be unprejudiced, and

one of a clear mind and heart, gain his assent; and what upon

the first reading seems obscure and less grateful, may, upon

another view, and further thoughts, clear up, and be thought

worthy of all acceptation. It is not with the fair representations

and pictures of the mind as with other pictures; these of the

mind show best the nearer they are viewed, and the longer the

intellectual eye dwells upon them.

There is only one thing more which I ought not to forget to

remind the reader of, and it is shortly this—that he would please

to remember that the tracts now published are posthumous

works: and then affording that charity, candour, and fair

* Matt. xxiii. 7. * I Thess. v. 21.
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respect, which is commonly allowed to such works of worthy

men, I doubt not but he will judge them too good to have been

buried in obscurity; although it is likely, if the author himself

had revised them in his lifetime with an intent to present them

to public view, they would have received from his happy hand

some further polishing and enlargements. He could have easily

obliged the world with other discourses of as valuable import

ance, if he had lived, and been so minded. But it pleased the

only wise God, in whose hand our breath is, to call for him home

to the spirits of just men made perfect, after He had lent him to

this unworthy world for about five and thirty years. A short

life his was, if we measure it by so many years; but if we con

sider the great ends of life and being in the world, which he

fulfilled in his generation, his great accomplishments qualifying

him for eminent service, and accompanied with as great a readi

ness to approve himself a good and faithful servant to his gra

cious Lord and Master in heaven, his life was not to be accounted

short, but long; and we may justly say of him what is said by

the author of the Book of Wisdom concerning Enoch, that great

exemplar of holiness, and the shortest lived of the patriarchs

before the flood, for he lived but three hundred and sixty-five

years, as many years as there are days in one year: “He being

consummated in a short time, fulfilled a long time". For, as

the same author doth well express it in some preceding verses,

“Honourable age is not that which standeth in length of time,

nor that which is measured by number of years: but wisdom is

the gray hair unto men, and an unspotted life is old age”.'

Thus much for the papers now published. There are some

other pieces of this author's, both English and Latin, which may

make another considerable volume, especially if some papers of

his, in other hands, can be retrieved. For my particular, I shall

wish and endeavour that not the least fragment of his may be

concealed, which his friends shall think worthy of publishing:

and I think all such fragments being gathered up may fitly

be brought together under the title of Miscellanies. If others

who have any of his papers shall please to communicate them,

I doubt not but that there will be found in some of his friends a

readiness to publish them with all due care and faithfulness.

' TeXewbels évôMyg ºn Aſpace xpóvous wakpots. Wisd. iv. 13.

* Ibid. iv. 8, 9.
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Or, if they shall think good to do it themselves, and publish

them apart, I would desire and hope that they would bestow

that labour and diligence about the preparing them for public

view and use, as may testify their respect both to the reader's

benefit, and the honour of the author's memory.

And now that this volume is finished through the good

guidance and assistance of God, the Father of lights and the

Father of mercies, whose rich goodness and grace in enabling

me both “to will and to do',' and to continue patiently in so

doing, notwithstanding the many tedious difficulties accompany

ing such kind of labour, I desire humbly to acknowledge; now

that the several papers are brought together in this collection

to their due and proper places, as it was said of the bones scat

tered in the valley, that “they came together, bone to his bone”,

what remains but that the Lord of life—He who ‘giveth to all

things life and breath",-be with all earnestness and humility

implored, that He would please to put breath into these, other

wise dry, bones, that they may live; that besides this paper-life,

which is all that man can give to these writings, they may have

a living form and vital energy within us; that the practical

truths contained in these discourses may not be unto us a dead

letter, but spirit and life? That “he who teacheth us to profit",

would prosper these papers for the attainment of all those good

ends to which they are designed; that it would please the God

of all grace to remove all darkness and prejudice from the mind

and heart of any reader, and whatsoever would hinder the fair

reception of truth; that the reader may have an inward, prac

tical, and feeling knowledge of ‘the doctrine which is according

to godliness", and live a life worthy of that knowledge, is the

prayer of

His Servant in Christ Jesus,

JOHN WORTHINGTON.

CAMBRIDGE,

December 22, 1659.

Phil. ii. 13. * Ezek. xxxvii. 7. * Acts xvii. 25.

* Isa. xlviii. 17. * 1 Tim. vi. 3.
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PREFATORY DISCOURSE

CONCERNING

THE TRUE WAY OR METHOD OF ATTAINING

DIVINE KNOWLEDGE.

SECTION I.

That divine things are to be understood rather by a spiritual sensation than

a verbal description, or mere speculation. Sin and wickedness preju

dicial to true knowledge. That purity of heart and life, as also an

ingenuous freedom of judgment, are the best grounds and preparations

jor the entertainment of truth.

IT hath been long since well observed, that every art

and science hath some certain principles upon which

the whole frame and body of it must depend; and he

that will fully acquaint himself with the mysteries thereof,

must come furnished with some praºcognita, or ſpoxºpsis,

that I may speak in the language of the Stoics. Were I

indeed to define divinity, I should rather call it a divine

life, than a divine science; it being something rather to be

understood by a spiritual sensation, than by any verbal

description, as all things of sense and life are best known

by sentient and vital faculties; yvöats exdatov 3 duotórntos

'ytveral, as the Greek Philosopher hath well observed"—

everything is best known by that which bears ajust resem

blance and analogy with it: and therefore the Scripture

1 Plotin. Enn. I. 8. I.



2 The True Way or Method

is wont to set forth a good life as the prolepsis and

fundamental principle of divine science; “Wisdom hath

builded her house, and hewn out her seven pillars'; ' but

‘the fear of the Lord is Tºm nº's, the beginning of

wisdom”,”—the foundation of the whole fabric.

We shall therefore, as a prolegomenon or preface to

what we shall afterward discourse upon the heads of divi

nity, speak something of this true method of knowing,

which is not so much by notions as actions; as religion

itself consists not so much in words as in things. They are

not always the best skilled in divinity, that are the most

studied in those pandects, into which it is sometimes

digested, or that have erected the greatest monopolies of

art and science. He that is most practical in divine

things, hath the purest and sincerest knowledge of them,

and not he that is most dogmatical. Divinity indeed is a

true efflux from the eternal light, which, like the sun

beams, does not only enlighten, but heat and enliven; and

therefore our Saviour hath, in His beatitudes, connected

purity of heart with the beatifical vision. And as the eye

cannot behold the sun, j\toetºs uſ, yivéuevos",—unless it be

sunlike, and hath the form and resemblance of the sun

drawn in it; so neither can the soul of man behold God,

6eosièrs uſ, yuouévn",—unless it be Godlike, hath God formed

in it, and be made partaker of the divine nature. And

the apostle St. Paul, when he would lay open the right

way of attaining to divine truth, saith, that ‘knowledge

puffeth up, but it is ‘love that edifieth’.” The knowledge

of divinity that appears in systems and models is but a

poor wan light; but the powerful energy of divine know

ledge displays itself in purified souls: here we shall

1 Prov. ix. 1. seems to have furnished the above phrase,

* Ibid. ver. Io. —otöe to KaNov dw 150 puxi, a rax)

* Plotin. Enn. I. 6.. 9. Yevouéºn. Tevéa to 55 mpõrov beceij}s rās

* The context of the passage in which . . . . ei ué\\et beforagta, ge&v.

the words j\toetó)s u% Yuvépévos occur * I Cor. viii. 1.
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find the true reëtov dxn&etas, as the ancient philosophy

speaks,—‘the land of truth'.’

To seek our divinity merely in books and writings, is

to seek the living among the dead: we do but in vain seek

God manytimes in these, where His truth too often is not so

much enshrined as entombed:—no ; intra te quare Deum,

seek for God within thine own soul; He is best discerned

voepā āraq.ft, as Plotinus phraseth it, by an intellectual

touch of Him?—we must ‘see with our eyes, and hear with

our ears, and our hands must handle the word of life”,”

that I may express it in St. John's words. "Eart kal

Nºvyns ataffna is ris—the soul itself hath its sense, as well as

the body: and therefore David, when he would teach us

how to know what the divine goodness is, calls not for

speculation but sensation: ‘Taste and see how good the

Lord is '.' That is not the best and truest knowledge of

God which is wrought out by the labour and sweat of the

brain, but that which is kindled within us by a heavenly

warmth in our hearts. As, in the natural body, it is the

heart that sends up good blood and warm spirits into the

head, whereby it is best enabled to perform its several

functions; so that which enables us to know and under

stand aright in the things of God, must be a living prin

ciple of holiness within us. When the tree of knowledge

is not planted by the tree of life, and sucks not up sap

from thence, it may as well be fruitful with evil as with

good, and bring forth bitter fruit as well as sweet. If we

would indeed have our knowledge thrive and flourish, we

must water the tender plants of it with holiness. When

* Plotin. Enn. I. 3. 4 and VI. 7. 13.

The author had probably in his mind the

following curious passage from the Aacio

chus (incert. auct.) td 6é trpómſvXa ràs els

IIMotºrwyos 6600 gubmpoſs k\ettpots kal k\et

giv ºxſpºral. raúra öé dvol{avra trora

uð; "Axépwv čköéxeral, web' 8v KwKurós,

ots xpi tropflue&aavras dx6"was €mi Mivto

kal 'Pačápavövv, 6 k\}{eral reólov dxm

6etas.-Ariochus, 371 B. Cf. Plat. Phae

us 248 B.

* Probably the idea, but not the words

of Plotinus. Cf. Tis obv čkdarm aper) rig

rouotºrw; ) aroqla wºv čv 6ewpta ww vows

exei voſs 58 rà émaq.ft.—Enn. I. 2.6.

3 1 John i. i. 4 Psal. xxxiv. 8.

IB 2
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Zoroaster's scholars asked him what they should do to get

winged souls, such as might soar aloft in the bright beams

of divine truth, he bids them bathe themselves in the

waters of life: they asking what they were, he tells them,

the four cardinal virtues, which are the four rivers of

paradise. It is but a thin, airy, knowledge that is got by

mere speculation, which is ushered in by syllogisms and

demonstrations; but that which springs forth from true

goodness, is Betórepáv tº tragms diročeffews, as Origen speaks—

it brings such a divine light into the soul, as is more clear

and convincing than any demonstration. The reason why,

notwithstanding all our acute reasons and subtile disputes,

truth prevails no more in the world, is, we so often disjoin

truth and true goodness, which in themselves can never

be disunited; they grow both from the same root, and

live in one another. We may, like those in Plato's deep

pit', with their faces bended downwards, converse with

sounds and shadows, but not with the life and substance

of truth, while our souls remain defiled with any vice or

lusts. These are the black Lethe lake which drench the

souls of men: he that wants true virtue, in heaven's logic,

“is blind, and cannot see afar off.” Those filthy mists that

arise from impure and terrene minds, like an atmosphere,

perpetually encompass them, that they cannot see that

sun of divine truth that shines about them, but never

shines into any unpurged souls; the darkness comprehends

it not, the foolish man understands it not. All the light

and knowledge that may seem sometimes to rise up in

unhallowed minds, is but like those fuliginous flames that

rise up from our culinary fire, that are soon quenched in

their own smoke; or like those foolish fires that fetch their

birth from terrene exudations, that do but hop up and

down, and flit to and fro upon the surface of this earth,

where they were first brought forth; and serve not, so

* Plat. De Repub, 514 A. * 2 Peter i. 9.
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much to enlighten, as to delude us; not to direct the

wandering traveller into his way, but to lead him farther

out of it. While we lodge any filthy vice in us, this will

be perpetually twisting up itself into the thread of our

finest-spun speculations; it will be continually climbing up

into the to 'Hºysaoutków—the hegemonical powers of the

soul, into the bed of reason, and defile it: like the wanton

ivy twisting itself about the oak, it will twine about our

judgments and understandings, till it hath sucked out the

life and spirit of them. I cannot think such black oblivion

should possess the minds of some, as to make them ques

tion that truth which to good men shines as bright as the

sun at noon-day, had they not foully defiled their own

souls with some hellish vice or other, how fairly soever it

may be they may dissemble it. There is a benumbing

spirit, a congealing vapour that ariseth from sin and vice,

that will stupify the senses of the soul; as the naturalists

say there is from the torpedo, that smites the senses of

those that approach it. This is that venomous solanum—

that deadly nightshade that infuses its cold poison into

the understandings of men.

Such as men themselves are, such will God Himself

seem to be. It is the maxim of most wicked men, that the

Deity is some way or other like themselves; their souls do

more than whisper it, though their lips speak it not; and

though their tongues be silent, yet their lives cry it upon

the house-tops, and in the public streets. That idea which

men generally have of God is nothing else but the picture

of their own complexion: that archetypal notion of Him

which hath the supremacy in their minds, is none else

but such a one as hath been shaped out according to some

pattern of themselves; though they may so clothe and

disguise this idol of their own, when they carry it about in

a pompous procession to expose it to the view of the world,

that it may seem very beautiful, and indeed anything else
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rather than what it is. Most men (though it may be

they themselves take no great notice of it) like that dis

sembling monk,+aliter sentire in scholis, aliter in musais—

are of a different judgment in the schools from what they

are in the retirements of their private closets. There is a

double head, as well as a double heart. Men's corrupt

hearts will not suffer their notions and conceptions of

divine things to be cast into that form, into which a

higher reason, which may sometimes work within them,

would put them.

I would not be thought, all this while, to banish

the belief of all innate notions of divine truth: but

these are too often smothered, or tainted with a deep

dye of men's filthy lusts. It is but lua sepulta in opaca

materia—light buried and stifled in some dark body,

from whence all those coloured, or rather discoloured,

notions and apprehensions of divine things are begotten.

Though these common notions may be very busy some

times in the vegetation of divine knowledge; yet the

corrupt vices of men may so clog, disturb, and over

rule them, (as the naturalists say this unruly and

masterless matter doth the natural forms in the forma

tion of living creatures,) that they may produce nothing

but monsters, miserably distorted and misshapen. This

kind of science, as Plotinus speaks", “associating too

familiarly with matter, and receiving and imbibing it

into itself, changeth its shape by this incestuous mix

ture.’ At best, while any inward lust is harboured in

the minds of men, it will so weaken them, that they

can never bring forth any masculine or generous know

ledge; as AElian observes of the stork, that if the

night-owl chanceth to sit upon her eggs, they become

presently as it were wirnvéua, and all incubation is ren

1 tº WXukº troAXg avvoſora, kal els £aro kpāoret riſ trpós to xeipov.–Plotin.

aúriv elače:auévn, elöos repov \\d- I. 6.5.
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dered impotent and ineffectual'. Sin and lust are always

of a hungry nature, and suck up all those vital affec

tions of men's souls, which should feed and nourish their

understandings.

What are all our most sublime speculations of the

Deity, that are not impregnated with true goodness, but

insipid things that have no taste nor life in them, that do

but swell, like empty froth, in the souls of men! They do

not feed men's souls, but only puff them up, and fill them

with pride, arrogance, contempt, and tyranny towards

those that cannot well understand their subtile curiosities:

as those philosophers that Cicero complains of in his times,

qui disciplinam suam ostentationem scientia, non legem.

vitae, putabant—who made their knowledge only matter of

ostentation, to venditate and set off themselves, but never

caring to square and govern their lives by it”. Such as

these do but, spider-like, take a great deal of pains to spin

a worthless web out of their own bowels, which will not

keep them warm. These indeed are those silly souls that

are ‘ever learning, but never come to the knowledge of

the truth".’ They may, with Pharaoh's lean kine, eat up

and devour all tongues and sciences, and yet, when they

have done, still remain lean and ill-favoured as they were

at first. Jejune and barren speculations may be hovering

and fluttering up and down about divinity, but they can

not settle or fix themselves upon it: they unfold the plica

tures of truth's garment, but they cannot behold the lovely

face of it. There are hidden mysteries in divine truth,

* The precise term employed by AE

lian is not trnvéua (ova irrita..... quae

hypenemia Graeci vocant. Plin. I. x.

cap. 58) but divepuaſa. The passage re

ferred to is as follows: Ol treMapyol

Xupuavouévas atráv rà ºð rās vuxte

píðas dutvowra, travv aroq,0s. Al Mév Yàp

rporayáneva, pºévov divepuaſa Čpyášovrat

kal dyova abrá.—AElian. de Nat. Ani

mal. Lib. I. 37. Plato employs the same

technical term in the course of a phi

losophical argument: ºpépe 6% airò kowſ,

akeyðueba, Yövtuov (; āvepuatov rvyxávet

&v.—Theaet. 151 E.

* Quotus enim quisque philosophorum

invenitur, qui sit ita moratus, ita animo

ac vita constitutus, ut ratio postulat! qui

disciplinam suam non ostentationem scien

tiae, sed legem vitae putet?—Cic. Tusc.

Disp. II. 4. * 2 Tim. iii. 7.
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wrapt up one within another, which cannot be discerned

but by divine “Epoptists.”

We must not think we have then attained to the right

knowledge of truth, when we have broken through the

outward shell of words and phrases that house it up; or

when, by a logical analysis, we have found out the depen

dencies and coherencies of them one with another; or

when, like stout champions of it, having well guarded it

with the invincible strength of our demonstration, we dare

stand out in the face of the world, and challenge the field

of all those that would pretend to be our rivals.

We have many grave and reverend idolaters that

worship truth only in the image of their own wits; that

could never adore it so much as they may seem to do, were

it anything else but such a form of belief as their own

wandering speculations had at last met together in; were

it not that they find their own image and superscription

upon it.

There is a knowing of ‘the truth as it is in Jesus'—as

it is in a Christ-like nature, as it is in that sweet, mild,

humble, and loving spirit of Jesus, which spreads itself,

like a morning sun, upon the souls of good men, full of

light and life. It profits little to know Christ Himself

after the flesh; but He gives His Spirit to good men, that

searcheth the deep things of God. There is an inward

beauty, life, and loveliness in divine truth, which cannot

be known but then when it is digested into life and prac

tice. The Greek philosopher could tell those high-soaring

Gnostics that thought themselves no less than Jovis alites;

that could (as he speaks in the Comedy) depoſłateiv kai

trepiq povetv row #Mov', and cried out so much, “look upon

God”,' that “without virtue and real goodness God is but

a name,’ a dry and empty notion". The profane sort of

* depošarē kal reptºppová, röv \tov.– * divew 5é dperis dAmbuſ's 6eós Xeyóple

Aristoph. Nub. 225. wos &voud earw.—Plot. ibid.

* BAére rpás deſiv.–Plot. Enn. II.9.15.
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men, like those old Gentile Greeks, may make many

ruptures in the walls of God's temple, and break into

the holy ground, but yet may find God no more there than

they did.

Divine truth is better understood, as it unfolds itself

in the purity of men's hearts and lives, than in all those

subtile niceties into which curious wits may lay it forth.

And therefore our Saviour, who is the great master of it,

would not, while He was here on earth, draw it up into

any system or body, nor would His disciples after Him;

He would not lay it out to us in any canons or articles of

belief, not being indeed so careful to stock and enrich the

world with opinions and notions, as with true piety, and a

Godlike pattern of purity, as the best way to thrive in all

spiritual understanding. His main scope was to promote

a holy life, as the best and most compendious way to a

right belief. He hangs all true acquaintance with divinity

upon the doing God's will: “If any man will do His will,

he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God'.’

This is that alone which will make us, as St. Peter tells

us, ‘that we shall not be barren nor unfruitful in the

knowledge of our Lord and Saviour".' There is an inward

sweetness and deliciousness in divine truth, which no sen

sual mind can taste or relish: this is that Nºvytkós dump—

that natural man that savours not the things of God.

Corrupt passions and terrene affections are apt, of their

own nature, to disturb all serene thoughts, to precipitate

our judgments, and warp our understandings. It was a

good maxim of the old Jewish writers: ‘the Holy Spirit

dwells not in terrene and earthly passions".’ Divinity is

* John vii. 17.

* 2 Pet. i. 8.

*:by-n Rºaxy: my sº triphnn

An equable and cheerful frame of mind,

as well as a pious disposition, are frequently

mentioned by the ancient Jewish writers

as necessary in order that the ºpin nin

‘Spiritus Sanctus' or the n2">tº “Prae

sentia Divina’ (Shechinah) may dwell with

any one. Expressions similar to the above

occur not unfrequently in the Talmud,

e.g. Gem. Shabbath, cap. II. fol. 31 a.

Thus, too, indulgence in angry feelings is

said by them to deprive, for the time, the
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not so well perceived by a subtile wit, datep atabaei keka

6apuéun-‘as by a purified sense,'—as Plotinus phraseth it.

Neither was the ancient philosophy unacquainted with

this way and method of attaining to the knowledge of

divine things; and therefore Aristotle himself thought a

young man unfit to meddle with the grave precepts of

morality, till the heat and violent precipitancy of his

youthful affections were cooled and moderated'. And it

is observed of Pythagoras, that he had several ways to try

the capacity of his scholars, and to prove the sedateness

and moral temper of their minds, before he would entrust

them with the sublimer mysteries of his philosophy". The

Platonists were herein so wary and solicitous, that they

thought the minds of men could never be purged enough

from those earthly dregs of sense and passion, in which

they were so much steeped, before they could be capable

of their divine metaphysics”; and therefore they so much

wise man of his wisdom, and the prophet

of his gift of prophecy.—Gem. Pesachim,

cap. v.I. fol. 67 a. (Vide Discourse on

Prophecy, cap. VIII.) So, on the contrary,

they maintain that a holy life, and devo

tion to sacred study will secure the Divine

Presence. In the Mishna Massec. Avoth,

cap. III. § 6, it is said that the Shechinah

dwells with ten persons met together for

the study of the laws. Again, the same

is said (§ 2) with reference to two persons

met together for such study. (Cf. S.

Matth. xviii. 19, 20.) We must be care

ful not to confound the Jewish idea at

tached to the expression tº Tpm n)" “Spi

ritus Sanctus,' with the Christian meaning

of the term. By many Jewish writers,

though not by all, the term is understood

as denoting precisely the same as the

ITX">''' ‘Praesentia Divina.”—Vid. Bux

torf, Lex-Rabbin. s. v. TX">''. Col.

2395–2397.

1 (Ató) rās moxiraxis of K to ru, olkeſos

dxpoaths 6 véos' . . . . ."Era 6° rots tribeau,

dxoMovt/mrukös &v uarala's dro'o era, kal

ava pe)&s, émieu5h Tô TéAos éatly of Yvágus

dA\d trpāśts.—Eth. Nicom. I. I.

* It is curious that the first test to

which Pythagoras subjected his disciples

was the physiognomical. Hence, a science

which as yet finds less favour with us than

with the Germans, has at least the autho

rity of antiquity in the Greek philosopher.

For the definition of Gellius is explicit

enough to identify the Pythagorean with

the modern physiognomy: “Jam a prin

cipio adolescentes, qui sese ad discendum

obtulerant, equatoryvouëvet. Id verbum

significat, mores naturasque hominum

conjectatione quadam de oris et vultus

ingenio deque totius corporis filo atque

habitu sciscitari."—Gell. N. A. I. 9.

When admitted as scholars, their no

vitiate was passed in the practice of self

denial in matters of appetite and corporal

indulgence in general: they were exercised

in abstruse enquiries and speculations, and,

if the accounts are to be believed, in the

ordeal of silence for a term of years.—

Jambl. De Pyth. Wit. 68.

* EE. 'AX\& uhy ré ye 6ta\exruków oºk

d^\p 5&aeus, tºs éyòual, TAjiv 73 katapås

Te Kai čukaiws pixotopolovri.—Plat. Sophist.

253 E.
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solicit a xoplauds dird row aduatos, as they are wont to

phrase it—“a separation from the body,’ in all those that

would ka9após pi\ogoſpelv, as Socrates speaks, that is

indeed, “sincerely understand divine truth; for that was

the scope of their philosophy. This was also intimated by

them in their defining philosophy to be us\érm 6avátov– a

meditation of death";' aiming herein at only a moral way

of dying, by loosening the soul from the body and this

sensitive life; which they thought was necessary to a right

contemplation of intelligible things: and therefore, be

sides those dpetal ka9aprikai by which the souls of men

were to be separated from sensuality, and purged from

fleshly filth, they devised a farther way of separation more

accommodated to the condition of philosophers, which was

their mathemata, or mathematical contemplations, whereby

the souls of men might farther shake off their dependency

upon sense, and learn to go as it were alone, without the

crutch of any sensible or material thing to support them;

and so be a little inured, being once got up above the

body, to converse freely with immaterial natures, without

looking down again and falling back into sense. Besides,

many other ways they had, whereby to rise out of this

dark body—dvaſłdaeus éx row atm)atov, as they are wont to

call them",—several steps and ascents out of this miry cave

of mortality, before they could set any sure footing with

their intellectual part in the land of light and immortal

being.

* Toºro 34 otöèv d\\0 &arly 7 &p60s 6vuouvral del udMora kal uévot of pixogo

ºptAoroqoſora (sc. Wuxh) kal rig óvri refl ºpov wres ép60s, kal rô uéAérmua aúró roºró

väval ue^eróa'a pºtws' 7 of rotºr' év etm

ue^{rm 6avárov; IIavrátraat ye.—Plato.

Phaed. 8o E.

As a comment on the whole passage

we may quote what was probably in the

author's mind when he wrote it: Otºkoúv

rojrā Ye 6dvaros dwoud «erat, Xi'a is kal

xwpwagos WvXàs dro atºparos; IIavrátraort

7' i ö’ 65. A&ew8é ye atriv, Js papev, trpo

éart tav ºptAogópwv, Atats kal xwpurpºs

WvXàs diró adºplaros, j od; Paiveral.—Plat.

Phaed. 67 D.

* An expression borrowed from Plato

(De Repub. 514, 515), by Plotinus, Enn.

II. 9. 6: elöörww kal gapós róv'EAA#valv

drúpa's Aeyóvrww dwagdgets {x row airm

Malov.
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And thus we should pass from this topic of our dis

course, upon which we have dwelt too long already, but

that before we quite let it go, I hope we may fairly make

this use of it farther (besides what we have openly aimed

at all this while), which is, to learn not to devote or give

up ourselves to any private opinions or dictates of men in

matters of religion, nor too zealously to propugn the

dogmas of any sect. As we should not, like rigid cen

surers, arraign and condemn the creeds of other men

which we comply not with, before a full and mature

understanding of them, ripened not only by the natural

sagacity of our own reason, but by the benign influence of

holy and mortified affection: so neither should we over

hastily credere in fidem alienam—subscribe to the symbols

and articles of other men. They are not always the best

men that blot most paper: truth is not, I fear, so volu

minous, nor swells into such a mighty bulk as our books

do. Those minds are not always the most chaste that

ware most parturient with these learned discourses, which

too often bear upon them a foul stain of their unlawful

propagation. A bitter juice of corrupt affections may

sometimes be strained into the ink of our greatest scho

lars; their doctrines may taste too sour of the cask they

come through. We are not always happy in meeting

with that wholesome food (as some are wont to call the

doctrinal part of religion) which hath been dressed out by

the cleanest hands. Some men have too bad hearts to

have good heads: they cannot be good at theory who

have been so bad at the practice, as we may justly fear

too many of those, from whom we are apt to take the

articles of our belief, have been. Whilst we plead so

much our right to the patrimony of our fathers, we may

take too fast a possession of their errors, as well as of

their sober opinions. There are idola specſts—innate

prejudices, and deceitful hypotheses, that many times
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wander up and down in the minds of good men, that may

fly out from them with their graver determinations'. We

can never be well assured what our traditional divinity is;

nor can we securely enough addict ourselves to any sect

of men. That which was the philosopher's motto, 'EXew

6epov eiwat Sei rfi yvºun Töv uéAAovra pi\ogoqeiv, we may a

little enlarge, and so fit it for an ingenuous pursuer after

divine truth: “he that will find truth, must seek it with a

free judgment, and a sanctified mind: he that thus seeks

shall find; he shall live in truth, and that shall live in

him; it shall be like a stream of living waters issuing out

of his own soul; he shall drink of the waters of his own

cistern, and be satisfied; he shall every morning find this

heavenly manna lying upon the top of his own soul, and

be fed with it to eternal life; he will find satisfaction

within, feeling himself in conjunction with truth, though

all the world should dispute against him.

SECTION II.

An objection against the method of knowing laid down in the former sec

tion, answered. That men generally, notwithstanding their apostasy,

are furnished with the radical principles of true knowledge. Men

want not so much means of knowing what they ought to do, as wills to

do what they know. Practical knowledge differs from all other know

ledge, and eaccels it.

ND thus I should again leave this argument, but that

perhaps we may, all this while, have seemed to un

dermine what we intend to build up. For if divine truth

spring up only from the root of true goodness, how shall

we endeavour to be good, before we know what it is to be

1. Quod ad Idola Spects attinet, illa Vol. VIII. p. 294, and Vol. Ix. p. 204. ed.

ortum habent ex propriá cujusque natură Basil Montagu.

et animi et corporis, etc.—Bacon's Works,
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so? or how shall we convince the gainsaying world of

truth, unless we could also inspire virtue into it?

To both which we shall make this reply; that there

are some radical principles of knowledge that are so

deeply sunk in the souls of men, as that the impression

cannot easily be obliterated, though it may be much

darkened. Sensual baseness doth not so grossly sully and

bemire the souls of all wicked men at first, as to make

them, with Diagoras, deny the Deity, or, with Prota

goras, doubt of, or, with Diodorus, to question the

immortality of rational souls. Neither are the common

principles of virtue so pulled up by the roots in all, as to

make them so dubious in stating the bounds of virtue and

vice as Epicurus was, though he could not but sometimes

take notice of them. Neither is the retentive power of

truth so weak and loose in all sceptics, as it was in him,

who, being well scourged in the streets till the blood

ran about him, questioned, when he came home, whether

he had been beaten or not. Arrian hath well observed,

that the common notions of God and virtue impressed

upon the souls of men, are more clear and perspicuous

than any else; and that if they have not more certainty,

yet they have more evidence, and display themselves with

less difficulty to our reflective faculty than any geome

trical demonstrations: and these are both available to

prescribe out ways of virtue to men's own souls, and to

force an acknowledgment of truth from those that oppose,

when they are well guided by a skilful hand. Truth needs

not at any time fly from reason, there being an eternal

amity between them. They are only some private dogmas,

that may well be suspected as spurious and adulterate,

that dare not abide the trial thereof. And this reason is

not everywhere so extinguished, as that we may not, by

that, enter into the souls of men. What the magnetical

virtue is in these earthly bodies, that reason is in men's
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minds, which, when it is put forth, draws them one to

another. "Besides, in wicked men there are sometimes

distastes of vice, and flashes of love to virtue; which are

the motions which spring from a true intellect, and the

faint strugglings of a higher life within them, which they

crucify again by their wicked sensuality. As truth doth

not always act in good men, so neither doth sense always

act in wicked men; they may sometimes have their lucida

intervalla—their sober fits; and a divine spirit blowing

and breathing upon them, may then blow up some live

sparks of true understanding within them; though they

may soon endeavour to quench them again, and to rake

them up in the ashes of their own earthly thoughts.

All this, and more that might be said upon this argu

ment, may serve to point out the way of virtue. We want

not so much means of knowing what we ought to do, as wills

to do that which we may know. But yet all that know

ledge which is separated from an inward acquaintance

with virtue and goodness, is of a far different nature from

that which ariseth out of a true living sense of them,

which is the best discerner thereof, and by which alone we

know the true perfection, sweetness, energy, and loveliness

of them, and all that which is owre pnrów, otre Ypatrów

that which can no more be known by a naked demonstra

tion, than colours can be perceived by a blind man by any

definition or description which he can hear of them.

And, further, the clearest and most distinct notions of

truth that shine in the souls of the common sort of men,

may be extremely clouded, if they be not accompanied

with that answerable practice that might preserve their

integrity: these tender plants may soon be spoiled by the

continual droppings of our corrupt affections upon them;

they are but of a weak and feminine nature, and so may

be sooner deceived by that wily serpent of sensuality that

harbours within us.
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While the soul is TAmpns row orajuatos—‘full of the

body'—while we suffer those notions and common prin

ciples of religion to lie asleep within us; that yewealoupy&

3/vauls—“the power of an animal life'—will be apt to

incorporate and mingle itself with them; and that reason

that is within us, as Plotinus hath well expressed it,

becomes InOre and InOre a ſupvros kakais rais ényivouévais

36%als—it will be infected with those evil opinions that

arise from our corporeal life". The more deeply our souls

dive into our bodies, the more will reason and sensuality

run one into another, and make up a most dilute, un

savoury, and muddy kind of knowledge. We must

therefore endeavour more and more to withdraw ourselves

from these bodily things, to set our soul as free as may

be from its miserable slavery to this base flesh: we must

shut the eyes of sense, and open that brighter eye of our

understandings, that other eye of the soul, (as the philo

sopher calls our intellectual faculty,) #v ºxes uév tás,

xpóvtal & GAtºyot”—‘which indeed all have, but few make

use of.” This is the way to see clearly; the light of the

divine world will then begin to fall upon us, and those

sacred AAduyers—those pure coruscations of immortal

and everliving truth will shine into us, and in God's

own light shall we behold Him. The fruit of this know

ledge will be sweet to our taste, and pleasant to our

palates, “sweeter than honey or the honeycombº. The

ing powers, if there be any in their nature

(Öarts a ſupwros) is vitiated by indulgence

in degrading notions. The Oxford Lat.

version runs thus: qui (vero) mala cu

* The translation given by our Author

of the original passage in Plotinus cannot

be admitted, even after allowance is made

for difference in punctuation. The Greek

is as follows ol (6é) Kakav ćquéuevot Taís

kaka’s ély) evouévals étuffvulaus étréðmorav

ardvras roos év atroſs partas, tºo trep kal

Xöyov row épôöv, Öatus oriuquros, kakats

rats &miyevouévals ööğaws.—Enn. III. 5. 7.

The best feelings of mankind are debased

when the affections are fixed on unworthy

objects: the correctness of their reason

piunt pravis jam conceptis cupiditatibus,

omnes in se amores impedisse atque li

gasse videntur: quemadmodum rectain

quoque rationem, si qua innata est, malis

aliquando opinionibus occupare consueve

runt.

2 Plotin. I. 6. 8.

* Psalm xix. Io.
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priests of Mercury, as Plutarch tells us, in the eating of

their holy things, were wont to cry out y\vkº i dAſí6eta'—

“sweet is truth.' But how sweet and delicious that truth

is, which holy and heaven-born souls feed upon in their

mysterious converse with the Deity, who can tell but they

that taste it? When reason once is raised, by the mighty

force of the Divine Spirit, into a converse with God, it is

turned into sense: that which before was only faith well

built upon sure principles, (for such our science may be)

now becomes vision. We shall then converse with God

tº vig, whereas before we conversed with Him only tº

3avoia-with our discursive faculty—as the Platonists

were wont to distinguish. Before, we laid hold on Him

only A&yp droësixturg—with a struggling, agonistical, and

contentious reason, hotly combating with difficulties and

sharp contests of diverse opinions, and labouring in itself,

in its deductions of one thing from another; we shall then

fasten our minds upon Him Aéryp dropavrikº, with such

a ‘serene understanding,' yaxiſvg voepā, such an intellectual

calmness and serenity as will present us with a blissful,

steady, and invariable sight of Him.

SECTION III.

Men may be considered in a fourfold capacity in order to the perception

of divine things. That the best and most excellent knowledge of divine

things belongs only to the true and sober Christian ; and that it is but

in its infancy while he is in this earthly body.

ND now, if you please, setting aside the Epicurean

herd of brutish men, who have drowned all their own

sober reason in the deepest Lethe of sensuality, we shall

divide the rest of men into these four ranks, according to

1 Plutarch. de Iside et Osiride, 378 B.
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that method which Simplicius upon Epictetus hath already

laid out to us, with respect to a fourfold kind of know

ledge, which we have all this while glanced at.

The first whereof is &v6pwros avutrequpuévos th yevéael,

or, if you will, àv6poros & Toxts—‘That complex and mul

tifarious man that is made up of soul and body,’ as it were

by a just equality and arithmetical proportion of parts

and powers in each of them'. The knowledge of these

men I should call duvèpov čáčav in Plutarch's phrase; “a

knowledge wherein sense and reason are so twisted up

together,’ that it cannot easily be unravelled, and laid out

into its first principles. Their highest reason is duáčočos

Tais ato6 faeat-' complying with their senses'—and both

conspire together in vulgar opinion. To these that motto

which the Stoics have made for them may very well

agree, 8tos witóNnNas, their life being steered by nothing

else but opinion and imagination. Their higher notions

of God and religion are so entangled with the birdlime of

fleshly passions and mundane vanity, that they cannot

rise up above the surface of this dark earth, or easily

entertain any but earthly conceptions of heavenly things.

Such souls as are here lodged, as Plato speaks, are drago

(3apels, “heavy behind”, and are continually pressing down

to this world's centre: and though, like the spider, they

may appear sometime moving up and down aloft in the

air, yet they do but sit in the loom, and move in that web

of their own gross fancies, which they fasten and pin to

some earthly thing or other.

The second is ăv6pwros kard rºv Aoyukºv Çonv owawuévos

—the man that looks at himself as being what he is rather

* otros uév Yap 6 divöpwros 6 troAt's

éo Tuv, 6 ovum equpplévos Tāyevéael.-Simpl.

Prafat. Comment. in Epict.

sage refers to Simplicius in Epict. En

chirid. xii. . . . de sene ad discessum ex

hac vita praeparando: Iva uſi, toº kapoº

ths dwaxwpñorews évarávros, KaNoćuevos,

Öratogaphs eſpeſis, Urð rôw beauðv dy.

Verbum div6é\kegba, Plato

nicum.—Wid. de Legg. I. 644 E.

* Probably our author had in mind a

passage of Plotinus, not Plato, viz. divage

£mkéval 3& ºrt &murdoğaphs indpxww.—Enn.

vi. 9.4. The Oxford note on this pas

6eXkówevos.
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by his soul than by his body; that thinks not fit to view

his own face in any other glass but that of reason and

understanding; that reckons upon his soul as that which

was made to rule, his body as that which was born to

obey, and like a handmaid perpetually to wait upon his

higher and nobler part'. And in such a one the com

munes notitia, or common principles of virtue and good

ness, are more clear and steady. To such a one we may

allow Tpaveatépav kai Guqaveatépay 868av– InOre clear and

distinct opinions,’ as being already čv ka0ápast—‘in a

method or course of purgation,” or, at least, fit to be

initiated into the mysteria minora—‘the lesser mysteries

of religion.' For though these innate notions of truth

may be but poor, empty, and hungry things of them

selves, before they be fed and filled with the practice of

true virtue; yet they are capable of being impregnated,

and exalted with the rules and precepts of it. And there

fore the Stoics supposed 8+1 rototrºp ºrporákovaw at #6ixa

kai troAvrtkal dperat—that the doctrine of political and

moral virtues was fit to be delivered to such as these”;

and though they may not be so well prepared for divine

virtue, (which is of a higher emanation) yet they are not

immature for human, as having the seeds of it already

within themselves, which, being watered by answerable

practice, may sprout up within them.

The third is ãv6poros #ón kekabapuévos—he whose soul

is already purged by this lower sort of virtue, and so is

continually flying off from the body and bodily passion,

and returning into himself”. Such, in St Peter's language,

are those ‘who have escaped the pollutions which are in

the world through lust’.” To these we may attribute a

* exelvous dpuštoval, roſs karū rhy * Kal roërç rporákovav, K.T.A.—Ibid.

Xoyukºv učw why oëawuévois.-Simpl. * Otºre otv trpès rêv kaffaprikás Suvm

Prafat. Comment. in Epict. 6évra öv.—Ibid.

radeſſel 38 row dwópwrov, ºs karū * 2 Peter ii. 20.

Wuxi, Moyuköv oſcºwuévov.–Ibid.

C 2
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v69m ºrigrhan—a lower degree of science—their inward

sense of virtue and moral goodness being far transcendent

to all mere speculative opinions of it. But if this know

ledge settle here, it may be quickly apt to corrupt. Many

of our most refined moralists may be, in a worse sense

than Plotinus means, TAmpw8évres th éavrov q)ſaet— full

with their own pregnancy"; their souls may have too

much heave and swell with the sense of their own virtue

and knowledge: there may be an ill ferment of self-love

lying at the bottom, which may puff it up the more with

pride, arrogance and self-conceit. These forces with which

the divine bounty supplies us to keep a stronger guard

against the evil spirit, may be abused by our own rebel

lious pride, enticing them from their allegiance to God, to

strengthen itself in our souls, and fortify them against

heaven: like that supercilious Stoic who, when he

thought his mind well armed and appointed with wisdom

and virtue, cried out, Sapiens contendet cum ipso Jove de

felicitate?. They may make an airy heaven of these, and

wall it about with their own self-flattery, and then sit in

it as gods, as Cosroes the Persian king was sometimes

laughed at for enshrining himself in a temple of his own.

And therefore, if this knowledge be not attended with

humility and a deep sense of self-penury and self-empti

ness, we may easily fall short of that true knowledge of

God, after which we seem to aspire. We may carry such

an image and species of ourselves constantly before us, as

will make us lose the clear sight of the Divinity, and be

too apt to rest in a mere “logical life,' (an expression of

Simplicius) without any true participation of the divine

life, if we do not (as many do, if not all, who rise no higher)

relapse and slide back by vain-glory, popularity, or such

like vices, into some mundane and external vanity or other.

* ot, yāp exei tr}\mpoſabat 6ta to uh &rt trèp kal tre+\ſipwrat Tì èavroſ, pºore...—

*xeu Tô utyua: piāvov yāpirAmpoſitat d\mbºs, Enn. III. 5. 7. * Senec. Epist. xxv.
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The fourth is #v6poros 6ewpnrikás—the true metaphy

sical and contemplative man, os rjv Šavro Aoyukºv Końv

wirepTPéxov, 3Aws eival BoöNetal Tøv Kpeltrávov–who running

and shooting up above his own logical or self-rational life,

pierceth into the highest life"; such a one who, by uni

versal love and holy affection, abstracting himself from

himself, endeavours to attain the nearest union with the

divine essence that may be, kévrpov kévrpº avvæpas”, as

Plotinus speaks; knitting his own centre, if he have any,

unto the centre of divine being. To such a one the

Platonists are wont to attribute 9elav ºria thumv-‘a true

divine wisdom,’ powerfully displaying itself €w vocpſ (oft–

‘in an intellectual life,' as they phrase it. Such a know

ledge, they say, is always pregnant with divine virtue,

which ariseth out of a happy union of souls with God,

and is nothing else but a living imitation of a godlike

perfection drawn out by a strong fervent love of it. This

divine knowledge kaAoi's kai paaroºs totel, &c. as Plotinus

speaks—makes us amorous of divine beauty, beautiful and

lovely”; and this divine love and purity reciprocally

exalts divine knowledge; both of them growing up toge

ther, like that "Epws and Avrépaſs that Pausanias some

times speaks of Though, by the Platonists' leave, such a

life and knowledge as this is, peculiarly belongs to the

true and sober Christian, who lives in Him who is life

itself, and is enlightened by Him who is the truth itself,

and is made partaker of the divine unction, “and knoweth

all things,’ as St John speaks". This life is nothing else

but God's own breath within him, and an infant-Christ

(if I may use the expression) formed in his soul, who is in

a sense draû-yagua tº 86&ns, ‘the shining forth of the

1 o're ºri pāXXov trpès rêv bewpmrukóv. * rooro Yap airò pud Awara kd)\os ov

*Kelvos Yāp kai riv Šavroſ, k.T.A.—Simpl. atró kal rô ſparov ćpyáčeral rotºs épaarās

Prafat. Comment. in Epict, airrod KaNoWs, kal épartot's troteſ.—Enn. I.

* Enn. vi. 9. 10. 6. 7. * 1 John iii. 20.
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Father's glory'.” But yet we must not mistake; this

knowledge is but here in its infancy; there is a higher

knowledge, or a higher degree of this knowledge, that

doth not, that cannot, descend upon us in these earthly

habitations. We cannot here see nin'No sºpress—in

speculo lucido"; here we can see but in a glass, and that

darkly too”. Our own imaginative powers, which are

perpetually attending the highest acts of our souls, will be

breathing a gross dew upon the pure glass of our under

standings, and so sully and besmear it, that we cannot see

the image of the Divinity sincerely in it. But yet this

knowledge, being a true, heavenly fire kindled from

God's own altar, begets an undaunted courage in the

souls of good men, and enables them to cast a holy scorn

upon the poor, petty, trash of this life, in comparison

with divine things, and to pity those poor, brutish Epicu

reans that have nothing but the mere husks of fleshly

pleasure to feed themselves with. This sight of God

makes pious souls breathe after that blessed time when

mortality shall be swallowed up of life, when they shall

no more behold the Divinity through the dark mediums

that eclipse the blessed sight of it".

* Heb. i. 3. imaginatricis.-Wide Discourse on Pro

* The Jews in describing the eminence phecy, chap. XI.

of the prophetic character of Moses, say * I Cor. xiii. 12.

that he saw divine things, Nº-ºpepsi * In connexion with the above, vide

—npºpn nºn nysos: sºn n"Non the last Chapter of the Discourse concern

in speculo lucido, sine interventu potentiae ing the Existence and Nature of God.
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'Akpórmres dpa duabias d6eórms kal 6etaubatpuovía, Öv čkrös uéveu arovčaoréov.

CLEM. ALEX. in Admon. ad Graec. (Tom. I. p. 21.)

‘H Tây Tpoorqepouévay troAvréAeta, ruſ) els beow of ylveral, el ut) uérd toſ évôéov

ºppovijuatos trpoadºyotto. 6&pa Yāp kal bumroMat dºppóvov, trupés Tpopff' kai dvadijuata,

iepvačAots xopmyia. Tö 3é &vteow ºppóvnua 6tapkós jôpaquévov avváirrel be:3 xwpéïv ydp

dvdykm to 6powow irpès rê šuotov. HIERocLEs in Aurea Carm. p. 24.

Nihil sancta et singularis illa majestas aliud ab homine desiderat, quam solam

innocentiam : quam si quis obtulerit Deo, satispie, satis religiose litavit.

LACTANTIUs de Vero Cultu, Cap. I.

Hic verus est cultus, in quo mens colentis seipsam Deo immaculatam victimam

sistit. Ibid. Cap. II.





A

SHORT DISC O U R SE

on

SUPERSTITION.

-—

The true notion of superstition, well expressed by Aelgiëanovia, i.e. ‘an

over-timorous and dreadful apprehension of the Deity.”—A false opi

nion of the Deity the true cause and rise of superstition.—Superstition

is most incident to such as converse not with the goodness of God, or are

conscious to themselves of their own unlikeness to Him.—Right appre

hensions of God beget in man a nobleness and freedom of soul.—Super

stition, though it looks upon God as an angry Deity, yet it counts Him

easily pleased with flattering worship.–Apprehensions of a Deity and

guilt meeting together are apt to excite fear—Hypocrites, to spare their

sins, seek out ways to compound with God—Servile and superstitious

Jear is increased by ignorance of the certain causes of terrible effects in

nature, &c. as also by frightful apparitions of ghosts and spectres.—A

Jurther consideration of superstition, as a composition of fear and flat

tery.—A fuller definition of superstition, according to the sense of the

ancients.-Superstition doth not always appear in the same form, but

passes from one form to another, and sometimes shrouds itself under

Jorms seemingly spiritual and more refined.

AVING now done with what we propounded as a

preface to our following discourses, we should now

come to treat of the main heads and principles of religion.

But before we do that, perhaps it may not be amiss to

inquire into some of those anti-deities that are set up

against it, the chief whereof are ATHEISM and SUPER

STITION; which indeed may seem to comprehend in them

all kinds of apostasy and prevarication from religion. We

shall not be over curious to pry into such foul and rotten

carcases as these are, too narrowly, or to make any subtile

anatomy of them; but rather inquire a little into the
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original and immediate causes of them; because, it may

be, they may be nearer of kin than we ordinarily are

aware of, while we see their complexions to be so vastly

different the one from the other.

And, first of all, for SUPERSTITION,+to lay aside our

vulgar notion of it, which much mistakes it—it is the

same with that temper of mind which the Greeks call

Čelateauovia, for so Cicero frequently translates that word,

though not so fitly and emphatically as he hath done

some others. It imports “an over-timorous and dreadful

apprehension of the Deity"; and therefore, with Hesy

chius, Čelateauovía and poſ:800eia are all One, and &etai?aiuov

is by him expounded “an idolater, and also one that is

very prompt to worship the gods", but withal fearful of

them”.’ And therefore the true cause and rise of super

stition is indeed nothing else but a false opinion of the

Deity, that renders him dreadful and terrible, as being

rigorous and imperious; that which represents him as

austere and apt to be angry, but yet impotent, and easy

to be appeased again by some flattering devotions, espe

cially if performed with sanctimonious shows, and a solemn

sadness of mind. And I wish that that picture of God

which some Christians have drawn of Him, wherein sour

ness and arbitrariness appear so much, doth not too much

resemble it. According to this sense Plutarch hath well

defined it in this manner: “a strong passionate opinion,

and such a supposition as is productive of a fear debasing

and terrifying a man with the representation of the gods

as grievous and hurtful to mankind".’

* Superstitio, in qua inest timor inanis eigeflis, kal 6eixõs trapā bects (trepi 6eoës).

deorum.—Cic. de Nat. Deor. Lib. 1. cap. Suidas defines àewričauovía as et AdBeta

XLII. repl rô betov, belxia, duqiSoxia repi riv

* For so that word edgeBās must here riotiv, ; draipos 9eoré8eta.

signify ; if, indeed, it be not corrupted, * 66&av ćutraffi, kal 6éous roºmrukºv imó

and to be read ebXafts—a word which XmYºu o'rav čkramewoëvros kal avvrpſbor.

some other lexicographers use in this case. Tos róv dvěpwrov, oiówevov učw elva, 6eows,

(Original edition.) elva, 6é Avrmpot's kai 3Xaßepoés.—Plut. de

* 6 rà étówka a 48wv, elöw.MoMárpms, 6 Superst. 165 B.
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Such men as these converse not with the goodness of

God, and therefore they are apt to attribute their impo

tent passions and peevishness of spirit to Him. Or, it

may be, because some secret advertisements of their con

sciences tell them how unlike they themselves are to

God, and how they have provoked Him; they are apt

to be as much displeased with Him as too troublesome

to them, as they think He is displeased with them. They

are apt to count this divine supremacy as but a piece

of tyranny that, by its sovereign will, makes too great

encroachments upon their liberties, and that which will

eat up all their right and property; and therefore are

slavishly afraid of Him, ‘fearing heaven's monarchy as a

severe and churlish tyranny, from which they cannot

absolve themselves,’ as the same author speaks': and

therefore he thus discloseth the private whisperings of

their minds: ‘the broad gates of hell are opened, the

rivers of fire and Stygian inundations run down as a

swelling flood, there is thick darkness crowded together,

dreadful and ghastly sights of ghosts screeching and

howling, judges and tormentors, deep gulfs and abysses

full of infinite miseries”. Thus he. The prophet Isaiah

gives us this epitome of their thoughts: ‘The sinners in

Zion are afraid, fearfulness hath surprised the hypocrites:

who shall dwell with the devouring fire? who shall dwell

with everlasting burnings”?' Though I should not dislike

these dreadful and astonishing thoughts of future tor

ment, which I doubt even good men may have cause to

press home upon their own spirits, while they find in

genuity less active, the more to restrain sin; yet I think

* rºw rāv 6eów dpx?iv tºs rvpavviða ral troAvºpévraorov, elö&\w twów xaMetròs

ºpogoûuevos akvěpwrhv kal drapalrmtow.— uèv čºets, olkTpås 6é pavās émiqepóvrwv,

Plut. de Superst. 166 D. 5ukaorral 6& kal Koxaara!, kal Xdoplara

* Aöov twés àvolyovral tróAat 8a0état, kal uvkoi, kaków puptwv Yéuovres.—Ibid.

kal trorapol rupés àuoſ, kal arvyds diroff- 167 A.

pøyes dwarerávvvvrai, kal akóros épìtrMw- * Isaiah xxxiii. 14.
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it little commends God, and as little benefits us, to fetch

all this horror and astonishment from the contemplations

of a Deity, which should always be the most serene and

lovely: our apprehensions of the Deity should be such as

might ennoble our spirits, and not debase them. A right

knowledge of God would beget a freedom and liberty of

soul within us, and not servility, as Plutarch hath well

observed: our thoughts of a Deity should breed in us

hopes of virtue, and not gender to a spirit of bondage1.

But that we may pass on. Because this unnatural

resemblance of God as an angry Deity in impure minds,

should it blaze too furiously, like the basilisk, would kill

with its looks; therefore these painters use their best arts

a little to sweeten it, and render it less unpleasing. And

those that fancy God to be most hasty and apt to be dis

pleased, yet are ready also to imagine Him so impotently

mutable, that His favour may be won again with their

uncouth devotions; that He will be taken with their formal

praises, and, being thirsty after glory and praise and

solemn addresses, may, by their pompous furnishing out

all these for Him, be won to a good liking of them: and

thus they represent Him to themselves koWakevéuevov, #3e

abat, kal dryavakretv duexotiuevov, aS Lucian speaks too truly,

though, it may be, too profanely". And therefore super

stition will always abound in these things, whereby this

deity of their own, made after the similitude of men, may

be most gratified, slavishly crouching to it. We will take

1 The words of Plutarch, as given in

the text of the former editions of our au

thor, and which he evidently had before

him, are these : áperºs yāp éAttis & 6éés

éo ruv, où 60 v\eta's mºpóqaais. (de Superst.

169 c.) The important word 6 ovX etas

does not, however, appear to be the cor

rect reading, but 6 et Atas. The editions

of Hutten, Reiske, and the late Paris edi

tion of Didot, all agree on this point. The

word 6ctXtas, moreover, forms the appro

priate antithesis to dperſis. We must,

therefore, slightly alter the wording of the

idea taken from Plutarch, and read thus:

“A right knowledge of God would beget

a firmness and energy of soul within us,

not timidity, as Plutarch hath well ob

served; our thoughts of a Deity should

breed in us hopes of virtue, and not gen

der to a spirit of fear.’

* De Sacrif. c. 1.
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a view of it in the words of Plutarch, though what refers

to the Jews, if it respects more their rites than their man

ners, may seem to contain too hasty a censure of them.

Superstition brings in ‘wallowings in the dust, tumblings

in the mire, observations of sabbaths, prosternations, un

couth gestures, and strange rites of worship'.' Supersti

tion is very apt to think that heaven may be bribed with

such false-hearted devotions; as Porphyry hath well ex

plained it by this, that it is “an apprehension that a man

may corrupt and bribe the Deity”:' which (as he there

observes) was the cause of all those bloody sacrifices, and

of some inhuman ones among the heathen, men imagining

3rd row 6vatów éčoveto 6at triv duapriav like him in the

prophet, that thought, by the fruit of his body, and the

firstlings of his flock, to expiate the sin of his soul".

But, it may be, we may seem all this while to have

made too tragical a description of superstition; and in

deed our author, whom we have all this while had re

course to, seems to have set it forth, as anciently painters

were wont to do those pieces in which they would demon

strate most their own skill; they would not content them

selves with the shape of one body only, but borrowed

* rm) &rets, karaßopSopčgets, gaš5a

ruaruočs, plyeus étrl mpõawtrov, alaxpós Tpo

kaBlaeus, d\\okórows irporkuvijaeus.-Plut.

de Superst. 166 A.

* The words of Porphyry do not con

vey the meaning here ascribed to them.

They occur in the treatise De Abstinen

tia, Lib. II. cap. 6o: 'Ayvoodoº 3° of rhy

troAvréAelav elaaydyovres els rās burias,

3rws dua raúrm éguóv Kakav ela in a yov,

&etaióatuovlav, Tpuqºv, ÜtróXmylv roſ, Šekd

few 367aabat rô befov, kal 6vortats dreto 6at

Thy d5uxtav, k. r. A. : i.e. ‘those who in

troduce costliness into sacrifices are not

conscious that along with it they bring in

a swarm of evils—superstition, luxury, a

suspicion of the possibility of bribing the

Deity, and of remedying injustice by sa

crifices.’ The suspicion here spoken of is

not a description of bewu6alpovía, but both

the one and the other are enumerated as

belonging to the evils introduced through

costliness in sacrifices.

* Porphyry, ibid. The effect here

mentioned is rightly attributed to the in

fluence of Öewrtāatuovia. Olympias, the

mother of Alexander, has been spoken of

as sacrificing magnificently, and so be

coming superstitious as a consequence. It

is then said of Alexander himself, was 6*

keyapuapuéva Báew jºyotºuevos roſs

Tatra, oùx éčeivat dòukeſv olfigeral atrº,

pué\\ovri Suá ràov 0wa wav Čšwveto flat rhy

beois

ãuaprlay;

* Micah vi. 7.
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several parts from several bodies as might most fit their

design, and fill up the picture of that they desired chiefly

Superstition, it may be, looks not so foul

and deformed in every soul that is dyed with it, as he

hath there set it forth, nor doth it every where spread

itself alike: this ird.60s, that shrouds itself under the name

of religion, will variously discover itself, as it is seated in

minds of a various temper, and meets with variety of

matter to exercise itself about.

We shall therefore a little further inquire into it,

and what the judgments of the soberest men anciently

were of it; the rather for that a learned author of our

own seems unwilling to own that notion of it which we

have hitherto, out of Plutarch and others, contended

for; who, though he hath freed it from that gloss which

the late ages have put upon it, yet he may seem to

have too strictly confined it to a cowardly worship of

the ancient Gentile demons, as if Superstition and Poly

theism were indeed the same thing; whereas Polytheism,

or demon-worship, is but one branch of it. This was

partly observed by the learned Casaubon in his notes

upon that chapter of Theophrastus Tepi 8stateauovías,

where it is described to be exia ſpés rô Sauðvtov, which he

thus interprets: Theophrastus voce 8aluóviov et deos et

daimones complexus est, et quicquid divinitatis esse parti

ceps malesana putawit antiquitas'. And in this sense it

was truly observed by Petronius Arbiter,

to represent.

Primus in orbe Deos fecit Timor *.

* 'Aué\et # 6ewatóatuovía 56&etev divelva,

6et\la trpos ré Öatuávlov.–Theophr. Char.

repl 6etorubatuovías.

The following is the note of Casaubon

on the above:

“Alii sic definiumt—Aetoſuèatuovía éott

p680s beiðv kal 6alpêvov. Sed Theophras

tus voce 6auðvuov, et deos et daemones

complexus est, et quicquid divinitatis esse

particeps malesana putavit antiquitas.

AetMay accipe metum alium ab eo qui

pios decet. Scite enim Varro apud Au

gustinum dicebat deum a religioso vereri,

a superstitioso timeri.’

Casaubon, a little further on, quotes

the passage from Maximus Tyrius, ad

duced by our author in page 35.

* Petron. Arb. Fragm. xxii. 1.
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The whole progeny of the ancient demons, at least in the

minds of the vulgar, sprang out of fear, and were sup

ported by it: though, notwithstanding, this fear, when in

a being void of all true sense of divine goodness, hath not

escaped the censure of superstition in Varro's judgment,

whose maxim it was, as St Augustine tells us, Deum a

religioso vereri, a superstitioso timeri': which distinction

Servius seems to have made use of in his comment upon

Virgil, AEmeid, vi. where the poet describing the torments

of the wicked in hell, he runs out into an allegorical

exposition of all, it may be too much in favour of Lucre

tius, whom he there magnifies. His words are these: Ipse

etiam Lucretius dicit per eos, super quos jamjam casurus

imminet lapis, superstitiosos significari, qui inamiter sem

per verentur, et de diis et calo et locis superioribus male

opinantur. Nam religiosi sunt qui per reverentiam ti

ment”.

But that we may the more fully unfold the nature

of this ºrdőos, and the effects of it, which are not always of

one sort, we shall first premise something concerning the

rise of it.

The common notions of a Deity, strongly rooted in

men's souls, and meeting with the apprehensions of guilti

ness, are very apt to excite this servile fear: and when

men love their own filthy lusts, that they may spare

them, they are presently apt to contrive some other ways

of appeasing the Deity, and compounding with it. Un

hallowed minds, that have no inward foundations of true

holiness to fix themselves upon, are easily shaken and

tossed from all inward peace and tranquillity: and as the

thoughts of some supreme power above them seize upon

them, so they are struck with the lightning thereof into

* Quale autem illud est, quod cum parentes, non ut hostes timeri.-De Civi

religiosum a superstitioso ea distinctione tate Dei, Lib. VI. cap. IX. § 2.

discernat, ut a superstitioso dicat timeri * Serv. in Virg. vi. 596.

deos, a religioso autem tantum vereri ut
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inward affirightments, which are further increased by a

vulgar observation of those strange, stupendous, and

terrifying effects in nature, whereof they can give no

certain reason, as earthquakes, thunderings and light

nings, blazing comets, and other meteors of a like nature,

which are apt to terrify those especially who are already

unsettled and chased with an inward sense of guilt, and, as

Seneca speaks, inevitabilem metum ut supra nos aliquid

timeremus incutiunt'. Petronius Arbiter hath well de

scribed this business for us:

Primus in orbe deos fecit timor, ardua cœlo

Fulmina cum caderent, discussaque moenia flammis,

Atque ictus flagraret Athos*

From hence it was that the libri fulgurales of the Ro

mans, and other such like volumes of superstition, swelled

so much, and that the pulvinaria deorum were so often

frequented, as will easily appear to any one a little con

versant in Livy, who every where sets forth this devotion

so largely, as if he himself had been too passionately in

love with it.

And though, as the events in nature began sometimes

to be found out better by a discovery of their imme

1 This is inaccurate. Seneca does not

say that thunders, &c. produce awe for a

superior power; but he simply asserts that

the philosophers qf antiquity turned them

to account, to overavce the ignorant. ** In

his, prima specie si intueri velis, errat

antiquitas. Quid enim tam imperitum

est, quam credere fulmina e nubibus Jo

vem mittere, columnas, arbores, statuas

suas nonnunquam petere, ut, impunitis

sacrilegiis, percussis ovibus, incensis aris,

pecudes innoxias feriat, et ad suum con

silium a Jove deos, quasi in ipso parum

consilii sit, advocari: illa læta et placata

esse fulmina, quæ solus excutiat; perni

ciosa, quibus mittendis major numinum

turba interfuit ? Si quaeris a me, quid

sentiam, non existimo tam hebetes fuisse,

ut crederent Jovem aut non æquæ volun

tatis, aut certe minus paratum esse. Utrum

enim vel tunc, quum emisit ignes, quibus

innoxia capita percuteret, scelerata tran

siret, aut noluit justius mittere, aut non

successit? Quid ergo secuti sunt, quum

hoc dicerent ? Ad coercendos anìmos im

peritorum sapientissimi viri judicaverunt

inevitabilem metum, ut supra nos aliquid

timeremus. Utile erat in tanta audacia

scelerum aliquid esse, adversum quod

nemo sibi satis potens videretur. Ad con

terrendos itaque eos, quibus inuocentia

nisi metu non placet, posuere super caput

vindicem, et quidem armatum."—Senec.

Mat. Quæst. Lib. II. cap. xLII.

* Petron. Arb. Frag. xxII. 1.
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diate natural causes, so some particular pieces of super

stitious customs were antiquated and grown out of date,

(as is well observed concerning those charms and februa

tions anciently in use upon the appearing of an eclipse,

and some others) yet often affrights and horrors were not

so easily abated, while they were unacquainted with the

Deity, and with the other mysterious events in nature,

which begot those furies and unlucky goblins—dadaropas

kal traXauvatows—in the weak minds of men'. To all which

we may add the frequent spectres and frightful apparitions

of ghosts and mormos: all which extorted such a kind

of worship from them as was most correspondent with such

causes of it. And those rites and ceremonies which were

begotten by superstition, were again the unhappy nurses

of it; such as are well described by Plutarch: “Feasts,

and sacrifices, as likewise observations of unlucky and

fatal days, celebrated with eating of raw things, lacera

tions, fastings, and howlings, and many times filthy

speeches in their sacred rites, and frantic behaviour*.’

But, as we insinuated before, this root of superstition

diversely branched forth itself, sometimes into magic and

exorcisms, other times into pedantical rites, and idle

observations of things and times, as Theophrastus hath

largely set them forth in his tract IIept Aetatéatuovías”; in

1 Plutarch. de Defect. Orac. 418 c.

* IIept uév otv táv uvaruków evols rās

aeytaras updaeus kal 6taqāaeus Mafletv

The above is the text as taken from

the edition of Wyttenbach (Oxf.). It is

unnecessary here to do more than allude

éart ris wept 3alpóvow d\mbelas, effortopºd

plot ketabw, kað’ ‘Hpóðorov' éoptès 6é kal

6vatas, Jamep huépas droppääas kal oxv

tºpwrás, év als duoqayla, kal 6taaraguoi,

yma retat re kal korerol, troXXaxoſ, Bé mºd \tv

alaxpoxorylat rpös iepots, uavia, re d\\at

ëpuéueval pupačkevi adv k\évº, fleſºv pièv

očevl, 6aupiðvøy 68 patºwv dirotporºs

evexa pigalu' àv reMety uetMixta kal trapa

uč6ta ral rās māXaw trotovuévas div6pwro

6varias offre 6eo's draurely 7 m pooróéxerbat

riflavöv čarw, otºre, k.T.A.—Plut. de De

fect. Orac. 417 c.

to the various reading of pavtat r" dxa\al

T' &pwéueva for uavia re d\\at 6pwéuevat.

We have prolonged the quotation in order

to include the divöpwrobvalai spoken of

in the next page.

* The following are a few of the ab

surd acts attributed to the superstitious

man by Theophrastus.

If a weasel crosses his path he will

not go along it, till somebody has gone

before him, or he has thrown three stones

across the way. He is always purifying

his house, and saying it is because Hecate

D
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others, it displayed itself in inventing as many new deities

as there were several causes from whence their affrights

proceeded, and finding out many ppuktd ava tripta appro

priate to them, as supposing they ought to be worshipped

cum sacro horrore. And hence it is that we hear of those

inhuman and diabolical sacrifices called dw8pwro8vata, fre

quent among the old heathens, as among many others,

Porphyry, in his De Abstinentia, hath abundantly related,

and of those dead men's bones which our ecclesiastical

writers tell us were found in their temples at the demolish

ing of them. Sometimes it would express itself in a pro

digal way of sacrificing, for which Ammianus Marcellinus,

a heathen writer, but yet one who seems to have been well

pleased with the simplicity and integrity of the Christian

religion, taxeth Julian the emperor for superstition: Super

stitiosus magis quam Sacrorum legitimus observator, innu

meras sine parsimonia pecudes mactans, ut a stimaretur, si

nevertisset de Parthis, boves jam defuturos': like that

Marcus Caesar, of whom he relates this common proverb:

Oi Aevkoi (36es Mápkp tº Kairapt. 'Av at vikians, hueis dra,X6

Meða”. Besides, many other ways might be named, wherein

superstition might occasionally shew itself.

All which may best be understood, if we consider it a

little in that composition of fear and flattery which before

we intimated: and indeed flattery is most incident to base

and slavish minds; and where the fear and jealousy of a

Deity disquiet a wanton dalliance with sin, and disturb

the filthy pleasure of vice, there this fawning and crouch

ing disposition will find out devices to quiet an angry

conscience within, and an offended God without, though

as men grow more expert in this cunning, these fears may

has come in. He never puts his foot on a to what god or goddess he must pay his

grave, nor ever goes where there is a vows.

corpse. If he has a dream, he repairs * Ammian. Marcell. xxv. 4. 17.

to the interpreters of dreams, to the * Quoted by Ammian. Marcell. in loco

soothsayers, to the augurs, to ascertain citato.
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in some degree abate. This the ancient philosophy hath

well taken notice of, and therefore well defined 3etaičauovía

by Koxakela, and useth these terms promiscuously. Thus

we find Maximus Tyrius, writing concerning the difference

between a friend and a flatterer: “The pious man is God's

friend, the superstitious is a flatterer of God: and indeed

most happy and blessed is the condition of the pious man,

God's friend; but right miserable and sad is the state of

the superstitious. The pious man, emboldened by a good

conscience, and encouraged by the sense of his integrity,

comes to God without fear and dread: but the super

stitious, being sunk and depressed through the sense of

his own wickedness, comes not without much fear, being

void of all hope and confidence, and dreading the gods

as so many tyrants'. Thus Plato also sets forth this

superstitious temper, though he mentions it not under

that name, but we may know it by a property he gives of

it, viz. ‘to converse with heaven,' distinguishing between

three kinds of tempers in reference to the Deity, which he

there calls ºrdén, which are—total atheism, which he says

never abides with any man till his old age; and partial

atheism, which is a negation of Providence; and a third,

which is a persuasion concerning the gods, “that they are

easily won by sacrifices and prayers’,” which he after ex

plains thus: ‘that with gifts unjust men may find accept

ance with them”.’ And this discourse of Plato's upon

* Max. Tyr. Dissert. ‘Quomodo ab

adulatore amicus debeat distingui.' 'O

uévetaeghs, pºos beg, 3 Öe 6étotôatuwy,

kóAa: 6eoû' kal uakáptos etaeghs, 6 pſi\os

6eo6, 8vorruxhs 68 & 3ewribatuaw. "Ovtrep

otv rpórow 6 uév 6aporáv rá áperfi, trpógetat

roºs 6eo's divew 6éovs’ 6 5& ratrewós 64&

uox6mptav, uerå roMA006éous, 860 eXtris, kal

3e3tºs roºs Beočs (Jamep Tots rvpdvvous.

* 6eoës ºryolºuevos elva, karū vöpious

oööels traſtrore oire épyov doebes elpyágaro

exºv oſſºre Ağyou dºpſikev drouou, d\\d tº 5%

rt rôv Tptºv ráaxwv, ) roºro, örep elitov,

oùx rºot pewos, # to Öečrepov čvras ov

ºppovrićew dvěpátrav, ) Tpírov eſtrapapu

6%rous elva, two laws re kal eiya's trapayo

pévous.-De Legg. 885 B.

* 3rt uèv Yap 0eol r' elal kal dutpétrov

émipexotivrat, & yarye ot travrdtraort paſſXws

dy palmy huſy droöeóeix0aw to 68 mapal

rºtoºs aſ beot's elva, roſau, döukoſal, Öe

Xopuévous 6&pa, oùre twi avyxwpmréov travri

r' at kard 6 waſuv Toétrº èAeykréov.—De

Leq9. 905 D.

D 2
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these three kinds of irreligious tra6m Simplicius seems to

have respect to in his comment upon Epictetus, where he

treats about right opinions in religion"; and there, having.

pursued the two former of them, he thus states the latter,

(which he calls d6etas A6-yov) as well as the other two, as a

conceit, quod mumeribus et donariis et stipis distributione a

sententia deducuntur”: such men making account, by their

devotions, to draw the Deity to themselves, and winning

the favour of heaven, to procure such an indulgence to

their lusts as no sober man on earth would give them;

they, in the mean while, not considering ‘that repentance,

supplications, and prayers, &c. ought to draw us nearer to

God, not God nearer to us; as in a ship, by fastening a

cable to a firm rock, we intend not to draw the rock to

the ship, but the ship to the rock” Which last passage

of his is therefore the more worthy to be taken notice of

as shewing of how large an extent this irreligious temper

is, and of how subtile a nature. This fond and gross

dealing with the Deity was that which made the scoffing

Lucian so much sport, who, in his treatise De Sacrificiis,

tells a number of stories how the demons loved to be

feasted, and where and how they were entertained, with

such devotions which are rather used magically as charms

and spells, for such as use them, to defend themselves

against those evils which their own fears are apt perpetu

ally to muster up, and to endeavour by bribery to purchase

the favour and indulgence of heaven, as Juvenal speaks of

the superstitious Egyptian :

~ * r -

Totodrów ri rao Xovres, olov ol rérpas Tuvès

trapaxlas KáAwv čáWavres, kal tº éxeivor

* Simplic. Comment. in Epict. cap.

xxxi.

* Tpós Töv Tpirov,......rfis d6etas A&yov ćirwritãotal éauro's Te Kai rô dadriov rá

twuevº 6s elva, uév td beta kal mpovoeſv táv

dvdpwrívov ÓuoMoyeſ, trapatpétreat at 6:

6%pous, kal divatºuagu, kal kepparlov 6ta

500eau-Simpl. in Epict. cap. XXXI.

* Kal raúrmy Thy huòv émiaTpophy

Tpès airów, &s atroſ, Tpós huas AéYouevº

Trérpg irporayovres, kal 5.' direplay tod

'ywouévov Šokoúvres of k atrol Tpoquéval Ti

Térpa, d\\& Thy rérpaw kat' 6\lyov &#

atroës lévat. MerauéAetas Šč, Kai ixercial,

kai etxal kai Tà rouadra dvaMoyoto. 73

KaNg.—Simpl. ibid.
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Illius lacrymae meditataque murmura præstant

Ut veniam culpa non abnuat, ansere magno

Scilicet et tenui popano corruptus Osiris'.

Though all this while I would not be understood to con

demn too severely all servile fear of God, if it tend to

make men avoid true wickedness, but that which settles

upon these lees of formality.

To conclude. Were I to define superstition more

generally according to the ancient sense of it, I would

call it ‘such an apprehension of God in the thoughts of

men, as renders Him grievous and burdensome to them,

and so destroys all free and cheerful converse with Him;

begetting, in the stead thereof, a forced and jejune devo

tion, void of inward life and love.’ It is that which dis

covers itself pedantically in the worship of the Deity, in

anything that makes up only the body or outward ves

ture of religion; though there it may make a mighty

bluster: and because it comprehends not the true divine

good that ariseth to the souls of men from an internal

frame of religion, it is therefore apt to think that all its

insipid devotions are as so many presents offered to the

Deity, and gratifications for Him. How variously super

stition can discover and manifest itself, we have intimated

before: to which I shall only add this, that we are not so

well rid of superstition, as some imagine, when they have

expelled it out of their churches, expunged it out of their

books and writings, or cast it out of their tongues, by

making innovations in names; wherein they sometimes

imitate those old Caunii that Herodotus speaks of, who,

that they might banish all the foreign gods that had

stolen in among them, took their procession through all

their country, beating and scourging the air as they went

along”; no: for all this, superstition may enter into our

chambers, and creep into our closets; it may twine about

1 Juv. Sat. VI. 539. * Herod. I. 172.
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our secret devotions, and actuate our forms of belief and

orthodox opinions, when it hath no place else to shroud

itself, or hide its head in; we may think to flatter the

Deity by these, and to bribe it with them, when we are

grown weary of more pompous solemnities: nay, it may

mix itself with a seeming faith in Christ; as I doubt it

doth now in too many who, laying aside all sober and

serious care of true piety, think it sufficient to offer up the

active and passive righteousness of their Saviour, to a

severe and rigid justice, to make expiation for those sins

they can be willing to allow themselves in.



A.

SHORT DISC O U RSE

ON

AT H E IS M.

They say unto God, Depart from us; for we desire not the knowledge of Thy ways.

What is the Almighty that we should serve Him? and what profit should we have, if

we pray unto Him? Job xxi. 14, 15.

"Evrot yöp droaq,a)\évres travrátraorwels öewribauploviav Ø\tabov: ol 68 peºyovres (Jamep

*\os rºv čewrièauplovlav, *Xabov at 6ts d'atrep els kpmuvöv ćutrea&vres rºv d6eórmra.

PLUTARCH. de Iside et Osiride, 378 A.

"Eviot detºyovres Thy Setoričauplovlav, Šutritrovawels á6eórmra Tpaxeſav kal divrlrvrov,

ireprimöffa'avres év ačorg keupévmy rhveta éfleway. PLUTARCH. de Superst, ad fin.





A

SHORT DISCO U R SE

ON

ATHEISM.

—º

That there is a near affinity between atheism and superstition.—That

superstition doth not only prepare the way for atheism, but promotes

and strengthens it.—That epicurism is but atheism under a mask

A confutation of the master-notion of Epicurus, together with some other

pretences and dogmas of his sect.—That true knowledge of nature is

advantageous to religion.—That superstition is more tolerable than

atheism.—That atheism is both ignoble and uncomfortable.—What

low and unworthy motions the Epicureans had concerning man's hap

piness : and what trouble they were put to, how to define, and where to

place, true happiness.-A true belief of a Deity supports the soul with

a present tranquillity and future hopes.—Were it not for a Deity, the

world would be unhabitable.

E have now done with what we intended concerning

superstition, and shall a little consider and search

into the pedigree of ATHEISM, which indeed hath so much

affinity with superstition, that it may seem to have the

same father with it. ‘Superstition could be well content

there were no God to trouble or disquiet it, and atheism

thinks there is none".' And as superstition is engendered

by a base opinion of the Deity as cruel and tyrannical,

(though it be afterwards brooded and hatched by a slavish

fear and abject thoughts) so also is atheism: and that

sour and ghastly apprehension of God, when it meets

with more stout and surly natures, is apt to enrage them,

and cankering them with malice against the Deity they

* Otºk olerat beo's elva, 6 diffeos, 6 6é Öetaubatuav of Botºxera, [trio reſet 64 dxwvl.

—Plut. de Superst. 170 F.
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so little brook, provokes them to fight against it, and

undermine the notion of it; as this plastic nature which

intends to form living creatures, when it meets with

stubborn and unruly matter, is fain to yield to it, and to

produce that which answers not her own idea; whence

the signatures and impressions of nature sometimes vary

so much from that seal that nature would have stamped

upon them. O &etaióatutov rfi Tpoapéo et à6eos dºv, datevé

arepòs éativ ; date Sočáčew Tepi 6eóv 6 Boºkerat". If these

melancholic opinions and disquieting fears of the Deity

mould not the minds of men into devotion, as finding

them too churlish and untameable to receive any such

impressions; they are then apt to exasperate men against

it, and stir them up to contend with that Being which

they cannot bear, and to destroy that which would deprive

them of their own liberty. These unreasonable fears of

a Deity will always be moving into flattery or wrath.

Atheism could never have so easily crept into the world,

had not superstition made way, and opened a back-door

for it: it could not so easily have banished the belief of a

Deity, had not that first accused and condemned it as

destructive to the peace of mankind; and therefore it

hath always justified and defended itself by superstition;

as Plutarch hath well expressed it: ‘Superstition afforded

the principle of generation to atheism, and afterwards

furnished it with an apology, which, though it be neither

true nor lovely, yet wants it not a specious pretence”.'

And therefore Simplicius, as we heard before*, calls the

notion of superstition d6etas Aéryov, as having an ill savour

of atheism in it, seeing (as he gives an account of it) it

disrobes the Deity of true majesty and perfection, and

represents it as weak and infirm, clothed with such fond,

1 Plutarch, de Superst. 17o F. Tpopdoews 6é twos oëx duopov oſſaray.—

* "H 38 3eatóauovta rā dòeórmri kal Plutarch, de Superst. 171 A.

7evéa.0a rapéaxev dpx?iv, kal Yevouévn 6t- * Vid. Discourse on Superstition, p.

8waw droMoylav, oùx d'Ambi) uév of 5è kaxïv, 36.
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feeble, and impotent passions, as men themselves are.

And Dionysius Longinus, that noble rhetorician, fears not

to challenge Homer as atheistical for his unsavoury lan

guage respecting the gods, which indeed was only the off

spring of his superstition'. If the superstitious man thinks

that God is altogether like himself, which indeed is a cha

racter most proper to such, the atheist will soon say in his

heart, “there is no God;’ and will judge it, not without

some appearance of reason, to be better there were none;

as Plutarch hath discoursed it. ‘Were it not better for the

Gauls and Scythians not to have had any notion, fancy,

or history of the gods, than to think them such as de

lighted in the blood of men offered up in sacrifices upon

their altars, as reckoning this the most perfect kind of

sacrifice and consummate devotion”?” For thus his words

are to be translated in reference to those ancient Gauls

and Scythians, whom almost all histories testify to

have been dv6pwro8/rai' which horrid and monstrous

superstition was anciently very frequent among the hea

then, and was sharply taxed by Empedocles of old,

Moppiv 8 daxa: avºra matrip pi\ov viov deſpas

Xºdčet, revXöuevos péya vitrios".

This made Lucretius cry out with so much indignation,

when he took notice of Agamemnon's diabolical devotion

in sacrificing his daughter Iphigenia to make expiation

during his Trojan expedition,

Tantum religio potuit suadere malorum4.

And indeed what sober man could brook such an esteem

of himself as this blind superstition, which overspread the

* "Oumpos yáp uot 50ket, trapaštåo's

rpaſuara 6eſov, ordaeus, rupiapias, Šáxpua,

0eów, wire pawraalav, uſire laroplav, )

6eot's elva, vouffew xalpovras dvdpºrov

3eguà, triſ0n irdupupra, toys Hév émi rāv

TXuaków divöpútrous, 6aow émi rj čvvápºet,

6eoës retoumkéval, roës beod's 6é dvěptº

trovs.-Dionys. Long. de Sublim. Ix. $ 7.

* Odº dueuvov otv jv Taxáraus ékelvous

kal 2x06aus rotrapdraw pufre evvouav čxeuv

orgatropévov aluaal, kal rexearrármy 6vatav

kal lepovpylaw raûrmy vout;ovras;–Plut.

de Superst. 171 B.

* Empedocles Frag. de Purificat. 430.

Quoted also by Plutarch, ibid.

* Lucret. de Rer. Nat. I. Ioz.
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heathen world, and (I doubt) is not sufficiently rooted

out of the Christian, fastened upon God himself? which

made Plutarch so much in defiance of it cry out, as will

ing almost to be an atheist as to entertain the vulgar

superstition, “As for me,’ saith he, “I had rather men

should say that there is no such man, nor ever was, as

Plutarch, than to say that he is, or was, an inconstant,

fickle man, apt to be angry, and for every trifle revengeful,’

&c. as he goes on farther to express this blasphemy of

superstition'.

But it may not be amiss, to learn from Atheists

themselves what was the impulsive cause that moved

them to banish away all thoughts and sober fear of a

Deity—what was the principle upon which this black

opinion was built, and by which it was sustained. And

this we may have from the confessions of the Epicureans,

who, though they seemed to acknowledge a Deity, yet I

doubt not but those that search into their writings will soon

embrace Cicero's censure of them, Verbis quidem ponunt,

reipsa tollunt deos". Indeed it was not safe for Epicurus

(though he had a good mind to let the world know how

little he cared for their deities) to profess he believed

there were none, lest he should have met with the same

entertainment for it that Protagoras did at Athens; who,

for declaring himself doubtful, eite etal, etre uſi etal 6eot,

was himself put to death, and his books burnt in the

streets of Athens, viró knpuka—sub voce praconis—as

Diogenes Laertius and others record"; and indeed the

* "Avtºparos d?é8atos, etuerdboxos, eú- * ‘IIepl uèv 6eóv obr exa, elöéval eið’

xephs ºrpès épyjw, éri roſs rvXoſal ri- CŞs elaiv, etë' ºs oëk elaſv. troXXà Y&p rà

Awpmrukös, k.T.A.—Plutarch, de Superst. Kw) ſovra elöéval, ºf re döm)&rms kal Spaxºs

I7o A. tºv & Blos roß divěpátrov.” Ată rathrmy &

* Quanquam video nonnullis videri, Thy dpx?iv roſ, avyYpduatos éčeňň0m

Epicurum, ne in offensionem Athenien- rpós 'Affmvatwu, kal rà Big\ia atroſ, karé

sium caderet, verbis reliquisse deos, re kavorav čv rà dyopé, tró khpuka dvaMečd

sustulisse.—De Nat. Deor. I. 30. pºevot trap'éxdorov táv kexrmuévay.—Diog.

Epicurus re tollit, oratione relinquit Laert. Ix. 8. 51.

deos.-Ibid. I. 44. Nam Abderites quidem Protagoras,
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world was never so degenerated anywhere, as to suffer

atheism to appear in public view.

But that we may return, and take the confessions a

little of these secret atheists of the Epicurean sect: and

of these Cicero gives us a large account in his books De

Finibus, and other parts of his philosophy. Torquatus,

the Epicurean, liberally spends his breath to cool that too

much heat of religion, as he thought, in those that could

not apprehend God as any other than curiosum et plenum

negotii deum, (as one of that sect doth phrase it",) and

so he states this maxim of the religion that then was

most in use, saying, Superstitio, qua qui est imbutus,

quietus esse nunquam potest”. By the way, it may be

worth our observing, how this monstrous progeny of

men, when they would seem to acknowledge a Deity,

could not forget their own beloved image, which was

always before their eyes; and therefore they would have

it as careless of anything, but its own pleasure and idle

life, as they themselves were. So easy is it for all sects,

some way or other, to slide into a compliance with the

Anthropomorphitae, and to bring down the Deity to a

conformity to their own image.

But we shall rather choose a little to examine Lucretius

on this point, who hath, in the name of all his sect, largely

told us the rise and original of this design. After a short

introduction to his following discourse of nature, he thus

begins his prologue in commendation of the exploit of

Epicurus, as he fancies it:

Humana ante oculos foede cum vita jaceret, -

In terris oppressa gravi sub religione,

Quae caput a coeli regionibus ostendebat

Horribili super aspectu mortalibus instans;

------quum in principio libri sui sic posu- que ejus in concione combusti.-Cic. de

isset, De diis, neque ut sint, neque utmon Nat. Deor. I. 23.

sint, habeo dicere, Atheniensium jussu 1 De Nat. Deor. I. 20.

urbe atque agro est exterminatus, libri- * De Fºn. I. 18.
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Primum Graius homo mortales tendere contra

Est oculos ausus, primusque obsistere contra:

Quem neque fana deum, nec fulmina, nec minitanti

Murmure compressit coelum'.

And a little after, in a sorry ovation, proudly cries out,

Quare religio pedibus subjecta vicissim

Obteritur; nos exacquat victoria coelo".

But to proceed. Our author observing the timorous minds

of men to have been struck with this dreadful supersti

tion, from the observation of some stupendous effects and

events (as he pleaseth rather to call them) in nature; he

therefore, following herein the steps of his great master

Epicurus, undertakes so to solve all those knots into

which superstition was tied up, by unfolding the secrets

of nature, as that men might find themselves loosened

from those savi domini and crudeles tyranni, as he calls

the vulgar creeds of the Deity. And so he begins with

a simple confutation of the opinion of the creation, which

he supposed to contain a sure and sensible demonstration

of a Deity, and to have sprung up from an admiring

ignorance of natural productions:

Quippe ita formido mortales continet omnes,

Quod multa in terris fieri coeloque tuentur,

Quorum operum causas nulla ratione videre

Possunt, ac fieri divino numine rentur°.

And towards the end of this first book,

Primum quod magnis doceo de rebus, et artis

Religionum animum modis exsolvere pergo".

But herein all the Epicureans (who are not the true, but

foster-fathers of that natural philosophy they brag of, and

of which indeed Democritus was the first author) do them

selves miserably blunder. For though a lawful acquaintance

with all the events and phenomena that shew themselves

* Lucret. de Rer. Nat. I. 63. * Lucret. de Rer. Nat. I. 152.

* Ibid. I. 79. * Ibid. 1. 930.
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upon this mundane stage, would contribute much to free

men's minds from the slavery of dull superstition: yet

would it also breed a sober and amiable belief of the

Deity, as it did in all the Pythagoreans, Platonists, and

other sects of philosophers, if we may believe themselves;

and an ingenuous knowledge hereof would be as fertile

with religion, as the ignorance thereof, in affrighted and

base minds, is with superstition.

For which purpose I shall need only to touch upon

the master-notion of Epicurus, by which he undertakes

to solve all difficulties that might hold our thoughts in

suspense about a Amutovpyós, or a Creator; which is that

plenum—which is all one with corpus—and inane ; that

this body—which, in his philosophy, is nothing but an

infinity of insensible atoms moving to and fro in an

empty space—is, together with that space in which it is,

sufficient to beget all those phenomena which we see in

nature. Which, however true it might be, motion being

once granted, yet herein Cicero hath well stopped the

wheel of this over-hasty philosophy: Quum in rerum

natura duo quarenda sint, unum, qual materia sit ea qua

quaeque res efficiatur; alterum, qua vis sit qual quidgue

efficiat: de materia disseruerunt; vim et causam efficiendi

reliquerunt". Which is as much as if some conceited

piece of sophistry should go about to prove that an

automaton had no dependency upon the skill of an arti

ficer, by descanting upon the several parts of it, without

taking notice, in the mean while, of some external weight

or spring that moves it: or, to use his own similitude, as

if one that undertakes to analyze any learned book,

should tell us how so many letters meeting together in

several combinations, should beget all that sense that is

contained therein, without minding that wit that cast

them all into their several ranks. And this made

1 Cic. de Fºn. I. 6.
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Aristotle, otherwise not over-zealous of religion, soberly

acknowledge some ‘first mover'—to trpºrov kwoºv drivn row.

And yet, could we allow Epicurus this power of

motion to be seated in nature, yet that he might perform

the true task of a naturalist, he must also give us an

account how such a force and power in nature should

subsist: which indeed is easy to do, if we call in 9edy drö

anxaufis, God himself as the architect and mover of

this divine artifice; but without some infinite power,

impossible.

And we should further inquire, how these moveable

and rambling atoms come to place themselves so orderly

in the universe, and observe that absolute harmony and

decorum in all their motions, as if they kept time with

the musical laws of some Almighty mind that composed

all their lessons, and measured out their dances up and

down in the universe; and also how it comes to pass, if

they be only moved by chance and accident, that such

regular mutations and generations should be begotten

by a fortuitous concourse of atoms, as sometimes they

speak of they having no centre to seat themselves about

in an infinite vacuity, as Cicero argues; and how these

bodies, that are once moved by some impulse from their

former station, return again, or at least come to stay

themselves, and do not rather move perpetually the same

way the first impulse and direction carried them; or why

they do not there rest where their motion first began to

cease, if they were interrupted by anything without them:

or again, if the proper motion of these atoms be always

toward some centre, as Epicurus sometimes is pleased to

state the business—lineis rectis, as he saith—then how

comes there, as Cicero replies, to be any generation? or

if there be a motus declinationis joined with this motion

of gravity, (which was one of the kupiat 86%at of Epicurus,

not borrowed from Democritus) then why should not all
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tend the same way? and so all those motions, gene

rations, and appearances in nature vanish, seeing all

variety of motion would be taken away which way soever

this unhallowed opinion be stated!?

Thus we see, though we should allow the principle

of Epicurus and the fundamental absurdity in the frame of

nature, yet it is too airy and weak a thing to support

that massy bulk of absurdities which he would build upon

it. But it was not the lot of any of his stamp to be over

wise (however they did boast most in the title of Sophi)

as is well observed of them; for then they might have

been so happy too as to have dispelled these thick and

filthy mists of atheism, by those bright beams of truth

that shine in the frame of this inferior world, wherein,

as St Paul speaks, the ºrd 'yvaarov row 9eo) is made

manifest”.

Atheism most commonly lurks in confinio scientia,

et ignorantia : when the minds of men begin to draw

those gross, earthly vapours of sensual and material

speculations by dark and cloudy disputes, they are then

most in danger of being benighted in them. There

is a natural sense of God that lodges in the minds

of the lowest and dullest sort of vulgar men, which

is always roving after Him, catching at Him, though

it cannot lay any sure hold on Him; which works like

a natural instinct antecedent to any mature know

ledge, as being indeed the first principle of it: and if

I were to speak precisely in the mode of the Stoics,

I would rather call it épuńv Tpós röv 6eów, than, with

Plutarch, 6soº vönow. But

1 The substance of the foregoing re

marks will be found in Cic. de Fin. I. c. VI.

Conf. de Fato, c. x.: Sed Epicurus de

clinatione atomi vitari fati necessitatem

putat. Itaque tertius quidam motus oritur

extra pondus et plagam, quum declinat

atomus intervallo minimo. Id appellat

when contentious disputes,

éAdxurrow. Quam declinationem sine causa

fieri si minus verbis, re cogitur confiteri.

Non enim atomus abatomo pulsa declinat.

Nam qui potest pelli alia ab alia, si gravi

tate feruntur ad perpendiculum corpora

individua, rectis lineis, ut Epicuro placet?

* Rom. i. 19.

E
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and frothy reasonings, and contemplations informed by

fleshly affections, conversant only about the outside of

nature, begin to rise up in men's souls; they may then

be in some danger of depressing all those inbred notions

of a Deity, and of reasoning themselves out of their own

sense, as the old sceptics did; and therefore it might

perhaps be wished, that some men that have not religion,

had more superstition to accompany them in their pas

sage from ignorance to knowledge.

But we have run out too far in this digression: we

shall now return, and observe how our former author

takes notice of another piece of vulgar superstition, which

he thinks fit to be chased away by atheism, and that is,

‘the terrors of the world to come, which he thus sets

upon in his third book:

Animi natura videtur

Atque animae claranda meis jam versibus esse,

Et metus ille foras praeceps Acheruntis agendus

Funditus humanam vitam qui turbat ab imo,

Omnia suffundens mortis nigrore'

And afterwards, he tells us how this fear of the gods

thus proceeding from the former causes, and from those

spectres and ghastly apparitions with which men were

sometimes terrified, begat all those fantastic rites and

ceremonies in use among them, as their temples, sacred

lakes and pools, their groves, altars, images, and other

like vanities, as so many idle toys to please these deities

with; and at last concludes himself thus into atheism, as

a strong fort to preserve himself from these cruel deities

that superstition had made, because he could not find

the way to true religion.

Quae nunc causa deum per magnas numina gentes

Pervulgarit, et ararum compleverit urbes,

* Lucret. De Rer. Nat. III. 35.
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Suscipiendaque curarit solennia sacra,

Quae nunc in magnis florent sacra rebu’ locisque;

Unde etiam nunc est mortalibus insitus horror

Qui delubra deum nova toto suscitat orbi

Terrarum, et festis cogit celebrare diebus;

Non ita difficile est rationem reddere verbis'.

Thus we see how superstition strengthened the wicked

hands of atheism; so far is a formal and ritual way of

religion, proceeding from baseness and servility of mind,

(though backed with never so much rigour and severity)

from keeping it out. And I wish some of our opinions

in religion in these days may not have the same evil

influences as the notorious Gentile superstition of old

had, as well for the begetting of atheism, as I doubt it

is too manifest they have for other errors.

Thus we should now leave this argument; only be

fore we pass from it, we shall observe two things which

Plutarch hath suggested to us. The first whereof is, that

however unlovely a thing superstition be, yet it is more

tolerable than atheism, which I shall repeat in his words:

“We should endeavour to take off superstition from our

minds, as a film from our eyes; but if that cannot be,

we must not therefore pluck out our eyes, and blind the

faith that generally we have of the Deity".' Superstition

may sometimes keep men from the outward acts of sin,

and so their future punishment may have some abatement.

Besides that atheism offers the greatest violence to men's

souls that may be, pulling up the notions of a Deity,

which have spread their roots quite through all the

powers of men's souls.

The second is this; ‘that atheism itself is a most

ignoble and uncomfortable thing,’ as Cicero hath largely

1 Lucret. De Rer. Nat. v. 116o. exxörrew, plmöé rvpxoºv thv triarw fiv ol

* Aeſ uév Yap dué\et ris replbedºv 36:ns, TXeſarot repi 6eów exovat.—Plut. “Non

Carep 3 pews Aiumv, dipalpeiv thv čeat- posse suaviter vivi secundum Epicurum.'

3aluovíav" el 3é Toºro děčvarov, ph ovv- 11or C.

E 2
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discussed it, and especially Plutarch, in the above

named treatise of his, written by way of confutation of

Colotes the Epicurean, who wrote a book to prove that

a man could not live quietly by following any other

sects of philosophers besides his own"; as if all true

good were only conversant ‘about the belly, and all

the pores and passages of the body”, and the way to

true happiness was gapkotroteiv Tów &v6pwrov &\ov", or else

Triv Nºvyºv Tais toº aduatos jóovais kataavſłoreiv, as Plu

tarch hath not more wittily, than judiciously, replied

upon him.

What is all that happiness that ariseth from these

bodily pleasures to any one that hath any high or noble

sense within him? This gross, muddy, and stupid opinion

is nothing else but a dehonestamentum humani generis,

that casts as great a scorn and reproach upon the nature

of mankind as may be, and sinks it into the deepest abyss

of baseness. And, certainly, were the highest happiness

of mankind such a thing as might be felt by a corporeal

touch; were it of so ignoble a birth as to spring out of

this earth, and to grow up out of this mire and clay; we

might well sit down, and bewail our unhappy fates, that

we should rather be born men than brute beasts, which

enjoy more of this world's happiness than we can do, with

out any sin or guilt. How little of pleasure these short

lives taste here ! which only lasts so long as the indigency

of nature is in supplying, and after that, only ‘a flying

shadow, or flitting dream’ of that pleasure which is choked

as soon as craving nature is satisfied, remains in the fancy,

* KoMºrms ...... Big\low ééðwkev, &rt- KoMºrms 6 'Emukočpov ovvá0ms, 8:3Xtov čá.

Ypdyas IIepl roß &rt kará rà rôv d\\wy Śwkev, K.T.A.

ºptAogóq,wv 867 uara obôé šºv ča Tw.—Plut. * Otovrat 5°, trepl yarrépa rāyatºv

Adv. Colot. sub init. elvau, kal rot's d\\ovs trópous ris gapkös

The same treatise of Colotes is also re- dravras, 5t' &v jôovh kal uh dAymödy

ferred to in the introduction to the above- ºretorépxeral.—Ibid. 1087 D.

cited work of Plutarch: “Non posse, &c." * Ibid. Io96 E. “ Ibid. Io96 c.
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olov wrékkavua Tów étriðvatov, as Plutarch hath well observed

in the same discourse".

And therefore Epicurus, seeing how slippery the soul

was to all sensual pleasure, which was apt to slide away

perpetually from it; and, again, how little of it the body

was capable of where it had a shorter stay; he and his

followers could not well tell where to place this beggarly

guest: and therefore, as Plutarch speaks: ‘one while they

would place it in the body, and then lead it back again

into the soul, not knowing where to bestow it".’ And

Diodorus, and the Cyreniaci, and the Epicureans, as

Cicero tells us, who all could fancy nothing but a bodily

happiness, yet could not agree whether it should be

voluptas, or doloris vacuitas”, or something else; it being

ever found so hard a thing to define, like that base matter

of which it is begotten, which, by reason of its penury

and scantiness of being, as philosophers tell us, doth

effugere intellectum, and is nothing else but a shadowy

kind of nothing—something that hath a name, but

nothing else. I dare say that all those that have any

just esteem of humanity, cannot but, with a noble scorn,

disdain such a base-born happiness as this is, gene

rated only out of the slime of this earth: and yet this

is all the portion of atheism, which teaches the en

tertainers of it to believe themselves nothing else but

so many heaps of more refined dust, fortuitously ga

thered together, which, at last, must be all blown away

again.

But a true belief of a Deity is a sure support to

all serious minds; which, besides the future hopes it is

1 axid ris broxetirera, kal &vap év tá 6etav, dva kal kārw uéralpovres ék rob

Wuxi, ris jöov's drotrauévns, olov Úréx- aquaros els thy Wuxhv, eira trá\ty ex

Kavua rºw émióvučv, K.T.A.—Plut. “Non raûrms els ēketvo tº uh aréYew drophéou

posse, &c.' IoS9 B. oray kal trepto\totalvovorav, dvaykałópevot

* "Opa 6% mpárov učw ola rotoſaur, rhy rfi dpxfi avvárrew.—Plut. ibid. IoS9 D.

etre hôovny raúrmy etre drovlav i et wa- 3 De Fin. II. I 1.
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pregnant with, entertains them here with tranquillity and

inward serenity. What the Stoic said in his cool and

mature thoughts, oux art (fiv čv tº kóauq kevº 6etov Kai

revº, trpovoias—‘it is not worth the while to live in a

world empty of God and Providence', is the sense of all

those that know what a Deity means. Indeed, it were

the greatest unhappiness that might be, to have been

born into such a world, where we should be perpetually

tossed up and down by a rude and blind fortune, and be

perpetually liable to all those abuses which the savage

lusts and passions of the world would put upon us. It

is not possible for anything well to bear up the spirit

of that man, that shall calmly meditate with himself

on the true state and condition of this world, should

that mind and wisdom be taken away from it, which

governs every part of it, and overrules all those dis

orders that at any time begin to break forth in it.

Were there not an omniscient skill to temper, and fitly

to rank in their due places all those quarrelsome and

extravagant spirits that are in the world, it would

soon prove an unhabitable place, and sink under the

heavy weight of its own confusion; which was wittily

signified in that fable of Phaëton, who, being admitted

to drive the chariot of the sun but for one day, by his

rude and unskilful guidance of it made it fall down,

and burn the world. Remove God and Providence

out of the world, and then we have nothing to depend

upon but chance and fortune, the humours and passions

of men; and he that could then live in it, had need be as

blind as these lords would be, that he might not see his

* This passage is again referred to by

our Author at the end of the 9th Chapter

on ‘The Excellency and Nobleness of

True Religion.” It is probably a quota

tion from memory of the following from

Marcus Antoninus; Tô (68) é; divěpárav

direM9eiv, el pºv becl elow, où5év Ševčv.

Kakº Yáp ore oëx du repušá\otev. El 3é

ite oºk elow, j of puéAet atroſs rôv div6pw

Trelovº ti plot ºffv év kóguº kevº 6eów, "

Tpovolas Kević; — Marc. Antonin. (De

Seipso, dºc.) Lib. II. cap. 8.
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own misery always staring upon him; and had need be

more senseless and stupid that he might not be affected

with it. “The wicked through the pride of his coun

tenance will not seek after God: God is not in all his

thoughts’.” “O Lord, Father and God of my life, give

me not a proud look; but turn away from thy servants a

giant-like mind”.”

* Psal. x. 4. * Yuyavròm Wuxiv. Sic Edit. Complut.

* Ecclus. xxiii. 4.
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A.

DISC OU R SE

on THE

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

CHAPTER I.

The first and main principles of religion, viz. 1. That God is. 2. That

God is a rewarder of them that seek Him: wherein is included the

great article of the Immortality of the Soul. These two principles

acknowledged by religious and serious persons in all ages. 3. That

God communicates Himself to mankind by Christ. The doctrine of

the immortality of the soul discoursed of in the first place, and why.

H[AVING finished our two short discourses concerning

* those two anti-deities, viz. superstition and atheism;

we shall now proceed to discourse more largely concerning

the main heads and principles of religion.

And here we are to take notice of those two cardinal

points which the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews

makes the necessary foundations of all religion, viz. “That

God is, and That He is a rewarder of them that seek

Him".” To which we should add, the immortality of the

reasonable soul, but that that may seem included in the

former: and, indeed, we can neither believe any invisible

reward of which he there speaks, without an anterior

belief of the soul's immortality; neither can we entertain

a serious belief of that, but the notions of pana and

pramium will naturally follow from it. We never met

with any who were persuaded of the former, that ever

doubted of the latter: and therefore the former two have

1 Heb. xi. 6.
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been usually taken alone for the first principles of religion,

and have been most insisted upon by the Platonists; and,

accordingly, a novel Platonist writing a summary of

Plato's divinity, entitles his book, De Deo et Immortalitate

Animal. And also the Stoical philosophy requires a

belief of these as the fundamental principles of all religion;

of the one whereof Epictetus himself assures us, ‘Know

that the main foundation of piety is this: to have ºp6ds

UtroXijkets—right opinions and apprehensions of God, viz.

That He is, and that He governs all things kaxós kai

And the other is sufficiently implied in that

cardinal distinction of their rà éq' muſiv, and td ur, q' mutu,

and is more fully expressed by Simplicius.

8tratws'.

For, however

the Stoics may seem to lay some ground of suspicion, as

if they were dubious on this point, yet I think that which

Cicero and others deliver concerning their opinion herein,

may fully answer all scruples, viz. That, as they made

certain vicissitudes of conflagrations and inundations,

whereby the world should perish in certain periods of

time; so they thought the souls of men should also be

subject to these periodical revolutions; and therefore,

though they were of themselves immortal, should, in

these changes, fall under the power of the common fate.

And, indeed, we scarce ever find that any were deemed

religious, that did not own these two fundamentals. For

the Sadducees, the Jewish writers are wont commonly to

reckon them among the Epicureans", because, though they

held a God, yet they denied the immortality of men's

souls, which the new Testament seems to include, if not

especially to aim at, in imputing to them a denial of the

* Tijs wept roºs Beo's edgegetas, to 9,

ërt rô Kupwºratov čkeſvö éarw, Öpffès tro

Xīyets repl atrav čxeuv, CŞs 6VTwv, kal

6toukočvrwv rá 6\a ka)\@s kal 6tralws.—

Epict. Enchirid. cap. xxxi.

* The term "pimp"Es (Epicureans)

was applied by the Jews to two sorts of

persons; 1st, to those who denied any

fundamental principle of their religion:

in this sense it was convertible with the

word "j"p (heretics). 2ndly, to such as

treated with levity and irreverence the

sayings of their wise men.
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resurrection; which is therefore more fully explained in

the Acts, where it is added that they held there was

“neither angel nor spirit".” And these two principles

are chiefly aimed at in those two inscriptions upon the

temple at Delphi, the one, EI, referring to God, by

which title those that came in to worship were supposed

to invoke Him, acknowledging His immutable and eternal

nature; the other, TNQ01 XEAYTON, as the admonition

of the Deity again to all His worshippers, to take notice

of the dignity and immortality of their own souls, as Plu

tarch and Cicero, and also Clemens Alexandrinus expound
il---2

if we will have the fundamental articles of Chris

ion, we must add to the former, The communica

'od to mankind through Christ; which last the

treats of at large, so far as concerns our practice,

t plainness and simplicity, that I cannot but

at whosoever shall, ingeniously and with humility

addressing himself to God, converse therewith,

he bright beams of divinity shining forth in it,

ay be, find the text itself much plainer than all

those glosses that have been put upon it; though perhaps

* Chap. xxiii. 8.

* Haec enim una (sc. sapientia) nos

quum ceteras res omnes, tum, quod est

difficillimum, docuit, ut nosmet ipsos nos

ceremus: cujus praecepti tanta vis tanta

sententia est, ut ea non homini cuipiam,

sed Delphico deo tribueretur.—Cic. de

Legg. I. 22.

Est illud quidem vel maximum, animo

ipso animum videre: et nimirum hanc

habet vim praeceptum Apollinis, quo mo

net, ut sequisque noscat......Quum igitur,

nosce te, dicit, hoc dicit, mosce animum

tuum.—Cic. Tusc. Disp. I. 22.

&aatºrws kal rô Tvø9, gaúrðv, troXXà

évôetxvural ral &rt 6vm ròs el, kal &rt div

6pwros éyévov' kal jöm........ kal els rl

7éyovas yuá6t, pnal, kai rivos elköv Viráp

xets' ris ré arov i otola, kal ris # 8muoup

Tyla, kal () trpós rô 6etov olkelwois ris, kal

rå rotºrous Čuota.-Clem. Alex. Strom. V.

c. iv.

Plutarch treats at length of the mean

ing of the word EI, in the form of a

dialogue, in which each of the several

speakers gives his own opinion of its sig

nification. One of them, Ammonius,

delivers his opinion thus: 'O uév (yūp)

6eós ékaarov judov čvraúða trpoolóvra olov

do trađuevos trpoo'ayopetſet to Två0, agöröv'

6 roſ, xaſpe 6% oë6èv ueſóv čaruv' hueſs 38

tröAw duetgöpuevot rôv 0eów, El papièv, CŞs

dAmbſ, kal dyevöſ, kal uávnv påvg trpoo

#xovaay Thy roſ, elva, trporayépévow dro

3166vres.—Plut. de EI Delphico, 392 A.

Wide also Plat. Charmides, 164 E.
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it is not so clear in matters of speculation, as some

magisterial men are apt to think it is.

Now for these three articles of faith and practice, I

think if we duly consider the Scriptures, or the reason of

the thing itself, we shall easily find all practical religion

to be referred to them, and built upon them. The nature

of God and of our own immortal souls both show us what

our religion should be, and also the necessity of it; and

the doctrine of free grace in Christ, the sweet and comfort

able means of attaining to that perfection and blessedness,

which the other belief teaches us to aim at.

In pursuing these, we shall first begin with the immor

tality of the soul, which, if it be once cleared, we can

neither leave any room for atheism (which those, I doubt,

are not ordinarily very free from, that have gross material

notions of their own souls) nor be wholly ignorant what

God is: for, indeed, the chief natural way whereby we

can climb up to the understanding of the Deity, is by a

contemplation of our own souls. We cannot think of

Him, but according to the measure and model of our own

intellect, or frame any other idea of Him than what the

impressions of our own souls will permit us: and therefore

the best philosophers have always taught us to inquire

for God within ourselves; ‘Reason in us,’ as Cicero tells

us, being participata similitudo rationis alterna"; and,

1 These words are falsely ascribed to

Cicero, both here, and in the first Chapter

quam quaedam participata similitudo lu

minis increati, in quo continentur rationes

of the ‘Excellency and Nobleness of True

Religion.' Though the idea contained in

them is in accordance with various pas

sages of Cicero, occurring in his De Nat.

Deorum, De Finibus, De Officiis, De Legi

bus, dºc., yet neither are the exact words

his, nor does the language agree with his

usage.

The following passage from St Thom.

Aquinas doubtless furnished the above

quotation: ‘Ipsum enim lumen intellec

tuale, quod est in nobis, nihil est aliud

atternae.”

In the other passage above referred to,

where the same words are again ascribed

to Cicero, our author adds thus: ‘reason

This would

seem conclusive as to the fact of the re

ference to Aquinas being the correct one.

The words of Aquinas immediately fol.

lowing are presently referred to in the

text: “Unde in Psalm. iv. 6 dicitur: Multi

dicunt, Quis ostendit nobis bona 7 Cui

quaestioni Psalmista respondet dicens:

in man is lumen de lumine.’
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accordingly, some good expositors have interpreted that

place in St John's gospel, “He is that true light which

enlightens every man that cometh into the world';” which

if I were to gloss upon in the language of the Platonists,

I should do it thus: Aéryos éari pās lºvyºv–‘the Eternal

Word is the light of souls; which the vulgar Latin

referred to in Psal. iv. 7, Signatum est supra nos lumen

vultus tui, Domine, as Aquinas observes. But we shall

not search into the full nature of the soul, but rather

make our inquiry into the immortality of it, and endeavour

to demonstrate that.

CHAPTER II.

Some considerations preparatory to the proof of the soul's immortality.

Bºr before we fall more closely upon this, viz. the

demonstrating the soul's immortality, we shall pre

mise three things.

1 That the immortality of the soul doth not absolutely

need any demonstration to clear it, but might be assumed

rather as a principle or postulatum, seeing the notion of it

is apt naturally to insinuate itself into the belief of the most

vulgar sort of men. Men's understandings commonly lead

them as readily to believe that their souls are immortal,

as that they have any existence at all. And, though they

be not all so wise and logical, as to distinguish aright

between their souls and their bodies, or tell what kind of

thing that is which they commonly call their soul; yet

they are strongly inclined to believe that some part of

Signatum est super nos lumen vultus tui, demonstrantur.—Thom. Aquin. I. Sum.

Domine; quasi dicat: Per ipsam sigilla- Theol. Quaest. LXXXIV. 5. Ed. Migne.

tionem divini luminis in nobis omnia * Chap. I. 9.
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them shall survive another, and that that soul, which, it

may be, they conceive by a gross phantasm, shall live,

when the other more visible part of them shall moulder

into dust. And therefore all nations have consented in

this belief, which hath almost been as vulgarly received as

the belief of a Deity, as a diligent converse with history

will assure us; it having been never so much questioned

by the idiotical sort of men, as by some unskilful philoso

phers, who have had wit and fancy enough to raise doubts,

like evil spirits, but not judgment enough to send them

down again.

This consensus gentium Cicero thinks enough whereby

to conclude a law and maxim of nature"; which though I

should not universally grant, seeing sometimes error and

superstition may strongly plead this argument; yet I

think for those things that are the matter of our first

belief, that notion may not be refused. For we cannot

easily conceive how any prime notion, that hath no

dependency on any other antecedent to it, should be gene

rally entertained, did not the common dictate of nature or

reason, acting alike in all men, move them to conspire

together in the embracing of it, though they knew not

one another's minds. And this, it may be, might first

persuade Averroes to think of a common intellect, because

of the uniform judgments of men in some things. But,

indeed, in those notions, which we may call notiones orta,

there a communis notitia is not so free from all suspicion;

which may be cleared by taking an instance from our

present argument. The notion of the immortality of the

soul is such a one as is generally owned by all those, that

yet are not able to collect it by a long series and con

catenation of sensible observations, and, by a logical

* De quo omnium natura consentit, tium lex naturaeputanda est.—Tusc. Disp.

id verum esse necesse est.—Cic. De Nat. I. 13.

Deor. I. 17. Quod si omnium consensus naturae

Omni in re consensio omnium gen- vox est, &c.—Tusc. Disp. I. 15.
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dependence of one thing upon another, deduce it from

sensible experiments—a thing that, it may be, was scarce

ever done by the wisest philosophers; but is rather be

lieved with a kind of repugnancy to sense, which shews

all things to be mortal, and which would have been too

apt to have deluded the ruder sort of men, did not a more

powerful impression upon their souls forcibly urge them

to believe their own immortality. Though, indeed, if the

common notions of men were well examined, perhaps

some common notion adherent to this of the immortality

may be as generally received, which yet in itself is false;

and that, by reason of a common prejudice by which the

earthly and sensual part of man will equally influence

all men, until they come to be well acquainted with their

own souls; as, namely, a notion of the soul's materiality,

and, it may be, its traduction too, which seems to be as

generally received by the vulgar sort as the former. But

the reason of that is evident; for the souls of men exer

cising themselves first of all Kwiſa et Tpoſłatikfi, as the Greek

philosopher expresseth it—merely by a ‘progressive kind

of motion'—spending themselves about bodily and material

acts, and conversing only with sensible things; they are

apt to acquire such deep stamps of material phantasms to

themselves, that they cannot imagine their own being any

other than material and divisible, though of a fine ethereal

nature: which kind of conceit, though it may be inconsis

tent with an immortal and incorruptible nature, yet hath

had too much prevalency in philosophers themselves, their

minds not being sufficiently abstracted while they have

contemplated the highest Being of all. And some think

Aristotle himself cannot be excused on this point, who

seems to have thought God himself to be nothing else

but uéya Çov, as he styles him. But such common no

tions as these are, arising from the deceptions and halluci

nations of sense, ought not to prejudice those which not

F
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sense, but some higher power, begets in all men. And

so we have done with that.

2 The second thing I should premise, should be in place

of a Postulatum to our following demonstrations, or rather

a caution about them, which is; that, to a right conceiving

of the force of any such arguments as may prove the soul's

immortality, there must be an antecedent converse with our

own souls. It is no hard matter to convince any one, by

clear and evident principles, fetched from his own sense

of himself, who hath ever well meditated on the powers

and operations of his own soul, that it is immaterial and

immortal. -

But those very arguments that to such will be de

monstrative, to others will lose something of the strength

of probability: for, indeed, it is not possible for us well to

know what our souls are, but by their kwiſgeis KvKAika!—

their “circular and reflex motions'—and converse with

themselves, which only can steal from them their own

secrets. All those discourses which have been written of

the soul's heraldry, will not blazon it so well to us as

itself will do. When we turn our own eyes in upon it, it

will soon tell us its own royal pedigree and noble extrac

tion, by those sacred hieroglyphics which it bears upon

itself. We shall endeavour to interpret and unfold some

of them in our following discourse.

3 There is one thing more to be considered, which

may serve as a common basis or principle to our following

arguments, and it this hypothesis; that no substantial and

&ndivisible thing ever perisheth. And this Epicurus and all

of his sect must needs grant, as indeed they do, and much

more than it is lawful to plead for; and therefore they make

this one of the first principles of their atheistical philosophy:

gigni

De nihilo nihil, in nihilum nil posse reverti'.

* Pers. III. 83.
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But we shall here be content with that sober thesis of

Plato in his Timaeus, who attributes the perpetuation of

all substances to the benignity and liberality of the Crea

tor, whom he therefore brings in thus speaking to the

angels—those véot 6eol, as he calls them'. “You are not of

yourselves immortal, nor indissoluble; but would relapse

and slide back from that being which I have given you,

should I withdraw the influence of my own power from

you: but yet you shall hold your immortality by a patent

of mere grace from myself.” But to return: Plato held

that the whole world, howsoever it might meet with many

periodical mutations, should remain eternally; which I

think our Christian divinity doth no where deny: and so

Plotinus frames this general axiom, ‘that no substance

shall ever perish”.’ And, indeed, if we collate all our own

observations and experience, with such as the history of

former times hath delivered to us, we shall not find that

ever any substance was quite lost; but though this Pro

teus-like matter may perpetually change its shape, yet it

will constantly appear under one form or another, what

art soever we use to destroy it: as it seems to have been

set forth in that old gryphe, or riddle, of the Peripatetic

school, Elia Lelia Crispis, nec mas, nec foemina, nec an

drogyna, nec casta, mec meretria, mec pudica; sed omnia,

The words of Plato did not escape the! roſs véous tapéðwke 6eo's gºuata

rXdrrew Bumrd, k.T.A.— Plat. Tim. 42 D.

* The following is the remarkable pas

sage of Plato, a free translation of part of

which is given above.

6eol teóv, &v ćy& 3muoup'yos warſip Te

épywy, à 6' éuoſ, Yevéueva d'Avra éuod ye

ébéAovros. To puév ofv 6, 8e0&y trav Avrów,

ró ye uživ kax&s āpploa 6&v kal ºxov et Xúew

é6éAew kakoſ. 31' di kai émetrep yeyév made,

d6divarot uév oëk éare otö' d'Avrot rô mºdu

raw, off tº uév 63, Avô jaegôé ye oče retºe

a6e 6avárov uolpas, rſs duffs BovXjorews

uetºovos ért beau00 kal kupwrépov Xaxóvres

ékelvan', ols ör' éYlyveage ºvvede?o 6e.—

Plato, Tim. 41 A.

notice of Plotinus. 'AXXà tês 6vmthw

q'aw; rô uèv Yap révôe Töv Tótrov, earw

# Tó, 'AXX &relmep

ë)éverte, áðdvarot uév oëx torre, où ri ye

pºv \v6%reate 6' éué. Thus rendered in

the Translation of Ficinus: “Sed quomodo

naturam dicit mortalem? Quod enim dixit

circa hunc locum mala revolvi, designare

concedatur universum : num forte per

illud confirmatur, quod in Timaeo inquit:

sed quoniam estis geniti, immortales qui

6eukview ro Trávº

dem non estis; neque tamen unquam sol

vemini, mea virtute servati."—Enn. I. 8. 7.

* otöév yāp k roß &vros droNetrat.—

Enn. Iv. 7. 14.

F 2
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&c. as Fortunius Licetus hath expounded it'. Therefore,

it was never doubted whether ever any piece of substance

was lost, till of later times some hot-brained Peripatetics,

who could not bring their fiery and subtile fancies to any

cool judgment, began rashly to determine that all material

forms (as they are pleased to call them) were lost. For,

having once jumbled and crowded in a new kind of being,

never anciently heard of, between the parts of a contra

diction, that is, matter and spirit, which they call material

forms, because they could not well tell whence these new

upstarts should arise, nor how to dispose of them when

matter began to shift herself into some new garb, they

condemned them to utter destruction; and yet, lest they

should seem too rudely to control all sense and reason,

they found out this common “tale which signifieth nothing,'

that these substantial forms were educed eac potentia ma

teriae, whenever matter began to appear in any new dis

guise, and afterwards again returned in gremium materia;

and so they thought them not quite lost. But this curi

osity consisting only of words fortuitously packed up

together, being too subtile for any sober judgment to lay

hold upon, and which they themselves could never yet

tell how to define, we shall as carelessly lay it aside, as

they boldly obtrude it upon us, and take the common dis

tinction of all substantial being for granted, viz. That it is

either body, and so divisible, and of three dimensions; or

else it is something which is not properly a body or matter,

and so hath no such dimensions as that the parts thereof

1 The following is a copy of the title

page of the work here referred to. “Alle

goria Peripatetica de Generatione, Ami

citia, et Privatione in Aristotelicum AEnig

ma Elia Lelia Crispis. Fortunius Licetus

Genuensis, in Patavino Lyceo Physiologus

ordinarius Amplissimo Senatori Veneto

Paulo Mauroceno, D.D.D.’ (Patavii, 1630).

The work consists of two parts: in the

former, the opinions of others with re

gard to the inscription are refuted; in the

latter, Fortunius Licetus gives his own

interpretation. The words of the text will

be found in the introductory pages to

Part I. The absurdity of stating (as is

done in the general preface), that the

inscription may probably be a fragment

of a lost work of Aristotle, is in complete

accordance with the senseless matter of

which the volume is made up.
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should be crowding for place, and justling one with an

other, not being all able to lodge together, or run one

into another: and this is nothing else but what is com

monly called spirit. Though yet we will not be too

critical in depriving every thing which is not grossly

corporeal of all kind of extension.

CHAPTER III.

The first argument for the immortality of the soul. That the soul of man

is not corporeal. The gross absurdities upon the supposition that the

soul is a comple.c of fluid atoms, or that it is made up by a fortuitous

concourse of atoms: which is the notion of Epicurus concerning body.

The principles and dogmas of the Epicurean philosophy in opposition

to the immaterial and incorporeal nature of the soul, asserted by

Lucretius; but discovered to be false and insufficient. That motion

cannot arise from body or matter. Mor can the power of sensation

arise from matter : much less can reason. That all human know

tedge hath not its rise from sense. The proper function of sense, and

that it is never deceived. An addition of three considerations for the

enforcing of this first argument, and further clearing the immateriality

of the soul. That there is in man a faculty which, 1st, controls sense:

and 2ndly collects and unites all the perceptions of our several senses.

3rdly, That memory and prevision are not eaglicable upon the sup

position of matter and motion.

WE shall therefore now endeavour to prove, that the

soul of man is something really distinct from his

body, of an indivisible nature, and so cannot be divided

into such parts as should flit one from another; and, con

sequently, that it is apt of its own nature to remain to

eternity, and so will do, except the decrees of heaven

should abandon it from being.

And, first, we shall prove it ab absurdo, and here do

as the mathematicians use to do in such kind of demon

strations: we will suppose that, if the reasonable soul be
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not of such an immaterial nature, then it must be a body,

and so suppose it to be made up as all bodies are; where,

because the opinions of philosophers differ, we shall take

only one, viz. that of Epicurus, which supposeth it to be

made up by a fortuitous concourse of atoms; and in that

demonstrate against all the rest: for, indeed, herein a

particular demonstration is a universal, as it is in all ma

thematical demonstrations of this kind. For, if all that

which is the basis of our reasons and understandings,

which we here call the substance of the soul, be nothing

else but a mere body, and therefore be infinitely divisible,

as all bodies are; it will be all one in effect whatsoever

notion we have of the generation or production thereof.

We may give it, if we please, finer words, and use more

demure and smooth language about it than Epicurus did,

as some that, lest they should speak-too rudely and rusti

cally of it by calling it matter, will name it efflorescentia

materia: ; and yet, lest that should not be enough, add

Aristotle's quintessence to it also: they will be so trim

and courtly in defining it, that they will not call it by

the name of ačr, ignis, or flamma, as some of the ancient

vulgar philosophers did, but, flos flamma; and yet the

Epicurean poet could use as much chymistry in exalting

his fancy as these subtile doctors do; and when he would

dress out the notion of it more gaudily, he resembles it

to flos Bacchi, and spiritus unguenti suavis". But, when

we have taken away this disguise of wanton wit, we shall

find nothing better than mere body, which will be recoil

ing back perpetually into its own inert and sluggish pas

siveness: though we may think we have quickened it

never so much by this subtile artifice of words and phrases,

a man's newborn soul will, for all this, be but little better

1 Bacchi quom flos evanuit, aut quom

Spiritus unguenti suavis diffugit in auras.

Lucret. Rer. Nat. III. 222.
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than his body; and, as that is, be but a rasura corporis

alieni—made up of some small and thin shavings pared

off from the bodies of the parents by a continual motion

of the several parts of it; and must afterwards receive its

augmentation from that food and nourishment which is

taken in, as the body doth. So that the very grass we

walk over in the fields, the dust and mire in the streets

that we tread upon, may, according to the true meaning

of this dull philosophy, after many refinings, macerations,

and maturations, which nature performs by the help of

motion, spring up into so many rational souls, and prove

as wise as any Epicurean, and discourse as subtilely of

what it once was, when it lay drooping in a senseless

passiveness. This conceit is so gross, that one would

think it wanted nothing but that witty sarcasm that

Plutarch cast upon Neocles the Epicurean, to confute it:

n unrnp dróuous éaxev čv airfi Togadras, otal avveX600aat

aoq}ov ãv éºyévvmaav'.

But, because the heavy minds of men are so frequently

sinking into this earthly fancy, we shall further search

into the entrails of this philosophy; and see how like

that is to a rational soul, of which it pretends to declare

the production. Lucretius, first of all taking notice of

the mighty swiftness and celerity of the soul in all its

operations, lest his matter should be too soon tired and

not able to keep pace with it, first casts the atoms

prepared for this purpose into such perfect spherical and

small figures as might be most capable of these swift

impressions; for so he .

At, quod mobile tantopere est, constare rotundis

Perquam seminibus debet, perquamgue minutis,

Momine uti parvo possint impulsa moveri”.

But here, before we go any further, we might inquire

what it should be that should move these small and

* Plut. Non posse suaviter vivi secun- equally aimed at Epicurus himself.

dum Epicurum, 11ooA. The sarcasm was * Lucret. Rer. Nat. III. 187.
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insensible globes of matter. For the two principles of

Epicurus, which he calls plenum and inane, will here by

no means serve our turn to find out motion. For, though

our communes notitia, assure us, that wherever there is a

multiplicity of parts, (as there is in every quantitative

being) there may be a variety of application in those

parts one to another, and so a mobility; yet motion itself

will not so easily arise out of a plenum, though we allow

it an empty space, and room enough, to play up and

down in. For we may conceive a body—which is his ple

num—only as trine dimensum, being longum, latum, et

profundum, without attributing any motion at all to it:

and Aristotle in his De Caelo doubts not herein to speak

plainly, 6t, ex toº odºuaros rivno is own eyyive rat—‘that motion

cannot arise from a body.' For, indeed, this power of

motion must needs argue some efficient cause, as Cicero

hath well observed, if we suppose any rest antecedent';

or if any body be once moving, it must also find some

potent efficient to stay it and settle it in rest, as Simpli

cius hath somewhere in his comment upon Epictetus

wisely determined. So that, if we will suppose either

motion or rest to be contained originally in the nature of

any body; we must of necessity conclude some potent

efficient to produce the contrary, or else attribute this

power to bodies themselves; which will, at last, grow

unbounded and infinite, and indeed altogether inconsistent

with the nature of a body.

But yet, though we should grant all this which Lu

cretius contends for, how shall we force up these particles

of matter into any true and real perceptions, and make

them perceive their own or others' motions, which he

calls motus sensiferi & For, having first laid down his

principles of all being, as he supposeth, (neither is he

* Nam et ipsa declinatio ad libidinem fieri sine causa quidquam dicere.— De Fin.

fingitur, ait enim declinare atomum sine I. 6.

causa : quo nihil turpius Physico, quam * Rer. Nat. III. 273.
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willing to leave his deities themselves out of the number)

he only requires these postulata to unfold the nature of

all, concursus, motus, ordo, positura, figura”. But how

any such thing as sensation, or much less, reason, should

spring out of this barren soil, how well tilled soever, no

composed mind can imagine. For, indeed, that infinite

variety which is in the magnitude of parts, their posi

tions, figures, and motions, may easily, and indeed must

needs produce an infinite variety of phenomena, which

the Epicurean philosophy calls eventa. And, accordingly,

where there is a sentient faculty, it may receive the

greatest variety of impressions from them, by which the

perceptions, which are the immediate result of a knowing

faculty, will be distinguished: yet cannot the power itself

of sensation arise from them, any more than vision can

rise out of a glass, whereby it should be able to perceive

these idola that paint themselves upon it, though it were

never so exactly polished, and they much finer than they

are or can be.

Neither can those small corpuscula, which in them

selves have no power of sense, ever produce it by any

kind of concourse or motion; for so a cause might, in its

production, rise up above the height of its own nature

and virtue; which I think every calm contemplator of

truth will judge impossible: for, (since whatsoever any

effect hath, it must needs derive from its causes, and can

receive no other tincture and impression than they can

bestow upon it) that signature must first be in the cause

itself, which is by it derived to the effect. And, there

fore, the wisest philosophers amongst the ancients univer

sally concluded that there was some higher principle than

mere matter, which was the cause of all life and sense,

and that that was immortal: as the Platonists, who thought

this reason sufficient to move them to assert a mundane

! Lucret. Rer. Nat. I. 686. *
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soul". And Aristotle, though he talks much of nature,

yet delivers his mind so cloudily, that all that he hath

said of it may pass with that which himself said of his

Acroatici libri, or Physics, that they were éxösöouévot ka:

a; Škºe.Souévol. Nor is it likely that he who was so little

satisfied with his own notion of nature as being the cause

of all motion and rest, as seemingly to desert it while he

placeth so many intelligences about the heavens, could

much please himself with such a gross conceit of mere

matter, that that should be the true moving and sentient

entelech of some other matter; as it is manifest he did not.

But indeed Lucretius himself, though he could, in the

exuberance of his over-flushed and fiery fancy, tell us,

Quod si delira haec furiosaque cernimus esse

Et ridere potest non ex ridentibus auctus,

Et sapere, et doctis rationem reddere dictis,

Non ex seminibus sapientibus, atque disertis”:

yet, in more cool thoughts, he found his own common

notions too sturdy to be so easily silenced; and, therefore,

set his wits at work to find the most quintessential parti

cles of matter that may be, that might do that feat, which

those smooth spherical bodies, calor, ačr, and ventus (for

all come into this composition) could not do: and this

was of such a subtile and exalted nature, that his earthly

fancy could not comprehend it, and, therefore, he confesses

plainly he could not tell what name to give it, though,

for want of a better, he calls it mobilem vim; as neither

could his master before him, who was pleased to com

pound the soul, as Plutarch relates, of four ingredients".

But because this giant-like Proteus found himself here

bound with such strong cords, that, notwithstanding all

* Vid. Plat. Tim. 36 E. sqq. trotoſ depºovs, ék rotoſ, mºveuparukoſ, éx

* Lucret. Rer. Nat. II. 985. - Teräprov rubs drarovouágrow 6 ºv atrº

* 'Emikovpos, (sc. Urortberal riv puxhv) aloºnruków.—Plut. de Placit. Philosoph.

kpāua ék regardpov, ex wouci, wupéðovs, ék 898 D.
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his struggling, he could by no means break them off

from him, we shall relate his own words the more largely.

Sic calor, atque aër, et venti caeca potestas

Mista creant unam naturam, et mobilis illa

Wis, initum motus abs se quae dividit ollis:

Sensifer unde oritur primum per viscera motus.

Nam penitus prorsum latet haec natura, subestaue;

Nec magis hac infra quidquam est in corpore nostro;

Atque anima est animae proporro totius ipsa:

Quod genus in nostris membris, et corpore toto

Mista latens animi vis est, animaeque potestas,

Corporibus quia de parvis paucisque creata est.

Sic tibi nominis haec expers vis, facta minutis

Corporibus, latet'

Thus we see how he found himself overmastered with

difficulties, while he endeavoured to find the place of the

sensitive powers in matter: and yet this is the highest

that he dares aim at, namely, to prove that sensation

might from thence derive its original, as stiffly opposing

any higher power of reason; which we shall in lucro pomere

against another time.

But, surely, had not the Epicureans abandoned all

logic, together with some other sciences, (as Cicero and

Laërtius tell us they did)” they would here have found

themselves too much pressed with this argument, (which

yet some will think to be but levis armatura, in respect

of some other) and have found it as little short of a

demonstration to prove the soul's immortality as the

Platonists themselves did. But herein how they dealt,

Plotinus hath well observed of them all who denied lives

and souls to be immortal—which he asserts—and make

them nothing but bodies, that when they were pinched

with the strength of any argument fetched from the

1 Lucret. Rer. Nat. III. 270. Diog. Laërt. Lib. x. 20.

* Thy 6ta\exrukhv 34 (3s rapéAkova'av Wid. Cic. Acad. II. 30.

droöokupid?ovow. "Apkeiv yap, K. r. A.—
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púa is ºpaq ripios of the soul, it was usual amongst them

to call this body Tveºud tra's Xov, or spiritus certo quodam

modo se habens; to which he well replies, tº to troAv6pº

Antov aurois Tws exor, eis & Kataqetſyovow dvaykağuevot

Tiêea6a 3AAmv trapd td aajaata púaw Spaa riſpiov'. Where,

by this pſa is ºpaq Tºptos, seems to be nothing meant but

that same thing which Lucretius called vim mobilem, and

he would not allow it to be any thing else but a body,

though what kind of body he could not tell: yet by it

he understands not merely an active power of motion,

but a more subtile energy, whereby the force and nature

of any motion is perceived and insinuated by its own

strength in the bodies moved; as if these sorry bodies,

by their impetuous justling together, could awaken one

another out of their drowsy lethargy, and make each

other hear their mutual impetuous knocks: which is as

absurd as to think a musical instrument should hear its

own sounds, and take pleasure in those harmonious airs

that are played upon it. For that which we call sensa

tion, is not the motion or impression which one body

makes upon another, but a recognition of that motion;

and, therefore, to attribute that to a body, is to make a

body privy to its own acts and passions, to act upon

itself, and to have a true and proper self-feeling virtue;

which Porphyry” hath elegantly expressed thus: “In the

sensations of living creatures the soul moves, as if un

bodied harmony herself should play upon an instrument,

and smartly touch the well-tuned strings: but the body

is like that harmony which dwells inseparably in the

strings themselves, which have no perception of it.’

Thus we should now leave this topic of our demon

stration, only we shall add this as an appendix to it,

* Enn. Iv. 7. 4. Xopóðs kuwowo m ºpuoguévas' rô 5é év rais

* "Orav Tó Kóov alcódvmrat, toukev m xopôats àpuovig dxwplorg rà oðua.—

pièv Wuxh ápuovía Xalpwarf & aurºs rās Porphyr. Sentent. c. xix.
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which will further manifest the soul's incorporeal and

immaterial nature; that is, that there is a higher prin

ciple of knowledge in man than mere sense, neither is

that the sole original of all that science which breaks forth

in the minds of men; which yet Lucretius maintains, as

being afraid lest he should be awakened out of this plea

sant dream of his, should any higher power rouse his

sleepy soul: and, therefore, he thus lays down the opinion

of his sect:

Invenies primis ab sensibus esse creatam

Notitiam veri, neque sensus posse refelli:

Nam majore fide debet reperirier illud,

Sponte sua veris quod possit vincere falsa'.

But yet this goodly champion doth but lay siege to his

own reason, and endeavour to storm the main fort thereof,

which but just before he defended against the Sceptics

who maintained that opinion, that nothing could be known;

having replied to which by that vulgar argument, that if

nothing can be known, then neither do we know this,

that we know nothing; he pursues them more closely with

another; that neither could they know what it is to know, or

what it is to be ignorant:

Quaeram, quum in rebus veri nil viderit ante,

Unde sciat, quid sit scire, et nescire vicissim:

Notitiam veri quae res falsique crearit”.

But yet if our senses were the only judges of things, this

reflex knowledge, whereby we know what it is to know,

would be as impossible as he makes it for sense to have

innate ideas of its own, antecedent to those stamps which

the radiations of external objects imprint upon it. For

this knowledge must be antecedent to all that judgment

which we pass upon any sensatum, seeing, except we

first know what it is to know, we could not judge or

* Lucret. Rer. Nat. Iv. 479. * Ibid. Iv. 475.
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determine aright upon the approach of any of these idola

to Our Senses.

But our author may, perhaps, yet seem to make a

more full confession for us in these two points:

First, That no sense can judge another's objects, nor

convince it of any mistake":

ideoque necesse est,

Non possint alios alii convincere sensus,

Nec porro poterunt ipsi reprehendere sese':

If therefore there be any such thing within us as controls

our senses, as all know there is; then must that be of a

higher nature than our senses are.

But, secondly, he grants further, that all our sensation

is nothing else but perception, and therefore wheresoever

there is any hallucination, that must arise from something

else within us besides the power of sense:

—quoniam pars horum maxima fallit

Propter opinatus animi, quos addimus ipsi,

Pro visis ut sint, quae non sunt sensibu’ visa".

In which words he hath very happily lighted upon the

proper function of sense, and the true reason of all those

mistakes which we call the deceptions of sense; which,

indeed, are not truly so, seeing they arise only from a

higher faculty, and consist not in sensation itself, but in

those deductions and corollaries that our judgments draw

from it. -

We shall here, therefore, grant that which the Epi

curean philosophy, and the Peripatetic too, though not

without much caution, pleads for universally—That our

senses are never deceived—whether they be sani or lapsi,

“sound or distempered,' or whatsoever proportion or dis

* Probably the meaning intended by of any mistake.’

the above obscure sentence is this: ‘that * Lucret. Rer. Nat. Iv. 496.

no sense can judge of the objects of an- * Ibid. Iv. 465.

other sense, nor convince that other sense
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tance the object or medium bears to it: for if we well

scan this business, we shall find that nothing of judgment

belongs to sense, it consisting only ºv airbnrnpip ºrdée,

“in perception; neither can it make any just observation

of those objects that are without, but only discerns its

own passions, and is nothing else but yºats rôv tra66v,

and tells how it finds itself affected, and not what is the

true cause of those impressions which it finds within

itself; which seems to be the reason of that old philoso

phical maxim recited by Aristotle; that these simulacra

were only in our senses"; which notion a late author hath

pursued. Therefore, when the eye finds the sun's circle,

represented within itself, of no greater bigness than a

foot diameter, it is not at all herein mistaken; nor a

distempered palate, when it tastes a bitterness in the

sweetest honey, as Proclus, a famous mathematician and

Platonist, hath well determined: “The senses in all things

of this nature do but declare their own passions or per

ceptions, which are always such as they seem to be','

whether there be any such parallelum signaculum in the

object as bears a true analogy with them or not : and

therefore, in truth, they are never deceived in the exe

cution of their own functions. And so doth Aristotle

conclude, that error is neither in sense nor fancy, “it is in

no faculty but only that in which is reason".' Though

it be as true, on the other side, that Epicurus and all his

* Ol mp3.repov pugioMöyou Tooro oi ka

X&s àeyov, où6év olópuevot o're \evköv oºre

AuéXav elva, divew 5%ews, otöé Xuuov divew

Teóaews.-Aristot. De An. III. c. 2.

* At uév alatºgets rô éaurów drayyá\

Xoval traffmua, kal of travrm Weißovrat.—

Procl. in Plat. Tim. 76 E.

* Otºčevi Urápxei (; ui, kal Möyos. The

translation of these words, as given above

by our Author, is incorrect. The words

occur in the following quotation: 'AXN

oëöé rô votiv, Év (; £orrl rô 6p60s kal rô uh

dp02s, td uèv Čp60s ppóvngus kai émºtorium

kal 668 a dxmóñs, to 33 uº &p60s rávavrta

rotºrww otöð roßTo 3’ earl raúró ré algºd

verbat' ºf uév ydp atatºmats Tāv lötww.

del d'Ambºis, kal rāaw ömäpxet roſs fºots,

6tavoetabat 6' évôéxera, kal Wevöðs, kal

otöevi útápxet tº ui kai X&Yos.—Aristot.

De An. III. c. 3.

Perceptions by the senses (says he) are

true, and are the property of all animals;

but it is possible to make a false use of

the imagination which is possessed by

none (otöevl scil. $34) in whom reason

does not exist.
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sect were deceived, while they judged the sun, and moon,

and all the stars, to be no bigger than that picture and

image which they found of them in their own eyes; for

which silly conceit, though they had been for many ages

sufficiently laughed at by wise men, yet could not Lucre

tius tell how to enlarge his own fancy, but believes the

dolum in his own visive organ to be adequate to the

sun itself, in despite of all mathematical demonstration;

as indeed he must needs, if there were no higher principle

of knowledge than sense is, which is the most indiscipli

nable thing that may be, and can never be taught that

truth which reason and understanding might attempt to

force into it". “Though reason inculcates this notion ten

thousand times over, that the sun is bigger than the

earth, yet will not the eye be taught to see it any bigger

than a foot breadth”:' and therefore he rightly calls it, as

all the Platonical and Stoical philosophy doth, &Aoyév ti,

and it may well be put among the rest of the 3\oya rā6m

of the Stoics. -

Thus I hope, by this time, we have found out ‘some

more noble power in the soul than that is", by which it

accommodates itself to the body, and, according to the

measure and proportion thereof, converseth with external

matter. And this is the true reason why we are so apt

to be mistaken in sensible objects, because our souls,

sucking in the knowledge of external things thereby, and

not minding the proportion that is between the body

and them, mindless of its own notions, collates their cor

poreal impressions with external objects themselves, and

1 Necnimio solis major rota, nec minor

ardor

Esse potest, nostris quam sensibus esse

videtur.

Lucret. Rer. Nat. v. 565.

E!pmke 6é kal trepi rāv čv riff Kögup'

"Ore re 6

}\tós dart rô uéyé60s otos patveral.—

avvua Tapiévay travrwu watºv.

Diog. Laert. Wit. Heracliti, $ 7.

* # 6é algómºus Káv uupudkus droºm roſ.

Xöyou Xéyovros 374 pºet, ww 6 ºf Nuos Tīs ºffs

§uws tročaſov atröv ćpá.—Procl. in Plat.

Tim. 77 A.

* Añ\ov otv, Ürt &rri ris Kpetrtw rºy

ala (/morewv Švapus.-Procl. in Plat. Tim.

76 E.
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judgeth of them one by another. But whensoever our

souls act in their own power and strength, untwisting

themselves from all corporeal complications, they then

can find confidence enough to judge of things in a seeming

contradiction to all those other visa corporea.

And so, I suppose, this argument will amount to no

less than a demonstration of the soul's immateriality,

seeing to all sincere understanding it is necessary that it

should thus abstract itself from all corporeal commerce,

and return from thence nearer into itself.

Now what we have to this purpose more generally

intimated, we shall further branch out in these two or

three particulars.

First, That that mental faculty and power whereby

we judge and discern things, is so far from being a body,

that it must retract and withdraw itself from all bodily

operation whensoever it will nakedly discern truth. For,

should our souls always mould their judgment of things

according to those tra6%uara and impressions which seem

to be framed thereof in the body, they must then do

nothing else but chain up errors and delusions one with

another instead of truth: as, should the judgments of

our understandings wholly depend upon the sight of our

eyes, we should then conclude that our mere accesses and

recesses from any visible object have such a magical

power to change the magnitudes of visible objects, and to

transform them into all varieties of figures and fashions;

and so attribute all that variety to them which we find in

our corporeal perceptions. Or, should we judge of gus

tables by our taste, we should attribute to one and the

selfsame thing all that variety which we find in our own

palates. Which is an unquestionable argument that that

power whereby we discern things, and make judgments

of them different, and sometimes contrary to those per

ceptions that are the necessary results of all organical

G
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functions, is something distinct from the body; and there

fore, though the soul, as Plato hath well observed, be

aeptar) trepi rā aduata,—various and divisible accidentally

in these sensations and motions wherein it extends and

spreads itself, as it were, upon the body, and so, accord

ing to the nature and measure thereof, perceives its im

pressions; yet it is €v Šavri, dueptarm—indivisible, returning

into itself. Whensoever it will speculate on truth itself,

it will not then listen to the several clamours and votes

of these rude senses which always speak with divided

tongues; but it consults some clearer oracle within itself:

and therefore Plotinus hath well concluded concerning

the body, “should a man make use of his body in his

speculations”,” it would entangle his mind with so many

contradictions, that it would be impossible to attain to any

true knowledge of things. We shall conclude this there

fore, as Cicero doth his contemplation of the soul's opera

tions about the frame of nature, the fabric of the heavens,

and motions of the stars: Animus qui hac intelligit, similis

est ejus qui ea fabricatus in calo est”.

Secondly, We also find such a faculty within our own

souls as collects and unites all the perceptions of our

several senses, and is able to compare them together;

something in which they all meet as in one centre: which

Plotinus hath well expressed; “that in which all those

several sensations meet, as so many lines drawn from

several points in the circumference, and which compre

hends them all, must needs be one". For, should that

be various and consisting of several parts, which thus

* Tijs dueptorov kal del karū raúrò.

éxoſoms otolas kal rās at trepl rā ord para

ºyuyvouévns uepwarfis, K. T. A.—Plat. Tim.

35 A. Cf. Plot. Enn. IV. Lib. I. and II.

* 'Euróðtov roºro, et ris atrº èv rats

orképeau trpooxpºro.—Enn. IV. 3. 19.

* Quorum (sc. astrorum) conversiones

omnesque motus qui animo widit, is docuit,

similem animum suum ejus esse, qui ea

fabricatus esset in coelo.—Tusc. Disp. I.

25.

* Aet roºro tºo rep kévrpov etval, Ypau

pads 38 ovuòa)\\oſo as ék reptºpepeias Kūx\ov,

rds travraxóðey alo 6%reus trpós roºro re

paivew, kal rototrov to avrixauflavéuevo,

elvat, tv čvrws.—Enn. Iv. 7. 6.
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receives all these various impressions, then must the sen

tence and judgment passed upon them be various too.

Aristotle says, “That must be one that judgeth things to

be diverse;' and that must judge too, setting all before it

at once". Besides, we could not conceive how such an

immense variety of impressions could be made upon any

piece of matter, which should not obliterate and deface

one another. And, therefore, Plotinus hath well disputed

against them who make all sensation rviridaeis kai évaq'pa

'yſgeus év \vy;”—which brings me to the third.

Thirdly, That knowledge which the soul retains in

itself of things past, and, in some sort, prevision of things

to come, whereby many grow so sagacious in foreseeing

future events, that they know how to deliberate and dis

pose of present affairs, so as to be ready furnished and

prepared for such emergencies as they see in a train and

series of causes which sometimes work but contingently—

I cannot think Epicurus himself could, in his cool thoughts,

be so unreasonable as to persuade himself, that all the

shuffling and cutting of atoms could produce such a divine

piece of wisdom as this is. What matter can thus bind

up past, present, and future time together? which while

the soul of man doth, it seems to imitate God's eternity,

as far as its own finite nature will permit it to strive after

an imitation of it; and, grasping and gathering together

a long series of duration into itself, makes an essay to

free itself from the rigid laws of it, and to purchase to

itself the freedom of a true eternity. And as, by its

xpovikal trpéočol, (as the Platonists are wont to speak) ‘chro

nical and successive operations,’ it unravels and unfolds

the contexture of its own indefinite intellectual powers by

* Act rô &v Aéyew 6 ru repov..... &v otöé Tós pujuas irdvrws Te kal dkoxotóws

dxwptarº xpóvº. époºpºev, xaroxãs platºnudirov kal alo.6moréaw

De An. III. c. 2. elval, roß rôtrov welvavros év rſ, Wuxi, 6s

* Tās alo 6%rets off rurºaeus ojö' év- um.5° to trpárov ćyévero.—Plot. Enn. Iv.

cºpayloeus Méyovres év puzi, yiyveg bat, 6.1.
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degrees; so, by this memory and prevision, it recollects

and twists them all up together again into itself. And

though it seems to be continually sliding from itself in

those several vicissitudes and changes which it runs

through, in the constant variety of its own effluxes and

emanations; yet is it always returning back again to its

first original, by a swift remembrance of all those motions

and multiplicity of operations, which have begot in it the

first sense of this constant efflux". As if we should see a

sunbeam perpetually flowing forth from the bright body

of the sun, and yet ever returning back to it again; it

never loseth any part of its being, because it never forgets

what itself was: and though it may number out never so

vast a length of its duration, yet it never comes nearer to its

old age, but carrieth a lively sense of its youth and infancy

along with it, which it can at pleasure lay a fast hold on.

But if our souls were nothing else but a complex of

fluid atoms, how should we be continually roving and

sliding from ourselves, and how soon forget what we once

were ! The new matter that would come in to fill up

that vacuity which the old had made by its departure,

would never know what the old was, nor what that should

be that would succeed: ‘that new pilgrim and stranger

like soul would always be ignorant of what the other

before it knew, and we should be wholly some other bulk

of being than we were before,’ as Plotinus hath excellently

observed”. It was a famous speech of wise Heraclitus,

eis róv aurov totauðv Šls our àv éuſłalms, ‘a man cannot

enter twice into the same river”:' by which he was wont

* The word reptoãot, “circuitus,” rather

than trpó060t, ‘progressus,’ appears adapt

ed to the argument of our author. Doubt

less the latter word is of common occur

rence in Proclus and other Platonists; yet

the pages of Plato himself supply numer

ous instances in point of the usage of tre

plodot, e.g. ēviavròv reptobot. Tim. 47 A.

tav Karā ºptow...treptóðwv. Tim. 83 A.

év troX\aſs Xpóvov kal uaxpaís repúðots.

Phaed. 107 E. v TerpairMagiais repúðots

Xpóvov. Tim. 86 A.

* 'AAA of Y diamep Šávm puxh ačrm év

dyvola total, ºv h érépa olòe, kal &amep 6

d\\os &ykos juáv rô aév ri droppetſoeral

airoſ, rô 6é ri tpoorexetaerat, où6èv 6&

total rô alôrð;-Enn. Iv. 7.5.

* IIotapº Yáp oëk tarw upfivat 5ts rô
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symbolically to express the constant flux of matter, which

is the most unstable thing that may be. And if the phi

losophy of Epicurus could free this heap of refined atoms,

which it makes the soul to be, from this inconstant and flit

ting nature, and teach us how it could be uáviaow tſ-some

stable and immutable thing, always resting entire while it

is in the body; though we would thank him for such a

goodly conceit as this is, yet we would make no doubt but

it might as well be able to preserve itself from dissolution

and dissipation out of this gross body, as in it: seeing it is

no more secured from the constant impulses of that more

gross matter, which is restlessly moving up and down in

the body, than it is out of it: and yet, for all that, we

should take the leave to ask Cicero's question with his

sober disdain: Quid enim? obsecro te, terrane tibi aut hoc

nebuloso et caliginoso calo aut sata aut concreta videtur

tanta vis memoria"? Such a jewel as this is too precious

to be found in a dunghill: mere matter could never thus

stretch forth its feeble force, and spread itself over all its

own former pre-existences. We may as well suppose this

dull and heavy earth we tread upon to know how long it

hath dwelt in this part of the universe it now dwells in,

and what variety of creatures have in all past ages sprung

forth from it, and all those occurrences and events which

have, during all this time, happened upon it.

aºré, kað''Hpák\etrov, où6é 6vmrås otolas EI Delphico, 392 B.

3ts dipaadat kará čw' K.T.A.— Plut. de * Tusc. Disp. 1. 25.
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CHAPTER IV.

The second argument for the immortality of the soul. Actions either

automatical or spontaneous. That spontaneous and elicit actions

evidence the distinction of the soul from the body. The evasion of

Lucretius very slight and weak. That the liberty of the will is incon

sistent with the Epicurean principles. That the conflict of reason

against the sensitive appetite argues a being in us superior to matter.

E have done with that which we intended for the

first part of our discourse of the soul's immortality:

we have hitherto looked at it rather in concreto than in

abstracto—rather as a thing complicated with, and united

to, the body; and therefore considered it in those opera

tions which, as they are not proper to the body, so neither

are they altogether independent of it, but are rather of a

mixed nature.

We shall now take notice of it in those properties, in

the exercise whereof it hath less commerce with the body,

and more plainly declares its own high descent to us; that

it is able to subsist and act without the aid and assistance

of this matter which it informs.

And here we shall take that course which Aristotle

did in his books De Anima, and first of all inquire,

“Whether it hath tölov rá,-some kind of action so proper

and peculiar to itself, as not to depend upon the body.”

And this soon offers itself, in the first place, to us in those

elicit motions of it, as the moralists are wont to name

them, which, though they may end in those they call im

perate acts, yet have their first emanation from nothing

else but the soul itself.

For this purpose, we shall take notice of two sorts of

actions which are obvious to the experience of every one

that observes himself, according to a double source and

emanation of them, which a late philosopher hath very

happily suggested to us. The first are those actions which
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arise up within us without any animadversion; the other

are those that are consequent to it.

I. For we find frequently such motions within our

selves which first are, before we take notice of them, and

which, by their own turbulency and impetuousness, force

us to an advertency: as those fiery spirits, and that

inflamed blood, which sometimes fly up into the head;

or those gross and earthly fumes that disturb our brains;

the stirring of many other humours which beget within

us grief, melancholy, anger, or mirth, or other passions;

which have their rise from such causes as we were not

aware of, or to which we gave no consent to create this

trouble to us. Besides, all those passions and perceptions

which are begotten within us by some external motions

which derive themselves through our senses, and fiercely

knocking at the door of our minds and understandings,

force them sometimes from their deepest debates and

musings of some other thing, to open to them, and give

them an audience.

Now, as to such motions as these are, it being neces

sary for the preservation of our bodies that our souls

should be acquainted with them, man's body was so con

trived, and his soul so united to it, that they might have

a speedy access to the soul. Indeed, some ancient philo

sophers thought that the soul, descending more deeply

into the body, as they express it, first begat these corporeal

motions unknown to itself by reason of its more deep

immersion, which afterwards, by their impetuousness, ex

cited its advertency. But, whatsoever truth there is in

that assertion, we clearly find from the relation of our own

souls themselves, that our soul disowns them, and ac

knowledgeth no such motions to have been so busy by her

commission; neither knows what they are, from whence

they arise, or whither they tend, until she hath duly ex

amined them. But these corporeal motions, as they seem
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to arise from nothing else but merely from the machina of

the body itself; so they could not at all be sensated but

by the soul.

Neither, indeed, are all our own corporeal actions per

ceived by us, but only those that may serve to maintain a

good correspondence and intelligence between the soul

and body, and so foment and cherish that sympathy be

tween them, which is necessary for the subsistence and

well-being of the whole man in this mundane state. And,

therefore, there is very little of that which is commonly

done in our body, which our souls are at all informed of

The constant circulation of the blood through all our veins

and arteries; the common motions of our animal spirits in

our nerves; the maceration of food within our stomachs,

and the distribution of chyle and nourishment to every

part that wants the relief of it; the constant flux and re

flux of more sedate humours within us; the dissipations of

our corporeal matter by insensible transpiration, and the

accesses of new matter in the room of it; all this we are

little acquainted with by any vital energy which ariseth

from the union of soul and body: and therefore, when we

would acquaint ourselves with the anatomy and vital func

tions of our own bodies, we are fain to use the same course

and method that we would to find out the same things in

any other kind of animal, as if our souls had as little to do

with any of these in our own bodies, as they have in the

bodies of any brute creature.

2. But, on the other side, we know as well, that many

things that are done by us, are done at the dictate and by

the commission of our own wills; and, therefore, all such

actions as these are, we know how, without any great store

of discoursive inquiry, to attribute to their own proper

causes, as seeing the efflux and propagation of them.

We do not, by a naked speculation, know our bodies first

to have need of nourishment, and then, by the edict of
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our wills, enjoin our spirits and humours to put them

selves into a hungry and craving posture within us, by

corroding the tunicles of the stomach; but we first find

our own souls solicited by these motions, which yet we are

able to gainsay, and to deny those petitions which they

offer up to us. We know we commonly meditate and dis

course of such arguments as we ourselves please: we

mould designs, and draw up a plot of means answerable

thereto, according as the free vote of our own souls deter

mines; and use our own bodies many times, notwith

standing all the reluctance of their nature, only as our

instruments to serve the will and pleasure of our souls.

All which, as they evidently manifest a true distinction

between the soul and the body, so they do as evidently

prove the supremacy and dominion which the soul hath

over the body. Our moralists frequently dispute what

kind of government that is whereby the soul, or rather

will, rules over the sensitive appetite, which they ordi

narily resolve to be imperium politicum; though I should

rather say, that all good men have rather a true despotical

power over their sensitive faculties, and over the whole

body, though they use it only according to the laws of

reason and discretion. And, therefore, the Platonists and

Stoics thought the soul of man to be absolutely freed from

all the power of astral necessity, and uncontrollable im

pressions arising from the subordination and mutual sym

pathy and dependence of all mundane causes; which is

their proper notion of fate. Neither ever durst that bold

astrology which presumes to tell the fortunes of all corpo

real essences, attempt to enter into the secrets of man's

soul, or predict the destinies thereof. And, indeed, what

ever the destinies thereof may be, that are contained in

the vast volume of an Infinite and Almighty Mind, yet

We evidently find a Tó ép' ñuiv, an autééovatov, “a liberty

of will within ourselves, in spite of the stubborn malice of
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all second causes. And Aristotle, who seems to have dis

puted so much against that abrokwnata of souls, which his

master before him had soberly maintained, does indeed

but quarrel with that common sense and experience which

we have of our souls; this avrokwngia of the soul being

nothing else but that innate force and power which it hath

within it, to stir up such thoughts and motions within

itself as it finds itself most free to. And, therefore, when

we reflect upon the productions of our own souls, we are

soon able to find out the first efficient cause of them.

And, though the subtilty of some wits may have made it

difficult to find out whether the understanding or the will,

or some other faculty of the soul, be the first mover,

whence the motus primo primus (as they please to call it)

proceeds; yet we know it is originally the soul itself,

whose vital acts they all are: and, although it be not ‘the

first cause, as deriving all its virtue from itself,’ as Sim

plicius distinguisheth, yet it is ‘vitally co-working with

the first causes of all.’ But, on the other side, when

we come to examine those motions which arise from

the body, this stream runs so far under ground, that we

know not how to trace it to its head; but we are fain

to analyze the whole artifice, looking from the spirits to

the blood, from that to the heart, viewing all along the

mechanical contrivance of veins and arteries: neither know

we, after all our search, whether there be any perpetuum

mobile in our own bodies, or whether all the motions

thereof be only the redundancy of some external mo

tions without us; nor how to find the first mover in

1 The De Anima of Aristotle opens

thus: Tav ka)\ov kal rupulov thv etőmauv

troXauðdvovres, uá\\ov 3' érépay €répas

# kar' drpigeway 7 rāv BeNTučvalv re kal

6aupuaawrépaw elval, 6t' duºpórepa Taüra

Thy ris Wuxis loroplav et X&Yws àv év trpiº

rous ruffelmuev. On this, Simplicius re

marks that though Aristotle did not regard

the soul as the first cause, yet he looked

upon it as naturally bound up with the

first causes of all: ...ot y &p ºs a Wróðey

Tp &t mºv, d\\' & s év roſs trpiórows pu

oukňv, Štú thu olov ovvex) trpès airá úró

Bagu'.
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nature; and though we could find out that, yet we know

that there is a fatal determination which sits in all the

wheels of mere corporeal motion; neither can they exer

cise any such noble freedom as we constantly find in the

wills of men, which are as large and unbounded in all

their elections, as reason itself can represent being itself

to be.

Lucretius, that he might avoid the force of this argu

ment, according to the genius of his sect, feigns this

liberty to arise from a motion of declination, whereby his

atoms, always moving downwards by their own weight

towards the centre of the world, are carried a little

obliquely, as if they tended toward some point different

from it, which he calls clinamen principiorum". Which

riddle, though it be as good as any else which they, who

held the materiality and mortality of souls in their own

nature, can frame to solve this difficulty; yet is of such

a private interpretation, that I believe no CEdipus is able

to expound it. But yet, by what we may guess at it, we

shall easily find that this insolent conceit (and all else of

this nature) destroys the freedom of will, more than any

fate which the severest censors thereof, whom he some

times taxeth, ever set over it. For how can anything be

made subject to a free and impartial debate of reason, or

fall under the level of free-will, if all things be the mere

result either of a fortuitous or fatal motion of bodies,

which can have no power or dominion over themselves?

and why should he, or his great master, find so much

fault with the superstition of the world, and condemn the

opinions of other men, when they compare them with that

transcendent sagacity they believe themselves to be the

masters of, if all were nothing else but the mere issue of

material motions; seeing that necessity which would arise

from a different concourse and motion of several particles

* Id facit exiguum clinamen principiorum.—Lucret. Rer. Nat. II. 292.
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of matter, begetting that diversity of opinions and wills,

would excuse them all from any blame?

Therefore, to conclude this argument, whatever essence

finds this freedom within itself, whereby it is absolved

from the rigid laws of matter, may know itself also to be

immaterial; and, having dominion over its own actions, it

will never desert itself: and, because it finds itself non vi

aliena sed sua moveri, as Cicero argues', it feels itself able

to preserve itself from the foreign force of matter, and

can say of all those assaults which are at any time made

against those sorry mud walls which in this life enclose

it, où, Tpós épé, as the Stoic did, ‘all this is nothing

to me,’ who am yet free, and can command within, when

this feeble carcase is able no longer to obey me; and

when that is shattered and broken down, I can live any

where else without it; for I was not that, but had only

a command over it, while I dwelt in it.

But before we wholly desert this head, we may add

some further strength to it, from the observation of that

conflict which the reasons and understandings of men

maintain against the sensitive appetite: and wheresoever

the higher powers of reason in a man's soul prevail not,

but are vanquished by the impetuousness of their sensual

affections, through their own neglect of themselves; yet

are they never so broken, but they may strengthen them

selves again: and, where they subdue not men's inordinate

passions and affections, yet even there will they condemn

them for them. Whereas, were a man all of one piece,

1 Sentit igitur animus se moveri: posse eam naturam, quae reseas contineat,

quod quum sentit, illud una sentit, se

visua, non aliena moveri: nec accidere

posse, ut inse unquam a se deseratur

Tusc. Disp. I. 23.

Sic mihi persuasi, sic sentio, quum

tanta celeritas animorum sit, tanta memo

ria praeteritorum futurorumque prudentia,

tot artes, tantae scientiae, tot inventa, non

esse mortalem; quumque semper agitetur

animus, nec principium motus habeat,

quia se ipse moveat, ne finem quidem

habiturum esse motus, quia munquam se

ipse sit relicturus: et, quum simplex animi

natura esset, neque haberet in se quidquam

admirtum dispar sui atque dissimile, non

posse eum dividi.-De Senect. c. xxi.
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and made up of nothing else but matter, these corporeal

motions could never check or control themselves; these

material dimensions could not struggle with themselves,

or, by their own strength, render themselves anything

else than what they are. But this awrešoſaios (of, as the

Greeks call it, this ‘self-potent life’ which is in the soul

of man, acting upon itself, and drawing forth its own

latent energy, finds itself able to tame the outward man,

and bring under those rebellious motions that arise from

the mere animal powers, and to tame and appease all

those seditions and mutinies that it finds there. And if

any can conceive all this to be nothing but a mere fight

ing of the mal-contented pieces of matter one against

another, each striving for superiority and pre-eminence;

I should not think it worth the while to teach such a one

any higher learning, as looking upon him to be endued

with no higher a soul than that which moves in beasts

or plants.

CHAPTER V.

The third argument for the immortality of the soul. That mathematical

motions argue the soul to be of a truly spiritual and immaterial

70ture.

E shall now consider the soul awhile in a further

degree of abstraction, and look at it in those actions

which depend not at all upon the body, wherein it doth

tºv Šavrov avvovariav datāśeq6al, as the Greeks speak, and

converseth only with its own being'. Which we shall

1 uévos Yap kal ºr rôy uptºv föwy Śuxias, els ēavrów Śpāv ob Sváuevos, & 53

& Thy dperhv exov gavrò avyylvegöat 300a- arovãatos épov čavrov Kahow xaipei kal

ra, kal arépyew éaurów, 66° kakós rās pāv etºppalueTai kal Tikrov čv éaurº voijuara

els ro tº gavrò alaxos dwix\eral uév rpós KaNā tīv čavroſ avvovatay daráčerat

tavrov Kal rhy favroſ oºglav, ºrrāmrat 5° Procl. in Plat. Tim. 1730.

trpès rê exros kal 5uºket rās mp3s d\\ovs
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first consider in those A6)ot uabnuarukot, or ‘mathematical

notions,’ which it contains in itself, and sends forth from

within itself; which, as they are in themselves indivisible,

and of such a perfect nature as cannot be received or

immersed into matter; so they argue that subject in which

they are seated to be of a truly spiritual and immaterial

nature. Such as a pure point, linea dirMatºs, latitude

abstracted from all profundity, the perfection of figures,

equality, proportion, symmetry and assymmetry of mag

nitudes, the rise and propagation of dimensions, infinite

divisibility, and many such like things; which every in

genious son of that art cannot but acknowledge to be the

true characters of some immaterial being, seeing they

were never buried in matter, nor extracted out of it: and

yet these are transcendently more certain and infallible

principles of demonstration than any sensible thing can be.

There is no geometrician but will acknowledge angular

sections, or the cutting of an arch into any number of

parts required, to be most exact without any diminution

of the whole; but yet no mechanical art can possibly so

perform either, but that the place of section will detract

something from the whole. If any one should endeavour,

by any mechanical subtilty, to double a cube, as the

Delian oracle once commanded the Athenians, requiring

them to duplicate the dimensions of Apollo's altar"; he

would find it as impossible as they did, and be as much

laughed at for his pains as some of their mechanics were.

If therefore no matter be capable of any geometrical

affections, and the apodictical precepts of geometry be

altogether inimitable in the purest matter that fancy can

imagine; then must they needs depend upon something

infinitely more pure than matter, which hath all that

* Art 6' (Jamep IIAdraw &Aeye, Xpmap.oſ. rplay ºpyov čariv, où roßro trporrárrew roy

600€vros, Štra's rêvév Aff}\tº Baptov Šutrāa- 6eóv, d\\ā kal yewpierpeſv StakeXeteorðat

oridgwaw, 8 rās dispas &#ews repl yeage- Tots"EX\mau.—Plut. de EI Delphico,386.E.
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stability and certainty within itself, which it gives to those

infallible demonstrations.

We need not here dispute with Empedocles, “We

know earth by earth, fire by fire, and water by

water", that is, by the archetypal ideas of all things in our

own souls; though, it may be, it were no hard matter to

prove that, as in this case St Austin did, when in his book

De Quant. Animaº, he would prove the immortality of the

soul from these notions of quantity, which come not by

any possible sense or experience which we can make of

bodily being; and, therefore, concludes they must needs

be immediately engraven upon an immaterial soul”. For,

though we could suppose our senses to be the school

dames that first taught us the alphabet of this learning;

yet nothing else but a true mental essence could be

capable of it, or so much improve it as to unbody it all,

and strip it naked of any sensible garment, and then only,

when it hath done it, embrace it as its own, and com

mence a true and perfect understanding of it. And, as

we all hold it impossible to contract any material quality,

which will perpetually spread itself commensurably to

the matter it is in, into a mathematical point: so is it

much more impossible to extend and stretch forth any

* Talm uév yöp Yaſaw örðtrapley, Jöart

ô' Jówp,

Al6épt 3' albépa 6tav, dràp trupl trip

dióm\ov,

2ropy; 68 oropyāv, vetkos 34 re vel

kei Muyp;9.

—Empedocles, Frag. De Nat. Lib. II.

333. Cf. Aristotle, de Anim. I. c. 2.

* This is not a strictly accurate state

ment of the argument of St Augustine.

His work, De Quantitate Animae, takes its

name from only one of the subjects relat

ing to the soul discussed in it, principally

though it may be.—(Retract. Lib. I. cap.

VIII.) In that part, the immortality of

the soul is not treated of, except so far as

immortality is connected with incorporeity.

‘A. Unquamne igitur oculis istis corpo

reis, vel tale punctum, vel talem lineam,

vel talem latitudinem widisti! E. Omnino

nunquam. Non enim sunt ista corporea.

A. Atqui si corporea corporeis oculis mira

quadam rerum cognatione cernuntur;

oportet animum quo videmus illa incorpo

ralia, corporeum corpusvenon esse.”—De

Quant. An. § XIII. The immortality of the

soul was intended to be treated of by St

Augustine when he should consider the

question, ‘Cur corpori fuerit data.” “A2ter

nitatem autem ejus (animae sc.) si ulla est,

opportune scrutabimur cum illud quod

quartum posuisti, Cur corpori fuerit data,

quantum fas est tractare coeperimus.’ Ibid.

§ xx.
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immaterial and unbodied quality or notion according to

the dimensions of matter, and yet to preserve the inte

grity of its own nature.

Besides, in these geometrical speculations, we find that

our souls will not consult with our bodies, or ask any

leave of our fancies in what manner, or how far, they

shall distribute their own notions by a continued progress

of invention; but acting of themselves, are most free and

liberal, and make fancy only to serve their own purpose

in painting out, not what matter will afford a copy of, but

what they themselves will dictate to it; and, if that

should be too busy, silence and control it by their own

imperial laws. They so little care for matter in this kind

of work, that they banish it as far as may be from them

selves, or else chastise and tame the unruly and refractory

nature of it, that it should yield itself pliable to their

sovereign commands. These embodied bodies (for so this

present argument will allow me to call them) which our

senses converse with, are perpetually justling together,

contending irresistibly each for its own room and space,

and will not admit of any other into it, preserving

their own intervals: but when they are once, in their

unbodied nature, entertained in the mind, they can easily

penetrate one another 6Aa 3: 3Xa. The soul can easily

pile the greatest number up together in herself, and by

her own force sustain them all, and make them all lodge

together in the same space: she can easily assemble all

those five regular bodies together in her own imagination,

and blend them together, and then entering into the very

heart and centre of them, discern all their properties and

several relations one to another; and thus easily find

herself freed from all material or corporeal confinement;

shewing how all that which we call body, rather issued

forth by an infinite projection from some mind, than that

it should exalt itself into the nature of any mental being;
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and, as the Platonists and Pythagoreans have long since

well observed, how our bodies should rather be in our

souls, than our souls in them. And so I have done with

that particular.

CHAPTER VI.

The fourth argument for the immortality of the soul. That those clear

and stable ideas of truth which are in man's mind, evince an im

mortal and immaterial substance residing in us, distinct from the

body. The soul more knowable than the body. Some passages out of

Plotinus and Proclus for the further confirming of this argument.

A.D now have we traced the immortality of the soul,

before we were aware, through those three relations

or axéaels, or (if you will) degrees of knowledge, which

Proclus in his comment upon Plato's Timaeus hath attri

buted to it, which he calls Tów yuwariköv Švyduew aspá'.

The first is aſabnais &Aoyos, a naked perception of sen

sible impressions, without any work of reason”. The

second, 36%a kard Aéryov, a miscellaneous kind of know

ledge arising from a collation of its sensations with its

own more obscure and dark ideas”. The third, 3dvola kai

Xóryos, discourse and reason", by which the Platonists

describe mathematical knowledge, which, because it spins

out its own notions by a constant series of deductions,

knitting up consequences one upon another by demon

strations, is by him called vông is ueraſ?atikº,-“a progres

sive kind of knowledge; to which he adds a fourth, which

we shall now make use of for a further proof of the

immortality of the soul. There is, therefore, fourthly,

vónais duetá9atos", which is a naked intuition of eternal

1 Procl. in Plat. Tim. 76 c. sqq. * vömats ueraflarukſ, “a transitive kind

2 Ibid. 3 Ibid. of knowledge;' vömorts duerdbaros, “an in

* Ibid. transitive kind of knowledge.”—Ibid.

ſº H
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truth which is always the same, which never rises nor

sets, but always stands still in its vertical, and fills the

whole horizon of the soul with a mild and gentle light.

There are such calm and serene ideas of truth, as shine

only in composed souls, and cannot be discerned by any

troubled or unstable fancy, that necessarily prove a uávuov

kai atdauðv ri,-‘some permanent and stable essence' in

the soul of man, which (as Simplicius on Epictetus well

observes) ariseth only ‘from some immoveable and un

changeable cause which is always the same'.' For these

operations about truth we now speak of, are not Xpovikal

évépyetal,—any ‘chronical energies,'—as he further ex

presses it; but the true badges of an eternal nature, and

speak a tavrátins and aráats (as Plato is wont to phrase

it) in man's soul. Such are the archetypal ideas of justice,

wisdom, goodness, truth, eternity, omnipotency, and all

those either moral, physical, or metaphysical notions,

which are either the first principles of science, or the

ultimate complement and final perfection of it. These

we always find to be the same, and know that no exor

cisms of material mutations have any power over them:

though we ourselves are but of yesterday, and mutable

every moment, yet these are eternal, and depend not

upon any mundane vicissitudes; neither could we ever

gather them from our observation of any material thing,

where they were never sown.

If we reflect but upon our own souls, how manifestly

do the species of reason, freedom, perception, and the like,

offer themselves to us, whereby we may know a thousand

times more distinctly what our souls are than what our

bodies are? For the former we know by an immediate

converse with ourselves, and a distinct sense of their

* ...6%Nov of v 3rt drö dºwfirov twos roré 38 xpovakåstås évépyelas Exovros, irpo

kai travrátraaw duetaff), firov alrias, Tâs ryetata, āvāykm to del karū Tā adrā, Kal

del kará rà attà kal tºgačTws éxot'ams. Kai daatta's, kal év duepet kal dkwärg alºvi

Y&p roſ, ror? uév ráðe vooſvros i Trotočvros, Távra évépyoſºv.–Simpl. in Epict. c. xxxi.
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operations; whereas all our knowledge of the body is

little better than merely historical, which we gather up

by scraps and piecemeal from more doubtful and uncertain

experiments which we make of them: but the notions

which we have of a mind, i.e. something within us that

thinks, apprehends, reasons, and discourses, are so clear

and distinct from all those notions which we can fasten

upon a body, that we can easily conceive that, if all body

being in the world were destroyed, yet we might then as

well subsist as we now do. For whensoever we take

notice of those immediate motions of our own minds,

whereby they make themselves known to us, we find no

such thing in them as extension or divisibility, which are

contained in every corporeal essence: and having no such

thing discovered to us from our nearest familiarity with

our own souls, we could never so easily know whether

they had any such things as bodies joined to them or not,

did not those extrinsical impressions, that their turbulent

motions make upon them, admonish them thereof.

But, as the more we reflect upon our own minds, we

find all intelligible things more clear, (as when we look

up to the heavens, we see all things more bright and

radiant, than when we look down upon this dark earth

when the sunbeams are withdrawn from it:) so, when we

see all intelligible being concentring together in a greater

oneness, and all kind of multiplicity running more and

more into the strictest unity, till at last we find all variety

and division sucked up into a perfect simplicity, where all

happily conspire together in the most undivided peace

and friendship; we then easily perceive that the reason of

all diversity and distinction is uerdgaais dird vow eſs Aoya

ačv–to use the words of Plotinus not much differently

from their meaning'. For though, in our contentious

* A misquotation from memory. The tinuation of the paragraph reproduced on

passage alluded to is evidently the con- page 101. In the former part, rising

H 2
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pursuits after science, we cast wisdom, power, eternity,

goodness, and the like, into several formalities, that so we

may trace down science in a constant chain of deductions;

yet, in our naked intuitions and visions of them, we

clearly discern that goodness and wisdom lodge together,

justice and mercy kiss each other: and all these, and

whatsoever pieces else, into which our distorted reason

may sometimes break divine and intelligible being, are

fast knit up together in the invincible bonds of eternity.

And in this sense is that notion of Proclus, descanting

upon Plato's riddle of the soul,—tos yewvnTri kai dyévvmtos,

‘as if it were generated and yet not generated’—to be

understood; xpévos âua kal aidv Tepi Nºvyºv,-the soul par

taking of time in its broken and particular conceptions

and apprehensions, and of eternity in its comprehensive

and stable contemplations'. I need not say that when

(êyelpöuevos), as he expresses it, into him

self, and carrying on his contemplations

apart from the body and all things else,

he sees only marvellous beauty, and a con

nexion of life and energy with the divine

essence; but if, after this, el's Mo'y to plov

ék vot, k at agds—the force of the com

pound verb, which gives much of its vi

gour to the passage, is lost by the mis

quotation—if, says he, he descends to rea

soning, he becomes perplexed as to the

mode of his descent, and the manner in

which the soul maintains her spirituality,

still being within the body.

The words are used by our author, as

he himself admits, with some adaptation;

but, as in other places, he has here attri

buted to Plotinus words of very good

significance in themselves, although modi

fied in one particular which gives point

to the original. Wide Plotin. Enn. Iv.

8. 1. Part of the same passage is again

quoted near the beginning of the 9th

chapter.

* rotatºrm yāp kal h Wuxh, thv 5Amy

direplay too &vros dua Ah 6vvapiévm 6éšao

bat. 6m) of Yotv čága karū peráðagu, kal

trpoffoxhv d\\wv \óywv kai d\\w otº ºxov

ora rºw direpov why dua trág av Tapoſa ay.

del of v diveXtrfovara Thy đavrìs wiv 37Aop

Ört kal Thy olºgiav čxei Yuyvouévny del kai

olov drewpounévny, d\\'oùx ofgay drewpov,

6t' ju del rpoo Aauðdve, why ofattºm kai

atrºv otoav karð ‘púaw airfi rāvrws' rú

Tyāp ékáorrow TeXecuoup'yov trivrws Karā ºpt

aw. dAX& Why el atroxivitós éo Tu', d's

spel tooëv 6 Tigatos, éavrá ràs otatºčous

éariv airla w?s kal my ºxes why oëattºn,

6Amy exel dua €aurſ, 5uðoto a raúTI, dua

kai dyévnrós éart kai Yevmth, 6t' my pév del

éxei otoriav Kal ſwiv, detºwos oto a kai del

ofora, 34' jv 6é del 6éxeral, ytyvouévri del

kai otºala kal ºwn, 61):66ew otoa, kal dºp'

éavrºs kal diró rav trpè atrºs, kal 6: €av

rºw pºv del of ora, Övö 6é Tà trpó atTijs del

7tyvouévn, pláX\ov Šč Štú to Tpó aſſrås du

ºw ºxovaa, kal elva, 6 €art kal Yived flat,

6t' éavrºv 6é 6drepov učvov. Tö yåp dei Tt

Tpoa Maußdvew dir' ékelvøv čxet uðvøv, Öp

60s kal roſ, 'Apta rotéAous elitóvros, 3rt ot

6évéarw avrò airtov, 6 karū xpóvov et éxes,

dAN oil, alwvia's, Iva paſſ to airtov čºet Now

elva. Tod alrtarob trpórepov dua ñ tº ytyvo

Aévº. xpóvos ojv dua xal aldov Tepi Wvxhe,

&s dyévmrov aidy, dºs Yevvmrºv xpóvos 3rd

Tà alºvićs a ru, &s divºxetpos, d\\ oux
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the soul has once attained to the top of this bright

Olympus, it will then no more doubt of its own immor

tality, or fear any dissipation, or doubt whether any

drowsy sleep shall hereafter seize upon it: no; it will

then feel itself grasping fast and safely its own immor

tality, and view itself in the horizon of eternity. In such

sober kind of ecstasies did Plotinus find his own soul

separated from his body, as if it had divorced it for a

time from itself: “I being often awakened into a sense

of myself, and being sequestered from my body, and

betaking myself from all things else into myself; what

admirable beauty did I then behold,’ &c. as he himself

tells us'. Thus is that intelligence begotten which

Proclus calls ‘a correction of science: his notion is worth

our taking notice of, and gives us, in a manner, a brief

recapitulation of our former discourse, shewing how the

higher we ascend in the contemplation of the soul, the

higher still we rise above this low sphere of sense and

matter. His words are these: ‘Science as it is in the

soul (by which he means the discoursive power of it) is

blameless, but yet is corrected by the mind; as resolving

that which is indivisible, and dividing simple being as if

it were compounded: as fancy corrects sense for discern

ing with passion and material mixture, from which that

purifies its object; opinion corrects fancy, because it

apprehends things by forms and phantasms, which itself

is above; and science corrects opinion, because it knows

without discerning of causes; and the mind, (as was in

sinuated) or the intuitive faculty, corrects the scientifical,

because, by a progressive kind of analysis, it divides the

intelligible object, where itself knows and sees things

together in their undivided essence: wherefore this only

drx&s aiºvios, ºs etpºral év Nõuous.-Procl. toº atºparos, Kai Yiyvöuevos rôv učv d\\ww.

in Plat. Tim. 177 E—178 A. £w, éuavroſ 3& elow, tavuaatöv \ikov

1 IIoxxâxis &Yelpópevos els éuavröv čk épôv KáNAos, K.T.N.-Enn. Iv. 8. I.
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is immoveable, and science, or scientifical reason, is in

ferior to it in the knowledge of true being'.' Thus he.

But here we must use some caution, lest we should

arrogate too much to the power of our own souls, which

indeed cannot raise up themselves into that pure and

steady contemplation of true being; but will rather act

with some multiplicity or érepôrns (as they speak) attend

ing it”. But thus much of its high original may appear

to us, that it can (as our author told us) correct itself, for

dividing and disjoining therein, as knowing all to be

every way one most entire and simple: though yet all

men cannot easily improve their own understandings to

this high degree of comprehension; and therefore all

ancient philosophers, and Aristotle himself, made it the

peculiar privilege of some men more abstracted from

themselves and all corporeal commerce.

CHAPTER VII.

What it is that, beyond the highest and most subtile speculations whatso

ever, does clear and evidence to a good man the immortality of his

soul. That true goodness and virtue beget the most raised sense of

this immortality. The excellent discourse of Plotinus to this purpose.

ND now, that we may conclude the argument in

hand, we shall add but this one thing further to

clear the soul's immortality, and it is, indeed, that which

* Kal Yap at rh h ºria Tăum &s uèv év Atara karaóel Kai voſs 3é, és etpmrat,

WvXaſs dwé\eykrós éarw, &Aé)xera, 6é úmò

vot dwe) irrova'a Tó duepès kal avv8éros

alpoto a to &m Aoûv. čmel kal ato-tºngw uév

éAéYxet pavragia, Ötört ueră ră0ous yey

vićake. Karā a ſykptow i öudspaw, &v ad

Th kaflapetſet 66&a 6é pavraglav, Suárt uer&

toū Túirov kai uopºpſis, dºv auri) kpelrtww.

ério Tijum 6é 6%av, Ötört Xapis roß rās al

Tias diroMo'ywºoº Yuyvärket, Öv airh uá

étrio Tijumv, 6tótt pleTaparuka's 6tape? To

Yvaarov, aurös 3e époi tāv werd rºs

alrias. vous obv Ó pºvos divikmtos, érigºrºum

ôé kai émigrºuovukös X&Yos ūrd voº kpare:

tat karū thu roi, Čvros ywóaw.—Procl. in

Plat. Tim. Ioa D.

* Vid. Plot. Enn. VI. 6. 4: ‘O uév oſſ,

II\dtwº, k. T. A.
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breeds a true sense of it, viz. True and real goodness.

Our highest speculations of the soul may beget a sufficient

conviction thereof within us, but yet it is only true good

ness and virtue in the souls of men, that can make them

both know and love, believe and delight themselves in

their own immortality. Though every good man is not

so logically subtile as to be able, by fit mediums, to

demonstrate his own immortality, yet he sees it in a

higher light. His soul, being purged and enlightened

by true sanctity, is more capable of those divine irradi

ations, whereby it feels itself in conjunction with God,

and by a avvaſ yeta, (as the Greeks speak) the light of

divine goodness mixing itself with the light of its own

reason, sees more clearly, not only that it may, if it please

the supreme Deity, of its own nature exist eternally, but

also that it shall do so: it knows it shall never be deserted

of that free goodness that always embraceth it; it knows

that Almighty love which it lives by, to be stronger than

death, and more powerful than the grave; it will not suffer

those holy ones that are partakers of it to lie in hell,

or their souls to see corruption; and, though worms

may devour their flesh, and putrefaction enter into those

bones that fence it, yet it knows that its Redeemer lives,

and that it shall at last see Him with a pure intellectual

eye, which will then be clear and bright, when all that

earthly dust, which converse with this mortal body filled

it with, shall be removed; it knows that God will never

forsake His own life which He hath quickened in it; He

will never deny those ardent desires of a blissful fruition

of Himself, which the lively sense of His own goodness

hath excited within it: those breathings and gaspings

after an eternal participation of Him are but the energy

of His own breath within us: if He had had any mind

to destroy it, He would never have shewn it such things

as He hath done; He would not raise it up to such
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mounts of vision, to shew it all the glory of that heavenly

Canaan, flowing with eternal and unbounded pleasures,

and then precipitate it again into that deep and darkest

abyss of death and non-entity. Divine goodness cannot.—

it will not—be so cruel to holy souls that are such am

bitious suitors for His love. The more they contemplate

the blissful effluxes of His divine love upon themselves,

the more they find themselves strengthened with an un

daunted confidence in Him; and look not upon themselves

in these poor bodily relations and dependencies, but in

their eternal alliances, as kóa utoi, as viol row 6eoû, (as Arrian

sometimes speaks")—as the sons of God, who is the Father

of souls, souls that are able to live anywhere in this

spacious universe, and better out of this dark and lone

some cell of bodily matter, which is always checking and

clogging them in their noble motions, than in it: as

knowing that, when they leave this body, they shall then

be received into everlasting habitations, and converse

freely and familiarly with that Source of Life and Spirit

which they conversed with in this life in a poor, disturbed,

and straitened manner. It is, indeed, nothing else that

makes men question the immortality of their souls, so

much as their own base and earthly loves, which first

makes them wish their souls were not immortal, and

then to think they are not: which Plotinus hath well

observed, and, accordingly, hath soberly pursued this

argument.

I cannot omit a large recital of his discourse, which

tends so much to disparage that flat and dull philosophy

which these latter ages have brought forth; as also those

" 'O rolvvv tí, ówouxhael roſ, kóguov dravra uév tá čiſl yńs Yevvuºuevd re kal

trapmkoxout) mºds, kal pleuatmkös, Ört rô puðueva, trpomyovuéva's 6' els rā Moyukd:

puéytarov kai kupićrarov kal Teptekrurºra- (3rt kowwwéiv učvov raûra répuke tº 6.e5

row travrov toºró eart to a Warmua rô & rijs ovvavaarpopſis, kará têv \öyov ćrt

divtpørww kal teoſ, dir' ékelvov 6é Tó, atép- trem Aeyuéva.) 6tari uh etirm ris airröv ków

uara karatém'Twkev of Kels rêv ratépa röv utov; 5tari u}) viðv roſ, theoû; K.T.A.—Ar

éuðv učvov, où6' eis rôv trim mov, d\\' eis rian. in Epictet. Lib. I. c. 9.
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heavy-spirited Christians that find so little divine life and

activity in their own souls, as to imagine them to fall into

such a dead sleep as soon as they leave this earthly taber

nacle, that they cannot be awakened again, till that last

trumpet, and the voice of an archangel, shall rouse them

up. Our author's discourse is this. Having first pre

mised this principle—that every divine thing is immortal;

‘Let us now consider a soul (saith he), not such a one as

is immersed into the body having contracted unreasonable

concupiscence and anger (according to which they were

wont to distinguish between the irascible and concupiscible

faculty) and other passions; but such a one as hath cast

away these, and, as little as may be, communicates with

the body: such a one as this will sufficiently manifest

that all vice is unnatural to the soul, and something

acquired only from abroad; and that the best wisdom and

all other virtues lodge in a purged soul, as being allied to

it. If, therefore, such a soul shall reflect upon itself, how

shall it not appear to itself to be of such a kind of nature

as divine and eternal essences are? for wisdom and true

virtue, being divine effluxes, can never enter into any un

hallowed and mortal thing: it must therefore needs be

divine, seeing it is filled with a divine nature by its kin

dred and consanguinity therewith. Whoever, therefore,

amongst us is such a one, differs but little in his soul from

angelical essences; and that little is the present inhabita

tion in the body, in which he is inferior to them. And if

every man were of this exalted temper, or any consider

able number had but such holy souls, there would be no

such infidels as would, in any sort, disbelieve the soul's

immortality. But now the vulgar sort of men, beholding

the souls of the generality so mutilated and deformed

with vice and wickedness, cannot think of the soul as of

any divine and immortal being; though, indeed, they

ought to judge of things as they are in their own naked
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essences, and not with respect to that which extra-essen

tially adheres to them; which is the great prejudice of

knowledge. Contemplate, therefore, the soul of man,

denuding it of all that which itself is not, or let him that

does this, view his own soul; then he will believe it to

be immortal, when he shall behold it fixed in an intelli

gible and pure nature; he shall then behold his own in

tellect contemplating, not any sensible thing, but eternal

things, with that which is eternal, that is, with itself,

looking into the intellectual world, being itself made all

lucid, intellectual, and shining with the sunbeams of

eternal truth, borrowed from the first good, which per

petually rayeth forth his truth upon all intellectual beings.

One thus qualified may seem, without arrogance, to take

up that saying of Empedocles, “Farewell, all earthly

allies I am henceforth no mortal being, but an immortal

angel, ascending up into divinity, and reflecting upon that

likeness of it which I find in myself.” When true sanctity

and purity shall ground him in the knowledge of divine

things, then shall the inward sciences, that arise from the

bottom of his own soul, display themselves; which indeed

are the only true sciences: for the soul runs not out of

itself to behold temperance and justice abroad, but its own

light sees them in the contemplation of its own being, and

that divine essence which was before enshrined within

itself.”

* AdBajpey & Wuxiv, pi) rºv čv ord kal 6vmrū trpáygart, d\\' dvdykm 6eſov Tó

uatu, &muthupatas dAóryovs kal buſwoºs trpoo towodrow elvat, dire betww pierów atrº Stå.

Xaßoßgav, kal traffm (iXXa dvače:auévyv,

dXXà thv raûra dirot pupapévmv, kal ka0'

boov olów Te Ah Kouvøvoúa'av tº atºpart,

jtus kal 67Mov trouet dºs Trpoo 67&at Tā Kaká.

Tā Wuxi, kal (iXX00ev, kaffnpapévu 88 airfi

évvirdpxei Tà diptata, ppévmats, kal # d\\m

ãperil, oikeia Švra. El otv rowſTov ) puxh

&rav čq'éavrºv diveA0m, Trás ot, rſs piaews

éxeivms, olav papév Thy roſ, belov kal diólov

travròs elvat; ºppóvmarts yúp kal diper) d\m

this 9eta Övta own div ćyyévouro pat)\p Twl

ovyyávetav, kal rô 6pooúatov. Ató kal &arts

towtºros huſºv, ÖAlyov dy trapax\dirty rāv

diva, Tâ Wuxi, airfi, udvov todro, ögov čarly

ěv ord part, ČAattoºpºevos. Auð kal, el rās

divöpwros rotoſiros jv, ) iſ Mjöös ri tować

rats ºvyats kexpmuévov, où6eis otºrws ºv

dirua ros, dºs uh tria Tetſew to Tſs Wuxis ač

roſs travrm diffdivarov elvau. Nüv Šć mo)

Xaxoſ NeXw3muévny rºw év toºs r\eta rots

Wuxilv Špºvres, oùre dºs repl belov, oùre &s

trepi d6avdrov Xphuaros 6tavooſvrat. Aeſ
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I might, after all this, add many more reasons for a

further confirmation of this present thesis, which are as

numerous as the soul's relations and productions them

selves are; but to every one who is willing to do justice

to his own soul, this evidence we have already brought

in is more than sufficient.

CHAPTER VIII.

An appendix, containing an inquiry into the sense and opinion of Aris

totle concerning the immortality of the soul. That, according to him,

the rational soul is separable from the body, and immortal. The true

meaning of his intellectus agens and patiens.

AVING done with the several proofs of the soul's

immortality,+that great principle of natural theo

logy, which if it be not entertained as a communis notitia,

(as I doubt not but that it is by the vulgar sort of men,)

or as an axiom, or, if you will, a theorem of free and im

partial reason, all endeavours in religion will be very cool

and languid—it may not be amiss to inquire a little con

cerning his opinion, whom so many take for the great

intelligencer of nature, and omniscient oracle of truth;

though it be too manifest that he hath so defaced the

3& Thy piſaw Škdarov akoteto 6at, eis rô roºro 3% KaNās elpfaffai: Xalper', yd, 6'

katapów atroſ d'popævra, ćtretrep rô trpoor

reffew éum:65uov del irpès yºguv roß (3 m poor

eré0m ytyveral. Xxörel 5% dºpeAdv, p.a.)\ov

3é 6 dºpeA&v Šavröv löérw, kal murreóget

d64varos elval, &rav Šavröv beda mºral év

7% vomrø, kal év tº kaflap 3 yeyev muévov.

"Opera, yāp votiv Špávra oër alathmſøv ru,

oč5é rāv by mTây rotºrwy, d\\' dióſg rà di

6tov karavooãvra, travra rā év tº vomT3

kóauw, kal airóv vonTöv kal pateuvöv Ye

Yevmuévov, d\mbela karaXaputréaevov, rà

trapa toû dyadoſ, 3 tagu &mixápurel roſs

vomroſs d\#9etav' &s troX\dikus atrº 66;at

Üuiv 0eós àupporos, trpès rê below divapās,

kal Thy trpès airò 6powbrmra dreviaas. El

6' # káðaports troteſ év yvåget rôv dplairwv

elvau, kal at ério Tijual évôov of oral divaſpaſ

vovrat, at 6?) kal &vra's émigrijuat elow. Ot,

ºyap 63) &#w trov Špapuota a # WvXh awq poorū

vmy kaflopá kai Öukatoa ºwmv, d\\' atrºl trap'

airfi év tá karavojaet éavrìs, kal rod 8

Tpôtepov fiv, Jamep dyāXuara év airff

töpupwéva èpºca, ola tró Xpóvov loſſ tre

TNmpa'uéva, katapå troumorapuévy). — Plot.

Enn. IV. 7. Io. Cf. Emped. Fragm. v. 355

(Stein).
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sacred monuments of the ancient metaphysical theology

by his profane hands, that it is hard to see that lovely

face of truth which was once engraven upon them, (as

some of his own interpreters have long ago observed);

and so blurred those fair copies of divine learning which

he received from his predecessors, that his late interpre

ters, who make him their all, are sometimes as little

acquainted with his meaning and design, as they are with

that elder philosophy which he so corrupts; which, indeed,

is the true reason why they are so ambiguous in determining

his opinion of the soul's immortality, though he often

asserts and demonstrates it in his three books De Anima.

We shall not here traverse this notion through them all,

but only briefly take notice of that which hath made his

expositors stumble so much in this point; the main where

of is that definition which he gives of the soul, wherein he

seems to make it nothing else for the genus of it, but an

entelechia or informative thing, which spends all its virtue

upon that matter which it informs, and cannot act any other

way than merely by information; being indeed nothing

else but some material eiðos, like an impression in wax

which cannot subsist without it, or else the result of it:

whence it is that he calls only either material forms, or

the functions and operations of those forms, by this name.

But, indeed, he intended not this for a general definition

of the soul of man, and therefore, after he had laid down

this particular definition of the soul, he tells us expressly,

that that which we call the rational soul is “separable

from the body, because it is not the entelech of any body'.”

* “Or, uévoſvoºk forw # WvXh Xaptorrh “The rational soul has two states or

toū atºpiatos, ) uépm twä atrºs, el uepwath

Trépukev, oùk iêmNov' évlwv Yàp h évrexé

Xeta rāv piepāv čarly airáv. Où u}}v d\\’

êvid Ye otbév kwxtel, 6tá rà Ambevös elval

oréparos évrexexetas. "Ert 5& dióm\ovel ot

Tws évrexéxeta toû a tºpiaros h puxh cºatep

tr}\wrip trxotov.–De An. II. c. 1.

conditions: one so far as it abides in it

self, the other as it proceeds into body:

and, considered, indeed, as abiding in it

self, it is a form separated from body,

always intelligent and blessed: but, con

sidered as proceeding into body, it is said

to be the soul of man, and is not always
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The demonstration of this he lays down in several

places of all those three books, by inquiring ‘whether the

soul hath any proper function or operation of its own’,” or

whether all be compounded, and result from the soul and

body together: and, in this inquiry, finding that all sensa

tions and passions arise as well from the body as from the

soul, and spring out of the conjunction of both of them,

(which he therefore calls ºvvXot Aéryot, as being begotten by

the soul upon the body) he concludes that all this savours

of nothing else but a material nature, inseparable from the

body”. But then, finding acts of mind and understanding,

which cannot be propagated from matter, or causally de

pend upon the body, he resolves the principles from

whence they flow to be immortal; which he thus sets

down: “Now as for the mind and theoretical power, it

appears not,’ viz. that they belong to that soul which in

the former chapter was defined by évrexéxeia, ‘but it

seems to be another kind of soul, and that only is separa

ble from the body, as that which is eternal and immortal

from that which is corruptible”.’ But the other powers or

intelligent, but energises intellectually with

study and labour, and is the form of man.

In conjunction with the views of

Aristotle respecting the soul, as separable,

Hence, Aristotle, in this treatise, does not

consider nor define the rational soul, unless

so far as it is conjoined to the body, to

which it imparts existence. It has, there

fore, two relations to the body: one, so

far as it is its form and first energy: the

other, so far as it uses the body, now

informed by it, and governs it in the

same manner as the pilot governs the

ship.”—Taylor.

1 El uév otv čart ru rôv ràs Wuxis ºp

owy ºf traffmuárov 13tov, evöéxott div atrºv

xwpíčeabat.—De An. I. c. I.

* Ibid. sub fin.

* IIept 38 roß voº kai Tàs 6ewpmrukås 3v

váuews, otóév tra, pavepôv, d\\' toure WvXñs

76,0s grepov elval, kal roºro uðvov čváéxe

ra, xopterbai, ka94 rep rô diótov rod poap

toū.—De An. II. c. 2.

or inseparable, from the body, we may

consider the opinion of a deep-thinking

philosopher among the Jews. Maimoni

des, in like manner, looks upon the vege

tative and sensitive part of the soul as in

separable from the body, and therefore

perishing together with it. The rational

part, on the contrary, he considers as se

parable from the body, and so existing

after its destruction. Further, the differ

ence between the two writers is what we

might expect. The Greek philosopher be

lieved in the eternal destruction of the

body, and therefore with him the rational

soul, though immortal, was to pass its

future existence altogether apart from the

body. With the Jew, the resurrection of

the body was an article of faith, and there

fore the rational soul was to be reunited
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parts of the soul, viz. the vegetative and sensitive, are not

separable, ka84 rep paat rives, “as somethink.” Where, by

the ‘some’ whom he here refutes, he manifestly means

the Platonists and Pythagoreans, who held that all kinds

of souls were immortal, as well the souls of beasts as of

men"; whereas he, upon that former inquiry, concluded

that nothing was immortal, but that which is the seat of

reason and understanding: and so his meaning is, that

this rational soul is altogether a distinct essence from those

others; or else that glory which he considers he reaps

from his supposed victory over the other sects of philo

sophers, will be much eclipsed, seeing they themselves did

not so much contend for that which he decries, viz. an

exercise of any such informative faculties in a state of

separation; neither do we find them much more reject

one part of that complex axiom of his—" that which is

sensitive is not without the body, but the intellect or

mind is separable,'—than they do the other”.

to it at some future period.

nnnn.no nºn typxh Finly 'N

nx) pnº, Tenry T5 nºnpºn ſp

novº, nºns Rnne, Ty npcºn nob

nso Rºs º nºns nrcºn p

Tecº Tºš Rºn pºpen p 'n

nºmbºn p nºnp ºne pºin

nºr) n)"Nº ºpp noºn T-Nºn)

ºn ºx; nons, ºn by Rºx

'E', nNIn n-hººn nººn sº Hºyo

sºs nºvo: npcº, Horns mysty

to nºn-En ny in nitro nym"

nºry) ºn Rna nymn tºpºn

nosty ºn bºy rºyº Bºy',

yºn ºn Heyn anem no-na nºw

ºn:'N bºmbsm ºx 2)ºn nymn) nºnvo

: nxn)

—Maimonides, de Fund. Legis, cap. iv. $15.

The form of this vegetative part of the

soul is not compounded of the elements,

so as to be resolved into them again; nor

is it virtually connected with the sensitive

part, so as to require the sensitive part, as

the sensitive part stands in need of the

body; but it is direct from God, coming

from heaven. Therefore, when the body,

composed of the elements, is dissolved,

this sensitive part of the soul perishes, inas

much as it cannot exist apart from the body,

but has need of it in all its operations.

This form [the rational], on the con

trary, is not destroyed, inasmuch as it has

no need of the sensitive part in its opera

tions, but has understanding and intelli

gence apart from the body, knowing the

universal Creator, and abiding for ever.

This is the meaning of Solomon, when he

said in his wisdom, “The dust shall return

to the earth as it was, and the spirit shall

return unto God who gave it.”—Eccles.

xxi. 7.

* Numenius and others appear to have

misunderstood the meaning of Plato, and

to have extended to the souls of beasts ex

pressions which were meant originally to

be limited in their application to the hu

man soul.

* to uév alcºnraków ot's dwev atºuaros,

ô 66 [vots]xwpta Tós, K.T.A.—DeAn. III. c.4.
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The other difficulty with which Aristotle's opinion

seems to be clogged, is that conclusion which he lays

down, 3 & traffntikós vows, p8aptós', which is commonly

thus expounded, intellectus patiens est corruptibilis. But

all this difficulty will soon be cleared, if once it may

appear how ridiculous their conceit is, who, from that

chapter, fetch that idle distinction of intellectus agens et

patiens; meaning by the agens, that which prepares phan

tasms, and exalts them into the nature of intelligible

species, and then propounds them to the patiens to judge

thereof: whereas, indeed, he means nothing else by his

vows traffnrikós, but the understanding in potentia, and by

his vows arounrikós, the same in actu or in habitu, as the

schoolmen are wont to phrase it: and, accordingly, thus lays

down the meaning and method of this notion of his. In the

preceding chapter of that book, he disputes against Plato's

connate species, as being afraid lest, if the soul should be

prejudiced by any home-born notions, it would not be in

different to the entertaining of any other truth. Where,

by the way, we may observe how unreasonable his argu

ment is: for if the soul hath no such stock of principles to

trade with, nor any proper notions of its own that might

be a kpitſpiov of all opinions, it would be so indifferent to

any, that the foulest error might be as easily entertained

by it as the fairest truth; neither could it ever know what

guest it receives, whether truth, or falsehood. But yet our

author found himself able to swallow down this absurdity,

though, when he had done, he could not well digest it.

For he could not but take notice of that which was

obvious for any one to reply—that rās vows earl vonrós,

and so, reflecting upon itself, may find matter within to

work upon; and so lays down this scruple in a way not

much different from his masters. “But the soul itself

is also intelligible, as well as all other intelligible natures

' De An. III. c. 5.
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are; and in those beings which are purely abstracted from

matter, that which understands is the same with that

which is understood". Thus he. But not being master of

this notion, he finds it a little too unruly for him, and

proceeds to inquire why the soul should not then always

be in actu; getting rid of the whole difficulty at once by

telling us, that our souls are here clogged with a hyle or

matter that cleaves to them, and so all the matter of their

knowledge is contained in sensible objects, which they

must extract out of them, being themselves only ºv

êvváuet, or in potentia ad intelligendum. Just as in a like

argument he would needs persuade us, that the understand

ing beholds all things in the glass of fancy; and then,

questioning how our Tpſora womaara or ‘first principles of

knowledge’ should be phantasms, he grants “that they

are not indeed phantasms, dAA’ our àvew pavragudºrov–but

yet they are not without phantasms”; which he thinks is

enough to say, and so, by his mere dictate, without any

further discussion, to solve that knot; whereas, in all

reflex acts, whereby the soul reviews its own opinions, and

finds out the nature of them, it makes use of neither sense

nor phantasms; but acting immediately by its own power,

finds itself dodºuarov kai xoplatºv awud Twu, as Simplicius

observes”.

But to return: this hyle, or matter, which our author

supposeth to hinder a free and uninterrupted exercise of

understanding, is indeed nothing else but the soul's poten

tiality; and not any kind of divisible or extended nature.

And, therefore, when he thus distinguisheth between his

*ntellectus agens and patiens, he seems to mean almost

nothing else but what our ordinary metaphysicians do in

their distinction of actus and potentia, (as Simplicius hath

* 8tep ovuffalvet émi roß voú. Kai ad- vootv kai to wooſuévov.–De An. III. c. 4.

rós 68 vomrós éarw tºo tep rà vområ. émi * De An. III. c. 8.

puév Yàp Túv čvev ÚAms rô alôrð éort to * Simpl. in Aristot. De An. Lib. I. c. 1.
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truly observed) when they tell us, that the finest created

nature is made up of these two compounded together.

For we must know that the genius of his philosophy led

him to fancy a wrokeiuevöv ri, ‘a certain subject or obedi

ential power’ in everything that fell within the compass

of physical speculation, or that had any relation to any

natural body; and some other power which was eièorotojv

that was of an active and operating nature: and, conse

quently, that both these principles were in the soul itself,

which, as it was capable of receiving impressions and

species from the fancy, and in a posse to understand, so it

was passive; but as it doth actually understand, so it is

Trointikós, or active. And with this notion he begins his

fifth chapter. “Seeing that in every nature there is some

thing which, as a first subject, is all things potentially,

and some active principle which produceth all things, as

art doth in matter; it is necessary that the soul also par

take of these differences'.’ And this he illustrates by

light and colours; resembling the passive power of the

intellect to colours, the active or energetical to light: and

therefore he says, “It is separable, unmixed, and impassi

ble”;’ and so at last concludes, ‘in the state of separation,

this intellect is always that which it is (that is, it is always

active and energetical, as he had told us before, rh ovatº

tºv čvépysia—the essence of it being activity), and this only

is immortal and eternal: but we do not remember because

it is impassible".” In these last words he seems to dis

prove Plato's Reminiscentia, because the soul in a state

of separation being always in act, the passive power

* "Emel 5’ to tep £v &ndam tº ºptoet * xºpiards, kai dutyhs, kal drabás.

eart ru rô uév ÚAm ékágrip yewel (todro 6é Ibid.

6 mºdvra övváplet ékeſva), árepov 6é Tó at- * xwptaffels ö' éori pāvov roſt” &mep

rtov kai troumruköv, tº trouetv távra, olov h éari, Kai Tobro puévov d6dvarov Kal dištov.

réxwn trpäs riv \my mémov6ev, divāyxm kal Oil uvmuovetſopaev Šč, ćrt Toºro Lév drafés.

év tá ºvXà irápxew Tai'ras Tās 6taqlopds. –Ibid.

—De An. III. c. 5.
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of it, which then first begins to appear when it is embo

died, could not represent or contain any such traditional

species as the energetical faculty acted upon before; seeing

there was then no fancy to retain them in, as Simplicius

expounds it: because in all remembrance we must reflect

upon our fancy'. And this our author seems to glance at,

it being indeed never out of his eye, in these words we

have endeavoured to give an account of; “but the passive

intellect is corruptible, and without this we can under

stand nothing in this life”.’ And thus our forenamed com

mentator hesitates not to gloss on them.

CHAPTER IX.

A main difficulty concerning the immortality of the soul—viz. The strong

sympathy of the soul with the body—answered. An answer to

another inquiry, viz. Under what account impressions derived from

the body do fall in morality.

E have now done with the confirmation of this

point, which is the main basis of all religion, and

shall not at present trouble ourselves with those difficulties

that may seem to encumber it; which, indeed, are only

such as beg for a solution, but do not, if they be impar

tially considered, proudly contest with it. And such of

them as depend upon any hypothesis which we may ap

prehend to be laid down in Scripture, I cannot think to

be of any such moment, but that any one who deals

freely and ingenuously with this portion of God's truth,

* 8to €v tá repl rôv uvmuovevrów voř- quire the imaginative stretch of reason.”—

oet, beópeba trávra's roſ, aexpt pavraortas Simpl. in Aristot. De An. Lib. III. c. 5.

Tpotövros X&Yov. “Because in the exercise * 6 63 mat/mrukös voſs ºptaprès, kal divew

of the mind by memory, we absolutely re- rotºrov otóðv voeſ.—De An. III. c. 5.
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may from thence find a far better method of answering,

than he can of moving any scruples against the soul's

immortality; which that most strongly everywhere sup

poses, and does not so positively and pnrós lay down, as

presume that we have an antecedent knowledge of it, and,

therefore, principally teaches us the right way and method

of providing in this life for our happy subsistence in that

eternal estate. And, as for what pretends to reason or

experience, I think it may not be amiss briefly to search

into one main difficulty concerning the soul's immortality;

and that is, that strange kind of dependency which it

appears to have on the body, whereby it seems constantly

to comply and sympathize therewith, and to assume to

itself the frailties and infirmities thereof, to laugh and

languish as it were together with that: and so when the

body is composed to rest, our soul seems to sleep together

with it; and as the spring of bodily motion seated in our

brains is more clear or muddy, so the conceptions of our

minds are more distinct or disturbed.

To answer this difficulty, it might be enough, perhaps,

to say, that the sympathy of things is no sufficient

argument whereby to prove the identity of their essences,

as I think all will grant; yet we shall endeavour more

fully to solve it.

And, for that purpose, we must take notice, that

though our souls be of an incorporeal nature, as we have

already demonstrated, yet they are united to our bodies,

not as assisting forms or intelligences, as some have

thought, but in some more immediate way; though we

cannot tell what that is, it being the great arcanum in

man's nature; that it was which troubled Plotinus so

much, when he had contemplated the immortality of it,

that, as he speaks of himself", eis Aoytauðv čk voo kataſ?ds,

dropó trios tore kai vöv karagatva, kal 6Tws Toré uo ºvºov

* Enn. Iv. 8, 1. Cf. Note 1, p. 99.

I 2-
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m lºvyn yeyévntal row aduatos, touro oùga otov čqdun Ka8

éavrºv, Kai Tep oùga €v aduati. But, indeed, to make

such a complex thing as man is, it was necessary that

the soul should be so united to the body, as to share in

its passions and infirmities so far as they are void of

sinfulness. And as the body alone could not perform

any act of sensation or reason, and so itself become a

@ov troAvrików, so neither would the soul be capable of

providing for the necessities of the body, without some

way whereby a feeling and sense of them might be con

veyed to it; neither could it take sufficient care of this

corporeal life, as nothing pertaining to it, were it not

solicited to a natural compunction and compassion by the

indigencies of our bodies. It cannot be a mere mental

speculation that would be so sensibly affected with hunger,

or cold, or other griefs that our bodies necessarily par

take of to move our souls to take care for their relief:

and were there not such a commerce between our souls

and bodies, as that our souls also might be made ac

quainted by a pleasurable and delightful sense of those

things that most gratify our bodies, and tend most to the

support of their crasis and temperament; the soul would

be apt wholly to neglect the body, and commit it wholly

to all changes and casualties. Neither would it be any

thing more to us than the body of a plant' or star, which

we contemplate sometimes with as much contentment as

we do our own bodies, knowing as much of the theory of the

one as of the other. And the relation that our souls bear

to such peculiar bodies as they inhabit, is one and the

same in point of notion and speculation with that which

they have to any other body: and therefore that which

determines the soul to this body more than that, must

be some subtile vinculum that knits and unites it to it in

a more physical way, which therefore Proclus sometimes

'The reading of the original edition is ‘plant, not “planet."
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calls ‘a spiritual kind of vehicle', whereby corporeal im

pressions are transferred to the mind, and the dictates and

decrees of that are carried back again into the body to act

upon and move it. Heraclitus, wittily glancing at these

mutual aspects and intercourses, calls them ‘the responsals

or antiphons wherein each of them catcheth at the other's

part, and keeps time with it”;’ and so he tells us that

there is “a way that leads upwards and downwards be

tween the soul and body", whereby their affairs are made

known to one another. For as the soul could not have

a sufficient appreciation of the state and condition of our

bodies, except it received some impressions from them;

so neither could our souls make use of our bodies, or

derive their own virtue into them as they do, without

some intermediate motions. For as some motions may

seem to have their beginning in our bodies, or in some

external mover, which are not known by our souls till

their advertency be awakened by the impetuousness of

them; so some other motions are derived by our own

wills into our bodies, but yet in such a way as they can

not be into any other body; for we cannot, by the mere

magical virtue of our wills, move anything else without

ourselves, nor follow any such virtue by a concurrent sense

of those mutations that are made by it, as we do in our

own bodies.

* Ol ydp otv 6eol kal roſs 6xijuagu,

atrów Aoyoeiðeſs éAAdutoval twäs, atrol

voepås exovres Wuxás, 6aiuoves 6é oi kará

Möyov lölws dºpapuruévot kal d'Aóyots xpóv

raw övváueat kpatoſivres airów, at 6é hué

repas puxal troAXg tr}\éov čxoval Tiv čv Tó

6xãuart {whv d\oyov otoaw tºs trpès atrás,

rxeováčovat 38 rig kai d\\mu d\oyov trpoo

Xappāvew, Eka Taaw oiaav tís év rvetuatl

{w}s, jv ol véot beol trpoovºpatvovat. trāv

pºv otv čkeſvo diffdvarov, 6 karð plumaw

exoval rôv 6\ov, # 38 trpoatãkm rfs àev

répas earl ºwnroetóñs. # 3' otv čv éxeive

pita ataffmaus kal &matºs é v T & Trve up a

rt kū 6x huaru ulaw atoffmauv droyevvg

traffmrukºv, airm 6é ràs év rig ówrpedºes

atºpart troXXàs kal traffmrukás, kal h év

ékelvig pala óðvaus épékrukh rās º, rø

Trvetºuart trapſnyaye r\elous épéxrukås 3v

váuets, éxoča as tu Xaptorów diró too 60

rpedºğous adºplatos kal trauðeteorbat Övva

puévas, at raw öé rās év táðe tº a tºuart

reMevratas kal évôAovs.-Procl. in Plat.

Tim. 312 A.

* duotbās dwaykaias ºx rāv čvavrlov.–

Plot. Enn. IV. 8, 1.

* 660s diva, kal Kûrw.—Ibid. Cf. Diog.

Laert. de Vit. Heracl.
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And as this conjugal affection and sympathy between

soul and body are thus necessary to the being of man

kind; so we may further take notice of some peculiar part

within us where all this first begins : which a late sagacious

philosopher hath happily observed to be in that part of

the brain, from whence all those nerves that conduct the

animal spirits up and down the body take their first

original; seeing we find all motions that first arise in our

bodies, to direct their course straight up to that, as con

tinually respecting it, and there only to be sensated, and

all the imperate motions of our wills issuing forth from

the same consistory". Therefore the animal spirits, by

reason of their constant mobility and swift motion, ascend

ing to the place of the origination of our nerves, move

the soul, which there sits enthroned, in some mysterious

way; and descending at the beck of our wills from thence,

move all the muscles and joints in such sort as they are

guided and directed by the soul. And if we observe the

subtile mechanism of our own bodies, we may easily con

ceive how the least motion in these animal spirits will, by

their relaxing or distending the nerves, membranes, and

muscles, according to their different quantity, or the

celerity and quality of their motions, beget all kinds of

" On confond aussi quelquefois les in

clinations ou habitudes qui disposent à

quelque passion, avec la passion même,

ce qui est néanmoins facile à distinguer.

Car, par exemple, lorsqu'on dit dans une

ville que les ennemis la viennent assiéger,

le premier jugement que font les habitants

du mal qui leur en peut arriver est une

action de leur âme, non une passion : et

bien que ce jugement se rencontre sem

blable en plusieurs, ils n'en sont pas toute

fois également émus, mais les uns plus,

les autres moins, selon qu'ils ont plus ou

moins d'habitude ou d'inclination à la

crainte : et avant que leur âme reçoive

l'émotion en laquelle seule consiste la pas

sion, il faut qu'elle fasse ce jugement, ou

bien, sans juger, qu'elle conçoive au moins

le danger, et en exprime l'idée dans le cer

veau : ce qu'elle fait par une autre action

qu'on nomme imaginer, et que par même

moyen elle détermine les esprits qui vont

du cerveau dans les nerfs, à entrer en

ceux de ces nerfs qui servent à resserrer les

ouvertures du cœur, ce qui retarde la cir

culation du sang, en suite de quoi tout le

corps devient pâle, froid, et tremblant :

et les nouveaux esprits qui viennent du

cœur vers le cerveau sont agités de telle

façon qu'ils ne peuvent aider à y former

d'autres images que celles qui excitent

en l'âme la passion de la crainte, &c.—

Des Cartes ((Euvres, Cousin, Tom. Ix.

P. 244).
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motions likewise in the organical part of our bodies.

And, therefore, that our souls may the better inform our

bodies, they must perceive all their varieties; and be

cause they have such an immediate proximity to these

spirits, therefore, also, all the motions of our souls in the

highest way of reason and understanding are apt to stir

these quick and nimble spirits always attending upon

them, or else fix them too much. And thus we may

easily see that, should our souls be always acting and

working within us, our bodies could never take that rest

and repose which is requisite for the conservation of nature.

As we may easily perceive in all our studies and medi

tations that are most serious, our spirits are the more

fixed, attending the beck of our minds. And, except this

knot whereby our souls are wedded to our bodies were

unloosed so that our souls were free from them, they could

not act, but presently some motion or other would be

impressed upon our bodies: as every motion in our bodies

that is extraordinary, when our nerves are distended with

the animal spirits, by a continual communication of itself

in these nerves, like so many intended chords to their

original, moves our souls; and so, though we always per

ceive that one of them is primarily affected, yet we also

find the other presently, by consent, to be affected too.

And because the soul hath all corporeal passions and

impressions thus conveyed to it, without which it could

not express a due benevolence to that body which

peculiarly belongs to it; therefore, as the motions of these

animal spirits are more or less either disorderly and con

fused, or gentle and composed, so those souls, especially,

which have not, by the exercise of true virtue, got the

dominion over them, are also more or less affected pro

portionably in their operations. And therefore, indeed,

to question whether the soul, that is of an immortal

nature, should entertain these corporeal passions, is to
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doubt whether God could make a man or not, and to

question that which we find by experience in ourselves;

for we find both that it doth thus, and yet that the

original of these is sometimes from bodies, and sometimes

again by the force of our wills they are impressed upon

our bodies.

Here, by the bye, we may consider in a moral way

what to judge of those impressions that are derived from

our bodies to our souls, which the Stoics call &Aoya tráðn—

not because they are repugnant to reason, or are aber

rations from it; but because they derive not their original

from reason, but from the body, which is &Aoyáv tº and

are, by Aristotle, more agreeably to the ancient dialect,

called “material or corporeal ideas or impressions'.’ And

these we may safely reckon, I think, amongst our

adiaphora in morality, as being in themselves neither

good nor evil, (as all the ancient writers have done) but

only formed into either by that stamp that the soul

prints upon them, when they come to be entertained into

it. And, therefore, whereas some are apt, in the most

severe way, to censure tas ºrpºras kard pſaw öpuds,-all

those commotions and passions that first affect our souls;

they might do well more cautiously to distinguish between

such of these motions as have their origination in our

bodies, and such as immediately arise from our souls: else,

may we not too hastily displace the ancient termini, and

remove the land-marks of virtue and vice? For, seeing

the soul could not descend into any corporeal act, as it

must do while it is more present to one body than another,

unless it could partake of the griefs and pleasures of the

body; can it be any more sinful for it to sensate this,

than it is for it to be united to the body? If our soul

could not know what it is to eat or drink, except by a

' évvXot X&Yot.—De An. I. c. 1.
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mere ratiocination, collecting, by a dry syllogistical dis

course, that meats and drinks preserve the health and

fabric of the body, repairing what daily exhales from it,

without sensating any kind of grief in the want, or re

freshment in the use, of them; it would soon suffer the

body to languish and decay. And, therefore, as these

bodily infirmities and passions are not evil in themselves;

so neither are they evil as they first affect our souls.

When our animal spirits, begot of fine and good blood,

gently and nimbly play up and down in our brains, and

swiftly fly up and down our whole bodies, we presently

find our fancies raised with mirth and cheerfulness: and

as, when our fancies are thus exalted, we may not call

this the energy of grace; so, if our spleen or hypochondria,

swelling with terrene and sluggish vapours, send up such

melancholic fumes into our heads as move us to sadness

and timorousness, we cannot justly call that vice; nor

when the gall does pour forth its bitter juice into our

liver, which, mingling itself with the blood, begets fiery

spirits that presently fly up into our brain, and there beget

impressions of anger within us. The like we may say of

those corporeal passions which are not bred, first of all,

by any peccant humours or distemperatures in our own

bodies, but are excited in us by any external objects which,

by those idola and images that they present to our senses,

or rather those motions they make in them, may presently

raise such commotions in our spirits: for our body not

only maintains a conspiration and consent of all its own

parts, but it also bears a like relation to other mundane

bodies with which it is conversant, as being a part of

the whole universe. But when our soul, once moved by

the undisciplined petulancy of our animal spirits, shall

foment and cherish that irrational grief, fear, anger, love,

or any other such like passions contrary to the dictates

of reason; it then sets the stamp of sinfulness upon them.
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It is the consent of our own wills that, by brooding over

them, brings forth those hateful serpents. For though

our souls be espoused to these earthly bodies, and cannot

but in some measure sympathize with them, yet hath the

soul a true dominion over its own acts. It is not the

mere passion, if we take it in a physical sense, but rather

some inordinate action of our own wills that entertain it:

and these passions cannot force our wills, but we may be

able to chastise and allay all the inordinancy of them by

the power of our wills and reason: and therefore God

hath not made us under the necessity of sin, by making

us men subject to such infirmities as these are, which are

merely (wai awudºrov, as the Greek philosopher hath well

called them,-‘the blossomings and shootings forth of

bodily life within us;’—which is but to div6pºrtivov, or

humanity'.

And, if I mistake not, our divinity is wont sometimes

to acknowledge some such thing in our Saviour Himself,

who was in all things made like to us, our sinfulness ex

cepted. He was “a man of sorrows, and acquainted with

grief,” as the prophet Isaiah speaks of Him: and when

He was in bodily agonies and horrors, the powerful as

saults thereof upon His soul moved Him to petition His

Father, that, “if it were possible, that bitter cup might

pass from Him";” and the sense of death so much afflicted

Him, that it bred in Him the sad griefs which St Peter

expresseth by “the pangs or throes of death", and that

fear which extorted a desire to be freed from it, as is

implied in the expression, “He was delivered from what

He feared; for so the words, being nothing else but an

• 'AXX' at uév d\oyot &péets, Toºr' tatt, Simpl. in Epictet. cap. 1. § 1.

bupids, kal émutuata, trporexel's otoa, Tots * Isai, liii. 3.

ačpart, kal (wal rôw owndrav otoat, dºs * Matt. xxvi. 39.

60keſv drö täs kpárews Tów awad twv dwa- * Tâs &ötvas Toº 0avárov.–Acts ii.

BAaardvely, troA) to érepoxivmtov exovat.— 24.
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Hebraism, are to be rendered". And we are wont to call

this ‘the language and dictate of nature,' which lawfully

endeavours to preserve itself, though presently a higher

principle must bring all these under a subjection to God,

and a free submission to His good pleasure: as it was

with our Saviour, who moderated all these passions by

a ready resignment of Himself and His own will up to

the will of God; and though His humanity craved for

ease and relaxation, yet that Divine nature that was

within Him would not have it with any repugnancy to

the supreme will of God.

' elaakova bels áiré rijs eWAa3elas.-Heb. v. 7.
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A.

DISCO U R SE

OF THE

EXISTENCE AND NATURE OF GOD.

CHAPTER I.

That the best way to know God is by an attentive reflection upon our own

souls. God more clearly and lively pictured upon the souls of men,

than upon any part of the sensible world.

E shall now come to the other cardinal principle of

all religion, and treat something concerning God:

and here we shall not so much demonstrate that He is, as

what He is.

Both these we may best learn from a reflection upon

our own souls, as Plotinus hath well taught us: ‘He who

reflects upon himself, reflects upon his own original',' and

finds the clearest impression of some eternal nature and

perfect being stamped upon his own soul. And, there

fore, Plato seems sometimes to reprove the ruder sort of

men in his times for their contrivance of pictures and

images to put themselves in mind of the 6eot, or angelical

beings, and exhorts them to look into their own souls,

which are the fairest images, not only of the lower divine

natures, but of the Deity itself; God having so copied

forth Himself into the whole life and energy of man's soul,

as that the lovely characters of Divinity may be most

easily seen and read of all men within themselves”: as

els ēavröv ćtriarpépwv, eis dpxhv émi- éðošev obra, beta kal Xpward elva, kal tray

orpéqet.—Enn. VI. 9, 2. kaxa kal 6avpaord, K. r. A.—Plat. Sympos.

* a mov6áravros 3& atroſ, kal divox6év- 216 E.

tos oºk olòa et rus éðpake rà évrös dyāA- Clemens Alex. adopts the same idea.

aara. dAN & Y& jôm rot’ eiðov, Kai uot €vraßba kai Tô direukövugua et popev du rô
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they say Phidias, the famous statuary, after he had made

the statue of Minerva with the greatest exquisiteness of

art, to be set up in the Acropolis at Athens, afterwards

impressed his own image so deeply in her buckler, ut

memo delere posset aut divellere, qui totam statuam mon

*mminueret'. And if we would know what the impress

of souls is, it is nothing but God Himself, who could not

write His own name so as that it might be read, except

in rational natures. Neither could He make such, with

out imparting such an imitation of His own eternal under

standing to them, as might be a perpetual memorial of

Himself within them. And whenever we look upon our

own soul in a right manner, we shall find a Urim and

Thummim there, by which we may ask counsel of God

Himself, who will have this always borne upon its breast

plate.

There is nothing that so debases and enthrals the souls

of men, as the dismal and dreadful thoughts of their own

mortality, which will not suffer them to look beyond this

short span of time, to see an hour's length before them,

or to look higher than these material heavens; which

though they could be stretched forth to infinity, yet would

the space be too narrow for an enlightened mind, that

will not be confined within the compass of corporeal

6eſov kal dytov dyaNua, Év rá Šukala Wuxi,

&rav Maxapla pièv at Th rvyxdvm, dTe irpo

kekabapplévm, pakápa Śē 6tarpartouévn

ëpya.—Strom. Lib. VII. cap. 5.

He also states that Numa forbad the

making of images to represent God. Now

puas 5& 6 “Papuatov BaadAeës, IIv6ayóptos

pºv ºv. čk 5& Toº Mwaka's ºpexmbels, 6t

ext%\varev divöpwroetóñ kal ºwópoppov el

kóva 0éoù"Papalots Križew.—Strom. Lib. I.

cap. 15.

Cf. Plot. Enn. v. 1, 6.

6eathv čketvov čv tº etra, otov veð €q'

Aet rolvvv

éavroſ, Övros, uévovros ha ºxov čmékewa

&mdvray, tà olov trpos Tá čw jôm dyá\

para éatara, uá\\ov 6é d'yakua to rpá

tov čkºpavév 0éâabat treq myös roºrov Tów

Tpómov.

* Phidian illum, quem pictorem pro

bum fuisse tradit memoria, vidi ipse in

clypeo Minervae, quae arcibus Atheniensi

bus praesidet, oris sui similitudinem colli

gasse: ita ut, si quis olim artificis voluisset

exinde imaginem separare, soluta compage,

simulacri totius incolumitas interiret.—

Apul. De Mundo, 746.

Videlicet Phidiae secutus exemplum,

qui clypeo Minervae effigiem suam in

clusit, qua convulsa, tota operis colligatio

solveretur.—Val. Max. viii. 14, 6.
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dimensions. These black opinions of death and the non

entity of souls—darker than hell itself—shrink up the

free-born spirit which is within us, which would otherwise

be dilating and spreading itself boundlessly beyond all

finite being: and when these sorry, pinching, mists are

once blown away, it finds this narrow sphere of being

give way before it; and, having once seen beyond time

and matter, it finds then no more ends or bounds to stop

its swift and restless motion. It may then fly upwards

from one heaven to another, till it be beyond all orb of

finite being, swallowed up in the boundless abyss of

divinity, Utrepāva, rms ovalas—beyond all that which darker

thoughts are wont to represent under the idea of essence.

This is that 6etov axéros of which the Areopagite speaks,

into which the higher our minds soar, the more incom

prehensible they find it. Those dismal apprehensions

which pinion the souls of men to mortality, churlishly

check and starve that noble life thereof, which would

always be rising upwards, and spread itself in a free

heaven: and when once the soul hath shaken off these,

when it is once able to look through a grave, and see

beyond death, it finds a vast immensity of being opening

itself more and more before it, and the ineffable light and

beauty thereof shining more and more into it; when it

can rest and bear up itself upon an immaterial centre of

immortality within, it will then find itself able to bear

itself away, by a self-reflection, into the contemplation of

an eternal Deity.

For though God hath copied forth His own perfec

tions in this conspicable and sensible world, according as

it is capable of entertaining them; yet the most clear and

distinct copy of Himself could be imparted to none else

but to intelligible and inconspicable natures: and though

the whole fabric of this visible universe be whispering out

the notions of a Deity, and always inculcates this lesson

K
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to the contemplators of it—ws éué retroinke 36eós—as Plo

tinus expresseth it; yet we cannot understand it without

some interpreter within. ‘The heavens,’ indeed, ‘declare

the glory of God, and the firmament sheweth His handy

work",” and ‘that which may be known of God’—even

“His eternal power and Godhead, as St Paul tells us”, is

to be seen in these external appearances: yet it must be

something within that must instruct us in all these mys

teries, and we shall then best understand them, when we

compare that copy which we find of them within our

selves, with that which we see without us. The school

men have well compared sensible and intelligible beings'

in reference to the Deity, when they tell us that the one

do only represent vestigia Dei, the other faciem Dei. We

shall therefore here inquire what that knowledge of a

Deity is, into which a due converse with our own naked

understandings will lead us.

CHAPTER II.

How the contemplation of our own souls, and a right reflection upon the

operations thereof, may lead us into the knowledge of 1st, The divine

unity and omniscience; 2nd, God's omnipotence; 3rd, The divine

love and goodness; 4th, God's eternity; 5th, His omnipresence;

6th, The divine freedom and liberty.

IT being our design to discourse more particularly of

that knowledge of the Deity that we may learn imme

diately from ourselves, we shall observe,

First: There is nothing whereby our own souls are

better known to us, than by the properties and operations

of reason: but when we reflect upon our own idea of pure

and perfect reason, we know that our own souls are not it,

* Psal. xix. 1.

* ré Yvºnaröv roſ. 6.e00....dtówos atroſ 6&vapus kal 0ewórns.—Rom. i. 19, 20.
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but only partake of it; and that it is of such a nature

that we cannot denominate by it any other thing of the

same rank with ourselves; and yet we know certainly

that it is, as finding, from an inward sense of it within

ourselves, that both we and other things else beside our

selves partake of it, and that we have it kard ué9eÉw, and

not, rat' ovalav” neither do we, or any finite thing, contain

the source of it, within ourselves: and, because we have a

distinct notion of the most perfect mind and understand

ing, we own our deficiency therein. And as that idea of

understanding, which we have within us, points not out

to us this or that particular, but something which is

neither this nor that, but total, understanding; so neither

will any elevation of it serve every way to fit and answer

that idea. And, therefore, when we find that we cannot

attain to science, but by a discursive deduction of one

thing from another; that our knowledge is confined, and

is not fully adequate and commensurate with the largest

sphere of being, it not running quite through it, nor fill

ing the whole area of it; or that our knowledge is chro

nical and successive, and cannot grasp all things at once,

but works by intervals, and runs out into division and

multiplicity—we know all this is from want of reason and

understanding, and that a pure and simple mind and

intellect is free from all these restraints and imperfections,

and therefore can be no less than infinite. As this idea

which we have of it in our own souls will not suffer us to

rest in any conception thereof which represents it less

than infinite ; so neither will it suffer us to conceive of it

any otherwise than as one simple being : and, could we

multiply understandings into never so vast a number,

yet should we be again collecting and knitting them up

together in some universal one. So that, if we rightly

* Compare note at the end of the Second Chapter, on ‘the Excellency and Noble

ness of True Religion.’

K 2
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reflect upon our own minds, and the method of their ener

gies, we shall find them to be so framed, as not to admit

of any other than one infinite source of all that reason

and understanding which themselves partake of, in which

they live, move, and have their being. And, therefore,

in the old metaphysical theology, an original and un

created uðvas, or unity, is made the fountain of all parti

cularities and numbers, which have their existence from

the efflux of its Almighty power.

Second:—And that is the next thing in which our own

understandings will instruct us concerning God, viz. His

Eternal Power. For as we find a will and power within

ourselves to execute the results of our own reason and

judgment, so far as we are not hindered by some more

potent cause: so, indeed, we know it must be a mighty,

inward, strength and force that must enable our under

standings to perform their proper functions, and that life,

energy, and activity can never be separated from a power

of understanding. The more unbodied any thing is, the

more unbounded also is it in its effective power; body

and matter being the most sluggish, inert, and unwieldy

thing that may be, having no power from itself, nor over

itself; and therefore the purest mind must also needs be

the most Almighty Life and Spirit; and as it compre

hends all things, and sums them up together in its infinite

knowledge, so it must also comprehend them all in its

own life and power. Besides, when we review our own

immortal souls, and their dependency upon some Al

mighty mind, we know that we neither did, nor could,

produce ourselves; and withal know that all that power

which lies within the compass of ourselves, will serve for

no other purpose than to apply several pre-existent things

one to another, from whence all generations and muta

tions arise, which are nothing else but the events of

different applications and complications of bodies that
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were existent before: and, therefore, that which produced

that substantial life and mind by which we know our

selves, must be something much more mighty than we

are, and can be no less indeed than Omnipotent, and

must also be the first Architect and Anuoup'yós of all

other beings, and the perpetual Supporter of them.

Third: We may also know from the same principles,

that an Almighty Love, every way commensurate with that

most perfect being, eternally rests in it, which is as strong

as that is infinite, and as full of life and vigour as that is

of perfection. And because it finds no beauty nor love

liness, but in that and the issues thereof, therefore it

never does nor can fasten upon any thing else. And,

therefore, the divinity always enjoys itself and its own

infinite perfections, seeing it is that eternal and stable sun

of goodness that neither rises nor sets; is neither eclipsed,

nor can receive any increase of light and beauty. Hence

the Divine Love is never attended with those turbulent

passions, perturbations, or wrestlings within itself, of fear,

desire, grief, anger, or any such like, whereby our love is

wont to explicate and unfold its affection towards its

object. But as the Divine Love is perpetually most

infinitely ardent and potent, so it is always calm and

serene, unchangeable, having no such ebbings and flow

ings, no such diversity of stations and retrogradations as

that love hath in us, which ariseth from the weakness of

our understandings, that do not present things to us

always in the same orient lustre and beauty: neither we

nor any other mundane thing—all which are in a per

petual flux—are always the same. Besides, though our

love may sometimes transport us, and violently rend us

from ourselves and from all self-enjoyment, yet the more

forcible it is, by so much the more it will be apt to

torment us, while it cannot centre itself in that which it

so strongly endeavours to attract to it; and when it
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possesseth most, yet is it always hungry and craving, as

Plotinus hath well expressed it—“it may always be filling

itself, but, like a leaking vessel, it will be always emptying

itself again!” Whereas the infinite ardour of the Divine

Love, arising from the unbounded perfection of the

Divine Being, always rests satisfied within itself, and so

may rather be defined by a arda is than a kivmats, and is

wrapt up, and rests, in the same central unity in which it

first begins. And, therefore, I think some men of later

times have much mistaken the nature of the Divine Love,

in imagining that love is to be attributed to God, as all

other passions are, rather secundum effectum than affec

tum: whereas St John, who was well acquainted with this

noble spirit of love, when he defined God by it, and calls

him LovE, meant not to signify a bare nothing known by

some effects, but that which was infinitely such as it seems

to be. And we might well spare our labour, when we so

industriously endeavour to find something in God that

might produce the effects of some other passions in us,

which look rather like the children of hell and darkness

than the lovely offspring of heaven.

Fourth: When we reflect upon all this, which signi

fies some perfect essence, as a mind, wisdom, understand

ing, omnipotency, goodness, and the like, we can find no

such thing as time or place, or any corporeal or finite

properties which arise indeed, not ea plenitudine, but ea.

tnopia entitatis; we may also know God to be eternal

and omnipresent, not because He fills either place or time,

but rather because He wanteth neither. That which first

begets the notion of time in us, is nothing else but that

succession and multiplicity which we find in our own

thoughts, which move from one thing to another, as the

sun in the firmament is said to walk from one planetary

house to another, and to have his several stages to pass

1 rāvrore tr}\mpoſirai kal irdvrore éxpeſ.
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by. And, therefore, where there is no such vicissitude or

variety, as there can be no sense of time, so there can be

nothing of the thing. Proclus hath wittily observed that

Saturn, or (as the Greeks called him) Kpóvos, was the first

of the 6eoi eturéaulot', or mundane gods, “because time is

necessarily presupposed to all generation,’ which proceeds

by certain motions and intervals”. This world is indeed a

great horologe to itself, and is continually numbering out

its own age; but it cannot lay any sure hold upon its own

past revolutions, nor can it gather up its infancy and old

age, and couple them up together. Whereas, an infinitely

comprehensive mind hath a simultaneous possession of its

own never-flitting life; and because it finds no succession

in its own immutable understanding, therefore it cannot

find any thing to measure out its own duration. And as

time lies in the basis of all finite life, whereby it is

enabled, by degrees, to display all the virtue of its own

essence—which it cannot do at once; so such an eternity

lies at the foundation of the divinity, whereby it becomes

one “without any shadow of turning',' as St James

speaks—without any variety or multiplicity within itself,

of which all created beings that are carried down in the

current of time partake. And, therefore, the Platonists

* Qu. 6eol éyköopuot.

* Proclus does not speak of the priority

of the god Kpóvos, but of xpévos, ‘Time.’

Cronus himself was fabled to be the son of

Uranus and Ge, and therefore connected

with them by yéverts. The expression rô

Trparov, which Proclus makes use of not

röv trpárov—would seem conclusive on

this point. Káv yåp tröre Méywuev 6eów

'yevéoets, rhy dºmrov atrów trpôoôov évôeak

wºuevo Méyouev kal rºw raw öevrépwv ére

pörmra trpès rês alrlas abróv. ol āé ye

6eoA&yot trio as rās rotatºras droplas irpo

avaipoºvres, tva al yewéaeus atroſs karū

Xóryov tr}\drrwyrau rôv 6eóv, Xpóvov rô

trpárov ćrwvápagav, tºs 5éovros &mov Yéve

als éaru, &ket trpomyelobal Tov Xpóvov, ka0'

öv h yéveats kal &’ 8v.–Procl. in Plat.

Tim. 86 B.

Thus rendered by Taylor: “For though

we sometimes speak of the generations of

the gods, yet we say this indicating their

ineffable progression, and the difference

of secondary natures with reference to the

causes of them. Theologists, however,

previously subverting all such doubts, in

order that the generations of the gods

may be rationally devised by them, call

the first principle of things Time, because

it is fit that where there is generation,

time should precede, according to which,

and on account of which, generation sub

sists.” r

* Jam. i. 17.
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were wont to attribute Aidºv, or “eternity,' to God—not

so much because He had neither beginning nor end of

days, but because of His immutable and uniform nature,

which admits of no such variety of conceptions as all

temporary things do; and time they attributed to all

created beings, because there is a yéveals, or ‘constant

generation,’ both of and in their essence, by reason

whereof we may call any of them, as Proclus tells us, by

that borrowed expression,-ºvny kai véav-‘old and new,'

being every moment, as it were, re-produced, and acting

something which it did not individually before. Though

otherwise they supposed this world, constantly depending

upon the Creator's omnipotency, might, from all eternity,

flow forth from the same power that still sustains it, and

which was never less potent to uphold it than now it is:

notwithstanding, this piece of it which is visible to us, or at

least this scheme or fashion of it, they acknowledged to

have been but of a late date.

Fifth: Now thus as we conceive of God's Eternity,

we may, in a correspondent manner, apprehend His

Omnipresence; ‘not so much by an infinite expanse or

extension of essence, as by an unlimited power,’ as Plo

tinus hath fitly expressed it'. For as nothing can ever

stray out of the bounds, or get out of the reach, of an

Almighty mind and power; so when we barely think

of mind or power, or any thing else most peculiar to the

Divine essence, we cannot find any of the properties of

quantity mixing themselves with it: and as we cannot

confine it in regard thereof to any one point of the uni

verse, so neither can we well conceive it extended through

the whole, or excluded from any part of it. It is always

some material being that contends for space: bodily parts

will not lodge together, and the more bulky they are, the

* Amirréow 68 kal direpov atröv, où Tº d\\á rig direplAjm"rg ràs 6vvánews.-Enn.

dôtéâtrărg 7 roß ueyét}ous ºf roß dpubuoſ, vi. o. 6.
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more they justle for room one,with another; as Plotinus

tells us; ‘bodily beings are great only in bulk, but divine

essences in virtue and power".’

Sixth: We may, in the next place, consider that free

dom and liberty which we find in our own souls, which

is founded in our reason and understanding; and this is

therefore infinite in God, because there is nothing that

can bound the first mind, or disobey an Almighty power.

We must not conceive God to be the freest agent, because

He can do and prescribe what He pleaseth, and so set up an

absolute will which shall make both law and reason, as

some imagine. For as God cannot know Himself to be

any other than what indeed He is; so neither can He will

himself to be any thing else than what He is, or that any

thing else should swerve from those laws which His own

eternal nature and understanding prescribe to it. For

this were to make God free to dethrone Himself, and set

up a liberty within Him, that should contend with the

royal prerogative of His own boundless wisdom.

To be short. When we converse with our own souls,

we find the spring of all liberty to be nothing else but

reason; and therefore no unreasonable creature can par

take of it: and that it is not so much any indifferency

in our wills of determining without reason, much less

against it, as the liberal election of, and complacency in,

that which our understandings propound to us as most

expedient: and our liberty most appears, when our will

most of all congratulates the results of our own judgments;

and then shows itself most vigorous, when either the par

ticularity of that good, with which the understanding

converseth, or the weak knowledge that it hath of it,

restrains it not. Then is it most pregnant, and flows

forth in the fullest stream, when its object is most full,

and the acquaintance with it most ample; all liberty in

1 rô (yūp) éxeſ uéya év čváuel, évraúða év &ykø.—Enn. II. 9. 17.
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the soul being a kind of liberality in the bestowing of our

affections, and the want or scarce measure of it, parsimo

niousness. And, therefore, the more the results of our

judgments tend to an indifferency, the more we find our

wills dubious, and in suspense what to choose; contrary

inclinations arising and falling within interchangeably, as

the scales of a balance equally laden with weights; and all

this while the soul's liberty is nothing else but a fluctua

tion between uncertainties, and languisheth away in the

impotency of our understandings. Whereas the Divine

understanding, beholding all things most clearly, must

needs beget the greatest freedom that may be; which

freedom as it is bred in it, so it never moves without the

compass of it. And though the Divine will be not

determined always to this or that particular, yet it is

never bereft of eternal light and truth to act by: and,

therefore, though we cannot see a reason for all God's

actions, yet we may know they were neither done against

it, nor without it.

CHAPTER III.

How the consideration of those restless motions of our wills after some

supreme and infinite good, leads us into the knowledge of a Deity.

E shall once more take a view of our own souls, and

observe how the motions thereof lead us into the

knowledge of a Deity. We always find a restless appe

tite within ourselves which craves for some Supreme and

chief good, and will not be satisfied with any thing less

than infinity itself; as if our own penury and indi

gency were commensurate with the Divine fulness: and,

therefore, no question has been more canvassed by all
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philosophy than this, de summo hominis bono; and all

the sects thereof were anciently distinguished by those

opinions that they entertained de finibus boni et mali,

as Cicero phraseth it. But of how weak and dilute a

nature soever some of them may have conceived that

summum bonum, yet they could not so satisfy their own

inflamed thirst after it. We find, by experience, that

our souls cannot live upon that thin and spare diet with

which they are entertained at their own home; neither

can they be satiated with those jejune and insipid mor

sels with which this outward world furnisheth their table.

I cannot think the most voluptuous Epicurean could ever

satisfy the cravings of his soul with corporeal pleasure,

though he might endeavour to persuade himself there

was no better: nor the most quintessential Stoics find an

airdpreta and drapačía—‘a self-sufficiency and tranquillity’

—within their own souls, arising out of the pregnancy

of their own mind and reason; though their sullen

thoughts would not suffer them to be beholden to a

higher being for their happiness. The more we endea

vour to extract an autarchy out of our own souls, the

more we torment them, and force them to feel and sen

sate their own pinching poverty. Ever since our minds

became so dim-sighted as not to pierce into that original

and primitive blessedness which is above, our wills are

too big for our understandings, and will believe their

beloved prey is to be found where reason discovers it

not: they will pursue it through all the vast wilderness

of this world, and force our understandings to follow the

chase with them: nor may we think to tame this violent

appetite, or allay the heat of it, except we can look up

ward to some Eternal and Almighty goodness which is

alone able to master it.

It is not the nimbleness and agility of our own reason

which stirs up these eager affections within us, (for then
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the most ignorant sort of men would never feel the sting

thereof) but indeed some more potent nature which hath

planted a restless motion within us that might more for

cibly carry us out to itself; and, therefore, it will never

suffer itself to be controlled by any of our thin specula

tions, or satisfied with those airy delights that our fancies

may offer to it: it doth not, it cannot, rest itself any

where but upon the centre of some Almighty good, some

solid and substantial happiness; like the hungry child

that will not be stilled by all the mother's music, or change

its sour and angry looks for her smiling countenance: no

thing will satisfy it but the full breasts.

The whole work of this world is nothing but a per

petual contention for true happiness, and men are scat

tered up and down the world, moving to and fro therein,

to seek it. Our souls, by a natural science, as it were,

feeling their own original, are perpetually travailing with

new designs and contrivances, whereby they may purchase

the scope of their high ambitions. Happiness is that

pearl of price which all adventure for, though few find it.

It is not gold or silver that the earthlings of this world

seek after, but some satisfying good which they think is

there treasured up. Neither is it a little empty breath

that ambition and popularity soars after, but some kind

of happiness that it thinks to catch and suck in with it.

And thus, indeed, when men most of all fly from

God, they still seek after him. Wicked men pursue,

indeed, after a deity in their worldly lusts; wherein yet

they most blaspheme; for God is not a mere empty name

or title, but that self-sufficient good which brings along

with it that rest and peace which they so much seek

after, though they do most prodigiously conjoin it with

something which it is not, nor can be, and in a true

and real strain of blasphemy, attribute all that which

God is, to something else which is most unlike Him, and,
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as St Paul speaks of those infatuated Gentiles, ‘turn the

glory of the incorruptible God into the image of corrupt

ible man, of birds, and four-footed beasts, and creeping

things'.”

God is not better defined to us by our understandings

than by our wills and affections: He is not only the eter

nal reason, that Almighty mind and wisdom which our

understandings converse with; but He is also that un

stained beauty and supreme good to which our wills are

perpetually aspiring: and wheresoever we find true beauty,

love, and goodness, we may say, here or there is God.

And as we cannot understand any thing of an intelligible

nature, but by some primitive idea we have of God,

whereby we are able to guess at the elevation of its being,

and the pitch of its perfection; so neither do our wills

embrace any thing without some latent sense of Him,

whereby they can taste and discern how near any thing

comes to that self-sufficient good they seek after: and,

indeed, without such an internal sensating faculty as this

is, we should never know when our souls are in conjunc

tion with the Deity, or be able to relish the ineffable

sweetness of true happiness. Though here below we

know but little what this is, because we are little ac

quainted with fruition and enjoyment: we know well

what belongs to longing and languishing, but we know

not so well what belongs to plenty and fulness: we are

well acquainted with the griefs and sicknesses of this in

bred love, but we know not what its health and compla

cencies are.

To conclude this particular: ueyd}\as #xei Kivijaeis iſ

Nºvy;–the soul hath strong and weighty motions, and

nothing else can bear it up but something permanent

and immutable. Nothing can beget a constant serenity

and composedness within, but something supreme to its

* Rom. i. 23.
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own essence; as if, having once departed from the pri

mitive fountain of its life, it were deprived of itself, per

petually contesting within itself, and divided against

itself: and all this evidently proves to our inward sense

and feeling, that there is some higher good than our

selves; something that is much more amiable and desir

able, and therefore must be loved and preferred before

ourselves, as Plotinus hath excellently observed: “every

thing that desires the enjoyment of the first good, would

rather be that than what it is, because, indeed, the nature

of that is much more desirable than its own".’ And

therefore the Platonists, when they contemplate the Deity

under these three notions of to ºv, rô 31, and rô dya%v,

and question which to place first in order of understand

ing, resolve the pre-eminence to be due to the rô dyabów,

as Simplicius tells us, because that is first known to us

as the Architect of the world, and, we may add, as that

which begets in us this parturov rá60s—these strong pas

sionate desires, whereby all sorts of men, even those that

are rude and illiterate, are first known to themselves,

and, by that knowledge, may know what diminutive,

poor, and helpless things they are, who can never be

satisfied from themselves, and what an excellent and

sovereign goodness there is above them which they ought

to serve, and cannot but serve, or some filthy idol in

stead of it; though this mental be like that gross and

external idolatry in this also, that howsoever we heed

it not (and so are never the more blameless) yet our

worship of these images and pictures of goodness rests

not there, it being some all-sufficient good that, as we

observed before, calls forth and commands our adora

tions.

* "Iöe 6% Kal rööe' rúv čvrwv čkaarov elval, &rav rod dyadoù peraMdBm.—Enn.

éptéuevov roſ, dyadoſ, BoſNet.au exeivo uá\- VI. 8, 13.

Xov j č Šarw elval, kal rôre pad Xuara otérat
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CHAPTER IV.

DEDUCTIONS AND INFERENCES FROM THE CONSIDERATION OF

TEIE DIVINE NATURE AND ATTRIBUTES.

1. That all divine productions are the free efflua.es of Omnipotent love and

goodness. The true notion of God's glory—what it is. Men very apt

to mistake in this point. God needs not the happiness or misery of

His creatures to make Himself glorious. God does most glorify Him

self by communicating Himself: we most glorify God when we most

partake of Him, and resemble Him most.

WE have seen how we may rise up to the understanding

of the Deity by the contemplation of our own souls:

and now it may seem worthy of the best attention of our

minds to consider some deductions and inferences, which

naturally flow from the true knowledge of the Divine

nature and attributes.

And the first is this; That all Divine productions or

operations that terminate in something without Him, are

nothing else but the free effluºres of His own Omnipotent

love and goodness, which always moves along with them,

and never willingly departs from them. When God

made the world, it was not out of a piece of self-interest,

as if He had had any design to advance Himself, or to

enlarge His own stock of glory and happiness; for what

beauty or perfection can be in this whole creation, which

was not before contained in Himself as the free fountain

of all? or what could He see out of Himself that could

add any thing to His own stature, which He found not

already in Himself? “He made not the world for any

need, or that He might gain some honour to Himself from

men, archangels, or angels, as the tribute or rent to be

paid to Him from His creation,’ as Clemens Alexandrinus

observes out of Plato'. Though I know not how it comes

* 05 Yap Xpelas ºvexey & 6eos tremolmkev kal trpós 0eóv táv d'AAwv kal &alpiä.va/v,

röv köopov, Iva ruńs trpós re divöpúrww pmolv Ó II\draw, kaprotro, olov trpó006ów
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about that some bring in God, as it were planning how

He might erect a new monopoly of glory to Himself, and

so, to serve this purpose, made the world, that He might

have a stock of glory contained in it. And I doubt we

are wont sometimes to paint Him forth too much in the

likeness of corrupt and impotent men, that by a fond

ambition please themselves, and feed their lustful fancies

with their own praises chanted out to them by their ad

mirers; and another while as much sport themselves and

applaud their own greatness, to hear what hideous cries

the severity of their own power can extort from those they

have a mind to make miserable.

We all speak much of the Glory of God, and entertain

a common belief of that being the only end for which we

were all made: and I wish we were all more inwardly

moved with a true and lively sense of it. There can be

nothing else that either God could propound to Himself,

or that we ought, if it be rightly understood. But we

must not think that God, who is infinite fulness, would

seek for any thing without Himself. He needs neither

our happiness nor our misery, in order to make Himself

more illustrious; but, being full in Himself, it was His

good pleasure to communicate of His own fulness: for, as

Proclus hath well observed, “How can He look without

Himself, seeing He is a pure mind, always encompassed

with its own glorious brightness? But the good pleasure

of His will being filled with bounty, and the power of a

most gracious Deity proceeding from it, liberally dispensed

themselves, and distributed those gifts of grace that might

make all created being the more to resemble that arche

riva diró ris Yevégews dpviſuevos.-Clem. the words O& Y&p xpetas] ‘Haec a Theo

Alexandr. Strom. Lib. v. c. 11. doreto bis in 0epair. Gent. Affect. citan

The above passage probably does not tur, primo Serm. 4, dein sub finem Serm.

exist in Plato's works, as we now have 7, ubiea Socrati tribuit, nempe Platonico.'

them. The article before d'AAwv is wanting in

The following is the note of Potter on Theodoret.
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typal idea of themselves'.” Accordingly Timaeus Locrus

represents the Creator of the world in the same strain

that Moses did, a's dya(ºuevos kai evºppav6eſs—delighted, aS

it were, in Himself to see that all things that He had made

were good, and some things exceeding good". God Him

self being infinitely full, and having enough and to spare,

is always overflowing; and goodness and love issue forth

from Him by way of redundancy. When He made the

world, because there was nothing better than Himself,

He shadowed forth Himself therein, and, as far as might

be, was pleased to represent Himself and manifest His

own eternal glory and perfection in it. When He is said

to seek His own glory, it is, indeed, nothing else but to

ray and beam forth, as it were, His own lustre; as R.

Jehuda in his book Cosri hath glanced at it: gloria hapc

scintilla est lucis divina, cedens in utilitatem populi ejus in

terra ejus”. -

God does then most glorify and exalt Himself in the

most triumphant way that may be, ad extra, or out of

Himself, if I may so phrase it, when He most of all com

municates Himself, and when He erects such monuments

of His own majesty, wherein His own love and goodness

may live and reign.

And we then most of all glorify Him, when we par

take most of Him; when our serious endeavours after a

true assimilation to Him, and conformity to His image,

* 'AyāX\erat (3°) of xalpºv čni Tà éčw to vomrów replAaušavoča.m.—Procl. in

keuptévº rpdyuart' tra's Yap {{w 8Xéret

voús ºv; d\\& TXmpovuévns ris dyaboet

600s éavroſ, BovXīgews kal trpotočams atrºs

rod dyaboupYoo 6vvápews els uerdöoguv di

ºptſovov kal xopmylav táv rexévorépwv dya

6&v 8 kal atrös évéðelšaro travós eltráv Kal

e ºpp av bels & T t 6% uá X \ov ču ovov

trpès rô map d'ée vºyua & Trevömo ev dir

Etºppalveral uév Yàp Tptº

Tws kará ràv évôov éauro 9 vómauv, at Aff

kai diveatroötorg kal dºpóg replpox, trav

epºy do a a 0 at.

Plat. Tim. 240 B. The notes on the next

page contain part of the immediate con

text of the above quotation.

2 The word “Locrus' in the text is

probably an error, the passage from the

Timaeus of Plato referred to in the last

note being intended.

Stallbaum in his remarks refers to

Gen. i. 31.

a bys 9-y\p 'nºs is *\s"; tınon

*Yºnekin) Yºy.—Cosri, Pars ii. § 8.

L
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declare that we think nothing better than He is, and are,

therefore, most ambitious of being one with Him, by a

universal resignation of ourselves unto Him.

This is His glory in its lowest humiliation, while it

beams forth out of Himself; and our happiness in its

exaltation, which heaven never separates nor divides,

though earth doth. His honour is His love and good

ness in paraphrase, spreading itself over all those that can

or do receive it; and this He loves and cherishes whereso

ever He finds it, as something of Himself therein.

Thus I should leave this particular, but that being

gone so far in it, it may be worth the while to take notice

of three things wherein God most of all glories and takes

the greatest complacency, in reference to creatures, as

they are laid down by Proclus. “The first, and chiefest, is

concurrent with his own internal vision of all things in

that simple, expedite and simultaneous comprehension of

all things intelligible, piercing through all their essences,

and viewing them all in himself, he is delighted therein, as

seeing how his own glory can display and imitate itself in

outward matter".' The second is:—‘in the aptness and

capacity of those things which he hath made to receive a

further influence of good, ready to stream forth from him

self into them”.’ The last is:—‘in the sweet symmetry of

his own forms with this capacity, and, as it were, the

harmonious conspiration and symphony of them, when his

own light pleasantly plays upon those well tuned instru

ments which he hath fitted to run the descants of his own

goodness upon”.’ And therefore it becomes us, whom He

hath endued with vital power of action, and in some sense

a self-moving life, to stir up His good gifts within our

selves; and, if we would have Him take pleasure in us, to

* Eºppaiveral uévºyāp k.T.A.—Procl. in xopmylav.–Ibid.

Plat. 240 B. (Wide note ", p. 145.) * Tpirmv Šē rhv čk ris duºpoly ava

* 5tá ràv émurmöetármra Tóv wroöexo- perplas, kal &gavel avurvolas kal gun

puévov thy tºw rpoioſoravatroß rāv dyabav pavias.-Ibid. 240 c.
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prepare our own souls more and more to receive of His

liberality, that the stock which He is pleased to impart to

us may not lie dead within us'. And this is the applica

tion which he makes of this particular.

CHAPTER V.

A SECOND DEDUCTION.

2. That all things are supported and governed by an Almighty wisdom

and goodness. An answer to an objection made against the Divine

Providence from an unequal distribution of things here below. Such

quarrelling with Providence ariseth from a pedantic and carnal notion

of good and evil.

IN the next place, we may, by way of further deduction,

gather, That that Almighty wisdom and goodness which

first made all things, doth also perpetually conserve and

govern them; extending themselves through the whole

fabric, and seating themselves in every finite essence, “lest,

straggling and falling off from the Deity, they should

become altogether disorderly,' relapsing and sliding back

into their first chaos”. As in all motion there must be

some first mover, from whence the beginning and per

petuation of all motion is deduced; so in beings there

must be some first essence upon which all other must

constantly depend. And, therefore, the Pythagorean

philosophy was wont to look upon these véa 3natowpyńuara,

as they call this production of every thing that is not

truly divine, as dei čv Yevéget—as being always in fieri.

For as no finite thing can subsist by its own strength, or

1 wa uh dpyfi els huàs i rod beod * (va uh puyávra rö 6eſov rexéas drakra

3óorºs.-Ibid. 7évmrat.—Procl. in Plat. Tim. 243 E.

L 2
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take its place upon the stage of space without the leave of

an Almighty and Supreme power: so neither can it

remain here without licence and assistance from it. The

Deity, indeed, is the centre of all finite being, and entity

itself, which is self-sufficient, must, of necessity, be the

foundation and basis of every one of these weak essences,

which cannot bear up themselves by any central power of

their own; as we may also be almost assured of, from a

sensible feeling of all the constant mutations and impo

tency which we find both in ourselves and all other things.

And as God thus preserves all things, so He is con

tinually ordering and disposing all things in the best way,

and providing so as may be best for them. He did not

make the world as a mere exercise of His Almighty power,

or to try His own strength, and then throw it away from

Himself without any further attention to it; for He is

that Omnipresent Life that penetrates and runs through

all things, containing and holding all fast together within

Himself; and, therefore, the ancient philosophy was wont

rather to say, that the world was in God, than that God

was in the world. He did not look without Himself to

search for some solid foundation that might bear up this

weighty building, but indeed reared it up within Him, and

spread His own Omnipotency under it and through it:

and, being centrally in every part of it, He governs it

according to the prescript of His own unsearchable wis

dom and goodness, and orders all things for the best.

And this is one principal orthodox point the Stoics would

have us to believe concerning providence; 3ri Tävra ºr'

dplatov vow yivetal-‘ that all things are here done in this

world by the appointment of the best mind.”

* Thus Epictetus: Tijs repl roys 0eoys

ečaegelas, to 64 &ti Tô kvpuðrarov čkeſvá

égrw, Öpt as ūtroAff!ets repl attáv exeiv,

&s Švtwv, kal 5uoukočvrwv tá &\a ka)\@s

kal 6tkatws' kal gavröv els roºro karare.

taxévat, to reiffeoffat atroſs, kal etxety

év Trägt Tots yuuouévous, kal dkoxout)e^v

ékövta dºs i Tô T ñs dipta t ms Yvº uns

étrº TeX ovu vows.-Epict. Enchirid. cap.

xxxi.
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And now, if any should quarrel with the unequal dis

tribution of things here, as if rather some blind fortune

had bestowed her blessings carelessly till she had no more

left, and thereby made so many starvelings, rather than

some all-knowing mind that deals forth its bounty in due

proportions; I should send them to Plutarch and Plotinus

to have their reasons fully satisfied on this point, for we

here deal with the principles of natural light—all these

debates arising from nothing but pedantical and carnal

notions of good and evil: as if it were so gallant a thing to

be dealing with crowns and sceptres, to be bravely arrayed,

and wallow in that which is called the wealth of this world.

God indeed never took any such notice of good men as to

make them all rulers, as the last of those fore-cited authors

tells us; neither was it worth the while, “neither is it fit for

good men that partake of a higher life than the most

princely is, to trouble themselves about lording and ruling

over other men';’ as if such a splendid kind of nothing as

this is, were of so much worth. It may be generally much

better for us, while we are so apt to magnify and court

any mundane beauty and glory as we are, that Providence

should disorder and deface these things, that we might all

be weaned from the love of them, than that their lovely

looks should so bewitch and enchant our souls as to draw

them off from better things. And I dare say, that a sober

mind that shall contemplate the state and temper of men's

minds, and the confused frame of this outward world, will

rather admire the infinite wisdom of a gracious Provi

dence in permitting and ordering that atacy which is in it,

than he would were it to be beheld in a more comely frame

and order.

1 o' Toivuv (9eparov) oºë beats atrów dx\ov 8tov távras, röv dpxis dvdpwirivms

dpxew rā kaffékaara, dºpévras rêv čavráv duelva, Totºrous atrów dpxovras elva, K.T.A.

Blow, où3é re roºs dwópas roës dyadoºs –Plot. Enn. III. 2. 9.
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CHAPTER VI.

A THIRD DEDUCTION.

3. That all true happiness consists in a participation of God, arising out

of the assimilation and conformity of our souls to Him; and, that the

most real misery ariseth out of the apostasy of souls from God. No

enjoyment of God without our being made like to Him. The happiness

and misery of man defined and stated, with the original and founda

tion of both.

WE proceed now to another deduction or inference, viz.

That all true happiness consists in a participation of

God, arising out of the assimilation and conformity of our

souls to Him; and, that the most real misery ariseth out of

the apostasy of souls from God. And so we are led to

speak of the rewards and punishments of the life to come,

praemium and pana—as the Jewish writers are wont to

express them'; and it will not be any hard labour from

what hath been said, to find out the original and nature

of both of them; and though, perhaps, we cannot dive

into the bottom of them, yet we may go about them, and

tell how, in a general way, to define and distinguish them.

Happiness is nothing else, as we usually describe it to

ourselves, but the enjoyment of some chief good: and

therefore the Deity is so boundlessly happy, because it is

every way one with its own immense perfection; and

every thing so much the more feelingly lives upon happi

ness, by how much the more it comes to partake of God,

and to be made like to Him: and, therefore, the Platonists

well defined it to consist in idea boni. And, as it is

impossible to enjoy happiness without a fruition of God;

so it is impossible to enjoy Him without an assimilation

and conformity of our natures to Him in a way of true

goodness and godlike perfection. It is a common maxim

of Socrates that “it is not lawful for any impure nature to

1 ºn how
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touch pure divinity".' For we cannot enjoy God by any

external conjunction with Him: divine fruition is not by

a mere kind of apposition or contiguity of our natures

with the divine, but it is an internal union, whereby a

divine spirit, informing our souls, sends the strength of a

divine life through them; and as this is more strong and

active, so is happiness itself more energetical within us.

It must be some divine efflux running quite through our

souls, awakening and exalting all the vital powers of them

into an active sympathy with some absolute good, that

renders us completely blessed. It is not to sit gazing

upon a deity by some thin speculations; but it is an

inward feeling and sensation of this mighty goodness dis

playing itself within us, melting our fierce and furious

natures, that would fain be something in contradiction to

God, into a universal compliance with itself, and wrapping

up our amorous minds wholly into itself, whereby God

comes to be all in all to us. And therefore, so long as

our wills and affections endeavour to fix upon any thing

but God and true goodness, we do indeed but anxiously

endeavour to wring happiness out of something that will

yield no more than a flinty rock to all our pressing and

forcing. The more we endeavour to force our affections

to stay and rest themselves upon any finite thing, the

more violently will they recoil back again upon us. It is

only a true sense and relish of God, that can tame and

master that rage of our insatiable and restless desires,

which is still forcing us out of ourselves to seek some

perfect good—that which, from a latent sense of our own

souls, we feel ourselves to want.

The foundation of heaven and hell is laid in men's own

souls, in an ardent and vehement appetite after happiness,

* Ah kaðapò yāp kaðapoj čpárregóat in Aur. Carm. pp. 10, 222 (Needham);

ph où 6eurów iſ.-Plato, Phaed. 67 B. Plutarch, de Is. et Osir. 352 D ; and Syne

Vid. Clemens Alexand. Strom. v. cap. 4; sius, Dione, p. 5o A.

Simplicius, in Epictet. cap. xxxi.; Hierocles,
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which can neither attain to it, nor finally miss it and all

appearances of it, without a quick and piercing sense.

Our souls are not like so many lumps of matter dead and

senseless to a true living happiness; they are not like

these dull clods of earth which discern not the good or ill

savour of those plants that grow upon them. Gain and

loss are very sensibly felt by greedy minds. The soul of

man was made with such a large capacity as it has, that so

it might be better fitted to entertain a full and liberal hap

piness; that the Divine love and goodness might more

freely spread itself in it, and unite it to itself. And,

accordingly, when it misseth God, it must feel so much

the more the fury and pangs of misery, and find a severe

Nemesis arising out of its guilty conscience, which, like a

fiery scorpion, will fasten its stings within it. And thus,

as heaven, love, joy, peace, serenity, and all that which

happiness is, buds and blossoms out of holy and godlike

spirits; so also hell and misery will perpetually spring out

of impure minds, distracted with envy, malice, ambition,

self-will, or any inordinate loves to any particular thing.

This is that A&paaretas vôaos that Plato speaks of

that fatal law that is first made in heaven's consistory,

‘that purity and holiness shall be happy, and all vice and

sin miserable".’ Holiness of mind will be more and more

attracting God to itself, as all vice will lapse and slide

more and more from Him. The more pure our souls are,

and abstracted from all mundane things, the more sin

cerely will they strive after the nearest union that may be

with God; the more will they pant and breathe after Him

alone, leaving the chase of any other delight. There is

such a noble and free-born spirit in true goodness seated

in immortal natures, as will not be satisfied merely with

innocency, nor rest itself in this mixed bodily state,

though it could converse with bodily things without

* Plat. Phaedr. 248 c.
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sinking to a vicious love of them; but would always be

returning to a more intimate union with that Being from

whom it came, and who will be drawing it more and

more to Himself: and, therefore, it seems very reasonable

to believe that, if Adam had continued in a state of inno

cency, he would have been raised by God to a greater

fruition of Him, and his nature would have been elevated

to a more transcendent condition. And, if there was any

covenant made with Adam in Paradise, I think we cannot

understand it in any other sense than this: the Scripture

speaks not of any other terms between God and man".

And this law of life, which we have spoken of, is eternal

and immutable; nor does the dispensation of grace by

Christ Jesus at all abrogate or disannul, but rather

enforce it: for so we find that the law of Christ—that

which He gave out to all His disciples—was this law of

perfection that carries true happiness along in the sense of

it, which, as the great Prince of souls, He dispenseth by

His Eternal Spirit in a vital way unto the minds of men.

CHAPTER VII.

A FOURTH DEDUCTION.

4. The fourth deduction acquaints us with the true notion of the Divine

Justice; That the proper scope and design of it, is to preserve righte

ousness, to promote and encourage true goodness. That it does not

primarily intend punishment, but only takes it up as a means to

prevent transgression. True justice never supplants any, that itself

may appear more glorious in their ruin. How Divine Justice is most

advanced.

1. According to the concurrent testi- cence; but after such a trial of their obe

mony of Christian antiquity, God did dience, as should seem sufficient to the

make a covenant with Adam in Paradise; Divine Wisdom, would have been trans

our first parents would not have died, if lated from earth to heaven.—Vid. Bishop

they had preserved their state of inno- Bull's State of Man before the Fall.
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IN the fourth place, we may further collect how to state

rightly the notion of the Divine Justice, the scope

whereof is nothing else but to assert and establish eternal

law and right, and to preserve the integrity thereof: it

is no design of vengeance, in which God takes no delight,

though He inflicts it on wicked men. The Divine Justice

first prescribes that which is most conformable to the

Divine Nature, and mainly proposes the conservation of

righteousness. We should not think him a good ruler,

that should give out laws to ensnare his subjects, with an

even indifferency of mind whether his laws should be kept,

or punishment suffered; but such a one as should make

the best security for right and equity by wholesome laws,

and annexing punishments as a means to prevent trans

gression, and not to manifest severity. The proper scope of

justice seems to be nothing else but the preserving and

maintaining that which is just and right: the scope of

that justice which is in any righteous law, is properly to

provide for a righteous execution of that which is just

and fit to be, without intending punishment; for to intend

that properly and directly, might rather seem cruelty than

justice: and, therefore, justice takes not up punishment,

except only for securing the performance of righteous laws,

viz. either for the amendment of the person transgressing,

or a due example to others to keep them off from trans

gression'. For I would here suppose a good and right

eous man, who, in some desolate place of the world,

should have the command of a hundred more, and himself

be supreme and under no command. He prescribes laws

to this company; makes it death for any one to take away

another's life. But now one proves a murderer, kills one

of his fellows; afterwards, repents heartily, and is likely

* As applied to the Deity, this must be Hereafter, God will appear as a righteous

limited to His dealings with usin this world. Judge, taking vengeance on transgressors.
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-

to prove useful among the rest of his fellows: they all are

so heartily affected one to another, that there is no danger,

upon sparing this penitent's life, that any one of them

should be encouraged to commit the like evil. The case

being thus stated, it will not seem difficult to conclude

that the justice of this righteous and good commander

would spare this poor penitent: for his justice would have

preserved that life which is lost, and seeing there is

nothing further that it can obtain in taking away this, it

will save this which may be saved; for it affects not any

blood; and when it destroys, it is out of necessity, to take

away a destructive person, and to give example, which, in

the case stated, falls not out.

Again: justice is the justice of goodness, and so cannot

delight to punish; it aims at nothing more than the main

taining and promoting the laws of goodness, and hath

always some good end before it, and, therefore, would

never punish, except some further good were in view.

True justice never supplants any that itself may

appear more glorious in their ruin; for this would be to

make justice love something better than righteousness, and

to advance and magnify itself in something which is not

itself, but rather an aberration from itself: and, therefore,

God Himself so earnestly contends with the Jews about

the equity of His own ways, with frequent asseverations

that His justice is thirsty after no man's blood, but rather

that sinners would repent, turn from their evil ways, and

live. And then justice is most advanced, when the con

tents of it are fulfilled; and though it does not, and will

not, acquit the guilty without repentance, yet the design

of it is to encourage innocency, and promote true good

IleSS.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE FIFTH AND LAST DEDUCTION.

5. That seeing there is such an intercourse and society, as it were, between

God and men, therefore there is also some law between them, which is

the bond of all communion. The primitive rules of God's economy

in this world, not the sole results of an absolute will, but the sacred

decrees of reason and goodness. God could not design to make us

sinful or miserable. Of the law of nature embosomed in man's soul.

How it obliges man to love and obey God, and to express a godlike

spirit and life in this world. All souls the offspring of God; but holy

souls manifest themselves to be, and are more peculiarly, the children

of God.

HE former deduction leads me to another akin to it,

which shall be my last; and it is that which Cicero

intimates in his De Legibus, viz. That seeing there is such

an intercourse and society, as it were, between god and

men, therefore there is also some law between them, which is

the bond of all communion'. God Himself, from whom all

law takes its rise and emanation, is not eaclea, and without

all law, nor, in a sober sense, above it. Neither are the

primitive rules of His economy in this world the sole results

of an absolute will, but the sacred decrees of reason and

goodness. I cannot think God to be so unbounded in

His legislative power, that He can make everything law,

both for His own dispensations and our observance, that

we may sometime imagine. We cannot say, indeed, that

God was absolutely determined from some law within

Himself to make us; but I think we may safely say,

when He had once determined to make us, He could

neither make us sinful, seeing He had no idea nor shadow

* Est igitur, quoniam nihil est ratione quum sit lex, lege quoque consociati ho

melius, eague et in homine et in deo, mines cum diis putandi sumus. Inter

prima homini cum deo rationis societas. Quos porro est communio legis, intereos

Inter quos autem ratio, inter eosdem communio juris est.—De Leg. I. 7.

etiam recta ratio communis est. Quae
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of evil within Himself; nor wrap up those dreadful fates

within our natures, or set them over us, that might,

“arcana inspiratione,' (as some are pleased to phrase it)

secretly work our ruin, and silently carry us on, making

use of our own natural infirmity, to eternal misery. Nei

ther could He design to make His creatures miserable,

that so He might show Himself just. These are rather

the byways of cruel and ambitious men, that seek their

own advantage in the mischief of other men, and contrive

their own rise by their ruin: this is not Divine Justice, but

the cruelty of degenerated men. -

But, as the Divinity could propound nothing to itself

in the making of the world, but the communication of its

own love and goodness; so it can never swerve from the

same scope and end in the dispensation of itself to it.

Neither did God so boundlessly enlarge the appetite of

souls after some all-sufficient good, that so they might be

the more unspeakably tortured in the missing of it; but

that they might more certainly return to the Original of

their beings. And such busy-working essences as the

souls of men are, could neither be made as dull and

senseless of true happiness as stocks and stones are;

neither could they contain the whole sum and perfection

of it within themselves: therefore they must also be

informed with such principles as may conduct them back

again to Him from whom they first came. God does

not make creatures, for the mere sport of His Almighty

arm, to raise and ruin, and toss up and down, at mere

pleasure. No: that evěoxia, or good pleasure of that will

that made them is the same still: it changes not, though

we may change, and make ourselves incapable of par

taking the blissful fruits and effects of it.

And so we come to consider that law embosomed in

the souls of men which ties them again to their Creator,

and this is called the law of nature; which, indeed, is
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nothing else but a paraphrase or comment upon the

nature of God, as it copies forth itself in the soul of man.

Because God is the first mind and the first good,

propagating an imitation of Himself in such immortal

natures as the souls of men are; therefore ought the soul

to renounce all mortal and mundane things, and preserve

its affections chaste and pure for God Himself; to love

Him with a most universal and unbounded love; to trust

in Him and reverence Him; to converse with Him in a

free and cheerful manner, as one ‘in whom we live, and

move, and have our being';' being perpetually encom

passed by Him, and never moving out of Him; to resign

all our ways and wills up to Him with an equal and indif.

ferent mind, as knowing that He guides and governs all

things in the best way; to sink ourselves as low in

humility, as we are in self-nothingness.

And because all those scattered rays of beauty and

loveliness which we behold spread up and down over all

the world, are only the emanations of that inexhausted

light which is above; therefore should we love them all in

that, and climb up always, by those sunbeams, unto the

eternal Father of Lights: we should look upon Him, and

take from Him the pattern of our lives, and always eyeing

Him, should “polish and shape our souls into the clearest

resemblance of Him”;' and in all our behaviour in this

world—that great temple of His—deport ourselves de

cently and reverently, with that humility, meekness, and

modesty, that become His house. We should endeavour

more and more to be perfect, as He is; in all our dealings

with men, doing good, showing mercy and compassion,

advancing justice and righteousness, being always full of

charity and good works; and look upon ourselves as

1 Acts xvii. 28. dyaMua 6etov rekraivav rhv čavroſ, puxhv,

* Móvos (Yôp) olòe ruáv, & Thy délav kal vačvels troSoxhv roſ, below poros roy

ph avyxéwº 73v ruwuévov, kal 6 ºrpom- éavroſ traparkevdºwy vojv.—Hierocl. in

Youpévos iépeſov čavrov ſpoodywº, kai Aur. Carm. p. 24 (Needham).
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having nothing to do here but to display and blazon the

glory of our heavenly Father, and frame our hearts and

lives according to that pattern which we behold in the

mount of a holy contemplation of Him. Thus we should

endeavour to preserve that heavenly fire of the divine love

and goodness (which, issuing forth from God, centres

itself within us, and is the protoplastic virtue of our being)

always alive and burning in the temple of our souls, and

to sacrifice ourselves back again to Him. And, when

we fulfil this royal law arising out of the heart of Eternity,

then shall we here appear to be “the children of God','

when He thus lives in us, as our Saviour speaks. And

so, we shall close up this particular with that high privi

lege which immortal souls are invested with: they are all

the offspring of God, for so St Paul allows the heathen

poet to call them”: they are all royally descended, and

have no father but God Himself, being originally formed

into His image and likeness; and when they express the

purity and holiness of the divine life in being perfect

as God is perfect, then they manifest themselves to be

His children'. And Christ encourageth men to seek and

pray for the Spirit", which is the best gift that God can

give to men—because He is their heavenly Father, much

more bountiful and tender to all helpless souls that seek

to Him, than any earthly parent, whose nature is degene

rated from that primitive goodness, can be to his children.

But those apostate spirits that know not how to return to

the Original of their beings, but implant themselves into

some other stock, and seek to incorporate and unite them

selves to another line by sin and wickedness, cut them

selves off from this divine privilege, and lose their own

birthright; they do aeraſ?aively eis &AAo yévos, (if I may

borrow that phrase) and lapse into another nature. All

* Matt. v. 45. * Acts xvii. 28.

* Matt. v. 48. * Matt. vii. 11.
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this was well expressed by Proclus:—‘All souls are

children of gods, but yet do not all of them know their

own god; but such as know him and live like to him, are

called children of gods'.”

CEIAPTER IX.

AN APPENDIX CONCERNING THE REASON OF POSITIVE LAWS.

B.T here, as an appendix to the two former deductions,

it may be of good use to inquire into the reason of

such laws as we call positive, to which God hath, in all

times, as is commonly supposed, enjoined obedience; which

are not the eternal dictates and decretals of the Divine

nature communicating itself to immortal spirits, but rather

deduce their original from the free will and pleasure of

God.

To solve this difficulty, that of St Paul may seem a fit

medium, who tells us, ‘The law was added because of

transgression";’ though I doubt not but he means thereby

the moral law, as well as any other. The true intent and

scope of these positive laws, (and it may be of such an

external promulgation of the moral) seems to be nothing

else but this—to secure the eternal law of righteousness

from transgression. As the Jews say of their decreta

sapientum, that they were ‘a hedge to the law”;' so we

may say of these divine decretals, they were but cau

tionary and preventive of disobedience to that higher

law: and therefore St Paul tells us why the moral

law was made such a political business by an external

promulgation, &c., not so much because of righteous men,

1 rāga, uév otv puxal 0e2v traßes, Plat. Tim. 288 E.

dXX' oº rāga, row gavráv čtré, vagav beóv * Tøv trapagdaewu xàpiv ºrpooleré0m.—

at 3e émiyvoſa at kai Thy buotav Nõuevat Gal. iii. 19.

;why, kaxoſvrat raises beºv.–Procl. in 3. nºn; nº
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in whom the law of nature lives, who perform ra roº

röuov without any outward law; but it was given “for the

lawless and disobedient’.” And, therefore, I doubt not

but we may safely conclude, that God gave not those

positive laws merely pro imperio, if I may use that

expression: it was not merely to manifest His absolute

dominion and sovereignty, as some think, but for the

good of those that were enjoined to obey; and Moses

endeavours almost throughout the whole book of Deu

teronomy to strengthen the Israelites in this belief; and,

therefore, God was so ready upon all occasions to dispense

with these laws, and to require the Jews to omit the ob

servance of them, when they might seem to justle with

any other law of moral duty or human necessity—as may

be observed in many instances in Scripture.

But, for a more distinct unfolding of this point, we

may take notice of this difference in the notion of good

and evil, as we are to converse with them. Some things

are so absolutely, and some things are so only relatively.

That which is absolutely good, is every way superior to

us, and we ought always to be commanded by it, because

we are made under it: but that which is relatively good to

us, may sometime be commanded by us. Eternal truth

and righteousness are in themselves perfectly and abso

lutely good, and the more we conform ourselves to them,

the better we are. But those things that are good only

relatively and in order to us, we may say of them, that

they are so much the better, by how much the more they

are conformed to us; I mean, by how much the more they

are accommodated and fitted to our estate and condition,

and may be fit means to help and promote us in our

pursuit of some higher good: and such, indeed, is the

matter of all positive laws, and the symbolical or ritual

part of religion. And, as we are made for the former,

* 5ukatº vôpos of kefrau, ävöplots 3è kal divvirordkrots, K.T.A.—r Tim. i. 9.

M
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viz. what is absolutely good, to serve that; so are these

latter made for us, as our Saviour hath taught us, when

He tells us that “the sabbath was made for man, and not

man for the sabbath':” and, as sincere and real Christians

grow up towards true perfection, the less need have they

of positive precepts or external helps. Yet, I doubt, it is

nothing else but a wanton fastus and proud temper of

spirit in our times, that makes so many talk of being

above ordinances, who, if their own arrogance and pre

sumption would give them leave to lay aside the flattering

glass of their own self-love, would find themselves to have

most need of them.

What I have observed concerning the things absolutely

good, I conceive to be included in the expression, “ever

lasting righteousness,'—which the prophet saith should be

‘brought in' and advanced by the Messiah”: this 3.xaloa ºwn

atavios is the righteousness which is of an eternal and

immutable nature, as being a conformity with eternal and

unchangeable truth. For there is a righteousness which

thus is not eternal, but positive, and at the pleasure of

God that dictates it: and such was the righteousness

which Christ said “it became Him to fulfil’ when He was

baptized”; there was no necessity that any such thing

should become due. But the foundation of this everlast

ing righteousness is something unalterable. To speak

more particularly. That the highest good should be loved

in the highest degree; that dependent creatures, that

borrow all they have from God, should never glory in

themselves, or admire themselves, but ever admire and

adore that unbounded goodness which is the source of

their being, and all the good they partake of; that we

should always do that which is just and right, according

1 to adj98arov Ště rôv div6pwrov ćyé. * D'rºy pſy Dan. ix. 24.

veto, oùx à divöpwros 6tá tê a dºparov.–
* otra, yāp mpérov čariv juiv TAmpórat

Mark ii. 27.
tragav Šukatoa ºvmw.—Matt. iii. 15.
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to the measure we would others should do with us: these,

and some other things which a rectified reason will easily

supply, are immutably true and righteous; so that it never

was, nor can be, true, that they are unnecessary. And

whoso hath his heart moulded into a delight in such a

righteousness and the practice thereof, hath this eternal

righteousness brought into his soul; which righteousness

is also true and real, not like that imaginary external

righteousness of the law, in which the Pharisees boasted.

CHAPTER X.

The conclusion of this treatise, concerning the existence and nature of

God, showing how our knowledge of God comes to be so imperfect in

this state, while we are here in this terrestrial body. Two ways observed

by Plotinus, whereby this body does prejudice the soul in her opera

tions. That the better philosophers and more contemplative Jews did

not deny the eacistence of all kinds of body in the other state. What is

meant by Zoroaster's eſºwaov Navyns. What kind of knowledge of

God cannot be attained to in this life. What is meant by flesh and

blood, 1 Cor. xv. 20.

OR the concluding of this discourse, as a mantissa to

what hath been said, we shall a little consider how

inconsistent a thing a perfect knowledge of God is with

this mundane and corporeal state in which we are here.

“While we are in the body, we are absent from the Lord','

as St Paul speaks, and that, I think, without a mystery:

such bodies as ours are, being fitted for an animal state,

and pieces of this whole machina of sensible matter, are

perpetually drawing down our souls, when they would

raise up themselves by contemplation of the Deity; and

the caring more or less for the things of this body so

exercises the soul in this state, that it cannot attend upon

2 Cor. v. 6.

M 2
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God direpiaráarws—without distraction. In the ancient

metaphysics, such a body as this which we carry about us,

is called ávrpov, a trixalov, &c.—‘the dark den and sepul

chre in which souls are imprisoned and entombed,'—with

many other expressions of the like import; and Proclus

tells us that the commoration of the soul in such a body

as this, is, according to the common vote of antiquity,

nothing else but karaokºvoals ºv regiº Añ0ms, ‘a dwelling,

or pitching its tabernacle, in the valley of oblivion and

death'.” But Plotinus seems not to be easily satisfied

with allegorical descriptions, and, therefore, searching

more strictly into this business, tells his own and their

meaning in plainer terms, ‘that this body is an occasion

of evil to the soul two ways; first, as it hinders its mental

operations, presenting its idola spect's continually to it:

and secondly, as it calls forth its advertency to its own

passions, which while it exerciseth itself about too

earnestly, it falls into a sinful inordinacy”.'

Yet did not the Platonists, nor the more contemplative

Jews, deny the existence of all kind of body in the other

state, as if there should be nothing residing there but

naked souls, totally divested of all corporeal essence; for

they held that the soul should, in the other world, be

united with a body—not such a one as it did act in here,

which was not without disturbance—but such as should

* Thy Wuxhv tº adºuart ovvāyev dué- uß60s dwebíčašav. Tis obv, *alms dy, alrla

ows, travra rā trepi ka0óðov Wuxſis Ürex- rſs rotºrw tapaxelyews; &rt, phow, rö

repºv rpoSAffuara, röv trpopff'rmy, roºs

k\ſipovs, rot's Blows, Tās alpégets, röv Šal

pova, riv čv tº treblº rijs Aj6 ms ka

rao kiv wa iw, roºs Urvous, rô népua rºs

Xà0ms, rås Boovräs kal travra, &ra à év

IIoMreta p1000s 5teśńX6ev. 'AXX' otöð rà

pierå riv čočov atrºs év rotºrous map.a64

ael, Tå Öeluara, Tots trorapods, röv Tápra

pov, rot's dyptovs ékelvovs kal 6tatipovs 6at

Hovas, roºs do traXábovs, rô a rôuoy, rhy

Tpločov, rot's Sukarrás, trepi čv 8 re év IIo

Xtreſq kal 6 €v Topyla kal 6 &v Palčov,

trpétrov čvariºſet rſ, roſ, 6ta\óyov mºpo6éael

kal rijs wept puxis bewptas Šarov puruköv čv

rotºrous trapaxapºdivet, rhv trpès rê arápa

Tſs Wvx?s &AuXtav rapabiöows. "O 8h kal

'AptorroréAms, k.T.X.—Procl. in Plat. Tim.

338 C.

* 5t' à 6voxepalveral # Wuxis trpós cº

para kowavia, Öri re éutröötov rpès rês

vojaeis Yūyveral, kal &rt häová v kal émutºv

Auðv kal Xun’ſov trium"Amoru at rºw, K.T.M.–

Enn. IV. 8. 2.
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be most agreeable to the soul, which they called ‘the

spiritual vehicle of the soul";’ and by Zoroaster it was

called eiðaxov Jºvyńs—“a kind of umbra, or ačreal mantle,

in which the soul wraps herself,’ which, he said, remained

with her in the state of glory: "Eart kai siętºp uspis eſs

Tórow duºpiºpáovra” and in the Jewish language it is in

dumentum quoddam interius, as Gaulmyn hath observed

in his De Vita et Morte Mosis".

But to return: the Platonists have pointed out a three

fold knowledge of God; first, kar' étriarmumv, second, kard

vönow, lastly, kard trapova tav' and this last they affirmed to

be unattainable by us, it being that ineffable light

* rvevuaruköv 8xmua ris WvXàs. Wide

note 1, p. 117. In addition to the illus

tration there given from Proclus, the fol

lowing passages from a cotemporary writer,

Hierocles, may be added.

Oükoúv roſs re uabmuariko's ka 6ap

Auo?s roºs rexed ruxoës avvetotéval, kal rà

5ta\exruxſ, X &a et rºw teparukhv dvayw

Yhy avvéreo6au dvdykm. Taffra yap löl

ws ka0alpovra kai rexeloſivra rd rvev

puarixów 5xmua rās Moyukſis Wv2.7s, rås

Fuév tºuxſis ovšwtas ačrd xwplºet, trpós 68

rºw rāv kaðapów irvevudraw ovvovortav čwt

rmöelws exeu m'apaakevdźet. M3, ka0

apöv Yāp ka9apot, €4 drreotal otº &rri

6éus.—Hierocl. in Aur. Carm. p. 222

(Needham).

Toérous yúp kal rô ràs drobedoews

dróxeiral yèpas' émel els yévos beſºv of

6éus dºptkvetabat &A\p, # tº krºgakévº

d'Aff0eway uèv kal dperºv čv Wuxi, kaðapó

rmra öé év rº tryevuartkº airfis &xi;ſtart.

—Ibid. p. 226.

* The following from Proclus was pro

bably in the mind of our author, the refer

ence to Zoroaster belonging only to "Eart

kal elädºxº, K.T.M.

'Em eigh 38 ºxaarov aſſºrów, rºw ºrrā

Xéyw orwudraw, exet Öttrip whv, thv Plºv

dxºpwrov, rhy 6é xwpwrhy, kal Thy plºw

voepāv kal ép' éavrìs löpuuévny ineptovikós,

rhv 38 wepl rô orápa uept;opuévny kal avy

éxovoay atrö kal kwoto av, kal karð uèv

raúrmy ºwóv čari, kar' ékely my 3é 6eós, òta

kplvan dupôrepa raſra & IIAdraw, kal dºs

d'A\o uèv # 6ela Wuxi, kal voepå kal divek

qoirmos rāv vonrów, d\\0 &é rô fºov to

émpriluévov abrås, whv exov dir' ékelvins

kal etów Mov ć kelv ms, Öeoploſs té, p.mouv,

(sc. & IIXàrwy) éuyūzots 8e0évra fºa €yev

whön kal rô mporrax9èv čuaffe.—Procl. in

Plat. Tim. 26o E.

* Quoted from a metrical composition,

falsely attributed to Zoroaster. Vide ua

7tzá Abya rāv dró roß Zwpodarpov uáywy

(Tiletanus, 4to, Paris, 1538). The work

consists of only 60 lines, and the above is

the 27th.

• pºem ennºn The De Vita et

Morte Mosis, two Rabbinical works, were

edited, with a Latin translation and notes,

by Gilbertus Gaulmyn (Paris, 1629).

Pages 4oo—409 (of the notes) contain a

brief exposition of the Jewish doctrine

respecting the soul. Besides the above,

attributed to Zoroaster, the following is

quoted (p. 406) from a Jewish writer,

Meir Aliabi: enabon now. ss bas

ºn nnne- nº nºne nºw pºem

bin ºn n×n nºnry Bºnn run sin,

: hººn) “There departs together with

herº, the soul) pºem chaºpm–

“vestimentum interius”—which she had

while in the body. Now this is nin

Dºnn—“spiritus vitae"—intermediate be

tween the soul and the body.'
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whereby the Divinity comprehends its own essence, pene

trating all that immensity of being which itself is. The

first may be attained to in this life; but the second, in its

full perfection, we cannot reach in this life, because this

knowledge ariseth out of a blissful union with God Him

self, which therefore they are wont to call étaqºv roſ,

vontoº-‘a contact of intellectual being;' and sometimes

avropavetav, or étrigoxºv aurorructiv-that is, (that I may

phrase it in the Scripture words) “a beholding of God face

to face';’ which is that arcanum facierum the Jewish

writers speak of , which we cannot attain to while we

continue in this concrete and bodily state. And so, when

Moses desired to behold the face of God, that is, as the

Jews understand it, that a distinct idea of the Divine

essence might be imprinted upon his mind, God told him,

“No man can see me, and live”;’ that is, no man in this

corruptible state is capable of attaining to this avropävsta,

or visio facierum, as Maimonides expounds it: ‘the under

standing of the living man, who is compounded of body

and soul, is utterly unable clearly to apprehend the Divine

essence, to see it as it is".’ And so St Paul distinguisheth

the knowledge of this life, as taken in this complex sense,

and of the life to come: that “now we see 3' agrºpov—in

1 1 Cor. xiii. 12. ‘What is that which Moses sought to

a D'Sºn Tºp

* Exod. xxxiii. 20.

* xyn', ºn- he'p typnty nº no

y1", typn Tinns ns Ny ºwnn ºpsºn

nºn-v -ly nºnpn be nºs"son nnos

bºsm tº ims ny” po sº yin"

sypxy ibn Innis MPPn) ºf nsºry

bºxn - Nyro, Yny-lº -inex º'Nºn in N

nN’sp nºn': ºn- he'p ºp: Tº

nN’sp -stºp ºn nºnex nº-pn

nº Nyron nnnsky Tºy Ty D'NYor

ny in nº lºst nºnpm Yawm Rºn

vex. Fºr nºnp Rinty "nn Disn

: Yºnin by nt in nnox ºwn?

—Maim. de Fundam. Legis, cap. 1, § Io.

attain unto, when he said, “Shew me, I

pray thee, thy glory?" He sought to

know the real nature of the essence of

God, so that it might be known to his un

derstanding, just as the knowledge of any

man whose face has been seen, and whose

form has been impressed on the mind

renders that man distinct from the rest of

men. So Moses desired that the essential

character of the Deity might be fixed in

his mind, so as to be distinguished from

other essences, and that he might have a

clear idea of its nature. But God answer

ed him, The understanding of the living

man, &c."
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a glass'," which is continually sullied and darkened, while

we look into it, by the breathing of our animal fancies,

passions, and imaginations upon it; and év aivtyuart—

darkly: ‘but we shall see then trpóawtrov rpós Tpégorov–

face to face”;’ which is the translation of the Hebrew

phrase tº ºn bº. And, in the like manner, does

a Greek philosopher compare these two sorts of knowledge

which the soul hath of God in this life, and in that to

come:– The soul will reckon all this knowledge of God

which we have here, by way of science, but like a fable or

parable, when once it is in conjunction with the Father,

feasting upon truth itself, and beholding God in the pure

rays of His own divinity".' I shall conclude all with that

which St Paul expressly tells us: ‘flesh and blood cannot

inherit the kingdom of God";’ where, by ‘flesh and blood,'

he seems to mean nothing

plex and compounded state

* An expression familiar to the Jews,

as well as the phrase trpóowrov trpès

rpóawtrov. Wid. Schoettgen. Hor. Heb.

Cf. Discourse on Prophecy, c. ii. ad fin.

* I Cor. xiii. 12.

• That is 'nº-p nisson nisºsp

*WXbN “in propria persona, coram, abs

que medio,” as Maimonides explains the

phrase (Exod. xxxi. 11). “And the Lord

spake to Moses, face to face.” More

Nevoch. Pars I. c. 37.

* Proclus has also supplied this pas

sage, as well as several of the preceding

ideas and expressions.

'Emeiàº, Y&p # eſpects' # uév drö Tów

rpºrav ćrrl trpoioſora kar' étrº at #4, mºv,

# 6é diró rôv 6evrépwy karū āvāuwmaw ööet

ovara, thy uév diró rôv trpºrav evpeaw. Xa

Xerºv dy palms, Övört Tſis àxporárms exeral

6ewptash ráv uerašč Švvauéwy eſpeats. Thy

3é drö rôy 6evrépwy 6\lyov Šča, ºpdvat

raúrms XaXen wrépav. ...áXXà bet kal

rºw Wuxhv kóguov woepèv Yiyvouévny kal

ëpow6eforay rhy 6övapuv ré ÖAº kal vomſø

xögug trporáyew éavrºv tº troumri, toº

ravrds, ék 68 rās mporaywyſis olkew8ivat

else but man in this com

of soul and body—I mean

rws abré Suá ràs avvexods étrºpox?s.

# yåp döudkoros évépyewa repl Kaarov čk

kaAetral kal diva; wirupeſ roºs év huſv Xó

Tovs 6tá 6é rās olkewºoews els riv 0&pav

karaoTăoav rod trarpós éva,0ñval trpós at

Töv. rotiro Yáp éarty h eipegus, rô évruxelv

aúró, rö éva,0íval, rô uðvny uðvø ovyye

vérbal, rô rās a troºpave las rvXe?v,

diró tria ms àXXms évepºyelas el's é

ke?vov & pir do a gav čavrºv, &re ka?

roºs é ºr to rmuovu ko Ös X6') ov's A &6 ov's

#7 ja et at a v votia a 7 (3 trarp l k a l

a vyeo rºw uév m rijv d'Aff0e tav roſ, 8v

ros, kal év a tºy fi kaðapá kaðapós 6A6

k\mpa kal drpepam pavráquata uvouévn.

ró puév obv et peſv rotóvãe ri éo riv, oùX #

60%aaruki) etpeats' dupl;30\os ydp ağrm

kal of trópºw rās d\óyov twis' otö’ # &mi

armuovukň' ovX\oywrix) yöp airm kal atºw

6eros kal oëk épárrera, tºs roſ, voepoſ,

3muoupyo0 voepás otolas' d\\' # karð rºv

érigoxijv rºw at rottukºv kal rºw

étra pºv to 0 vom roſ, kal rºv čvajorw rºv

rpès rêv Šmuoupyuköv votiv.–Procl. in Plat.

Tim. 92 B–D.

* I Cor. xv. 50.
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corruptible, earthy, body': and it was a common peri

phrasis of this àv6pwros 3 troA's amongst the Jews”: in

the like sense is adpå kal afua—‘flesh and blood,' in those

and other places in the New Testament used, where this

phrase occurs, viz. Matth. xvi. 17; Gal. i. 16; Ephes. vi.

12; Heb. ii. 14. But, in opposition to this gross earthy

body, the apostle speaks of adua rvevuartków—‘a spiritual

body", such as shall “put on incorruption and immor

tality", and, consequently, differing from that body which

here makes up this compounded animal being: and, ac

cordingly, our Saviour speaks of ‘the children of the

resurrection,’ that “they neither marry nor are given in

marriage, nor can they die any more, but are lady'yeXot”,'

or, as it is in St Matthew and Mark, as āy-yeXot toº

GeoD, “as the angels of God;’ and so the Jewish writers

are wont to use the same phrase to express the state

of glory by, viz. that then good men shall be sicut angeli

ministerii".

* Wide Hammond in loco. * Ibid. ver. 53.

2 D1) ºn * Luke xx. 36.

* I Cor. xv. 44. s nºtyn ºn
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The nature of prophecy.—The different degrees of the prophetical spirit.—The dif.

ference of prophetical dreams from all other dreams recorded in Scripture.—The

difference of the true prophetical spirit from enthusiastical imposture.—What the
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For prophecy came not in old time by the will of man; but holy men of God spake

as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. 2 Pet. i. 21.

IIpopſirms totav učv obôèv drop64yyeral, d\\örpta 3& wavra tºrmzoövros érépov.
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8è orogº raûr' épapuðrret, €mel kal uévos Spyavov 6.e00 éarw #x00v, Kpověſtevow kal

rAmrrðuevow dopdraws br' atroſ. Philo Jud. Tom. Iv. p. 116.





OF

PRO PHE CY.

CHAPTER I.

That prophecy is the way whereby revealed truth is dispensed and con

veyed to us. Man's mind capable of conversing and being acquainted,

as well with revealed or positive truth, as with natural truth. Truths

of natural inscription may be excited in us, and cleared to us, by

means of prophetical influence. That the Scripture frequently accom

modates itself to vulgar apprehension, and speaks of things in the

greatest way of condescension.

Hºyº G spoken to those principles of natural theo

+ logy which have the most proper and necessary

influence upon life and practice, and are most pregnant

with moral goodness; we come now to consider those

pieces of revealed truth which tend, most of all, to foment

and cherish true and real piety.

But, before we fall expressly into any strict inquiry

concerning them, it may not be amiss to examine how,

and in what manner, this kind of truth, which depends

solely upon the free will of God, is manifested unto

mankind; and so treat a little concerning Prophecy—

which, indeed, is the only way whereby this kind of

truth can be dispensed to us. For though our own

reason and understanding carry all natural truth neces

sary for practice in any sort, engraven upon themselves,

and folded up in their own essences more immediately, as

being the first participations of the Divine Mind con

sidered in its own eternal nature: yet positive truth can

only be made known to us by a free influx of the Divine

Mind upon our minds and understandings. And as it

ariseth out of nothing else but the free pleasure of the
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Divinity, so, without any natural determination, it freely

shines upon the souls of men where and when it listeth,

hiding its light from them, or displaying it forth upon

them, as it pleaseth.

Yet the souls of men are as capable of conversing

with it, though it do not naturally arise out of the

fecundity of their own understandings, as they are with

any sensible and external objects. And as our sensations

carry the notions of material things to our understandings,

which before were unacquainted with them; so there is

some analogical way, whereby the knowledge of Divine

Truth may also be revealed to us. For so we may call,

as well that historical truth of corporeal and material

things, which we are informed of by our senses, truth of

revelation, as that Divine Truth of which we now speak:

and, therefore, we may have as certain and infallible a

way of being acquainted with the one, as with the other.

And God, having so contrived the nature of our souls,

that we may converse one with another, and inform one

another of things we knew not before, would not make us

so deaf to His Divine voice that breaks the rocks, and

rends the mountains asunder; He would not make us

so undisciplinable in divine things, as that we should not

be capable of receiving any impressions from Himself of

those things with which we were before unacquainted.

And this way of communicating truth to the souls of

men is originally nothing else but prophetical or enthu

siastical; and so we may take notice of the general nature

of Prophecy.

Though I would not all this while be mistaken, as if

I thought no natural truth might be, by the means of

prophetical influence, awakened within us, and cleared up

to us, or that we could not, lumine prophetico, behold the

“truths of natural inscription;' for, indeed, one main end

and scope of the prophetical spirit seems to be the quick
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ening up of our minds to a more lively converse with

those eternal truths of reason, which commonly lie buried

in so much fleshly obscurity within us, that we discern

them not. And, therefore, the Scripture treats, not only

of those pieces of truth which are the results of God's

free counsels, but also of those which are most akin and

allied to our own understandings, and that in the greatest

way of condescension that may be, speaking to the weak

est sort of men in the most vulgar sort of dialect: which

it may not be amiss to take a little notice of

Divine truth hath its humiliation and eacinanition, as

well as its eacaltation. Divine truth becomes many times

in Scripture incarnate, debasing itself to assume our rude

conceptions, that so it might converse more freely with us,

and infuse its own Divinity into us'. God having been

pleased herein to manifest Himself not more jealous of

His own glory, than He is (as I may say) zealous of our

good. Nos non habemus aures, sicut Deus habet linguam.

If He should speak in the language of eternity, who could

understand Him, or interpret His meaning? or if He

should have declared His truth to us, only in a way of

the purest abstraction that human souls are capable of,

how should then the more rude and illiterate sort of men

have been able to apprehend it? Truth is content, when

it comes into the world, to wear our mantles, to learn our

language; to conform itself, as it were, to our dress and

fashions: it affects not that state, or fastus, which the

disdainful rhetorician sets out his style withal—non Taren

tinis aut Siculis hape scribimus; but it speaks with the

most idiotical sort of men in the most idiotical way, and

* In Holy Scripture terms with which a rich banquet, trees whose fruits never

we are familiar are employed to aid our fail, and living fountains of waters figure

understanding of things beyond our com- the bliss of heaven; while the never-dying

prehension. The eye and the hand or worm and the continually replenished fire

arm are there associated with the idea of of the Jewish Hinnom shadow forth the

the omnipresence and omnipotence of God; torments of hell.
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becomes all things to all men, as every son of truth

should do, for their good. This was well observed in

that old cabalistical axiom among the Jews—lumen super

mum nunquam descendit sine indumento". And therefore,

it may be, the best way to understand the true sense and

meaning of the Scripture, is not rigidly to examine it

upon philosophical interrogatories, or to bring it under

the scrutiny of school definitions and distinctions. It

speaks not to us so much in the tongue of the learned

philosophers of the world, as in the plainest and most

vulgar dialect that may be. This the Jews constantly

observed and took notice of; and, therefore, it was one

common rule among them for a true understanding of the

Scripture, lea, loquitur lingua filiorum hominum”, which

Maimonides expounds thus: quicquid homines ab initio

cogitationis suae intelligentia et imaginatione sua possunt

assequi, id, in Scriptura, attribuitur Creatori". And,

therefore, we find almost all corporeal properties attri

buted to God in Scripture, quia vulgus hominum ab initio

cogitationis entitatem non apprehendunt, nisi in rebus cor

poreis—as the same author observes". But such of them

as sound imperfection in vulgar ears, as eating and drink

ing, and the like, these (saith he) the Scripture nowhere

attributes to Him". The reason of this plain and idiomati

cal style of Scripture it may be worth our farther taking

* In this general maxim, reference is

had to those borrowed expressions, in

speaking of the Deity, whereby His nature

is, as it were, veiled from us. As when it

is said of God, that He walked in the gar

den in the cool of the day; that the hea

ven is His throne, and the earth His foot

stool; that His mouth hath spoken it;

that the heavens are the work of His

fingers; that there was darkness under

His feet; that He clothed Himself with

light, with righteousness, with vengeance,

&c.—Vid. “Cabalistarum selectiona ob

scurioraque Dogmata a Joanne Pico ex

cerpta.’ Venetiis MDLXIX. (pp. 161, 2.)

*: DTN ºn hºn inn nºn

Vid. Talm. Babylon. Jebamoth, fol. 71 a.

et passim ; Maimon. de Fundam. Legis,

cap. I. § 14.

• Fºxy bis ºn nº nºn nºn

tº bºx ºn? Yep Rºy no 55 ºn nt

Rin natynon nºnna Ynys) nonn

: Hºyn' sma', "Nºn be nex More

Nevochim, Pars I. c. 26. (Cf. De Fundam.

Legis, cap. I. § 14.)

“nnºnpm nºnna honn ºv, Nº. 5

: Taba Deº, DR - nisºsp Ibid.

5 Ibid.
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notice of, as it is laid down by the forenamed author:

‘For this reason the law speaks according to the language

of the sons of men, because it is the most commodious

and easy way of initiating and teaching children, women,

and the common people, who have not ability to appre

hend things according to the very nature and essence of

them'." Again: “And if we were not led to the know

ledge of things by examples and similitudes, but were put

to learn and understand all things in their formal notions

and essential definitions, and were to believe nothing but

upon preceding demonstrations; then we may well think

that (seeing this cannot be done but after long prepara

tions) the greater part of men would be at the conclusion

of their days, before they could know whether there be a

God or no?,’ &c. Hence is that axiom so frequent among

the Jewish doctors: ‘Great is the power of the prophets,

who, while they looked down upon these sensible and

conspicable things, were able to furnish out the notion of

intelligible and inconspicable beings thereby, to the rude

senses of illiterate people”.'

The Scripture was not writ for sagacious and abstracted

minds only, or philosophical heads; for then how few

are there that should have been taught the true know

ledge of God thereby ? ‘Vidi filios canaculi, et erant

pauci,” was an ancient Jewish proverb". We are not

1 nºnn nºn-l'Til nºbn Nºn nx1)

ºnnn, n>\p pn-nº...ons ºn hºn

55) bºn) bºnyxh nnix mp3%) nn

"En bºna in panº Dnºn "R. Dyn

: DnnoR Pars I. c. 33.

a nºnpri is by nyn º ºn. Nº ºx!

-in-1 5s ºn vºn Nº bºp blen

onnin bºrn ºwn annie Rºs Seph

prºnº, nºne non prºsna) bºr’syn

*ns ºbs ºvex ºr nt) neph in

nº ni Nºno nºn non-Rn nysnn

mºst vºn yn' Rº Dn) bºxsm an

: nºbs ºx is pºlyn Ibid. Pars I. c. 34.

So far (says Maimonides) from the du

ration of human life being sufficient to

enable a man to become acquainted with

the properties and qualities of God with

out the assistance afforded by similitudes

and allegories, it would, in the generality

of instances, prove inadequate to assure

him of the very existence of the Deity.

a prºp brity bºnxº no ºil

: msy", msn More Nevoch. Pars 1.

c. 46. The words are taken, as Mai

monides says, from the Bereshith Rabba

(§ 27). Wid. note on the same quotation

in the next chapter.

• "byp in nºby ºn 'n'sh Talm.
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always rigidly to adhere to the very letter of the text.

There is a tº and a ºne, in the Scripture, as the Jewish

interpreters observe. We must not think that it always

gives us formal definitions of things, for it speaks com

monly according to vulgar apprehension: as when it tells

of ‘the ends of the heaven", which now almost every

idiot knows hath no ends at all. So when it tells us that

“God breathed into man the breath of life, and man be

came a living soul"; the expression is very idiomatical as

may be, and seems to comply with that vulgar conceit,

that the soul of man is nothing else but a kind of vital

breath or air: and yet the immortality thereof is evidently

alluded to in setting forth a double original of the two

parts of man, his body and his soul; the one of which is

brought in as arising up out of the dust of the earth, the

other as proceeding from the breath of God Himself.

So we find very vulgar expressions concerning God

Himself, besides those which attribute sensation and

motion to Him, as when He is set forth as “riding upon

the wings of the wind;’ ‘riding upon the clouds;’ ‘sitting

in heaven,' and the like; which seem to determine His

indifferent Omnipresence to some peculiar place: whereas,

indeed, such passages as these can be fetched from nothing

else but those gross apprehensions which the generality of

men have of God, as being most there, from whence the

objects of dread and admiration most of all Smite and

insinuate themselves into their senses, as they do from the

air, clouds, winds, or heaven. So, the state of hell and

misery is set forth by such denominations as were most apt

to strike a terror into the minds of men; and, accordingly,

it is called catus gigantum—the place where all those old

Babylon. Succah, fol. 45 b. Sanhed. fol. stead of ‘cºnvul, Munk translates

97 b. The phrase is quoted by Maimoni- nºby by “elevationis,' ‘les gens d'éléva.

des (More Nevoch. Pars I. cap. 34 sub tion.’ Vid. Le Guide des Egarés.

init.) In the Talmud the words are at- * Psal. xix. 6. Matt. xxiv. 31.

tributed to R. Simeon Ben Jochai. In- * Gen. ii. 7.
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giants, whom divine vengeance pursued in the general

deluge, were assembled together; as it is well observed by

a late author of our own upon the words: ‘The man that

wandereth out of the way of understanding,’ in coetu gi

gantum commorabitur". And, accordingly, we find the

state and condition of these expressed thus: gigantes

gemunt sub aquis, et qui habitant cum iis. Nudus est

infernus coram illo, et mullum est operimentum perditioni,

as the vulgar Latin renders it. ‘The giants groan under

the waters, and they that dwell with them. Hell is naked

before Him, (that is, God,) and destruction hath no cover

ing”.’ In like manner, our Saviour sets forth hell as a

great valley of fire, like that of Hinnom, which was pre

pared with a great deal of skill, to torture and torment the

devils in. Again, we find heaven set forth sometimes as

a place of continual banqueting, where, according to the

Jewish customs, they should lie down in one another's

bosoms at a perpetual feast: sometimes, as a Paradise

furnished with all kinds of delight and pleasure. Again,

when the Scripture would intimate God's seriousness and

reality in any thing, it brings Him in as ordering it a

great while ago, before the foundation of the world was

laid, as if He more regarded that than the building of the

world.

I might instance in many more things of this nature,

wherein the philosophical or physical nature and literal

verity of things cannot so reasonably be supposed to be

set forth to us, as the moral and theological. But I shall

leave this argument, and now come more precisely to

* Prov. xxi. 16. The man that wan

dereth out of the way of understanding

shall remain in, the congregation of the

dead. B'sen ºnpa in catu Gigan.

tum.”—Jos. Mede in Diatrib.

* Job xxvi. 5, 6. Probably the trans

lation of b"NEn by “gigantes’ is incor

rect, as well as the interpretation of both

the above passages as indicative of the

torments of hell, rather than of the state

of the dead. The bise of which Job

speaks, need not be considered as synony

mous with the “hell’ compared by our

Saviour with the valley of Hinnom.—Wid.

Lee, note on Job xxvi. 5, 6.
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consider the nature of Prophecy, by which God flows in

upon the minds of men, extrinsically to their own proper

operations, and conveys truth immediately from Himself

into them.

CHAPTER II.

That the prophetical spirit did not always manifest itself with the same

clearness and evidence. The gradual difference of divine illumination

between Moses, the Prophets, and the Hagiographi. A general survey

of the nature of prophecy, properly so called. Of the joint impressions

and operations of the understanding and fancy in prophecy. Of

the four degrees of prophecy. The difference between a vision and a

dream.

UT before we do this, we shall briefly premise some

thing in general concerning that gradual variety

whereby these divine enthusiasms were discovered to the

prophets of old. The prophetical spirit did not always

manifest itself eodem vigore luminis—with the same clear

ness and evidence, in the same exaltation of its light: but

sometimes that light was more strong and vivid, some

times more wan and obscure; which seems to be insinu

ated in that passage, ‘God, who in time past spake unto

the fathers by the prophets,’ Toxvuepſos kai troXvrpóTws".

So, we find an evident difference of prophetical illumina

tion asserted in Scripture between Moses and the rest of

the prophets; “And there arose not a prophet since, in

Israel, like unto Moses, whom the Lord knew face to face”:'

which words have a manifest reference to that which God

Himself, in a more public and open way, declared con

cerning Moses, upon occasion of some arrogant speeches

of Aaron and Miriam, who would equalize their own

Heb. i. 1. In portions, not altoge- the prophets, and sometimes by voice from

ther, and that sometimes by visions or by heaven.—Hammond in loco.

dreams, sometimes by the oracle, some- * Deut. xxxiv. Io.

times by the coming of His Spirit upon
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degree of prophecy to that of Moses. “And the Lord came

down in the pillar of the cloud, and stood in the door of

the tabernacle, and called Aaron and Miriam ; and they

both came forth: and He said, Hear My words; if there

be a prophet among you, I the Lord will make Myself

known unto him in a vision, and will speak unto him in a

dream. My servant Moses is not so, who is faithful in all

Mine house; with him will I speak mouth to mouth, even

apparently, and not in dark speeches; and the similitude

of the Lord shall he behold. Wherefore then were ye not

afraid to speak against My servant Moses'?' In these

words, that degree of Divine illumination, whereby God

made Himself known to Moses, seems to be set forth as

something transcendent to the prophetical illumination:

and so the phrase of the New Testament is wont to dis

tinguish between Moses and the Prophets, as if, indeed,

Moses had been greater than any prophet. But, besides

this gradual difference between Moses and the Prophets,

there is another difference very famous amongst the Jewish

writers between the Prophets and the Hagiographi; which

hagiographi were supposed, by them, to be much inferior

to the prophets. But what this difference between them

was, we shall endeavour to show more fully hereafter.

Having briefly premised this, and glanced at a three

fold inspiration relating to Moses, the Prophets, and the

Hagiographi; we shall first of all inquire into the nature of

that which is peculiarly, amongst the Jews, called pro

phetical. And this is thus defined to us by Maimonides:

“The true essence of prophecy is nothing else but an in

fluence from the Deity first upon the rational, and after

wards upon the imaginative faculty, by the mediation of

the active intellect”.’ This definition belongs, indeed, to

* Numb. xii. 5–8. nºnn ºn-in non by by En ºwn

a NYn innºnp) nºnxm nnoR "5 y” : nonph no by vetº. º ºnnès)

nysosº Hºyn Ben nsp very yety More Neroch. Pars II. c. 36 ad init.

N 2
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prophecy as it is technically so called, and distinguished

by Maimonides, both from that degree of Divine illumina

tion which was above it, which the masters constantly

attribute to Moses, and from that other degree inferior to

it, which they call wºn mn—Spiritus Sanctus—that

Holy Spirit that moved in the souls of the hagiographi.

But Rabbi Joseph Albo hath given us a wider descrip

tion, so as to take in also the gradus Mosaicus: ‘Prophecy

is an influence from God upon the rational faculty, either

by the mediation of the fancy or otherwise: and this

influence, whether by the ministry of an angel or other

wise, makes a man to know such things as, by his natural

abilities, he could not attain to the knowledge of.”

Though here, our author seems too much to have strait

ened the latitude of prophetical influence, whereby (as we

intimated before) not only those pieces of divine truth

may be communicated to the souls of men, which are not

contained within their own ideas, but also those may be

excited, which have a necessary connexion with, and de

pendence upon, reason.

But the main thing that we shall observe in this

description is, that faculty or power of the soul, upon

which these extraordinary impressions of divine light or

influence are made; which, in all proper prophecy, is both

the rational and imaginative power. For, in this case,

they supposed the imaginative power to be set forth as a

stage, upon which certain visa and simulacra were repre

sentedto their understandings, just indeed as they are to

1 by Than Denp very yety Rºn

nyxoskin DN DTN-, -Y/N ºn--in non

by nº y Typ Ynºn DRY nonpm nºn

when conversions of the Jews to Christi

anity were of frequent occurrence. The

object of its learned and philosophical

Dºxy N. Dºnn" inºrin N TNºry *T*

: psyn Dynº DTNm when I's

—Rabbi Joseph Albo, De Fundamentis

Fidei, Lib. III. cap. 8, sub fin.

The work referred to here, and in

various subsequent pages, was composed

early in the fifteenth century, at a time

author was to put a stop to such con

versions, by a brief exposition of the

articles of the Jewish faith, and an attack

upon the leading tenets of the Christian

religion.—Wid. Bartoloccii Bibliothecam

Magnam Rabbinicam, Tom. III. p. 796.
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us in our common dreams; only that the understandings

of the prophets were always kept awake and strongly

acted upon by God in the midst of these apparitions, to

see the intelligible mysteries in them, and so, in these

types and shadows, which were symbols of some spiritual

things, to behold the antitypes themselves: which is the

meaning of that old maxim of the Jews which we formerly

cited out of Maimonides; Magna est virtus, seu fortitudo,

prophetarum qui assimilant formam cum formante eam'.

But in case the imaginative faculty be not thus set forth

as the scene of all prophetical illumination, but only the

impressions of things, nakedly, without any schemes or

pictures, be made immediately upon the understanding

itself, then is it reckoned to be the gradus Mosaicus,

wherein God speaks, as it were, ‘face to face’—of which

more hereafter.

Accordingly R. Albo, in the book before cited”, hath

distinguished prophecy into these four degrees”. The first

and lowest of all is, when the imaginative power is most

predominant, so that the impressions made upon it are

too busy, and the scene becomes too turbulent for the

rational faculty to discern the true mystical and ana

gogical sense of them clearly; and in this case the enthu

siasms spend themselves extremely in parables, similitudes,

and allegories, in a dark and obscure manner, as is very

1 The images formed in the minds of

the prophets were a divine revelation to

them, and were no less the creation of

God than was the imaginative faculty

itself. The prophets, while they abhorred

the idea of attributing anything corporeal

to the Deity, nevertheless scrupled not to

represent Him by means of such images,

and so to compare the Creator with the

thing created. In this consisted their

‘virtus seu fortitudo.’ “Les prophètes

ont eu une grande hardiesse d'assimiler

ensemble la créature et son Createur.”—

Vide Munk, Le Guide des Égarés, Tom. I.

p. 166. Cf. note 3, p. 175.

* De Fundam. Fidei, Lib. III. c. 10.

* Another and fuller distribution of

the degrees of Prophecy may be found in

Maimonides (More Nevoch. Pars II. c. 45).

They are there made to be eleven in num

ber, and are arranged according to the

mode in which the inspiration was given,

e.g. by “the Spirit of the Lord,” “the

Word of the Lord,” “an angel in a vision,”

&c. He had previously distributed them

with respect to the imaginative and the

rational power of the prophet. — More

Nevoch. Pars II. c. 36.
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manifest in the prophecies of Zechariah, and many of

those of Ezekiel, as also those of Daniel: where, though

we have first the outward frame of things dramatically set

forth so potently in the prophet's fancy, as that his mind

was not at the same time capable of the mystical meaning,

yet that was afterwards made known to him, but yet with

much obscurity still attending it.

This declining state of prophecy the Jews supposed

then principally to have been, and this divine illu

mination to have been then setting in the horizon of

the Jewish Church, when they were carried captive

into Babylon. All this we may take a little more fully

from our author himself: “Every prophet that is of a

strong, sagacious, and piercing understanding, will appre

hend the thing nakedly without any similitude; whence

it comes to pass that all his sayings prove distinct and

clear, and free from all obscurity, having a literal truth in

them: but the words of a prophet of an inferior rank or

degree, are obscure, inwrapped in riddles and parables,

and, therefore, have not a literal but allegorical truth

contained in them'.' Thus he. And so afterwards, ac

cording to the general opinion of the Jewish masters, he

tells us that after the captivity, in the twilight of pro

phecy, Ezekiel began to speak altogether in riddles and

parables”; and so he himself complains to God: ‘Ah

Lord God, they say of me, Doth he not speak para

bles???

The second degree which our forementioned author

1 ºn in ivy, nitynn pin Rine, ºp

*n-1 snº ºp" nºnsync, no E
nº nº pºp)nb "nºn) bºnNYap

npº Rinty Rºn) plves bºnps

º Yº-Yº". Ninº n×n-Ton hypo

n??)Fº "nº bºrn nºnº

jºyſ E- ºnx bºo Dºnos ºn Nº.

: Hahn inn pºn

sub init.

Lib. III. cap. 17.

* Inn ºn Rºx n-nºbspin' Rson

"nº nyºn bºon nano nºn nºbyn

Dº no bynnxty Ty been bºnes

Rºn 5 bººps nºn nos) Thºn"

: sºn Eººp ºpp “You will find

Ezekiel, inasmuch as his prophecies were

delivered after the captivity, speaking in

parables and riddles, not true according

to their literal signification; wherefore he

complains to God, saying, &c.’—Ibid.

* Ezek. xx. 49.
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makes of prophecy is, when the strength of the imagina

tive and rational powers equally balance each other.

The third is, when the rational power is most pre

dominant; in which case (as we heard before) the mind

of the prophet is able to strip those things, that are repre

sented to it in the glass of fancy, of all their materiality

and sensible nature, and apprehend them more distinctly

in their own naked essence.

The last and highest is the gradus Mosaicus, in which

all imagination ceaseth, and the representation of truth

descends not so low as the imaginative part, but is made

in the highest stage of reason and understanding.

But we shall hereafter speak more fully concerning

the several degrees of prophetical inspiration, and discourse

more particularly of the Ruach hakkodesh'; the highest

degree of prophecy or gradus Mosaicus”; and Bath Kol,

or the lowest degree of prophecy".

Seeing, then, that generally, all prophecy or prophetical

enthusiasm lies in the joint impressions and operations of

both these forementioned faculties, the Jews were wont to

understand that passage in Numbers" as generally deci

phering the state or degree of prophecy, by which God

would discover Himself to all those prophets that ever

should arise up amongst them, or ever had been, except

Moses and the Messiah. And there are only these two

ways declared, whereby God would reveal Himself to every

other prophet—either in a vision or a dream"; both which

are perpetually attended with such visa and simulacra

1 Chap. vii. * Chap. xi. name will not be revealed to him in spe

* Chap. x.

* “If there be a prophet among you,

I the Lord will make Myself known unto

him in a vision, and will speak unto him

in a dream. My servant Moses is not

so.” Numb. xii. Jarchi's comment is as

follows: yºy nº 's ºpe, nj×y

: ºn bºni Rºsny-sprisºnºpepsin

“The Divine presence (Shecinah) of My

culo lucido, but in a dream or vision.’

The expression in speculo lucido refers

particularly to the revelations made by

God to Moses.

a nºn-p bna tºpºnn ºxy brº

:=\bna is nºnpa...ES5 nslaxm
“In istis duabus partibus, somnio et visione,

continentur omnes prophetiae gradus.'

More Nevoch. Pars II. c. 36.
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sensibilia as must needs be impressed upon common

sense or fancy, whereby the prophets seemed to have all

their senses waking and exercising their several functions,

though indeed all was but scenical or dramatical. Ac

cording to this two-fold way of divine inspiration, the

prophet Joel foretels the nature of that prophetical Spirit

that should be poured out in the latter times"; and in

Jeremiah we have the false prophets brought in as endea

vouring apishly to imitate the true prophets of God, in

fortifying their fancies by the power of divination, that

they might talk of dreams and visions when they came

among the people”.

Now for the difference between these two—a dream

and a vision—it seems rather to lie in circumstantials

than in any thing essential; and therefore Maimonides

tells us, that in a dream a voice was frequently heard,

which was not usual in a vision”. But the representation

of divine things by some sensible images or some narra

tive voice must needs be in them both. But yet the Jews

are wont to make a vision superior to a dream, as repre

senting things more to the life—which, indeed, seizeth

* “Your sons and your daughters to be of the character of prophetic visions.”

shall prophesy, your old men shall dream Abarbanel in loco.

dreams, your young men shall see visions,’ * Jer. xiv. 14.

Joel ii. 28. D">"Yo ºn a NYT inNY->NTº Yº 3 TNºno-, m-n}^N) nºnlinn nºnSºl nº

"nsity \ps nºR1-2 msno, "Nīn, Bºn Ev in ºis Ebna winns ºbs

plbna vºns ºs msnba mini Fºnº, Ecº Tº Bºni hiºn

nºn-pºppon ºps tº a nais nºs' sºn inveyin 55&n nº-in

D'jptnº Dñi, NYon Yº'N mRYixin msnonry-Rin Nº......ymns YºsnRhon

Thi"N]-}n. Thibºn? YE!" Emine : Dºnro ºn", yoºyº Therefore the Law

Dny Sºnº, nºn? Dºnnan) clearly explained, saying, “In a vision I

: Th"Niji" "Nºon "po “Inasmuch as will make known myself to him, in a

prophecy consists of two kinds, the pro
dream I will speak with him;" connecting

phetic dream and the prophetic vision, as
- - speech with the dream only, and assigning

was declared in the Law, I will* to the vision the union of the intellect and

myself known unto him in a visiºn, * its influence. This is the meaning of the

will speak unto him in a dream,” there- expression, “In a vision I will make

fore it is here said with reference to the known myself to him”......while it is not

number of degrees of prophecy which you declared that in a vision he (i.e. the pro

find therein, that the old men among them phet) hears any thing from God.”—More

shall attain to prophetic dreams, and the Neroch. Pars II. c. 45.

young men to sights which they shall see
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upon the prophet while he is awake, but it no sooner sur

priseth him than all his external senses are bound; and so

it often declines into a true dream, as Maimonides, in the

place forenamed", proves by the example of Abraham,

where the vision in which God had appeared to him (as

it is related Gen. xv. 1) passed into a sleep: “And when

the sun was going down, a deep sleep fell upon Abram;

and, lo, a horror of great darkness fell upon him”.’ These

words seem to be nothing else but a description of that

passage which he had, by sleep, out of his vision into a

dream.

Now to these ecstatical impressions, whereby the ima

gination and mind of the prophet was thus ravished from

itself, and was made subject wholly to some agent intel

lect informing it and shining upon it, I suppose St Paul

had respect. “Now we see & Gaëttpov čv aivtyuart—by a

glass, in riddles or parables”;' for so he seems to compare

the highest illuminations which we have here, with that

constant irradiation of the Divinity upon the souls of men

in the life to come: and this glassing of divine things by

hieroglyphics and emblems in the fancy which he speaks

of, was the proper way of prophetical inspiration.

For the further clearing of this, I shall take notice of

one passage more out of a Jewish writer, that is, R. Bechai,

concerning this present argument. Voluit Deus assimilare

prophetiam reliquorum prophetarum homini speculum in

spicienti, prout innuunt Rabbini nostri illo aciomate pro

verbiali, memo inspiciat speculum sabbato. Illud speculum

est vitreum, in quo reflectitur homini sua ipsius forma

et imago per vim reflexivam speculi, cum revera nihil

1 TNº bec, -Yºn Yokºtº -lººp's heard is in the first instance a vision, but

Hºnn Hºn" ºn 1 yoºn sypne, afterwards, through the depth it attains, it

yºn 15 ºnx. HRno Núñn ºxyn merges into a dream, as we have explained

Yx-Nine p- Elºn >en yphenº the passage, “And a deep sleep fell upon

: Enns by nº Honn) inpsi, Abram.”—Ibid.

“It may perhaps be said, that every vision * Gen. xv. 12.

in which mention is made of speech being * I Cor. xiii. 12.
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ejusmodi in speculo realiter existat. Talis erat prophetia

reliquorum prophetarum, eo quod contuebantur sacras et

puras imagines et lumina superna, ea medio splendoris et

puritatis istorum luminum realium, visa, sunt illis similitu

dines, visa sunt illis talesformal quales sunt formal humana'.

By this he seems to refer to those images of the living

creatures represented, in a prophetical vision, to Isaiah

and Ezekiel; but he generally intimates thus much to

us—that the light and splendour of prophetical illumina

tion was not so triumphant over the prophet's fancy, but

that he viewed his own image, and saw like a man, and

understood things after the manner of men in all these

prophetical visions.

CHAPTER III.

How the prophetical dreams did differ from all other kinds of dreams

recorded in Scripture. This further illustrated out of several passages

of Philo Judaeus pertinent to this purpose.

WE have now taken a general survey of the nature of

prophecy, which is always attended, as we have

shown, with a vision or a dream, though indeed there is

no dream properly without a vision. And here, before

we pass from hence, it will be necessary to take notice of

a main distinction the Hebrew doctors are wont to make

of dreams, lest we mistake all those dreams which we

meet with in Scripture, and take them all for prophetical,

whereas many of them were not such. For though,

1 nst Hsin, ºven; Hyn nºn-ph nymyn !ns "Nº Tino

Nºm nºnpa ºnbºy "pº E-Rºn Tyno Exmºyn ninspii) nnnon

Hsnon psyn "R ºr ºn in neº Enn bºxyn nymsn nºna) ºnt

Hºst ºr Hsno Sºny High Ecº tºsyn Hºp" pnº E-Rh;

np7 syno tº nsh; ºn ºnbºny :Eºs in nºs: Ennis R. Bechai,

is bas nsion r-cºbº nº inns comm. ºn Num, xii. 6, fol. 1630. ed.

bºsºn Tse nsix tº Bº Yºna venet. 1546.
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indeed, they were all 6ečirearra—sent by God—yet many

were sent as monitions and instructions, and had not the

true force and vigour of prophetical dreams in them; and

so they are wont commonly to distinguish between

pix bºn and "NYº, Eºn. There are somnia vera and som

nia prophetica; and these Maimonides hath thus generally

characterized: “When it is said in Holy Writ, that God

came to such a man in a dream of the night, that cannot

be called a prophecy, nor such a man a prophet; for the

meaning is no more than this, that some admonition or

instruction was given by God to such a man, and that it

was in a dream".” Of this sort he and the rest of the

Hebrew writers hold those dreams to be which were sent

to Pharaoh, Nebuchadnezzar, Abimelech, and Laban;

upon which last two our author observes the great caution

of Onkelos the proselyte, who was instructed in the

Jewish learning by R. Eleazar and R. Joshua, the most

famous doctors of that age, that in his preface to those

dreams of Laban and Abimelech he says, et venit verbum

a Domino: but doth not say, as when the dreams were

prophetical, et revelavit se Dominus”. Besides, a main

reason for which they deny those dreams to be prophetical

is, that they that were made partakers of them were

unsanctified men; whereas it is a tradition amongst them,

that the spirit of prophecy was not communicated to any

but good men”.

But, indeed, the main difference between these two

sorts of dreams seems to consist in this—that such as

were not prophetical were much weaker in their energy

upon the imagination than the others were, insomuch

1 bºmbs saw a pse, no bips

nºn: Fix's nººn bºna jºbs º
nowy - Nºn; Ninn ºn Nº. 955

NYnn tº Dºn nºr ninynn nx-ty

Nºnn Hrynne, 15% Ni - ºnx)

: EYona Fin"n More Nevoch. Pars II.

C. 4I.

2 Maimon. ibid.

a *Tºº Rºno n\"bn 9" pºps:

crpm nin “As the Rabbins of blessed

memory have said, Piety conducts a man

to the Holy Spirit.”—Abarbanel, Praſat.

in Duodecim Prophetas, fol. 222 a. 2.

Cf. chap. 8.
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, that they wanted the strength and force of a divine

evidence, so as to give a plenary assurance to the mind

of him who was the subject of them, of their divine

original; as we see in those dreams of Solomon', where it

is said of him, ‘when he awoke he said, Behold it was

a dream;’ as if he had not been effectually confirmed,

from the energy of the dream itself, that it was a true

prophetical influx.

But there is yet another difference they are wont to

make between them, which is—that these somnia vera, or

vov6erika, ordinarily contained in them bºth Enni

something that was dpyöv, or void of reality: as in that

dream of Joseph concerning the sun, the moon, and the

eleven stars bowing down to him; whereas his mother,

who should there have been signified by the moon, was

dead and buried before, and so incapable of performing

that respect to him which the other at last did. Upon

occasion of which dream, the Gemarist doctors have

framed this axiom: “As there is no corn without straw,

so neither is there any mere dream without something

that is dpyöv–void of reality, and insignificant’.” Accord

ingly Rab. Albo hath framed this distinction between

them; “There is no mere dream without something in it

that is dpyóv; but prophecy is a thing wholly and most

exactly true”.'

* I Kings iii. 5–15, and ix. 2.

a lan Rºn Yaº ºn "Nº Deº

moon, &c.” whereas at that time his

mother was no more."—Ibid.

: bºth bina" Nºn bibrº wes 'N T

—Gem. Talm. Babylon, Berachoth, cap.

Ix. fol. 57 a.

bis pupno insppº Eys Bºn

nºn anoº ºp"p pip pºpno x's

nºr Rny: Nºnn) :">) nnn) ºpen

: nºn sº ‘A dream, though it may be

partially true, yet is it not wholly so.

Whence do we learn this From the

example of Joseph, respecting whom it is

written, “And, behold, the sun and the

• Eston bºna" Rºn Eibn 's

“nps, pins ºxy nº mRynxm Lib. iii.

cap. 9 sub fin. In this chapter Albo

argues against the objection raised by

some on account of the different ways in

which the Divine will was communicated

to the prophets, and with various degrees

of obscurity, whereas God Himself is one

and unchangeable, and the object, viz. the

direction of man to happiness, always the

same. To this he replies, that the differ
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The general difference between prophetical dreams and

those that are merely nouthetical or monitory, and all else

which we find recorded in Scripture, Philo Judaeus in his

Tract de Somniis and elsewhere, hath at large laid down.

The proper character of those that were prophetical he

clearly insinuates to be that ecstatical rapture whereby, in

all prophetical dreams, some more potent cause, acting

upon the mind and imagination of the prophets, snatched

them from themselves, and so left more potent and evident

impressions upon them.

I shall the more largely set down his notion, because

it tends to the clearing of the business in hand, and is, I

think, much obscured, if not totally corrupted, by his

translator Gelenius. His design is indeed to show, that

Moses taught these several ways whereby dreams are

conveyed from heaven, that so his sublime and recondite

doctrine might be the better hid up therein; and, there

fore, sailing between Cabbalism and Platonism, he gropes

after an allegorical and mystical meaning in them all.

Pſis first sort of divine dreams he thus defines: ‘The first

kind was when God Himself did begin the motion in the

fancy, and secretly whispered such things as are unknown

indeed to us, but perfectly known to Himself.’ And of

this sort he makes Joseph's dreams, the sense whereof was

unknown to Joseph himself at first, and then runs out

into an allegorical exposition of them in the book entitled

‘Joseph.”

ence arises from the variety in the cha

racters of the prophets themselves and

their capabilities. Fire, says he, possesses

fixed properties, but it produces effects

varying according to the nature of the

substances submitted to its influence,

liquefying wax, but hardening salt.

The limitation here made in the inter

pretation of a dream is similar to that

which is confessedly to be made in the

explanation of a parable—that the general

scope is to be regarded, while some minor

points are not to be urged as possessing

particular significance.

* rô ſuèv trparov, fiv dpxovros ris ki

vägews 6.e00, kal trnx00vros dopdraws td.

huiv Plºv dèmèa, Yvºpua 38 €avrº.—

Phil. Jud. Vol. v. p. 116.
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The second kind is this: “When our rational faculty,

being moved together with the soul of the world, and

filled with a divinely-inspired fury, doth predict those

things that are to come".” In these words, by his lºvy'ſ

Töv ŠAww, he means the same thing with that which in a

former book about the same argument he had called tâv

&\ov woºv–‘the mind of the universe'—which, mingling

its influence with our minds, begets these ſpoyvågets or

previsions. And this is nothing else but that which

others of his tribe call ºven ºv, or intellectus agens,

which, it seems, he understood to be the same with anima

mundi or “universal soul,” as it is described by the Pytha

goreans and Platonists. Of this sort of dreams he makes

those of Jacob's ladder, and of Laban's sheep. And these

kinds of dreams, viz. that wherein the intellectus agens

doth simply act upon our minds as patients to it, and

that wherein our minds do co-operate with the universal

soul, and so understand the meaning of the influx, he thus

compares together: Aid & tepopdvrns tas uév kard to Tpátov

anuatvöuevos ‘pavtaatas, Tpavios Tāvv Kal dpičij}\ws éuñvvaev,

ăre roo GeoD Xpmanois gapégiv éotröra Sid tâv oveipww

JirofláNAovros' Tās 36 kard to êeūrepor, otre apóðpa tn\avyſos,

oùre a kottws &yav' oč viróðeiyua m wiró rºs otpavokxtuaxos

pavelaa &\las”. In these words it is to be observed, that

he calls the matter of the first sort of dreams Xpnguois

gapéaw śokóra, which Gelenius hath mistaken whilst he

translates it ‘Dei oraculis certis convenientia.” With his

leave, therefore, I should thus interpret that whole pas

sage; Quare Moses sacer antistes indigitans illas phantasias

qua oboriumtur Secundum primam speciem, eas perspicue

et admodum manifeste indicavit; (i.e. by adding an

* Tö 3é àeūrepov, Tſs huerépas àtavotas Phil. Jud. Vol. v. p. 116.

tfi tav ŠAwy avyxwoupévms ºvyºff, kal 6eo- 2 Ibid.

ºpopſirov Pavias divaripur) apévms, k.T.A.—
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explication of those a nigmata of Joseph's sun, moon,

stars, and sheaves, which he himself in his dream under

stood not—which explication is not made in the examples

of the second sort) quippe Deus subjecit illas phantasias

per somnia qua similes sunt veris prophetiis, (i.e. per

fecta prophetia", sive somniis propheticis", utiloqui amant

magistri). Secundi vero generis somnia mec plane dilu

cide nec valde obscure indigitavit; qualia erant somnia

de scala calesti, &c. Now these dreams of Joseph, though

they contained matter of a like nature to prophetical

inspiration, yet were indeed not such, and therefore

are accounted by all the Jewish writers only as somnia

vera; and so our author endeavours to prove, very fitly to

our purpose, though, indeed, upon a mistake which he

took out of the version of the Seventy". ‘Joseph said,

[methought'] we were binding sheaves.’ ‘That word

1nethought is the language of one that is uncertain,

dubious, and obscurely surmising; not of one that is

firmly assured, and plainly sees things: indeed it very

well befits those who are newly awoke out of a sound

sleep, and have scarce ceased to dream, to say “me

thought;" not those who are fully awake, and behold

all things clearly. But Jacob, who was more exercised

in divine things, hath no such word as “methought.”

when he speaks of his dream, but, says he, “Behold, a

ladder set upon the earth, and the top of it reached up

to heaven".” After the same manner, almost, doth

dômxoëvros kal évôotášovros kal duvöpós

troAapºdvovros, où maylws kal rºavyös

1 nºnlºn n\NYºn

2 n)"Rºn n\piºnn

* Though he was a Jew, yet was he

trained up amongst the Greeks, and not

well acquainted with the Hebrew lan

guage.—Original edition.

* The word gumv, ‘methought,” is not

in the Hebrew.

*"Qumv, p.maly, huás Seguetely 6páygara.

(Gen. xxxvii. 7). To ºv, ºpimp, eú0éa's

Öpóvros, dváq,0eyud €arw. Tots Yap ex

Babéos ūrvov 6tavurrapiévois, kal ért ovet

pétrovav, dpuorrow \éYew, jumv' otºx!

toſs éYpmyopórt travre Más, kal Tpavós éu

BAérovow. 'AXX' otºx & dq &nths 'Iaxd5,

Øumv, épéſ' d\\' löo), k\lua: čarmptypévm,

#s # kepaxh dipukvetro els rêv otpavów. (Gen.

xxviii. 12).-Phil. Jud. Vol. v. p. 122.
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Maimonides distinguish between somnia vera and pro

phetica, making Jacob's dreams (as all the Jewish

writers do) to be prophetical'.

The third kind of dreams mentioned by Philo is thus

laid down by him. “The third kind is, when in sleep the

soul, being moved of itself, and agitating itself, is in a

kind of rapturous rage, and in a divine fury doth foretel

future things by a prophetic faculty".' And then, which

is more to our purpose, he thus sets forth the nature of

those fancies which discover themselves in this kind of

dreams. ‘The phantasms which belong to the third kind,

are more plainly declared by Moses than the former; for,

containing a very profound and dark meaning, they re

quired to the explaining of them a knowledge of the art

of interpreting dreams”:' as those dreams of Pharaoh, his

butler, and baker, and of Nebuchadnezzar, who were only

amazed and dazzled with those strange apparitions that

were made to them, but not at all enlightened by them.

These are of that kind which Plato sometimes speaks of,

that cannot be understood without a prophet; and, there

fore, he would have some prophet or wise man always set

over this uavrikſ. Thus we have seen these three sorts of

dreams according to Philo, the first and last whereof the

Jewish doctors conjoin together, and constantly prefer the

oneirocritics of them, to the dreamers themselves: and,

therefore, whereas they depress the notion of them, con

sidered in themselves, below any degree of prophecy, yet

the interpretation of them they attribute to the wºn mn

or Holy Spirit; except there be an interpretation of the

dream in the dream itself, so that the mind of the

* Maim. More Nevoch. Pars II. c. 36. * Al 3& kará rà rplmov etàos pavraglal,

* 2wtarara, 38 to Tpltov elbos, Öröraw uáA\ov ráv trporépwy 37Aoûucva, 6a rö

év roſs Virvous é: éavrìs h Wuxh kwovuévn, Ba6.) kal karakopés exeu rô atviyua, Öe

kai dvačovoſo a €avrºv, kopušavrić kal #0mgav kal ris &vetpokpurikºs éria Tijuns.—

évôovatºga, Švváuet trpoyvoortzfi tā uéA- Phil. Jud. Vol. v. p. 116.

Novra beatriței.-Phil. Jud. Vol. v. p. 116.
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dreamer be fully satisfied both in the meaning and

divinity thereof; for then it is truly prophetical. And

thus much for this particular.

CHAPTER IV.

A large account of the difference between the true prophetical spirit and

enthusiastical impostures. That the pseudo-prophetical spirit is seated

only in the imaginative powers and faculties inferior to reason. That

Plato and other wise men had a very low opinion of this spirit, and of

the gift of divination, and of consulting the oracles. That the true

prophetical spirit seats itself as well in the rational as in the sensitive

powers, and that it never alienates the mind, but informs and en

lightens it. This further cleared by several testimonies from Gentile

and Christian writers of old. An account of those fears and con

sternations which often seized upon the prophets. How the prophets

perceived when the prophetical influa, seized upon them. The different

evidence and energy of the true and false prophetical spirit.

From what we have formerly discoursed concerning

the stage of fancy and imagination, upon which those

visa presented themselves to the mind of the prophet,

wherein he beheld the real objects of divine truth in which

he was inspired by this means; it may be easily appre

hended how easy a matter it might be for the Devil's

prophets many times, by an apish imitation, to counterfeit

the true prophets of God; and how, sometimes, melancholy

and turgent fancies, fortified with a strong power of divi

nation, might unfold themselves in a semblance of true

enthusiasms. For, indeed, herein the prophetical influx

seems to agree with a mistaken enthusiasm, that both

of them make strong impressions upon the imaginative

powers, and require the imaginative faculty to be vigorous

and potent: and, therefore, Maimonides tells us that the

gift of divination, which consisted in a mighty force of

imagination, was always given to the prophets, and that

O
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this and a spirit of fortitude were the main basis of

prophecy. “It is necessary that these two faculties of

fortitude and divination should be most strong and vehe

ment in the prophets: whereunto if, at any time, there

was an accession of the influence of the intellect, they

were then beyond measure corroborated; in so much that

(as it is well known) it hath come to this, that one man,

by a naked staff, did prevail over a potent king, and most

manfully deliver a whole nation from bondage, viz. after it

was said to him “I will be with theel.” And though

there be different degrees of these in men, yet none can

be altogether without that fortitude and magnanimity.

So it was said to Jeremiah, “Be not dismayed at their

faces”,” &c. “Behold I have made thee this day a defenced

city;” and so to Ezekiel, “Be not afraid of them nor their

words”:” and, generally, in all the prophets we shall find a

great fortitude and magnanimity of spirit. But, by the

excellency of the gift of divining, they could, on a sudden,

and in a moment, foretell future things; in which faculty,

notwithstanding, there was great diversity.’ Thus he'.

It will not be, therefore, any great digression here,

awhile to eacamine the nature of this false light which pre

tends to prophecy, but is not; as being seated only in the

imaginative power, from whence the first occasion of this

delusion ariseth, seeing that power is also the seat of all

prophetical vision. For this purpose, it will not be amiss

to premise that threefold degree of cognitive influence

* Exod. iii. 12. ºpes "Nº Rºx pna - by Rºnn. T.

* Jer. xvii. 18. knºn ºx n-pnº, nose, p: Yºyºno

* Ezek. ii. 6. *y, ºn Tºnny nºn in bºxer,

: ninen ºne nºn 'nº-p ‘wes 's sºn 5s nº ºpiniºn in nºnp

-pº, nºn iso n\pin b’Rºn ºn

been yºpºnnn nycron n>) nnn-nnn

Tºp Hºsn ninen ºxy pin' Emºy

nºnne Rim nyºr' nº ni yºinty Ty

byn, ºnin bon by ºppa Inn ºn

Nº Tn5 Nº inTyny nnnn nois

nn Tºy nºns - ¥ ps; ws: NY

n"y bºo prºpn 5) on-in-p) onto

no ºnnºn) nº)-1- nº):ll Dnil nin"n

nºnym Tº brin - by nyern

\ps brin is bi ni Hºnn” nºnpa

: ny"I"tº Maimonides, More Nevochim,

Pars II. cap. 38, sub init.
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pointed out by Maimonides'. The first is wholly intellec

tual, descending only into the rational faculty, by which

that is extremely fortified and strengthened in the distinct

apprehension of metaphysical truths, from whence, as he

tells us, ariseth the sect of philosophers, and contemplative

persons. The second, descending jointly into the rational

and imaginative faculty together, and from thence springs

the sect of prophets. The third, into the imaginative

only, from whence proceeds the sect of politicians, lawyers,

and lawgivers, whose conceptions run only in a secular

channel; as also the sect of diviners, enchanters, dream

ers, and soothsayers.

We shall copy out of him a character of some of

this third sort, the rather, because it so graphically

delineates to us many enthusiastical impostors of our

age. His words are these: “But here I must inform

thee, that there are some of this third sort who have

sometimes such strange fancies, dreams, and ecstacies,

that they take themselves for prophets, and much marvel

that they have such fancies and imaginations; conceiving,

at last, that all sciences and faculties are, without any

pains or study, infused into them. And hence it is that

they fall into great confusions in many theoretical mat

ters of no small moment, and do so mix true notions

with such as are merely seeming and imaginary, as if

heaven and earth were jumbled together. All which

proceeds from the too great force of the imaginative

faculty, and the imbecility of the rational, whence it is

that nothing in it can pass forth into act.” Thus he’.

* More Nev. Pars II. c. 37.

* Rºn Tºys nortnºy Tºnsty ripp)

Yºrinn, nºwn n>n nxt cºst nºpe,

peºp) nipºn nxbºx nºn-p-, pnº

nºnym nºnp n\pin myºp'n rhyn

*Nº bºx”: priv proxyn Yavnºy Ty

Drin n\})*ry in ºn)}\tº Flo: "Nº

sh nipon prº yºn ºn-v \nemy

bºy: bºil bºabna Naº Tyrºn

Enº anynn Eyn Emp)syn

bºx)'ry in bºya b'nrºn bºyn

nonpri nºn prinº, nr 52 stºp; any

"Tº Hºy Nºv ºpp annºn neºn

:bye? Rx: Nºw Toº Hymn in

More Nev. Pars II. c. 37.
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This delusion then, in his sense of those 'Evepºyovuevo

who pretend to revelations, ariseth from hence—that all

this foreign force that is upon them, serves only to invi

gorate and impregnate their fancies and imaginations,

but does not inform their reasons, nor elevate them to a

true understanding of things in their coherence and con

texture; and, therefore, they can so easily embrace things

absurd to all true and sober reason: whereas the prophe

tical spirit, acting principally upon the reason and under

standing of the prophets, guided them consistently and

intelligibly into the understanding of things. But this

pseudo-prophetical spirit, being not able to rise up above

this low and dark region of sense or matter, or to soar

aloft into a clear heaven of vision, endeavoured always,

as much as might be, to strengthen itself in the imagi

native part: and, therefore, the wizards and false pro

phets of old and later times have been wont always to

heighten their fancies and imaginations by all means

possible. This R. Albo insinuates when he says: “There

are some men whose imaginative faculty is strong, either

by nature, or by some artifice which they use, whereby

to fortify this imaginative faculty; and for such purpose

are the artifices which witches, and such as have familiar

spirits, do use, by the help whereof the similitudes of

things are more easily excited in the imagination'.' Ac

1 nonph prise p pºstn ſo tº

n?"N 7xp ER) Eyab Typ DN prm

Yps ºpin non pin, lºyvy byp

nºyn nºrth DºnDºn Yºyºy Dºyon

: nºn-pi rip" Tº Tnp als

R. Albo, Lib. III. cap. Io.

In a former chapter of the same work,

R. Albo mentions a fundamental dis

tinction between the true prophet, and

the diviner or soothsayer. Not only is

the one satisfied with employing various

artifices for strengthening the imagi

native faculty while the other seeks the

assistance of the Spirit of God to this

end; but with the latter, the foretelling

of future events is the sole end in view;

the former always uniting instruction

with prophecy:

Tryn Dºn'nin b’Rºnxm 55 xxon

•o nºnmyr, nºwy) nnnn nºrty by

yevnº, nºnºn nylºn ºpy nnn nºt

p" byv 15 bºx-on by nºt yety

in "na enjRninnbºw ºn birth yºx'

Nº ºxn ºxx bºynin bina in nºnv

\ps Taba nºnyn b1, by yºnº

nºnym nºn - Dºrp)pa pynx)n:
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cordingly Wierus', who was a man (as some think) too

well acquainted with these mysteries, though he himself

seems to defy them, speaks to the same purpose concern

ing witches, how that, so that they may have more preg

nant fancies, they anoint themselves, and diet themselves

with some such food as they understand from the devil

is very fit for that purpose. And, for further proof

hereof, he there quotes Baptista Porta, Lib. II. and

Cardan de Subtil. Cap. 18. But we shall not over

curiously pry any further into these arts.

This kind of divination, resting merely in the imagi

native faculty, seemed so exactly to imitate the prophetical

energy in this part of it, that, indeed, it hath been by

weaker minds mistaken for it, though the wiser sort of

the heathens have happily found out the lameness and

delusiveness of it. We have it excellently set forth by

Plato in his Timaeus, where, speaking of God's liberality

in constituting man, he thus speaks of this divination:

“As for our baser part, that it might, in some sort, par

take of truth, God hath seated in it the power of divining:

and it is a sufficient sign that God has indulged this

faculty of divining to the foolishness of men; for there is

no sober man that is touched with this power of divina

tion, unless in sleep, when his reason is bound, or when

by sickness or enthusiasm he suffers some alienation of

jºyry beyo T' by R’n brin Rsrin the prediction of future events is produced

sº yien is by ºpin non pinº

: D'Rºza Rin -iz's: 'nºn mnn Tso

‘You will find all the prophets continually

urging to the keeping of the law, and the

performance of the precepts thereof, inas

much as it is the principle of the Divine

Mind, to pour out the Divine influence on

the prophets to the end, that by their

means a man may attain unto human per

ſection, performing those actions that are

pleasing to God—not merely by their in

strumentality toforetell future events, as is

the case with soothsayers. For with these,

through artifices they adopt to strengthen

the imaginative faculty by natural means,

not through the Divine Spirit, as with

the prophet.”—Ibid. cap. 8.

* This writer has left, among other

works, six books, ‘De praestigiis dae.

monum, dºc.' printed at Basle (1583), and

again at Amsterdam (1660). The refer

ence in the text is to Lib. III. cap. 17.

The third book here alluded to is entitled

‘ de Lamiis,' the seventeenth chapter

being “de naturalibus pharmacis somni

feris, &c."
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mind. But it is then for the wise and sober to under

stand what is spoken or represented in this fatidical

passion'.' And so it seems Plato, who was no careless

observer of these matters, could no where find this

divining spirit in his time, except it were joined some

way or other cum mentis alienatione; and, therefore, he

looks upon it as that which is inferior to wisdom, and to

be regulated by it: for so he further declares his mind

to the same purpose: “Wherefore it is a law, that pro

phets should be set as it were as judges over these enthu

siastic divinations, which prophets some ignorantly and

falsely call diviners’.” For, indeed, these prophets to

whom, in his sense, he gives the pre-eminence, are none

else but wise and prudent men, who, by reason of the

sagacity of their understandings, were able to judge of

those things which were uttered by this dull spirit of

divination, which resided only in faculties inferior to

reason. So in his Charmides: “But, if you will, we will

grant the gift of divination to be a knowledge of what is

to come: but withal, that it is fit that wisdom and

sobriety should be judge and interpreter*.' But, further,

that his age was acquainted with no other divinations

than that which ariseth from a troubled fancy, and is

conceived in a dark, melancholy imagination, he con

firms to us in his Phadrus', where he rightly gives us

the true etymon of this aavrikh—that it was called so

1 kal rô paſſXov huôv, Iva d'Ambelas rm

rporátrotro, karéarma'av čv rotºrw rô uav

reſov. ikavöv 6é a muetov,

dºpogºvt) 6eós dwtpwirivn 3450kev' otöels

dos pavrukhv

yāp evous épárrerai uavrukhs évôéou kal

dAmboſis, dAN ?) kab" Jirvov thv tís ºpovii

orews meðmbels öðvapuv ºf 6tā vēorov # 6td.

rwa v6ovariaapuāv trapa)\\dšas. d\\á čvv

voſjorat puév čuqipovos ré re ºm6évra dvapº

vma6évra övap j Urap iró rās uavrikīs re

kal évôovataarukſis pūoews, K. T. M.–Plat.

Tim. 71 E.

2 "O6ev 3% Kal rô róv rpoqmråv Yévos

ért raís Évêéows uavretats kpurds émikaðua

rdval vöpios, oùs udvreus atroës énovopºd; ovart

Twes, rö Tāv jYvomköres, 3rt, K. r. A.—

Plat. Tim. 72 B.

* el 5è BoöMotö Ye, kal rºw pavrikºv

elva. Švyxwpīorwuev ćituatiumv roſ, AéA\ov

ros taeatau, kal Thy awqpoorwmv, adrās

émigratoſaav, roës uèv d\ałówas drotpé

rew, rows 3& CŞs d\möðs uávreus kafluordval

#ºv trpoºjras rāv pleMXóvrov. — Plat.

Charm. 173 c.

* Plat. Phaedr. 244 c.
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drö täs uavias, ‘from rage and fury'—and therefore says

it was anciently called paviki. However, he grants that

it happened to many, 6eig uoipº,-by Divine allotment;

yet it was most vulgarly incident to sick and melancholy

men, who oftentimes, by the power thereof, were able to

presage by what medicines their own distempers might

be best cured, as if it were nothing else but a discerning

of that sympathizing and symbolizing complexion of their

own bodies with some other bodies without them. And

elsewhere he tells us that these uávreis never, or very

rarely, understood the meaning and nature of their own

visa".

And therefore, indeed, the Platonists generally seemed

to reject, or very much to slight, all this kind of revela

tion, and to acknowledge nothing transcendent to the

naked reason and understanding of man. So Maximus

Tyrius:– It is a bold assertion, yet I shall not doubt

to say, that God's oracles and men's understandings are

of a near alliance”.’ And so, according to Porphyry, a

good man is Aids ueyd}\ov čaptatis—one that needs not

soothsaying, being familiarly and intimately acquainted

with God himself”.

Likewise the Stoics will scarce allow their wise man

at any time to consult an oracle, as we may learn from

Arrian" and Epictetus", and the Comment of Simplicius

thereupon: where that great philosopher, making a scru

1 Vid. Plat. Tim. 72 B.

* 6eoû 6è uavreta kal div6púrwv vods

(roxumpov učvelreiv, pp.dow 5° 5uws) xpfiua

ovyyevés.-Maximus Tyr. in Dissert. tert.

* ...... trepi &v Šč (mreſ, uávris pièv

očels, où6é arXáyxva {ºwv umviret td

oraq'és' atros 3& 6t' éauroſ, ºs AéYouev,

trpoowºw tº beg, Ös év roſs dAmbuots atroß

ar\dyxvots ièpvral, trepi rot alwviov 8tov

Añperai rās robºkas 6\os éket ov£petſaas,

kal duri uavréws, Atós ueyd'Aov Čaptorhs

etxàuevos Yevéabat.—Porphyr. De Absti

mentia, Lib. II. c. 52.

The good man, says Porphyry, prays

that he may become such a character as

that described in the text: Atós pueyd

\ov Čaptaris. These are not the words

of Porphyry, but are borrowed from

Homer.—Cf. Hom. Odys. T. 119.

* Oùrws 86et kal éml rôv 6edv ºpxea.0at,

dºs Óðmyöv. 'Qs toſs 6.40a)\plots Xpºpueba,

où trapakaAoûvres abrods, tva raúra añX

Xov muſv Šetkvöworw, dAN ola €vöelkvvvrat,

rotºrww ràs pavraortas Šexöpievot.—Arrian.

in Epictet. Lib. II. cap. 7.

* Epictet. cap. xxxii.
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pulous search what those things were, about which it

might be fit to consult the oracle, at last brings them

into so narrow a compass, that a wise man should never

find occasion to honour the oracle with his presence. A

famous instance whereof we have in Lucan, where Cato,

being advised to consult Jupiter Ammon's oracle after

Pompey's death, answers:

Estne dei sedes nisi terra et pontus et ačr

Et coelum et virtus? Superos quid quaerimus ultra;

Jupiter est quodcunque vides, quocunque moveris.

Sortilegis egeant dubii semperque futuris

Casibus ancipites; me non oracula certum,

Sed mors certa facit!

But enough of this particular; and I hope, by this time,

I have sufficiently unfolded the true seat of prophecy,

and showed the right stage thereof: as also how lame and

delusive the spirit of divination was, which endeavoured

to imitate it.

Now from what hath been said ariseth one main

characteristical distinction between the prophetical and

pseudo-prophetical spirit, viz. That the prophetical spirit

doth never alienate the mind, (seeing it seats itself as

well in the rational as in the sensitive powers) but always

maintains a consistency and clearness of reason, strength,

and solidity of judgment, where it comes; it doth not

ravish the mind, but inform and enlighten it: but the

pseudo-prophetical spirit, if indeed, without any kind of

dissimulation, it enters into any one, because it can rise

no higher than the middle region of man, which is his

fancy, there dwells as in storms and tempests, and being

àAoyév tº in itself, is also conjoined with alienations and

abruptions of mind”. For whensoever the phantasms

* Lucan. Pharsal. Ix. 578 sqq. pevos uév é: ékovalov dua&las, karaarpé.

* d\\' 6 ye Wevöorpoºpjrms év rapek- pay 88 els droſaway uavlav Wux?s.—Euseb.

ardoel, § {rera, döewa kal dºpogia, dpx6- Hist. Eccles. Lib. V. cap. 17.
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come to be disordered, and to be presented tumultuously

to the soul, as it is either in a uavia, ‘fury,” or in melan

choly, (both which kinds of alienation are commonly

observed by physicians) or else by the energy of this

spirit of divination, the mind can pass no true judgment

upon them; but its light and influence becomes eclipsed.

But of this alienation we have already discoursed out of

Plato and others. And thus the Pythian prophetess is

described by the scholiast upon the Plutus of Aristo

phanes', and by Lucan’, as being filled with inward fury,

while she was inspired by the fatidical spirit, and uttering

her oracles in a strange disguise, with many antic ges

tures, her hair torn, and foaming at her mouth. As

also Cassandra is brought in, prophesying in the like

manner, by Lycophron. So the sibyl was noted by He

raclitus, “as one speaking morose and unseemly speeches

with her furious mouth".’ And Ammianus Marcellinus,

in the beginning of his 21st Book, hath told us an old

observation concerning the sibyls, sibyllae crebro se dicunt

ardere, torrente vi magna flammarum".

This was cautiously observed by the primitive fathers,

1 Plut. v. 39. * The ‘ardor' of the Sibyls is attri

2 Tum torta priores buted by Ammianus Marcellinus to the

Stringit vitta comas, crinesque in tergai n fluence of the Sun, “the mind of the

solutos, world.' Aperiunt tunc quoque ventura,

Candida Phocaica complectitur infula cum aestuant hominum corda, sed loquun

lauro. tur divina. Sol enim (ut aiunt physici)

Lucan. Pharsal. v. 142.

* 28vXXa 38 wavouévº arröuari, ka9'

"Hpdx\etrov, dyeMaara kal dka)\\ºmara

kal duºpiara p6eyyouévn, x,\lwv érôv

&#xveſrat rſ, povi, Šid rôv 6eów. Hera

clitus as quoted by Plutarch, “Cur Py

thia nunc non reddat oracula carmine,

397 A.’ In the former editions of our au

thor yeXaard is given in the text instead

of dyéAarra, and translated “ridiculous'

in place of “morose.” Wyttenbach, Reiske,

and Hutten all give dyéAaara as the true

reading, though the two former, strangely

enough, translate it by “risus.'

mens mundi, nostras mentes ex sese ve

lut scintillas diffunditans, cum eas incen

derit vehementius, futuri conscias reddit.

Unde Sibyllae crebro se dicunt ardere, tor

rente vi magna flammarum.—Ammian.

Marcell. Lib. xxi. cap. 1.

It is true indeed that he had said be

fore that the flight of birds was prophetic,

because the gods had directed their flight to

this end. But those who regarded the

sun as the ‘mens mundi,” would certainly

regard him as the prime mover, and not

as a secondary agent.—Cf. St Chrysost.

1 Epist. Cor,Hom. 29.
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who hereby detected the impostures of the Montanists,

that pretended much to prophecy, but, indeed, were

acquainted with nothing more of it than ecstacies or

abruptions of mind: for that is it which they mean by

“ecstacies.' I shall first mention that of Clemens Alex

andrinus, that is; “The false prophets mingled truth some

times with falsehood: and, indeed, when they were in an

ecstacy, they prophesied, as being servants to that grand

apostate the Devil'.' Eusebius mentions a discourse of

Miltiades to this purpose, ‘that a prophet ought not to

speak in an ecstacy”.’ Tertullian, who was a great friend

to Montanus and his prophetical sisters, Maximilla and

Prisca, speaking of them, endeavours to alleviate this

business: and though he grants they were ecstatical in

their prophecies, that is, only transported by the power

of a spirit more potent than their own, as he would seem

to imply; yet he denies that they used to fall into any

rage or fury, which, he says, is the character of every

false prophet; and so Montanus excused himself. But

yet, for all this, they could not avoid the lash of Jerome,

who thought he saw through this ecstacy, and that indeed

it was a true alienation, seeing they understood not what

they spoke. ‘The prophets did not, as Montanus, toge

ther with some mad women, dreams, speak in ecstacies,

nor did they speak they knew not what; nor were they,

when they went about to instruct others, ignorant of

what they said themselves’.” This also he elsewhere

" 'Ev 68 roſs Weißeat kal d’Amºſ, runa èv run avyYpdupart abråv Švarapévay rig

&\eyov ol Wevöorpoq’īra, kal rig &vri

oùrot €v ékardoel trpoeg firevov, as av

'Atroardrov Šudikovot. — Clem. Alexandr.

Strom. Lib. I. cap. 17.

* "Ev roërg 3& ré avyYpdupart kal

Muxtlaðov avy Ypaq,éws uéuvmrat, dºs A6-yov

ruvâ kal atroſ karū ris irpoeipmuévns alpé

orews yeypaq6tos. trapabéuevos Yoſiv atrów

Xéčevs ruás, étruqépet Méywv" “taſira etpøv

MiNtuděov toº děeXpoſſ, avyYpd upwart év (;

droöelkvvai repl rod uh 6eſv trpoq àrmy ºv

éxaráoret XaXeiv, rerepuépumv.”— Euseb.

Hist. Eccles. Lib. v. cap. 17.

In former editions of our author the

not unimportant error of rapekaráget for

ékortaget is found.

* Neque vero, ut Montanus cum in

sanis foeminis somniat, prophetae in ec
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brands the Montanists withal; Non loquitur (Sc. propheta)

év čka rāget, ut Montanus et Prisca Maacimillaque delirant;

sed quod prophetat, liber est visionis intelligentis universa

qua, loquitur". And in his Preface to Habakkuk, Pro

pheta visio est, et adversum Montani dogma perversum

&ntelligit quod videt, nec ut amens loquitur, nec in morem

*nsanientium foºminarum dat sine mente Sonum”. I shall

add but one author more, and that is Chrysostom, who

hath very fully and excellently laid down this difference

between the true and the false prophets: ‘It is the pro

perty of a diviner to be ecstatical, to undergo some vio

lence, to be tossed and hurried about like a madman.

But it is otherwise with a prophet, whose understanding

is awake, and his mind in a sober and orderly temper,

and he knows every thing that he saith".’

But here we must not mistake the business, as if there

were nothing but the most absolute clearness and serenity

of thoughts lodging in the soul of the prophet amidst all

his visions: and, therefore, we shall further take notice of

that observation of the Jews, which is vulgarly known

by all acquainted with their writings, which is concern

ing those panic fears, consternations, affrightments, and

tremblings, which frequently seized upon them, together

with the prophetical influx. And, indeed, by how much

stronger and more vehement those impressions were,

which were made by those unwonted visa which came in

to act upon their imaginative faculty, by so much the

greater was this perturbation and trouble: and by how

much the more the prophet's imagination was exercised

stasi sunt locuti, ut nescirent quid logue- * Toºro Y&p uávrews tºucy, rô éčearm

rentur, et cum alios erudirent, ipsi igno- réval, rô dwdykm” ūmopuéveu', rô &beta bat,

rarent quid dicerent.—S. Hieron. Com- to ºxegºat, rô a 'pea'6al, wºotrep pawówe

ment. in Isai. (Prolog.) vow: 'O 68 m popfirms otx oºrws, d\\ā aerd

* S. Hieron. Comment. in Naum. Prolog. ôuavolas vmºpotams, kal awqºpovoſſoms kata

a S. Hieron. Comment. in Abacuc. ardoews, kaleiðūsá pºéYYerat, ºmgiv draw

Prolog. ra.—S. Chrysost. 1 Epist. Cor. Hom. 29.
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by the laboriousness of these phantasms, by so much the

more were his natural strength and spirits exhausted, as

indeed it must needs be. Therefore Daniel, being wearied

with the toilsome work of his fancy about those visions

that were presented to him, complains that “there was

no strength left in him;’ that ‘ his comeliness was turned

into corruption, and he retained no strength;’ that “when

he heard the voice, he was in a deep sleep, and his face

toward the ground;’ that “his sorrows were turned upon

him, and no breath was left in him'." So, when the

vision presented to Abraham passed into a prophetical

dream, it is said, ‘a deep sleep fell upon Abram, and

a horror of great darkness fell upon him”.' Upon which

passage Maimonides thus discourseth: Quandoque autem

prophetia incipit in visione prophetica, et postea multipli

catur terror et passio illa vehemens, quae sequitur perfecti

onem operationum facultatis imaginatricis, et tum demum

venit prophetia, sicut; contigit Abrahamo. In principio

enim prophetia, illius dicitur. Et fuit verbum Domini ad

Abrahamum in visione"; et in fine ejusdem. Et sopor

irruit in Abrahamum', &c. And, in like manner, he

speaks of those fatigations that Daniel complains of:

Est autem terror quidam panicus qui occupat prophetam

inter vigilandum, sicut eac Daniele patet, quando ait, ‘Et

vidi visionem magnam hanc, neque remansit in me ulla

fortitudo, et vis mea mutata est in corruptionem, nec

retinui fortitudinem ullam. Et ful lethargo oppressus

super faciem meam; et facies mea ad terram”.’ And

1 Dan. x. 8, &c.

* Gen. xv. 12.

* Gen. xv. 1.

* Fix-pa nºn-n bºnnn bºnye)

Rºnn nnnn nanº p ºnx), nºn-n

nºw ºnx Tºpon pinn nºbyennn)

Yponsºnxn Nan tº nonph nºye

nx)=xh nºnna Raws brinash sne'

nºnpa Dhan ºx * in nºn Rºnn

:^x) bºnx by nº nothn) Melb)

More Nev. Pars II. c. 41, sub init.

* Nºnx, ºn Tºnno bºx ºxy

bºxin nºnnne, p: Fix" p-n hy:

nºtin nºnpm nº nºns) north

Ten, ºn no ºn YRex Rºy nsin

-px" no ºnnsy Nº nºncº by

:nsix ºp) ºr by piny nºn "x"

Ibid.
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thus this whole business is excellently deciphered to us

by R. Albo: ‘Behold, by reason of the strength of the

imaginative faculty, and the precedency of the influence

upon that to the influence upon the rational, the influx

doth not remain upon the prophet without terror and

consternation; insomuch that his members shake, and

his joints are loosened, and he seems like one that is

ready to give up the ghost by reason of his great asto

nishment: after all which perturbation, the prophetical

influx settles itself upon the rational faculty'.”

From this notion, perhaps, we may borrow some light

for the clearing of the following passage: “Mine heart

within me is broken because of the prophets; all my

bones shake: I am like a drunken man, and like a man

whom wine hath overcome, because of the Lord, and

because of the words of his holiness’.” The importance

of which words is, that the energy of prophetical vision

wrought thus potently upon his animal part. Though I

know R. Solomon seems to look at another meaning":

but Abarbanal is here full for our present purpose:

“When Jeremiah saw those false prophets eating and

drinking, and faring deliciously, he cried out and said,

My heart is broken within me because of the prophets;

for while I behold their works, my heart is rent asunder

1 mpton, n>n ninthinn Tsp m)n thoughts are snatched aside, and their

Yºy ºn tº main n-, "nºnny

Tyya) nnn ER - Nºnn yetyn

Ynèryp") Yºmbsk Dry") Yvºnnet lyry'ir")

nnnn now: Ryne byps nºt; nºnn

>y "Rºn:h yewn ºn nysn nr 55

: "D"In non R. Albo, Lib. III. c. 10.

The words of Maimonides are very

similar:

no lºny in Innas b-sixnpº by

Hypnronp Enºn)}ney) 9ty): Flin

: HN-inty no pan, nº nyºn HRwn)

“The limbs of all the prophets, during

the time of their prophetic inspiration, are

agitated, their strength of body fails, their

intellect is left free to understand what is

shewn them.”—De Fundam. Legis, c. vii.

§ 3. The instances of Abraham (Gen. xv.

12), and of Daniel (Dan. x. 8) are then

adduced.

* Jeremiah xxiii. 9.

* R. Solomon Jarchi appears to inter

pret the words with reference to the na

tural grief and indignation produced in

Jeremiah through the conduct of the false

prophets. Dºpism p'N'ain natº

§ºv,tº tº ‘My heart

is broken on account of the words of the

prophets who say, Peace shall be to them.”
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with the extremity of my sorrow, and, because of the pro

phetical influx residing upon me, my bones are all rotten,

and I am like a drunken man that neither sees nor hears.

And all this hath befallen me, because of the Lord, that is,

because of the divine influx that seized upon me, and be

cause of the words of His holiness, which have wrought such

a conturbation within me, that all my senses are stupefied

thereby".’ And thus, I suppose, is also that passage in

Ezekiel” to be expounded, where the prophet describes

the energy and dominion which the prophetical spirit had

over him, when, in a prophetical vision, he was carried,

by way of imagination, a tedious journey to those of the

captivity that dwelt by the river Chebar: ‘The spirit of

the Lord lifted me up, and took me away, and I went in

bitterness, and in the heat (or hot chafing and anger) of

my spirit; but the hand of the Lord was strong upon

me".’ So Habakkuk says": “O Lord, I have heard thy

speech, and was afraid;' that is, the prophetical voice

heard by him, and represented in his imagination, was

so strong that it struck a panic fear (as Maimonides ex

presseth it") into him. And, it may be, the same thing

is meant by Isaiah", where the prophet describes that

inward conturbation and consternation that his vision of

1 -"Nººn bn)Nº ºn"rym" n)Nºn

tºp nºn bºnynp) bºne" bºx

--5' mºv, Hºsn p'Nº, nois) in

anno ºn, Exxy ºn Nºn - ºnºph

nNYºn ºn: yº nilpa ºne'; mist

ense nºn ºn psy ºn Em *y

non-nn ann) blennn ºb'an mory

tº mRºn 12-sty tº inny Hills)

5'- 'n ºpp 5 nhp, nr 52 yrity

"a painma nºn yeºn naph

‘’s Eynon trip not ºpp)

:Enaba win ºpine Abarbanel

in loco.

* ch. iii. 14.

3 ºnNºxy $ no.13 FIN)2XII mRºp

: nºn ºn nº mn ‘It seemed to

me in a prophetic vision that the Spirit

took me up to go to the captivity.” Kimchi

on v. 12 :

:nn'pºni mºvin nºn nxiºn nxnpa

“The taking up and the carrying away

were in a prophetic vision.’—Ibid. v. 14.

Abarbanel uses nearly the same words.

The Targum of Jonathan renders the lat

ter part of the verse, “but the hand of the

Lord was strong upon me,’ by

: Hºpf, *g, * blº p nºn:

“But prophecy from the Lord was

strong upon me.’

* ch. iii. 2.

* TY"Nº DY"N. More Nevoch. Pars

II. c. 41, sub init.

* ch. xxi. 3.
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Babylon's ruin was accompanied withal. ‘Therefore are

my loins filled with pain; pangs have taken hold upon

me, as the pangs of a woman that travaileth: I was

bowed down at the hearing of it, I was dismayed at the

seeing of it.' Though I know there may be another

meaning of that place not improper, viz. that the prophet

personates Babylon in the horror of that anguish that

should come upon them, whereby he sets it forth the

more to the life, as Jonathan the Targumist and others

would have it"; though yet I cannot think this the most

congruous meaning.

But I have now done with this particular, and I hope,

by this time, have gained a fair advantage of solving

one difficulty, which, though it be not so much ob

served by our own as it is by the Jewish writers, yet is

worth our scanning, viz. How the prophets perceived

when the prophetical inspiration first seized upon them.

For, as we have before shown, there may be such dreams

and visions as are merely delusive, and such as the false

prophets were often partakers of; and, besides, the true

prophets might have often such dreams as were merely

vera somnia—true dreams—but not prophetical.

For the full solution of this knot, we have before

shown how this pseudo-prophetical spirit only flutters

below upon the more terrene parts of man's soul—his

passions and fancy. The prince of darkness comes not

within the sphere of light and reason to order affairs

there, but that is left to the sole economy and sovereignty

of the Father of Lights. There is a clear and bright

heaven in man's soul, in which Lucifer himself cannot

subsist, but is thrown down from thence as often as he

essays to climb up into it.

1 Jarchi, Kimchi, and Abarbanel all of the calamities he foresaw, or as setting

interpret the passage either as denoting forth in the person of the prophet the

the prophet's own distress at the prospect anguish of Babylon.
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But to come more expressly to the business. The

Hebrew masters here tell us that, in the beginning of

prophetical inspiration, the prophets used to have some

apparition or image of a man or angel presenting itself

to their imagination. Sometimes it began with a voice,

and that either strong and vehement, or else soft and

familiar. And so God is said first of all to appear to

Samuel, who is said “not yet to have known the Lord','

that is, as Maimonides expounds it, Ignoravit adhuc tunc

temporis Deum hoc modo cum prophetis loqui solere, et

quod hoc mysterium nondum fuit ei revelatum”. In the

same manner R. Albo". For, otherwise, we must not

think that Samuel was then ignorant of the true God,

but that he knew not the manner of that voice, by which

the prophetical spirit was wont to awaken the attention

of the prophets.

And that this was the ancient opinion of the Jews,

R. Solomon tells us out of the Massecheth Tamid, where

the doctors thus gloss upon this place: “As yet he knew

not the Lord; that is, he knew not the manner of the

prophetical voice".’ This is that soft and gentle voice

whereby the sense of the prophet is sometimes attempted,

but sometimes this voice is more vehement. It will not

be amiss to hear the words of Maimonides: ‘It sometimes

happens that the word which the prophet hears in a pro

phetical vision, seems to strike him with a more vehement

noise; and, accordingly, some dream that they hear

* I Sam. iii. 7.

a 5 nº sº yº nºn sº ºn

bnto Yºps nºn' R v ºn-i Rın pe.

noºp Nºry in nsin “” nºt y”

insia, tº More New Pars II. cap. 44.

sub fin.

s ºn nºn psyn ºver nºn sº

nxp'n rvi ºpºpºv nºn;

: TNYajn TNTº ‘He was not aware

that it is one characteristic of prophecy

that avoice should be heard during waking,

as in a prophetic vision.”—R. Albo, Lib.

III. cap. I 1.

4:nsky-lx ºp py nºr nºn sº pºly

Jarchi in loco.

lºs yºr, nº sº y ºpe's

bine àº 'ºns sº in pºp ſº

: "I nº.5: ‘And Samuel had not yet

learned to know the teaching of the Lord,

nor was the word of prophecy of the Lord

yet revealed to him."—Targ. Jonath.
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thunder and earthquake, or some great clashing; and

sometimes again with an ordinary and familiar noise,

as if it were close by him'.' We have a famous instance

of the last, in that voice whereby God appeared unto

Adam after he had sinned, and of the former in Job and

Elijah. “And they heard the voice of the Lord God,

walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and Adam

hid himself from the presence of the Lord God amongst

the trees of the garden: and the Lord God called unto

Adam, and said unto him, Where art thou"?' Where

those words which we render ‘the cool of the day", the

Jews expound of “a gentle vocal air,’ such a one as

breathed in the day-time more pacately. For this ap

pearance of God to him they suppose to be in a pro

phetical vision; and so Nachmanides comments upon

those words, ‘in the gale of the day.’ ‘The sense of this

expression, “in the gale of the day,” is that ordinarily in

the manifestation of the Shechinah, or Divine Presence,

there comes a great and mighty wind to usher it in,

according to what we read of Elijah, “And, behold, the

Lord passed by, and a great and strong wind rent the

mountains, and brake in pieces the rocks before the

Lord':’ and in the Psalms, “He flew upon the wings of

the wind': accordingly it is written concerning Job, that

‘the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind".’ Where

fore, by way of distinction, it is said in this place, that

‘they heard the voice of the Lord;’ that is, that the

Divine Majesty was revealed to them in the garden, as

approaching to them, in the gale of the day. For the

* Nºn-n Ynyrer. He's ºn-in nº p-nn' Nºw •ly bºnn ºn-in mRinxm

15 D5 \b motº Yº'ex nS)-2n msnbin : nin-1 \xro More Nev. Pars II. cap. 44.

bºne p- psyn nº-na Niñº - Gen. iii. 8, 9.

nxº is ºn: Dyn yrty Rinty cºsm 3 Dºn nºn

bºn' p'ryp mann - ny) is eyn * 1 Kings xix. 11.

ypew Empyem tº El n! Evºnn * Ps. xviii. Io.

nN-p: Ynyroc" mº'N Rynn na"n * Job xxxviii. 1.
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wind of the day blew according to the manner of the day

time in the garden; not as a great and strong wind in

this vision (as it was in other prophetical approaches),

lest they should fear and be dismayed'.’ This mighty

voice we also find recorded as rousing up the attention of

Bzekiel: “He cried also in mine ears with a loud voice,

saying',' &c. So that all these schemes are merely pro

phetical, and import nothing else but the strong awaken

ing and quickening of the prophet's mind into a lively

sense of the Divine Majesty appearing to him.

And of these the Apocalypse is full, there being in

deed no prophetical writ, where the whole dramatical

series of things, as they were acted over in the mind

of the prophet, are more graphically and to the life set

forth. So we have this voc praecentric to the whole

scene sometimes sounding like a trumpet: ‘I was in the

spirit on the Lord's day, and heard behind me a great

voice as of a trumpet’.” And upon the beginning of a

new vision we find this prologue: “I looked, and, behold,

a door was opened in heaven: and the first voice which

I heard was, as it were, the sound of a trumpet, talking

with me, which said, Come up hither”,” &c. And when

a new act of opening the seals begins, he is excited by

another voice sounding like thunder. “And I saw when

the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it were

the noise of thunder, one of the four beasts saying, Come

and see".’ And ‘voices, and thunders, and lightnings,

and an earthquake” are the proacmium to the vision of

1 Hºn: 5 by-n mºb byp

Tys plm nºt nº Rinn nystyn

Hºn; nin) ºnly ºn nºm ºpxxy

*555 byºb ºntºn) bºnn pner, pin)

annon nin "Exº by Nº") by ºn

nnyph p º's ns 'n y” sys

ºn 55 yet s sºn nºs Tºº

pnºs anpno- ºn mysen nºn-ty

Yn navy piºn nºn - biºn nº

pm nºn: nºn sº bºrn mn-, ºn

Y-ins" Nº, n\N)-lyn nNºº ninpº,

: Mºna") Nachmanides, Elucidatio in

Legem (fol. 7 a, 2 ed. Venet. 1545).

* Ezek. ix. 1.

* Rev. i. Io.

* Ibid. iv. 1.

* Ibid. vi. 1.

* Ibid. viii. 5.
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the seven angels with seven trumpets. Lastly, to name

no more, sometimes it is brought in sounding like the

roaring of a lion. So, when he was to receive the little

book of prophecy, “an angel cried with a loud voice, as

when a lion roareth; and when he had cried, seven thun

ders uttered their voices'.” Hence it is, that we find the

prophets ordinarily prefacing their visions in this manner:

“The hand of the Lord was upon me;’ that is, indeed,

some potent force rousing them up to a lively sense of the

Divine Majesty, or some heavenly ambassador speaking

with them”. And that the sense hereof might be the

more energetical, sometimes in a prophetical vision they

are commanded to eat those prophetic rolls given them,

which are described with the greatest contrariety of taste

that may be—“sweet as honey in their mouths, and in

their bellies as bitter as gallº.’

Thus we have seen, in part, how those impressions,

by which the prophets were made partakers of divine

inspiration, carried a strong evidence of their original

along with them, whereby they might be able to distin

guish them, both from any hallucination, as also from

their own true dreams, which might be 6eóreſtra—sent

by God—but not prophetical: which yet, I think, is more

universally unfolded in Jeremiah' where the difference

between true divine inspiration, and such false dreams

and visions as sometimes a lying spirit breathed into the

false prophets, is on set purpose described to us from

their different evidence and energy. The pseudo-prophe

tical spirit being but chaff", as vain as vanity itself,

subject to every wind: the matter itself indeed, which

was suggested in such, tending to nourish immorality and

profaneness; and, besides, for the manner of inspiration,

it was more dilute and languid. Whereas true prophecy

* Rev. x. 3. * Vid. chap. v. * Rev. x. 9. Ezek. ii. 9.

* Chap. xxiii. 5 ver. 28.

P 2
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entered upon the mind “as a fire,’ and “like a hammer

that breaketh the rock in pieces' (ver. 29); and, therefore,

the true prophets might know themselves to have received

command from heaven, when the false might, if they

would have laid aside their own fond self-conceit, have

known as easily that God sent them not. For so, I think,

those words are spoken by way of conviction, and to pro

voke a self-condemnation: ‘Behold, I am against those

that prophesy false dreams, saith the Lord, and do tell

them, and cause my people to err by their lies and by

their lightness; yet I sent them not, neither commanded

them".’ And this might be evident to them from the

feeble nature of those inspirations of which they boasted,

as it is insinuated: “The prophet that hath a dream,”

&c.” And thus Abarbanel expounds this place, whose

sense I shall a little the more pursue, because he from

hence undertakes to solve the difficulty of that question

which we are now upon, and thus speaks of it as a question

of very great moment. ‘Certainly it is one of the pro

foundest questions that are made concerning prophecy,

and I have inquired after the opinion of the wise men of

our nation about it’.” What answer they gave to this

question which he anxiously inquired after, it seems he

tells us not, but his own answer which he adheres to, he

founds upon those words, “What is the chaff to the

wheat?’ And upon this occasion he says that old rule

of the Jews was framed, of which we formerly spoke:

“As there is no wheat without chaft, so neither is there

any dream without something that is dpyóv–void of real

ity and insignificant".” Maimonides here, in a general

1 ver. 32. * -- "y no on 5" bron inps

* vv. 28, 29. "Nº Evº ºn YR bºrn ºxx ann

* 'lºva rippy nºse nosa sºn it ºven ºn 15 inn sºn his nºs

Hºy is nºse, ºne HNinjn : Sºn bºn's ºn Sºn; Ibid. c.

: ºpy ºn 9">“po Abarbanel in p. 188.

doco. Abarbanel then proceeds to enlarge on
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way, resolves the business; “All prophecy makes itself

known to the prophet, that it is prophecy indeed.’ This

general solution Abarbanel having a little examined, thus

collects the sense of it. ‘A prophet, when he is asleep,

may distinguish between a prophetical dream and that

which is not such, by the vigour and liveliness of the per

ception whereby he apprehends the thing propounded, or

else by the imbecility and weakness thereof. And, there

fore, Maimonides hath said well, “all prophecy makes itself

known to the prophet that it is prophecy indeed; that

is, it makes itself known to the prophet by the strength

and vigour of the perception, so that his mind is freed

from all scruple whatsoever about it'.’ And this he con

cludes to be the true meaning of the verse: ‘Is not my

word like a fire, saith the Lord, and like a hammer that

breaketh the rock in pieces”?’ which he thus glosses

upon. “Such a thing is the prophetical spirit, by reason

of the strength of its impression, and the forcibleness of

its operation, upon the heart of the prophet; it is even

phetical and the merely human dream º'

Abarbanel solves the question by the aid

of Maimonides: phen min)on ann innin

Rºme. Nºnx, y Tin HRajne, an nºr)

: TINYill ‘The author of the More Nevo

chim wrote (Pars II. cap. 45) that all pro

phecy,’ &c.

ºn-inp Yny"pºn bish ºnly po

in "na Nºn-nº-in" is non-io', emph

Yi's Yºsh "Ninjn bºrn ºn ty,

--Ti, winnn piºn "E- bºn "Ninj

this maxim in the following words: "2)

plven, "Rinxm piºnn nºn Dyv nt

Enºxºny non insk yatºr ºxn

E-5-ºx En non nºn-i nºbyn

Rºn "p;n ºn: Nºn "Nºning posyn

•enish bºnn) ºr ºya 5-sp "ºpp

by 1: Rinty inn by Tºn inns Rin

: non-in º-sp Nºm pn)

“The meaning of this is, although the

prophetical dream, and that which is

simply human, are of one character, in

asmuch as they are both effects produced

on the imaginative faculty, yet are they

distinct in their substance. While the

prophetic dream is as the pure wheat, full

and hard, food for rational beings, the

simply human dream is as the chaff, which

is produced together with the wheat,

large indeed, but empty, food for brute

beasts.”

The question is then raised “How

shall a man distinguish between the pro

*ps nosa ni by incºm scripn

R’nty yº-inn nx)=xPlay nºrm ann

nnnn primary no), Hynn HRaj

nxin, Nºnº Nº. y Tyn, nnºnn

; Hyºya ºn pºp sº tºya

“Just as a man, when he is awake, dis

tinguishes between the object of his senses,

and the object of his imagination, so a

prophet, when he is asleep,' &c.—Abarba

nel, Ibid.

* Jer. xxiii. 29.
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like a thing that burns and tears him: and this happens

to him either amidst the dream itself, or afterwards, when

he is fully awakened and roused out of that prophetical

dream. But those dreams which are not prophetical,

although they be true, are weak and languid things, easily

blasted, as it were, with the east wind: and, as he further

goes on by way of allusion, like those dreams that the

prophet Isaiah speaks of, “when a hungry man dreams

he eats, but when he awakes, behold he is still hungry;

and as when a thirsty man dreams he drinks, but

when he is awake he is still thirsty'.” And thus

also the Chaldee paraphrast; Nonne omnia verba mea

sunt fortia sicut ignis, dicit Dominus, et sicut malleus

conterens petram” But we have yet another evident de

monstration of this notion which may not be omitted;

“Then I said, I will not make mention of him, nor speak

any more in his name: but his word was in mine heart

as a burning fire, shut up within my bones, and I was

weary with forbearing, and I could not stay".’ And, “The

Lord is with me as a mighty terrible one".” With refer

ence to this paragraph, R. Solomon Jarchi thus glosseth:

‘The word of prophecy, when it enters into the mouth of

the prophet in its strength, comes upon him like a fire

that burneth, according to what is said:” “And it was in

my heart as a burning fire;’ ‘And the hand of the Lord

was strong upon me".’

1 winn prinn “sºn mnn p is "nn- by) nyl- ºr nS)-2n

Rin Nºnin abn nºbyenn niben

ER Hm ins Pseph Antºn in 15

Tº ºnx DN) HN)-in ºrnyn Hyvin

Exps Rinn "Ninjn pºrno inspla

nºwnp on bºxin; by Nº n\piºnn

Yoº bip Hºp). Tº Hºpi Henºn

bºx synn piºn' ºs- nºn Yosty

: Ye'Ex mph) "pm" (Is. xxix. 8). Abar.

banel, 1bid.

* Nºt’s: "Epº pine $2 sºn

; seº y;pº sº º nºs

:15% Tºns ‘The prophecy was as a

burning fire, and I was compelled, in spite

of myself, to go on.’—Jarchi.

* Jer. xx. 9.

* ver. I 1.
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nny).5 º'N: Yº HN: Nºn Hinlºn
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Ezek. iii. 14). Vid. Jarchi, Comment. in

Jer. xxiii. 29.
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I have now done with the main characteristical nature

of prophecy, and given those resumpta of it which most

properly belong to true prophecy; though yet the other

two degrees of divine influx—of which hereafter—may

also have their share in them".

CHAPTER V.

An inquiry concerning the immediate efficient that represented the pro

phetical visions to the fancy of the prophet. That these representa

tions were made in the prophet's fancy by some angel. This cleared

by several passages out of the Jewish monuments, and by testimonies

of Scripture.

BEFORE I conclude this present discourse concerning

prophecy, properly so called, I think it may be useful

to treat a little of two things more, that most commonly

are to be considered in this degree of divine inspiration,

which we call prophecy.

The first whereof, is to inquire what that intellectus

agens was ; or, if you will, that immediate efficient that

represented the prophetical visions to the fancy of the

prophet.

Secondly, What the meaning of those actions is, that

* The following remarks from an

African traveller furnish a singular illus

tration of the symptoms of inspiration

feigned by the false prophets of antiquity,

as described in the preceding pages.

Speaking of a native chief, he says: ‘He

(Sebituane) had led a life of war, yet no

one apparently desired peace more than

he did. A prophet induced him to turn

his face again to the westward. This

man, by name Tlapáne, was called a ‘se

noga'—one who holds intercourse with

the gods. He probably had a touch of

insanity, for he was in the habit of retiring

no one knew whither, but perhaps into

some cave, to remain in a hypnotic or

mesmeric state until the moon was full.

Then, returning to the tribe quite ema

ciated, he excited himself, as others do who

pretend to the prophetic afflatus, until he

was in a state of ecstasy. These pretended

prophets commence their operations by

violent action of the voluntary muscles.

Stamping, leaping, and shouting in a

peculiarly violent manner, or beating the

ground with a club, they induce a kind of

fit, and while in it pretend that their ut

terances are unknown to themselves."—

Livingstone's Missionary Travels in South

Africa, p. 86.
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are frequently attributed to the prophets—whether they

were real, or only imaginary and scenical.

I shall begin with the first, and inquire by whom these

representations were made in the prophet's imagination,

or who ordered the prophetical scene, and brought up all

those idola that therein appeared upon the stage. For

though there be no question but that it was God Himself

by whom the whole frame of prophecy was disposed and

originally dispensed, seeing the scope thereof was to

reveal His mind and will; yet the immediate efficient

seems not to be God Himself, (as perhaps some may

think,) but indeed an angel: and so the generality of all

the Jewish writers determine. The sense of Maimonides

is full for this purpose, both in his De Fundamentis Legis

and his More Nevochim. And, perhaps, he hath too

universally determined, that every apparition of angels

imports presently some prophetical dispensation: which

hath made some of his countrymen, by an duetpia dv6oxkis,

fall too much off from him into a contrary assertion. His

words are these'. Seito quod omnium eorum propheta

rum, qui prophetiam Sibi factam esse dicunt, quidam

eam angelo alicut, quidam vero Deo Optimo Marimo

ascribant et attribuant, licet per angeli ministerium quo

que ipsis obtigerit: de quo sapientes nostri nos erudierunt

quando aiunt, “et diacit Dominus ad eam' (scilicet per

manus angeli), Gen. xxv. 23. For so it seems the masters

expounded this place, where God reveals to Rebekah her

future conception and progeny, of a prophetical apparition

by some angel; though yet all agree not in it. But it

may be worth our while to hear out Maimonides, who

pleads the authority of all Jewish antiquity for this

1 bisºn p nºrty p 5: 5 y-, psyner ºn an inns --> Pep Rºn

bnºv, p End ºn nsiºn innsity by nº “ ºps") inps n by non-5

tº prºv, p Eno) TNºrn bN n! : TNºry "T" More Nevoch. Pars II.

Tºp 1" by nºnry E by FN Hyn c. 41.
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opinion that we have now laid down. “Moreover, of

whomsoever you read that an angel spoke with him, or

that something was revealed to him by God, you are to

understand that it was performed no other way than by

a dream, or a prophetical vision. Our wise men have a

discourse about the word that came to the prophets,

according to what the prophets themselves have declared

(that is, concerning the several ways, as Buxtorf expounds

it, by which the prophets say the word of God came to

them). Now this was, say they, four ways. The first is,

When the prophet declares he received the word from an

angel in a dream or in a vision. Secondly, When he only

mentions the words of the angel, without declaring that

they came to him in a dream or in a vision; relying upon

this known fundamental, viz. That there is no prophecy

revealed but by one of these two ways, whereof God

makes mention, saying, ‘I will make myself known in

a vision, and speak to him in a dream.’ Thirdly, When

he makes no mention of the angel, but ascribes all to God,

as if He alone had conveyed it; yet with this addition,

that it came in a vision or in a dream. Fourthly, When

the prophet says absolutely, that God spake with him, or

said unto him, Do this, or, speak this, making no mention

at all either of angel, or vision, or dream; and that be

cause of this known principle and fundamental truth—

that there is no prophecy but either in a dream or vision,

or by the ministry of an angel'.” Thus Maimonides, who,

1 ºn-ſty ºn: Ya Navy ºr 's y-1)

nny Deno ºn" insa is TNºry \p

is bºrn Nºs pºp piºn nºn' s
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*N HRnon Exen ºxyp inst by
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Ebna Tºpp Hºn Sºnn maine,
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as we see, pretends this to be a known thing, and gene

rally agreed upon by all Jewish antiquity.

But before we go on to any confirmation of it, it will

be requisite a little to see what Nachmanides, his great

adversary in this business, allegeth against him, which

I find in his comment upon Genesis xviii. which chapter

Maimonides makes to relate nothing else but a prophetical

apparition of three angels to Abraham, which promised

a son': they are said to eat and drink with him, and two

of them to depart from him to Sodom, to be there enter

tained by Lot, whom they rescued from the violence of

his neighbour citizens, and led him the next day out of

the city, before they brought down fire and brimstone

from heaven upon it. All these passages seem to make

it evident that this apparition of angels was real and

historical, and not merely prophetical and imaginary.

Wherefore Nachmanides, having got this unhappy advan

tage of his adversary, pursues this mistake of his with

another of his own, as gross in an opposite way. His

words are these: ‘He that beholds an angel, or hath any

conference with one, is not a prophet: for the business is

not so as Maimonides hath determined it, namely, that

every prophet receives his prophecy by the ministry of

an angel, our master Moses only excepted”: for our

Rabbins have told us concerning Daniel and his com

panions, that they were, upon this account, more excellent

than he, because they were prophets, and he was none.

And, therefore, his book is not reckoned amongst the

by yen Jep bibn hºst: Nº Tºp

Rºn Nºv crºwn) yi), ºn-ty Ho

Hsnpa is bºrn Nºs ºn sº, nsin,

: Tsºp ** 2)) More Nevoch. Pars II.

cap. 4 I.

* Vide More Nev. Pars II. cap. 42.

• Tºº TNºr + by bºsºnin 55

nep n+n) bºrn bºxin Envy ºppºn

ºn he psy TNºr + by Nº ºnn

: 75 min"TN TE, “All the prophets pro

phesied through the instrumentality of an

angel; therefore what they saw, they saw

in a parable and enigma. Not so our

master Moses; for it was said of him,

Mouth to mouth I will speak with him."—

De Fund. Legis, cap. vii. $ 7.
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prophets, because he had to do with the angel Gabriel,

although he both beheld him, and had conference with

him when he was awake'. Thus we see Nachmanides as

clearly expungeth all those out of his catalogue of the

prophets to whom any apparition of angels was made, as

Maimonides had put them in; and pretends for this the

authority of the Talmudists, who, for this cause, exclude

Daniel from the number of the prophets, and, as he would

have us believe, reckoned his Book among the Hagiogra

pha, because of his converse with the angel Gabriel. But

all this is gratis dictum, and scarce bond ſide; for it is

manifest that all antiquity reckoned Zechariah as a pro

phet, notwithstanding all his visions are perpetually re

presented by angels.

But we shall a little examine that sentence of the

Talmudists upon which Nachmanides founds his opinion,

which I find set down in Massecheth Megillah, where the

masters gloss on the following: “And I, Daniel, alone saw

the vision: for the men that were with me saw not the

vision; but a great quaking fell upon them, so that they

fled to hide themselves’.” Here they inquire who those

nºn annºn nonny 95 - nosa

is HRnon Rin Tsºp ma" is Tsºp

bºsºph ºv. Nº Dºnnn is bºrn

won 5 HRnon nisºp Nº ºns

sºn; \;x*x ma" is -Nººr n’sº

55 ºr -ni anny p5 ºn in "Nº
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"Bºy inj's ºxy-in nos -->] Tºp

Rºn, sº in-R "sºn, in:"Nº Hºp

p’sºnin -ep by nep ans: Nº 5)

Bºys ºnly by jºy nºne ºp

: "pna by nato) *N nNY) nºnry

“In truth, wherever mention is made in

Scripture of any one seeing an angel or

holding converse with an angel, it is to

be understood of a vision or a dream, in

asmuch as the senses cannot comprehend

angelic beings. Yet are not such prophe

tic visions; for he that beholds an angel,

&c.'—Nachmanides, Elucidatio in Legem.

(fol. 17 a, 2. Venet. 1545).

Again, a little farther on: $52 mon

*> yºmn', E"penn Yºnyn Epp

. HNºnx H:2-N E-Rºpn nºsh

ºn Dry Dinnipm bºsºp brºnn

$ns ºn "nn-nn nº bºsºnin

ºn \ps by ºbi snpn isºp ºn

:'m Tsºn nx Nº byph ºxy ns ben

‘Behold, everywhere our Rabbins are

careful to inform us that the sight of an

angel does not constitute prophecy, nor

are those who behold angels and converse

with them, to be reckoned in the category

of prophets (as I have mentioned with re

gard to Daniel); but it is a species of vi

sion denominated “an opening of the eyes,”

as we read “And God opened the eyes of

Balaam, and he saw the angel of the

Lord.”’—Ibid. fol. 17 b, 1.

* Dan. x. 7.
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companions of Daniel were, and then pass their verdict

upon him and them. “What are those men that were with

Daniel? R. Jeremiah said, they were Haggai, Zechariah,

and Malachi. They excelled Daniel, and he also excelled

them. Herein they excelled him, because they were pro

phets, and he was none; and in this he excelled them,

that he beheld a vision, and they none".' Thus those

masters: they indeed deny Daniel to be a prophet, and

accordingly his book was by them reckoned among the

Hagiographa, yet they here give no reason at all for it.

But whereas Nachmanides says that the visions of angels

which Daniel conversed with were real, and not imaginary

or prophetical, it is a manifest elusion, and contrary to

the express words of the text, which relates these ap

paritions to have been in his sleep: “And when I heard

the voice of his words, then was I in a deep sleep upon

my face, and my face towards the ground".' And again:

‘Now as he was speaking with me, I was in a deep

sleep".’ This sleep was upon the exit of his vision", for

so, as we have shewed before, there was a frequent

peráðaals from a vision, which began upon the prophets

while they were awake, into a prophetical dream. So

again: “In the first year of Belshazzar, king of Babylon,

Daniel had a dream, and visions of his head upon his

bed";' and in this dream and night-vision, as in the

other before mentioned, a man or angel comes in to ex

pound the matter: “I, Daniel, was grieved in my spirit

in the midst of my body, and the visions of my head

troubled me. I came near to one of them that stood by,

non an ºpx bºx inx, No

•]n nh N-IN nº Nºn ºn Noºn"N)

in-N) nºr pºly Yny's -Nºrm nºn-r

Ynys- nºr pºly inx's "nºr, Fºy

inºp Hºly ºn's Rºn; lsº Yn"N) "Nºn)

: Rin Nº inj"Nº Rin in"NT

‘Who are those men that were with

Daniel ? R. Jeremiah said (though by

some the saying is attributed to R. Chiya

Bar Abba) they were Haggai, &c."

—Talm. Babylon. Gem. Megillah. cap. 1.

fol. 3 a.

* Dan. x. 9.

3 ch. viii. 18.

* ver, 15.

* ch. vii. 1.
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and asked him the truth of all this: so he told me, and

made me know the interpretation of the things'.”

But that the Talmudists do maintain true prophecy

to have been communicated by angels, we shall further

confirm from one place where the doctors are brought in,

comparing two places of Scripture, which seem contra

dictory. One of them is Numb. xii. 6, ‘In a dream will

I speak unto him;’ the other is Zech. x. 2, ‘They have

told false dreams:’ which they solve thus. R. Rami said,

it is written, ‘I will speak to him in a dream; and again,

They have told false dreams. Now there is no difficulty

at all in this: for the first sort of dreams came by the

hand of an angel; and the other by an evil genius”.'

And this opinion is generally followed by the rest of the

Jewish writers, commentators, and others, who thus com

pound the difference between those two famous adversaries

Nachmanides and Maimonides, by granting a twofold

appearance of angels, the one real, and the other ima

ginary. And so they say this real vision of angels is a

degree inferior to the prophetical vision of them. As we

are told by R. Jehudah in the book Cosri; where having

disputed, what hallowed minds they ought to have, who

maintain commerce with the Deity, he thus goes on, ‘If

a man be very pious, and be in those places” where the

divine influence uses to manifest itself, the angels will

accompany him with their real presence, and he shall see

them face to face; yet in an inferior way to that vision

of angels which accompanies the prophetical degree.

Under the second temple, according as men were more

endowed with wisdom, they beheld apparitions, and

heard the Bath Kol, which is a degree of sanctity, but yet

vv. 15, 16. —Gem. Berachoth. cap. 9, fol. 57 b.

2 in ºn is bºrn nºn: "p" stan * i.e. in terra sancta, as explained by

sºp Nº na" Rwn n\piºnn a'n») Buxtorf.

: Tº T' by No TNºr + by ts:
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inferior to the prophetical'.’ To conclude. R. Bechai makes

it an article of faith to believe the existence of angels for

this reason, that angels were the furnishers of the pro

phetical scene, and therefore to deny them was to deny

all prophecy; so he in Parasha Terumah: ‘because the

divine influx comes by the ministry of angels, who order

and dispose the word in the mouth of the prophet, ac

cording to the mind of God: and if it were not so, there

would be no prophecy; and if no prophecy, no law”.'

So Jos. Albo, we may remember, defined prophecy by the

immediate orderers of it, the angels.

But it is best to consult the Scripture itself in this

business, which declares all that way by which it descended

from God to the sons of men. The first place which

Maimonides’ brings for confirmation of this opinion is that

of Gen. xviii. 1, with the exposition of R. Chiya, which

he leaves as a great secret. But that which is more for

his and our purpose, is Gen. xxxii. 24, where Jacob

wrestled all night with the angel; for so that man was,

as Hosea tells us"; and again: ‘The angels of God met

1 nºppa nºn') nºn-pn: pin ps

(Essºpm) nºn-in' Hºst', pushn

Herº Tyn y Enix msnº bye:

*5)b ºn nº : NTN)-5m n×n-Top

n)")Yn D"NY", ºxy nºn-, Dºnn

n)-1-prin n×n-Tº Nºn) ºp nº byphen

: bisºn ninto Hipp Hºyº

—Cosri, Pars II. § 11, p. 170, ed. Buxtorf.

In another part of the same work

(Pars II. § 14, p. 83) we read: "o 55

is na Es S Nixinx Nº Naxinne,

: nin) Hy: ‘All who have ever prophesied

have prophesied either in it (the land of

Israel) or on subjects connected with it,”

e.g. Abraham respecting his removal

thereto (Gen. xii. 1); Ezekiel and Daniel

concerning the return thither from the

Babylonish captivity.

a bºsºp nºn-scº n)-ly) neno

n"ºn n\Nºxon; lºsin Yºtoxx; Dºty

tºys) nnnn ºpyr he's in ºpyn Rin)

lines; 15 Thºs ºn 5x ºnce,

-Pyn Rºn bºsºph nisºsp Prsity

by-pºp.m En bºsºphe, "Eh ºxyn

bºx-ºn en main prºp) been n>

|'N 15 Nºrbst” Than Etºn nxpa

: nºn lºs risin; I's psy mR)-x

‘We have a clear proof and testimony

to the existence of angels. For, just as

we are enjoined belief in the existence of

the Holy Blessed One, this being the first

principle of the Law; according also as

it is written, I am the Lord thy God; so

we are commanded to believe in the ex

istence of angels, which constitutes the

second principle, because the divine influx

comes by the ministry of angels,’ &c.—

R. Bechai, Parasha Terumah, fol. Ioz,

1 b. (Venet. 1546.)

* More Ner. Pars II. cap. 42.

* Hosea xii. 4.
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him',' (i. e. Jacob). Neither doth this interpretation of

that lucta between the angel and Jacob, as having been

only in a prophetical vision, at all prejudice the historical

truth of that event, which was Jacob's halting upon his

thigh: for it is no very unusual thing, at other times, to

have some real passions in our bodies, represented to us

in our dreams then when they first begin. Another in

stance we find in the book of Joshua: ‘Joshua lifted up

his eyes and looked, and, behold, a man stood over against

him”.” Again; Deborah attributes the command she had

to curse Meroz, to an angel: “Curse ye Meroz, said the

angel of the Lord?:’ which words Kimchi would have to

be understood in a literal sense: ‘for Deborah was a

prophetess, and so spake according to prophetical inspi

ration";’ and so Rabbi Levi Ben Gersom also expounds

1 Gen. xxxii. 1.

* Joshua v. 13. The “man’ that stood

over against Joshua is expressly called in

the next two verses “the captain of the

host of the Lord.” The Targum renders

this expression by . Dº in nºt isºp

“an angel sent from before the Lord.'

nknpa Hºn Tyn my yºunty "sh

Fºns pse, no nt by nºn)") inNYºn

nishn pinn Rin - yºn- ºn " \ps”

by bºnn typnºma) yºpmn Tºpn

nºn- nº inpsi hsin nom pnºn-p

by notºr ºn-lºnſo Inºnº vºn"

Jep na neºn Dyn Dºnnn, ney, TN

nN.1) monºpn ºxyp --- Yº not nt

nsib) Tº helby inn bºss TNºrn

lsºn nsiºn nºnpa º ºse 5": nibn

inyl b-prºn inxps ºns; ER mns

‘Y” ºn bas nºne p- tºyn "R 5

nºvnº ºppn nºn Yºn) " Ras

Dºn Rºn Ynysosºl Ye's NYn ºne">

:^wn nsp Rºº, nsºnin nº

“It is right you should know that this

occurrence took place in a prophetic vi

sion, evidence whereof exists in what is

said by way of continuation. “And the

Lord said unto Joshua.” For we must

not suppose that the angel was seen during

waking hours, and under the ordinary

exercise of the senses. The object of the

phrase “And it came to pass when Joshua

was in Jericho” is to point to the fact that

there his mind was perplexed as to how

he should destroy the people who dwelt

therein. In accordance with this, there

was represented to him the likeness of

something connected with war, and he

saw the angel of the Lord, as it were with

a drawn sword in his hand. For this rea

son Joshua likewise inquired of him, in

prophetic vision, “Art thou for us, or for

our adversaries ("—after the manner of

persons engaged in warfare. The answer

given was that the case was not as Joshua

imagined it to be, but that it was the cap

tain of the host of the Lord that stood be

fore him. This captain then was he that

was appointed to watch over Israel, and

by whose instrumentality God would con

vey prophecy from Himself to the pro

phet.”—R. L. B. Gersom.

* Judges v. 25.

4 "p by) nnnn", nnºn nxºn; 5

Rºx pn-, -ps nº nº most mRynjn

: "T ‘For Deborah was a prophetess, and

so spake according to prophetical inspira

tion; or it may be that they are the words

of Barak the prophet of the Lord.”
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it: Onkelos and Jarchi, with less reason, I think, make

this angel to be none else but Barak’. Though I am not

ignorant that sometimes the prophets themselves are

called angels of God, and thence Malachi, the last of

them, had his name; yet we have no such testimony con

cerning Barak, that ever he was a prophet, but only a

judge or commander of the military forces. In the first

book of Kings, we have a large description of this ima

ginary appearance of angels in the several modes of it;

‘Behold the Lord passed by, and a great and strong

wind rent the mountains, and brake in pieces the rocks

before the Lord; but the Lord was not in the wind; and

after the wind an earthquake, and after the earthquake

a fire, &c.” All these appearances Jonathan the Tar

gumist expounds by “Armies of angels,' which were

attended with those terrible phaenomena”. And the still

voice in which the Lord was, he renders answerably to

the rest by “the voice of angels praising God in a gentle

kind of harmony'.” For though it be there said that the

Lord was in the soft voice, yet that paraphrast seems to

understand it only of his ambassador: which, in some

other places of Scripture, is very manifest; as in the

second book of Kings, where we find the angel delivered

to Elijah the message to Ahaziah, king of Israel, who

sent to Baal-zebub, the god of Ekron, to inquire about

his disease; “But the angel of the Lord said to Elijah

the Tishbite, Arise, go up to meet the messengers of the

king of Samaria, and say unto them, Is it not because

1 Onkelos says that the words were * I Kings xix. 11, 12.

spoken by Barak "T Nº. ‘the pro- • sºn "Esºp nºncºp exercitus

phet of the Lord.' Jarchi, that Barak angelorum venti' ºp nº-city

spoke them : nºnpn be innºva by

the mission of the Holy Blessed One.' - -

By a strange error, the former editions º' *Nºp nº exercitus ange

of our author read ‘Baruch' instead of lorum ignis.'

“Barak' both here and a few lines farther 4. 'en; pnation $n

on.

Nºt ‘exercitus angelorum commotionis'—
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there is not a God in Israel, that ye go to inquire of

Baal-zebub".’ And afterwards, we have all this message

attributed to God Himself by the prophet, as if he had

received the dictate immediately from God Himself”.

And in Daniel, the Apocalypse, and Zechariah, we find

all things perpetually represented and interpreted by

angels”. And Abarbanel tells us that several prophets

had several angels that delivered the heavenly embassy

to them, for that every prophet was not so well fitted to

converse with any kind of angel: “Every prophet was not

in a fit capacity for receiving prophetical influence, from

any angel indifferently; but according to the disposition

of the receiver, the degree and quality of the angel was

accommodated'.” But I shall not further pursue this

argument. In the general, that the prophetical scene

was perpetually ordered by some angel, I think is evident

from what hath been already said, which I might further

confirm from Ezekiel, all whose prophecies about the

temple are expressly attributed to a man as the actor of

them, that is, indeed, an angel; for so they used con

stantly to appear to the prophets in a human shape. And

likewise, in Jacob's vision of a ladder that reached up to

heaven", we find the angels ascending and descending, to

intimate that this scala prophetica, whereby divine in

* 2 Kings i. 3.

* Ib. v.v. 15, 16.

3 Similarly, it was the angel of the

Lord that destroyed the Assyrian host

(2 Kings xix. 35). A destroying angel

smote the people in the time of David

with pestilence (2 Sam. xxiv. 15, 16).

In Habakkuk iii. 5, where we read that

“Before him went the pestilence,' the

• yeºn bapº ºp, Rºnx ºr "R

nºy *>Nº Enlºp "25ty in Nºry

n×n E- ºnx bºsºnin Eyewon

: in yºpm nbyo tº ºppn

On this account, adds Abarbanel, Ze

chariah received his inspiration from the

angel who spake with him, which angel

again received further instruction from one

of superior order to convey to the prophet.

Targum is isºp nºntº "nipº in

: Rºmp ‘Before Him was sent the angel

of death.” Ps. lxxxix. 48, ‘he shall not

see death.’ Targ. sºp "pn. R;

: snip, “He shall not see the angel of

death.’

The reason of this was, that the capacity

of Zechariah was not adequate to the re

ception of inspiration from the superior

angel, while the angel who actually spake

with him was exactly qualified for the task

assigned him.—Abarbanel in Zech. cap. 2.

* Gen. xxviii. 12.

Q
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fluence descended upon the mind of the prophet, is always

filled with angels. From this place, compared with

Jacob's vision of Laban's sheep, presented to him by an

angel", Philo thus determines in his book de Somniis:

‘You see how the Scripture represents such dreams as

sent of God, not only those that proceed from the first

Cause [God], but such also as come by His ministers, the

angels”.’ But St Jerome hath given us a more full and

ample testimony in this matter, in his comment on Gal.

iii. 19: “The law was ordained by angels in the hand of

a Mediator.” His words are these; Quod autem, ait, “lea:

ordinata per angelos,’ hoc vult intelligi, quod in omni

veteri testamento, ubi angelus primum visus refertur, et

postea quasi Deus loquens inducitur, angelus quidem were

ea: ministris pluribus quicumque sit visus, sed in illo

Mediator (Christus) loquatur qui dicat, “Ego sum Deus

Abraham, Deus Isaac, et Deus Jacob.” Nec mirum si

Deus loquatur in angelis, cum etiam per angelos, qui in

hominibus sunt, loquatur Deus in prophetis; dicente

Zacharia, ‘et ait angelus qui loquebatur in me,’ ac dein

ceps inferente, “hac dicit Dominus Omnipotens.’

We might further add to all this, those visions we

meet with in the New Testament, which, as a thing

vulgarly known, were attributed to angels. So St Paul

says: ‘There stood by me the angel of God this night;"

that is, in a prophetical dream". And when the angel of

God did really appear to Peter, and bring him out of

prison", he could scarce be persuaded, of a long time, but

that all this was a vision—this, indeed, being the common

manner of all prophetical vision. And when the Phari

sees would describe St Paul as a prophet that had re

ceived some vision or revelation from heaven, they phrase

1 Gen. xxxi. 1 1. dXXà kal Toys 61& rôv Útroºpmråv atroſ, kal

* “Opás &rt 6eoméutrous évelpous dwa- 3rabów dyyá\tov.–Phil. Jud. Vol. v. p. 86.

opáqet 6 befos A6-yos, où uðvov toºs kará rà * Acts xxvii. 23.

Tpeggiºratov táv alrtſºv trpopauvouévows, * Acts xii.
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it by the speaking of an angel or spirit unto him, ‘We

find no evil in this man; but if an angel or spirit hath

spoken to him, let us not fight against God'.’

CHAPTER VI.

The second inquiry, What the meaning of those actions is, that are fre

quently attributed to the prophets, whether they were real, or only

imaginary and scenical. What actions of the prophets were only

imaginary, and performed upon the stage of fancy. What we are

to think of several actions and res gestae recorded of Hosea, Jere

miah, and Ezekiel in their prophecies.

Thus we have done with our first inquiry concerning

the Contriver and Orderer of the prophetical stage:

that which was represented upon it, no doubt, every one

will grant to have been a masking or imaginary business.

But there are many times, in the midst of prophetical

narrations, some things related to be done by the prophets

themselves upon the command of the prophetic voice,

which have been generally conceived to have been acted

really, the grossest of all not excepted, as Hosea's taking

a harlot for his wife, and begetting children, &c. This

conceit Mr Calvin hath, in part, happily undermined.

But we shall not here doubt to conclude, both of that and

all other actions of the prophets, which they were enjoined

upon the stage of prophecy, that they were only scenical

and imaginary; except, indeed, they were such as, of their

own nature, must have a historical meaning, in which an

1 Acts xxiii. 9. Other instances are Acts x. 3, when Cornelius sees ‘an angel

those recorded in St Matth. i. 20, of the of God in a vision.” Add to these the

angel of the Lord appearing to Joseph trance into which St Peter fell when the

‘in a dream ;' Acts ix. Io, when ‘the voice spake unto him, and he answered

Lord' speaks to Ananias ‘in a vision ; it (Acts x. 10–15).

Q 2
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imaginary performance would not serve the turn. For

this purpose, it may be worth our while to take notice of

what Maimonides hath well determined in this case:

* Know therefore, that as it is in a dream, a man thinks

that he hath been in this or that country, that he has

married a wife there, and continued there for some certain

time, that by this wife he has had a son of such a name,

of such a disposition, and the like; know (saith he) that

even just so it is with the prophetical parables, as to what

the prophets see or do in a prophetical vision. For what

soever those parables inform us concerning any action the

prophet doth, or concerning the space of time between one

action and another, or going from one place to another;

all this is in a prophetical vision: neither are these actions

real to sense, although some particularities may be pre

cisely reckoned up in the writings of the prophets. For

because it was well known that it was all done in a pro

phetical vision; it was not necessary, in the rehearsing of

every particularity, to reiterate that it was in a prophetical

vision; as it was also needless to inculcate that it was in a

dream. But now, the vulgar sort of men think that all

such actions, journeys, questions, and answers were really

and sensibly performed, and not in a prophetical vision.

And, therefore, I have an intention to make plain this

business, and shall bring such things as no man shall

be able to doubt of; adding thereunto some examples, by

which you may be able to judge of the rest which I shall

not, for the present, mention'.' Thus we see how Mai

1 bºnn bºx nºne ps. 5 y-In

ne's by Rex) nºben ºns', Tºn ºnse,

nºn) ºf Rºp) in 15 +5);) to Tryn

*Rn HR-2H ºr 5 nºnry Ho ;wyp

non ITN)-5F. T.N.Tryin Yºyº N Nº mys

Bºynn p Heyo Nynn ºpn nºv

pºp nip) Rºxh Enix bye p-nnnn

ny-by) ºvon is byºyº bye ºn nor

nºn-nnnnon sºn ºn byprº byprºp

b's ºn pennº D'ssp. bºye bric. Nº

Enxp mR)-xm ºnebn Eno Rn")

nºn ºne yºxy inst prºmp

nºwn; , Thynn Nº nºn nºnpa

nºn-v bºon to Pºm Phn $5 mºrn

N'Djn "hosºy Yoº HN)2Xrl HNYºn

nsas Thes' sº *s ºr "px")

nºyene monn intºm bºna nºne

ºn Dºyon nºstyn nºbim Enn
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monides rejects it as a vulgar error, to conceive that

those actions which are commonly attributed to the pro

phets in the current of their prophecy, their travelling

from place to place, their propounding questions, and

receiving answers, &c. were things real to sense; whereas

they were only imaginary, represented merely to the

fancy.

But, for a more distinct understanding of this business,

we must remember what hath been often suggested, that

the prophetical scene or stage upon which all apparitions

were made to the prophet, was his imagination; and that

there all those things which God would have revealed

unto him were acted over symbolically, as in a masque, in

which divers persons are brought in, amongst which the

prophet himself bears a part: and therefore he, according

to the exigency of this dramatical apparatus, must, as the

other actors, perform his part, sometimes by speaking and

reciting things done, propounding questions; sometimes by

acting that part which in the drama he was appointed to

act by some others; and so, not only by speaking, but by

gestures and actions, come in, in his due place, among the

rest; as it is in our ordinary dreams, to use the expression

of Maimonides respecting it. And, therefore, it is no

wonder to hear of those things done which, indeed, have

no historical or real verity; the scope of all being to

represent something strongly to the prophet's understand

ing, and sufficiently to inform it in the substance of those

things in which he was to instruct that people to whom he

was sent. And so, sometimes, we have only the intel

ligible matter of prophecies delivered to us nakedly, with

out the imaginary ceremonies or solemnities. And as

nºnpa sº twinn novn rºya nºn it. cap. 46 sub init. Most of the cases

she no mp tº mons is nºn-n treated of in the following pages of this

no nsp Yºst nanx) ºn bºx pºp" chapter are referred to by Maimonides in

nkan Rynn nxpm p \xro Rintº the sequel of the above quotation.

: "nºt Nºw no Tº More Nev. Pars
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this notion of those actions of the prophet that are inter

woven with their prophecies is most genuine, and agree

able to the general nature of prophecy, so we shall further

clear and confirm it in some particulars.

We shall begin with that of Hosea's marrying Gomer,

a common harlot, and taking to himself ‘children of

whoredoms, which he is said to do a first and a second

time". This kind of action, however void it might be of

true vice, yet would it not have been void of all offence,

for a prophet to have thus unequally yoked himself (to

use St Paul's expression) with any such infamous persons,

though by way of lawful wedlock, if it had been really

done. I know that this way of interpreting both this

and other prophetical actions displeaseth Abarbanel, who

thinks the literal sense and historical verity of all ought

to be entertained, except it be pnrós expressed to have

been done in a vision; and the general current of our

Christian writers, till Calvin's time, has gone the same

way. And to make the literal interpretation here good,

R. Solomon Jarchi and our former author both tell us,

that the ancient Rabbins have determined those pro

phetical narrations of Hosea to be understood Dybºyb5

‘literally.” The place they refer to is in the Gemara’,

where yet I find no such thing positively concluded by

the Talmudists. Indeed they there, after their fashion,

expound the place by inserting a long dialogue between

God and the prophet about this matter, but so as that

without the gloss of R. Solomon or of Abarbanel, we

could no more think their scope was to establish the

literal sense, than, I think, that the prophet himself

intended to insinuate the same to us. We, therefore,

choose to follow Abenezra as a more genuine commen

tator, who, in this place, and others of the like nature,

* Hos. i. and iii.

* Gem. Pesach, cap. viii. fol. 87.
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follows Maimonides kard ráðas', making all those trans

actions to have been only imaginary. For though it be

not always positively laid down in these narrations, that

the res gesta was in a vision; yet the nature and scope of

prophecy so requiring that things should thus be acted in

imagination, we should rather expect some positive decla

ration to assure us that they were performed in the history,

if indeed it were so *.

* Chronologically incorrect. Aben

Ezra, although he agrees with Maimo

nides in the mode of interpreting the

passages of Hosea and others of a like

nature, did not follow, but precede him in

such interpretation. Maimonides com

posed the More Nevochim A. D. 1181.

(Vid. Bibliothecam Magnam Rabb. Bar

toloccii, Tom. Iv. p. 87.) Aben Ezra

died, as is commonly supposed, A.D.

I 194 (Ibid. I. p. 41). His Commentary

on the Scriptures was written many years

before, that on Daniel having been com

pleted, as he himself informs us, A. D.

1156 (Ibid. I. p. 38), i.e. twenty-five

years before the composition of the More

Nevochim. -

mRin nºn Rºn nr 5 yr ºn

bene Hººn biºn: HRn; nºnpa

Tºm Bººt ne's Tº nº Tº Yº Yps

ñr $5 nº nnnn, nynºr ne's nP5)

T's monn ºxy..... nNY-Xin n\Nºnº-l

Bºnn n×n mp) ºn bºrn ins"

: ninen Hºsn, nsºn: Rºn Dis

“The correct interpretation, according to

my opinion, is that the prophet beheld in

a prophetic vision, in a dream of the

night, that God said to him, Go, take

unto thee a wife of whoredoms, and that

he went and took a particular woman to

wife, and that she conceived and bare a

son. All this was in prophetic visions.

And do not wonder how he should see in

a dream, and should go and take a wife.

Consider how in a dream, not prophetical,

a man beheld the ill-favoured and lean

fleshed kine, eat up the seven well-fa

voured and fat kine (Gen xli. 3).” Aben

Ezra, Comment. in loco.

* The Chaldee paraphrast adopts a

somewhat different method of explaining

the expressions in Hosea, though equally

averse with Aben Ezra and Maimonides

to the literal interpretation. He considers

the phrases as setting forth a parable

furnished by God to the prophet, to be

employed by him in his reproof of Israel:

‘Go, utter a prophecy against the inha

bitants of the idolatrous city, who add

sin to sin, for the inhabitants of the land

go far astray from the worship of the

Lord. So he went and prophesied against

them, that if they would repent, they

should be forgiven; but if not, they

should fall as the leaves of the fig-tree;

but they acted yet more wickedly.” (Ch.

i. 2, 3.) Again (ch. iii. 1), ‘Go, utter

a prophecy against the house of Israel,

that they are like a woman beloved of

her husband,’ &c. (ver. 2.) “Yet I re

deemed them by my words,’ &c.

The manner in which the Targumist

understands the passages is clear, not

withstanding his paraphrastic interpre

tation. The translation of ch. i. 3 is

founded on the etymological meaning to

be attached to the words Gomer and

Diblaim.

Abarbanel in his Commentary on ch.

i. vv. 2, 3, after reviewing the three

modes of interpretation, viz. the paraboli

cal, as adopted by Jonathan ; that pre

ferred by Aben Ezra, Maimonides, and

their followers, of considering the whole

as having taken place in a prophetic

vision; and lastly, the literal, gives his

own decision in favour of the last. Yet

is he not so firmly fixed in his opinion

but that he uses the following words in

his Commentary on the third chapter.
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And, therefore, in these recitals of prophetical visions

we find, many times, things less coherent than can agree

with a true history; as in the narrative of Abraham's

vision" (for so the Rabbins in Pirke R. Eliezer expound

that whole chapter to be nothing else'), we find that “God

appeared to Abraham in a vision";' and God brings him

into the field as if it were after the shutting up of even

ing, and shows him the stars of heaven": and yet, for all

this, it was yet daytime, and the sun not gone down:

“And when the sun was going down, a deep sleep fell

upon Abram”;’ “And it came to pass that, when the

sun went down and it was dark, behold, a smoking fur

nace, and a burning lamp that passed between those

pieces".’ From whence it is manifest, that Abraham's

going out into the field before, to take a view of the stars

of heaven, and his ordering of those several living crea

tures for a sacrifice", was all performed in a prophetical

vision, and upon the stage of his imagination; it being no

strange thing to have incoherent junctures of time made

in such a way".

So in Jeremiah” we have a very precise narrative of

Jeremiah's getting a linen girdle, and putting it upon his

loins; and, after a while, he must needs take a long jour

ney to Euphrates, to hide it there in a hole of the rock;

and then returning, after many days, makes another weary

journey to the same place, to take it out again after it was

After giving the interpretations of Jo- be addressed to the Israelites.”

nathan, and of Aben Ezra and Maimo- * Gen. xv.

nides, he writes: “Of these two methods * Cap. xxviii.

which I have referred to above, the for- * Gen. xv. 1.

mer, that of Jonathan, appears to me * ver, 5.

the more probable—that the prophet em- * ver. 12.

ployed the words as a parable in his * ver, 17.

reproof of the Israelites. But perhaps 7 vv. 9, 1o.

the two opinions may be adopted toge- * The ‘deep sleep' that fell upon

ther, so that then God will be understood Abram is described in the Bereshith

as having shown the prophet all this in a Rabba as TNYin) To Thn—“the deep

prophetic vision, and at the same time sleep of prophecy.’

furnished him with a mode of reproof to * ch. xiii.
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all corrupted: all which could manifestly be nothing else

but merely imaginary; the scope thereof being to imprint

this more deeply upon the understanding of the prophet,

that the house of Judah and Israel, which was nearly

knit and united to God, should be destroyed and ruined.

The same prophet is brought in going to the house of

a potter, to take notice how he wrought a piece of work

upon the wheel; and when the vessel he intended was all

marred, that then he made of his clay another vessel'.

And in another place he is brought in as taking the

ancients of the people and the ancients of the priests along

with him, into the valley of the son of Hinnom, with

a potter's earthen bottle under his arm, and there break

ing it in pieces in the midst of them”.

In this last chapter it is very observable how the

scheme of speech is altered, when the prophet relates

a real history concerning himself, speaking of himself in

the third person, as if now he were to speak of somebody

else, and not of a prophet or his actions; for so we read,

“Then came Jeremiah from Tophet,” &c.” The like

change of the person we find in the 28th chapter",

where a formal story is told of some things that passed

between Jeremiah and Hananiah, the false prophet, who,

in the presence of all the people, broke Jeremiah's yoke

from off his neck: for it seems to have been a wonted

thing for the prophets, by bonds and yokes, to type out

unto the people victory or captivity in war. But in all

this business the mode of Jeremiah's language insinuates

a literal sense, by speaking altogether in the third person,

as if the relation concerned somebody else, and not him

self; and so must be of some real thing, and that which,

to sense and observation, had its reality, and not only

a reality in apprehension or imagination. Not unlike is

1 ch. xviii. * ch. xix. * ver. 14. * ver. Io.
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that we read of Zedekiah the false prophet, who made

himself horns of iron, when he prophesied to Ahab his

prosperity against the Syrians at Ramoth-Gilead, vulgarly

to represent to him the success he should have against his

enemies". So we seem to have an insinuation of a real

history in Jeremiah's purchase of a field of Hanameel, his

uncle's son, from the mode of expression which is there

observable”.

But at other times we meet with things graphically

described with all the circumstantial pomp of the business,

when yet it could be nothing else but a dramatical thing;

as where the prophet goes and finds out the chief of the

Rechabites particularly described, and brings them into

such a particular chamber as is there set forth by all its

bounds, and there sets pots and cups full of wine before

them, and bids them drink”. Just in the same mode

with this we have another story told, of his taking a wine

cup from God, and his carrying it up and down to all

nations far and near—Jerusalem, and the cities of Judah,

and the kings and princes thereof; to Pharaoh, king of

Egypt, his servants, princes, and people; to all the

Arabians, and kings of the land of Uz; to the kings

of the land of the Philistines, Edom, Moab, Ammon; the

kings of Tyre and Sidon, and of the isles beyond the sea,

1)edan, Tema, Buz; the kings of Zimri, of the Medes and

Persians, and all the kings of the north: and all these he

said he made to drink of this cup". And in this fashion

he is sent up and down with yokes, to put upon the necks

of several kings": all which can have no other sense than

that which is merely imaginary, though we be not told

that all this was acted only in a vision, for the nature of

the thing would not permit any real performance thereof.

1 1 Kings xxii. * Jer. xxxii. 6–12. * Jer. xxxv.

* Jer. xxv. 15–26. * Jer. xxvii.
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The like we must say of Ezekiel's res gesta!—his

eating a roll given him of God'. And in chap. iv. it is

especially remarkable how ceremoniously all things are

related concerning his taking a tile, and pourtraying upon

it the city of Jerusalem, and his laying siege to it"; all

which, I suppose, will be evident to have been merely

dramatical, if we carefully examine all things in it, not

withstanding that God tells him he should in all this

be a “sign to the people.” Which is not so to be under

stood, as if they were to observe, in such real actions, in a

sensible way, what their own fates should be: for he is

here commanded to lie continually before a tile three

hundred and ninety days—which is full thirteen months—

upon his left side, and after that, forty more upon his

right, and to bake his bread that he should eat all this

while with dung, &c.

So he is commanded to take a barber's razor, and

to shave his head and beard, then to weigh his hair in

a pair of scales, and divide it into three parts; and after

the days of his siege should be fulfilled, spoken of before,

then to burn a third part of it in the midst of the city,

and to smite about the other third with a knife, and to

scatter the other third to the wind". All which, as it is

most unlikely in itself ever to have been really done, so

was it against the law of the priests, to shave the corners

of their heads and the corners of their beards, as Mai

monides observes. But that Ezekiel himself was a priest,

is manifest". Upon these passages of Ezekiel, Maimonides

hath thus soberly given his judgment: “Far be it from

God to render His prophets like to fools and drunken men,

and to prescribe them the actions of fools and madmen:

besides that this last injunction would have been incon

sistent with the law; for Ezekiel was a great priest, and

1 Ezek. iii. 2 Ezek. iv. 3 Ezek. v. * Ezek. i. 3.
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therefore obliged to the observation of those two negative

precepts, viz. of not shaving the corners of his head, and

corners of his beard: and, therefore, this was done only in

a prophetical vision'.' The same sentence likewise he

passeth upon that story of Isaiah—his walking naked and

barefoot”—wherein Isaiah was no otherwise a sign to

Egypt and Ethiopia, or rather Arabia, where he dwelt

not, and so could not more literally be a type therein,

than Ezekiel was here to the Jews”.

Again: we read of Ezekiel's removing his household

stuff in the night, as a type of the captivity, and of his

digging with his hands through the wall of his house, and

of the people's coming to take notice of this strange

action, with many other uncouth ceremonies of the whole

business which carry no show of probability"; and yet

God declares upon this to him, “I have set thee for a

sign to the house of Israel";” and, “Son of man, hath not

the house of Israel, the rebellious house, said unto thee,

What doest thou"?” As if all this had been really done;

which, indeed, seems to be nothing else but a prophetical

scheme. Neither was the prophet any real sign, but only

imaginary, as having the type of all those fates which

were to befall the Jews symbolically represented in his

fancy: which sense Kimchi, a genuine commentator, fol

lows, with the others mentioned. And, it may be, accord

ing to this same notion is that in chap. xxiv. to be

1 bºr)", "Nº, nno be', nººn

nvºyo nivy's bis") bºn-cº D'ble'?

nylºn neyp nity, bis") bºwn

in: nºn Nºne ºpi myspnºs in no

iP! nºte, 95 by "Nº ºxy ºwn) ºn:

fishpa tº ni nºn Exps, ºwn nº

: ITN)5]n More Nev. Pars II. cap. 46.

* ch. xx. 3.

* Aben Ezra comments thus on the

passage of Isaiah : . In'ye" by no

by inve” Tay Tºn nes: Rºxh

nº. 2 ns)-in nºnpa nºn nt ºn”

: Dºnxp) whº milyn by Rºxin 15,

“So too of Isaiah the prophet. Like as

my servant Isaiah hath walked naked

and barefoot—this was in a prophetic

vision; for why should the prophet go

naked on account of AEthiopia and

Egypt?’ Aben Ezra, Comment. in Hosea,

C. I.

* Ezek. xii.

* ver, 6. * ver, 9.
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understood, of the death of the prophet's wife, with the

manner of those funeral solemnities and obsequies which

he performed for her.

But we shall proceed no further in this argument,

which I hope is, by this time, sufficiently cleared, that we

are not, in any prophetical narratives of this kind, to

understand any thing else but the history of the visions

themselves which appeared to them, except we be led, by

some farther argument of the reality of the thing, in a

way of sensible appearance, to determine it to have been

any sensible thing.

CHAPTER VII.

Of that degree of divine inspiration properly called Ruach hakkodesh,

i.e. The Holy Spirit. The nature of it described out of Jewish

antiquities. Wherein this Spiritus Sanctus differed from prophecy,

strictly so called, and from the spirit of holiness in purified souls.

What books of the Old Testament were ascribed by the Jews to

Ruach hakkodesh. Of the Urim and Thummim.

Thus we have done with that part of divine inspira

tion, which was more technically and properly by the

Jews called prophecy. We shall now a little search into

that which is Hagiographical, or, as they call it, the

dictate of the Holy Spirit; in which the Book of Psalms,

Job, the works of Solomon and others, are comprised.

This we find very appositely thus defined by Maimonides:

“When a man perceives some power to arise within him,

and rest upon him, which urgeth him to speak, so that he

discourse concerning the sciences or arts, and utter psalms

or hymns, or profitable and wholesome rules of good

living, or matters political and civil, or such as are divine;

and that, whilst he is waking, and hath the ordinary

vigour and use of his senses; this is such an one of whom
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it is said, that he speaks by the Holy Spirit". In this

definition we may seem to have the strain of the Book of

Psalms, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes, fully deciphered to us.

In like manner, we find this degree of inspiration de

scribed by R. Albo, after he had set down the other

degrees superior to it: ‘Now to explain to you what is

that other door of divine influx, through which none can

enter by his own natural ability; it is when a man utters

words of wisdom, or song, or divine praise, in pure and

elegant language, besides his wont: so that every one that

knows him, admires him for this excellent knowledge and

composure of words; but yet he himself knows not from

whence this faculty came to him, but is as a child that

learns a tongue, and knows not from whence he had this

faculty. Now the excellence of this degree of divine

inspiration is well known to all, for it is the same with

that which is called the Holy Spirit”.” Or, if you please,

we shall render these definitions of our former Jewish

doctors in the words of Proclus, who hath very happily

set forth the nature of this piece of divine inspiration, ac

cording to their mind, in these words”: “This degree or

ºn inst pºly ºbso bism ºp'

nanº incºm 'cºnnn-ins nº lºy

ls n\nzhenna , is n\rona ºn")

Bºya is bºynn nºnrn ºn-ºn

nºn. Tº nm tºwn's is bºxn)n

phºnyo by Dºnn typnºn) nspºn

nano ºne ºy nps' Ye's inn

: crºpn nºn More Nevoch. Pars II.

cap. 45

• Nºw ink yº no cºsº, nne'

--Tº lynto Tºp bºxn in nyeº

navy Yv ºn--in N. mp5m ºn-Tin

nºns nºn Nºv nºnpı ns peºn bºnº

pown $5 non') nt yº is ºn",

Yº-Yºn YTD) Yny" ºxyp in N.

non h ºn pºmp y T. Nº psy Rim

sº main mp5 vine, p: Rinn

bxpx). Rinn nºn Yº Nº. 5"no yº"

inin-p hºn bºb ºn then n>>

: e-mph nºn Rºpn nsin Hinºpm nº

R. Albo, Lib. III. cap. Io.

The following is the definition as given

by the author of Cosri.

Hispa ºn in n>n nºx' -->)

mp3 ºn bºrn painnno Dvirºn

hymn nepnin wonvmp inprºnºv

nNinja Tyrºn rinton Yºyo -mbº,

Rºpn) nºn-p nºt "nºb Rºpni

: "TPT ñº", “In some men the ra

tional faculty is so advanced by reason

of its close connexion with the Universal

Mind, as that they become exalted beyond

need of the subserviency of reflection or

speculation, and are released from all toil

and labour, as in the prophetic discipline.

This peculiar property is termed “holi

ness:” it is also denominated the “Holy

Spirit.” Cosri, Pars v. § XII. p. 349. ed.

Buxtorf.

* 'O 6é xapakthp rav Xóyov early ºv
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enthusiastical character, shining so bright with the intellec

tual influences, is pure and venerable, receiving its perfec

tion from the father of the gods, being distinct from human

conceptions, and far transcending them, always conjoined

with delightfulness and amazement, full of beauty and

comeliness, concise, yet withal exceeding accurate.’

This kind of divine inspiration, therefore, was always

more pacate and serene than the other of prophecy,

neither did it so much fatigate and act upon the imagi

nation. For though these Hagiographi, or holy writers,

ordinarily expressed themselves in parables and simili

tudes, which is the proper work of fancy; yet they seem

only to have made use of such a dress of language to set

off their own sense of divine things, which in itself was

more naked and simple, the more advantageously, as we

see commonly in all other kind of writings. And seeing

there was no labour of the imagination in this way of

revelation, therefore it was not communicated to them

by any dreams or visions, but while they were waking,

and their senses were in their full vigour, their minds

calm; it breathing upon them, as év yaxiſvn, as Plotinus

describes his pious enthusiast'; 'Apiraaffeis # &v6ova'ida as

navyn &v ćphup Karagráael yeyévnrat arpeuet tº avroſ, ovaig,

ověauoº drox\ivov. For, indeed, this enthusiastical spirit

seated itself principally in the higher and purer faculties

of the soul, which were datep duraſyeva trpós avyńv—that

I may allude to the ancient opinion of Empedocles, who

held there were two suns, the one archetypal, which was

always in the inconspicable hemisphere of the world, but

the beams thereof shining upon this world's sun, were

reflected to us, and so further enlightened us”.

0ovataarukös, Öta\áurov rais voepals ért- twº dváueatos, káA\ovs re r\#pms, kal

Boxals, kaðapós re kal aeuvès, CŞs dird givrouos dua kal dirmºpºwaćvos. Procl.

rarpós rexeloğuevos rôv 6etºv, &m)\ayué- in Plat. Tim. 3oo c.

vos re kalûmepéxwv ráv dvöpwirivav čvvoutºv, * Plotin. Enn. vi. 9, 11.

àppós re duoſ, kai karatramkrucés, kal Xapi- * 'Eutrečok\ſis 600 "HXtous, röv učv
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Now this kind of inspiration, as it always carried

pious souls into strains of devotion, or moved them

strongly to dictate matters of true piety and goodness,

did manifest itself to be of a divine nature: and, as it

came in abruptly upon the minds of those holy men

without courting their private thoughts, but transported

them from that temper of mind they were in before, so

that they perceived themselves captivated by the power

of some higher light than that which their own under

standing commonly poured out upon them, they might

know it to be more immediately from God.

For, indeed, that seems to be the main thing wherein

this Holy Spirit differed from that constant spirit and

frame of holiness and goodness dwelling in hallowed

minds; that it was too quick, potent, and transporting a

thing, and was a kind of vital form to that light of

divine reason which they were perpetually possessed of

And, therefore, sometimes it runs out into a foresight or

prediction of things to come, though, it may be, those

previsions were less understood by the prophet himself;

as we might instance, if it were needful, in some of

David's prophecies, which seem to have been revealed

to him, not so much for himself (as the apostle speaks),

as for us. But it did not always spend itself in strains

of devotion or dictates of virtue, wisdom, and prudence;

and, therefore, if I may take leave here to express my

conjecture, I should think the ancient Jews called this

degree Spiritus Sanctus, not because it flows from the

third person in the Trinity—which I doubt they thought

not of in this business—but because of the near affinity

dpxérurov, rip v tº €répg hugqaptºp roſ, yās kar’ avák\agu áyyuouévy els rêv

kóapov, trem Ampwkös rô hugqaiptov, del "H\tov row kpworraNAoetóñ, avutepueMkouévnv

karavrukpº rā āvravyetº èavroſ, rerayué- 6° tº kwäget rod trupivov ºs 3& 8paxéws

vov' row 6: pawówevov, a vratyetav čv rig elpfiabat avvreuávra, duratºyetav elva, roß

érépg hurqaptºp rig rod dépos toū 6epuo- repl rºw yńv rupes róv "HAtov. Plutarch.

payoffs rerXmpouévg. dré Kvk\orepoſs rās De Placit. Philos. 890 B.
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and alliance it hath with that spirit of holiness and true

goodness that always lodgeth in the breasts of good men.

And this seems to be insinuated in an old proverbial

speech of the Jewish masters, quoted by Maimonides in

the forecited place, Majestas Divina habitat super eum, et

loquitur per Spiritum Sanctum'. Though some think

it might be so called as being the lowest degree of divine

inspiration : for sometimes the most ancient monuments

of Jewish learning called all prophecy by the name

of Spiritus Sanctus. ‘The Holy Spirit rested upon

Joseph from his youth till the day of his death, and

guided him into all wisdom,’ &c.” Though, it may be,

all that might be but a Hagiographical spirit : for,

indeed, the Jews are wont, as we showed before, to

distinguish Joseph's dreams from prophetical. But this

Spiritus Sanctus in the same chapter—to put all out of

doubt—is attributed to Isaiah and Ezekiel, which were

known prophets: R. Phineas ait; postguam omnes illi

interfecti fuerant, viginti annis in Babel requievit Spiritus

Sanctus super Ezekielem, et educit eum ea convalle Dora,

et ostendit ei multa ossa, &c.” And among those five

things in which the Jews always supposed the second

temple to be inferior to the first, one was the want of the

wºmp" mn–Spiritus Sanctus, or spirit of prophecy’.

But we are here to consider this Spiritus Sanctus

more strictly, and as we have formerly defined it out

of Jewish antiquity. And here we shall first show

what books of the Old Testament were ascribed to this

R. Eliezer, cap. 33.

* In the Talmud (Gem. Sota, fol. 48 B)

1 nºn-, -,-,-12) Yºy nº n}">ty

: cºpm More Nev. Pars II. cap. 45.

a triph nº nºt nois prize an

nnn no by y, ºnyxp ºpy ºv

: noºn na" ºn inst ninjo Pirke,

R. Eliezer, cap. 39.

a nº. 3 ins' ºpis prize an

y tripn mn nºw ES5 innie

insºm sm" nypa” is sim ‘spin'

: TNo mann n\tº n\psy Pirke,

it is said that tº")pm nin—the Holy

Spirit—was taken away from Israel after

the death of Haggai, Zechariah, and

Malachi, and that Bath Kol succeeded in

its place. ‘The Holy Spirit’ is here

clearly identical with prophecy. See

note near the end of Chap. x.

R
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degree by the Jews. The Old Testament was, by the

Jews, divided into Dºnº D'Nº, nºn “the Law, the Pro

phets, and the Aytórypaſpa.’ And this division is

insinuated in the following passage: “And Jesus said

unto them, These are the words which I spake unto you

while I was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled

which were written concerning me in the law of Moses,

and in the prophets, and in the Psalms";” where, by the

Psalms, may seem to be meant the Hagiographa; for the

writers of these Hagiographa might be termed psalmodists

for some reasons which we shall touch upon hereafter

in this discourse. But to return. The Old Testament

being anciently divided into these parts, it may not be

amiss to consider the order of these parts, as it is laid

down by the Talmudical doctors: “Our doctors have

delivered unto us the order of the prophets; Joshua,

Judges, Samuel, Kings, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, and

the twelve prophets, the first of which is Hosea", for

so they understand those words: Deus inprimis locutus

est per Hoseam". The same Gemarists go on to lay down

the order of the Aytórypaqa thus: “Ruth, the Book of

Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Lamen

tations, Daniel, Esther, Ezra, the Chronicles:’ And

these the Jews did ascribe to the Spiritus Sanctus.

* Luke xxiv. 44.

• yennº D'Rºz be'. In 15 pin ºn

bspinn non bººp, ºpe'D'been

: pºp vºn Tºp -ey bºrn nºve”

The opinion of R. Jochanan is given

in connexion with the above, viz. that

Hosea was the first of the four prophets

thatprophesied at the same period—Hosea,

Isaiah, Amos, and Micah. Gem. Bara.

Bathra, cap. I. fol. 14 B. We find the same

Yn"Nº Ninjnjº D'N'-l) nyans? Hºnn

bipy in yº" vºn in b’s phen

$72"b" ‘Four prophets prophesied at

one period, but the greatest of all was

Hosea, for it is said, The beginning of

the word of the Lord by Hosea. Does

this imply that the Lord spoke first by

Hosea, and that there were not various

prophets from Moses to Hosea R. Jo

chanan said, the word “beginning” refers

opinion recorded in another part of the

Talmud, and in nearly the same words.

ºnly bisºn," sain, Tris Dºn

*H nº r-bºnn 'xy wºn bysity

sºn) nºnn not yºnn on yennn

pm. Y's D'N'a) mon vºn Ty neºp

to the four prophets who prophesied at

the same period, viz. Hosea, Isaiah, Amos,

and Micah.' Gem. Pesachim. cap. VIII.

fol. 87 A.

* gºinä minº ºn nºr F. (Hos. i. 2).
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But why Daniel should be reckoned amongst the bºnº,

and not amongst the D'N'D), ‘the prophets,' I can see no

reason, since the strain of it wholly argues the nature of

a prophetical degree spending itself in dreams and visions,

though those were joined with more obscurity (it being

then the crepusculum of the prophetical day, which had

long been upon the horizon of the Jewish church) than

in the other prophets. And, therefore, whatever the

latter Jews here urge, for thus ranking Daniel's books

with the other Dºns, yet, seeing they give us no tra

ditional reason which their ancestors had for so doing, I

should rather think it to have been, first of all, some

fortuitous thing which gave an occasion to this after

mistake, as I think it is.

But to pass on. Besides those books mentioned, there

were some things else among the Jews usually attributed

to this Spiritus Sanctus; and so Maimonides, in the

forementioned place', tells us that Eldad and Medad, and

all the high priests who asked counsel by Urim and

Thummim, spake per Spiritum Sanctum, so that it was a

character enthusiastical whereby they gave judicial an

swers, by looking upon the stones of the High Priest's

breastplate, to those that came to inquire of God by them.

And so R. Bechai speaks of ‘one of the degrees of the

Holy Spirit which was superior to Bath Kol (i. e. filia

vocis) and inferior to prophecy’.” It will not be amiss, by

a short digression, to show what this Urim and Thummim

was ; and we may take it out of our former author

R. Bechai, who, for the substance, agrees with the gene

rality and best of the Jewish writers herein. It was,

as he there tells us, done in this manner: “The high

* More Nev. Pars II. cap. 45. Thummim) constituted one of the de

a mn, nºn-ico non-p nºn Tyn) grees, &c.” R. Bechai, in Parasha Ti)\n

to herº ºp nor Hypº tripn fol. 108A, 1.

: ITN)-lin “And they (i.e. Urim and

R 2
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priest stood before the ark, and he that came to inquire

of the Urim and Thummim stood behind him, inquiring

with a submissive voice, as if he had been at his private

prayers, Shall I do so, or so : Then the high priest

looked upon the letters which were engraven upon the

stones of the breastplate, and, by the concurrence of an

enthusiastical spirit of divination of his own (if I may

add thus much upon the former reasons to that which he

there speaks) with some modes whereby those letters

appeared, he shaped out his answer. But for those that

were allowed to inquire at this oracle, they were none else

but either the king or the whole congregation, as we are

told in Massec. Sotah. None may inquire of it but the

congregation of the people, or the king;' by which it

seems it was a political oracle".

But to return to our argument in hand, viz. What

pieces of divine writ are ascribed to the emph nº or

Spiritus Sanctus. We must further know that the Jews

were wont to reckon all those psalms or songs, which

we any where meet with in the Old Testament, among

the bºns. For though they were penned by the pro

phets, yet because they were not the proper results of a

visum propheticum, therefore they were not true prophecy:

1 bºmsa nºn nx biseº Naty "p

Toy nºn nºn Tyn nºn Tº Dºn

wnnsp ply ºxen) hºsn Đº Yºp

tº En ºp- ºr nºn sº non

lxºn ºnpº BTNS Nºs 1353 ºn-no

Yen ºn-in Rºsyp nºn psy Taº

triph nºn- vabno insn nºn ºp)

nx)=xh nºnpo in nsin) ºn: bap)

Yºnty rhyºns: Hºyn Sº, is Hºy

PR) ºf 1:25 tºnn p n pºin

sn's 15 Tºp) has sºn pºsity

: Intolb n-Dºn R. Bechai, in Parasha

NTYIn fol. Io& A. I.

The Urim and Thummim appear to

have been of the nature of a political

oracle, not only as respects those who

were privileged to consult them, but also

as regards the subjects of consultation.

Tºpº Sºs by "nº Inn lºst, ps

: in Tºs misnº pº ºn nºb)

“No inquiry was made of them respecting

a private individual, but regarding the

king, the sanhedrim, or the minister of the

congregation.' Mishna Joma, cap. vii. § 5.

Abarbanel says that the consultation must

have regard to the people generally, not

: bºxn p cºsº pºp ºn" by

“affect the private concern only of an indi

vidual.’ Vid. Abarbanel in Exod. xxviii.

and Deut. xxxiii. Cf. Sheringham, not. in

Joma, cap. VII. § 5, and Spencer, de Le

gibus Hebratorum, Dissert. vii. § 2.
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for they have a common tradition, that the prophets did

not always prophesy eodem gradu, but sometimes in a

higher, sometimes in a lower degree, as among others we

are fully taught by Abarbanel upon occasion of that song

of Isaiah : “The same prophet prophesies sometimes in

the form of the supreme prophetical degree, and sometimes

in a lower degree by the Holy Spirit only '.' And thus,

having made his way, he tells us that common notion

they had amongst them, ‘that all songs were dictated by

this Spiritus Sanctus.” “Every song that is found in the

writings of the prophets, was such a thing as was ordered

or dictated by the penmen themselves, together with the

superintendency of the Holy Spirit; forasmuch as they

received them not in that higher way which is called

prophecy, as all visions were received; for all visions

were perfect prophecy’.” But the author goes on further

to declare his, and indeed the common opinion, concerning

any such song, that it was not the proper work of God

himself, but the work of the prophet's own spirit”. Yet

we must suppose the prophet's spirit enabled by the con

junction of divine help with it, as he puts in the caution :

‘the Spirit of God and His divine assistance did still

cleave unto the prophet, and was present with him".’

For, as he tells us, the prophets, being so much accus

tomed to divine visions as they were, might be able

sometimes per vigiliam, without any prophetical vision, to

speak excellently by the Holy Ghost, “with very elegant

* D'Rºn nann Nyone nºw b

Dºnipp ºn Ensyn Dng -in' NYn

Hnix sh Rºch cripn mn-, mnist

nishpne tº nishon sty: HRinza

:nympi n)N)-5 pm tº Ibid.

1 ºp 9: Nix N' Rºxne p

Yxpp Inpn) ny Nax" ºns nipa-in

nºms: inst ny Nij" - D'ny mRijn

ny Nºx") HNYaxmp nymºy minºr,

mna is nºr neph non-p: nºns

: Taba t"pn ‘As a prophet does not pro

phesy all his life in continuance, but at one

time prophesies, at other times the gift

of prophecy being withheld from him, so

the same prophet prophesies,’ &c. Abar

banel in Isai. c. iv.

• Syed by 5 ten byer, now tº

: Inn)N ni"Dº Yoxy N'Djn Ibid.

• ‘nº’s myn nºn Yºst nºw ºpp

: e-lph nºn nin-p stºp, ºniº --->

Ibid.
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language, and admirable similitudes".’ And this he there

proves from hence, that these songs are commonly attri

buted to the prophet himself, and not to God, there being

so much of the work of the prophet's own spirit in them :

‘Wherefore the Scripture commonly attributes these

songs to the prophets themselves, and not unto God; and

accordingly speaks of the song at the Red Sea”, “Then

Moses and the people of Israel sang this song;” that is,

Moses and the children of Israel did compose and order it.

So in the song at Beer-Elim ; “Then sang Israel this

song".” So in the song of Moses in the latter end of

Deuteronomy, which was to be preserved as a memorial,

the conclusion runs, “Set your hearts upon all those

words which I testify to you this day'.” So all those

psalms which are supposed to have been composed by

David, are perpetually ascribed unto him, and the rest of

them, that were composed by others, are in like manner

ascribed unto them; whereas the prophetic strain is very

different, always entitling God to it, and so is brought in

with such kind of prologues, “the word of the Lord,” or

“the hand of the Lord,” or the like".’

But enough of that : yet seeing we are fallen now

upon the original author of these divine songs and hymns,

it will not be amiss to take a little notice of the frequency

of this degree of prophecy, which is by songs and hymns,

composed by an enthusiastical spirit, among the Jews.

1 pºpyP bºxin bn)ºn by D'N'52n

Hyn nºnps n)"NYax nysºp nam

-san nºvº–. Rhys nºt boxy

nnºn ns ºne" hºn is 15 by ps;
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:Serpm n:ºem Ibid.

* Exod. xv. 1–22.

3. Numb. xxi. 17.

* Deut. xxxii. 46.
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We find many of these prophets besides David, who were

authors of sundry Psalms bound up together with his ;

for we must not think all are his : as after the 72nd

Psalm we have eleven together which are ascribed to

Asaph, the 88th to Heman, the 89th to Ethan, some to

Jeduthun, and very many are incerti auctoris, as it seems,

being anonymous. Thus Kimchi, in his preface to the

Psalms, and the rest of the Hebrew scholiasts, suppose

divers authors to have come in for their particular songs

in that book.

And these divine enthusiasts were commonly wont to

compose their songs and hymns at the sounding of some

one musical instrument or other, as we find it often sug

gested in the Psalms. So Plutarch describes the dictate

of the oracle anciently, “how that it was uttered in verse,

in pomp of words, similitudes, and metaphors, at the

sound of a pipe".' Thus, we have Asaph, Heman, and

Jeduthun set forth in this prophetical preparation:

“Moreover David and the captain of the host separated

to the service of the sons of Asaph, and of Heman, and

of Jeduthun, who should prophesy with harps’,” &c.

Thus R. Solomon Jarchi expounds the place: “When

they played upon their musical instruments they prophe

sied, after the manner of Elisha, who said, “Bring me a

minstrel'.” And in the forementioned place, (ver. 3),

upon those words “who prophesied with a harp,” he thus

glosseth : “As they sounded upon the harp the psalms

of praise and the hallelujahs, Jeduthun their father

prophesied".’ And this sense of this place, I think, is

1 rºw 68 ris IIv6tas pavily kal 6táAek

rov &amep ék 0upé\ms, oùk divijövvrov, où6é

Xtrºv, d\\' év uérpg kal &ykø kal TAdo

part kal ueraſpopa's Övoudtwº kal uet'

ačAoû pteyyouévyv trapéxeuv d'étoiluev.–

Plut. ‘Cur Pythia nunc non reddat ora

cula carmine.' 405 D.

* I Chron. xxv. 1.
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(2 Kings iii. 15.)
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Kimchi thus comments on the pas

sage:
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-nep H'm ciph nºn by Hime,
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much more genuine than that which a late author of our

own would fasten upon it, viz. that this prophesying was

nothing but singing of psalms. For it is manifest that

these prophets were not mere singers, but composers, and

such as were truly called prophets or enthusiasts : so,

Heman is expressly called the king's seer'; the like of

Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun’—upon which our former

commentator glosseth thus ; unusquisque eorum erat

propheta'. It is true, the poets are anciently called

vates, but that is no good argument why a singer should

be called a prophet: for it is to be considered that a poet

was a composer, and, upon that account, by the ancients

called vates, or a prophet, and that because they generally

thought that all true poets were transported. So Plato,

in his Phaedrus, makes three kinds of fury, viz. enthusi

astical, amatorious, and poetical'. But of this matter we

shall speak more under the next head, which we are, in a

manner, unawares fallen upon, which is, to inquire in

general into the qualification of all kind of prophets.

nnnn ºn tº ‘nnºn ºp; 'En

35 Yen ºn Ey Elsºn) ºn tº

tº ºps; cºpm nina Bºnn "Ep

: nºn nºn ni"nyn mRin) in

“The sons of Asaph played upon instru

ments of song, and the Holy Spirit rested

upon Asaph, and he sang to the sound of

the harps. So too Heman and Jeduthun

both prophesied with the instruments of

song; for the Book of Psalms was spoken

by the Holy Spirit, and it contains pro

phecies foretelling the captivity and the

deliverance.'

1 ºn nth (v. 5.)

* 2 Chron. xxix. 30, and xxxv. 15.

*::Finn n'n Ins) inst 55 “Each

of them was a seer." Jarchi in 2 Chron.

xxxv. 15.

* Plato speaks of four kinds of mad

ness: the prophetical, as exemplified by

the Pythia, the Sibyl and others, and in

an inferior degree by the human science

of augury; the hereditary (if we may so

call it), which was believed to be inflicted

by the judgment of heaven, upon de

scendants of blood-stained families; the

poetical, derived at once from the Muses;

and, lastly, the madness of Love. Cf.

Plat. Phaedr. 244–250.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Of the dispositions antecedent and preparatory to prophecy. That the

qualifications which did fit a man for the prophetical spirit were such

as these, viz. inward piety, true wisdom, a pacate and serene temper

of mind, and a due cheerfulness of spirit; in opposition to viciousness,

mental crazedness and inconsistency, unsubdued passions, black melan

choly, and dull sadness. This illustrated by several instances in Scrip

ture. That music was greatly advantageous to the prophets and holy

men of God, dºc. What is meant by Saul's evil spirit.

UR next business is to discourse of those several

qualifications that were to render a man fit for the

spirit of prophecy; for we must not think that any man

might suddenly be made a prophet : this gift was not so

fortuitously dispensed as to be communicated without

any discrimination of persons. And this, indeed, all sorts

of men have generally concluded ; and, therefore, the old

Heathens themselves, that only sought after a spirit of

divination, were wont in a solemn manner to prepare and

fit themselves for receiving the influx thereof, as R. Albo

hath truly observed : “The ancient Gentiles made them

selves images, and offered prayers and frankincense to

the stars, that, by this means, they might draw down a

spiritual influence from some certain stars upon their

image. For this influence slides down from the body of

the star upon the man himself, who is also corporeal,

and, by this means, he foretells what shall come to

pass'.’ And thus, as he further observes, the necro

mancers themselves were wont to use many solemn rites

and ceremonies to call forth the souls of any dead men

into themselves, whereby they might be able to presage

1 Evºy Hypºpn Hºpish ºn non n)"nyn ºn "pº Rinty bish

Enºs, rhºen Hinopm nºns ºn 29 yeleºn Sºnn n>)2n nin

nns by n-)5 ni's nyºnn Tºninº : Rºnn R. Albo, Lib. iii, cap. 8, sub

5575m nºn ºn n-1" ºyº -15 no init.

ºy nººn bºx: Ricº Rinz, Nynn
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future things. But to come more closely to our present

argument.

The qualifications which the Jewish doctors suppose

necessarily antecedent, to render any one habilem ad

prophetandum are true probity and piety; and this was

the constant sense and opinion of them all universally,

not excluding the vulgar themselves. Thus Abarbanel

says: Pietas inducit Spiritum Sanctum". The like we

find in Maimonides, who yet thinks this was not

enough ; and, therefore, he reckons up this as a vulgar

error, which yet he says some of their doctors were car

ried away withal: “That God may choose of men whom

He pleaseth, and send him, it matters not whether he

be wise and learned, or unlearned and unskilful, old or

young ; only that this is required, that he be a virtuous,

good, and honest man ; for hitherto there was never any

that could say that God did cause the Divine Majesty to

dwell in a vicious person, unless he had first reformed

himself”.’

But Maimonides himself rather prefers the opinion of

the wise sages and philosophers of the Heathen than of

these vulgar masters, which required also some perfection

in the nature of him that should be set apart for prophecy,

augmented with study and industry: “Whence it cannot

be that a man should go to bed no prophet, and rise the

next day a prophet' (as he there speaks), quemadmodum

homo qui inopinato aliquid invenitº. And a little after he

bºss Rºnn cºsm nºne ºn then I's

Dºxºn nys is bºxyn an º-p is pon

|Pn) nib Hyp in ºn Dnty Rºs
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: Hºmn stoph innincº More New.

Pars II. cap. 32, sub init.

1 Not the words of Abarbanel him

self, but quoted by him as a more an

cient maxim, sºap mTen St Dºps

: tripſ, m- tº Abarbanel, Praf. in

Duodecim Prophetas, fol. 222 B. z.
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adds: Fatuos et hujus terrae filios quod attinet, non magis,

nostro judicio, prophetare possunt, quam asinus aut

Tama”.

These perfections, then, which Maimonides requires as

preparatory dispositions to render a man a prophet, are of

three sorts, viz. 1. Acquisite or rational; 2. Natural

or animal; lastly, Moral. And according to the differ

ence of these he distinguisheth the degrees of prophecy:

“As to these three perfections which we have here com

prised, viz. the perfection of the rational faculty acquired

by study ; the perfection of the imaginative faculty, by

birth ; and the perfection of manners or virtuous qualities,

by purifying and freeing the heart and affections from all

sensual pleasures, from all pride, and from all foolish and

pestilent desire of glory; as to these, I say, it is evident

that they are differently, and not in the same degree,

participated in by men ; and, according to such different

measures of participation, the degrees of the prophets are

also to be distinguished”.’

Thus Maimonides, who indeed in all this did but aim

at this technical notion of his—that all prophecy is the

proper result of these perfections, as a form arising out of

them all, as out of its elements compounded together.

For it is plain that he thought there was a kind of

prognostic virtue in souls themselves, which was in this

manner to be excited ; which was the opinion of some

philosophers, among whom Plutarch lays down his sense

in this manner, according to the minds of many others:

“The soul doth not then first of all attain a prophetical
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energy, when it leaves the body as a cloud; but it now

hath it already; only she is blind of this eye, because of

her concretion with this mortal body'.’ This philosopher's

opinion Maimonides was more than prone to, however he

would dissemble it, and therefore he speaks of an impo

tency to prophesy, supposing all those three qualifications

named before, as of the suspension of the act of some

natural faculty. So, “in my judgment, (saith he) the

matter here is just so as it is in miracles, and bears pro

portion with them. For natural reason requires, that he

who, by his nature, is apt to prophesy, and is diligently

taught and instructed, and of fit age, that such a one

should prophesy ; but he that, notwithstanding, cannot do

so, is like to one that cannot move his hand, as Jeroboam,

or one that cannot see, as those that could not see the

tents of the king of Syria, as it is in the story of Elisha”.'

And again, he further beats upon this string : Si vir

quidam ita comparatus fuerit, nullum dubium est, si

facultas ejus imaginatriæ (qua in summo gradu perfecta

est, et influentiam ab intellectu secundum perfectionem

suam speculativam accipit) laboraverit et in operatione

fuerit, illum non nisi res divinas et admirandas appre

hensurum, nihil praeter Deum et éjus angelos visurum,

nullius denique rei scientiam habiturum et curaturum, misi

earum qual veræ sunt et quae ad communem hominum

spectant utilitatem”. This opinion of Maimonides I find

not any where entertained,
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book Cosri". That which seems to have led him into this

conceit, was his mistaken sense, it may be, of some pas

sages in the story of the Kings that speak of the schools

of the prophets, and the like, of which more hereafter.

But I know no reason sufficient to infer any such

thing as the prophetical spirit, from the highest improve

ment of natural or moral endowments. And I cannot

but wonder how Maimonides could reconcile all this with

the right notion of prophecy, which must of necessity

include a divine inspiration, and therefore may freely be

bestowed by God where and upon whom He pleaseth.

Though, indeed, common reason will teach us, that it is

not likely that God would extraordinarily inspire any

men, and send them thus specially authorized by Himself

to declare His mind authentically to them, and dictate

what IHis truth was, who were themselves vicious and

of unhallowed lives; and so, indeed, the Apostle Peter

tells us plainly, they were “holy men of God, who spake

as they were moved by the Holy Ghost”.” Neither is it

probable that those who were any way of crazed minds,

or who were inwardly of inconsistent tempers by reason

of any perturbation, could be very fit for these serene

impressions. A troubled fancy could no more receive

these ideas of divine truth to be impressed upon it, and

clearly reflect them to the understanding, than a cracked

glass, or troubled water, can reflect sincerely any image to

be made upon them. And, therefore, the Hebrew doctors

universally agree in this rule—that the spirit of prophecy

never rests upon any but a holy and wise man, one whose

passions are allayed. So the Talmud Massec. Sanhedrin,

as it is quoted by R. Albo: ‘The spirit of prophecy never

resides but upon a man of wisdom and fortitude, as also

upon a rich and great man”.'

* Wide Cosri, Lib. III. § 11, pag. 17o, 3 Don ºy Rºx nºmy nNinxm 'N

ed. Buxtorf. : nplp byn) "tºy) mill R. Albo, Lib.

* 2 Pet. i. 21. III. cap. Io.
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The two last qualifications in this rule Maimonides, in

his Fundamenta Legis, hath left out, and, indeed, it is

full enough without them. But those other two qualifi

cations of wisdom and fortitude are constantly laid down

by them in this argument. And so we find it ascribed to

the author of this canon, who is said to be R. Jochanan :

“R. Jochanan says, God doth not make his Shechinah to

reside upon any but a rich and humble man, a man of

fortitude, all which we learn from the example of Moses

our master*.’ Where, by fortitude, they mean nothing

else but that power whereby a good man subdues his

animal part; for so, I suppose, I may safely translate that

solution of theirs which I have sometimes met with, and

I think in Pirke Avoth : ‘Who is the man of fortitude :

It is he that subdues his figmentum malum", by which

they meant nothing else but the sensual or animal part:

of which more in another discourse. And thus they give

us another rule, as it were, paraphrastical upon the

former, which I find in the Gemara, where, glancing at

that contempt which the wise man in Ecclesiastes cast

upon mirth and laughter, they distinguish a twofold

mirth, the one divine, the other mundane, and then sum

up many of these mundane and terrene affections with

which this Holy Spirit will not reside : “The Divine

Presence (Shechinah), or Spiritus Sanctus, doth not

reside where there is grief and dull sadness, laughter

and lightness of behaviour, impertinent talk or idle

discourse; but with due and innocuous cheerfulness it

loves to reside, according to that which is written con

cerning Elisha, “Bring me now a minstrel; and it came

to pass when the minstrel played, the hand of the Lord

* Wide cap. VII. § 1. 4, fol. 38, a.

2 nºt p nºnpn is ºn an ºps 3 : )hy" nM; ºn h):ll ºnl"N

*y) bºn) Yeºv) mill º sºs in:"Be Mishna Massec. Avoth. cap. Iv. sub

:yyan mºrp tº Gem. Nedarim, cap. init.
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was upon him” (2 Kings iii. 15.)": Here we see that the

temper of mind principally required by them is a free

cheerfulness, in opposition to all griefs, anger, or any

other sad and melancholy passions. So, “Every man

when he is in a passion, if he be a wise man, his wisdom

is taken from him ; if a prophet, his prophecy’."

The first part of this aphorism they there declare by

the example of Moses, who, they say, prophesied not in

the wilderness after the return of the spies that brought

an ill report of the land of Canaan, by reason of his

indignation against them : and the last part, from the

example of the prophet Elisha', of which more here

after. Thus in the book Zohar, wherein most of the

ancient Jewish traditions are recorded : ‘Behold, we

plainly see that the divine presence doth not reside with

sadness, but with cheerfulness : if there be no cheerful

ness, it will not abide there; as it is written concerning

Elisha, who said, “Give me now a minstrel.” But from

whence learn we that the Spirit of God will not reside

with heaviness : From the example of Jacob ; for all

the while he grieved for Joseph, the Shechinah, or the

Holy Spirit, did forsake him".’ They had also a common

tradition, that Jacob prophesied not that time while his

grief for the loss of his son Joseph remained with him.

1 naxy Tºnp Nº nºty njºy l's rip nny) R-15 nns Rºnna Rn;">y

piny Tnp sº nºsy Tnp sº

nnºy Tino Nº esn nºp Tino sº)

Tnp sºx bºb: bºna", Tino Nº.

Exp 5 inp inny) ºr nnºy ºn

: bºn's nin by "nn Expm ES nºm

Gem. Shabbath, cap. 2, fol. 30 b.

* Nin bºn ps by Sy bis ºn

Rºn Rºx BN ºpp npºnen inp-n

: ºpp nPºnpo insia; Gen. Peach.

cap. 6, fol. 65 b.

* 2 Kings iii. 15.

* Nºnry Nº RnX seri pºpn Nn

nºn nºs" ins: Rºs nºsy ºnsa

Rºny R5 nºn nº min 'N min

Nº Rnjºy "RT sni in ºp 5

jºini spy"p bxp) lºxy nnska Nºnº

Hpºnes Aby" nºy Rºxy nºn

: Tjo Nnx"De Zohar, col. 408, in Gen.

Then follows: Hin Hº Sºns" ºn

::py nºn "nn Trn Fºº Fincap

“When gladness came to him through the

news of Joseph, immediately the spirit of

Jacob revived.”

Onkelos renders the last part of Gen.

xlv. 27, by “the Holy Spirit rested upon

Jacob their father.' Jarchi's words are,

“The Shechinah rested upon him, which

had before departed from him.'
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So, “The spirit of prophecy dwells not with sadness, but

with cheerfulness'.' I will not here dispute the punctual

ness of these traditions concerning Moses and Jacob,

though I doubt not but the main scope of them is true,

viz. that the spirit of prophecy used not to reside with

any black or melancholy passions, but required a serene

and pacate temper of mind, it being itself of a mild and

gentle nature; as it was well observed concerning the

Holy Ghost in another notion by Tertullian, in his De

Spectaculis : Deus pracepit Spiritum Sanctum, utpote

pro natura sua bono tenerum et delicatum, tranquilitate et

lenitate, et quiete et pace tractare; non furore, non bile,

non ira, non dolore inquietare”.

Now, according to this notion, I think we have

gained some light for the further understanding of some

passages in the fifty-first Psalm, which the Chaldee

paraphrast and Hebrew commentators also understand

of the spirit of prophecy which was taken from David in

that time of his sorrow and grief of mind, upon the

reflection of his shameful miscarriage in the matter of

Uriah’; and this is called “a free spirit”,” or a spirit of

alacrity and liberty of mind, acting by generous and

noble and free impulses upon it; and it is paraphrased

by “joy and gladness”,” as being that temper of mind

which it most liberally moved and acted upon; as likewise

a like periphrasis is used of it, “the joy of God's salva

tion";” and David thus prayeth for the restoration of it

to him, and the establishing him in the firm possession of

1 Rºx nnsy Tnp nºw nºw ps * : *śry pºpn sº Tºp nN}=x nºn

: Finbº' Tino “This maxim is continu- * Remove not from nine Thy Holy spirit

ally met with in Rabbinical writings. Vid. of Prophecy.’

Gem. Shabbath, cap. ii. fol. 30, b, and ‘support me : ºppn mºn; ºn

Kimchi on 1 Sam. x. 5, 6, and 2 Kings - - -

iii. 15, as quoted in the course of this

Chapter.

* Tertull. de Spectac. cap. xv.

with the Spirit of Prophecy.’—Targ.

• ny"; nºn (v. 12).

5 v. 8.

* v. 14.
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it; “Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a

fixed spirit within me.” As if he had said, Thy Holy

Spirit of prophecy dwells in no unhallowed minds, but

with purity and holiness; and when these are violated,

that presently departs; the holy and the impure spirit

cannot converse together: therefore cleanse my heart of

all pollution, that this divine guest, being restored to

me, may find a constant habitation within me. And

thus both Jarchi and Abenezra gloss on this place, but

especially R. Kimchi, who pursues this sense very

largely : and so, before them, the Talmudists had ex

pounded it, descanting upon those words, “Take not thy

Holy Spirit from me” (ver. 13), and they tell us how

David was punished by leprosy and double excommunica

tion; one from this spirit—TT ºntos) tº in ntyty

Hy-v ºn "Pºnty minib ºn vie-which words I

find most corruptly translated by Worstius in his Comment

upon the Fundamenta Legis of Maimonides. I should,

therefore, thus render them in their native and genuine

sense, Per sea, menses erat David leprosus (viz. propter

peccatum in negotio Uria admissum), et separabant se ab

eo viri synagoga magna, atque ablata est ab eo Shechinah

(i.e. spiritus propheticus). Primum constat ea. Ps. cxix.

wbi dicitur, Revertantur ad me timentes te, et scientes

testimonia tua: alterum ea; Ps. li. ubi dicitur, Fac rever

tatur ad me lattitia salutis tuæ".

But it is now time to look a little into that place

which the masters constantly refer to in this notion,

viz. 2 Kings iii. where, when the kings of Israel, and

Judah, and Edom, in their distress for water, upon their

1 ºn tiºn is: nin (v. 10). Gem. Joma, cap. 2, fol. 22 B. The error

a crºp) ºn yncs; Dºvrin nºv" of Vorstius arose from his twice trans

n}">2) ºn nºnby, ºnThyp 13">"n lating jo'n (i. 4. Yipp) 'ab eo,” as if it

Tnny yºu Tsn' sº Yºnty" ºn-1 had been 12"p", "dextra ejus.’ Vid. not.

: Tycº new *2 nººn ºn-l in Maim. De Fundam. Legis, cap. 7, § 5.

S
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warlike expedition against the king of Moab, came to

Elisha to inquire of God by him, the prophet seems to

have been moved with indignation against the king of

Israel, and so makes a very unwelcome address to him:

“Surely were it not that I regard the presence of Jehosha

phat the king of Judah, I would not look toward thee,

nor see thee':” and then it follows, “But now bring me

a minstrel : and it came to pass when the minstrel

played, that the hand of the Lord came upon him”.”

Which words are thus expounded by R. D. Kimchi,

out of the Rabbins, (with which R. S. Jarchi, and

R. L. Ben Gersom agree for the substance of his

meaning)—‘Our doctors tell us, that from that day

wherein his master Elijah was taken up into heaven,

the spirit of prophecy remained not with him for a certain

time; for, for this cause he was very sorrowful, and the

divine Spirit doth not reside with heaviness. Others say

that, by reason of the indignation he conceived against

the king of Israel, he was “disquieted in his mind;”

and touching this they say, “that whensoever a prophet

is disturbed through anger or passion, the Holy Spirit

forsakes him.” From whence learn we this Z From the

example of Elisha, who, in order to exhilarate himself,

said, Give me a minstrel'.”

Thus we may, by this time, see the reason why

musical instruments were so frequently used by the

prophets, especially the hagiographi; which indeed seems

to be nothing else but that their minds might be thereby

put into a more composed, liberal, and cheerful temper,

and so the better disposed and fitted for the transpor

tation of the prophetical spirit. So we have heard before

* v. 14. by by-e' by-n jeo N*) nnne, Tino

* v. 15. pylºn 55 ºnes, asy nºn ºshen Tºp

a lan:inºs pºntº ºp 5 ºnes tº sip sponſºnbo insºn; ºn, ps

*:: *-iy Pisin; nin by Hnne, sº :::p *, *mp ºps inºcº verbso

sºn my ni's triph nº nºn bas Kimchi in loco.
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out of I Chron. xxv. how Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun

composed their enraptured and divine poems at the sound

of the choir music of the temple'. Another famous place

we find for this purpose, I Sam. x., which place, as well

as the former, hath been, I think, much mistaken and

misinterpreted by some of singing ; whereas certainly it

cannot be meant of any thing less than divine poetry,

and a composure of hymns excited by a divine energy,

inwardly moving the mind. In that place, Samuel,

having anointed Saul king of Israel, to assure him that

it was so ordained of God, tells him of some events that

should occur to him a little after his departure from him ;

whereof this is one, that meeting with some prophets,

he himself should find the impulses of a prophetical

spirit also moving in him. These prophets are thus

described : “After that, thou shalt come to the hill of

God, &c. and it shall come to pass, when thou art come

thither to the city, that thou shalt meet a company of

prophets coming down from the high place, with a

psaltery, and a tabret, and a pipe, and a harp before

them; and they shall prophesy. And the Spirit of the

Lord shall come upon thee, and thou shalt prophesy

with them, and shalt be turned into another man”.”

Where this music with which they were accompanied,

was to invigorate and compose their minds, as Kimchi

comments upon the place: “And before them was a

psaltery (or lute), and a tabret, and a pipe, and a harp :

forasmuch as the Holy Spirit dwells no where but with

alacrity and cheerfulness : and they prophesied, that is,

(as Jonathan the Targumist expounds it,) they praised

God: as if he had said, their prophecies were songs and

praises to God, uttered by the Holy Ghost’.” Thus he.

1 I Chron. xxv. iny binn cºs::nº mºn), inney

2 vv. 5, 6. nºw nnºn pnshi; nºbs ºn-ºp

* - Mix) ºn ºn $2, bºrº winn m-: nines; SS5 nhstºn,

Tino Sºx Hºy HX's e-IPR nº.

S 2
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Now as this Divine Spirit thus acted upon free and

cheerful souls, so the evil spirit actuated sad, melancholy

minds, as we heard before, and as we may see in the

example of Saul. And, indeed, that evil spirit which is

said to have possessed him, seems to be nothing else

originally but anguish and grief of mind, however wrought

upon by some tempting insinuations of an evil spirit.

And this sometimes instigated him to prophesy after the

fashion of such melancholy fury: “And it came to pass,

on the morrow, that the evil spirit from God came upon

Saul, and he prophesied in the midst of the house';”

which Jonathan renders by insanivit in medio domus", or,

as Kimchi expounds the paraphrast, locutus est verba

stultitia”. So also R. Solomon Jarchi upon this place

expounds it to the same purpose.

So that, according to the strain of all the Jewish

scholiasts, by this evil spirit of Saul nothing else is here

meant but a melancholy kind of madness, which made him

prophesy, or speak distractedly and inconsistently. To

these we may add R. L. B. Gersom : ‘He spake in the

midst of the house very confusedly, by reason of that

evil spirit".' Now as this evil spirit was indeed funda

mentally, as I said, nothing else but a sour and distracted

temper of mind, arising from the terrene dregs of

melancholy, grief, and malice, whereby Saul was at that

time vexed; so the proper cure of it was the harmony

and melody of David's music, which was therefore made

use of to compose his mind, and to allay these turbulent

passions. And that was the reason (as I hope by this

time it appears) why this music was so frequently used,

* I Sam. xviii. Io.

• sn'a in ºrg's

3 : nºbº) ---, -,-,-To nºn

4 ºsty by nyn Dºnºs nin nsity:

Enni rinºn Tinn ºn-lo, Hºn.

nºn) nynn ninn n-p-, b-bºno

-bnº ºn Yºº -35 in Thºr,

: 12pp Flynn ninn “When the evil spirit

from God came upon Saul, and he spake

in the midst of the house very confusedly,

by reason of that evil spirit, then it was

David's custom to play with his hands

before him, to remove the evil spirit from

him.’
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viz. to compose the animal part, that, all kinds of pertur

bations being dispelled, and a fine gentle yaxiſvn, or

tranquillity, ushered in, the soul might be the better

disposed for the divine breathings of the prophetical

spirit, which enter not at random into any sort of men.

Móvos ydp aoq,0s &pyavov Geoo eativ #x009, Kpovówevov Kal

TAmtróuevov dopatws wir' attoº, as Philo hath well expressed

it upon this occasion'; these divine breathings enter only

into those minds that are fitly disposed for them by

moral and acquisite qualifications.

CHAPTER IX.

Of the sons or disciples of the prophets. An account of several schools of

prophetical education, as at Naioth in Rama, at Jerusalem, Bethel,

Jericho, Gilgal, dºc. Several passages in the historical books of Scrip

ture pertinent to this argument eaglained.

ND, therefore, we find also frequently such passages

in Scripture as strongly insinuate to us that anciently

many were so trained up in a way of school-discipline,

that they might become candidati prophetia, and were as

probationers to these degrees, which none but God Him

self conferred upon them: yet while they heard others

prophesy, there was sometimes an afflatus upon them also,

their souls, as it were, sympathizing, like unisons in

music, with the souls of those which were touched by the

spirit. And this seems to be the meaning of that story”,

where all Saul's messengers sent to Naioth in Rama to

apprehend David, and at last he himself, are said to fall a

prophesying. For it is probable that the prophecies there

spoken of were anthems divinely dictated, or doxologies,

with such elegant strains of devotion and fancy as might

also excite and stir up the spirits of the auditors: as we

* Tom. Iv. p. 116. * I Sam. xix.
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often find that any admirable discourses, in which there is

a cheerful and free flowing forth of a rich fancy in an

intelligible, and yet extraordinary way, are apt to beget a

symbolizing quality of mind in a bystander.

And the above-mentioned notion is clearly suggested

by the Jewish writers, who tell us that this Naioth in

Rama was, indeed, a school of prophetical education;

and so the Targum expounds the word Naioth, domus

doctrina, i. e. prophetia". And R. Levi Ben Gersom:

‘Our masters say that there was a school for the prophets

near the city of Ramah, where Samuel dwelt”:' and to the

like purpose R. Solomon". And it is further insinuated

that Samuel was the president of this school or college;

as disciplining those young scholars, and training them up

to those preparatory qualifications, which might more

fully dispose them for prophecy; and also prophesying to

them in sacred hymns, or otherwise, whereby their spirits

might receive some tincture of a like kind. For so we

find it, ver. 20: “And when they saw the company of

the prophets prophesying, and Samuel standing as ap

pointed over them, the Spirit of God was upon the

messengers of Saul, and they also prophesied.” Where

the Chaldee paraphrast translates ‘prophesying,' by

‘praising” God with sacred hymns and hallelujahs, ac

cording to the common strain of the prophetical degree

which was called Spiritus Sanctus. And so R. Kimchi

and R. Levi Ben Gersom ascribe it ‘to the Holy Spirit".’

sºrºs nº

a bºsºns; trººp nº nºne inps

:bsº nº nº nºne nonn my ºss

* Probably Kimchi was intended by

our author—not R. Solomon Jarchi.

b's ºn 25% pºpp bºppn if nºn

:ºxype 35% pºpº tºy bºnº Yºnty

‘This (i. e. Naioth) was a place for the

sons of the prophets who dwelt there

and learned in the presence of Samuel.’—

Kimchi in loco.

4 Instip

s ºn "ºbs ºn-tº pinn tº:

ninn ºs', nºn-cºn) nºn-ty bºnes

nisin; "sºno Yºnty ne'esh triph

: Exptin ninthp n\"ny ‘Prophesying,

i.e. according to the Targumist, “prais

ing,”—meaning thereby, uttering songs

and praises to God by the Holy Spirit;

or perhaps they were foretelling future

events, the accomplishment of which was

soon to take place.' Kimchi.
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Among these prophets it is said, “Samuel stood as

appointed over them;” that is, ‘He stood as a teacher or

master over them,' as the Chaldee paraphrast reads it".

But R. Levi Ben Gersom strains a little higher, and

perhaps too high: ‘He derived forth from himself, of his

own prophetical spirit, by way of emanation, upon them”.’

Though this kind of language be very suitable to the

notions of those masters, who would fain persuade us

that almost all the prophets prophesied by virtue of some

influence raying forth from the spirit of some other

prophet into them: and Moses himself they make the

common conduit through whom all prophetical influence

was conveyed to the rest of the prophets. A conceit, I

think, a little too nice and subtile to be understood.

But to return: upon this ground we have suggested,

these disciples of the prophets are called ‘sons of the

prophets”;' and these are they which are meant in the

place we named before", and in those words, “a com

pany of the prophets”:' that is, as the Targum renders it,

“a company of scribes", for so these young scholars were

anciently called; or, if you please rather, in Kimchi's

language, ‘a company of scribes, that is, scholars: for the

scholars of the wise men were called scribes: for they

were the scholars of the greater prophets, and these

scholars were called the sons of the prophets. Now the

greater prophets which lived in that time from Eli to

David were Samuel, Gad, Nathan, Asaph, Heman, and

Jeduthun’.”

So Jarchi, it were, derived forth from himself,’ &c.

R. L. Ben Gersom in loco.

1 inºy hºp Esº

Enis Tºp teaching them.'

2 n)- lººp Hnºn nx)=\xin ns' nin

bnºnyo by pennn contynn cºpn

Yºy ne's mºn pºsipº yeºn lºss)

: bnºy ‘This prophesying of theirs was

of that sort to be attributed to the Holy

Spirit, inasmuch as the ordinary use of

the senses was preserved; and Samuel, as

3 D'N*EXT X-l

* I Sain. xix. 20.

* D's": ºn 1 Sam. x. 5.

* Rºnet, nylp

7 's bºrºn ºn shºp nylp

wn Hºsn Đnelp sºp; born Tºrºn

bºrºnn) bººn bºsºn "pºn
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And thus we must understand the meaning of that

question, “Who is their father'?” which gave occasion to

that proverbial speech afterwards commonly used amongst

the Jews, “Is Saul also amongst the prophets?” used of

one that was suddenly raised up to some dignity or perfec

tion which, by his education, he was not fitted for. And,

therefore, the Chaldee paraphrast, minding the scope of

the place, renders “Who is their father?” by ‘Who is

their master” which Kimchi approves", and accordingly

expounds that proverb in this manner: “When any one

was raised from a low state to any dignity, they used to

say, “Is Saul also among the prophets'?” But R. Solomon

Jarchi would rather keep the literal sense of those words,

“Who is their father?” and, therefore, supposeth some

thing more than we here contend for, viz. That prophecy

was a kind of hereditary thing. For so he speaks: “Do

not wonder for that he is called the father of them, for

prophecy is an hereditary thing".' But I think we may

content ourselves with what our former authors have told

us, to which we may add the testimony of R. Levi B.

Gersom, who tells us that these prophets, here spoken of,

were the scholars of Samuel, who trained them up to a

degree of prophetical perfection, and so is called their

father, “because Samuel instructed them, and trained

D"N'inin) D'N'Djn "jil D'Sºpj 'm the spirit of prophecy to rest on them?

*n ºn Ty byp prº ins: "nty

:nny") ºn inj) in *Ripcº nxpºs

1 v. 12.

• finan tº

3 The opinion of Kimchi on this pas

sage can scarcely be adduced in support

of our author's argument here. He indeed

quotes the translation of Jonathan the

Targumist approvingly; but then he in

terprets the words “Who is their master!'

as referring to God. Rºs Tºon p

ps, nºn; mn Enºy nºt pi bºsºn

nºs Trbon na pm - nº monº

: n > p; Tºp D'Rºzn who is he

that teacheth these prophets, and causeth

Nor is there any cause of astonishment in

this; for the same Holy Blessed One who

teacheth these prophets teacheth also this

one' (i. e. Saul).

• Hºyon Hºly bec, bºis nºne's

: Bisºn ºst; pin ºpis nºn

• ‘c’ in is "p ºn in 15 non no

: Nºn nºn nx)=x *5) D'N'-x Such

an opinion is implied in the Chaldee trans

lation of Amos vii. 14, where the Hebrew

expression Nº. 12 ‘son of a prophet,'

is rendered literally by the equivalent

Nº. 73–not, as in other passages, by a

word signifying “disciple.”
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them up, by his discipline, to a degree of prophetical

perfection'.'

Of these disciples we find very frequent mention in

Scripture; so we read of the sons or disciples of the

prophets in Gilgal". And (chap. vi.) Elisha is brought in

as their master, at whose command they were, and

therefore they ask leave to enlarge their dwellings". And

Elisha himself was trained up by Elijah, as his disciple;

and therefore it was thought a reason good enough to

prove that he was a prophet, for that he had been Elijah's

disciple, and “poured water upon his hands',” as all the

Jewish scholiasts observe. And Elisha sends one of these

his ministering disciples to anoint Jehu to be king of

Israel". And the young prophet sent to reprove Ahab

for sparing Ben-hadad, king of Syria, is called by the

Chaldee paraphrast “One of the sons, the disciples of the

prophets".’ And hence it was that Amos urged the

extraordinariness of his commission from God, “I was no

1 R. Levi Ben Gersom states nothing

about Samuel being called the father of

the prophets. His words are these :

nsºn tºy lºst ºn by as "p"

lºn nº nº isnp yºp'n'pºp'n

Y}*N Y">, Rºy "El by FR, Rºx ºn nºn-ty

: Nºni ‘The meaning of the expression,

“Who is their father?” is, that prophetical

perfection is not a matter that is conveyed

from father to son. Under these circum

stances the son may be a prophet, though

the father is not so." Then, after speak

ing of the difference between the time

when Samuel was first “established to be

a prophet of the Lord' (1 Sam. iii. 20),

when ‘the word of the Lord was pre

cious,” without any ‘open vision' (v. 1),

and the present time, he adds, b2bR)

Trºy no Tsp D.s D'N'-xm an inny

ts nºwn ºs psºam ºpe, Ens

: nºns map, “And perhaps the pro

phets had now become numerous either

because Samuel instructed them, and train

ed them up, by his discipline, to a degree

of prophetical perfection, or through some

other reason.”

* 2 Kings iv. 38, where the Heb.

D'Sºn ºn ‘sons of the prophets, is

rendered by Jonathan and Jarchi by

sºn; wº F ‘disciples of the prophets.”

Similarly in 2 Kings vi. 1, et passim.

* 2 Kings vi. 1, 2. The increase in

the number of the sons of the prophets

is attributed by the various Jewish com

mentators to the circumstance of the re

moval of Gehazi from among them. (2

Kings v. 27.)

* 2 Kings iii. 11. That is, “ministered

unto him,' as the Targum renders it.

R. L. Ben Gersom remarks on the

passage, that though Elijah had many

disciples, yet Elisha was especially men

tioned to Jehoshaphat, on account of his

having been a personal attendant on Eli

jah, and so having had superior advan

tages of instruction and discipline.

* 2 Kings ix. 1.

* I Kings xx. 35, ºn in Nºh;

sºn; Tººn
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prophet, nor was I a prophet's son".” “He was not pre

pared for prophecy, nor trained up so as to be fitted for

a prophetical function by his discipleship, as Abarbanel

glosseth upon the place". And, therefore, divine in

spiration found him out of the ordinary road of prophets,

among his herds of cattle, and in an extraordinary way

moved him to go to Bethel, there to declare God's

judgments against king and people, even in the king's

chapel. To conclude: In the New Testament, when

John the Baptist and our Saviour called disciples to

attend upon them and to learn divine oracles from them,

it seems to have been no new thing, but that which was

the common custom of the old prophets.

Now of these prophets there were several schools or

colleges, as the Jews observe, in several cities, according

as occasion was to employ them. So, we read of a

college in Jerusalem", where Huldah the prophetess lived,

which is called Tjºb in the original, and by the Chaldee

paraphrast translated domus doctrinae"; by Kimchi

ty-iºn nº “a school".’ So, we meet with divers places

set down as those, where the residence of those young

prophets was, as Bethel, and Jericho, and Gilgal, &c".

So Kimchi observes upon the place: “As the sons of

the prophets were in Bethel and Jericho, so were there also

of them in several other places. And the main reason why

* Amos vii. 14.

a nser, nsºn: tºp nºn , sº

-iso nºs tºp nºn Nº. 53) in Trºnn

: )">N nSep) lyilty “He was not pre

pared for prophecy by the discipline he

had undergone, nor was he prepared for

it by his own nature, nor through his

father.” Abarbanel in cap. I. v.v. 1, 2.

The comment of Abarbanel on the pas

sage itself is as follows: "n)}">m sº is

n-mººn nºbyn, Nº, nsin; "psy

: nºn-n ninto asp "nºn' Nº. 5x)

‘I have not prepared myself for prophecy,

nor have I been engaged in the study of

it, nor have I inherited from my father

the prophetical degree.”

* 2 Kings xxii. 14.

• sºs nº

* Not the words of Kimchi, but of

R. L. Ben Gersom, who employs them

as a translation of the Chaldee. Jewish

Commentators are not unanimous in their

interpretation of the Hebrew word njº.

Jarchi states an opinion held by some,

that it means the part beyond the walls.

* 2 Kings ii. 3–5, and iv. 38.
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they were thus dispersed in many of the cities of Israel

was this, that they might reprove the Israelites that

were there: and their prophecy was wholly according to

the exigency of those times; and, therefore, it was that

their prophecy was not committed to writing".” From

hence, some of the Jewish writers tell us of a certain

AqêovXia of prophecy—one continually like an evening

star shining upon the conspicable hemisphere, when

another was set. Kimchi tells us of this mystical gloss

upon those words, “Ere the lamp of God went out’.”

‘This is spoken mystically concerning the light of pro

phecy, according to that saying amongst our doctors—

the sun riseth and the sun setteth—that is, ere God

makes the sun of one righteous man to set, He makes

the sun of another righteous man to rise".’

ºn Yºnty no ºx nºn- ps

wn tº innºn) bs nºn- pºsºnin

"E: Hºs not sº Hinns Enyi,

inn ºne no pnºy bºnº Fºnty

snº Hs nºn': Tº ‘snº" -y

nyeº nnºn Ensºn: ºy) ºv ºn

: Ensºn; nºn-i sº T5'Ex Kimchi,

in 2 Reg. ii. 3.

ETE: Elvis ºn HN)-55 tºpn

"p =y ºn-nnn nºn-pa, bºth

ºncº bºmano ºn Nº Dnº nºne,

nnnn noºn by bºny; ºn bºx

Rºnn Hi-Ton ºs ºn-prºn nºtyp)

: Bºsºxn in Dn) nnnon) nºn-pa

* I Sam. iii. 3.

a nsºn nx by 5 nos cºntin

trººn N-1 tºn nº inps) hºs

5-sºv tº Hapn yºpº" sº. Ty

:-ins pºs by ºxy nºntry Rºn Ins

In the book Cosri, the sons of the

prophets are described as a class of per

sons who partially, though not entirely,

separated themselves from the world,

living in deserts, and holding converse

only with men of similar character.

Dyn nºn-pm ºns: nystºn sspn=

‘Quamdiu majestas Divina (Shechi

nah) praesens fuit in Terra Sancta, et in

populo ad prophetiam disposito et praepa

rato, plures extiterunt, qui se a mundo

separaverunt, et in desertis habitaverunt,

conversantes tamen cum sui similibus,

nec prorsus et omnino solitarie viventes.

Adjuti autem fuerunt sanctitate et puri

tate hac ad assequendum sapientiam

Legis, et ejus operum, quorum ope ad

gradum illum (quem quaesiverunt ; pro

pheticum sc.) pervenitur. Et hi sunt,

qui vocantur Filii Prophetarum.” Cosri,

Pars III. § 1.
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CHAPTER X.

Of Bath Kol, i. e. filia vocis: That it succeeded in the room of prophecy:

That it was by the Jews counted the lowest degree of revelation. What

places in the New Testament are to be understood of it.

E should now come briefly to speak of the highest

degree of divine inspiration or prophecy, taken in a

general sense, which was the Mosaical. But before we

do that, it may not be amiss to take notice of the lowest

degree of revelation among the Jews, which was inferior

to all that which they call by the name of prophecy: and

this was their ºp nn Bath Kol, filia vocis, which was

nothing else but some voice which was heard as descend

ing from heaven, directing them in any affair as occasion'

served: which kind of revelation might be made to one,

as Maimonides tells us, that was no way prepared for

prophecy'.

Of this filia vocis, we have mention made in one of the

most ancient monuments of Jewish learning", and other

where very frequently among the Jewish writers, as that

which was a frequent thing after the ceasing of prophecy

among the Jews—of which more afterward. Josephus

tells a story of Hyrcanus the high priest, how he heard

this voice from heaven, which told him of the victory

which his sons had got at Cyzicum against Antiochus, the

same day the battle was fought; and this, (he says),

while he was offering up incense in the temple: he was

1 Hºye is myce, it's main nº

HY-5? -t:"N ºp nin nºn-i- Nºn Dny-in

nº ins tºy sin, Trn brºnn

: pºp ºst, cºsº. The words which

they (i. e. Hagar and Manoah and his

wife) heard, or which came into their minds,

were in the nature of the Bath Kol, of

which the sages make frequent mention.

This is of such a character as that it may

attach to a man who is yet not prepared

(i.e. for prophecy). More Nev. Pars II.

c. 42, sub fin.

* On the occasion of Saul disobeying

the command of God, utterly to destroy

the Amalekites, (1 Sam. xv.) n-, mny"

*ny pºis nn ºs ºse º nº ºp

: TX\pp “The Bath Kol came forth, and

said to him, Saul be not more righteous

than thy Lord.” Pirke R. Eliezer, cap.

44.
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made partaker of a vocal converse with God, that is, by

a ºp 'nº.' º -

This R. Isaac Sangarensis strongly urgeth against the

Karrabi or Scripturarii (a sort of Jews that reject all

Talmudical traditions), that the grand doctors of the Jews

received such traditions from the seventy-two senators,

who were guided, either by a ºp nil, or something an

swerable to it, in the truth of things, after all prophecy

had ceased: “There is a tradition that the men of the

great Sanhedrim were bound to be skilled in the know

ledge of all sciences, and, therefore, it is much more

necessary that prophecy should not be taken from them,

or that which should supply its room, viz. the daughter

of voice, and the like".' Thus he, according to the

genius of Talmudical learning, is pleased to expound the

place, where it is said, that “a law shall go forth out of

Zion”,” of the consistorial decrees of the judges, rulers

and priests of the Jews, and the great senate of

seventy-two elders, whom he would needs persuade us

to be guided infallibly by this ºp nº, or in some other

way-nºs Tyn—by some divine virtue, power, or assist

ance, always communicated to them, as supposed, at

least, that such a heroical spirit as that spirit of fortitude

which belonged to the judges and kings of Israel, and

is called the Spirit of God (as Maimonides tells us"), had

perpetually cleaved to them".

* IIapáčočov 8é Tº repl roß dextepéa's no prºn Tryzy np is nsin:h pno

: nº nºn ºp nap Cosri, Lib. m.

$41, pp. 216, 17.

'Tokavod Aéºyeral, riva Tpóirov atrº to

6etov els X&Yous j\ffe. Pagi Yûp Ört Kat'

ékelvily rºw juépav, ka0' #v ol traíðes atroß

tº Kväxmvig auvéga)\ov, autos év tº vag

tºupuſºv, p.6vos ūv 6 dpxtepets,

pøvås (3s of traßes autoſ, vevukſikagu áp

rtws rov 'Avrtoxov kal Toºro trpoéX6aºw ék

roſ, vaoſ, travrl tº trxjöet pavepôv étoimaev.

kal avvé3m otra, Yevérôat. Joseph. A n

tiq. Jud. Lib. XIII. cap. x. $ 3.

a t-nºr ºn "Yinxpn 5 bap

nºnby Rºy prºbi, no-nm ºr nym

dkotaete

* Is. ii. 3; Mic. ii. 4; Vid. Cosri,

Lib. III. § xxxix. p. 213.

* More Nev. Pars II. cap. 45.

* The Bath Kol is frequently men

tioned in the Talmud, and also in the

later Targums.

may suffice.

-Nºry), Hºnºr in novo pan ºn

PyR) brºncºp crºpn nin' nºnby

The following instances
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But we shall here leave our author to his Judaical

superstition, and take notice of two or three places in the

New Testament which seem to be understood perfectly of

this filia vocis, which the constant tradition of the Jews

assures us to have succeeded in the room of prophecy.

The first is where this heavenly voice was conveyed to our

Saviour, as if it had been the noise of thunder, but was

not well understood by all those that stood by, who there

fore thought that either it thundered, or that it was a

mighty voice of some angel that spake to him: “Then came

there a voice from heaven, saying, I have both glorified

my name, and will glorify it again. The people, therefore,

that stood by and heard it, said it thundered: others said

that an angel spake to him'.” So, after our Saviour's

baptism, upon His coming out of the water, the Evangelist

tells us, that “the heavens were opened, and that the

Spirit of God descended upon Him in the shape of a

dove, and lo, a voice from heaven, saying, This is my

beloved Son in whom I am well pleased”.” And, last of

nns bye?” ºp ninn "tºpnºp ºn 15 lowly disciple of Ezra !" The Bath Kol

Ynºn': Nºn); nºn nºbyn "tºp ºn is then said to have directed their atten

n-ps) born pºp na nºy ºn:

Hmºng "snº ins = is Esa tº

Tº msn nº lºsty Nºs by mysty

Hºcº pin ºn: Enºy ºn:

by Trºn Yºy Ten ºn mºstn

: Nºnry “Our Rabbins have handed down

the tradition that from the time of the

death of Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi,

the Holy Spirit was taken away from

Israel, nevertheless they had the privilege

of the Bath Kol. For once upon a time

they were ministering in an upper cham

ber of the house of Goriya in Jericho,

and there came to them the Bath Kol

from heaven, saying, “there is among

you a certain man who is worthy that

the Shechina should rest upon him, but

his generation is unworthy of this. They

turned their eyes to the aged Hillel; and

when he died, they bewailed him, saying,

Alas, for the holy man alas, for the

tion in a similar manner to Samuel the

Less.’ Gem. Sota. fol. 48 B.

nns ºn-ps nºn-Prº Tº ºps

nn inns' nie'n ns pºnn na's]

Ypºn by-ºn by-nn S Hºrs) ºp

:n)-ºpm ns ‘David said to Mephibo

sheth, I have said, thou and Mephibosheth

divide the land. The Bath Kol came

forth and said to him, Rehoboam and

Jeroboam shall divide the kingdom.'

Gem. Ioma. cap. 2, fol. 22 B.

1 John xii. 28, 29. The voice here

was an articulate sound in the midst of

thunder....... The bystanders say, It

thunders ; and others, that an angel spake,

both together saying the truth, that there

was a thunder joined with a voice from

heaven, which is the daughter of thunder.

Hammond in loco.

* Matt. iii. 17.
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all, we meet with this kind of voice upon our Saviour's

transfiguration, which is there so described as coming out

of a cloud, as if it had been loud like the noise of thunder:

“Behold, a bright cloud overshadowed them, and, behold,

a voice out of the cloud, which said, This is my beloved

Son in whom I am well pleased',” which voice, it is said,

the three disciples that were then with him in the mount,

heard, as we are told in the following verse, and also

2 Pet. i. 17, 18. From whence we are fully informed, that

it was this filia vocis we speak of, which came for the sake

of the Apostles that were with Him, as a testimony of

that glory and honour with which God magnified His

Son; which apostles were not yet raised up to the degree

of prophecy, but only made partakers of a voice inferior

to it. The words are these, “He received from God the

Father honour and glory, when there came such a voice to

Him from the excellent glory, This is my beloved Son in

whom I am well pleased. And this voice which came

from heaven, we heard when we were with Him in the

holy mount.” Now that this was that very ºp ni, we speak

of, which was inferior to prophecy, we may sufficiently

learn from the next verse, “We have also a more sure word

of prophecy:” for, indeed, true prophecy was counted much

more authentical than this ºp nil, as being a divine in

spiration into the mind of the prophet; which this was not,

but only a voice that moved their exterior senses; and, by

the mediation thereof, informed their minds. And thus

we have done with this argument.

* Matt. xvii. 5, 6.
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CHAPTER XI.

Of the highest degree of divine inspiration, viz. the Mosaical. Four

differences between the divine revelations made to Moses, and to, the

ºrest of the prophets. How the doctrine of men, prophetically inspired,

is to approve itself by miracles, or by its reasonableness. The sym

pathy and agreeableness between a holy mind and divine truth.

E now come briefly to inquire into the highest

degree of divine inspiration, which was the Mo

saical—that by which the law was given; and this we

may best do by searching out the characteristical differ

ences of the inspiration of Moses from that which was

technically called prophecy. And these we shall take

out of Maimonides", where they are fully described,

according to the general strain of all the Rabbinical

doctrine delivered upon this argument.

The first is, That Moses was made partaker of these

divine revelations per vigiliam; whereas God manifested

Himself to all the other prophets in a dream or vision,

when their senses were apºyot: “What is the difference

between the prophecy of Moses and the prophecy of all

other prophets? All other prophets did prophesy in a

dream or vision: but Moses, our master, when he was

awake and standing, according to what is written.’

“And when Moses was gone into the tabernacle of the

congregation to speak with him, (i. e. God,) then he

heard the voice of one speaking unto him”.’ By which

it appears he had free recourse to this heavenly oracle

at any time. And, therefore, the Talmudists have a rule,

‘That Moses had never any prophecy in the night-time,’

i. e. in a dream or vision of the night, as the other pro

phets had°.

1 De Fundam. Legis, cap. 7. naib Hymp ºns ºn Hwo sin

a nep nºnx, ºn tº enen mp : Yºs --To ºpn nN. Vrº insk

ºv L'N'-xm º ºst risinxb Maim. De Fund. Legis. cap. 7, § 6.

Hºno) HN-p-, N. Elºnn E"N"-lyn • *x fix: Nº ny ºn- nºr)

Yosy Troy) my NYny nS)." Yi'nn : Hººn nºnx Bºyn
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The second difference is, That Moses prophesied with

out the mediation of any angelical power, by an influence

derived immediately from God; whereas in all other pro

phecies, as we have shewn heretofore, some angel still

appeared to the prophet. “All prophets did prophesy by

the help or ministry of an angel, and therefore they did

see that which they saw in parables, or under some dark

representation; but Moses prophesied without the mi

nistry of an angel'.” This he proves from Numb. xii. 8,

where God says of Moses, “I will speak with him mouth

to mouth;” and Exod. xxxiii. 11, “The Lord spake unto

Moses face to face.”

But we must not, in this place, so adhere to that

exposition which Maimonides and the rest of his country

men give us of this place, as to forget what we are told

in the New Testament concerning the ministry of angels

which God used in giving the law itself: and so St Ste

phen discourseth of it”; and St Paul tells us, “the law

was given by the disposition of angels in the hands of a

Mediator”,” that is, Moses, the mediator then between

God and the people. And, therefore, I should rather

think the meaning of those words, “face to face,” to im

port the clearness and evidence of the intellectual light

wherein God appeared to Moses, which was greater than

any of the prophets were made partakers of And, there

fore, the old tradition goes of them, that they saw in

speculo non lucido, whereas Moses saw in speculo lucido",

ow 31 aiviyuárov, as Philo tells us (together with Maimon

ides) in his book, “Quis Rerum Divin. Haeres sit;' that

is, without any impressions or images of things in his

imagination in a hieroglyphical way, as was wont to be

Tºsh Tºp 1 %y bºsºn $5 * Gal. iii. 19.

nºn) ºvon bºxin brity no bºxin • Nº-ºpeps: 13-hex bºsºn 5:

: Tºp *T* by Nº YX"inn me"? Maim. -->nby ºx-- Hyp Hn'No Hy"R2,

De Fundam. Legis, cap. 7, § 7. :FT'sºn ºpet's: Gem. Johham,

* Acts vii. 53. cap. 4, fol. 49 b.

T
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in all dreams and visions; but by characterizing all imme

diately upon his understanding: though, otherwise, much

of the law was indeed almost little more, for the main

scope and aim of it, than an emblem or allegory'.

But there may be yet a farther meaning of those

words, “face to face,” and that is, the friendly and ami

cable way whereby all divine revelations were made to

Moses; for so it is added in the text, “As a man speak

eth unto his friend.”

And this is the third difference which Maimonides

assigns, viz. “All the other prophets were afraid and

troubled, and fainted; but Moses was not so: for the

Scripture saith, “God spake to him as a man speaks to

his friend;” that is to say, as a man is not afraid to hear

the words of his friend, so was Moses able to understand

the words of prophecy, without any disturbance and

astonishment of mind”.’

The fourth and last difference is the liberty of the

spirit of Moses to prophesy at all times, as we heard

before out of Numb. vii. 89. He might have recourse,

at any time, to the sacred oracle, in the tabernacle, which

spake from between the cherubim ; and so Maimonides

lays down this difference, ‘None of the prophets did pro

phesy at what time they would, save Moses, who was

clothed with the Holy Spirit when he would, and the

spirit of prophecy did abide upon him: neither had he

need to predispose his mind, or prepare himself for it, for

he was always disposed and in readiness as a ministering

angel; and, therefore, he could prophesy at what time he

1 Tl 6* Mwarfs; of rpoq fºrms (föeral

Travraxoſ, ; AéYew Yūp, 'Eav Yév77 at tºwav

rpopſirms kvptov, Év ćpduart airò Yvoo

6%aouau, Mwaſ 3e, év etóet kal of Öt' al

wiyuárov. Kal traXw, Oùx àvéarm ért

Trpoqºrms dis Mwila’īs, 6v tyvaſ airów Kūptos

rpóawrov rpès trpóo wrov. Phil. Jud. Vol.

Iv. p. 116.

• Ebnºx) = Nº Esºn ºn

Nºn 15 1x's ºn- nep bºxypno)

‘s cºs ---, -ºss ºpis annºny

ºnn: 5-is "sty Yºº Yoº Hyn

Yny in nº ºn is nºn --- y\py

nsºn --- Fºnº ºn nep be:

: Bºz' Try by Tºy Rim Maim. De

Fundam. Legis, cap. 7, § 8.
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would, according to that which is spoken in Numb. ix. 8,

“Tarry you here a little, and I will hear what the Lord

will command concerning you'.” Thus Maimonides,

who, I think, here somewhat hyperbolizeth, and scarce

speaks consistently with the rest of the Hebrew masters.

For we may remember what we heard before concerning

the Talmudical tradition, that the mind of Moses was

indisposed for prophecy when he was transported with

indignation against the spies; though I think it is most

probable that he had a greater liberty of prophesying

than any other of the prophets.

Now this clear, distinct, kind of inspiration made im

mediately upon an intellectual faculty in a familiar way,

which we see was the gradus Mosaicus, was most fit and

proper for laws to be administered in: which was excel

lently taken notice of by Plutarch in that discourse of his,

where he tells us the poetry that was usually interlaced

with riddles and parables was taken away in his time,

and a more familiar way of prophecy brought in; though

he, by a Gentile superstition, applies that to his Pythia:

‘The god hath now taken away from his oracles poetry,

and the variety of dialect, and circumlocution, and obscu

rity; and hath so ordered them to speak to those that

consult them, as the laws do to the cities under their

subjection, and kings to their people, and masters to their

scholars, in the most intelligible and persuasive lan

guage’.” But, by Plutarch's leave, this character agrees

neither with his Pythia, nor indeed with Moses himself,

1 ny 955 b'Nixmp 'N bºnxm bo 7A&aaas kal reptºppdoreus kal dodgeway,

p 95 Rºs 15 x's ºn- mºp isn't, oùro Staxéyeaffa, rapeaketage rois Xpw

nºn)?' TN)-5) Ynºn's cºlºn mn "Env puévous dºs vôuot re rôAeot 8taxéyovrat,

loninº ny- tº Tºny ºs ºy Kai Bagweis irrinxávova. Sºuois, ral ua

Trºy) pºro) ºr Sºn ºnnry H; 0mral 3.5ackáAw drpoºvra, roºs rô avy.

ny 55: Rºno Tºsh n-ºn *:Nºn- eTöv kal Tru6avöv ćpuoğuevos. Plutarch.

:E-5 ºn nys' no ºpe's Tºy nes: “Cur Pythia nunc non reddat oracula car.

Ibid. cap. 7, § 9. mine.' 406 F.

* 6 teos épéX&v táv xpnguów Arm kal
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who put a veil upon his face in giving the law itself to

the people, but to our Saviour alone, the Dispenser of the

true law of God inwardly to the souls of men; and therein

conversing with them, not so much Tpogaſtrº Tpos Tpéo wrov,

as við ſpós vow, not so much ‘face to face,’ as “mind to

mind.”

We have now seen what is this gradus propheticus

Mosaicus, which, indeed, was necessary should be trans

cendent and extraordinary, because it was the basis of all

future prophecy among the Jews: for all the prophets

mainly aim at that to establish and confirm the law of

Moses, as to the practical observation of it; and, there

fore, it was also so strongly manifested to the Israelites

by signs and miracles done in the sight of all the people,

and his familiarity and acquaintance with heaven testified

to them all, the divine voice being heard by them all at

mount Sinai; which dispensation amounted, at least, to

as much as a ºp nº-filia vocis—to the very lowest of

the people. All which considerations put R. Phineas

into such an admiration of this "JD ºn Toyo or statio

montis Sinai (as the doctors are wont to call it), that he

determines in Pirke Eliezer, “That all this generation

that heard the voice of the holy blessed God was worthy

to be accounted as the ministering angels'.” But what

that voice was which they heard, the later Jews are scarce

well agreed: but Maimonides, according to the most

received opinion”, tells that they only heard those first

words of the law distinctly, viz. “I am the Lord thy God,”

and, “Thou shalt have none other gods,” &c., and but

only the sound of all the rest of the words in which the

remainder of the law was given: and this, as he says,

was the great mystery of that station, so much spoken of

by the ancients.

: º 'ºp, woev wºn ins $5 nºn Pirke R. Eliezer, cap. 4 ºut ºn.

•-Rºpe nºn; ºr jºb na naph * More Nev. Pars II. cap. 33.
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And here, by the way, we may take notice that that

divine inspiration which is conveyed to any one man,

primarily benefits none but himself: and therefore, many

times, as Maimonides tells us, it rested in this private use,

not profiting any else but those to whom it came". And

the reason of this is manifest; for that an inspiration,

abstractedly considered, can only satisfy the mind of him

to whom it is made, of its own authority and authentical

ness, as we have shown before: and, therefore, that one

man may know that another hath that doctrine revealed

to him by a prophetical spirit which he delivers, he must

also either be inspired, and so be in gradu prophetico in a

true sense, or be confirmed in the belief of it by some

miracle, whereby it may appear that God hath committed

his truth to such a one, by giving him some signal power

in altering the course of nature; which, indeed, was the

way by which the prophets of old ordinarily confirmed

their doctrine, when they delivered any thing new to the

people; which course our Saviour Himself and His disci

ples also took to confirm the truth of the gospel: or else,

there must be so much reasonableness in the thing itself,

as that by moral arguments it may be sufficient to beget

a belief in the minds of sober and good men.

And I wish this last way of becoming acquainted with

divine truth were better known amongst us: for when

we have once attained to a true, sanctified, frame of

mind, we have then attained to the end of all prophecy,

and see all divine truth that tends to the salvation of our

souls in the divine light, which always shines in the

purity and holiness of the new creature, and so need no

further miracle to confirm us in it. And, indeed, that

1 Ypsy, Ynx)=x nºne º'BN Nºn enlarge his heart, and to add to his know

Ty nyn ºpinº -5 annº Taºn ledge, that he may understand what he

bºn-in in Noyºn nºn Nºw To yº"ty understood not before, of those great mat

: Dººlin ‘There may be a prophet whose ters.” Maim. De Fundam. Legis, cap. 7,

prophecy has regard to himself only, to § 1 I.
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godlike glory and majesty which appear in the naked sim

plicity of true goodness, will, by its own connateness and

sympathy with all saving truth, friendly entertain and

embrace it.

CHAPTER XII.

When the prophetical spirit ceased in the Jewish Church. The cessation

of prophecy noted as a famous epocha by the Jews. The restoring of

the prophetical spirit by Christ. Some passages to this purpose in the

New Testament explained. When the prophetical spirit ceased in the

Christian Church. That it did not continue long, proved by several

testimonies of the ancient writers.

Thus we have done with all those sorts of prophecy

which we find any mention of: and, as a coronis to

this discourse, we shall farther inquire a little what period

of time it was in which this prophetical spirit ceased,

both in the Jewish and the Christian church. In this

business, because the Scripture itself is, in a manner,

silent, we must appeal to such histories as are like to be

most authentical in this business.

And, first, for the period of time when it ceased in the

Jewish church, I find our Christian writers differing.

Justin Martyr would needs persuade us that it was not

till the aera Christiana. This he inculcates often in his

Dialogue with Trypho the Jew: “There never ceased,

in your nation, either prophet or prince, till Jesus Christ

was born, and had suffered'.' And so he often there tells

us that John the Baptist was the last prophet of the

Jewish church; which conceit he seems to have made so

much of, as thinking to bring in our Saviour lumine pro

phetico, with the greater evidence of divine authority, as

* &rt of v obôérore év ré yévet Üuáv axiſwrws toxuñaere eliteſv, *) droöétéat

érača aro o're Tpopffrns offre dpxwp, *: exere. Justin Martyr, Dialog. c. Tryph.

&rov dipx?iv \aše, uéxpts of otros 'Imaoûs cap. 52.

Xptorros kal Yé-yove kal &m affey, otö' divat
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the promised Messiah into the world. But Clemens

Alexandrinus hath much more truly, with the consent of

all Jewish antiquity, concluded that all prophecy deter

mined in Malachi, numbering up the prophets of the

Jews, making them thirty-five in all, and Malachi as the

last'. Though, indeed, the Talmudists reckon up fifty

five prophets and prophetesses together: ‘The Rabbins

say that there were forty-eight prophets, and seven

prophetesses, that did prophesy to the Israelites”:' which

after they had reckoned almost up, they tell us that

Malachi was the last of them, and that he was contem

porary with Mordecai, Daniel, Haggai, Zechariah, and

some others, whose prophecies are not extant, whom for

the sake of their number, they there reckon up, who all

prophesied in the second year of Darius. But, com

monly, they make only these three, Haggai, Zechariah,

and Malachi, to be the last of the prophets, and so call

them B'YTN EN">} : so the Mishnical doctors tell us,

that from the time in which all the first prophets

expired, the Urim and Thummim ceased'; and the

Gemarists say that they are called Bºys" tºsº] ‘ the

first prophets,’ ‘in opposition to Haggai, Zechariah, and

Malachi, which are the last".’ And so Maimonides

and Bartenora tell us that the propheta priores were so

* Clemens Alexandrinus does not state

that prophecy ceased in the Jewish church

with Malachi, but he expressly includes

John the Baptist, thus agreeing with the

opinion of Justin Martyr. The number

thirty-five, as given by him, includes the

prophets before the law (Tpº toº Nópov),

comprising Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob ; together with those in the

legal times (giv tº Nöug), beginning with

Moses and Aaron, and ending with 'A'y

'yaſos, Zaxaptas, kal 6 €v Tols öðöeka dyye

Xos. He then proceeds: Yvovrai Öe ot

travres trpoqºra, trévre kal Tpudkovra' Yv

wauków 6é kal yáp kal aºrai trpoegijrevov'

Xúppa re, kal 'Pegékka, kal Mapuāp, Aeft

8%pa Te Kal'OX6á. &metra trepl rot's atrot's

xpóvous (Hoc est, tempora toû Nópov, Ju

daicae legis. Potter.) 'Iwdvvms Tpop mºrečet,

uéxpt toº garmptov Barriguatos’ uerå Öé

Thy yéveauv rod Xploroſ, "Avva kal Xuuetºv"

Zaxapias Yāp, 6 'Iwdvvov trarjip, kal trpó

toū Tatóðs trpoqmrečew év toſs Etayye) tous

AéyeTat. Strom. Lib. 1. cap. xxi.

* D's": ninpºn bºyans ban ºn

:*Nicº Enº sixp: nisix ynch

Gem. Megillah, cap. I. fol. 14 a.

* \ton pºe's-n bºsºn; ºncep

: Dºn) Dºn N Massec. Sota, cap. 9. fol.

48 a.

4 ·2Nºon H-->] ºnto

: Yn;"> Dºnns". Ibid. fol. 48 b.

ºples',
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called, because they prophesied in the times of the first

temple; and the posteriores, because they prophesied in

the time of the second temple: and when these latter

prophets died, then all prophecy expired, and there was

left, as they say, only a Bath Kol to succeed some time in

the room of it. So we are told: “Our Rabbins say, that

from the time the latter prophets died, the Holy Spirit

was taken away from Israel; nevertheless they enjoyed

the filia vocis':’ and this is repeated in Massec. Joma,

cap. I.” Now all that time which the spirit of prophecy

lasted among the Jews under the second temple, their

chronology makes to be but forty years. So the author

of the book Cosri: “The continuance of prophecy under

the time of the second temple was almost forty years”.'

And this T. Jehuda, his scholiast, confirms out of a

historico-cabbalistical treatise of R. Abraham Ben Dior,

and a little after he tells us, that, after forty years, their

sapientes were called senators: ‘after forty years were

passed, all the wise men were called the men of the great

synagogue".’ And, therefore, the author of that book

useth this aera of the cessation of prophecy; and so this is

commonly noted as a famous epocha among all their

chronologers, as the book Juchasin, the Seder Olam Zuta,

as R. David Gantz hath summed them all up in his

chronological history, put forth lately by Vorstius". The like

may be observed from 1 Mac. ix. 27, iv. 46, and xiv. 41.

1 bºnnºn Esºx nºtyp pin ºn

triph nº nººns; esºp) ninet ºn

nia repner, ºn Ey FN, ºshºp

:2)P Gem. Sanhedrin, cap. I. fol. 1 1 a.

* Also in Gem. Sota, cap. 9, fol. 48 b.

a nymp :2, nºn- nººn nºnn

inx. Evans; Cori, Lib. iii. s. 39,

p. 215.

4 non Hºn Hity Eyn-NH ins

:nºnin nº vis B'shpºn tºp-nn

Ibid. § 65, p. 239.

* Haggaeus, Zacharias, et Malachias

mortui sunt anno 442, et vocatur tempus

obsignationis visionis vel prophetiae: quia

isto tempore desiit prophetia in Israele.

R. autem Abraham F. David scribit in

libro Kabalae suæ ad astatem secundam

Virorum ex magna synagoga, Haggaeum,

Zachariam, Malachiam, et Ezram scribam

obiisse anno 448. Sic quoque scribit au

tor libri Juchasin, pag. 14. Sic ego col

loco tempus obitas illorum in anno 442 ex

recensione Seder Olam Zutha, ubi hunc
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This cessation of prophecy determined as it were all

that old dispensation wherein God had manifested Him

self to the Jews under the law, that so, by its growing old

and thus wearing away, they might expect that new

dispensation of the Messiah, which had been promised so

long before, and which should again restore this propheti

cal spirit more abundantly. And so this interstitium of

prophecy is insinuated by Joel, in those words concerning

the latter times; “In those days shall your sons and your

daughters prophesy',” &c. And so St Peter makes use of

the place, to take off that admiration which the Jews were

possessed withal, to see so plentiful an effusion of the

and therefore this spirit of

prophecy is called the testimony of Jesus in the Apoca

lypse".

According to this notion we must understand this pas

sage, “The Holy Ghost was not yet given, because that

Jesus was not yet glorified’.” To which this also plainly

answers, “He ascended up on high, and gave gifts unto

men";” as likewise the answer which the Christians at

Ephesus made to Paul, when he asked them whether they

had received the Holy Ghost, “That they knew not

whether there was a Holy Ghost"; that is, whether there

were any extraordinary spirit, or spirit of prophecy

restored again to the church or not, as hath been well

prophetical spirit again”:

in sensum loquitur: ‘Anno 52 Medi et

Persae mortui sunt Haggaeus, Zacharias et

Malachias . isto tempore sublata est pro

phetia ex Israele, fuitgue annus 3442.’

Hactenus ille. Licet autem omnia exem

plaria Seder Olam Zutha Venetum, Teu

tonicum et Cracoviense, varient in nu

mero annorum creationis, tamen illos mor

tuos esse anno 52 Medi omnia exemplaria

aequaliter habent. Explicabimus autem

deinde, annos illos 52 absolvi anno 442.

Et Rasi b. m. scribit cap. 2, de 5 rebus;

quae defecerunt in templo secundo hunc

in modum : ‘Ab anno secundo Darii,

et deinceps non habitavit super prophetas

Spiritus Sanctus.' Est autem procul du

bio in hac lectione error scribae, ut necesse

sit legere: ‘Ab anno 4 Darii.” Scriptum

enim est in Zacharia cap. 7. ‘Et factum

est anno 4 Darii, ut esset verbum Domini

ad Zachariam, &c." Ganz, Chronol. Hist.

sub Templo Secundo, p. 57.

* Joel ii. 28.

* Acts ii. 17.

* Rev. xix. Io.

* John vii. 39.

* Eph. iv. 8.

* Acts xix. 2.
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observed, of late, by some learned men.

this.

We come now briefly to despatch the second inquiry,

viz. What time the spirit of prophecy, which was again

restored by our Saviour, ceased in the Christian church?

It may be thought that St John was the last of Christian

prophets, for that the Apocalypse is the latest dated of

any book which is received into the canon of the New

Testament. But I know no place of Scripture that in

timates any such thing, as if the spirit of prophecy was

so soon to expire. And, indeed, if we may believe the

primitive fathers, it did not; though it overlived St John's

time but a little. Eusebius tells us of one Quadratus,

‘who, together with the daughters of Philip, had the gift

of prophecy’.” So the report was. This Quadratus, as

he tells us, lived in Trajan's time, which was but at the

beginning of the second century. And a little after,

speaking of good men in that age, he adds: “Many

strange and admirable virtues of the Divine Spirit as yet

showed forth themselves by them”.’ And the same author

tells us out of Justin Martyr, who lived in the middle of

the second century, and then wrote his Apology for the

Christians, that the gift of prophecy was still to be seen in

But enough of

the church: Todºpet 6é kai dis &rt uéxpt kai avtov Xapiauata

Tpoºpmtikd êlé\autev Čiri Tiſs ékk\matas”. Yet not long after

ward there is little or no remembrance of the prophetical

spirit remaining in the church. Hence the Montanists

are, by some of the fathers, proved to be no better than

dissemblers, when they pretended to the gift of prophecy,

for that it was then ceased in the church. And so Euse

* Töv 6é kara rotºrovs 6ta\auyávrov

kal Koãpáros jv. “Ov dua Taſs pixiirirov

6vyatpáat trpoºpmrukº Xaplouatt \670s Exet

6tairpépat—“quicum Philippi filiabus pro

phetica gratia illustris fuisse memoratur.’

Euseb. Hist. Eccles. Lib. III. cap. 37.

* étei kai Toff below rvetuatos elaert

Töre 61' atrów TAeſota, trapáð0:01 5uváucts

Ibid.

* Ibid. Cf. trapá Yàp huſv Kal uéxpt

vöv Tpopmnuka xaptopará ča riv. Justin

Martyr, Dial. cum Tryphone.Judaro,cap.81.

êvãpyovv.
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bius tells us, and withal that Montanus and his accom

plices only took advantage of that virtue of working

wonders, which yet appeared (as was reported, though

doubtfully) in some places, to make a semblance of the

spirit of prophecy: “But then especially did Montanus,

Alcibiades, and Theodotus raise up in many an opinion

that they prophesied: and this belief was so much the

more increased concerning their prophesying, for that as

yet in several churches were wrought many miraculous

and stupendous effects of the Holy Spirit; though yet

there was no perfect agreement in their opinion about

this".’

To conclude this, and to hasten to an end of this dis

course of prophecy: there is, indeed, in antiquity, more

frequent mention of some miracles” wrought in the name

of Christ; but less is said concerning the prophetical

virtue, especially after the second century. That it was

rare, and to be seen but sometimes, and more obscurely

in some few Christians only, who had attained to a good

degree of self-purification, is intimated by that of Origen

in his seventh book against Celsus: IIAjv kal vov ćr.

+xyn earw avrov (toº dyiov Tveijuatos) trap &Atºyots, rds

Nºvyds tº A6'yp kai Tais kat' abrów Tpdéeat keka9apuévois”.

1 Töv 6' duqi rāv Movravöv kal 'AAkt 3m) wºuévalv. Euseb. Hist. Eccles. Lib. v.

Buáömy kal 0eóóorov repl rºw ºppvytav ćpri

Töre rpárov riv repl rod trpopmrečew tró

Xmyw trapā troAAots €kºpepopuévav. IIAeto

raw Yap of v kal d\\at trapadošotrotta toû

6etov xaptapatos elačrt Tóre karū 6tapó

pous ékk\matas €kTeXoſuéval, triarw trapū

troXXots toū kºikelvous trpopmeteu rapefyov,

kal 63, 5tapww.ias trapxotſam's trepi Tøv če

cap. 3.

*And that the gift of working miracles

had ceased in his time, St Chrysostom doth

more than once affirm, Tås 6vváuews rêv

a muetwv oſſ' ºvos ūtroXelmeral, Lib. IV. de

Sacerdotio, &c. The like is affirmed by

St Austin. Orig. Ed.

* Orig. Contr. Cels. Lib. VII. cap. 8.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Some rules and observations concerning prophetical writ in general.

WE should now shut up all this discourse about pro

phecy; only, before we conclude, it may not be

amiss to add a few rules for the better understanding of

prophetical writ in general.

1. The first, which yet we shall rather put under

debate, is concerning the style and manner of languaging

all pieces of prophecy; whether that was not peculiarly

the work of the prophet himself; whether it does not

seem that the prophetical spirit dictated the matter only,

or principally, yet did leave the words to the prophet

himself. It may be considered that God made not use

of idiots or fools by whom to reveal His will, but such

whose intellects were entire and perfect; and that He

imprinted such a clear copy of His truth upon them, as

that it became their own sense, being digested fully into

their understandings; so as they were able to deliver and

represent it to others, as truly as any can paint forth his

own thoughts. If the matter and substance of things be

once lively in the mind, verba non invita sequentur: and,

according as that matter operates upon the mind and

phantasy, so will the phrase and language be in which it

is expressed. And therefore, I think, to doubt whether

the prophets might not mistake in representing the mind

of God in their prophetical inspirations, except all their

words had been also dictated to them, is to question whe

ther they could speak sense as wise men, and tell their

own thoughts and experiences truly or not. And, indeed,

it seems most agreeable to the nature of all these pro

phetical visions and dreams we have discoursed of, where

in the nature of the enthusiasm consisted in a symbolical
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and hieroglyphical shaping forth of intelligible things in

their imaginations, and enlightening the understanding

of the prophets, to discern the scope and meaning of these

visa or phantasmata; that those words and phrases in

which they were audibly expressed to the hearers after

wards, or penned down, should be the prophets' own: for

the matter was not, as seems evident from what has been

said, represented always by words, but by things. Though

I know that sometimes, in these visions, they had a voice

speaking to them; yet it is not likely that voice should

so dilate, and comment so largely upon things, as it was

fit the prophet should do, when he repeated the same

things to vulgar ears.

It may also further be considered, that our Saviour

and his apostles generally quoted passages out of the Old

Testament as they were translated by the Seventy, and

that where the Seventy have not rendered them verbatim,

but have much varied the manner of phrasing things

from the original; as hath been abundantly observed by

philologers: which it is not likely they would have done,

had the original words been the very dictate of the Spirit;

for certainly that would seem not to need any such para

phrastical variations, as being of themselves full and

clear enough; besides, herein they might seem to weaken

the authenticalness of the divine oracles. And, indeed,

hath not the swerving from this notion made some of

late conceive, though erroneously, the translation of the

Seventy to be more authentical than the Hebrew, which

they would needs persuade us had been corrupted by the

Jews, our Saviour declining the phraseology thereof *

* The opinion of Grinfield is that both

the Hebrew original and the LXX. ver

sion are of Divine Inspiration. This opi

nion was the result of a life spent in the

study of the LXX. in connexion with the

New Testament, and the establishment of

it is the object of his Apology for the Sep

tuagint. In page ion he says, “there is

something wonderfully harmonious, when

we review the different stages of Divine

Inspiration, as consecutively exhibited in

the Hebrew text, in the version of the

LXX, and in the New Testament. The

Hebrew was a sacred language, and it is

probable that the Inspiration of Moses

and the Prophets was principally real and
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Besides, we find the prophets speaking every one of

them in his own dialect; and such a variety of style and

phraseology appears in their writings, as may argue them

to have spoken according to their own proper genius:

which is observed by the Jews themselves (who are most

zealously, as is well known, devoted to the very letter

of the text) in all the prophets except Moses, and that

part of Moses only which contains the decalogue. And

hence we have that rule; ‘The same form doth not

ascend upon two prophets, neither do both of them pro

phesy in the same form'.’ This rule Cocceius confesseth

he knows not the meaning of: but Abarbanel, who better

understood the mind of his own compatriots, in his com

ment upon Jer. xlix. gives us a full account of it, upon

occasion of some phrases in that prophecy concerning

Edom, parallel to what we find in Obadiah. From this

congruency of the style in both, he thus takes occasion to

lay down our present notion as the sense of that former

theorem: ‘The prophets did not prophesy in the same

manner as Moses did: for he prophesied from God imme

diately, from whom he received, not only the prophecy,

but also the very words and phrases; and accordingly as

he heard them, so he wrote them in the book of the Law,

in the very same words which he heard from God: but as

for the rest of the prophets, they beheld, in their visions,

the things themselves which God made known to them,

suggestive. “They spake as they were

moved by the Holy Spirit.” The inspira

tion of the Greek translators was verbal.

ferred to does not assert the variety of

manner in which different prophets re

ceived prophetic inspiration, but the dif

It enabled them to adopt such words and

expressions, as might subsequently form

the vocabulary of the New Testament.—

The Inspiration of the New Testament

was of the highest order, it was both real

and verbal. It related alike to thoughts

and words, but the words were taken from

the LXX.’

1 The above is incorrectly rendered,

there being no negative in the former

clause of the original. The passage re

ferent forms in which they delivered their

prophecies. Ho-5 Hºly ims tºp

D"Ninjno D'N'-x ºxy 'N) pºstºn;

: TriN 15:55 Gem. Sanhedrin, cap. 10,

fol. 89 a. “The same argument may be

furnished to different prophets, and yet

no two prophesy in the same strain.” Vid.

Buxtorf, Ler. Rabbin. s. v. ºp The

rule is exemplified in the Talmud by re

ference to Jeremiah and Obadiah.
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and both declared and expressed them in their own

phraseology'.”

Thus we see he ascribes the phrase and style every

where to the prophet himself, except only in the Law,

which he supposeth to have been dictated totidem verbis:

which is probable enough, if he means the law strictly so

taken, viz. for the decalogue—as it is most likely he doth”.

And again, a little after: “The things themselves they

saw in prophecy, but they themselves did explain and

interpret them in that dialect which was most familiar to

them”.’ And this, as he there tells, was the reason why

the same kind of phraseology occurred not among the

prophets, according to the sense of the Talmudists' maxim

we mentioned. The like the Jewish scholiasts observe

upon those false prophets who did all, uno ore, bid Ahab

ascend up to Ramoth-Gilead and prosper: unus idemque

loquendi modus nunquam reperitur in duobus prophetis:

nish b'sixp ºn Nº bisºn

» ny ºn- he'p Nixo Mºnty leis

bºxyn is: Nº ºn nxp Nixo nºn sºn

nºnry po n\ºpm Dºnn in bì bºx

nnnn net by Ennis nºn Enix volty

-sty Exps yov, Yes nºn Enisa

nº phºnisms: D'Rin ºn 5"Nºn

sºn Tina cº-pn Ey-ye Eºyn

Dn)N Dºn)2) DºnPDr) ºn D"Nººn)

: DºS) intºn Abarbanel, Comment. in

Jer. xlix. 15.

* The words of Abarbanel would ra

ther seem to imply a comparison between

the prophecies of Moses generally, and

those of the other prophets. The inter

pretation of ‘the book of the Law,’ as

denoting merely the decalogue, appears

far too restricted to suit the passage.

a bnis sºn bosyp Dºwn sh

: pn-, pººn Yºnty tºp-ten neº- Abar

banel, ibid. Not only did the different

prophets, according to the Jewish writers,

deliver their prophecies after the style

peculiar to each, but their commentators

also remark upon the same prophet fore

telling the same events at different times

in varying terms, nsix: D'Rºn TT

n)x}xpº n\nn Dºrye ins: ---, by

: Eleºnno 'It was the custom of the

prophets to prophesy concerning the same

subject on various occasions in different

forms.' Abarbanel, Comment. in Is. xxi. 1.

Jarchi, on the same passage, after re

marking that Isaiah had prophesied of

the same events before (ch. xiii. 2,) says,

"ns ºxbº Bwn ºn ns: HRnon

inns ºbi pi ºnsº Prophecy came

into the mouth of the prophet, now in

one form, now in another.’

Maimonides (More Nev. Parsii. cap.

29 sub init) writes thus: să: 95% - ºn

wish nº lºss in Inyo Tris -a

nnnn"rn nsiºn ºn-binsºn is Rºnn

: nine pº in ‘Know that each pro

phet had his own peculiar style, as it

might be his own language. In this

form did his particular prophecy lead

him to speak to those who understood

him.” Not only was his own language,

but even the characteristic style of each

prophet, the vehicle for delivering his

prophecy.
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and, therefore, they made it an argument that these were

false prophets, because they did idem canticum camere,

for they all said, “Go up and prosper'.” And thus the

heathenish philosopher Plutarch thought likewise con

cerning his oracle, telling us, ‘That all enthusiasm is a

mixture of two motions; the one is impressed upon the

soul, which is God's organ; the other ariseth from it";’

and therefore he says—“All prophetical enthusiasm, like

as also that which is amatorious, doth make use of the

subject faculty, and moves every recipient according to its

disposition and nature".' And thence he thus excuseth

the rough and unpolished language in which the oracles

were sometimes delivered, most fitly to our purpose de

scribing prophetical inspiration—“For neither the voice,

nor sound, nor phrase, nor metre is from God, but from

Pythia herself; God only suppeditates the phantasms,

and kindles a light in the soul to signify future things:

for all enthusiasm is after this manner".' Hence was that

old saying of Heraclitus—‘That the king, whose oracle is

at Delphi, neither plainly expresses, nor conceals, but only

obscurely intimates by signs’.” But to conclude this first

particular, I shall add, by way of caution; We must not

think that we can vary Scripture expression so securely,

with retaining the true meaning, except we likewise have

as real an understanding of the sense itself as the pro

phets had, whom God also did so far superintend in their

copying forth His truth, as not to suffer them to swerve

* I Kings xxii. 12.

* Oğrws 6 kaxo‘uevos év6ovartaoru’s got

cula carmine.' 406 B.

* Oi Yáp éart fleoſ, ) yºpus, of 88 &

ke uléas elva, kiwija ewv 6volv, rºw uév (3s

Trémoybe Tijs Wux?s dua, thv 33 ºs

répuke kwoupévms. Plut. ‘Cur Pythia

nunc non reddat oracula carmine.' 404 F.

Wux) & 6pyavov 0eoû yé yovev. Ibid. 404 B.

* ‘O 6é pavrukös évôovataguès, Jamep 3

épartukös, xpirat Tă îtroketaévy, 8vváuel, kal

rue? Tóv Šešapaévalv čkaorov ka8 6 trépukev.

Plut. ‘Cur Pythia nunc non reddat ora

Ø0öylyos, où6é j \éšus, otöé to uérpov, d\\&

Tâs Yvvakós' ékeſvos 68 pºvas räs pavra

orias traplot moſt, kal páis ev Tà WvXà troteſ

Tpós Tö MéA\ov. 6 yap Évêovataguós rotod

Ibid. 397 c.

" 'O divač, où ré pavreºv čart rô ºv

AeAqoſs, oùre Aéyet, otre kpórret, d\Aá

ormuaivet. Ibid. 4oz, D.

rów éorrt.
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from His meaning. And so we have done with that

particular.

2. In the next place, for the better understanding

of all prophetical writ, we must observe, That there is

sometimes a seeming inconsistence in things spoken of,

if we come to examine them by the strict, logical rules of

method: we must not, therefore, in the matter of any

prophetical vision, look for a constant, methodical con

texture of things carried on in a perpetual coherence. The

prophetical spirit doth not tie itself to these rules of art,

or thus knit up its dictates systematically, fitly framing

one piece or member into a combination with the rest, as

it were with the joints and sinews of method: for this,

indeed, would argue a human and artificial contrivance

rather than any inspiration, which, as it must beget a

transport in the mind, so must it spend itself in such

abrupt kind of revelations, as may argue indeed the pro

phet to have been inspired. And, therefore, Cicero judi

ciously excepts against the authenticity of those verses of

the Sibyls which he met with in his time (and which

were the same, perhaps, with those we now have), because

of those acrostics, and some other things, which argue an

elaborate artifice, and an affected diligence of the writer,

and so, indeed, non furentis erant, sed adhibentis diligen

tiam, as he speaks'. Lumen propheticum est lumen ab

ruptum, as was well noted anciently by the Jews. And,

therefore, the masters of Jewish tradition have laid down

this maxim: ‘Non est prius et posterius in lege”.’ We

magis artis et diligentiae, quam incitati

onis et motus), tum vero ea, quae drpo

* Sibyllae versus observamus, quos

illa furens fudisse dicitur...... Callide

(enim) qui illa composuit, perfecit, ut

quodcunque accidisset, prædictum vide

retur, hominum et temporum definitione

sublata. Adhibuit etiam latebram ob

scuritatis, utiidem versus alias in aliam

rem posse accommodari viderentur.

Non esse autem illud carmen furentis,

quum ipsum poema declarat (est enim

orrixis dicitur, quum deinceps ex primis

versuum litteris aliquid connectitur, ut

in quibusdam Ennianis: id certe magis

est attenti animi, quam furentis.-Cic. de

Divinat. Lib. II. cap. 54.

2 : Finns ºn No) pipir "R. This

maxim is frequently adduced by the

Jewish writers when commenting upon

U
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must not seek for any methodical concatenation of things

in the Law, or indeed in any other part of Prophetical

Writ; it being a most usualthing with them, many times,

répas dpxfj ovvárrew—to knit the beginning and end of

time together'. Nescit tarda molimina Spiritûs Sancti

gratia, is true also of the grace or gift of prophecy. We

find no curious transitions, nor true dependence, many

times, of one thing upon another; but things of very dif

ferent natures, and that were cast into periods of time,

secluded one from another by vast intervals, all brought

together in the same vision; as Jerome hath observed in

many places, and therefore tells us, Non curæ fuit Spiritui

Prophetali historiæ ordinem sequi. And thus he takes

notice that whereas there were thirteen kings between

Cyrus and Alexander the Great, the Prophet speaks of

but four, skipping over the rest, as if the other nine had

filled up no part of the interval*. The like he observes

upon Jer. xxi. I, and elsewhere*; as likewise sudden and

passages of Scripture in which the natural

sequence of events is disregarded in the

description, e. g. by Aben Ezra in his

remarks on the creation of mam as re

corded at the end of the 2nd chapter of

Genesis.

1 OÜro, 8i) xal η τοῦ χρόνον xlvmorus

×arà rà év τῆ χρονική μονάδι μέτρa rpoeX

8οῦσa répas ápxfi ovvdtrret, x.t.X. Procl.

in Plat. Tim. 248 A.

* Et ecce tres adhuc reges stabunt in

Perside: et quartus ditabitur opibus ni

miis super omnes : et quum invaluerit

divitiis suis, concitabit omnes adversum

regnum Græciæ. * Quatuor reges post

Cyrum dicit in Perside surrecturos, Cam

bysen filium Cyri: et Smerden Magum

qui Pantaptem filiam Cambysis duxit

uxorem. Qui quum a septem Magis fu

isset occisus, et in locum ejus Darius

suscepisset imperium, eadem Pantaptes

nupsit Dario: et ex eo Xerxen genuit

filium, qui potentissimus rex et ditissimus.

- - - - - - Frustra igitur quidam Darium

regem quartum, qui ab Alexandro supe

ratus est scribit: qui non quartus, sed

quartus decimus post Cyrum Persarum

rex fuit: quem septimo imperii sui anno,

et superavit et occidit Alexander. Et

notandum quod quatuor post Cyrum re

gibus Persarum enumeratis, novem præ

terierit, et transierit ad Alexandrum.

Non enim curæ fuit spiritui prophetali

historiæ ordinem sequi, sed præclara

quæque perstringere.' S. Hieron. Com

ment. in Dan. xi. 2.

° Notandum quod in prophetis, maxi

meque in Ezechiele et Jeremia, nequa

quam regum et temporum ordo servetur,

sed præposterè, quod juxta historiam

postea factum sit, prius referri, et quod

prius gestum sit, postea. Aliud est enim

historiam, aliud prophetiam scribere; ut

in præsenti loco sedecias qui cum urbe

Jerusalem captus est, mittens scribitur

ad Jeremiam, et eo tempore quo obside

batur Jerusalem : et postea narratur his

toria Joacim fratris ejus qui ante eum rex

fuit: et Joachin, id est, Jechoniæ qui

fuit filius Joacim, super quibus dicetur
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abrupt introductions of persons, mutations of persons

(exits and intrats upon this prophetical stage being made,

as it were, in an invisible manner), and transitions from

the voice of one person to another. The prophetical spirit,

though it make no noise and tumult in its motions, yet is

it most quick, spanning, as it were, from the centre to the

circumference: it moves most swiftly, though most gently.

And thus Philo's observation is true, Ovčels évvows uavreiei.

There must be some kind of Mavia in all prophecy, as

Philo tells us: “When divine light ariseth upon the hori

zon of the soul of man, his own human light sets": it must,

at least, hide itself as a lesser light, as it were by an occa

sus heliacus, under the beams of the greater, and be wholly

subject to the irradiations and influences of it. As he goes

on; ‘Therefore the setting of a man's own discursive

faculty, and the eclipsing thereof, begets an ecstasis and a

divine kind of mania”.’

3. The last rule we shall observe is, That no piece of

prophecy is to be understood of the state of the world to

come, or the mundus animarum: for, indeed, it is altoge

ther impossible to describe that, or to comprehend it in

this life. And, therefore, all divine revelation in scrip

ture must concern some state in this world. And so we

must understand all those places that treat of “a new

heaven and a new earth,” and such like. And so we

must understand the new Jerusalem mentioned in the

New Testament, in that prophetical book of the Apoca

lypse". And thus the Jews were wont universally to un

derstand them, according to that maxim we now speak of,

ascribed to R. Jochanan: ‘All the prophets prophesied

to the days of the Messiah; but as for the world to come,

in sequentibus. S. Hieron. Comment. in * 64pus yap ook tart 6pmrów d6avárºſ

Jerem. xxi. 1. ovvoux?arat. 5ud roºro # 300 is roß Xoytoploſ,

* “Ore uév yöp pås érixáuyet to 6eſov, Kai Tô wept atrów axóros ékaraow kal 6eo

6&eral rô dwóptºrwov. Phil. Jud. Vol. Iv. p.6pmrov uaviav čyévvmore, Philo Jud. Ibid.

p. 1 18. * Rev. xxi.

U 2
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eye hath not seen it.' So they constantly expound that

passage in Isaiah: “Since the beginning of the world

men have not heard, nor perceived by the ear, neither

hath the eye seen, O God, besides thee, what he hath

prepared for him that waiteth for Him".” And, accord

ing to this aphorism, our Saviour seems to speak, when

He says; “All the prophets and the Law prophesied until

John’,” w; 'Iwdvvov, i. e. They prophesied to, or for, that

dispensation which was to begin with John, who lived in

the time of the twilight, as it were, between the Law and

the Gospel. They prophesied of those things which

should be accomplished within the period of gospel dis

pensation which was ushered in by John'.

* This maxim is based upon the verse

of Isaiah accompanying it in the text.

sºs sain, sº tºº bisºn ºf

Ty sin bºy, his nºrm nip",

: Inºit Enºs nnnn Sº All the

prophets prophesied only to (or for) the

days of the Messiah; but respecting the

world to come, eye hath not seen, O God,

besides Thee." Gem. Berachoth, cap. v.

fol. 36 A.

* Chap. lxiv. 4. Kimchi, Jarchi,

Abarbanel, &c., all quote the words of

R. Jochanan in their comments on this

passage.

Maimonides writes thus:

Dºyle's nn Dºronn hyºn has

njºn; Dix: no "N anym nalbºy

nosyn nº nºm; y in psy nºma ºy

Hºbn ‘’sºn Tab Hºpn Sºs

x's brºncº D'Rºn pna Rajnpº

§: Inn ºnly ºne bºn-12 Nºs

nºvorn ºne ºn nºrm, no?

ps anyn ºn nimb ºns • ‘Nº,

*-i- bºrn;n mp. Nº n-p-n Ty Hº

inventy Rºn' ºr in nnis inne Rºy

nvy, Tnºr Dºnºx mnsh sº y nps

nnnn nºw namen ºpiº: ' ', nonpº

Rºs nnis nnn Rºy Rºn, Ty nnis

ETR, Enºsh Hnin Hey bºmbs

b'Nºnin 55 pp2n \mps ' ', monov

$ns nepn n\p', Rºx isn': Nº by

: Tnºt bºmbs nnnn nº lºy anyn

‘The sages of antiquity have long ago

assured us that the power of man is in

sufficient to comprehend clearly the good

of the world to come, and that no one

knows its magnitude, its beauty, and its

substance, except the Holy Blessed One;

moreover, that all the blessings whereof

the prophets prophesy with respect to

Israel, are only corporeal, to be enjoyed

by Israel in the days of the Messiah, at

the time when the kingdom shall be re

stored to Israel; but that the blessings of

the world to come admit of no comparison

or similitude, nor did the prophets employ

any, lest by the similitude they might

derogate therefrom. This is the meaning

of Isaiah, when he says, “Eye hath not

seen, O God, beside thee, what he hath

prepared for him that waiteth for Him,”

i.e. the good which the eye of prophet

hath not seen, and which no one hath

beheld except God, hath God prepared

for him that waiteth for Him. The sages

have said: “All the prophets prophesied

only of the days of the Messiah; but as to

the world to come—eye hath not seen, O

God, beside Thee.”

Maimon. Yad Chazakah, de Paeniten

tia, cap. 8. § 10.

* Matt. xi. 13.

* Our author might well have added

a few lines on the hyperbolical language

of the prophets. There is an ancient
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As for the state of blessedness in heaven, it is major

mente humaná, much more is it major phantasid. But of

this in part heretofore.

Jewish maxim which says, Thin Thin"

: "Nºn he', ‘the Law sometimes speaks

hyperbolically,’ (Gem. Cholin, fol. 9o B).

There are many passages in Holy Scrip

ture, and more especially in the propheti

cal writings, in the interpretation of

which this rule must be borne in mind.

Maimonides, writing on this subject,

says:

nNYºjn "mºb ºnnº Dño Ninº nyn

yº. Nº pºp-pºp bypeps ºnvoy

Hpn say is sprix) Hiben Ency

n:Yºshn nnnnn E. Hºpn by n-mny

bºy cºin' bºsºp Envy yº Nº.

Finn nºn-i \nown ins: ºne pºpnino

: spnin ºptº nsin sin ºn There

are some passages in the prophetical

writings which, if understood according

to their literal grammatical signification,

without regard to their hyperbolical usage,

or if interpreted after the primary mean

ing to be attached to the words, regard

less of their metaphorical character, give

rise to absurd ideas. So the old maxim

says: The Law sometimes speaks hyper

bolically.” More Nevoch. Pars II. cap.

47, sub. init. Of this sort is the phrase

in Deuteronomy: ‘The cities are great

and walled up to heaven,' (i. 28). Simi

larly the earth is said to be rent with the

sound of the pipes and the rejoicing of

the people (1 Kings i. 40). The follow

ing are the remarks of S. Augustine on

the concluding words of St John's Gospel:

‘Non spatio locorum credendum est mun

dum capere non posse, quae in eo scribi

quomodo possent, si scripta non ferret

sed capacitate legentium comprehendi for

tasse non possent: quamvis salva rerum

fide, plerumque verba excedere videantur

fidem. Quod non fit quando aliquid quod

erat obscurum vel dubium, causa et rati

one reddita exponitur: sed quando id

quod apertum est vel augetur, vel extenu

atur, nec tamen a tramite significandae

veritatis erratur; quoniam sic verba rem

quae indicatur excedunt, ut voluntas lo

quentis nec fallentis appareat, qui novit

quousque credatur, a quo ultra quam

credendum est vel minuitur loquendo

aliquid, vel augetur. Hunc loquendi

modum Graeco nomine, non solum Grae

carun, verum etiam Latinarum litterarum

magistri hyperbolen vocant. Qui modus,

sicut hoc loco, ita in nonnullis aliis di

vinis Litteris invenitur: ut est, Posuerunt

in calum os suum (Ps. lxxii. 9); et, Verti

cem capilli perambulantium in delictis suis

(Ps. lxvii. 22); et multa hujusmodi, quae

Scripturis Sanctis non desunt, sicut alii

tropi, hoc est locutionum modi. S. Aug.

in Joannis Evang. Tract. cxxiv. Tom.

III. col. 2474.



AN ADVERTISEMENT.

HE reader may remember that our author, in the

beginning of his Treatise on the Immortality of the

Soul, propounded these three great principles of religion

to be discoursed of; I. The Immortality of the Soul;

2. The Existence and Nature of God; 3. The Communi

cation of God to mankind through Christ. And having

spoken largely to the two former principles of natural

theology, he thought it fit (as a preparation to the third,

which imports the revelation of the Gospel) to speak

something concerning prophecy, the way whereby revealed

truth is dispensed to us. Of this he intended to treat

but a little, (they are his words in the beginning of the

treatise on prophecy), and then pass on to the third and

last part, viz. those principles of revealed truth which tend

most of all to advance and cherish true and real piety.

But in his discoursing on prophecy, so many considerable

inquiries offered themselves to his thoughts, that by the

time he had finished this discourse (designed, at first,

only as a Preface) his office of Dean and Catechist in the

college did expire. Thus far had the author proceeded in

that year of his office: and it was not long after, that

bodily distempers and weaknesses began more violently

to seize upon him, which, the summer following, put a
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period to his life here—a life so every way beneficial to

those who had the happiness to converse with him. Sic

multis ille bonis flebilis occidit. Thus he who designed to

speak of God's communication of Himself to mankind

through Christ, was taken up by God into a more inward

and immediate participation of Himself in blessedness.

Had he lived, and had health to have finished the remain

ing part of his designed method, the reader may easily

conceive what a valuable piece that discourse would have

been. Yet that he may not altogether want the author's

labours upon such an argument, I thought good, in the

next place, to adjoin a discourse of the like importance

and nature, delivered heretofore by the author in some

chapel exercises, from which I shall not detain the reader

by any more Preface.



•



A

DISCOU RSE

TheATING OF

LEGAL RIGHTEOUSNESS; EVANGELICAL RIGHTEOUSNESS,

or, THE

RIGHTEOUSNESS OF FAITH;

The DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE

LAW AND THE GOSPEL; THE OLD AND THE NEW

COVENANT;

JUSTIFICATION AND DIVINE ACCEPTANCE;

THE CONVEYANCE OF THE EVANGELICAL RIGHTEOUSNESS

TO US BY FAITH.

Except your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of the Scribes and

Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven. Matt. v. 20.

Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof. 2 Tim. iii. 5.

For the law made nothing perfect, but the bringing in of a better hope did.

Heb. vii. 19.

"Ooro, viot elot roſ, parrós kal ris 6takovlas Tàs kawns 5taôākms év rig trueiſuari rg

âytºp, oùrot trapá ávěpººrww oëöèv uav64vovat' 6eoötöakrot ydp elow' atyrh yöp # xápts

ériypāqet év rats kapātats atrów roës vôpious roß rvetuaros. Otx 6¢et\ovoru, obvels rds

ºpaqās pubvov rás Suá ué\avos yeypaupévas tr}\mpoſpopetoróat, d\Aä kal els rās mºdkas rºs

Kapòlas # xápts rot, 6.e00 éYYpdºpet rows vöplovs roß rvetuaros kal rd €roupávia uva räpa.

- S. MACARIUs, Homil. XV.





A

DISCOU R SE

on

LE G AL RIGHT E O U S N ESS;

AND ON THE

RIGHTEOUSNESS OF FAITH,

&c.

But Israel, which followed after the law of righteousness, hath not attained to the law

of righteousness: Wherefore ? Because they sought it not by faith, but, as it were, by the

works of the law. Rom. ix. 31, 32.

CHAPTER I.

The introduction, showing what it is to have a right knowledge of divine

truth, and what it is that is either available or prejudicial to the true

Christian knowledge and life.

THE doctrine of the Christian religion propounded to

us by our Saviour and His apostles, is set forth with

so much simplicity, and yet with so much repugnancy to

that degenerate genius and spirit that rules in the hearts

and lives of men, that we may truly say of it, it is both

the easiest and the hardest thing: it is a revelation wrapt

up in a complication of mysteries, like that book of the

Apocalypse, which both unfolds and hides those great

arcana that it treats of; or, as Plato sometimes chose so

to explain the secrets of his metaphysical or theological

philosophy, date 3 dwayvous uh yulo–that he that read
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might not be able to understand, except he were a son

of wisdom, and had been trained up in the knowledge of

it. The principles of true religion are all in themselves

plain and easy, delivered in the most familiar way, so that

he that runs may read them; they are all so clear and

perspicuous, that they need no key of analytical demon

stration to unlock them: the Scripture being written

doctis pariter et indoctis, and yet it is “wisdom in a mys

tery, which the princes of this world understand not";”

a sealed book with which the greatest philosophers may

be most unacquainted: it is like that pillar of fire and

of a cloud that parted between the Israelites and the

Egyptians, giving a clear and comfortable light to all

those that are under the manuduction and guidance

thereof, but being full of darkness and obscurity to those

that rebel against it. Divine truth is not to be discerned

so much in a man's brain, as in his heart. Divine wisdom

is a tree of life to them that find her, and it is only life

that can feelingly converse with life. All the thin specu

lations and subtilest discourses of philosophy cannot so

well unfold or define any sensible object, or tell any one

so well what it is, as his own naked sense will do. There

is a divine and spiritual sense which only is able to con

verse internally with the life and soul of divine truth, as

mixing and uniting itself with it; while vulgar minds

behold only the body and outside of it. Though in itself

it be most intelligible, and such as man's mind may most

easily apprehend; yet there is a nNºton neºp (as the

Hebrew writers call that yºn ºx")—incrustamentum im

munditiel-upon all corrupt minds, which hinders the

lively taste and relish of it. This is that thick and pal

pable darkness which cannot comprehend that divine

light that shines in the minds and understandings of all

men, but makes them deny that very truth which they

* I Cor. ii. 7, 8.
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seem to entertain. “The world through wisdom (as the

apostle speaks) knew not God'.” Those great disputers

of this world were too full of nice and empty speculations,

to know Him who is only to be discerned by a pacate,

humble, and self-denying mind: their curiosity served

rather to dazzle their eyes than to enlighten them; while

they rather proudly braved themselves in their knowledge

of the Deity, than humbly subjected their own souls to

a compliance with it; making the Divinity nothing else

but, as it were, a flattering glass that might the better

reflect and set off to them the beauty of their own wit

and parts: and while they seemed to converse with God

Himself, they rather amorously courted their own image

in Him, and fell into love with their own shape. There

fore the best acquaintance with religion is 6eočičakros yuágis

—‘a knowledge taught by God: it is a light that descends

from heaven, which only is able to guide and conduct the

souls of men to heaven, from whence it comes. The

Jewish doctors usually put it among the fundamental

articles of their religion, ‘That their law was from heaven”:'

I am sure we may much rather reckon it amongst the

principles of our Christian religion in a higher way, that

it is an influx from God upon the minds of good men.

And this is the great design and plot of the gospel, to

open and unfold to us the true way of recourse to God;

a contrivance for uniting the souls of men to Him, and

deriving a participation of God to men, to bring in “ever

lasting righteousness,” and to establish the true tabernacle

of God in the spirits of men, which was done in a typical

and emblematical way under the law. And herein con

sists the main pre-eminence which the gospel hath above

the law, in that it so clearly unfolds the way and method

1 I Cor. i. 21. the few who are excluded by the Jewish -

* pºpen p nºnn He who de' writers from any portion in the world to

nies the truth of this is classed among come. Massec. Sanhedrin, cap. I I, § 1.
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of uniting human nature to Divinity; which the apostle

seems mainly to aim at in these words: “But Israel, which

followed after the law of righteousness, &c.”

CHAPTER II.

An inquiry into that Jewish notion of a legal righteousness, which is

opposed by St Paul. That their motion of it was such as this, viz.

That the law externally dispensed to them, though it were, as a dead

letter, merely without them, and conjoined with the power of their

own free-will, was sufficient to procure them acceptance with God, and

to acquire merit enough to purchase eternal life, perfection, and hap

piness. That this their motion had these two grounds; First, An

opinion of their own self-sufficiency, and that their free-will was so

absolute and perfect, as that they needed not that God should do any

thing for them, but only furnish them with some law about which to

eacercise this innate power. That they asserted such freedom of will

as might be to them a foundation of merit.

OR the unfolding of this, we shall endeavour to search

out, first, What the Jewish notion of a legal righteous

ness was, which the apostle here condemns.

Secondly, What that evangelical righteousness, or right

eousness of faith, is, which he endeavours to establish in the

Toom of it.

For the first: That which the apostle here blames the

Jews for, seems to be, indeed, nothing else but an epitome

or compendium of all that for which he elsewhere disputes

against them: which is not merely and barely concerning

the formal notion of justification, as some may think—viz.

whether the formal notion of it respects only faith, or

works in the person justified, (though there may be a

respect to that also)—it is not merely a subtile school

controversy which he seems to handle; but it is of a

greater latitude; it is, indeed, concerning the whole way

of life and happiness, and the proper scope of restoring
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sk mankind to perfection and union with the Deity, which

the Jews expected by virtue of that system and pandect

of laws which were delivered upon mount. Sinai, aug

mented and enlarged by the Gemara of their own tradi

tions.

That we may the better understand this, perhaps it

may not be amiss a little to traverse the writings of their

most approved ancient authors, that so, finding out their

constantly received opinions concerning their law and

the works thereof, we may the better and more fully

understand what St Paul and the other apostles aim at,

in their disputes against them.

The Jewish notion, generally, of the law is this; “That

in the model of life contained in that body of laws, dis

tinguished ordinarily into moral, judicial, and ceremonial,

was comprised the whole method of raising man to his

perfection; and that they, having only this book of laws

without them, to converse with, needed nothing else to

procure eternal life, perfection and happiness—as if this

had been the only means God had for the saving of men,

and making them happy, to set before them in an external

way, a volume of laws, statutes, and ordinances, and so

to leave them to work out, and purchase to themselves,

eternal life in the observance of them.’

Now this general notion of theirs we shall unfold in

two particulars.

First, as a foundation of all the rest, they took up this

as a hypothesis, or common principle: ‘That man had

such an absolute and perfect freewill, and such a sufficient

power from within himself to attain to virtue and good

ness, as that he only needed some law as the matter or

object whereon to exercise this innate power; and, there

fore, needed not that God should do any thing more for

him, than merely acquaint him with His divine will and

pleasure.’
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And for this we have Maimonides speaking very fully

and magisterially, that this was one of their radices fidei

—or articles of their faith—and one main foundation upon

which the Law stood. His words are these: ‘The power

of free-will is given to every man to turn himself, if he

will, to that which is good, and to be good; or to turn

himself to that which is evil, and to be wicked, if he will.

Both are in his power, according to what is written in the

law: “Behold, man is become as one of us, to know good

and evil":” that is to say, Behold, this sort of creature,

man, is alone (and there is not a second like to man) in

this, viz. That man, from himself, by his own proper

knowledge and power, knows good and evil, and does

what pleaseth him in an uncontrollable way, so as none

can hinder him as to the doing of either good or evil”.'

And, a little after, he thus interprets those words in

the Lamentations, of the repenting church: “Let us search

and try our ways, and turn unto the Lord’’:” “Seeing that

we, who are endued with the power of free-will, have most

wittingly and freely committed all our transgressions; it

is meet and becoming that we should convert ourselves by

repentance, and forsake all our iniquities, forasmuch as

this also is in our power: this is the importance of those

words, “Let us search and try our ways, and turn unto

the Lord.” And this is a great fundamental, the very

pillar of the law and precept, according to what is written;

“See, I have set before thee this day life and death, good

and evil,”’ (Deut. xxx. 15)'.
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Thus we see Maimonides, who was well versed in the

most ancient Jewish learning, and in high esteem among

all the Jews, is pleased to reckon this as a main principle

and foundation upon which that law stood; as indeed it

must needs be, if life and perfection might be acquired by

virtue of those legal precepts which had only an external

administration, being set before their external senses, and

promulged to their ears as the statute-laws of any com

monwealth usually are. This was the very notion that

they themselves had of these laws. And therefore in

Bereshith Rabba (a very ancient writing) the Jewish

doctors, taking notice of that passage in the Canticles:

‘Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth',' thus gloss

upon it: “At the time of the giving of the law, the con

gregation of Israel desired that Moses might speak to

them, they being not able to hear the words of God Him

self: and while he spake, they heard, and hearing, forgat;

and thereupon moved this debate among themselves,

What is this Moses, a man of flesh and blood? and what

is his law, that we so soon learn, and so soon forget it?

O that God would kiss us with the kisses of His mouth !’

that is, in their sense, that God would teach them in a

more vital and internal way. And then (as they go on)

Moses maketh this answer: “That this could not be then:

but it should so come to pass in the time to come, in the

days of the Messiah, when the law should be written in

their hearts, as it is said, “I will write it in their hearts.”

(Jeremiah xxxi. 33)'.
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By this, we may see how necessary it was for the Jews,

that they might be consistent to their grand principle of

obtaining life and perfection by this dead letter, and a

thing merely without themselves, (as not being radicated

in the vital powers of their own souls) to establish such a

power of free-will as might be able uncontrollably to en

tertain it, and so readily, by its own strength, perform all

the dictates of it.

And that Maimonides was not the first of the Jewish

writers who expound that passage, ‘Behold, man is be

come like one of us, to know good and evil',’ of free-will,

may appear from the several Chaldee paraphrasts upon it,

which seem very much to intimate that sense. Which,

by the way, (though I cannot allow all that which the

Jews deduce from it) I think is not without something of

truth, viz. That that liberty which is founded in reason,

and which mankind only, in this lower world, hath above

other creatures, may be there also meant. But whatever

it is, I am sure the Jewish commentators upon that place

generally follow the rigid sense of Maimonides”.

To this purpose R. Bechai, a man of no small learning,

both in the Talmudic and Cabalistical doctrine of the Jews,

tells us, that upon Adam's first transgression, that grand

“liberty of indifferency' equally to good or evil began first

to discover itself; whereas, before that, he was “all intel

lect and wholly spiritual,” (as that common Cabalistical

notion was) being from within only determined to that

1 Gen. iii. 22.

* This explanation depends, in part,

them, and partly their words, are con

tained in the Commentary of Jarchi on

on the interpretation of the Hebrew word

*p. Onkelos translates it as ‘of’ or

‘by himself, not ‘of us.' n), bis Nº.

: chàº nº yºp, Hºp spºya Tr"

‘Ecce Adam unicus est in seculo ex se,

sciens bonum et malum.' The Jerusalem

Targum and that of Jonathan Ben Uzziel

are more paraphrastic. The sense of

the passage.
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ledge of good and evil, which is not found

in beasts and cattle.”
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which was good'. But I shall at large relate his words,

because of their pertinency and usefulness in the matter

now in hand. ‘Adam, before his sin, acted from a neces

sity of nature, and all his actions were nothing else but

the issues of pure and perfect understanding. Even as

the angels of God, being nothing else but intelligences,

put forth nothing else but acts of intelligence; just so was

man before he sinned, and did eat of the tree of know

ledge of good and evil: but after this transgression, he

had the power of election and free-will, whereby he was

able to will good or evil.” And, a little after, glossing on

those words, “And the eyes of them both were opened”,”

he addeth, “They derived the power of free-will from the

tree of knowledge of good and evil: and now they became

endued with this power of turning themselves to good or

evil; and this property is divine, and, in some respect, a

good property".' So that, according to the mind of our

author, the first original and pedigree of free-will is to be

derived, not so much from the aera of creation, as from

that after-epocha of man's transgression, or eating of the

forbidden fruit: so that the indifferency of man's will to

good or evil, and a power to turn himself freely to either,

did then first of all unfold itself; whereas before, he con

versed like a pure intelligence with its first cause, without

any propension at all to material things, being deter

mined, like a proper, natural, agent, solely to that which

is good: and these propensions, arising upon the first

transgression to material things, (which they supposed to

1 bec, ºr nºn bºis Renty pºp

:%; wip tº 's ‘Before Adam sin.

ned, he was all intellect, subject to no
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be in men's power, either so to correct and castigate as

to prevent any sin in them, or else to pursue in a way of

vice) are, if not the form and essence, yet, at least, the

original and root of that ºn Tº" which they speak so

much of But of this in another place.

All this we have further confirmed out of Nachmanides,

an author sufficiently versed in all matters concerning the

Jewish religion. His words are these: “From the time

of the creation, man had a power of free-will within him

to do good or evil, according to his own choice, as also

through the whole time of the law; that so he might be

capable of merit in freely choosing what is good, and of

punishment in electing what is evil'.’ Wherein that he

tells us that this free-will hath continued ever since the

creation, we must not understand rigidly the very mo

ment of man's creation, but that epocha taken with some

latitude, so that it may include the time of man's first

transgression: for he after suggests thus much ; That,

before the first sin, Adam's power to good was a mere

natural power without any such indifferency to evil; and,

therefore, he makes that state of Adam the model and

platform of future perfection, which the most ancient

Jewish authors seem to expect in the time of their

Messiah, which he expresseth in this manner: “He shall

not covet nor desire (after a sensitive manner,) but man

shall return in the times of the Messiah to that primitive

state he was in before the sin of the first man, who

naturally did whatsoever was good, neither was there any

thing and its contrary then in his choice”.' Upon which
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He then adduces the passage of Jere

miah (xxxi. 31–34) where God says that

He will make a new covenant with Israel,

writing His law in their hearts, and adds:

Tyntºn abn n\vyn ynn hy" ºbn Yn).

:"YNT intºyº “This denotes that the
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ground he afterwards concludes, That in those times of

the Messiah there shall neither be merit nor demerit, be

cause there shall be no free-will, which is the alone mother

and nurse of both of them: but, in the mean while, that

good and evil are to men (that I may phrase it in the

language of the Stoic) éAew8epa, dróNvra, drapeutróðiara:

none prejudicing or, in the least degree, hindering the

exercise of this liberty, neither from within nor from

without, “none either in heaven or in earth'. And

thus the same Nachmanides expounds that solemn attes

tation, wherein heaven and earth are called to witness,

that that day life and death were set before them; as if

God Himself had now established such a monarchical

power in man, which heaven and earth should be in

league withal and faithful to it”.

Hereupon, R. Saadia Gaon (so called by way of emi

nency) doubts not to tell us, that the common sense of all

the Jewish doctors was, That this liberty to good or evil

was such an absolute kind of authority established in a

man's soul, that it was, in a sort, independent of God Him

self; this being, as he saith (in the book called Sepher

Emunah) the meaning of that old and vulgar maxim

amongst the Jews, sometimes mentioned in the Talmud,

Omnia sunt in manu Cali (i.e. Dei) eaccepto timore Dei".

I am not ignorant there is another axiom of the Jews

as common, which may seem partly to cross this and what

hitherto hath been spoken, viz n's "v"to me", sa

b prime sº sa—the meaning of which is this;

evil disposition shall be abolished, and

that the heart shall naturally incline to

good actions.”
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‘That assistance is perpetually afforded to all endeavours,

both of sanctity and impiety.’ But Maimonides hath

somewhere told us (and, as I remember, in his Sepher

Hammedang) how they mince the matter, and mean no

thing else by it but this; That when men endeavour after

the performance of the law, God, in a way of providence,

furnisheth them with external matter and means, giving

them peace, and riches, and other outward accommoda

tions, whereby they might have advantage and oppor

tunity to perform all that good to which their own free

will determines them": whereas wicked men find the like

help of external matter and means for promoting and

accomplishing their wicked and ungodly designs".

Thus we see how the Jews, that they might lay a

foundation of merit, and build up the stately and mag

nificent fabric of their happiness upon the sandy foun

dation of a dead letter without them, endeavoured to

strengthen it by as weak a rampart of their own self
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“He hath assured us in the Law that

if we perform it cheerfully and with a good

will, and meditate continually on the

wisdom thereof, He will remove from us

all those things that might hinder us in

the performance thereof, such as sickness,

war, famine, and the like ; moreover that

He will plenteously bestow upon us all

things calculated to strengthen our hands

in the performance of the Law, as plenty,

peace, and abundance of silver and gold,

so that we may not, all our days, be occu

pied about the things needful for the body,

but that we may have leisure to learn

wisdom and to fulfil the commandments

whereby we may attain to the life of the

world to come.’—Maim. Yad Chazakah,

Tract. de Paeniten. cap. 9.
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“So too He has made known to us in

the Law, that if we knowingly forsake

the Law, and occupy ourselves with the

vanities of time......that He, the Judge of

Truth, will deprive those who forsake it

of all the good things of this world, which

emboldened them to kick (Deut. xxxii.

15); and that He will bring upon them

all such evil things as may prevent them

from attaining to the world to come, so

that they may perish in their wickedness.”

—Ibid.
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sufficiency, and the power of their own free-will, able, as

they vainly imagined, to perform all righteousness, as

being adequate and commensurate to the whole law of

God in its most extensive and comprehensive sense and

meaning; rather looking upon the fall of man as the rise

of that giant-like free-will, whereby they were enabled to

bear themselves up against heaven itself, as being a great

accessory to their happiness, rather than prejudicial to it,

through the access of that multitude of divine laws which

were given to them; as we shall see afterwards. And,

so, they reckoned upon a more triumphant and illustrious

kind of happiness victoriously to be achieved by the merit

of their own works, than that beggarly kind of happiness

(as they seem to look upon it) which cometh like an alms

from divine bounty. Accordingly they affirm, ‘That hap

piness bºn T- ºv–by way of reward—is far greater,

and much more magnificent, than that which is TT 99

TDmn—by way of mercy.’

CHAPTER III.

The second ground of the Jewish notion of a legal righteousness, viz. That

the law delivered to them on mount Sinai was a sufficient dispensation

from God, and all that needed to be done by him to bring them to

perfection and happiness: and that the scope of their law was nothing

but to afford them several ways and means of merit. The opinion of

the Jewish writers concerning merit, and the reward due to the works

of the law. Their distinguishing of men in order to merit and

demerit into three sorts, viz. perfectly righteous, perfectly wicked, and

a middle sort betwixt these. The mercenary and low spirit of the

Jewish religion. An account of what the Cabalists held in this point

of legal righteousness.

HE second ground of that Jewish notion of a legal

righteousness is this, ‘That the law delivered to

them upon mount Sinai was a sufficient dispensation
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from God, and all that needed to be done by Him for

the advancing of them to a state of perfection and bles

sedness; and, that the proper scope and end of their

law was nothing but to afford them several ways and

means of merit.’ This is expressly delivered in the Mish

nah; ‘The Holy Blessed One was pleased to increase

the merit of Israel', &c.’ The meaning whereof is this;

that therefore the precepts of the law were so many in

number, that so they might single out where they pleased,

and in exercising themselves therein procure eternal life;

as Obadias de Bartenora expounds it; ‘That whosoever

shall perform any one of the six hundred and thirteen

precepts of the law, (for so many they make in number)

without any worldly respects, for the love of the precept,

behold, this man shall merit thereby everlasting life”.’

For, indeed, they supposed a reward due to the per

formance of every precept, which reward they supposed

to be increased according to the secret estimation which

God Himself hath of any precept, as we find suggested

in the Mishnah, in the words of the famous R. Jehuda;

“Be careful to observe the lesser precept, as well as the

greater, because thou knowest not the reward that shall

be given to the observation of the precepts”.'

Here we must take notice that this was a great debate

among the Jews, which precepts they were that had the

greatest reward due to the performance of them; in which
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controversy, Maimonides, in his comment upon this place,

thus resolves us: That the measure of the reward, that

was annexed to the negative precepts, might be collected

from the measure of the punishments that were conse

quent upon the breach of them. But this knot could not

be so well solved in reference to the affirmative precepts,

because the punishments annexed to the breach of them

were more rarely defined in the law: accordingly, he ex

presseth himself to this sense; “As for the affirmative

precepts it is not expressed what reward is due to every

one of them; and all for this end, that we may not know

which precept is most necessary to be observed, and

which precept is of less necessity and importance'.’ And

a little after he tells us, that for this reason their wise

men said; Qui operam dat pracepto, liber est a pracepto;

which he expounds to this sense: ‘That whosoever shall

exercise himself about any one precept, ought, without

hesitation or dispute, to continue in the performance of it,

as being, in the mean while, freed from minding any

other".' For if God had declared which precepts Him

self had most valued, and settled the greatest revenue of

happiness upon, then other precepts would have been less

minded; and any one that should have busied himself in

a precept of a lower nature, would presently have left

that, when opportunity should have been offered of per

forming a higher. And hence we have also another

Talmudical canon for the performing of precepts, of the

same nature with the former quoted by our foresaid

author: “It is not lawful to skip over precepts;’ that is,

as he expounds it, “When a man is about to observe one

precept, he may not skip over and relinquish that, that
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so he may apply himself to the observation of another'.’

And thus, as the performance of any precept hath a

certain reward annexed to it; so the measure of the

reward they suppose to be increased according to the

number of those precepts which they observe; as it is

defined by R. Tarphon in the foresaid Mishnah: ‘If thou

hast been much in the study of the law, thou shalt be

rewarded much: for faithful is thy Lord and Master,

who will render to thee a reward proportionable to thy

work”.’ And, a little before, we have the same thing in

the words of another of their masters: Qui multiplicat

legem, multiplicat vitam”. And, lest they should not yet

be liberal enough at God's cost, they are also pleased to

distribute rewards to any Israelite that shall abstain from

the breach of a precept: for so we find it in the Mishnah

Lib. Kiddushin: ‘Whosoever keeps himself from the

breach of a precept, shall receive the reward, as if he

had kept the precept".’

But this which hath been said concerning the per

formance of any one precept, must be understood with

this caution, that the performance of such a precept be

a continued thing, so as that it may compound and collect

the performance of many good works into itself; other

wise, the single performance of any one precept is only

available, according to the sense of the Talmudical mas

ters, to cast the scale, when a man's good works and

evil works equally balance one another, as Maimonides

telleth us in his comment upon the forenamed Mishnah,

where the words of the Jewish doctors are these: ‘He
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that observes any one precept, it shall be well with him,

and his days shall be prolonged, and he shall possess the

earth: but he that observes not any one precept, it shall

not be well with him, nor shall his days be prolonged,

nor shall he inherit the earth'.’ Which words are thus

expounded by Maimonides: ‘He that observes any one

precept, &c. that is, so as that by the addition of this

work to his other good works, his good works overweigh

his evil works, and his merits preponderate over his de

merits”.’

For the better understanding hereof we must know,

that the Jewish doctors are wont to distinguish between

three sorts of men, which are thus ranked by them: “men

perfectly righteous,” “men perfectly wicked,' and ‘a middle

sort of men betwixt them".' Those they are wont to call

‘perfectly righteous,” who had no transgression or de

merits that might be counted fit to be put into the

balance against their merits; and those they called simply

‘righteous,” whose merits outweighed their demerits;

whereas, on the other side, the ‘perfectly wicked’ in their

sense were such as had no merits at all; and those simply

‘wicked, whose demerits made the weightiest scale; and

the ‘middle sort’ were such as their good deeds and evil

deeds equally balanced one another. Of this first sort

of men, viz. the perfectly righteous, they supposed there

might be many; and such the Pharisees seem to have

been in their own esteem, in our Saviour's time. And

according to this notion our Saviour may seem to have

shaped His answer to that young man in the gospel, who

asked him, “What shall I do to inherit eternal life?” To
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which our Saviour answers, “Keep the commandments:”

which our Saviour propounds to him in so great a lati

tude, as thereby to take him off from his self-conceit, and

that he might be convinced upon reflection on himself,

that he had fallen short of eternal life, in failing of a due

performance of the divine law. But he, insisting upon

his own merit in this respect, inquires of our Saviour

whether there be yet anything wanting to make him a

‘one perfectly righteous.’ To this our Saviour replies,

“If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and

give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven;

and come and follow me".” The meaning of which reply

may, as I conceive, be this—to convince him of his im

perfect obedience to, and compliance with, the law of

God, from his over-eager love of this world. But, se

condly, for the medii, or those that were in the middle

rank of men, the Jewish doctors had divers rules, as,

1. In case a man's evil works and good were equal, the

addition of one either way, might determine them to

eternal life or misery. 2. That in case a man's evil

works should preponderate over and weigh down his

good, yet he might cast the scale by repentance, if he

would; or in the other world, by chastisements and pu

nishments, he might make expiation for them. These

and the like ways they have found out, lest any of their

fraternity should miscarry. To all this we must take

in the caution which they are pleased to deliver to us,

viz. That men's works have their different weight; some

good works being so weighty, that they may weigh in

the balance against many evil works, and vice versa.

All this we shall find largely set down by R. Albo, (de

Fundamentis Fidei,) and partly by R. Saadia: but espe

cially by Maimonides, who also tells us of other expedients

provided by their law, for the securing of merit and hap

1 Matt. xix. 21.
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piness, which I shall not here mention'. And, indeed,

finally, they have found out so many artifices to entail a

legal righteousness and eternal happiness upon all the

Israelites, that (if it were possible) none might be left out

of heaven: as may partly appear by that question cap

tiously proposed to our Saviour, “Master, are there few

that shall be saved"?” whereby they expected to ensnare

Him, they themselves holding a general salvation of all

the Jews by virtue of the Law, however their wickedness

might abound. This we find expressly set down by Mai

monides in the forenamed place: “All wicked ones whose

evil deeds exceed their good deeds, shall be judged ac

cording to the measure of their evil deeds so exceeding;

and afterwards they shall have a portion in the world to

come; for that all Israelites have a portion in the world

to come, and this, notwithstanding their sins”.' Now that

maxim of theirs, “All Israelites have a portion in the

world to come,” is taken out of the Mishnah", where it is

put down as the most authentic opinion of the Jewish

doctors; only some few are there recited who are excepted

from this happiness; otherwise their greatest malefactors

are not excepted from it: for so Obadias de Bartenora

unfoldeth their meaning: “even such as are judged by

the great Sanhedrim worthy of death for their wicked

ness, these have a portion in the world to come.’ I know

that the notion here, of ‘the world to come,” is differently

represented by Nachmanides and Maimonides, and their
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followers. But whether the sect of Maimonides or the

other prevail in this point, it is not much material as to

our present business, seeing both sides conclude that this

seculum futurum, or world to come, points out such a

state of happiness, as should not revolve or slide back

again into misery.

And, by the way, we may observe what a lean and

spiritless religion this of the Jews was, and how it was

nothing else but a soulless and lifeless form of external

performances, which did little or nothing at all reach the

inward man, being nothing but a mere bodily kind of

drudgery and servility: and, therefore, our Saviour, when

He models out religion to them, points them out to

something fuller of inward life and spirit, and such a one

as might make them ‘perfect, as their Father in heaven

is perfect’.” Such dull, heavy-spirited, principles as this

Talmudical doctrine we have quoted affordeth us, very

probably began to possess the chair in the time of An

tigonus, who therefore put in this caution against part

of it—that God was not to be served so much upon the

account of merit and for hope of wages, as out of love”;

though his disciples, Sadoc and Baithus, the founders of

the sect of the Sadducees, straining that sober principle

too far, might more strengthen that mercenary belief

amongst the other doctors which they had before en

tertained.

But before I leave this argument, it may not be amiss

to examine also what the cabbalistical Jews thought con

cerning this matter in hand; which in sum is this: ‘That

the law delivered upon mount Sinai was a device God
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had, to knit and unite the Jews and the Shechinah, or

Divine Presence, together.’ Therefore they are pleased

to style it in the book Zohar, which is one of the most

ancient monuments we have of the Jewish learning, ‘the

treasures of life.’ And, as if the living God could be

united to the souls of men by such a dead letter as this

was, as it is styled by the Apostle”, they are pleased to

make this external administration the great vinculum Dei

et hominis. And to this purpose, R. Simeon Ben Jochai,

the compiler of the fore-quoted book, which is a mystical

comment upon the Pentateuch, discourseth upon those

words, “He is thy life, and the length of thy days”,”

upon which he grounds this observation: ‘The Shechinah,

or Divine Presence, is no where established but by the

mediation of the law": and a little after he thus magnifies

the study of the law: “Whosoever doth exercise himself

in the law, doth merit the possession of the upper in

heritance which is in the holy kingdom above; and doth

also merit the possession of an inheritance here below in

this world".’ Here, by the way, we may take notice

that the ancient Jews looked upon the inheritances of the

land of Canaan as being typical and significative of a

higher inheritance in the kingdom of heaven; both which

they supposed to be the due rewards of men's works: and,

therefore, they talk so much in the same place of guardian

angels which are continually passing to and fro between

heaven and earth, as the heralds and messengers of men's

good works to God in heaven. And further upon those

words, “Ye shall keep my statutes and judgments; which

if a man do, he shall live in them",” he tells us, ‘That the

portion of Israel is meritorious, because that the Holy
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Blessed One delighteth in them above all the idolatrous

nations; and out of His favour and goodness to them,

gave them the laws of truth, and planted amongst them

the tree of life; and the Shechinah was with them. Now

what doth all this signify? thus much: that since the Israel

ites are signed with the holy seal in their flesh, they are

thereby acknowledged for the sons of God: as, on the

contrary, they that are not sealed with this mark in their

flesh, are not the sons of God, but are the children of un

cleanness: wherefore it is not lawful to contract familiarity

with them, or to teach them the words of the law'.'

This afterwards is urged further by another of their

masters: “Whosoever instructeth any uncircumcised per

son, though but in the least precepts of the law, doth the

same as if he should destroy the world, and deny the

name of the Holy Blessed One".’

All this plainly amounts to thus much as we had

before out of the Talmudists, that the law was given unto

the Israelites for this purpose—to enrich them with good

works, and to augment their merits, and so to establish

the foundations of life and blessedness amongst them;

and to make it a medium of the union betwixt God and

men, as R. Eliezer, in the same book, speaketh of the

near union between these three, ‘the Holy Blessed One,

the Law, and Israel’.”
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There is one passage more in our forenamed author

R. Simeon Ben Jochai, at the end of Parashah Jethro,

which, though it be more mystical than the rest, yet may

be well worth our observing, as more fully hinting the

perfection of the law, and setting that forth as an ab

solute and complete medium of rendering a man perfect;

upon which R. Jos. Albo, in his third book De Funda

mentis, hath spent two or three chapters. Thus there

fore, as if the law were the great magazine and storehouse

of perfection, our foresaid author there telleth us, ‘That

when the Israelites stood upon mount Sinai, they saw

God eye to eye, or face to face, and understood all secrets

of the law, and all the arcana superna et inferna',' &c.

and then he adds, “That the same day in which the

Israelites stood upon mount Sinai, all uncleanness passed

away from them, and all their bodies did shine in bright

ness like to the angels of heaven, when they put on their

bright, shining, robes to fit themselves for the embassy

upon which they are sent by God their Lord”.’ And a

little after, thus: “And when their uncleanness passed

away from them, the bodies of the Israelites became

shining and clear without any defilement; and their

bodies did shine as the brightness of the firmament".’

And then thus concludeth all: “When the Israelites re

ceived the law upon mount Sinai, the world was then

perfumed with a most aromatic smell, and heaven and
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earth were established, and the Holy Blessed One was

known above and below, and He ascended in His glory

above all things'.”

By all these mystical and allegorical expressions our

author seems to aim at this main scope, viz. To set forth

the law as that which of itself was sufficient, without any

other dispensation from God, for the perfecting of those

to whom it was dispensed; and to make them compre

hensors of all righteousness here, and glory hereafter:

which they are wont to set forth in that transcendent

state of perfection which the Israelites were in at the re

ceiving of the law; whence it hath been an ancient maxim

amongst them, In statione montis Sinai Israelita erant

sicut angeli ministerii.

And thus we have endeavoured to make good that

which we first propounded, namely, to show that the

grand opinion of the Jews concerning the way to life

and happiness was this: ‘That the law of God externally

dispensed, and only furnished out to them in tables of

stone and a parchment roll, conjoined with the power of

their own free-will, was sufficient both to procure them

acceptance with God, and to acquire merit enough to

carry them with spread sails into the harbour of eternal

rest and blessedness.’

So that, by this time, we may see that those disputes

which St Paul and other apostles maintain against the

Jews, touching the law and faith, were not merely about

that one question, Whether justification formally and pre

cisely respects faith alone; but were of a much greater

latitude.
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CHAPTER IV.

The second inquiry, concerning the evangelical righteousness or the righte

ousness of faith, and the true difference between the law and the gospel,

the old and the new covenant, as it is laid down by the apostle Paul.

A more general answer to this inquiry, together with a general ob

servation of the apostle's main end in opposing faith to the works of

the law, viz. To beat down the Jewish proud conceit of merit. A more

particular and distinct answer to the inquiry, viz. That the law or old

covenant is considered only as an eacternal administration, a dead

thing in itself, a dispensation consisting in an outward and written

law of precepts: but the gospel or new covenant is an internal thing,

a vital form and principle of righteousness in the souls of men, an

inward manifestation of divine life, and a living impression upon the

minds and spirits of men. This proved from several testimonies of

Scripture.

AVING done with the first inquiry, we now come

to the second, which was this: What the evangelical

righteousness, or the righteousness of faith, is, which the

apostle sets up against that of the law, and in what notion

the law is considered by the apostle: which in sum was

this, viz. That the law was the ministry of death, and in

itself an external and lifeless thing, neither could it pro

cure or beget that divine life, and spiritual form of godli

ness, in the souls of men, which God expects from all the

heirs of glory, nor that glory which is only consequent

upon a true divine life. Whereas, on the other side, the

gospel is set forth as a mighty efflux and emanation of

life and spirit, freely issuing forth from an Omnipotent

source of grace and love, as that true godlike vital in

fluence, whereby the Divinity derives itself into the souls

of men, enlivening and transforming them into its own

likeness, and strongly imprinting upon them a copy of its

own beauty and goodness: like the spermatical virtue of

the heavens, which spreads itself freely upon this lower

world, and subtilely insinuating itself into this benumbed,

feeble, earthly matter, begets life and motion in it. Briefly,
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—It is that whereby God comes to dwell in us, and we

in Him.

But that we may the more distinctly unfold the differ

ence between that righteousness which is of the law, and

that which is of faith, and so the better show how the

apostle undermines that fabric of happiness which the

Jews had built up for themselves; we shall observe first,

in general, That the main thing which the apostle en

deavours to beat down was, that proud and arrogant con

ceit which they had of merit, and to advance against it

the notion of the divine grace and bounty, as the only

fountain of all righteousness and happiness. For, indeed,

that which all those Jewish notions, of which we have

before taken notice, aimed principally at, was the advanc

ing of the weakened powers of nature into such a height

of perfection as might render them capable of meriting at

God's hands: and that perfection of which they speak so

much, (as is clear from what hath been said) was nothing

else but a mere sublimation of their own natural powers

and principles, performed by the strength of their own

fancies. And, therefore, these contractors with heaven

were so pleased to look upon eternal life as a fair pur

chase which they might make for themselves at their own

charge; as if the spring and rise of all were in themselves:

their eyes were so much dazzled with those foolish fires

of merit and reward kindled in their own fancies, that

they could not see that light of divine grace and bounty

which shone about them.

And this fastus and swelling pride of theirs (if I

mistake not) is that which St Paul principally endeavours

to chastise, in advancing faith, so much as he doth, in

opposition to the works of the law. For this purpose

he spends the first and second chapters of his epistle to

the Romans in drawing up a charge of such a nature,

both against Gentiles and Jews, but principally against
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the Jews, who were the grand justitiaries, that might

make them bethink themselves of imploring mercy, and

of laying aside all plea of law and justice; and so he con

cludes all with a severe check to such presumptuous arro

gance: toº obv i katſynas; “Where then is boasting"?”

This seems then to be the main end which St Paul every

where aims at, in opposing faith to the works of the law,

namely, to establish the foundation of righteousness and

happiness upon the free mercy and grace of God: the

glorifying and magnifying of which, in the real manifes

tations of it, he holds forth upon all occasions, as the de

sign and plot of the gospel administration; seeing it is

impossible for men, by any works which they can perform,

to satisfy God's justice for those sins which they have

committed against Him, or truly to comply with His

Divine will, without His Divine assistance. So that the

method of reconciling men to God, and reducing straying

souls back again to Him, was to be attributed wholly

to another original than that which the Jews imagined.

But,

Secondly, That righteousness of faith which the apostle

sets up against the law, and compares with it, is indeed,

in its own nature, a vital and spiritual administration,

wherein God converseth with man; whereas the law was

merely an external or dead thing in itself, not able to

beget any true divine life in the souls of men. All that

legal righteousness of which the Jews boasted so much,

was but from the earth, earthly; consisting merely in

external performances, and so, falling extremely short of

that internal and godlike frame of spirit, which is neces

sary for a true conjunction and union of the souls of men

with God, and making them capable of true blessedness.

But that we may the more distinctly handle this argu

ment, we shall endeavour to unfold the true difference

* Rom. iii. 27.
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between the Law and the Gospel, as it seems evidently

to be laid down every where by St Paul in his epistles:

and the difference between them is clearly this, viz. That

the Law was merely an external thing, consisting in such

precepts as had only an outward administration; but the

Gospel is an internal thing, a vital form and principle

seating itself in the minds and spirits of men. And this

is the most proper and formal difference between the Law

and the Gospel, that the one is considered only as an

external administration, and the other as an internal.

And, therefore, the apostle calls the Law Stakovíav ypáu

matos, and 6avarov, “the ministration of the letter and of

death',” it being in itself but a dead letter; as all that

which is without a man's soul must needs be. But, on

the other side, he calls the Gospel, because of the intrin

sical and vital administration thereof in living impressions

upon the souls of men, Čakovíav rveſaaros, “the ministra

tion of the spirit,” and Čakovlav Tijs &Katoa ºwns, “the minis

tration of righteousness.” By this he cannot mean the

history of the Gospel, or those credenda propounded to

us to believe; for this would make the Gospel itself as

much an external thing as the law was, and, according to

the external administration, as much a killing or dead

letter as the Law was: and so we see that the preaching

of “Christ crucified was to the Jews a stumbling-block,

and to the Greeks foolishness’.” But, indeed, he means

a vital efflux from God upon the souls of men, whereby

they are “made partakers of life and strength” from

Him: and therefore (ver. 7) he thus exegetically ex

pounds his own meaning of that short description of the

Law, namely, that it was ºtakovia Toº Bavarov čv ypſiunaaw,

ëvretvirwuévn év \{00ts' which, I think, may be fitly thus

translated—‘it was a dead, or lifeless, administration,” (for

so sometimes, by a Hebraism, the genitive case in re

* 2 Cor. iii. 6, 7. * I Cor. i. 23.
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gimine is put for the adjective); or else ‘an administra

tion of death exhibited in letters, and engraven in tables

of stone:’ and therefore he tells us what the effect of

it was in those words, “The letter killeth”—as, indeed, all

external precepts which have not a proper, vital, radica

tion in the souls of men, whereby they are able to secure

them from the transgression of them, must needs do.

Now to this dead or killing letter he opposes a quicken

ing spirit, or ‘the ministration of the Spirit”; which,

afterwards he expounds by “the ministration of righteous

ness”, that is, the evangelical administration. So that

the gospel or evangelical administration must be an in

ternal impression, a vivacious and energetical spirit and

principle of righteousness in the souls of men, whereby

they are inwardly enabled to express a real conformity

thereto. Upon this ground the apostle further pursues

the effects of both these, from the fourteenth verse to the

end.

By all this the apostle means to set forth to us how

vast a difference there is between the external manifesta

tions of God in a law of commandments, and those inter

nal appearances of God, whereby He discovers the mighty

power of His goodness to the souls of men.

Though the history and outward communication of the

Gospel to us in scriptis, is to be always acknowledged as

a special mercy and advantage, and certainly no less pri

vilege to Christians than it was to the Jews, to be the

depositaries of the oracles of God"; yet it is plain that

the apostle, where he compares the Law and the Gospel,

and in other places, doth, by the Gospel, mean some

thing which is more than a piece of book-learning, or a

historical narration of the free love of God, in the several

contrivances of it for the redemption of mankind. For if

* Tô Ypdaua dirokretvet, 2 Cor. iii. 6. * h 5takovia Tijs 5ukatoa tºwns, v. 9.

* # 5takovia toû IIvetºuaros, v. 8. * Rom. iii. 2.
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this were all that is meant properly by the Gospel, I see

no reason why it should not be counted as weak and im

potent a thing, as dead a letter as the Law was, as we

intimated before; and so there would be no such vast

difference between them as the apostle asserts there is;

the one being properly an external declaration of God's

will, the other an internal manifestation of divine life

upon men's souls: and, therefore, he so distinguisheth

between this double dispensation of God, that this evan

gelical dispensation is a vital and quickening thing, able

to beget a soul and form of divine goodness upon the

souls of men; which because the Law could not do, it

was laid aside, as being insufficient to restore man to the

favour of God, or to make him partaker of His righteous

ness. “If there had been a law given which could have

given life, verily righteousness should have been by the

law";” where, by Čukatoa jun, he seems to mean the same

thing which he meant by it, when in his Epistle to the

Corinthians he calls the economy of the gospel ºtakovlav

ðuratogºvns—“the ministration of righteousness,” or as

n).51 is taken among the Jewish writers for acceptance

with God, and that internal form of righteousness that

qualifies the soul for eternal life: and so he takes it in a

far more large and ample sense than that external righte

ousness of justification is: and, indeed, it seems to express

the just state of those who are renewed by the Spirit of

God, and made partakers of that divine life which is em

phatically called the seed of God. For this 8tratoatſvn,

‘righteousness,' which he here speaks of, is the proper

result of an enlivening and quickening law, which is

this new law of the Gospel, in opposition to that old law

which was administered only in scriptis: and, therefore,

this new law is called, in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

1 &vrws div čk vöſLou jv h 5ukatoo ºvm.–Gal. iii. 21.
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Kpettrov 8ta6;fºn, “the better covenant', whereas the old was

faulty. In which place this is put down as the formal

difference between the legal and the evangelical adminis

tration, or the old and the new covenant; that the old

covenant was only externally promulged, and wrapt up,

as it were, in ink and parchment, or, at best, engraven

upon tables of stone; whereas this new covenant is set

forth in living characters imprinted upon the vital powers

of men's souls”, “This is the covenant that I will make,

&c. I will put my laws into their minds, and write

them in their hearts:' and, therefore, the old covenant is

said not to be äueutros—an unblamable or faultless thing”

—because it was not able to keep off transgressions, or

hinder the violation of itself, any more than an inscription

upon some pillar or monument is able to inspire life into

those that read it and converse with it: the old law, or

covenant, being in this respect no other than all other

civil constitutions are, which receive their efficacy merely

from the willing compliance of men's minds with them,

so that they must be enlivened by the subject that re

ceives them, being dead things in themselves. But the

evangelical or new law is such a thing as is an efflux of

life and power from God Himself the original thereof, and

produceth life wheresoever it comes. And to this double

dispensation, viz. of law and gospel, doth St Paul clearly

refer: “Ye are the epistle of Christ, ministered by us,

written not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living

God, not in tables of stone': which last words are a plain

gloss upon that mundane kind of administering the Law

in a mere external way, to which he opposeth the Gos

pel. And this argument he further pursues in the seventh

and eighth chapters of his Epistle to the Romans, in

which last chapter he styles the gospel vöuov toº rvevuatos

1 Heb. viii. 6, &c. * v. 7.

* vv. 10, 11. * 2 Cor. iii. 3.
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ris (wis, ‘the law and the spirit of life", which was able

to destroy the power of sin, and to introduce such a spiri

tual and heavenly frame of soul into men, as might enable

them to express a cheerful compliance with the law of

God, and demonstrate a true, heavenly, conversation and

godlike life in this world.

We read in Iamblichus and others, of the many pre

paratory experiments used by Pythagoras to try his

scholars, whether they were fit to receive the more sub

lime and sacred pieces of his philosophy; and that he was

wont to communicate these only to souls, in a due degree

purified and prepared for such doctrine”. And what did

all this signify but only this, that he might, by all these

methods, work and mould the minds of his hearers into

such a fit temper, as that he might the better stamp the

seal of his more divine doctrine upon them, and that his

discourses to them Tept ºuratov Te Kai kaxóv kai dyabav, ‘of

things just and lovely and good,” might be written tº $vri

ev Jºvyi', “truly and really in the soul,” that I may use

Plato's words in his Phaedrus, where he commends the

impressions of truth which are made upon men's souls

above all outward writings, which he therefore compares

to dead pictures. By this we see what the wisest and best

philosophers thought of this internal writing; but it pe

culiarly belongs to God to write the laws of goodness in

the tables of men's hearts. All the outward teachings of

men are but dead things in themselves. But God's im

printing His mind and will upon men's hearts is properly

that which is called the teaching of God, and then they

become living laws written in the living tables of men's

hearts, fitted to receive and retain divine impressions. I

! Rom. viii. 2. [Heral ºux's Te drońpºets kai katapaoºs,

* After alluding to the outward tests K. T. A. De Pythag. Vita, Pars I. p. 154.

employed by Pythagoras to try the capa- Cf. note, p. 13.

bility of his disciples, Iamblichus adds:
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shall only add that speech of Crollius the chymist, not

impertinent in this place: Non in discendo, sed in pati

endo divina, hominis mens perficitur".

And that we may come a little nearer to these words

upon which all this present discourse is built, this seems

to be the scope of his argument in this place, where this

váuos Sikatoa ſums, ‘law of righteousness,” may fairly be pa

ralleled with that which before he called vôuov rveſuatos,

‘the law of the spirit,' and which he therefore calls &kato

a ſumv triatews, ‘the righteousness of faith,' because it is

received from God in a way of believing. For I cannot

easily think that he should mean nothing else in this

place but merely the righteousness of justification, as

some would persuade us, but rather that his sense is

much more comprehensive, so as to include the state of

gospel-dispensation, which includes, not only pardon of

sins, but an inward spirit ‘of love, power, and of a sound

mind”, as he expresseth it. And this he thus opposeth

to the Law. “But the righteousness of faith speaketh

on this wise; Say not in thy heart, Who shall ascend

into heaven, &c. or, Who shall descend into the deep?

But what saith it? The word is nigh thee, even in thy

mouth, and in thy heart, that is, the word of faith which

we preach".” In these words, Cunaeus would have us to

understand some cabbala or tradition amongst the Jews

* This passage has been incorrectly

quoted in the former editions thus: “Non

tam discendo, quam patiendo, divina per

ficitur mens humana.’ The real sense is,

of course, quite perverted in the misquo

tation. Crollius says that no knowledge

is abiding unless derived from within

oneself, and this ‘essentialis intrinseca

cognitio non est ex carne et sanguine,

nec in multitudine librorum et lectionis,

nec...sed in ipsa passione divinorum:

non in discendo, sed in patiendo divina,

hominis mens perficitur.” The sense is

more fully explained by the context:

“Totum situm est in cognitione, quia

sumus ex omnibus, et omnia in nobis

portamus, non aliter ac ipse Deus Pater

noster.' All good things, says Crollius,

natural and supernatural, are ‘antea' in

man, though in his present state obscured

by sin; and in accordance with the Pla

tonic theory, all knowledge was possessed

by the human intellect (Humanus intel

lectus) before it was united to the body.

Prafat. in Basilica Chymica, p. 51, ed.

1643. Genevae.

* 2 Tim. i. 7.

* Rom. x. 6, &c.
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for this meaning of that place from which these words are

borrowed', which, as they there stand, seem notto carry that

evangelical sense according to which here St Paul expounds

them; though yet Cunæus hath not given us any reason

for this opinion of his*. But, indeed, the Jewish writers,

generally, who were acquainted with the principles of the

cabbala, commenting upon that place, do wholly refer it

to the times of the Messiah, making it parallel with that

place of Jeremiah which defines the new covenant to be

* a writing of the law of God in men's hearts*.' And

thus the life and salvatiom that results from the righte

ousness of faith itself is all, as faith itself is, derived

from God, gratuitously dispensing Himself to the minds

of men: whereas, if life could have been by the law, its

original and principle must have been resolved into men

themselves, who must have acted upon that dead matter

without them, and have produced that virtue and energy

1 Deut. xxx. i m.

* In Deuteronomii capite tricesimo,

sapientissimus legislator Moses, extrema

oratione qua populum allocutus est sic

inquit: “ Præceptum hoc, quod ego præ

cipio tibi hodie, non est occultum a te,

neque longinquum: non est in cœlis, ut

dicas, quis ascendet nobis in cœlum, et

capiet illud nobis? neque est trans mare,

ut dicas, quis transibit mare, et accipiet

illud ? propinquum est tibi verbum, in

ore tuo et in animo tuo, ut facias illud.'

Nempe hoc ait, non esse Hebræis longe

eundum, uti sciscitentur numinis volun

tatem, quippe in medio eorum esse legem.

Hæc omnia Divus Paulus in Epistola,

quæ ad Romanos scripta est, in capite

decimo, aliovorsum traxit, et de Evan

gelio interpretatus est. Ac primo qui

dem spectavit verba Mosis, quæ in Levi

tici capite decimo et octavo extant. Ita

que ait, * Moses describit justitiam, quæ

est ex lege, quod, qui præstiterit ea, vivet

per illa.' Hic simplici sensu verba legis

latoris accipit, uti sonant. Subjicit dein

vers. 6, alia ejusdem verba ex Deutero

nomio, non præter mentem quidem ejus,

sed longe tamen aliter, quam intellecta

non dicam ab Hebræis, sed a cunctis

mortalibus fuerant usque in illum diem.

* At, quæ ex fide est, justitia, ita dicit:

ne dixeris, quis ascendet in cœlum, aut

descendet in abyssum ? prope te enim

verbum est in ore tuo et in corde tuo.

Hoc est verbum illud fidei, quod prædi

camus.' Valde errant, qui hic nihil nisi

quandam esse verborum allusionem arbi

trantur. Duplicem enim esse justitiam

Apostolus, autore Mose, ait, alteram ex

operibus, alteram ex fide. Unum testi

monium legislatoris citat y*^'*^ l>y

uti sonat; alterum Cabalice Y2^"*^ 5y

hoc est, ex sensu quidem Mosis, sed

mystico: nam postquam verba ejus retu

lit, addit vers. 8. * Hoc est verbum illud

fidei, quod prædicamus. Nos hujusmodi

expositionis modum etsi non intelligimus,

tamen quia a Spiritu Dei est, rectum esse

credimus et verum. Cunæus de Repub.

Hebr. Lib. III. cap. 8.

* Jer. xxxi. 33.
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in it, by their exercising themselves therein, which of

itself it had not; as the observance of any law enables

that law itself to dispense that reward which is due to the

observance of it: and therefore the righteousness of the

law was so defined that “he that did those things should

live in them.’ And thus the New Testament every where

seems to present to us this twofold dispensation or oeco

nomy, the one consisting in an external and written law

of precepts, the other in inward life and power. This

St Austin hath well pursued in his book De Litera et

Spiritu, from which Aquinas, who endeavours to tread in

his footsteps, seems to have taken first of all an occasion

of moving that question, Utrum lea: nova sit lea: scripta,

vel lea: indita, and thus resolves it; that the new law or

gospel is not properly lea, scripta, as the old was, but lea:

indita; and that the old law is foris scripta, the other

intus scripta—written in the tables of the heart'.

Now from all this we may easily apprehend how much

the righteousness of the gospel transcends that of the law,

in that it hath indeed a true command over the inward

man which it acts upon and informs; whereas the law,

by all its menaces and punishments, could only compel

men to an external observance of it in the outward man;

as the schoolmen have well observed: Lea: vetus ligat

manum, lea: nova ligat animum”.

And herein St Paul every where magnifies this

1 ...Unde et Augustinus dicit, in Lib.

de Spiritu et Littera, cap. 17 et 26, quod

sicut ler factorum scripta fuit in tabulis

lapideis, ita lex fidei scripta est in cordibus

fidelium: et alibi dicit, in eodem Lib.

cap. 21 in princ. : Quae sunt leges Dei ab

ipso Deo scriptae in cordibus, nisi ipsa

praesentia Spiritus Sancti f Habet tamen

lex nova quaedam sicut dispositiva ad

gratiam Spiritus Sancti, et ad usum

hujus gratiae pertinentia, quae sunt quasi

secundaria in lege nova: de quibus opor

tuit instrui fideles Christi et verbis et

scriptis, tam circa credenda quam circa

agenda. Et ideo dicendum est quod

principaliter lex nova est lex indita, se

cundario autem est lex scripta. Thom.

Aquin. II. Sum. Theol. 1. Quaest. CVI. 1.

* Sed haec ponitur differentia inter

novam legem et veterem, quod vetus lex

cohibet manum, sed lex nova cohibet ani

mum. Thom. Aquin. II. Sum. Theol. 1.

Quaest. CVIII. I.
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dispensation of the free mercy and grace of God, as being

the only sovereign remedy against all the inward radi

cated maladies of sin and corruption, as that panacea or

balsamum vitae which is the universal restorative of de

cayed and impotent nature. So he tells us, ‘Sin shall

not have dominion, because we are not under the law,

but under grace'.’ And this is that which made him so

much extol his acquaintance with Christ in the dispen

sation of grace, and to despise all things as loss; when,

among his other Jewish privileges, having reckoned up

his blamelessness in all points touching the law, he under

values them all, and counts all but loss “for the excellency

of the knowledge of Christ Jesus’.” In this place the

apostle doth not mean to disparage a real, inward, righte

ousness, and the strict observance of the law; but his

meaning is to show how poor and worthless a thing all

outward observances of the law are, in comparison with

a true, internal, conformity to Christ in the renovation of

the mind and soul according to His image and likeness;

as is manifest from vers. 9, Io, &c. in which he thus

delivers his own meaning of that ‘knowledge of Christ’

which he so much extolled, very emphatically: ‘That I

may be found in Him, not having mine own righteousness

which is of the law, but that which is through the faith

of Christ, the righteousness which is of God by faith.”

Where, by the way, we may further take notice what this

Čukatoa ºvn tria rews, and Čukatoa ºvn GeoV-‘the righteousness

of faith,” and “the righteousness of God,” (which we

have already spoke much of) is, according to his own

true meaning, as he expounds himself, viz. a Christ-like

nature in a man's soul, or Christ appearing in the minds

of men by the mighty power of His Divine Spirit, and

thereby deriving a true participation of Himself to them:

* Rom. vi. 14.

* 5tá to repéxov tºs Yvºrews Xpta roſ, "Imoroſ. Phil. iii. 8.
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so he adds, “That I may know Him, and the power of

His resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings,

being made conformable unto His death".” And thus

Christ and Moses are opposed, as Christ is the Dispenser

of grace and truth, of God's free and gratuitous bounty,

of life and substance: whereas Moses was but the minister

of the Law, of rites and shadows.

But it may, perhaps, be questioned whether the same

internal dispensation of God was not as well under the

Law, as since our Saviour's coming, and so, consequently,

that the Jews were equally partakers thereof; and so it

could be no new thing to them.

To all this I might reply, that this dispensation of

grace was then a more mystical thing, and not so mani

fested to the world as it hath been since our Saviour's

coming. Secondly, This dispensation of free grace was

not that which properly belonged to the nation of the

Jews, but only a type and shadow of it.

For the fuller understanding of this, and all that hath

been spoken, we must know, that before our Saviour's

coming, the great mysteries of religion being wrapt up in

hieroglyphics and symbolical rites, (the unfolding of all

which was reserved for Him who is the great Interpreter

of heaven and Master of truth), God was pleased to draw

forth a scheme or copy of all that divine oeconomy and

method of His commerce with mankind, and to make a

draught of the whole artifice thereof in external matter:

and, therefore, He singled out a company and society of

men of the same common extraction, marked out from all

other sorts of men by a character of genealogical sanctity,

(for so circumcision was,) collected and united together

by a common band of brotherhood; and this He set up

as an emblem of a divine and holy seed or society of men,

which are all, by way of spiritual generation, descended

1 v. Io.
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from Himself. And hence it is that the Jews, (the whole

Jewish nation universally considered) who were but a

mere representative of this spiritual fraternity and con

gregation, are called the holy seed, or the holy people.

Then afterwards, amongst these, He erects a government

and polity, and rules over them in the way and manner

of a political prince, as hath been long since well observed

by Josephus, who, therefore, properly calls the Jewish

government “a theocracy, or ‘the government of God

Himself.”

And thus, in a scheme or figure, He shadows forth

that spiritual kingdom and government which He would

establish amongst that divine society of men, in reference

to which we have so much mention made of ‘the king

dom of heaven’ in the gospel; which is not generally and

solely meant of the state of glory, much less of any

outward church rites, but mainly of that idea and ex

emplar, of which the Jewish theocracy was an imitation.

Lastly, As a political prince, God draws forth a body

of laws, as the political constitutions and rules of this

government which He had set up, choosing mount Sinai

for the theatre whereon. He would promulge those laws

by which all His subjects should be governed. And so,

I doubt not but that preface by which the law is ushered

in”, which speaks of God's mercy in delivering them from

the Egyptian thraldom, may very well be allegorized and

mystically expounded. And all this was to signify and

set forth that law which was to go forth from mount

Sion, the promulgation whereof was to be, in a vital and

spiritual way, among the subjects of this spiritual king

dom. To all this we may add those temporal in

heritances which He distributed to the Jewish families,

* 'O 6’ huérepos vouc0érms els uév roë- dwaffels, k. T. A. Joseph. contra Apion.

rov oſſºoriotiv dreſöev' &s 6' div ris etrot Lib. II. cap. 16.

Buagdplevos rôv X&Yov, beakpartav diréðelše * Exod. xx. 2.

Tö troXtrevua, Geº rºw dpx?iv kai Tô kpáros
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in imitation of that eternal blessedness, and those im

mortal inheritances, which He shares out amongst His

spiritual sons and subjects in heaven. And this I the

rather add, because here the Jews are much perplexed

about untying this knot, namely, what the reason should

be that their law speaks so sparingly of any eternal

reward, but runs out generally in promises of mundane

and earthly blessings in the land of Canaan. But by

this we may see the true reason of that which the apostle

speaks concerning them: “Until this day, the same vail

in the reading of the Old Testament remaineth untaken

away'.” That vail which was on the face of Moses, was

an emblem of all this great mystery: and this vail was

upon the face of the Jews in their reading the Old Tes

tament; they dwelling so much in a carnal converse with

these sacramental symbols which were offered to them

in the reading of the law, that they could not see through

them into the thing signified thereby, and so embraced

shadows instead of substance, and made account to build

up happiness and heaven upon that earthly law, to which

properly the land of Canaan was annexed: whereas,

indeed, this law should have been their ‘schoolmaster to

have led them to Christ", whose law it prefigured; which

that it might do the more effectually, God had annexed

to the breach of any one part of it such severe curses, that

they might from thence perceive how much need they had

of some further dispensation. And, therefore, this state

of theirs is set forth by a state of bondage, or rvejaa

SovXetas. For all external precepts carry perpetually an

aspect of austerity and rigour to those minds that are not

informed by the internal sweetness of them. And this it

is only which makes the Gospel, or the new Law, to be

a free, noble, and generous thing, because it is seated in

* rô atrö káAvuua émi ră ăvayvºret Tſis traMatás 6taffºlkms uévet, uh divakaAvr

röuevov. 2 Cor. iii. 14. * Gal. iii. 24.

Z
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the souls of men: and therefore Aquinas, out of Austin,

hath well observed another difference between the Law

and the Gospel: Brevis differentia inter legem et evan

gelium est timor et amor". This I the rather observe,

because the true meaning of that spirit of bondage,

which the apostle speaks of, is frequently mistaken. We

might further (if need were), for a confirmation of this

which we have spoken, concerning the typicalness of the

whole Jewish economy, appeal to the third and fourth

chapters of the Epistle to the Galatians, which cannot

well be understood without this notion, where we have

the Jewish church, as a type of the true evangelical

church, brought in as a child in its minority, in servitude,

under tutors and governors, shut up under the Law, till

the time of that emphatical revelation of the great

mystery of God should come, till the day should break,

and all the shadows of the night fly away.

That I may return from this digression to the argu

ment we before pursued, this briefly may be added; that

under the old covenant, and in the time of the Law,

there were amongst the Jews some that were evangelized,

that were re, non nomine, Christiani; as under the Gospel

there are many that do judaize, are of as legal and servile

spirits as the Jews, ‘children of the bond-woman,’ resting

in mere external observances of religion, in an outward

seeming purity, in a form of godliness, as did the Scribes

and Pharisees of old.

From what hath hitherto been discoursed, I hope the

difference between both covenants clearly appears, and

that the Gospel was not brought in only to hold forth a

new platform and model of religion: it was not brought

in only to refine some notions of truth, that might for

1 Praeterea, Augustinus dicit in libro et med. quod brevis differentia legis et

contra Adamantium (vel Adimantum) Evangelii est timor et amor. Thom. Aquin.

Manichaei discipulum cap. 17. inter princ. II. Sum. Theol. 1. Quaest. CVII. I.
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merly seem discoloured and disfigured by a multitude of

legal rites and ceremonies; it was not to cast our opinions

concerning the way of life and happiness only into a new

mould and shape, in a pedagogical kind of way: it is

not so much a system and body of saving divinity, as

the spirit and vital influx of it spreading itself over all

the powers of men's souls, and quickening them into a

divine life: it is not so properly a doctrine that is wrapt

up in ink and paper, as it is vitalis scientia, a living

impression made upon the soul and spirit. We may, in

a true sense, be as legal as ever the Jews were, if we

converse with the Gospel as a thing only without us;

and be as far short of the righteousness of God as they

were, if we make the righteousness which is of Christ

by faith to serve us only as an outward covering, and

endeavour not after an internal transformation of our

minds and souls into it. The gospel does not so much

consist in verbis as in virtute: neither doth evangelical

dispensation therefore please God so much more than

the legal did, because, as a finer contrivance of His infi

nite understanding, it more clearly discovers the way of

salvation to the minds of men; but chiefly, because it is

a more powerful efflux of His divine goodness upon them,

as being the true seed of a happy immortality continu

ally thriving and growing on to perfection. I shall add

further, the Gospel does not therefore hold forth such a

transcendent privilege and advantage above what the

law did, only because it acquaints us that Christ our

true High Priest is ascended up into the holy of holies,

and there, instead of the blood of bulls and goats, hath

sprinkled the ark and mercy-seat above with His own

blood: but also because it conveys that blood of sprin

kling into our defiled consciences, to purge them from

dead works. Far be it from me to disparage, in the

least, the merit of Christ's blood, His becoming obedient

Z 2
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unto death, whereby we are justified. But I doubt,

sometimes, some of our dogmata and notions about jus

tification may puff us up in far higher and goodlier

conceits of ourselves than God hath of us; and that we

profanely make the unspotted righteousness of Christ

to serve only as a covering, wherein to wrap up our foul

deformities and filthy vices; and when we have done,

think ourselves in as good credit and repute with God

as we are with ourselves, and that we are become hea

ven's darlings as much as we are our own. I doubt not

but the merit and obedience of our Saviour gain us

favour with God, and potently move down the benign

influences of heaven upon us: but yet, I think, we may

sometimes be too lavish and wanton in our imaginations,

in fondly conceiving a greater change in the esteem

which God hath of us than becomes us, and too little

reckon upon the real and vital emanations of His favour

upon us.

Therefore, for the further clearing of what hath been

already said, and laying a ground upon which the next

part of our discourse (viz. concerning the conveyance of

this godlike righteousness to us by faith) is to proceed,

we shall here speak something more to the business of

justification and divine acceptance, which we shall dis

patch in two particulars.
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CHAPTER V.

Two propositions for the better understanding of the doctrine of justifica

tion and divine acceptance. 1. That the divine judgment and estima

tion of every thing is according to the truth of the thing; and God's

acceptance or disacceptance of things is suitable to His judgment. On

what account St James does attribute a kind of justification to good

works. 2. God's justifying of sinners in pardoning their sins carries

in it a necessary reference to the sanctifying of their natures. This

abundantly proved from the nature of the thing.

OUR first proposition is this; The Divine judgment

and estimation of every thing is according to the

truth of the thing; and God's acceptance or disacceptance

of things is suitable and proportionable to His judgment.

Thus St. Peter plainly tells us, ‘God is no respecter of

persons; but every one that worketh righteousness is

accepted of Him".’ And God Himself posed Cain, who

had entertained those unworthy and ungrounded suspi

cions of His partiality, with that question, “If thou doest

well, shalt thou not be accepted??' Wheresoever God

finds any stamps and impressions of goodness, He likes

and approves them, knowing them well to be what they

indeed are, nothing else but His own image and super

scription. Wherever He sees His own image shining

in the souls of men, and a conformity of life to that

eternal idea of goodness which is Himself. He loves it

and takes a complacency in it, as that which is from

Himself, and is a true imitation of Himself. And as

His own unbounded being and goodness is the primary

and original object of His immense and Almighty love;

so also every thing that partakes of Him, partakes pro

portionably of His love; all imitations of Him, and par

ticipations of His love and goodness, are perpetually

adequate and commensurate the one to the other. By

how much the more any one comes to resemble God, by

* Acts x. 34, 35. * Gen. iv. 7.
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so much the more is he acceptable to Him. It was a

common notion in the old Pythagorean and Platonic

theology, Töv Ata uetagxnuatia 6&vra eis Tów pota, K. T. A.,

as Proclus phraseth it'—that the Divinity, transformed

into love, and enamoured with its own unlimited perfec

tions and spotless beauty, delighted to copy forth and

shadow out itself, as it were, in created beings, which

are perpetually embraced in the warm bosom of the

same love, from which they can never swerve nor apos

tatize, till they also prove apostate to the estate of their

creation. And, certainly, it is true in our Christian

divinity, that that Divine light and goodness which flows

forth from God, the Original of all, upon the souls of

men, never goes solitary and destitute of love, compla

cency, and acceptation, which are always lodged together

with it in the Divine essence. And as the Divine com

placency thus dearly and tenderly entertains all those

which bear a similitude of true goodness upon them; so

it always abandons from its embraces all evil, which

never doth nor can mix itself with it: the Holy Spirit

can never suffer any unhallowed or defiled thing to enter

into it, or to unite itself with it. Therefore, in a sober

sense, I hope I may truly say, there is no perfect and

thorough reconciliation wrought between God and the

souls of men, while any defiled and impure thing dwells

within the soul, which cannot truly close with God, nor

God with that. The Divine love, according to those

degrees by which it works upon the souls of men, in

transforming them into its own likeness, by the same

renders them more acceptable to itself, mingleth itself

with, and uniteth itself to, them: as the spirit of any

* elkörws apa pºtas early atrios toſs plov čk rêvévavrtwv avvuarás els ögoNoytav

6mutovpyńſſagi kal 6p10)oylas' kal tows kal quxtav jºyaye Kai Tavròrmra träorw

Tpós rotºro dropMérwv kal & Pepekööms évéatreipe kai évayaw thv 51' 6\wy Świjkov

&\eyev e is "Epwt a pºet age 8X fig 6at Töv gav. Procl. in Plat. Tim. 156 A.

At a, ué\\ovra ömutovpyeiv, 3rt 6?) row kóor
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thing mixeth itself more or less with any matter it acts

upon, according as it works itself into it, and so makes

a way and passage open for itself.

Upon this account, I suppose, it may be, that St

James attributes a kind of justification to good works,

which unquestionably are things that God approves and

accepts, and all those in whom He finds them, as seeing

there a true conformity to His own goodness and holi

ness. Whereas, on the other side, he disparageth that

barren, sluggish, and drowsy belief, that a lazy lethargy

in religion began in his times so much to cherish, in

reference to acceptation with God. I suppose I may

fairly thus gloss upon his whole discourse upon this argu

ment: God respects not a bold, confident, and audacious

faith, that is big with nothing but its own presumptions.

It is not because our brains swim with a strong conceit

of God's eternal love to us, or because we grow big

and swell into a mighty bulk with airy fancies and pre

sumptions of our acceptance with God, that makes us at

all the more acceptable to Him: it is not all our strong

dreams of being in favour with heaven that fills our

hungry souls at all the more with it: it is not a pertina

cious imagination of our names being enrolled in the

book of life, or of the debt-books of heaven being

crossed, or of Christ being ours, while we find Him not

living within us, or of the washing away of our sins in

His blood, while the foul and filthy stains thereof are

deeply sunk in our own souls; it is not, I say, a pertina

cious imagination of any of these that can make us the

better; and a mere conceit or opinion, as it makes us

never the better in reality within ourselves, so it cannot

render us the more acceptable to God, who judges of all

things as they are. No: it must be a true compliance

with the Divine will, which must render us such as the

Divinity may take pleasure in. “In Christ Jesus neither
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circumcision nor uncircumcision availeth any thing,' nor

any fancy built upon any other external privilege, “but

the keeping of the commandments of God'.' No.: but

“if any man does the will of God, him will both the

Father and the Son love; they will come in to him, and

make their abode with him”.’ This is the scope and

mark at which a true, heaven-born faith aims; and when

it hath attained this end, then is it indeed perfect and

complete in its last accomplishment. And by how much

the more ardency and intention faith levels at this mark

of inward goodness and divine activity, by so much the

more perfect and sincere it is. This is that which God

justifies, it beingjust and correspondent with His own good

pleasure: and in whomsoever He finds this, both it and

they are accepted of Him. And so I come to the second

particular. -

2. God's justifying of sinners, in pardoning and re

mitting their sins, carries in it a necessary reference to

the sanctifying of their natures; without which, justifica

tion would rather be a glorious name than a real privi

lege to the souls of men. While men continue in their

wickedness, they do but vainly dream of a device to

restrain the hands of an Almighty vengeance from

seizing on them: no—their own sins, like so many armed

giants, would first or last set upon them, and rend them

with inward torment. There needs no angry cherub,

with a flaming sword drawn out every way, to keep their

unhallowed hands from the tree of life: no—their own

prodigious lusts, like so many arrows in their sides,

would chase them; their own hellish natures would sink

them low enough into eternal death, and chain them up

fast enough in fetters of darkness among the filthy

fiends of hell. Sin will always be miserable; and the

sinner, at last, when the empty bladders of all those

* I Cor. vii. 19. * John xiv. 23.
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hopes and expectations of an airy, mundane happiness,

that did here bear him up in this life, shall be cut, will

find it like a talent of lead weighing him down into the

bottomless gulf of misery. If all were clear towards

heaven, we should find sin raising up storms in our

souls. We cannot carry fire in our own bosoms, and yet

not be burnt. Though we could suppose the greatest

serenity without us, though we could suppose ourselves

here so much to be at truce with heaven, and all Divine

displeasure laid asleep; yet would our own sins, if they

continue unmortified, first or last, make an AEtna or

Vesuvius within us. Nay; those sunbeams of eternal

truth, that by us are detained in unrighteousness, would,

at last, in those hellish vaults of vice and darkness that

are within us, kindle into an unquenchable fire. It would

be of small benefit to us, that Christ hath triumphed

over the principalities and powers of darkness without

us, while hell and death, strongly immured in a fort of

our own sins and corruptions, should tyrannize within

us; that His blood should speak peace in heaven, if, in

the mean while, our own lusts were perpetually warring

and fighting in and against our own souls; that He hath

taken off our guilt and cancelled that handwriting that

was against us, which bound us over to eternal condem

nation; if, for all this, we continue fast sealed up in the

hellish dungeon of our own filthy lusts. Indeed, we

could not expect any relief from heaven, out of that

misery under which we lie, were not God's displeasure

against us first pacified, and our sins remitted: but,

should the Divine clemency stoop no lower to us than

to a mere pardon of our sins, and an abstract justifica

tion, we should never rise out of that misery under which

we lie. This is the signal and transcendent benefit of

our free justification through the blood of Christ, that

God's offence justly conceived against us for our sins
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(which would have been an eternal bar and restraint to

the efflux of His grace upon us) being removed, the

Divine grace and bounty may freely flow forth upon us.

The fountain of the Divine grace and love is now un

locked and opened, which our sins had shut up; and

now, the streams of holiness and true goodness from

thence freely flow forth into all gasping souls that thirst

after them. The warm sun of the Divine love, whenever

it breaks through and scatters the thick cloud of our

iniquities that had formerly separated between God and

us, immediately breaks forth upon us with ‘healing in

its wings; it exerciseth the mighty force of its own light

and heat upon our dark and benumbed souls, begetting

in them a lively sense of God, and kindling into sparks

of Divine goodness within us. This love, when once it

hath chased away the thick mist of our sins, will be

‘as strong as death upon us, as potent as the grave:

many waters will not quench it, nor the floods drown

it'.' If we shut not the windows of our souls against it,

it will at last enlighten all those regions of darkness that

are within us, and lead our souls to the light of life,

blessedness, and immortality. God pardons men's sins,

out of an eternal design of destroying them; and when

ever the sentence of death is taken off from a sinner, it

is, at the same time, denounced against his sins. God

does not bid us be warmed and be filled, and deny us

those necessaries which our starving and hungry souls

call for. Christ having made peace through the blood

of His cross, the heavens shall be no more as iron above

us; but we shall receive freely the vital dew of them,

the former and the latter rain in their season—those

influences from above, after which souls, truly sensible

of their own misery and imperfection, incessantly gasp;

that righteousness of God which drops from above, from

* Cant. viii. 6, 7.
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the unsealed spring of free goodness which makes glad

the city of God. This is that free love and grace, in

which the souls of good men so much triumph; this is

that justification which begets in them lively hopes of a

happy immortality, in the present anticipations thereof

which spring forth from it in this life. And all this is

that which we have sometimes called ‘the righteousness

of Christ; sometimes, ‘the righteousness of God;’ and

here, ‘the righteousness which is of faith.” In heaven,

it is a not imputing of sin; in the souls of men, it is a

reconciliation of rebellious natures to truth and goodness.

In heaven, it is the lifting up the light of God's counte

nance upon us, which begets a gladsome entertainment

in the souls of men, holy and dear reflections and reci

procations of love: Divine love to us, as it were, by a

natural emanation, begetting a reflex love in us towards

God, which, like that paſs and durépaſs spoken of by the

ancients, live and thrive together.

CHAPTER VI.

How the gospel-righteousness is conveyed to us by faith, made to appear

from these two considerations. 1. The gospel lays a strong foundation

of a cheerful dependence upon the grace and love of God, and affiance

in it. This confirmed by several gospel expressions, containing plainly

in them the most strong motives and encouragements to all ingenuous

addresses to God, to all cheerful dependence on Him, and confident ex

pectation of all assistance from Him. 2. A true, evangelical faith is no

lazy or languid thing, but an ardent breathing and thirsting after Di

vine grace and righteousness : it looks beyond a mere pardon of sin,

and mainly pursues after an inward participation of the Divine nature.

The mighty power of a living faith in the love and goodness of God, dis

coursed of throughout the whole chapter.

W. come now to the last part of our discourse, viz.

To show the way by which this godlike and gospel
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righteousness is conveyed to us; and that is, by faith. This

is that powerful attractive which, by a strong and divine

sympathy, draws down the virtue of heaven into the souls

of men; which strongly and forcibly moves the souls of

good men into a conjunction with that Divine goodness

by which it lives and grows: this is that Divine impress

that invincibly draws and sucks them in, by degrees, into

the Divinity, and so unites them more and more to the

Centre of life and love: it is something in the hearts of

men which, feeling, by an occult and inward sensation,

the mighty insinuations of the Divine goodness, imme

diately complies with it, and, with the greatest ardency

that may be, is perpetually rising up into conjunction

with it; and, being first begotten and enlivened by the

warm beams of that goodness, always breathes and gasps

after it for its constant growth and nourishment. It is

then fullest of life and vivacity, when it partakes most

freely of it; and perpetually languisheth when it is in any

measure deprived of that sweet and pure nourishment it

derives from it.

But that we may the more clearly unfold this busi

ness, how gospel-righteousness comes to be communicated

through faith, we shall set it forth in two particulars.

First, The Gospel lays a strong foundation of a cheerful

dependence upon the grace and love of God, and affiance

in it. We have the greatest security and assurance that

may be given us, of God's readiness to relieve such for

lorn and desolate creatures as we are: that there are no

such dreadful fates in heaven, as are continually thirsting

after the blood of sinners, insatiably greedy after their

prey, never satisfied till they have devoured the souls of

men. Lest we should, by such dreadful apprehensions,

be driven from God, we are told of the ‘blood of sprin

kling that speaks better things” for us; of a mighty

* Heb. xii. 24.
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Favourite soliciting our cause, with perpetual interces

sions, in the court of heaven; of ‘a new and living way’

to the throne of grace, and to the holy of holies which

our Saviour hath ‘consecrated through His flesh': we

are told of a great and mighty Saviour, ‘able to save to

the utmost’ all that come to God by Him: we hear

of the most compassionate and tender promises that may

be, from the Truth itself, that ‘whosoever comes to Him

He will in no wise cast out”; that “They that believe on

Him, out of them should flow streams of living water”:'

we hear of the most gracious invitations that heaven can

make, to all ‘weary and heavy laden” sinners to come to

Christ, that they may find rest: the great secrets of hea

ven, and the arcana of Divine counsels, are revealed,

whereby we are acquainted that ‘Glory to God in the

highest, peace on earth, good-will towards men", are

sweetly joined together in heaven's harmony, and hap

pily combined together in the composure of its ditties;

that the glory of the Deity, and salvation of men, are not

allayed by their union one with another, but both exalted

together in the most transcendent way; that Divine love

and bounty are the supreme rulers in heaven and earth;

that there is no such thing as sour despite and envy lodged

in the bosom of that ever blessed Being above, whose name

is LovE, and all whose dispensations to the sons of men

are but the dispreadings and distended radiations of His

Love, as freely flowing forth from it, through the whole

orb and sphere of its creation, as the bright light from

the sun in the firmament, of whose benign influences we

are then only deprived, when we hide and withdraw our

selves from them". We are taught that the mild and

! Ibid. x. 20. * Luke ii. 14.

* John vi. 37. " p66wos Yap {{w 6etov xopod to rarau.

* Ibid. vii. 38. Plat. Phaedr. 247 A.

* Matt. xi. 28.
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gentle breathings of the Divine Spirit are moving up and

down in the world to produce life, and to revive and

quicken the souls of men into a feeling sense of a blessed

immortality. This is that mighty Spirit that will, if

we comply with it, “teach us all things", even the hid

den things of God; mortify all the lusts of rebellious

flesh, and ‘seal us to the day of redemption”.' We are

taught that, with all holy boldness, we may ‘in all places

lift up holy hands to God, without wrath or doubting”,”

without any sour thoughts of God, or fretful jealousies,

or harsh surmises. We can never distrust ourselves

enough, nor ever trust too much in God. This is the

great plerophory, and that full confidence, which the

Gospel every where seems to promote: and, should I run

through all the arguments and solicitations that are there

laid down, to provoke us to an entertainment hereof, I

should then run quite through it from one end to another:

it containing almost nothing else in the whole complex

and body of it, but strong and forcible motives to all in

genuous addresses to God, and the most effectual en

couragement that may be, to all cheerful dependence on

Him, and confident expectation of all assistance from

Him, to carry on our poor endeavours to the achievement

of blessedness, and that in the most plain and simple way

that may be, sine fraude et fuco—without any double

mind or mental reservation: heaven is not acquainted so

feelingly with our wicked arts and devices. But it is

very strange that, where God writes life so plainly in fair,

capital letters, we are so often apt to read death; that

when He tells us over and over, that hell and destruction

arise from ourselves, that they are the workmanship of

our own hands, we will needs understand their pedigree

to be from heaven, and that they were conceived in the

womb of life and blessedness. No.: but the Gospel tells

* John xiv. 26. * Eph. iv. 30. * I Tim. ii. 8.
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us we are not come to “mounts of burning,’ nor unto

‘blackness, and darkness, and tempest,’ &c." Certainly,

a lively faith in this love of God, and a sober converse

with His goodness, by a cordial entertainment and

thorough persuasion of it, would warm and chafe our

benumbed minds, and thaw our hearts, frozen with self

love; it would make us melt and dissolve out of all self

consistency, and, by a free and noble sympathy with the

Divine love, yield up ourselves to it, and dilate and

spread ourselves more fully in it. This would banish away

all atheism and ireful, slavish superstition: it would cast

down every high thought, and proud imagination, that

swells within us and exalts itself against this sovereign

Deity: it would free us from all those poor, sorry, pinch

ing, and particular loves that here inthral the souls of

men to vanity and baseness: it would lead us into the

true liberty of the sons of God, filling our hearts, once

enlarged with the sense of it, with a more generous and

universal love, as unlimited and unbounded as true good

ness itself is. Thus, Moses-like, conversing with God in

the mount, and there beholding His glory shining thus

out upon us in the face of Christ, we should be deriving

a copy of that eternal beauty upon our own souls, and our

thirsty and hungry spirits would be perpetually sucking

in a true participation and image of His glory. A true

Divine love would wing our souls, and make them take

their flight swiftly towards heaven and immortality.

Could we once be thoroughly possessed and constrained

with a full confidence of the Divine love, and God's

readiness to assist such feeble, languishing, creatures as

we are, in our essays after heaven and blessedness, we

should then, finding ourselves borne up by an Eternal

and Almighty strength, dare to adventure, courageously

and confidently, upon the highest designs of happiness;

| Heb. xii. 18.
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to assail the kingdom of heaven with a holy gallantry and

violence; to pursue a course of well-doing without weari

ness; knowing that our labour should not be in vain in

the Lord, and that we should receive our reward, if we

faint not: we should work out our salvation in the most

industrious manner, trusting in God, as one ready to

instil strength and power into all the vital faculties of

our souls: we should “press towards the mark, for the

prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus, that we

might apprehend that for which also we are apprehended

of Christ Jesus'.' If we suffer not ourselves to be robbed

of this confidence and hope in God, as ready to accomplish

the desires of those that seek after Him, we may then

walk on strongly in the way to heaven, and not be weary;

we may run, and not faint. And the more the souls of

men grow in this blissful persuasion, the more they shall

mount up like eagles into a clear heaven, finding them

selves rising higher and higher above all those filthy

mists, those clouds and tempests of a slavish fear, despair,

fretfulness against God, pale jealousies, wrathful and

embittered thoughts of Him, or any strugglings or con

tests to get from within the verge of His power and om

nisciency, which would mantle up their souls in black and

horrid night.

I mean not, all this while, by this holy boldness, and

confidence, and presence of mind in a believer's converse

with the Deity, that high pitch of assurance that wafts

the souls of good men over the Stygian lake of death,

and brings them to the borders of life; that here puts

them into an actual possession of bliss, and re-instates

and re-establishes them in paradise: no: that more gene

ral acquaintance which we may have with God's philan

thropy and bounty, ready to relieve, with the bowels of

His tender compassions, all those starving souls that call

* Phil. iii. 14.
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upon Him—for surely He will never do less for fainting

and drooping souls than He doth for the young ravens

that cry unto Him—that converse which we are pro

voked by the Gospel to maintain with God's unconfined

love, if we understand it aright, will awaken us out of our

drowsy lethargy, and make us ‘ask of Him the way to

Sion with our faces thitherward'.’ This will be digging

up fresh fountains for us, while we go through the valley

of Baca, whereby refreshing our weary souls we shall “go

on from strength to strength, until we see the face of our'

loving, and ever to be loved, “God in Sion”.’ And so

I come to the next particular, wherein we shall further

unfold how this godlike righteousness, of which we have

spoken, is conveyed to us by faith: and that is this,

Secondly. A true, gospel, faith is no lazy or languid

thing, but a strong, ardent, breathing for, and thirsting

after, Divine grace and righteousness: it doth not only

pursue an ambitious project of raising the soul immaturely

to the condition of a darling favourite with heaven, while

it is unripe for it, by procuring a mere, empty, pardon

of sin: it desires, not only to stand upon clear terms with

heaven, by procuring the crossing of all the debt-books of

our sins there; but it rather pursues after an internal par

ticipation of the Divine nature. We often hear of a

saving faith; and that, where it is, is not content to wait

for salvation till the world to come: it is not patient of

being an expectant in a probationership for it, until this

earthly body resigns up all its worldly interest, that so

the soul may then come into its room: no: but it is here

perpetually gasping after it, and effecting it in a way of

serious mortification and self-denial: it enlarges and di

lates itself, as much as may be, according to the vast

dimensions of the Divine love, that it may comprehend

‘the height and depth, the length and breadth' thereof,

* Jer, l. 5. * Psal. lxxxiv. 7.
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and fill the soul, where it is seated, “with all the fulness

of God: it breeds a strong and insatiable appetite, where

it comes, after true goodness. Were I to describe it, I

should do it no otherwise than in the language of the

apostle: it is that whereby ‘we live in Christ,’ and

whereby ‘He lives in us"; or, in the dialect of our Saviour

Himself, something so powerfully sucking in the precious

influences of the Divine Spirit, that the soul where it is,

is continually flowing with living waters" issuing out of

itself. A truly believing soul, by an ingenuous affiance

in God, and an eager thirst after Him, is always sucking

from the full breasts of the Divine love: thence it will not

part; for there, and there only, is its life and nourishment:

it starves and faints away with grief and hunger, whenso

ever it is pulled away from thence: it is perpetually hang

ing upon the arms of immortal goodness, for there it finds

its great strength lies; and, as much as may be, arms

itself with the mighty power of God, by which it goes

forth, like a giant refreshed with wine, to run that race of

grace and holiness that leads to the true Elysium of glory,

and that heavenly Canaan which is above. And whenso

ever it finds itself enfeebled in its difficult conflict with

those fierce and furious corruptions, those tall sons of

Anak, which, arising from our terrene and sensual affec

tions, do here encounter it in the wilderness of this

world; then, turning itself to God, and putting itself

under the conduct of the Angel of His presence, it finds

itself presently out of weakness to become strong, enabled

from above to put to flight those mighty armies of the

aliens. True faith (if you would know its rise and pedi

gree) is begotten of the Divine bounty and fulness mani

festing itself to the spirits of men, and it is conceived and

brought forth by a deep and humble sense of self-indigency

and poverty. Faith arises out of self-exinanition, seating

1 Gal. ii. 20. * John vii. 38.
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and placing itself in view of the Divine plenitude and all

sufficiency; and thus (that I may borrow those words of

St Paul) “we received the sentence of death in ourselves,

that we should not trust in ourselves, but in Him".’ The

more this sensual, brutish, and self-central life thrives and

prospers, the more Divine faith languisheth; and the more

that decays, and all self-feeling, self-love, and self-suffi

ciency pine away, the more is true faith fed and nourished,

the more vigorous it grows: and as carnal life wastes and

consumes, so the more does faith suck in a true, divine,

and spiritual life from the true Avroſo) who hath life in

Himself, and freely bestows it to all those that heartily

seek for it. When the Divinity united Himself to human

nature in the person of our Saviour, He then gave man

kind a pledge and earnest of what He would further do

therein, in assuming it into as near a conjunction as might

be with Himself, and in dispensing and communicating

Himself to man, in a way as far correspondent and agree

able as might be to that first copy. And, therefore, we

are told of ‘Christ being formed in us,’ and ‘the Spirit of

Christ dwelling in us; of our being made conformable to

Him, of having fellowship with Him, of being as He was in

this world, of living in Him and His living in us, of dying,

and rising again, and ascending with Him into heaven,'

and the like: because, indeed, the same Spirit that dwelt

in Him, extends itself, in its mighty virtue and energy,

through all believing souls, shaping them more and more

into a just resemblance and conformity to Him as the first

copy and pattern: whence it is that we have so many

ways of unfolding the union between Christ and all be

lievers, set forth in the Gospel. And all this is done for

us by degrees, through the efficacy of the Eternal Spirit,

when, by a true faith, we deny ourselves and our own

wills, submit ourselves in a deep sense of our own folly

! 2 Cor. i. 9.
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and weakness to His wisdom and power, comply with His

will, and, by a holy affiance in Him, subordinate ourselves

to His pleasure: for these are the vital acts of a gospel

faith.

And according to this which hath been said, I suppose

we may fairly gloss upon St Paul's discourses which so

much prefer faith above works. We must not think, in

a giant-like pride, to scale the walls of heaven by our own

works, and by force thereof to take the strong fort of

blessedness, and wrest the crown of glory out of God's

hands whether He will or no. We must not think to

commence a suit in heaven for happiness, upon such a

poor and weak plea as our own external compliance with

the old law is. We must not think to deal with God in

the method of commutative justice, and to challenge eter

nal life as the just reward of our great merits, and the

hire due to us for our labour and toil we have taken in

God's vineyard. No: “God resists the proud, but gives

grace to the humble': it must be a humble and self

denying address of a soul, dissolved into a deep and

piercing sense of its own nothingness and unprofitable

ness, that can be capable of the Divine bounty: “He fills

the hungry with good things, but the rich He sends

empty away".' They are the hungry and thirsty souls,

always gasping after the living springs of Divine grace,

as the parched ground in the desert doth for the dew of

heaven, ready to drink them in by a constant dependence

upon God; souls that, by a living, watchful, and diligent

faith, spreading forth themselves in all obsequious reve

rence and love of Him, wait upon Him “as the eyes of a

handmaid wait on the hand of her mistress: these are

they that He delights to satiate with His goodness. Those

that being mastered by a strong sense of their own indi

gency, their pinching and pressing poverty, and His all

1 James iv. 6. - * Luke i. 53.
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sufficient fulness, trust in Him as an Almighty Saviour,

and in the most ardent manner pursue after that perfec

tion to which His grace is leading them; those that can

not satisfy themselves in a bare performance of some

external acts of righteousness, or an external observance

of a law without them, but, with the most greedy and

fervent ambition, pursue after such an acquaintance with

His Divine Spirit as may breathe an inward life through

all the powers of their souls, and beget in them a vital

form and soul of divine goodness;–these are the spiritual

seed of faithful Abraham, the sons of the free-woman and

heirs of the promises, to whom all are made ‘Yea and

Amen in Christ Jesus'.’ These are they which shall abide

in the house for ever, when the sons of the bond-woman,

those that are only Arabian proselytes, shall be cast out.

CHAPTER VII.

An appendic to the foregoing discourse—How the whole business and un

dertaking of Christ is eminently available, both to give full relief and

ease to our minds and hearts, and also to encourage us to godliness,

or a godlike righteousness, briefly represented in sundry particulars.

OR the further illustration of some things, especially

in the latter part of this discourse, it may not be

amiss, in some particulars, which might easily be enlarged,

to show, How the undertaking of Christ—that great object

of faith—is greatly advantageous and available to giving

full relief and ease to our minds and hearts, and also to

encouraging us to godliness, or a true godlike righteousness.

In the general, therefore, we may consider, That full

and evident assurance is given hereby to the world, that

God doth indeed ‘seek the saving of that which is lost";

* 2 Cor. i. zo. * Luke xix. Io.
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and men are no longer to make any doubt or scruple of it.

Now what can we imagine more available to carry on a

design of godliness, and to rouse dull and languid souls to

an effectual minding of their own salvation, than to have

this news sounding in their ears by Imen, that, at the first

promulgation thereof, durst tell them roundly in the name

of God, that God required them everywhere to repent,

for that His kingdom of grace was now apparent; and

that He was not only willing, but it was His gracious

design to save and recover lost sinners who had forsaken

His goodness?

Particularly, that the whole business of Christ is very

advantageous for this purpose, and highly accommodate

thereto, may appear thus:

1. We are fully assured that God hath this fore

mentioned design upon lost men, because here is one

(viz. Christ) that partakes every way of human nature;

in whom the Divinity magnifies itself, and whom it carries

through this world, in human infirmities and sufferings, to

eternal glory: a clear manifestation to the world, that

God had not cast off human nature, but had a real mind

to exalt and dignify it again.

2. The way into the holy of holies, or to eternal hap

piness, is laid as open as may be by Christ, in His doc

trine, life, and death: in all which we may see, with open

face, what human nature may attain to, and how it may,

by humility, self-denial, divine love, and a Christ-like life,

rise above all visible heavens into a state of immortal

glory and bliss.

3. Here is a manifestation of love given, enough to

thaw all the iciness of men's hearts which self-love had

quite frozen up: for here is One who, in human nature

most heartily everywhere denying Himself, is ready to do

anything for the good of mankind, and, at last, gives up

His life for the same purpose; and that according to the
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good will and pleasure of that eternal love which ‘so

loved the world, that He gave’ this beloved and ‘His

only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him,

should not perish, but have everlasting life'."

4. Whereas every penitent sinner carries a sense of

guilt upon his own conscience, is apt to shrink with cold,

chill, fears of offended majesty, and to dread the thoughts

of violated justice; he is assured that Christ hath laid

down His life, and thereby made propitiation and atone

ment for sin; that He hath laid down His life for the re

demption of him; and so in Christ “we have redemption

through His blood, even the forgiveness of sins".’ Thus

may the hearts of all penitents, troubled, at first, with a

sense of their own guilt, be quieted, and fully established

in a living faith and hope in an eternal goodness; seeing

how their sins are remitted through the blood of Jesus,

who came to die for them and save them, and through

His blood they may have free access unto God.

5. Seeing sin and guilt are apt continually to beget a

jealousy of God's majesty and greatness, from whom the

sinner finds himself at a vast distance, he is made ac

quainted with a Mediator, through whom he may address

himself to God, without this jealousy or doubting; for

that this Mediator, likewise, is one of human nature, that

is highly beloved and accepted of God, He having so

highly pleased God by performing His will in all things.

Certainly it is very decorous, and much for the ease of a

penitent's mind, (as it makes also for the disparagement

of sin) that our addresses to God should be through a

mediator. The Platonists wisely observed that, between

the pure Divinity and impure sinners, as there is no

union, so no communion: it is very agreeable, every way

and upon all accounts, that they who, in themselves, are

* John iii. 16. * Eph. i. 7.
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altogether unworthy and under demerit, should come to

God by a mediator.

Thus the Scripture everywhere seems to represent and

hold forth Christ in the forenamed particulars, (without

descending into niceties and subtilties, such as the school

men and others from them have troubled the world with,

in a very full and ample manner), that so the minds of

true believers, that are willing to comply with the purpose

of God for their own eternal peace, might, in all cases,

find something in Christ for their relief, and make use of

Him, as much as may be, to encourage and help on god

liness: for, by this whole undertaking of Christ manifested

in the gospel, God would have to be understood full relief

of mind and ease of conscience, as also all encouragement

to godliness, and disparagement of sin. And, indeed, the

whole business of Christ is the greatest blow to sin that

may be; for the world is taught hereby, that there is no

sinning upon cheap and easy terms: men may see that

God will not return so easily into favour with sinners;

but He will have His righteousness acknowledged, and

likewise their own demerit. And this acknowledgment

Eſe is once, indeed, pleased to accept of in the person of

our Saviour: yet, if men will not now turn to Him, and

accept His favour, they must know that there is no other

sacrifice for sin.

By these particulars, upon which we have briefly

touched, to name no more, it may appear, that when we

look into the Gospel, we are taught to believe that Christ

hath done, according to the good pleasure of God, every

thing for us that may truly relieve our minds, and en

courage us to godliness—a godlike righteousness far ex

ceeding the righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees.
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OF A
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The young man saith unto him, All these things have I kept from my youth up: what

lack I yet? Jesus saith unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou

hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven; and come and

follow Me.

CHAPTER I.

A general account of men's mistakes about religion. Men are nowhere

more lazy and sluggish, and more apt to delude themselves, than in

matters of religion. The religion of most men is but an image and

resemblance of their own fancies. The method propounded for dis

coursing upon those words in St Matthew. 1. To discover some of the

false mistakes and notions about religion. 2. To discover the reason

of these mistakes. A brief explication of the words.

S there is no kind of excellency more generally pre

tended to than religion, so there is none less known,

or wherein men are more apt to delude themselves. Every

one is ready to lay claim, and to plead a right in it; like

the bat in the Jewish fable, that pretended the light was

hers, and complained of the unjust detainment thereof

from her; but few there are that understand the true worth

and preciousness of it. There are some common notions,

and a natural instinct of devotion, seated in the minds of

men, which are ever and anon roving after religion; and,

as they casually and fortuitously start up any models and
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ideas of it, they are presently prone to believe themselves

to have found out this only pearl of price; the religion of

most men being, indeed, nothing else but such a strain

and scheme of thoughts and actions, as their natural pro

pensions, swayed by nothing else but an inbred belief of

a Deity, accidentally run into; nothing else but an image

and resemblance of their own fancies, which are ever busy

in painting out themselves; which is the reason why there

are as many shapes and features of religion painted forth

in the minds of men, as there are various shapes of faces

and fancies. Thus men are wont to fashion and delineate

their religion to themselves in a strange and uncouth

manner, as the imaginations of men in their dreams are

wont to represent monstrous and hideous shapes of things,

that appear nowhere else but there. And though some

may seem to themselves to have ascended up above this

low region, this vulgar state of religion; yet I doubt they

may still be wrapped up in clouds and darkness, they may

still be but in a middle region, like wandering meteors

that have not yet shaken off that gross and earthly nature,

which will, at last, force them again downwards. There

may be some who may arrive at that book-skill and learn

ing in Divine mysteries, that, with a Pharisaical pride

looking down upon the rude and vulgar sort of men, may

say, ‘This people who knoweth not the law are cursed';’

who themselves yet converse only with an airy ghost and

shadow of religion: though the light of Divine truth may

seem to shine upon them, yet, by reason of their dark and

opacous hearts, it shines not into them: they may, like

this dark and dull earth, be superficially gilded, and warm

ed too, with its beams, and yet the impressions thereof

not pierce quite through them. There may be many fair

semblances of religion where the substance and power of

it is not. We shall here endeavour to discover some of

* John vii. 49.
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them which may seem most specious, and with which the

weak understandings of men, which are nowhere more

lazy and sluggish than in matters of religion, are most apt

to be deluded; and then discover the reason of these

mistakes.

For this purpose we have made choice of these words,

wherein we find a young Pharisee beginning to swell with

a vain conceit of his good estate towards God, looking

upon himself as being already upon the borders of per

fection, having, from his youth up, kept on a constant

course in the way of God's commandments: he could not

now be many miles from the land of Canaan, if he were

not already passed over Jordan: he thought himself to be

already in a state of perfection, or, at least, within sight

of it; and, therefore, making account he was as lovely in

our Saviour's eyes as he was in his own, asks Him, “What

lack I yet?”

For the understanding of this, we must know the Jews

were wont to distinguish righteous men into two sorts,

Epºx and Dºnyº) Epºx, to which this query of his

seems to refer; as if he had said, Having kept all God's

commandments, sure my good deeds cannot only over

balance my evil, no—but they rather fill both the scales

of the Divine balance; I have no evil deeds to weigh

against them": what, therefore, can I want of the end and

scope of the Divine law, which is to make men perfect,

seeing I have guided my whole life from my youth up by

the precepts of it? To which our Saviour replies; “If

thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and give

to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and

come and follow Me.” These words I can neither think

to be spoken as consilium perfectionis in the papal sense,

nor yet only as a particular and special precept; but

rather by way of conviction: so that the full sense and

* Cf. note 1, p. 317.
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importance of our Saviour's speech seems to be this, viz.

A mere conformity of the outward man to the law of God

is not sufficient to bring a man to eternal life; but the

inward man also must deeply receive the stamp and im

pression of the Divine law, so as to be made like to God.

True perfection is not consistent with any terrene loves or

worldly affections: this mundane life and spirit which acts

so strongly and impetuously in this lower world, must be

crucified: the soul must be wholly dissolved from this

earthy body in which it is so deeply immersed, while it

endeavours to enlarge its sorry tabernacle upon this ma

terial globe, and by a holy abstraction from all things

that pinion it to mortality, withdraw itself and retire into

a divine solitude. If thou, therefore, wert in a state of

perfection, thou wouldest be able, at the first call from

God, to resign up all interest here below; to quit all

claim, and to dispose of thyself and all worldly enjoy

ments, according to His pleasure, without any reluctancy;

‘and come and follow Me.” And this, I think, was the

true scope of our Saviour's answer; which proved a real

demonstration, as it appears in the sequel of the story,

that this confident Pharisee had not yet attained to those

mortified affections, which are requisite in all the candi

dates for true blessedness; but only cheated his own soul

with a bare external appearance of religion, which was

not truly seated in his heart: and I doubt not but many

are ready upon as slight grounds, and with as much confi

dence, to take up his query, “What lack I yet?”

We shall, therefore, in the first place, according to

what we promised, inquire into some of those false pre

tences which men are apt to make to happiness, and show,

in four particulars, how religion is mistaken.
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CHAPTER II.

An account of men's mistakes about religion in four particulars. 1. A

partial obedience to some particular precepts. The false spirit of

religion spends itself in some particulars, is confined, is overswayed

by some prevailing lust. Men of this spirit may, by some book-skill,

and a zeal about the externals of religion, lose the sense of their own

guiltiness, and of their deficiencies in the essentials of godliness, and

fancy themselves nearly related to God. Where the true spirit of

zeligion is, it informs and actuates the whole man; it will not be con

fined, but will be absolute within us, and not suffer any corrupt in

terest to grow by it.

THE first is, A partial obedience to some particular

precepts of God's law. That arrogant Pharisee who

could lift up a bold face to heaven, and thank God he

was no extortioner, nor unjust, nor guilty of any publican

sins, found it easy to persuade himself that God justified

him, as much as he did himself.

It was a vulgar rule given by the Jewish doctors,

which I fear too many live by, “That men should single

out some one commandment out of God's law, and

therein especially exercise themselves, that so they might

make God their friend by that, lest in others they should

too much displease Him".' Thus men are content éekdgew—

to pay God their decima, and septimaº too of their lives,

if need be, so that they may, without fear of sacrilege,

or purloining, as they suppose, from Him, enjoy all the

rest to themselves; but they are not willing to consecrate

their whole lives to Him: they are afraid lest religion

should encroach too much upon them, and too busily in

vade their own rights and liberties, as their selfish spirit

calls them.

There are such as, perhaps, think themselves willing

that God should have His due, providing that He also

let them enjoy their own without any let or molestation;

* Vid. pp. 315, 316.
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but they are very jealous lest He should encroach too

much upon them, and are careful to maintain a meum and

tuum with heaven itself, and to set bounds to God's pre

rogative over them, lest it should swell too much, and

grow too mighty for them to maintain their own privi

leges under it. They would fain understand themselves to

be free-born under the dominion of God Himself, and,

therefore, ought not to be compelled to yield obedience

to any such laws of His as their own private, seditious

lusts and passions will not suffer them to give their con

sent unto.

There are such as persuade themselves they are well

affected to God, and willing to obey His commandments,

but yet think they must not be uncivil to the world; or

so base and cowardly as not to maintain their own credit

and reputation, with a due revenge upon those that seem to

impair it; or so much forget themselves, as not to comply

with the guise and fashion of this world, so far as it may

make for their own emolument or preferment. Such as

these, that are no fast friends to religion, can easily find

some postern door to slip out by into this world; and,

while they either do some constant homage to heaven, in

the exercise and performance of some duties of religion,

or abstain from such vices as the common opinions of

men brand with infamy, or can fancy themselves to be

marked out with some of those characters which they

have learned, from books or pulpit discourses, to be

the notes of God's children and justified persons, they

grow big with self-conceit, and can easily find out some

handsome piece of sophistry and cunning topic to delude

themselves by, in indulging some beloved lust or other:

they can sometimes beat down the price of other men's

religion, to enhance the value of their own; or, it may be,

by a burning and fiery zeal against the opinions and de

portments of others that are not of their own sect, they
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may lose the sense of all their own guiltiness. The

disciples themselves had almost forgotten the mild and

gentle spirit of religion, when, in an overhasty heat, they

called for fire down from heaven upon those whom they

deemed their Master's enemies.

Sometimes, a partial spirit in religion, that spends

itself only in some particulars, mistakes the fair com

plexions of good nature for the true face of virtue; and

a good bodily temperament will serve it, as a flattering

glass, to bestow beauty upon a deformed and misshapen

mind, that it may seem virtuous. But it is not a true

spirit of religion, whatsoever those wanton wits may call

it, that is thus particular and confined. No: that is of

a subtile and working nature; it will be searching through

the whole man, and leave nothing uninformed by itself;

as it is with the soul that runs through all the portions

of matter, and every member of the body. Sin and grace

cannot lodge together; they cannot divide, and share out

between them, two several dominions in one soul.

What is commonly said of truth in general, we may

say more especially of true goodness—magna est, et pra:

valebit: it will lodge in the souls of men like that

mighty, though gentle, heat which is entertained in the

heart, that always dispenseth warm blood and spirits to

all the members in the body; it will not suffer any other

interest to grow by it; it will be so absolute as to swallow

up all our carnal freedom, and crush down all our fleshly

liberty; as Aaron's serpent did eat up all the serpents of

the Egyptian magicians, so will it devour all that viperous

brood of iniquity, which our magical self-will, by her

witchcraft and enchantments, begets within us: like a

strong and vehement flame within us, it will not only

singe the hair, or scorch and blister the skin, but it will

go on to consume this whole body of death: it is com

pared, by our Saviour, to leaven that will ferment the

B B
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whole mass in which it is wrapped up; it will enter into

us like the refiner's fire, and the fuller's soap; like the

Angel of God's presence that He promised to send along

with the Israelites in their journey to Canaan, it will not

pardon our iniquities, nor indulge any darling lust what

soever: it will narrowly pry into all our actions, and be

spying out all those back ways and doors whereby sin

and vice may enter.

That religion that runs out only in particularities,

and is overswayed by the prevailing power of any lust,

is only a dead carcase, and not, indeed, that true, living,

religion which comes from heaven, and which will not

suffer itself to be confined; that will not indent with us,

or article upon our terms and conditions, but, Samson

like, will break all those bonds, with which our fleshly

and harlot-like wills would tie it, and become every way

absolute within us. And so I pass to the second thing

wherein men are apt to delude themselves in taking an

estimate of their own religion.

CHAPTER III.

The second mistake about religion, viz. A mere compliance of the outward

man with the law of God. True religion seats itself in the centre of

men's souls, and first brings the inward man into obedience to the law

of God: the superficial religion intermeddles chiefly with the circum

ſerence and outside of men; or rests in an outward abstaining from

some sins. Of speculatire, and the most close and spiritual, wicked

mess within. How apt men are to sink all religion into opinions and

eacternal forms.

2.A mere compliance of the outward man with the

law of God. There is an 8 &#0, and an é a to avěpw

Tos, that philosophy hath acknowledged, as well as our

Christian divinity: and when religion seats itself in the
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centre of men's souls, it acts there most strongly upon the

vital powers of it, and first brings the inward man into

a true and cheerful obedience to the law of God, before

all the seditious and rebellious motives of the external

or animal man be quite subdued. But a superficial re

ligion many times intermeddles only with the circum

ference and outside of men: it lodges only in the suburbs,

and storms the outworks, but enters not the main fort

of men's souls, which is strongly defended by inward

pride, self-will, particular and mundane loves, fretting

and self-consuming envy, popularity and vain-glory, and

such other mental vices as, when they are beaten out of

the visible behaviours and conversations of men by

Divine threats or promises, which may be too potent to

be controlled, retreat and secure themselves here, as in

a strong castle. There may be many who dare not pursue

revenge, and yet are not willing to forgive injuries; who

dare not murder their enemy, and yet cannot love him;

who dare not seek for preferment by bribery, and yet

are not mortified to these and many other mundane and

base-born affections: they are not willing that the Divine

prerogative should extend itself beyond the outward man,

and that religion should be too busy with their inward

thoughts and passions: if they may not, by proud boast

ing, set off their own sorry commodities upon the public

stage, and there read out their own panegyrics, yet they

will inwardly applaud themselves, and commit wanton

dalliance with their own parts and perfections; and, not

feeling the mighty power of any higher good, they will

endeavour to preserve an unhallowed autaesthesy and feel

ing sense of themselves; and, by a sullen melancholy sto

icism, when religion would deprive and bereave them of

the sinful glory and pleasures of this outward world, they

then retire, and shrink themselves up, into a centre of

their own: they collect and contract themselves into them

B B 2
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selves. Thus, when this low life of men's souls is chased

out of the external vices and vanities of this world, by the

chastisements of their own consciences, or many times by

bodily oppressions, it presently retires into itself, and by

a self-feeling begins more to grasp and dearly embrace

itself. When these external loves begin to be starved

and cooled, yet men may then fall into love with, and

courting of themselves by arrogancy, self-confidence and

dependence, self-applause and gratulations, admiration of

their own perfections; and so feed that dying life of theirs

with this speculative wantonness, that it may as strongly

express itself within them, as before it did without them

selves. Men may, by inward braving of themselves,

sacrilegiously steal God's glory from Him, and erect a self

supremacy within, exerting itself in self-will and particular

loves, and so become co-rivals with God for the crown of

blessedness and self-sufficiency, as I doubt many of the

Stoics endeavoured, with a giant-like ambition, to do.

But, alas! I doubt we generally arrive not to this

pitch of religion, to deny the world, and all the pomp and

glory of this largely extended train of vanity; but we

easily content ourselves with some external forms of reli

gion. We are too apt to look at a garish dress and attire

of religion, or to be enamoured rather with some more

specious and seemingly spiritual forms, than with the true

spirit and power of godliness and religion itself. We are

more taken commonly with the several new fashions that

the luxuriant fancies of men are apt to contrive for it,

than with the real power and simplicity thereof: and,

while we think ourselves to be growing in our knowledge,

and moving on towards a state of perfection, we do but

turn up and down from one kind of form to another: we

are as apt still to draw it down into as low, worldly, and

mundane rites and ordinances, as ever it was before our

Saviour made that glorious reformation therein, which
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took away these material crutches made up of carnal

observances, upon which earthly minds so much lean, and

are fain to underprop their religion with, which else would

tumble down and fall to nothing: except we can cast it

into such a certain set of duties and system of opinions,

that we may see it altogether from one end to another,

we are afraid lest it should become too abstruse a thing,

and vanish away from us.

I would not be misunderstood to speak against those

duties and ordinances which are necessary means, ap

pointed by God, to promote us in the ways of piety: but

I fear we are too apt to sink all our religion into these,

and so to embody it, that we may, as it were, touch and

feel it, because we are so little acquainted with the high

and spiritual nature of it, which is too subtile for gross

and carnal minds to converse with. I fear our vulgar sort

of Christians are wont so to look upon such kinds of

models of divinity and religious performances, as were

intended to help our dull minds to a more lively sense of

God and true goodness, as those things that claim the

whole of their religion: and, therefore, are too apt to think

themselves absolved from it, except at some solemn times

of more especial addresses to God; and that this wedding

garment of holy thoughts and divine affections is not for

every day's wearing, but only then to be put on when we

come to the marriage-feast and festivals of heaven: as if

religion were fast locked and bound up in some sacred

solemnities, and so incarcerated and incorporated into

some divine mysteries, as the superstitious heathen of old

thought, that it might not stir abroad, and wander too far

out of these hallowed cloisters, and grow too busy with us

in our secular employments. We have learned to distin

guish too subtilely, I doubt, in our lives and conversations

inter sacrum et profanum—our religious approaches to

God and our worldly affairs. I know our conversation
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and demeanour in this world neither is, nor can well be,

all of a piece, and that there will be several degrees of

sanctity in the lives of the best men, as there were once

in the land of Canaan: but yet I think a good man should

always find himself upon holy ground, and never depart so

far into the affairs of this life, as to be without either the

call or compass of religion: he should always think where

soever he is, etiam ibi Dii sunt—that God and the blessed

angels are there, with whom he should converse in a way

of purity. We must not think that religion serves to paint

our faces, to reform our looks, or only to inform our heads,

or instruct and tune our tongues; no, nor only to tie our

hands, and make our outward man more demure, and

bring our bodies and bodily actions into a better decorum :

but its main business is to purge and reform our hearts,

and all the illicit actions and motions thereof. And so I

come to a third particular wherein we are apt to misjudge

ourselves in matters of religion.

CHAPTER IV.

The third mistake about religion, viz. A constrained and forced obedience

to God's commandments. The religion of many (some of whom would

seem most abhorrent from superstition) is nothing else but superstition

properly so called. False religionists, having no inward sense of the

Divine goodness, cannot truly love God; yet their sour and dreadful

apprehensions of God compel them to serve Him. A slavish spirit in

religion may be very prodigal in such kind of serving God as doth not

pinch their corruptions; but in the great and weightier matters of reli

gion, in such things as prejudice their beloved lusts, it is very needy

and sparing. This servile spirit has low and mean thoughts of God,

but a high opinion of its outward services, as conceiving that by such

cheap things God is gratified and becomes indebted to it. The different

effects of love, and slavish fear, in the truly, and in the falsely, religious.

3. Asºº particular wherein men mistake religion,

is, A constrained and forced obedience to God's
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commandments. That which many men (amongst whom

some would seem to be most abhorrent from superstition)

call their religion, is, indeed, nothing else but a strida

uovía", that I may use the word in its ancient and proper

sense, as it imports ‘such an apprehension of God as ren

ders Him grievous to men, and so destroys all free and

cheerful converse with Him, and begets, instead thereof,

a forced and dry devotion, void of inward life and love.’

Those servile spirits, which are not acquainted with God

and His goodness, may be so haunted by the frightful

thoughts of a Deity, as to scare and terrify them into

some worship and observance of Him. They are apt to

look upon Him as one clothed with austerity, or, as the

Epicurean poet hath too truly painted out their thoughts,

as a savus dominus, that is, in the language of the unpro

fitable servant in the gospel, ‘a hard master;' and, there

fore, they think something must be done to please Him,

and to mitigate His severity towards them: and though

they cannot truly love Him, having no inward sense of

His loveliness, yet they cannot but serve Him so far as

these rigorous apprehensions lie upon them; though, not

withstanding, such as these are very apt to persuade them

selves that they may pacify Him, and purchase His

favour with some cheap services, as if heaven itself could

become guilty of bribery, and an immutable justice be

flattered into partiality and respect of persons. Because

they are not acquainted with God, and know Him not as

He is in Himself, therefore they are ready to paint Him

forth to themselves in their own shape: and, because they

themselves are full of peevishness and self-will, arbitrarily

imposing and prescribing to others without sufficient evi

dence of reason, and are easily enticed by flatteries, they

are apt to represent the Divinity also to themselves in

the same form, and think they view the true portraiture

* See the Tract on Superstition.
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and draught of their own genius in it; and, therefore, that

they might please this angry deity of their own making,

they care not sometimes to be lavish in such a kind of

service of Him as doth not much pinch their own corrup

tions; nay, and it may be too, will seem to part with them

sometimes, and give them a weeping farewell, if God, and

their own awakened consciences, seem to frown upon

them; though all their obedience arise from nothing else,

but the compulsions and necessities which their own sour

and dreadful apprehensions of God lay upon them: and,

therefore, in those things which more nearly touch their

own beloved lusts, they will be as scant and sparing as

may be; here they will be as strict with God as may be,

that He may have no more than His due, as they think

—like that unprofitable servant in the gospel, who, be

cause his master was “an austere man, reaping where he

had not sown, and gathering where he had not scattered','

was content and willing he should have his own again,

but would not suffer him to have any more.

This servile spirit in religion is always illiberal and

needy in the magnalia legis—the great and weightier

matters of religion—and here weighs out obedience by

drachms and scruples: it never finds itself more shrivelled

and shrunk up, than when it is to converse with God; like

those creatures that are generated of slime and mud, the

more the summer sun shines upon them, and the nearer

it comes to them, the more is all their vital strength dried

up and spent away: their dreadful thoughts of God, like

a cold eastern wind, blast all their blossoming affections,

and nip them in the bud: these exhaust their native vigour,

and make them weak and sluggish in all their motions

toward God. Their religion is rather a prison, or a piece

of penance to them, than any voluntary and free compli

ance of their souls with the Divine will: and yet, because

* Matt. xxv. 24.
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they bear the burden and heat of the day, they think,

when the evening comes, they ought to be more liberally

rewarded; such slavish spirits being ever apt inwardly to

conceive that heaven receives some emolument or other by

their hard labours, and so becomes indebted to them,

because they see no true gain and comfort accruing from

them to their own souls; and so, because they do God's

work and not their own, they think they may reasonably

expect a fair compensation, as having been profitable to

Him. And this, I doubt, was the first and vulgar foun

dation of merit; though now the world is ashamed to

own it.

But, alas! such an ungodlike religion as this can never

be owned by God: the bondwoman and her son must be

cast out. The spirit of true religion is of a more free,

noble, ingenuous, and generous nature, arising out of the

warm beams of the Divine love which first hatched it and

brought it forth, and, therefore, is it afterwards perpetu

ally bathing itself in that sweetest love that first begot it,

and is always refreshed and nourished by it. This ‘love

casteth out fear, fear which hath torment in it", and is,

therefore, more apt to chase away souls once wounded

with it from God, than to allure them to God. Such fear

of God always carries in it a secret antipathy against Him,

as being Avrnpöv kai (3Aaſłepóv, as Plutarch speaks,—“one

that is so troublesome, that there is no quiet or peaceable

living with him.’ Whereas love, by a strong sympathy,

draws the souls of men, when it hath once laid hold upon

them by its powerful insinuation, into the nearest conjunc

tion that may be with the Divinity: it thaws all those

frozen affections which a slavish fear had congealed and

locked up, and makes the soul most cheerful, free, and

nobly resolved in all its motions after God. It was well

observed of old by Pythagoras, ‘we are never so well as

* I John iv. 18.
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when we approach to God"; when, in a way of religion,

we make our addresses to God, then are our souls most

cheerful. True religion and an inward acquaintance with

God, discovers nothing in Him but pure and sincere good

ness, nothing that might breed the least distaste or dis

affection, or carry in it any semblance of displeasingness;

and, therefore, the souls of good men are never pinching

and sparing in their affections: then the torrent is most

full and swells highest, when it empties itself into this

unbounded ocean of the Divine Being. This makes all

the commandments of God light and easy, and far from

being grievous. There needs no law to compel a mind,

actuated by the true spirit of Divine love, to serve God

or to comply with His will”. It is the choice of such a

soul to endeavour to conform itself to Him, and draw

from Him, as much as may be, an imitation of that good

ness and perfection which it finds in Him. Such a Chris

tian does not, therefore, obey His commands only because

it is God's will he should do so, but because he sees the

law of God to be truly perfect, as David speaks”: his na

ture being reconciled to God, finds it all “holy, just, and

good” as St. Paul speaks; and such a thing as his soul

loves, “sweeter than the honey or the honeycomb;' and

he makes it “his meat and drink to do the will of God,'

as our Lord and Saviour did. And so I pass to the

fourth and last particular, wherein religion is sometimes

mistaken. -

! 'Eoreqawwuévos (sc. 6 Setaubatuww) perst. 169 E.

&xptá, 0&et kal popetrat, etxeral pavi, * Quis legem det amantibus : Major

ma\\ouévn, kal Xepaiv čtuffvuić Tpeuoča'ats' lex amor est sibi. Boeth. de Consol. Phi

kal 6\ws aroöelkvvoru Töv IIv6ayópov \öyov los. Lib. III. Metr. 12, 47.

q,\vapov, elmövros, “Or, BéAttarot Yvöueta * Psal. xix. 7.

rpós rows 9eot's Bašišovres.—Plut. De Su- * Rom. vii. 12.
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CHAPTER V.

The fourth and last mistake about religion, When a mere mechanical and

artificial religion is taken for that which is a true impression of

heaven upon the souls of men, and which moves like a new nature.

How religion is, by some, made a piece of art, and how there may be

specious and plausible imitations of the internals of religion as well

as of the externals. The method and power of fancy in contriving

such artificial imitations. How apt men are in these to deceive both

themselves and others. The difference between those that are governed

in their religion by fancy, and those that are actuated by the Divine

Spirit and in whom religion is a living form. That true religion is

no art, but a new nature. Religion discovers itself best in a serene

and clear temper of mind, in deep humility, meekness, self-denial, uni

versal love of God and all true goodness.

THE fourth and last particular wherein men misjudge

themselves, is, When a mere mechanical and artificial

religion is taken for that which is a true impression of

heaven upon the souls of men, and which moves like an in

ward nature. True religion will not stoop to rules of art,

nor be confined within the narrow compass thereof: no ;

where it is, we may cry out, with the Greek philosopher,

éarl ris 6eds ºvčov' God hath there kindled, as it were,

His own life, which will move and act only according to

the laws of heaven. But there are some mechanical Chris

tians that can frame and fashion out religion so cunningly

in their own souls, by that book-skill they have got of it,

that it may many times deceive themselves, as if it were

a true living thing. We often hear that mere pretenders

to religion may go as far, in all the external acts of it, as

those that are best acquainted with it: I doubt not, also,

but many times there may be artificial imitations drawn

of that which only lives in the souls of good men, by the

powerful and wily magic of exalted fancies; as we read of

some artificers, that have made images of living creatures,

1 'AXX' 6 beds ºv6ov čari kai 6 tºuérepos 6aiuwwéart.—Arrian, Comment. in Epictet.

Lib. I. cap. iv.
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wherein they have not only drawn forth the outward

shape, but seem almost to have copied out the life also in

them. Men may make an imitation, as well of those

things which we call the internals of religion, as of the

externals. There may be a semblance of inward joy in

God, of love to Him and His precepts, of dependence

upon Him, and a filial reverence of Him, which, by the

contrivance and power of fancy, may be represented in

a masque upon the stage of the animal part of a man's

soul. Those Christians that fetch all their religion from

pious books and discourses, hearing of such and such signs

of grace, and evidences of salvation, and being taught to

believe they must get those, that so they may go to hea

ven; may presently begin to set themselves to work, and,

in an apish imitation, cause their animal powers and pas

sions to represent all these; and fancy, being well ac

quainted with all those several affections in the soul, that

at any time express themselves towards outward things,

may, by the power it hath over the passions, call them all

forth in the same mode and fashion, and then conjoin

with them some thoughts of God and divine things, which

may serve, thus put together, for a handsome artifice of

religion, wherein these mechanics may much applaud

themselves.

I doubt not but there may be some who, to gain credit

with themselves, and that glorious name of being the chil

dren of God, though they know nothing more of it but

that it is a title that sounds well, would use their best

skill to appear such to themselves, so qualified and mould

ed as they are told they must be. And, as many times

credit and reputation among men may make them polish

the ruggedness of their outward man, so, to gain their

own good opinion, and a reputation with their own con

sciences which look more inwardly, they may also endea

vour to make their inward man look sometimes more
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smooth and comely: and it is no hard matter for such

chameleon-like Christians to turn, even their insides, into

whatsoever hue and colour shall best please them, and

then, Narcissus-like, to fall in love with themselves: a

strong and nimble fancy having such command over the

animal spirits, that it can send them forth, in full troops,

which way soever it pleaseth, and, by their aid, call forth

and raise any kind of passion it listeth; and, when it

listeth, allay it again, as the poets say AEolus can do with

the winds. As they say of the force of imagination, that

vis imaginativa sigmat factum; so imagination may stamp

any idea that it finds within itself upon the passions, and

turn them, as it pleases, to what seal it will set upon

them, and mould them into any likeness; and a man, look

ing down and taking a view of the plot, as it is acted

upon the stage of the animal powers, may like and ap

prove it as a true platform of religion. Thus may they

easily deceive themselves, and think their religion to be

some mighty thing within them, that runs quite through

them, and makes all these transformations within them;

whereas, the rise and motion of it may be all in the ani

mal and sensitive powers of the soul; and a wise observer

of it may see whence it comes and whither it goes: it

being, indeed, a thing which is ‘from the earth, earthy,'

and not like that true spirit of regeneration which comes

from heaven, and begets a divine life in the souls of good

men, and is not under the command of any such charms

as these are, neither will it move according to those laws,

and times, and measures, that we please to set to it; but

we shall find it manifesting its mighty supremacy over

the highest powers of our souls. Whereas, we may truly

say of all mechanics in religion, and our mimic Christians,

that they are not so much actuated and informed by their

religion, as they inform that; the power of their own ima

gination deriving that force to it which bears it up, and
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guides all its motions and operations. And, therefore,

they themselves having the power over it, can new mould

it as themselves please, according to any new pattern

which shall please them better than the former: they can

furnish this domestic scene of theirs with any kind of mat

ter which the history of other men's religion may afford

them; and, if need be, act over all the experiences of that

sect of men to which they most addict themselves, so to

the life, that they may seem to themselves as well expe

rienced Christians as any others; and so, it may be, soar

so aloft in self-conceit, as if they had already made their

nests amongst the stars, and had viewed their own man

sion in heaven. What was observed by the stoic concern

ing the vulgar sort of men—6 (3tos wºróAnNas—may as truly

be said of this sort of Christians—their life is nothing else

but a strong energy of fancy and opinion.

But besides, lest their religion might too grossly dis

cover itself to be nothing else but a piece of art, there

may be sometimes such extraordinary motions stirred up

within them, which may prevent all their own thoughts,

that they may seem to be a true operation of the Divine

life; when, yet, all this is nothing else but the energy of

their own self-love, touched with some fleshly apprehen

sions of Divine things, and excited by them. There are

some things in our Christian religion that, when a carnal

and unhallowed mind takes the chair, and gets the ex

pounding of them, may seem very delicious to the fleshly

appetites of men; some doctrines and notions of free grace

and justification; the magnificent titles of sons of God

and heirs of heaven; ever-flowing streams of joy and plea

sure, in which blessed souls shall swim to all eternity; a

glorious paradise in the world to come, always springing

up with well-scented and fragrant beauties; a New Jeru

salem, paved with gold, and bespangled with stars, com

prehending in its vast circuit such numberless varieties,
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that a busy curiosity may spend itself about to all eter

nity. I doubt not but that sometimes the most fleshly

and earthly men, that fly their ambition to the pomp of

this world, may be so ravished with the conceits of such

things as these, that they may seem to be made partakers

of ‘the powers of the world to come"; I doubt not but

that they may be as much exalted with them, as the souls

of crazed and distracted persons seem to be sometimes,

when their fancies play with those quick and nimble

spirits, which a distempered frame of body, and unnatu

ral heat in their heads, beget within them. Thus may

these blazing comets rise up above the moon, and climb

higher than the sun; which yet, because they have no

solid consistency of their own, and are of a base and

earthly alloy, will soon vanish and fall down again, being

only borne up by an external force. They may seem to

themselves to have attained higher than those noble Chris

tians, that are gently moved by the natural force of true

goodness; they may seem to be pleniores Deo than those

that are really informed and actuated by the Divine

Spirit, and do move on steadily and constantly in the

way towards heaven; as the seed that was sown in the

thorny ground, grew up and lengthened out its blade

faster than that which was sown in the good and fruitful

soil. And as the motions of our sense, fancy, and pas

sions, while our souls are in this mortal condition, sunk

down deeply into the body, are many times more vigor

ous, and make stronger impressions upon us, than those

of the higher powers of the soul, which are more subtile

and remote from these mixed and animal perceptions;

that devotion which is there seated may seem to have

more energy and life in it than that which gently, and

with a more delicate kind of touch, spreads itself upon

the understanding, and from thence mildly derives itself

1 Heb. vi. 5.
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through our wills and affections. But howsoever the

former may be more boisterous for a time, yet this is of

a more consistent, spermatical, and thriving nature: for

that, proceeding indeed from nothing else but a sensual

and fleshly apprehension of God and true happiness, is

but of a flitting and fading nature; and as the sensible

powers and faculties grow more languid, or the sun of

Divine light shines more brightly upon us, these earthly

devotions, like our culinary fires, will abate their heat

and fervour. But a true, celestial, warmth will never be

extinguished, because it is of an immortal nature; and

being once seated vitally in the souls of men, it will regu

late and order all the motions of it in a due manner, as

the natural heat radicated in the hearts of living creatures

hath the dominion and economy of the whole body under

it, and sends forth warm blood, and spirits, and vital

nourishment, to every part and member of it. True reli

gion is no piece of artifice; it is no boiling up of our ima

ginative powers, nor the glowing heats of passion; though

these are too often mistaken for it, when, in our jugglings

in religion, we cast a mist before our own eyes: but it is

a new nature, informing the souls of men; it is a godlike

frame of spirit, discovering itself, most of all, in serene

and clear minds, in deep humility, meekness, self-denial,

universal love of God and all true goodness, without par

tiality and without hypocrisy; whereby we are taught to

know God, and knowing Him to love Him, and conform

ourselves, as much as may be, to all that perfection which

shines forth in Him.
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THE

EXCELLENCY AND NOBLENESS

OF

TRUE RELIGION.

The way of life is above to the wise, that he may depart from hell beneath.

Prov. xv. 24.

INTRODUCTION.

N the whole book of the Proverbs we find Solomon,

one of the eldest sons of Wisdom, always standing up

and calling her blessed: his heart was both enlarged and

filled with the pure influences of her beams, and, therefore,

was perpetually adoring that sun which gave him light.

‘Wisdom is justified of all her children'; though the off.

spring of darkness and the children of folly see no beauty

nor comeliness in her, that they should desire her, as they

said of Christ”. That mind which is not touched with an

inward sense of Divine wisdom, cannot estimate the true

worth of it". But when Wisdom once displays her own

excellences and glories in a purified soul, she is enter

tained there with the greatest love and delight, and

receives her own image, reflected back to herself in sweet

est returns of love and praise. We have a clear manifes

tation of this sacred sympathy in Solomon, whom we

may not unfitly call sapiential organum—an instrument

Wisdom herself had tuned on which to play her divine

lessons: his words were every where full of divine sweet

ness", matched with strength and beauty, Toxºv vojv #xovres

* Luke vii. 35. * Isa. liii. 2. rouévois; Plot. Enn. III. 7, 6.

* Tls (yāp) āv giveats yévoiro ui épar- • ‘Prº’. Eccles. Xii. 10.

C C 2
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#včov or, as himself phraseth it, “like apples of gold in

pictures of silver".' The mind of a proverb is to utter

wisdom in a mystery—as the apostle sometimes speaks—

and to wrap up Divine truth in a kind of enigmatical

way, though in vulgar expressions. This method of de

livering Divine doctrine (not to mention the writings of

the ancient philosophers) we find frequently pursued in

the holy Scripture, thereby both opening and hiding, at

once, the truth which is offered to us. A proverb or

parable being once unfolded, by reason of its affinity with

the fancy, the more sweetly insinuates itself into that,

and is from thence, with the greater advantage, trans

mitted to the understanding. In this state, we are not

able to behold truth in its own native beauty and lustre;

but, while we are veiled with mortality, truth must veil

itself too, that it may the more freely converse with us.

St Austin hath well assigned the reason why we are so

much delighted with metaphors, allegories, &c. because

they are so much proportioned to our senses, with which

our reason hath contracted an intimacy and familiarity”.

And therefore God, to accommodate His truth to our

weak capacities, does, as it were, embody it in earthly ex

pressions; according to that ancient maxim of the Cabba

lists, Lumen supernum nunquam descendit sine indumento";

agreeable to which is that of Dionysius not seldom quoted

by the schoolmen: Impossibile est nobis aliter lucere ra

* Prov. xxv. 11.

* Ad ipsum autem ignem amoris nu

triendum et flatandum quodammodo, quo

tanquam pondere sursum vel introrsum

referamur ad requiem, ista omnia perti

nent quae nobis figurate insinuantur;

plus enim movent et accendunt amorem,

quam si nuda sine ullis sacramentorum

similitudinibus ponerentur. Cujus rei

causam difficile est dicere. Sed tamen

ita se habet, ut aliquid per allegoricam

significationem intimatum plus moveat,

plus delectet, plus honoretur, quam si

verbis propriis diceretur apertissime.

Credo quod ipse animae motus quamdiu

rebus adhuc terrenis implicatur, pigrius

inflammatur: si vero feratur ad similitu

dines corporales, et inde referatur ad spi

ritualia, quae illis similitudinibus figuran

tur, ipso quasi transitu vegetatur, et

tanquam in facula ignis agitatus accen

ditur, et ardentiore delectione rapitur ad

quietem. Tom. II. p. 203A, ed. Par. 1836.

* Vid. Not. I. p. 174.
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dium divinum, nisi varietate sacrorum velaminum circum

velatum'.

Thus much by way of preface or introduction to these

words, being one of Solomon's excellent proverbs, viz.

“The way of life is above to the wise’.” Without any

mincing or mangling of the words, or running out into

any critical curiosities about them, I shall, from these

words, take occasion to set forth the nobleness and

generous spirit of true religion, which I suppose to be

meant here by “the way of life.' The word Hypº here

rendered ‘above,’ may signify that which is divine and

heavenly, high and excellent, as the word áva does in the

New Testament—tºs éva, KAffaews”; tā āva ºppovsire". St

Austin supposeth the things of religion to be meant by

the ra &va, ‘superna, for this reason, quod merito eaccellen

tia longe superant res terrenas. And in this sense I shall

consider it, my purpose being from hence to discourse of

the excellent and noble spirit of true religion, whether it

be taken in abstracto—as it is in itself; or in concreto—as it

becomes an inward form and soul to the minds and spirits

of good men; and this in opposition to that low and

base-born spirit of irreligion, which is perpetually sinking

from God, till it couches to the very centre of misery,

‘the lowermost hell".’

In discoursing upon this argument, I shall observe this

method; viz. I shall consider the excellency and noble

ness of true religion,

1. In its rise and original.

2. In its nature and essence.

3. In its properties and operations.

4. In its progress.

5. In its term and end.

1 Oº3é Övvarðv érépws huſv ČiriNdukat * Prov. xv. 24.

rhv 0eapxukºv drriva, puh rij trousiXig Tøv * Phil. iii. 14.

iepāv trapameraguárww dvayuryukås trept- * Col. iii. 2. .

KexaMuupuévy. Dionys. Areop. de Carlest. * nºr, Sist:

Hierar. cap. 1.
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CHAPTER I.

1. The nobleness of religion in regard of its original and fountain : it

comes from heaven and moves towards heaven again. God the first

excellency and primitive perfection. All perfections and excellences

in any kind are to be measured by their approach to, and partici

pation of, the first perfection. Religion the greatest participation of

God: none capable of this Divine communication but the highest of

created beings: and, consequently, religion the greatest eaccellency. A

two-fold fountain in God whence religion flows, viz. 1. His nature.

2. His will. Of truth, natural and revealed. Of an outward and

an inward revelation of God's will.

WE begin with the first, viz. True religion is a noble

thing in its rise and original, and in regard of its

descent. True religion derives its pedigree from heaven—

is £3Adarnua toû ovpavow—it comes from heaven, and con

stantly moves toward heaven again: it is a beam from God,

as “every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and

cometh down from the Father of lights, with whom is

no variableness, neither shadow of turning,’ as St James

speaks". God is the first truth and primitive goodness: true

religion is a vigorous efflux and emanation of both upon

the spirits of men, and, therefore, is called ‘a participation

of the Divine nature”.’ Indeed, God hath copied out Him

self in all created being, having no other pattern to frame

any thing by, than His own essence; so that all created

being is umbratilis similitudo entis increati, and is, by

some stamp or other of God upon it, at least remotely

allied to Him: but true religion is such a communication of

the Divinity, as none but the highest of created beings

are capable of. On the other side, sin and wickedness is

of the basest and lowest original, as being nothing else

but a perfect degeneration from God, and those eternal

rules of goodness which are derived from Him. Religion

is a heaven-born thing, the seed of God in the spirits of

* James i. 17. * 2 Pet. i. 4.
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men, whereby they are formed to a similitude and like

ness of Himself. A true Christian is every way of a

most noble extraction, of a heavenly and divine pedigree,

being born áva,0ev ‘from above,’ as St John expresseth it".

The line of all earthly nobility, if it were followed to the

beginning, would lead to Adam, where all the lines of

descent meet in one; and the root of all extractions would

be found planted in nothing else but Adamah, ‘red earth":

but a Christian derives his line from Christ, who is the

only-begotten Son of God, ‘the shining forth of His

glory, and the character of His person, as He is styled".

We may truly say of Christ and Christians, as Zebah and

Zalmunna said of Gideon's brethren, “As he is, so are

they (according to their capacity,) each one resembling

the children of a king".” Titles of worldly honour in

heaven's heraldry are only tituli nominales; but titles of

divine dignity signify some real thing, some real and di

vine communications to the spirits and minds of men. All

perfections and excellences, in any kind, are to be mea

sured by their approach to that primitive Perfection of

all, God Himself; and, therefore, participation of the

Divine nature cannot but entitle a Christian to the highest

degree of dignity: ‘Behold what manner of love the

Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called

the sons of God".’

Thus much for a more general discovery of the noble

ness of religion, as to its fountain and original: we may

further, and more particularly, take notice of this in refer

ence to that twofold fountain in God, from whence all

true religion flows and issues forth, viz. I. His immutable

nature. 2. His will.

1 The immutable nature of God. From thence arise

all those eternal rules of truth and goodness, which are

* John iii. 31. * Gen. ii. 7. * Heb. i. 3.

* Judges viii. 18. * 1 John iii. 1.
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the foundation of all religion, and which God, at the first

creation, folded up in the soul of man. These we may

call the truths of natural inscription; understanding, here

by, either those fundamental principles of truth which

reason, by a naked intuition, may behold in God, or those

necessary corollaries and deductions that may be drawn

from thence. I cannot think it as proper to say, that God

ought infinitely to be loved because He commands it, as

because He is, indeed, an infinite and unchangeable good

ness. God hath stamped a copy of His own archetypal

loveliness upon the soul, that man, by reflecting into him

self, might behold there the glory of God—intra se videre

Deum—see within his soul all those ideas of truth which

concern the nature and essence of God, by reason of its

own resemblance to God; and, so, beget within himself

the most free and generous motions of love to God.

Reason in man being lumen de lumine—a light flowing

from the Fountain and Father of lights—and being, as

Cicero phraseth it, participata similitudo rationis alterna”:

(as the law of nature—the vöuos Ypartós—the law written

in man's heart is participatio legis alterna in rationali

creatura';) it was to enable man to work out of himself all

those notions of God, which are the true groundwork of

love and obedience to God, and conformity to Him: and

in moulding the inward man into the greatest conformity

* A phrase wrongly ascribed to Cicero

both here and in page 62. The expres

sion is borrowed from Thom. Aquinas.

Wide Not. 1. page 62.

* Inter castera autem rationalis crea

tura excellentiori quodam modo divinae

providentiae subjacet, in quantum et ipsa

fit providentiae particeps, sibi ipsi et aliis

providens. Unde et in ipsa participatur

ratio aeterna, per quam habet naturalem

inclinationem ad debitum actum et finem:

et talis participatio legis aeternae rationali

creaturâ lex naturalis dicitur. Unde cum

Psalmista dixisset, Psal. iv. 6: Sacrificate

sacrificium justitiae, quasi quibundam quae

rentibus quae sunt justitiae opera, subjun

git: Multi dicunt: Quis ostendit nobis

bona Cui quaestioni respondens, dicit:

Signatum est super nos lumen vultus twi,

Domine: quasi lumen rationis naturalis,

quo discernimus quid sit bonum et quid

malum, quod pertinet ad naturalem

legem, nihil aliud sit quam impressio

luminis divini in nobis. Unde patet quod

lex naturalis nihil aliud est quam parti

cipatio legis aeternae in rationali creatura.

Thom. Aquin. II. Sum. Theol. I. Quaest.

XCI. 2.
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to the nature of God was the perfection and efficacy of

the religion of nature. But since man's fall from God,

the inward virtue and vigour of reason is much abated,

the soul having suffered a Trepoppūnais, as Plato speaks—

a defluvium pennarum”: those principles of divine truth,

which were first engraven upon man's heart with the finger

of God, are now, as the characters of some ancient monu

ments, less clear and legible than at first. And, therefore,

besides the truth of natural inscription,

2. God hath provided the truth of Divine revelation,

which issues forth from His own free will, and clearly

discovers the way of our return to God, from Whom we

are fallen. And this truth, with the effects and produc

tions of it in the minds of men, the Scripture is wont to

set forth under the name of grace, as proceeding merely

from the free bounty and overflowings of the Divine love.

Of this revealed will is that of the apostle to be under

stood,—td row €eoû ovësis olòev,—“The things of God

knoweth no man”; “ovºsis,' none, neither angel nor man,

could know the mind of God, could unlock the breast of

God, or search out the counsels of His will. But God,

out of the infinite riches of His compassions toward man

kind, is pleased to unbosom His secrets, and most clearly

to manifest ‘the way into the holiest of all", and “bring to

light life and immortality“,’ and, in these last ages, to

send His Son, who lay in His bosom from all eternity, to

1 # 63 wrepopºvijaaga ºpéperat, 8ws dy

a repeot, ruès divri)\á8mrat. Plat. Phaedr.

p. 246 C.

&raw öð...Aj9ms re kal kakias tr}\ma

6eſora Bapv6ā, Bapuvéeſora öé repoppuham

re kal émi rºy yºv tréam, K. T. A. Id. p.

248 C.

&rrep obv # 6.e66ev puyh kal # ºrre

poppºmats róv kovºptèvrww huàs trpès rê

diva, rrepôv els rôv rôv 6vmtöv jveyke

römov, ols rà kakö ovvetoèpxerat, oùrws

kal # ris 0, mrås trportraffelas ām"offoxh, kal

# rôv dperſov, olov trrepôv ruvuy expurts

trpès rêv táv KaNºv kaðapöv Tórovels rhy

6elav eißwtav, huás diváčet. Hierocles in

Aurea Carmina, p. 188, ed. Needham.

trós h rotºrov Xelp avºykaréxwore rº

ºpvré thv dvöpwriwny Wuxhv, ovvrpexotorms

Trrepośvāorews, rà roß divěpárov rpós rhy

‘purelav puff. Greg. Nyss. de Anima et Re

surrectione, Tom. II. p. 668, ed. Par. 1615.

* I Cor. ii. II.

* Heb. ix. 3.

* 2 Tim. i. Io.
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teach us His will, and declare His mind to us. When we

“look unto the earth, then behold darkness and dimness

of anguish',' that I may use those words of the prophet

Isaiah. But when we look towards heaven, then behold

light breaking forth upon us, like the eyelids of the morn

ing, and spreading its wings over the horizon of mankind,

sitting in darkness and the shadow of death, “to guide our

feet into the way of peace”.'

But, besides this outward revelation of God's will to

men, there is also an inward impression of it on their

minds and spirits, which is, in a more special manner,

attributed to God. We cannot see Divine things but in

a Divine light: God only, who is the true light, and in

whom there is no darkness at all, can so shine out of

Himself upon our glassy understandings, as to beget in

them a picture of Himself, His own will and pleasure,

and turn the soul, as the phrase is, like wax or ‘clay to

the seal” of His own light and love. He that made our

souls in His own image and likeness, can easily find a way

into them. The word that God speaks, having found a

way into the soul, imprints itself there, as with the point

of a diamond, and becomes Adryos éry'yeypanuévos év tº Too

navòdvovros Nºvyń, that I may borrow Plato's expression".

Men may teach the grammar and rhetoric, but God

teaches the divinity. Thus it is God alone that acquaints

the soul with the truths of revelation: and He it is also

that does strengthen and raise the soul to better appre

hensions even of natural truth; “God being that in the

intellectual world, which the sun is in the sensible,”-3 rep

év tois alabntois & #Atos, touro èv tois vontois & Geós—as some

of the ancient fathers love to speak, and the ancient phi

losophers too, who meant God by their intellectus agens,

1 Isa. viii. 22. * Luke i. 79. quotation from Plat. Phaedr. 276 A. d\\ov

3 bnin nºn- Job xxxviii. 14. Öpºpuév \@yov......8s aer' étruarhums Ypdºpe

* Probably a loose and inaccurate rat & fff toº wav0ávorros WvXī, K. T. A.
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whose proper work they supposed to be, not so much to

enlighten the object, as the faculty'.

CELAPTER II.

2. The nobleness of religion in respect of its nature, briefly discovered

in some particulars. How a man actuated by religion, 1. Lives

above the world; 2. Converses with himself, and knows how to love,

value, and reverence himself, in the best sense; 3. Lives above himself,

not being content to enjoy himself, except he may enjoy God too, and

himself in God. How he denies himself for God. To deny a man's

self, is not to deny right reason, for that were to deny God, instead

of denying himself for God. Self-love the only principle that actuates

wicked men. The happy privileges of a soul united to God.

2. E have done with the first head, and come now

to discourse, with the like brevity, on another,

(our purpose being to insist most upon the third particu

lar, viz. The nobleness of religion in its properties, after we

have handled the second) which is The eaccellency and

nobleness of religion in regard of its nature, whether it be

taken in abstracto or in concreto; which we shall treat of

promiscuously, without any rigid tying of ourselves to

exact rules of art: and so we shall glance at it in these

following notions, rising as it were step by step.

I. A good man, that is actuated by religion, lives above

the world and all mundane delights and eaccellences. The

soul is too vigorous and puissant a thing, when it is

once restored to the possession of its own being, than to

be bounded within the narrow sphere of mortality, or to

be straitened within the narrow prison of sensual and cor--

poreal delights; but it will break forth with the greatest

1 "HXtov 63 Stå øvušóAou rôv juérepov Vol. Iv. p. 1 18. The comparison between

voſv Kaxet' (sc. Moses) &mep yap v huſv #\tos and vows is common in Platonist

Xoytopads, roſto èv xógug, ºtos. Phil. Jud. writers.
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vehemency, and ascend upwards towards immortality:

and, when it converses more intimately with religion, it

can scarce look back upon its own converses, though in a

lawful way, with earthly things, without being touched

with a holy shamefacedness and modest blushing; and, as

Porphyry speaks of Plotinus: “it seems to be ashamed

that it should be in the body'.” It is true religion only

that teaches and enables men to die to this world and to

all earthly things, and to rise above that vaporous sphere

of sensual and earthly pleasures, which darken the mind,

and hinder it from enjoying the brightness of divine light:

the proper motion of religion is still upwards to its first

original. Whereas, on the contrary, the souls of wicked

Inen Viroſłpixta avuteptºpépovrat, as Plato somewhere speaks,

—‘being moistened with the exudations of their sensual

parts, become heavy and sink down into earthly things,

and couch, as near as may be, to the centre”,” Wicked

men bury their souls in their bodies: all their projects and

designs are bounded within the compass of this earth

which they tread upon. The fleshly mind regards nothing

but flesh, and never rises above the outward matter, but

always creeps up and down, like shadows, upon the sur

face of the earth: and if it begins, at any time, to make

any faint essays upwards, it presently finds itself laden

with a weight of sensuality which draws it down again.

It was the opinion of the Academics, that the souls of

wicked men, after their death, could not, of a long season,

depart from the graves and sepulchres where their mates

were buried; but there wandered up and down in a deso

late manner, as not being able to leave those bodies to

which they were so much wedded in this life".

1 'Eºkes uév alaxuvouévº &rt év a tºuart 6apros roß adºplaros drax\drrmrat, dire 73

etn. Porph. Wit. Plot. ad init. oriºuart del Švvoſora kal rooro 6epairetºovara

* d5uvaroſaat (68) troSpóxial £uprept- kai épôaa kal yeyomevuévn ºr' atyroſ, tró

qépovrat. Plat. Phaed. 248 A. re riºv čmibuuutºv kal hôovºv, Jorre pumöèv

* 'Eðv 6é ye, oluat, usuaoruévy, kal dkd- d\\o 6oxety elva, d\mbès dAN # rô orwua
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2. A good man, one that is actuated by religion, lives

in converse with his own reason; he lives at the height of

his own being. This a great philosopher makes the pro

perty of a good man: ‘He knows how to converse with

himself, and truly to love and value himself":’—he mea

sures not himself, like the epicure, by his inferior and

earthly part, but by an immortal essence, and that of Him

which is from above; and so does ‘climb up to the height

of that immortal principle which is within him”.’ The

Stoics thought no man a fit auditor of their ethics, till he

were dispossessed of that opinion, that man was nothing

but avut Noki, Jºvyns kai aguaros, as professing to teach men

how to live only kard Aóryov, as they speak. Perhaps their

divinity was in some things too rigid; but I am sure a

good man acts the best of this their doctrine in the best

sense, and knows better how to reverence himself, without

any self-flattery or admiration, than ever any Stoic did.

He principally looks upon himself as being what he is,

rather by his soul than by his body”: he values himself

by his soul, that being which hath the greatest affinity

roetóēs, où ris div dyaro kal too, kal triot

kal ºdyot kal rpós rô dºppoëlowa Xpigaro,

rå 33 roſs dupuaat a koráčes kal dei6és,

vomröv 3è kal ºt)\ooropig aiperów, totro Sé

elbuquévn ugely re kal Tpéuew kal ºpetºyev,

oğrw 6% ºxovaav ote, Wuxilv abrºv ka0'

airhv etNukpwſ, draNAdžegºat; 006" &mw

arwoºv, *pm. 'AAA& Steixmuſiévny ye oluai

Śró toº awuaroetó00s, 6 airfi i öpu)\la te

kal $vvovorta roſ, atºparos Suá rà del Švveſval

kal 6tó rºy troAA#v uéAérºv čverolmore {{ſu

purov. IIávv ye. "Euppuffès 6é ye, tº ºptAe,

roºrooter6al Xph elva, kal Bapt) kal yeağes

kal 6paróv' & 3) Kal éxovoa # totatºrm

Wuxi, Bapéveral re kal &Akera, rd Mw els

rów Śparöv römov, p.689 roß dei600s re kal

"Atôov, womep AéYeral, repl rô uvijuard re

kal roºs rápovs kvXuwöovuévn, trept a 3%

kal ºpôm drra Wuxāv oktoetóñºbavráquara,

ola trapéxovrat al totaúrat Wuxal elówka,

al uh katapús droMuffetoat, d\\& roß &pa

toū ueréxovaal, Ötö kal &póvral. Eixós ye,

tº 24xpares. Elkôs piévrot, 3 Ké8ms' kal

ot, ri ye ràs róv dyabav raúras elva, dAA&

rås róv pačNov, at repl rô rotaúra avay.

Kášovrat r\avão bat Sixm rivovarai rās mpo

Tépas Tpopffs, kakis odorms. kal uéxpt ye

Toºrov tr}\avóvrai, £ws du ri roſ, ºvera

kokov600vros roß orwuaroeu500s émióvulg

ºrd Alv čváeóðow els agua. 'Evêoºvra, 62,

Jarep elkös, els rotaúra jöm, Örot drr &v

Kal AleueMermºvial rôxaaw & rig gue.

Plat. Phaed. 81 B–E.

* Móvos Yāp kal émi rāv uépuzów tºwv

& Thy dperºv exam éavrò avyytverbal 56

varai kal arépyew éavröv. Procl. in Plat.

Tim. 173 c.

* (Aet) ér thv čv čavrò dpxhv dwage

8mkéval. Plot. Enn. vi. 9, 3.

* kará ràu Aoyukºv wºv oëawuévos.

Simplic. in Epict. Praf. Cf. p. 21.
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with God; and, so, does not seek himself in the fading

vanities of this life, nor in those poor and low delights of

his senses, as wicked men do; but as the philosopher doth

well express it, an êºwauts qetºew dró toº aduatos (30/8eral

kai diró riov awuarukov tra66v els éavrov avvvetiew', and when

the soul thus retires into itself, and views its own worth

and excellency, it presently finds a chaste and virgin love

stirred up within itself towards itself, and is from within

the more excited and obliged as Simplicius speaks, “to

mind the preserving of its own dignity and glory".' To

conclude this particular. A good man endeavours to

walk by eternal and unchangeable rules of reason: reason,

in a good man, sits in the throne, and governs all the

powers of his soul in a sweet harmony and agreement

with itself: whereas wicked men live only Kojv Šoćaarikriv,

being led up and down by the foolish fires of their own

sensual apprehensions. In wicked men, there is a demo

cracy of wild lusts and passions, which violently hurry

the soul up and down with restless motions. All sin and

wickedness is atáals kal tºpis ris Jºuxſis—‘a sedition

stirred up in the soul by the sensitive powers against

reason.' It was one of the great evils that Solomon

saw under the sun; ‘Servants on horseback, and princes

going as servants upon the ground".' We may find the

moral of it in all wicked men, whose souls are only as

servants to wait upon their senses. In all such men,

the whole course of nature is turned upside down, and

the cardinal points of motion in this little world are

changed to contrary positions: but the motions of a

good man are methodical, regular, and concentrical to

* Otre of v irpès rêv Kabaptikós Svvm- voval oxotów, Tºv Aoyukºv pux}v Steyeſpat

6évra {ºv' ékeſvos Yap, 8am 6'vapus ºpečyew trpós re Tijv pu)\ákmv roſ, olketov déwºua

dird toº adºplaros Boðeral kal tav orwua- ros, kal trpós Tºv kard pºorw Xpijau, táv

Tuków traffāv, Kai els ēavrov avvvetºeuv. oikeiwu èvepyetàv. Simpl. in Epictet.

Simpl. in Epictet. Praf. Praf.

* ... kal travres ol X&You Tpès ºva rel- * Eccles. x. 7.
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reason. It is a fond imagination that religion should

extinguish reason; whereas religion makes it more illus

trious and vigorous; and they that live most in the exer

cise of religion, shall find their reason most enlarged. I

might add, that reason, in relation to the capacitating of

man for converse with God, was thought, by some, to be

the formal difference of man. Plutarch, after a large de

bate whether brutes had not reason in them as well as

man, concludes it negatively upon this ground—‘because

they had no knowledge and sense of the Deity'. In Cicero's

account, this capableness of religion seemed to be nothing

different from rationality, and, therefore, he doubts not to

give this for the most proper characteristic of reason, that

it is vinculum Dei et hominis. And, so, with them (not

to name others of the same apprehensions) animal ra

tionale and animal capaac religionis seemed to be of the

like importance; reason, as enabling and fitting man to

converse with God, by knowing Him and loving Him,

being a character most unquestionably differencing man

from brute creatures.

3. A good man, one that is informed by true religion,

lives above himself, and is raised to an intimate converse

with the Divinity. He moves in a larger sphere than his

own being, and cannot be content to enjoy himself, except

he may enjoy God also, and himself in God.

This we shall consider two ways.

1. In the self-denial of good men: they are content

and ready to deny themselves for God. I mean not that

they should deny their own reason, as some would have

it; for that were to deny a beam of Divine light, and so

to deny God, instead of denying ourselves for Him. It

is better resolved by some philosophers in this point, that

great at Aéryp —‘to follow reason’—is treabat 666–6 to

* 'AAA& Spa, Tpú\\e, uh 6eivöv m kal Blatov droMatretv A&yov ols ovk Yytveral

0eoû vömorts. Plutarch, Gryllus, sub fin.
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follow God;’ and, again, A&yº & Sp85 reiðsaba Kai 6.e5,

Tavráv čari'. But by self-denial I mean, the soul's quit

ting all its own interest in itself, and an entire resignation

of itself to Him, as to all points of service and duty: and

thus the soul loves itself in God, and lives in the posses

sion, not so much of its own being, as of the Divinity;

desiring only to be great in God, to glory in His light,

and spread itself in His fulness; to be filled always by

Him, and to empty itself again into Him; to receive all

from Him, and to expend all for Him; and so to live, not

as its own, but as God's. The highest ambition of a good

man is to serve the will of God: he takes no pleasure in

himself, nor in any thing within himself, further than he

sees a stamp of God upon it. Whereas wicked men are

imprisoned within the narrow circumference of their own

beings, and perpetually frozen into a cold self-love, which

binds up all the innate vigour of their souls, that it cannot

break forth or express itself in any noble way. The soul

in which religion rules, says, as St Paul did, ‘I live; and

yet not I, but Christ liveth in me". On the contrary, a

wicked man swells in his own thoughts, and pleaseth him

self more or less with the imagination of a self-sufficiency.

The Stoics, seeing they could not raise themselves up to

God, endeavoured to bring down God to their own model,

imagining the Deity to be nothing else but some greater

kind of animal, and a wise man to be almost one of his

peers”. And this is more or less the genius of wicked

men; they will be something in themselves, they wrap up

themselves in their own being, move up and down in a

sphere of self-love, live a professed independency of God,

* Hierocl. in Aur. Carm. p. 128. (Need- 6eov, mºnumeXočuevov.

ham.) Similarly we read (Ibid. p. 9o.) * Gal. ii. 20.

Tatras rās kplorews dpxás kupwráras * Sapiens cum Diis ex pari vivit,

diročexóweta, thu dyabórmra toû beod, röv Deorum socius, non supplex. Sen. in Ep.

diró Tatºrms vópov, röv év huſv trapavouoč- 52 et 31.

Auévov Čp0öv Möyov, kal, tºo mep rivá čvotkov
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and maintain a meum et tuum between God and them

selves. It is the character only of a good man to be able

to deny and disown himself, and to make a full surrender

of himself unto God; forgetting himself, and minding

nothing but the will of his Creator; triumphing in nothing

more than in his own nothingness, and in the allness of

the Divinity. But indeed this, his being nothing, is the

only way to be all things; this, his having nothing, the

truest way of possessing all things.

2. As a good man lives above himself in a way

of self-denial, so he lives also above himself as he lives

in the enjoyment of God: and this is the very soul and

essence of true religion, to unite the soul in the nearest

intimacy and conjunction with God, who is ºrnyi) (ons,

try: voº, piša Jºvyns, as Plotinus speaks". Then, indeed,

the soul lives most nobly, when it feels itself to ‘live,

and move, and have its being in God”;’ which though

the law of nature makes the common condition of all

created being, yet is it only true religion that can give

us a more feeling and comfortable sense of it. God is

not present to wicked men, when His Almighty essence

supports them and maintains them in being; “but He is

present to him that can touch Him,” hath an inward

feeling knowledge of God, and is intimately united to

Him; “but to him that cannot thus touch Him He is

not present.”.”

Religion is life and spirit, which, flowing out from

God, who is that Avroſo) that hath life in Himself,

returns to Him again as into its own original, carrying

the souls of good men up with it. The spirit of religion

is always ascending upwards, and, spreading itself through

the whole essence of the soul, loosens it from a self.

" 'Ev 6é raúrm rj xopelg kaðopá triryhy * Acts xvii. 28.

Auév ºwns, triryhy 6è vow, dpx?iv čvros, dya- * d\\' éart rig óvvapiévº 61yew trapöv,

600 airlaw, pl;av Wuxils. Plot. Enn. vi. Tº 5é dévvaroëvrt of répears. Plot. Enn.

9, 9. VI. 9, 7.
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confinement and narrowness, and so renders it more

capacious of divine enjoyment. God envies not His

people any good; but, being infinitely bountiful, is pleased

to impart Himself to them in this life, so far as they

are capable of His communications: they stay not for

all their happiness till they come to heaven. Religion

always carries its reward along with it, and when it acts

most vigorously upon the mind and spirit of man, it then,

most of all, fills it with an inward sense of Divine sweet

ness. To conclude. To walk with God, is, in Scripture,

made the character of a good man, and it is the highest

perfection and privilege of created nature to converse

with the Divinity. Whereas, on the contrary, wicked

men converse with nothing but their lusts and the vani

ties of this fading life, which here flatter them, for a

while, with unhallowed delights, and a mere shadow of

contentment; and when these are gone, they find both

substance and shadow to be lost eternally. But true

goodness brings in a constant revenue of solid and sub

stantial satisfaction to the spirit of a good man, de

lighting always to sit by those eternal springs that feed

and maintain it: the spirit of a good man, as it is well

expressed by the philosopher, dºwntos évièpvral ev tº ovaig

tº 9etas dyabórntos, and is always drinking in fountain

goodness, and fills itself more and more, till it is filled

with all the fulness of God'.

* TA 5 &XXa ºrdvra, Örö roſ, dyadoſ, kal dkuñrws éviðpúaffai év tº ºrdpéet Tſis

roj čvos kal rôv roMA&v dyadorffraw wa- betas dyabórmros, karū uébeśw Exet rô

pax0évra, dirográvra row elva, atToayabâ dyadóv. Simpl. in Epictet. cap. I. $ 1.
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CELAPTER III.

3. The nobleness of religion in regard of its properties, dºc. of which

this is one, viz. Religion enlarges all the faculties of the soul, and

begets a true ingenuousness, liberty, and amplitude, the most free and

generous spirit in the minds of good men. The nearer any being

comes to God, the more large and free; the further it slides from

God, the more straitened. Sin is the sinking of man's soul from

God into sensual selfishness. An account when the most generous

freedom of the soul is to be taken in its just proportions. How me

chanical and formal Christians make an art of religion, set it such

bounds as may not exceed the scant measure of their principles; and

then fit their own motions as so many eacamples to it. A good man

finds not his religion without him, but as a living principle within

him. God's immutable and eternal goodness the unchangeable rule

of His will. Peevish, self-willed, and imperious men shape out such

notions of God as are agreeable to this pattern of themselves. The

truly religious have better apprehensions of God.

[AVING discoursed of the nobleness of religion in

- its original and nature, we come now to consider

the excellency of religion in its properties, its proper

effects, and vital operations. In treating of this third

particular we shall, as we have formerly done, without

tying ourselves precisely to any strict rules of art and

method, confound the notions of religion in abstracto

and in concreto together, handling them promiscuously.

As religion is a noble thing, I. In respect of its original,

2. In respect of its nature; so also 3. In respect of its

properties and effects.

1. The first property and effect of true religion

whereby it expresseth its own nobleness is this; That it

widens and enlarges all the faculties of the soul, and begets a

true ingenuousness, liberty, and amplitude, the most free and

generous spirit, in the minds of good men. Those in whom

religion rules, are bºn "JR–there is a true generous

spirit within them, which shows the nobleness of their

H
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extraction. The Jews have a good maxim to this pur

pose: “None truly noble, but he that applies himself to

religion, and a faithful observance of the divine law'.'

Cicero could see so much in his natural philosophy as

made him say, Scientia natura, ampliat animum, et ad

divina attollit. But this is most true of religion, that, in

a higher sense, it does work the soul into a true and

divine amplitude. There is a living soul of religion in

good men which, spreading itself through all their fa

culties, spirits all the wheels of motion, and enables them

to dilate and extend themselves more fully upon God and

all divine things, without being pinched,or straitened with

in themselves. Whereas wicked men are of most narrow

and confined spirits; they are so contracted by the pinch

ing particularities of earthly and created things, so im

prisoned in a dark dungeon of sensuality and selfishness,

so straitened through their carnal designs and ends, that

they cannot stretch themselves, nor look beyond the hori

zon of time and sense.

The nearer any being comes to God, who is that in

finite fulness that fills all in all, the more vast, and large,

and unbounded it is; as the further it slides from Him,

the more it is straitened and confined; as Plato hath long

since concluded concerning the condition of sensual men,

that they live ‘like a shellfish','—and can never move up

and down but in their own prison, which they ever carry

about with them. Were I to define sin, I would call it,

The sinking of a man's soul from God into a sensual selfish

mess. All the freedom that wicked men have, is but like

that of banished men—to wander up and down in the

wilderness of this world from one den and cave to an

other.

The more high and noble any being is, the deeper ra

* : min Trºna Polyv p Rºs Inn in Tº TN Massee. Avoth. cap. vi. s.a.

* Öarpéov Tpótrov, Plat. Phaedr. 250 C.
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dication have all its innate virtues and properties within it,

and are by so much the more universal in their issues and

actings upon other things: and such an inward, living

principle of virtue and activity, further heightened, and

united, and informed with light and truth, we may call

liberty. Of this truly noble and divine liberty, religion is

the mother and nurse, leading the soul to God, and so

impregnating that inward, vital principle of activity and

vigour that is embosomed in it, that it is able, without

any inward disturbance and resistance from any control

ling lusts, to exercise itself, and act with the greatest com

placency, in the most full and ample manner, upon that

first, universal, and unbounded essence which is God

Himself. The most generous freedom can never be

taken in its full and just dimensions and proportion, but

then, when all the powers of the soul exercise and spend

themselves, in the most large and ample manner, upon

the infinite and essential goodness, as upon their own

most proper object. If we should ask a good man, when

he finds himself best at ease, when he finds himself most

free; his answer would be, when he is under the most

powerful constraints of Divine love. There is a sort of

mechanical Christians in the world, who, not finding re

ligion acting like a living form within them, satisfy them

selves only to make an art of it, and rather inform and

actuate it, than to be informed by it; and setting it such

bounds and limits as may not exceed the short and scant

measures of their own homeborn principles, then they

endeavour to fit the notions of their own minds as so

many examples to it: and, it being a circle of their own

making, they can either ampliate or contract it, accord

ingly as they can force their own minds and dispositions

to agree and suit with it. But true religion, indeed, is no

art, but an inward nature that contains all the laws and

measures of its motion within itself. A good man finds
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not his religion without him, but as a living principle

within him; and all his faculties are still endeavouring to

unite themselves more and more in the nearest intimacy

with it, as with their proper perfection. There is that

amiableness in religion, that strong sympathy between

the soul and it, that it needs carry no testimonials or

commendations along with it. If it could be supposed

that God should plant a religion in the soul, that had no

affinity or alliance with it, it would grow there but as a

strange slip. But God, when He gives His laws to men,

does not, by virtue of His absolute dominion, dictate any

thing at random, and in such an arbitrary way, as some

imagine; but He measures all by His own eternal good

ness. Had God Himself been anything else than the first

and greatest good of man, then to have loved Him with

the full strength of all our faculties should not have been

‘the first and greatest commandment', as our Saviour tells

us it is. Some are apt to look upon God as some peevish

and self-willed being, because themselves are such: and,

seeing that their own absolute and naked wills are for the

most part the rules of all their actions, and the impositions

which they lay upon others, they think that heaven's mo

narchy is such an arbitrary thing too, as being governed

by nothing else but by an Almighty absolute will. But

the soul that is most intimately acquainted with the

Divine will, would more certainly resolve us, that God's

unchangeable goodness (which makes the divinity to be a

uniform thing, and to settle together upon its own centre,

as I may speak with reverence) is also the unchangeable

rule of His will; neither can He any more swerve from

it, than He can swerve from Himself. Nor does He

charge any duty upon man, without consulting first of all

with His goodness: which being the original and adequate

object of a good man's will and affections, it must needs

* Matt. xxii. 38.
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be, that all the issues and effluxes of it be entertained

with an answerable complacency and cheerfulness. This

is the hinge upon which all true religion turns, the proper

centre about which it moves; which, taking a fast and

sure hold of an innate and correspondent principle in the

soul of man, raiseth it up above the confines of mortality,

and, in the day of its mighty power, makes it become a

free-will offering unto God.

CHAPTER IV.

The second property discovering the nobleness of religion, viz. That it

restores man to a just power and dominion over himself, and enables

him to overcome his self-will and passions. Of self will, and the many

evils that flow from it. That religion does nowhere discover its power

and prowess so much, as in subduing this dangerous and potent enemy.

The highest and noblest victories are those over our self-will and pas

sions. Of self-denial, and the having power over our wills; the hap

piness and the privileges of such a state. How that magnanimity and

puissance, which religion begets in holy souls, differ from and excel

that gallantry and puissance, which the great Nimrods of this world

boast of

2. Th; second property or effect of religion, whereby

it discovers its own nobleness, (and it is somewhat

akin to the former particular, and will help further to

illustrate and enforce it,) is this, That it restores a good

man to a just power and dominion over himself, and his

own will, and enables him to overcome himself, his own

self will and passions, and to command himself and all

his powers for God. It is only religion that restores that

agrešoſatov to which the Stoical philosophy so impotently

pretended: it is this only that enthrones man's deposed

reason, and establishes within him a just empire over all

those blind powers and passions, which so impetuously

rend a man from the possession and enjoyment of himself.

Those turbulent and unruly, uncertain and unconstant
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motions of passion and self-will, that dwell in degenerate

minds, divide them perpetually from themselves, and are

always moulding several factions and tumultuous com

binations within them against the dominion of reason.

And the only way to unite man firmly to himself is by

uniting him to God, and establishing in him a firm amity

and agreement with the first and primitive Being.

There is nothing in the world so boisterous as a man's

own self-will, which is never guided by any fixed or

steady rules, but is perpetually hurried to and fro by a

blind impetus of pride and passions issuing from within

itself. This is the true source and spring of all that envy,

malice, bitterness of spirit, malecontentedness and impa

tience, of all those black and dark passions, those inor

dinate desires and lusts, that reign in the hearts and lives

of wicked men. A man's own self-will throws him out of

all true enjoyment of his own being: therefore, it was our

Saviour's counsel to His disciples, “In patience possess

ye your souls'.' We may say of that self-will which is

lodged in the heart of a wicked man, as the Jews speak

of the WTT TY"—figmentum malum—so often mentioned

in their writings, that it is nºbi "º-the prince of death

and darkness, which is at continual enmity with heaven;

and ºn]" Dºmi–the filthiness and poison of the serpent.

This is the seed of the evil spirit, which is perpetually

at enmity with the seed of God and the heaven-born

nature: its design and scope is, with a giant-like pride, to

climb up into the throne of the Almighty, and to establish

an unbounded tyranny in contradiction to the will of God,

which is nothing else but the issue and efflux of His

eternal and unbounded goodness. This is the very heart

of the old Adam that is within men. This is the hellish

spirit of self-will: it would solely prescribe laws to all

things; it would fain be the source and fountain of all

affairs and events; it would judge all things at its own

* Luke xxi. 19.
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tribunal. They, in whose spirits this principle rules,

would have their own fancies and opinions, their perverse

and boisterous wills to be the just square and measure of

all good and evil; these are the plumb-lines they apply to

all things, to find out their rectitude or obliquity. He

that will not submit himself to, nor comply with, the

eternal and uncreated will, but, instead of it, endeavours

to set up his own will, makes himself the most real idol

in the world, and exalts himself against all that is called

God, and ought to be worshipped. To worship a graven

image, or to make cakes and burn incense to the queen of

heaven, is not a worse idolatry than it is for a man to set

up self-will, to devote himself to the serving of it, and to

give up himself to a compliance with his own will, as con

trary to the divine and eternal will. When God made

the world, He did not make it merely for the exercise of

His Almighty power, and then throw it out of His hands,

and leave it alone, to subsist by itself, as a thing that had

no further relation to Him : but He derived Himself

through the whole creation, so gathering and knitting up

all the several pieces of it again; that, as the first pro

duction and continued subsistence of all things are from

Himself, so the ultimate resolution and tendency of all

things might be to Him. Now that which first endea

voured after a divorce between God and His creation, and

to make a conquest of it, was that diabolical arrogancy and

self-will, that crept up and wound itself, serpent-like, into

apostate minds and spirits. This is the true strain of that

hellish nature, to live independently of God, and to de

rive the principles from another beginning, and carry on

the line of all motions and operations to another end, than

God Himself, by whom, and to whom, and for whom, all

things subsist.

From what hath been said concerning this powerful

and dangerous enemy, that wars against our souls, and
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against the Divine will, may the excellency and noble

spirit of true religion appear, in that it tames the impetu

ousness and turbulency of this self-will. Then, indeed,

does religion perform the highest and bravest conquests;

then does it display the greatness of its strength, and the

excellency of its power, when it overcomes this great Ari

manius, that hath so firmly seated himself in the very

centre of the soul. “Who is the man of courage and

valour? It is he that subdues his concupiscence, his own

will":’ is a Jewish maxim attributed to Ben Zoma, and a

most undoubted truth. This was the grand lesson that

our great Lord and Master came to teach us, viz. To deny

our own wills; neither was there any thing that He

endeavoured more to promote by His own example, as

He tells us of Himself, ‘I came down from heaven, not

to do mine own will, but the will of him that sent me”;

and, again: ‘Lo, I come (in the volume of the book it is

written of me) to do thy will, O God, yea thy law is within

my heart":” and in His greatest agonies, with a clear and

cheerful submission to the Divine will, He often repeats

it; ‘Not my will, but thine be done': and so He hath

taught us to pray, and so to live. This, indeed, is the

true life and spirit of religion; this is religion in its meri

dian altitude, its just dimensions. A true Christian that

hath power over his own will, may live nobly and happily,

and enjoy a clear heaven within the serenity of his own

mind perpetually. When the sea of this world is most

rough and tempestuous about him, then can he ride safely

at anchor within the haven, by a sweet compliance of his

will with God's will. He can look about him, and, with

an even and indifferent mind, behold the world either

smile or frown upon him; neither will he abate the

least of his contentment, for all the ill and unkind usage

1 : )hy, nN, ºnlºn • max int"N * Psal. xl. 7, 8. Heb. x. 7.

Massec. Avoth. cap. iv. § 1. * Luke xxii. 42. Mark xiv. 36.

2 John vi. 38.
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he meets withal in this life. He that hath got the mas

tery over his own will, feels no violence from without,

finds no contests within; and, like a strong man keeping

his house, he preserves all his goods in safety: and when

God calls for him out of this state of mortality, he finds in

himself a power to lay down his own life; neither is it so

much taken from him, as quietly and freely surrendered

up by him. This is the highest piece of prowess, the

noblest achievement, by which a man becomes lord over

himself, and the master of his own thoughts, motions and

purposes. This is the royal prerogative, the high dignity

conferred upon good men by our Lord and Saviour,

whereby they, overcoming this both His and their enemy,

their self-will and passions, are enabled to sit down with

Him in His throne, as He, overcoming in another way,

“is set down with His Father in His throne; as the

phrase is".

Religion begets the most heroic, free, and generous

motions in the minds of good men. There is nowhere so

much of a truly magnanimous and raised spirit, as in

those who are best acquainted with the power of religion.

Other men are slaves and captives to one vanity or other:

but the truly religious is above them all, and able to com

mand himself and all his powers for God. That bravery

and gallantness, which seem to be in the great Nimrods

of this world, are nothing else but the swelling of their own

unbounded pride and vain-glory. It hath been observed

of the greatest monarchs of the world, that, in the midst

of their triumphs, they themselves have been led captives

to one vice or another. All the gallantry and puissance

of which the bravest spirits of the world boast, is but a

poor, confined thing, and extends itself only to some par

ticular cases and circumstances: but the valour and puis

sance of a soul impregnated by religion hath, in a sort, a

* Rev. iii. 21.

*
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universal extent, as St Paul speaks of himself: ‘I can do

all things through Christ which strengtheneth me": it is

not determined to this or that particular object, or time,

or place, but Tăvra—all things whatsoever belong to a

creature—fall under the level thereof. Religion is by

St Paul described to be rvejua 3vváuews—‘the spirit of

power'—in opposition to the spirit of fear”, as all sin is by

Simplicius well described to be dévvania—‘impotency and

weakness”.’ Sin, by its deadly infusions into the soul of

man, wastes and eats out the innate vigour of the soul,

and casts it into such a deep lethargy, as that it is not

able to recover itself: but religion, like that balsamum

vita, being once conveyed into the soul, awakens and

enlivens it, and makes it renew its strength like an eagle,

and mount strongly upwards towards heaven; and so,

uniting the soul to God, the centre of life and strength, it

renders it undaunted and invincible. Who can tell the

inward life and vigour that the soul may be filled with,

when once it is in conjunction with an Almighty essence?

There is a latent and hidden virtue in the soul of man,

which then begins to discover itself, when the Divine

Spirit spreads forth its influences upon it. The more

spiritual any thing is, and the higher and nobler it is in

its being, the more active and vigorous it is; as the more

any thing falls and sinks into matter, the more dull, and

sluggish, and unwieldy it is. The Platonists were wont

to call all things that participated most of matter Švros un

$vra. Now, nothing doth more purify, more sublimate

and exalt the soul, than religion, when the soul suffers

God to sit within it ‘as a refiner and purifier of silver,’

and when it “abides the day of his coming; for he is like

a refiner's fire, and like fuller's soap".' Thus the soul,

1 Phil. iv. 13. Balvet, etirep # 8%wapus dyabów ri čarriv.

* 2 Tim. i. 7. Simpl. in Epictet, cap. i. § 1.

* IIága yāp kakla ówá dèvvapitav avu- * Mal. iii. 2, 3.

*
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being purified and spiritualized, and changed more and

more into the glorious image of God, is able to do all

things, “out of weakness is made strong,” gives proof of

its Divine vigour and activity, and shows itself to be a

noble and puissant spirit, such as God did at first create it.

CEIAPTER W.

The third property or effect discovering the nobleness of religion, viz. That

it directs and enables a man to propound to himself the best end, viz.

The glory of God, and his own becoming like unto God. Low and

particular ends and interests both debase and straiten a man's spirit:

the universal, highest, and last end both ennobles and enlarges it. A

man is such as the end is he aims at. The great power the end hath

to mould and fashion man into its likeness. Religion obliges a man,

not to seek himself, nor to drive a trade for himself; but to seek the

glory of God, to live wholly to Him ; and guides him steadily and

wniformly to the one chief good and last end. Men are prome to flatter

themselves with a pretended aiming at the glory of God. A more full

and distinct eacplication of what is meant by a man's directing all his

actions to the glory of God. What it is truly and really to glorify

God. God's seeking His glory in respect of us is the flowing forth

of His goodness upon us: our seeking the glory of God is our en

deavouring to partake more of God, and to resemble Him, as much as

we can, in true holiness and every divine virtue. That we are not

micely to distinguish between the glory of God and our own salvation.

That salvation is nothing else, for the main, but a true participation

of the Divine nature. To love God above ourselves, is not to love Him

above the salvation of our souls; but above our particular beings and

above our sinful affections, dºc. The difference between things that are

good relatively, and those that are good absolutely and essentially:

that, in our conformity to these, God is most glorified, and we are

made most happy.

3. THE third property or effect whereby religion dis

covers its own excellency, is this; That it directs

and enables a man to propound to himself the best end and
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scope of life, viz. The glory of God, the highest Being, and

his own assimilation, or becoming like unto God.

That Christian in whom religion rules powerfully, is

not so low in his ambitions as to pursue any of the things

of this world as his ultimate end: his soul is too big for

earthly designs and interests; but, understanding himself

to come from God, he is continually returning to Him

again. It is not worthy of the mind of man to pursue

any perfection lower than its own, or to aim at any end

more ignoble than itself. There is nothing that more

straitens and confines the freeborn soul than the particu

larity, indigency, and penury of that end which it pursues:

when it complies most of all with this lower world, as is

well observed by an excellent philosopher;-‘the true

nobleness and freedom of it is then most disputable,” and

the title it holds to true liberty becomes most litigious'.

It never more slides and degenerates from itself, than

when it becomes enthralled to some particular interest:

as, on the other side, it never acts more freely or fully,

than when it extends itself upon the most universal end.

Every thing is so much the more noble, quo longiores

habet fines, as was well observed by Cicero. As low ends

debase a man's spirit, supplant and rob it of its birthright;

so the highest and last end raises and ennobles it, and

enlarges it into a more universal and comprehensive capa

city of enjoying that one unbounded goodness, which is .

God Himself: it makes it spread and dilate itself in the

infinite sphere of the Divine Being and blessedness; it

makes it live in the fulness of Him that fills all in all.

Every thing is most properly such as the end is which

is aimed at: the mind of man is always shaping itself into

a conformity, as much as may be, to that which is his end;

and the nearer it draws to it in the achievement thereof,

1 kai ağrm éariv (; Öpeśts airfis, h Tô alôte:oſovov duºptagºrrhauov čxova'a. Simpl. in

Epictet. cap. i. § 1.
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the greater likeness it bears to it. There is a plastic virtue,

a secret energy, issuing forth from that which the mind

propounds to itself as its end, to mould and fashion it

according to its own model. The soul is always stamped

with the same characters as are engraven upon the end it

aims at; and, while it converses with it, and sets itself before

it, “it is turned as wax to the seal', to use that phrase in

Job. Man's soul conceives all its thoughts and imagina

tions before his end, as Laban's ewes did their young,

before the rods in the watering-troughs”. He that pur

sues any worldly interest, or earthly thing as his end,

becomes himself also yeaſºns—‘earthly:' and the more the

soul directs itself to God, the more it becomes 6eostějº

‘godlike, deriving a print of that glory and beauty upon

itself with which it converseth, as it is excellently set forth

by the apostle: ‘But we all, with open face, beholding, as

in a glass, the glory of the Lord, are changed into the

same image, from glory to glory".' That spirit of ambi

tion and popularity, that so violently transports the minds

of men into a pursuit of vain-glory, makes them as vain

as that popular air they live upon: the spirit of this world,

that draws forth a man's designs after worldly interests,

makes him as unstable, inconstant, tumultuous, and per

plexed a thing as the world is. On the contrary, the

spirit of true religion, steering and directing the mind and

life to God, makes it a uniform, stable, and quiet thing,

as God Himself is: it is only true goodness in the soul of

man, guiding it steadily and uniformly towards God,

directing it and all its actions to the one last end and chief

good, that can give it a true consistency and composedness

within itself.

All self-seeking and self-love do but imprison the soul,

and confine it to its own home: the mind of a good man

is too noble, too big for such a particular life; he hath

! Job xxxviii. 14. * Gen. xxx. 38, 39. * 2 Cor. iii. 18.
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learned to despise his own being, in comparison of that

uncreated beauty and goodness, which is so infinitely

transcendent to himself or any created thing; he reckons

upon his choice and best affections and designs, as too

choice and precious a treasure to be spent upon such a

poor sorry thing as himself, or upon any thing else but

God Himself.

This was the life of Christ, and is, in some degree, the

life of every one that partakes of the Spirit of Christ. Such

Christians seek not their own glory, but the glory of Him

that sent them into this world: they know they were

brought forth into this world, not to set up or drive a

trade for themselves, but to serve the will and pleasure of

Him that made them, and to finish that work He hath

appointed them. It were not worth the while to have

been born or to live, had it been only for such a penu

rious end as ourselves are: it is most godlike, and best

suits with the spirit of religion, for a Christian to live

wholly to God, to live the life of God, ‘having his own

life hid with Christ in God"; and thus, in a sober sense,

he becomes deified. This indeed is such a 6&wais—“deifi

cation'—as is not transacted merely upon the stage of

fancy, by arrogance and presumption, but in the highest

powers of the soul, by a living and quickening spirit of

true religion there, uniting God and the soul together in

unity of affections, will, and end.

I should now pass from this to another particular;

but, because many are apt to misapprehend the notion

of God's glory, and flatter themselves with their pretended

and imaginary aiming at the glory of God, I think it

may be of good use, a little further and more distinctly,

to unfold the design that a religious mind pursues, in

directing itself and all its actions to God. We are, there

fore, to consider, that this doth not consist in some trans

* Col. iii. 3.
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ient thoughts of God and His glory, as the end we pro

pound to ourselves in any undertakings: a man does not

direct all his actions to the glory of God by forming a

conception in his mind, or stirring up a strong imagina

tion upon any action, that that must be for the glory of

God: it is not the thinking of God's glory that is glori

fying of Him. As all other parts of religion may be

apishly acted over by fancy and imagination, so also may

the internal parts of religion many times be acted over

with much seeming grace by our fancy and passions;

these often love to be drawing the pictures of religion,

and use their best arts to render them more beautiful and

pleasing. But though true practical religion derives its

force and beauty through all the lower powers of a man's

soul, yet hath it not its rise nor throne there: as religion

consists not in a form of words which signify nothing, so

neither doth it consist in a set of fancies or internal ap

prehensions. Our Saviour hath best taught what it is to

live to God's glory, or to glorify God, viz. To be fruitful

in all holiness, and to live so as that our lives may shine

with His grace spreading itself through our whole man'.

We rather glorify God by entertaining the impressions

of His glory upon us, than by communicating any kind

of glory to Him. Then does a good man become the

tabernacle of God, wherein the divine Shechinah does

rest, and which the Divine glory fills, when the frame of

his mind and life is wholly according to that idea and

pattern which he receives from the mount”. We best

glorify Him when we grow most like to Him: and we

then act most for His glory, when a true spirit of sanctity,

justice, meekness, &c. runs through all our actions; when

we so live in the world as becomes those that converse

with the great Mind and Wisdom of the whole world; with

* “Herein is my Father glorified, that * As it is said of the material taber

ye bear much fruit.”—John xv. 8. nacle, Exod. xxv. 40.

E E
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that Almighty Spirit that made, supports, and governs

all things; with that Being from whence all good flows,

and in which there is no spot, stain, or shadow of evil;

and so, being captivated and overcome by the sense of the

Divine loveliness and goodness, we endeavour to be like

Him, and conform ourselves, as much as may be, to Him.

When God seeks His own glory, He does not so much

endeavour after anything without Himself. He did not

bring this stately fabric of the universe into being, that

He might, for such a monument of His mighty power

and beneficence, gain some panegyrics or applause from

a little of that fading breath which He had made. Neither

was that gracious contrivance of restoring lapsed men to

Himself a plot to get Himself some eternal hallelujahs,

as if He had so ardently thirsted after the lays of glorified

spirits, or desired a choir of souls to sing forth His praises.

Neither was it to let the world see how magnificent He

was. No: it is His own internal glory that He most

loves, and the communication thereof which He seeks:

as Plato sometimes speaks of the Divine love, it arises

not out of indigency, as created love does, but out of

fulness and redundancy: it is an overflowing fountain,

and that love which descends upon created being is a free

efflux from the Almighty source of love: and it is well

pleasing to Him that those creatures which He hath

made should partake of it. Though God cannot seek His

own glory so as if He might acquire any addition to

Himself, yet He may seek it so as to communicate it out

of Himself. It was a good maxim of Plato—rø 6eº ovčels

q6évos" which is better stated by St James, “God giveth

to all men liberally, and upbraideth not".’ And by that

* Aéywuev 63), 6t' jurwa alrtav Yéveau beuras 3é jôm Kal rô a gua airfi, tºs oëöðr

kal rô rāv rööe 5 §vvuaràs $vvéormaev. čv raboworms, Sočans 3e érépw, 3rt wº

dyabós ºv, dyabó 5è ovöels repl otöevös 644 is pê6vov čv roſs 6e of s etvas,

où6érore éyytyveral póóvos. Plat. Timaeus, K. T. A. Enn. ii. 9. 17.

29 E. The idea is adopted by Plotinus : év- * James i. 5.
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glory of His, which He loves to impart to His creatures,

I understand those stamps and impressions of wisdom,

justice, patience, mercy, love, peace, joy, and other divine

gifts, which He bestows freely upon the minds of men.

And thus God triumphs in His own glory, and takes

pleasure in the communication of it.

As God's seeking His own glory in respect of us, is

most properly the flowing forth of His goodness upon us:

so our seeking the glory of God is most properly our en

deavouring after a participation of His goodness, and an

earnest incessant pursuing after Divine perfection. When

God becomes so great in our eyes, and all created things

so little, that we reckon upon nothing as worthy of our

aims or ambitions, but a serious participation of the

Divine nature, and the exercise of Divine virtues, love,

joy, peace, longsuffering, kindness, goodness, and the like;

when the soul, beholding the infinite beauty and loveli

ness of the Divinity, and then looking down and behold

ing all created perfection mantled over with darkness, is

ravished into love and admiration of that never-setting

brightness, and endeavours after the greatest resemblance

of God in justice, love, and goodness; when, conversing

with Him év jatyº & Tapfl-by a secret feeling of the vir

tue, sweetness, and power of His goodness, we endeavour

to assimilate ourselves to Him: then we may be said to

glorify Him indeed". God seeks no glory but His own;

and we have none of our own to give Him. God in all

things seeks Himself and His own glory, as finding no

thing better than Himself; and when we love Him above

all things, and endeavour to be most like Him, we declare

plainly that we count nothing better than He is.

I doubt we are too nice logicians sometimes, in distin

guishing between the glory of God and our own salvation.

We cannot, in a true sense, seek our own salvation more

1 ºvépyeva 63 kal Yevvá 6eoûs, év jačxº tº trpès éxeſvo €raqī. Plot. Enn. vi. 9, 9.

E E 2
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than the glory of God, which triumphs most, and dis

covers itself most effectually, in the salvation of souls;

for, indeed, this salvation is nothing else but a true par

ticipation of the Divine nature. Heaven is not a thing

without us, nor is happiness anything distinct from a true

conjunction of the mind with God in a secret feeling of

His goodness, and reciprocation of affection to Him,

wherein the Divine glory most unfolds itself. And there

is nothing that a soul, touched with any serious sense of

God, can more earnestly thirst after, or seek with more

strength of affection than this. Then shall we be happy,

when God comes to be all in all in us. To love God

above ourselves is not, indeed, so properly to love Him

above the salvation of our souls, as if these were distinct

things; but it is to love Him above all our own sinful

affections, and above our particular beings, and to con

form ourselves to Him. And as that which is good re

latively, and in order to us", is so much the better, by

how much the more it is commensurate and conformed to

us: so, on the other side, that which is good absolutely

and essentially, requires that our minds and affections

should, as far as may be, be commensurate and conformed

to it: and herein is God most glorified, and we made

happy. As we cannot truly love the first and highest

good while we serve a design upon it, and subordinate it

to ourselves: so neither is our own salvation consistent

with any such sordid, pinching, and particular love. We

cannot be completely blessed, till the idea boni, or the

'psum bonum, which is God, exercise its sovereignty over

all the faculties of our souls, rendering them as like to

itself as may consist with their proper capacity.

[See more of this in the Discourse of the Existence

and Nature of God, Chap. Iv.]

* See the Discourse of the Existence and Nature of God, Chap. Ix.
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CEIAPTER VI.

The fourth property or effect discovering the excellency of religion, viz.

That it begets the greatest serenity and composedness of mind, and

brings the truest contentment, the purest and most satisfying joy and

pleasure to every holy soul. God, as being that uniform chief good,

and the one last end, does attract and fia: the soul. Wicked men dis

tracted through a multiplicity of objects and ends. How the restless

appetite of our wills after some supreme good leads to the knowledge,

as of a Deity, so of the writy of a Deity. How the joys and delights

of good men differ from, and far eaccel, those of the wicked. The

constancy and tranquillity of the spirits of good men in reference to

eacternal troubles. All perturbations of the mind arise from an in

ward, rather than an outward, cause. The method of the Stoics for

attaining drapačía and true rest examined, and the insufficiency of

it discovered. A further illustration of what has been said concerning

the peaceful and happy state of good men, from the contrary state of

the wicked.

4. THE fourth property and effect of true religion,

wherein it expresseth its own nobleness is this:

That it begets the greatest serenity, constancy, and com

posedness of mind, and brings the truest contentment, the

most satisfying joy and pleasure, the purest and most

divine sweetness and pleasure to the spirits of good men.

Every good man, in whom religion rules, is at peace and

unity with himself, is as a city compacted together. Grace

doth more and more reduce all the faculties of the soul

into a perfect subjection and subordination to itself. The

union and conjunction of the soul with God, that primi

tive Unity, is that which is the alone original and foun

tain of all peace, and the centre of rest: as the further any

being slides from God, the more it breaks into discords

within itself, as not having any centre within itself, which

might collect and unite all the faculties thereof to itself,

and so knit them up together in a sweet confederacy

amongst themselves. God only is such an Almighty

goodness as can attract all the powers in man's soul to
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itself, as being an object transcendently adequate to the

largest capacities of any created being, and so unite man

perfectly to Himself, in the true enjoyment of one uni

form and simple good.

It must be one last end and supreme good that can

fix man's mind, which otherwise will be tossed up and

down in perpetual uncertainties, and become as many

several things, as those poor particularities are which it

meets with. A wicked man's life is so distracted by a

multiplicity of ends and objects, that it never is, nor can

be, consistent with itself, nor continue in any composed,

settled frame: it is the most intricate, irregular, and con

fused thing in the world, no one part of it agreeing with

another, because the whole is not firmly knit together, by

the power of some one last end running through all.

Whereas the life of a good man is under the sweet com

mand of one supreme goodness and last end. This alone

is that living form and soul which, running through all

the powers of the mind and actions of life, collects all

together into one fair and beautiful system, making all

that variety conspire into perfect unity; whereas else, all

would fall asunder like the members of a dead body, when

once the soul is gone, all the little particles flitting each

from the rest. It was a good maxim of Pythagoras,

quoted by Clemens Alexandrinus, Oportet etiam hominem

unum fieri'. A divided mind and a multiform life speak

the greatest disparagement that may be: it is only the

intermediation of one last end, that can reconcile a man

perfectly to himself and his own happiness. This is the

best temper and composedness of the soul, 3ravels ºr kai

eis utav čuoxoytav čva,05, as Plotinus speaks,—when by a

conjunction with one chief good and last end it is drawn

up in a unity and consent with itself; when all the facul

* Avarukós of v ćp’ huāv kal rô IIv6a- d vôp wrov 6eſ v.–Clem. Alex. Strom. Iv.

nóptov ćAéyéro, Éva y eve a 9a t kal rôv c. 23.
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ties of the soul, with their several issues and motions,

though never so many in themselves, like so many lines,

meet together, in one and the same centre'. It is not

one and the same goodness that always actuates the facul

ties of a wicked man; but as many several images and

pictures of goodness as a quick and working fancy can

represent to him; which so divide his affections, that he

is no one thing within himself, but tossed hither and thi

ther by the most independent principles and imaginations

that may be. But a good man hath singled out the

supreme goodness, which, by an omnipotent sweetness,

draws all his affections after it, and so makes them all,

with the greatest complacency, conspire together in the

pursuit and embraces of it. Were there not some infinite

and self-sufficient goodness, and that perfectly one—dpxix.)

wówas—as Simplicius doth phrase it, man would be a most

miserably distracted creature. As the restless appetite

within man, after some infinite and sovereign good (with

out the enjoyment of which it could never be satisfied),

does commend unto us the notion of a Deity; so the per

petual distractions and divisions that would arise in the

soul upon a plurality of deities, may seem no less to evince

the unity of that Deity. Were not this chief good per

fectly one, were there any other equal to it, man's soul

would hang in aequilibrio, equally poised, equally desiring

the enjoyment of both, but moving to neither; like a

piece of iron between two loadstones of equal virtue. But

when religion enters into the soul, it charms all its rest

less rage and violent appetite, by discovering to it the

universal fountain-fulness of one supreme Almighty good

ness; and, leading it out of itself into a conjunction there

with, it lulls it into the most undisturbed rest and quiet

* Kal h trytela 68, Öravels ēv ouvrax6; &rav els ēv kal els putaw öpioMoylav čva,0ſ.

ró adºpla, kai kāX\os, draw h toſ évôs rà –Plot. Enn. VI. 9, 1.

Hôpta karáoxm púous, kal dpeth 6é WvXīs
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ness in the lap of divine enjoyment; where it meets with

full contentment, and rests adequately satisfied in the

fruition of the infinite, uniform, and essential goodness

and loveliness, the true Auróraxov, that is not rà uév Kaxdv,

Tā Śē ov Kaxdv, dAN &\ov č, ćAov Kaxdv, as a noble philo

sopher doth well express it'.

The peace which a religious soul is possessed of, is

such a ‘peace as passeth all understanding: the joy that

it meets with in the ways of holiness is “unspeakable and

full of glory.’ The delights and sweetnesses, that accom

pany a religious life, are of a purer and more excellent

nature than the pleasures of worldly men. The spirit

of a good man is too pure and refined a thing than to

delight itself in the thick mire of earthly and sensual

pleasures, in which carnal men roll and tumble themselves

with so much greediness: Non admittit ad volatum accipi

trem suum in terra pulverulenta, as the Arabic proverb

hath it". It speaks the degeneration of any soul whatso

ever, that it should desire to incorporate itself with any of

the gross, dreggy, sensual delights here below. But a

soul, purified by religion from all earthly dregs, delights

to mingle itself only with things that are most divine and

spiritual. There is nothing that can beget any pleasure

or sweetness, but in some harmonical faculty which hath

some kindred and acquaintance with it. As it is in

the senses, so in every other faculty, there is a natural

kind of science whereby it can single out its own proper

* Tô 6é év tá Wuxi, kakov, droMexu- “Ne mittas falconem in lacertas” (vid.

puévow rotºrwy &mdvrwv, kal otr ºrt elkºv Freytag. Arabum Proverbia, Tom. II.

xaxoſ, dAN airóka)\ov ºrdpxov, Xóryos x.a6- ~ .

and, ºr, or r; as, sº, rà is os Pag. 579, No. 601). -\ºd is “P”

raxów, dAN 8Xov 6t’ &\ov kaków.—Simpl. - * -

in Epict. cap. xxxi. of elve ‘lacertae species.' There is also

* I believe the following, from the -

collection of Meidani, is the proverb al- -º-, ‘Nebula operiens terram tan

luded to. C -> * quam fumus.’ The sole difference is in

* - - *o

U.a. - Wi . . . ) one of the vowels—but the vowels are

Q-->\. - | º º: \ J-F usually omitted in MSS.
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object from every thing else, and is better able to define

it to itself than the most exact artist in the world can; and

when once it hath found it out, it presently feels itself so

perfectly fitted and matched by it, that it dissolves into

secret joy and pleasure in the entertainment of it. True

delight and joy is begotten by the conjunction of some

discerning faculty with its proper object. The proper

objects for a mind and spirit are divine and immaterial

things, with which it hath the greatest affinity, and there

fore triumphs most in its converse with them; as it is well

observed by Seneca'; and when it converseth most with

these high and noble objects, it behaves itself most grace

fully, and lives most becoming itself; and it lives also

most deliciously, nor can it any where else be better pro

vided for, or, indeed, fare so well. A good man disdains

to be beholden to the wit, or art, or industry of any crea

ture to find him out, and bring him in a constant revenue

and maintenance for his joy and pleasure: the language

of his heart is that of the Psalmist; ‘Lord, lift Thou up

the light of Thy countenance upon me”.” Religion always

carries a sufficient provision of joy and sweetness along

with it to maintain itself withal: “The ways of wisdom

are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace”.”

Religion is no sullen stoicism or oppressing melancholy;

it is no inthralling tyranny exercised over those noble and

vivacious affections of love and delight, as those men that

were never acquainted with the life of it may imagine;

but it is full of a vigorous and masculine delight and joy,

and such as advances and ennobles the soul, and does not

weaken or dispirit the life and power of it, as sensual and

earthly joys do, when the soul, unacquainted with religion,

is enforced to give entertainment to these gross and

* Hoc habet (sc. animus) argumentum —Sen. Prafat. ad Nat. Quast.

divinitatis suae, quod illum divina delec- * Psal. iv. 7.

tant, nec ut alienis interest, sedut suis. 3 Prov. iii. 17.
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earthly things, for the want of enjoyment of some better

good. The spirit of a good man may justly behave itself

with a noble disdain to all terrene pleasures, because it

knows where to mend its fare: it is the same Almighty

and eternal goodness which is the happiness of God, and

of all good men. The truly religious soul affects nothing

primarily and fundamentally but God Himself: his con

tentment, even in the midst of his worldly employments,

is in the sun of the divine favour that shines upon him:

this is as the manna that lies upon the top of all outward

blessings, which his spirit gathers up and feeds upon with

delight. Religion consists not in a toilsome drudgery

about some bodily exercises and external performances;

nor is it only the spending of ourselves in such attend

ances upon God, and services to Him, as are only accom

modated to this life, though every employment for God is

both amiable and honourable: but there is something of our

religion that interests us in a present possession of that

“joy which is unspeakable and full of glory:’ which leads

us into the porch of heaven, and to the confines of eter

nity. It sometimes carries up the soul into a mount of

transfiguration, or to the top of Pisgah, where it may take

a prospect of the promised land, and gives it a map or

scheme of its future inheritance: it gives it sometimes

some anticipations of blessedness, some foretastes of those

joys, those rivers of pleasure which run at God's right

hand for evermore.

I might further add, as a mantissa to this present

argument, the tranquillity and composedness of a good

man's spirit in reference to all external molestations. Re

ligion, having made a thorough pacification of the soul

within itself, renders it impregnable to all outward as

saults; so that it is at rest, and lives securely in the midst

of all those boisterous storms and tempests, which make

such violent impressions upon the spirits of wicked men.
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Here, the Stoics have stated the case aright, that all per

turbations of the mind arise not properly from an out

ward but an inward cause: it is not an outward evil,

but an inward imagination, bred in the womb of the

soul itself, that molests and grieves it. The more the

soul is restored to itself, and lives at the height of its own

being, the more easily may it disdain and despise any

design or combination against it by the most blustering

giants in the world. A Christian that enjoys himself in

God, will not be beholden to the world's fair and gentle

usage, for the composedness of his mind; no: he enjoys

that peace and tranquillity within himself, which no crea

ture can bestow upon him, or take from him. .

But the Stoics were not so happy in their notions

about the way to true rest and composedness of spirit.

It is not (by their leave) the soul's collecting and gather

ing up itself within the circumference of its own essence;

nor is it a rigid restraining and keeping in its own issues

and motions within the confines of its own natural en

dowments, which is able to confer upon it that drapašta,

and composedness of mind, which they so much idolize,

as the supreme and only bliss of man, and render it free

from all kind of perturbations: for, by what we find in

Seneca and others, it appears that the Stoics, seeking an

autarchy within themselves, and being loath to be beholden

to God for their happiness, but that each of them might

be as God, self-sufficient, and happy in the enjoyment of

himself, endeavoured, by their sour doctrine and a rigid

discipline over their souls, their severities against passions

and all those restless motions in the soul after some

higher good, to attain a complete drapašta, and a full

contentment within themselves. But herein, they missed

the true method of finding rest to themselves, it being the

union of the soul with God, that uniform, simple, and

unbounded good, which is the sole original of all true,
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inward peace. Neither were it a happiness worth the

having, for a mind, like a hermit sequestered from all

things else, by a recession into itself, to spend an eternity

in self-converse, and the enjoyment of such a diminutive,

superficial, nothing as itself is, and must necessarily be to

itself. It is only peculiar to God to be happy in Himself

alone; and God, who has been more liberal in His pro

visions for man, hath created in man such a spring of

restless motion, that, with the greatest impatience, forceth

him out of himself, and violently tosseth him to and fro,

till he come to fix himself upon some solid and self

subsistent goodness. Could a man find himself with

drawn from all terrene and material things, and perfectly

retired into himself; were the whole world so quiet and

calm about him, as not to offer to make the least attempt

upon the composedness and constancy of his mind; might

he be so well entertained at his own home, as to find no

frowns, no sour looks from his own conscience; might he

have that security from heaven, that God would not dis

quiet his fancied tranquillity, by imbittering his thoughts

with any dreadful apprehensions; yet he should find

something within him that would not let him be at rest,

but would rend him from himself, and toss him from his

own foundation and consistency. There is an insatiable

appetite in the soul of man, like a greedy lion hunting

after his prey, that would render him impatient of his

own pinching penury, and could never satisfy itself with

such a thin and spare diet as he finds at home. There

are two principal faculties in the soul which, like two

daughters of the horseleech, are always crying, Give, give:

these are those hungry vultures which, if they cannot

find their prey abroad, return and gnaw the soul itself:

‘where the carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered

together.’ By this, we may see how unavailable to the

attaining of true rest and peace that conceit of the Stoics
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was, who supposed the only way and method hereto was

this, to confine the soul thus monastically to its own

home. We read in the gospel of such a question of our

Saviour's: “What went ye out into the wilderness to

see’?” we may invert it: ‘What do you return within to

see? A soul confined within the private and narrow

cell of its own particular being?” Such a soul deprives

itself of all that Almighty, and essential glory and good

ness which shines round about it, which spreads itself

through the whole universe—I say, it deprives itself of all

this, for the enjoying of such a poor, petty, and dimi

nutive thing as itself is, which yet it can never enjoy

truly in such a retiredness.

We have seen the peaceful and happy state of the

truly religious: but it is otherwise with wicked and irre

ligious men. “There is no peace to the wicked; but they

are like the troubled sea, when it cannot rest, whose

waters cast up mire and dirt”;' as it is expressed by the

prophet Isaiah. The mind of a wicked man is like the

sea, when it roars and rages through the striving of

several contrary winds upon it. Furious lusts and wild

passions within, as they war against heaven and the more

noble and divine part of the soul, so do they war amongst

themselves, maintaining perpetual contests, and contend

ing which shall be the greatest: Scelera dissident. These,

indeed, are the Cadmus-brood rising out of the serpent's

teeth, ready armed one against another; whence it is that

the soul of a wicked man becomes a very uninhabitable

and incommodious place to itself, full of disquietude and

trouble, through the many contests and civil commotions

maintained within it. The minds of wicked men are like

those disconsolate and desolate spirits which our Saviour

speaks of, which, being cast out of their habitation, wan

der up and down through dry and desert places, seeking

* Matt. xi. 7. * Isai. lvii. 20, 21.
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rest but finding none". The soul that finds not some

solid and self-sufficient good to centre itself upon, is a

boisterous and restless thing; and, being without God, it

wanders up and down the world, destitute, afflicted, tor

mented with vehement hunger and thirst after some satis

fying good; and, as any one shall bring it tidings, ‘Lo

here, or, Lo there is good,' it presently goes out towards

it, and, with a swift and speedy flight, hastens after it.

The sense of an inward indigency doth stimulate and en

force it to seek its contentment without itself, and so it

wanders up and down from one creature to another; and

thus becomes distracted by a multiplicity of objects. And

while it cannot find some one and only object upon which,

as being perfectly adequate to its capacities, it may wholly

bestow itself; while it is tossed with restless and vehe

ment motions of desire and love, through a world of

painted beauties, false, glozing excellencies; courting all,

but matching nowhere; violently hurried everywhere, but

finding nowhere objectum par amori; while it converseth

only with these pinching particularities here below, and

is not yet acquainted with the universal goodness; it is

certainly far from true rest and satisfaction, from a fixed,

composed temper of spirit; but being distracted by multi

plicity of objects and ends, there can never be any firm

and stable peace or friendship at home, amongst all its

powers and faculties; nor can there be a firm amity and

friendship abroad betwixt wicked men themselves, as

Aristotle concludes in his Ethics, because all vice is so

multiform and inconsistent a thing; and so there can be

no true concatenation of affections and ends between

them. Whereas, in all good men, virtue and goodness is

one form and soul to them all, that unites them together;

and there is the one, simple, and uniform good, that

guides and governs them all. They are not as a ship,

* Matt. xii. 43.
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tossed in the tumultuous ocean of this world, without any

compass at all to steer by ; but they direct their course by

the certain guidance of the one last end, as the true pole

star of all their motion. But while the soul lies benighted

in a thick ignorance, as it is with wicked men, and be

holds not some stable and eternal good towards which it

may move; though it may, by the strength of that prin

ciple of activeness within itself, spend itself perpetually

with swift and giddy motions; yet will it be always con

testing with secret disturbances, and cannot act but with

many reluctancies, as not finding an object equal to the

force and strength of its vast affections to act upon.

By what hath been said, may appear the vast differ

ence between the ways of sin and of holiness. Inward

distractions and disturbances, ‘tribulation and anguish

upon every soul that doth evil: but to every man that

worketh good, glory, honour, and peace", inward com

posedness and tranquillity of spirit, pure and divine joys,

far excelling all sensual pleasures; in a word, true con

tentment of spirit, and full satisfaction in God, whom the

pious soul loves above all things, and longs still after a

nearer enjoyment of Him. I shall conclude this parti

cular with that with which Plotinus concludes his book—

That the life of holy and divine men is 8tos dwijóovos Táv

tfiče, pvyn uðvov Tpós aévov—‘a life not touched with these

vanishing delights of time, but a flight of the soul alone

to God”.’

* Rom. ii. 9, 1o. * Enn. vi. 9, 11.
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CHAPTER VII.

The fifth property or effect discovering the eaccellency of religion, viz.

That it advanceth the soul to a holy boldness and humble familiarity

with God, and to a comfortable confidence concerning the love of God

toward it, and its own salvation. Fearfulness, consternation of mind,

and frightful passions, are consequent upon sin and guilt. These,

together with the most dismal deportments of trembling and amazement,

are agreeable to the nature of the devil, who delights to be served in

this manner by his worshippers. Love, joy, and hope, are most agree

able to the nature of God, and most pleasing to Him. The right ap

prehensions of God are such as are apt to beget love to God, delight

and confidence in Him. A true Christian is more for a solid and

well-grounded peace, than for high raptures and feelings of joy.

How a Christian should endeavour after the assurance of his salvation.

That he should not importunately expect or desire some extraordinary

manifestations of God to him, but rather look after the manifestation

of the life of God within him, the foundation or beginning of heaven

and salvation in his own soul. That self-resignation, and the sub

dwing of our own wills, are greatly available to obtain assurance. The

vanity and absurdity of that opinion, viz. That in a perfect resignation

of our wills to God's will, a man should be content with his own

damnation, and to be the subject of eternal wrath in hell, if it should

so please God.

5. THE fifth property or effect, whereby true religion

discovers its own nobleness and excellency, is this;

That it advanceth the soul to a holy boldness and humble

familiarity with God, as also a well-grounded hope, and

comfortable confidence, concerning the love of God toward

*t, and its own salvation. The truly religious soul main

tains a humble and sweet familiarity with God; and, with

great alacrity of spirit, without any consternation and

servility of spirit, is enabled to look upon the glory and

majesty of the Most High: but sin and wickedness is

pregnant with fearfulness and horror. That trembling

and consternation of mind which possesses wicked men,

is nothing else but the offspring of darkness, an "Eutrovaa

begotten in corrupt and irreligious hearts. While men
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‘walk in darkness,’ and “are of the night,’ as the apostle

speaks, then only is it that they are vexed with those

ugly and ghastly uopuéves that terrify and torment them.

But when once the day breaks, and true religion opens

herself upon the soul, like the eyelids of the morning, then

all those shadows and frightful apparitions flee away. As

all light, and love, and joy, descend from above, from the

Father of Lights; so all darkness, and fearfulness, and de

spair, are from below: they arise from corrupt and earthly

minds, and are like those gross vapours arising from this

earthly globe, that, not being able to get up towards

heaven, spread themselves about the circumference of

that body where they were first begotten, infesting it

with darkness, and generating into thunder and lightning,

clouds and tempests. But the higher a Christian as

cends ex row atm)atov–above this dark dungeon of the

body; the more that religion prevails within him, the

more then shall he find himself, as it were, in a clear

heaven, in a region that is calm and serene; and the

more will those black and dark affections of fear and

despair vanish away, and those clear and bright affections

of love, and joy, and hope, break forth in their strength

and lustre.

The devil, who is the prince of darkness and the great

tyrant, delights to be served with ghastly affections, and

the most dismal deportments of trembling and astonish

ment; as having nothing at all of amiableness or excel

lency in him to commend himself to his worshippers.

Slavery and servility (that y\wrtākouov rms ºvyns, as

Longinus truly calls it) is the badge and livery of the

devil's religion": hence those ppukrd uvaripia” of the

* “Qarep otv (et ye, pnal, rotiro triarov učv' otºrws dragav čovXelav, kāv (; 5ukauo

dkoúw) rā y\corrökoua, Év ols ol IIvyuatot rarm, Wux?s y\wrrökopov kal kowow 5% ris

kaAoûuevot rpéqovrat, où uðvov kw\ſet rôv dropºvaaro beauwriptov.–Dionys. Long.

éykek\eta:uévay rās at:#gets, d\\á kal avv- De Sublim. § XLIV. 5.

ape: âté, rov repukeiuevov toſs atºpiaat 3eo- * The words for false gods and idols,

F F
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heathens, performed with much trembling and horror.

But God, who is the supreme goodness, and both essential

love and loveliness, takes most pleasure in those sweet

and delightful affections of the soul, viz. love, joy, and

hope, which are most correspondent to His own nature.

The ancient superstition of the heathens was always very

nice and curious, in honouring every one of their gods

with sacrifices and rites most agreeable to their natures:

I am sure there is no incense, no offering which we can

present to God, so sweet, so acceptable to Him as our

love, and delight, and confidence in Him; and when He

comes into the souls of men, He makes these His throne,

His place of rest, as finding the greatest agreeableness

therein to His own essence. A good man, that finds

himself made partaker of the Divine nature, and trans

formed into the image of God, infinitely takes pleasure in

God, as being ‘altogether lovely, according to that in

Canticles, Totus ipse est desideria"; and his “meditation

of God is sweet unto him”.’ St John, that lay in the

bosom of Christ, who came from the bosom of the Father,

and perfectly understood His eternal essence, hath given

us the fullest description that he could make of Him,

when he tells us that “God is love; and he that dwelleth

in God, dwelleth in love”;’ and, reposing himself in the

bosom of an Almighty goodness, where he finds nothing "

but love and loveliness, he now displays all the strength

and beauty of those his choicest and most precious

affections of love, and joy, and confidence: his soul is

now at ease, and rests in peace, neither is there anything

to make afraid: he is got beyond all those powers of

darkness which give such continual alarms in this lower

world, and are always troubling the earth: he is got above

blaxy and D'p's import trouble and pºpnp $5 Cant. v. 16.

terror, and frightful passions in their wor- * Psal. civ. 34.

shippers.-Original edition. - * 1 John iv. 16.
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all fears and despairs: he is in a bright, clear region, above

clouds and tempests—infra se despicit nubes. There is

no frightful terribleness in the supreme Majesty. That

we apprehend God at any time in such a dismayed man

ner, must not at all be made an argument of His nature,

but of our sinfulness and weakness. The sun in the

heavens always was, and always will be, a globe of

light and brightness, howsoever a purblind eye is rather

dazzled than enlightened by it. There is an inward sense

in man's soul, which, were it once awakened and excited

with an inward taste and relish of the Divinity, could

better define God to him than all the world else. It is

the sincere Christian that so tastes and sees how good

and sweet the Lord is, as none else does: ‘The God of

hope fills him with all joy and peace in believing, so that

he ‘abounds in hope", as the apostle speaks. He quietly

reposes himself in God; “his heart is fixed, trusting in

the Lord";’ he is more for a solid peace, and settled calm

of spirit, than for high raptures and feelings of joy, or

extraordinary manifestations of God to him; he does not

passionately desire, nor importunately expect such things;

he rather looks after the manifestations of the goodness

and power of God within him, in subduing all in his soul

that is unlike and contrary to God, and forming him into

His image and likeness. -

Though I think it worthy of a Christian to endeavour

after the assurance of his own salvation; yet, perhaps, it

might be the safest way to moderate his curiosity of

prying into God's book of life, and to stay a while until

he sees himself within the confines of salvation itself.

Should a man hear a voice from heaven, or see a vision

from the Almighty, to testify unto him the love of God

towards him; yet, methinks, it were more desirable to

find a revelation of all from within, arising up from the

1 Rom. xv. 13. - * Psal. cxii. 7.

F F 2
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bottom and centre of a man's own soul, in the real and

internal impressions of a godlike nature upon his own

spirit; and thus to find the foundation and beginning

of heaven and happiness within himself: it were more

desirable to see the crucifying of our own will, the mor

tifying of the mere animal life, and to see a Divine life

rising up in the room of it, as a sure pledge and inchoation

of immortality and happiness, the very essence of which

consists in a perfect conformity, and cheerful compliance

of all the powers of our souls, with the will of God.

The best way of gaining a well-grounded assurance

of the Divine love is this—for a man to overcome himself

and his own will: ‘To him that overcometh shall be given

that white stone, and in it the new name written, which

no man knoweth but he that receiveth it".' He that be

holds the Sun of Righteousness arising in the horizon

of his soul with healing in its wings, and chasing away

all that misty darkness of his own self-will and passions;

such a one desires not now the star-light to know whether

it be day or not, nor cares he to pry into heaven's secrets,

and to search into the hidden rolls of eternity, there to

see the whole plot of his salvation; for he views it trans

acted upon the inward stage of his own soul, and, reflect

ing upon himself, he may behold a heaven opened from

within, and a throne set up in his soul, and an Almighty

Saviour sitting upon it, and reigning within him: he now

finds the kingdom of heaven within him, and sees that

it is not a thing merely reserved for him without him,

being already made partaker of the sweetness and efficacy

of it. What the Jews say of the Spirit of Prophecy,

may not unfitly be applied to the Holy Ghost, the true

Comforter, dwelling in the minds of good men, as a sure

earnest of their eternal inheritance; “The Spirit resides

not but upon a man of fortitude”—one that gives proof

* Revel. ii. 17. -

2 : "Y2: by Rºx nºw nºn-n !"N Wid. Discourse on Prophecy, cap. 8.
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of this fortitude in subduing his own self will and his

affections. We read of Elisha, that he was fain to call

for a musical instrument, and one to play before him, to

allay the heat of his passions, before he could converse

with the prophetical spirit. The Holy Spirit is too pure

and gentle a thing to dwell in a mind muddied and dis

turbed by those impure dregs, those thick fogs and mists

that arise from our self-will and passions: our prevailing

over these is the best way to cherish the Holy Spirit,

by which we may be sealed unto the day of redemption.

To conclude this particular. It is a venturous and

rugged guess and conceit which some men have, that in

a perfect resignation of our wills to the Divine will, a man

should be content with his own damnation, and to be the

subject of eternal wrath in hell, if it should so please

God: which is as impossible as it is for him that infinitely

thirsts after a true participation of the Divine nature,

and most earnestly endeavours after a most inward union

with God in spirit, by a denial of himself and his own

will, to swell up in self-love, pride, and arrogancy against

God; the one whereof is the most substantial heaven,

the other the most real hell; whereas, indeed, by con

quering ourselves, we are translated from death to life,

and the kingdom of God and Heaven is already come

into us.
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CHAPTER VIII.

The sixth property or effect discovering the excellency of religion, viz. That

it spiritualizes material things, and carries up the souls of good men

from sensible and earthly things, to things intellectual and divine.

There are lesser and fuller representations of God in the creatures.

To converse with God in the creation, and to pass out of the sensible

world into the intellectual, is most effectually taught by religion.

Wicked men converse not with God, as shining out in the creatures; they

converse with them in a sensual and unspiritual manner. Religion

does spiritualize the creation to good men: it teaches them to look at

any perfections or eaccellencies in themselves and others, not so much as

theirs or others, but as so many beams flowing from one and the same

fountain of light; to love them all in God, and God in all—the uni

versal goodness in a particular being. A good man enjoys and de

lights in whatsoever good he sees otherwhere, as if it were his own: he

does not fondly love and esteem either himself or others. The divine

temper and strain of the ancient philosophy.

6. THE sixth property or effect, wherein religion dis

covers its own excellency, is this, That it spirit

ualizes material things, and so carries up the souls of good

men from earthly things to things divine, from this sen

sible world to the intellectual.

God made the universe and all the creatures con

tained therein, as so many glasses wherein He might

reflect His own glory: He hath copied forth Himself in

the creation; and, in this outward world, we may read

the lovely characters of the Divine goodness, power, and

wisdom. In some creatures, there are darker representa

tions of God; there are the prints and footsteps of God;

but in others, there are clearer and fuller representations

of the Divinity, the face and image of God; according to

that known saying of the schoolmen, Remotiores similitu

dines creaturae ad Deum dicuntur vestigium; propinquiores

vero imago. But how to find God here, and feelingly to

converse with Him, and, being affected with the sense of
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the Divine glory shining out upon the creation, how to

pass out of the sensible world into the intellectual, is not

so effectually taught by that philosophy which professed

it most, as by true religion: that which knits and unites

God and the soul together, can best teach it how to

ascend and descend upon those golden links that unite, as

it were, the world to God. That Divine wisdom that con

trived and beautified this glorious structure, can best

explain her own art, and carry up the soul back again, in

these reflected beams, to Him who is the fountain of

them. Though good men, all of them, are not acquainted

with all those philosophical notions touching the relation

between created and the uncreated being; yet may they

easily find every creature pointing out to that Being,

whose image and superscription it bears, and climb up

from those darker resemblances of the Divine wisdom and

goodness, shining out in different degrees upon several

creatures, datep dwagdòuous riot, as the ancients speak", till

they sweetly repose themselves in the bosom of the Divi

nity: and, while they are thus conversing with this lower

world, and are viewing ‘the invisible things of God in the

things that are made", in this visible and outward crea

tion they find God, many times, secretly flowing into

their souls, and leading them silently out of the court of

the temple into the holy place. But it is otherwise with

wicked men. They dwell perpetually upon the dark side

of the creatures, and converse with these things only in a

gross, sensual, earthly, and unspiritual manner: they are

so encompassed with the thick and foggy mist of their

own corruptions, that they cannot see God there, where

He is most visible: “the light shineth in darkness, but the

darkness comprehendeth it not”:' their souls are so deeply

* Atôāakovai uév otv dwaxoyla, Te Kal * Rom. i. zo.

dq,alpérets, kal Yvićgets róv é; atroſ, kal * John i. 5.

dvaşaguol ruſes.—Plot. Enn. VI. 7, 36.
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sunk into that house of clay which they carry about with

them, that were there nothing of body or bulky matter

before them, they could find nothing to exercise them

selves about.

But religion, where it is in truth and in power, renews

the very spirit of our minds, and doth, in a manner,

spiritualize this outward creation to us, and doth, in a

more excellent way, perform that which the Peripatetics

are wont to affirm of their intellectus agens, in purging

bodily and material things from the feculency and dregs

of matter, and separating them from those circumstan

tiating and straitening conditions of time and place, and

the like; and teaches the soul to look at those perfections

which it finds here below, not so much as the perfections

of this or that body, as they adorn this or that particular

being, but as they are so many rays issuing forth from

that first and essential perfection, in which they all meet,

and embrace one another in the most close friendship.

Every particular good is a blossom of the first goodness;

every created excellency is a beam descending from the

Father of Lights: and, should we separate all these par

ticularities from God, all affection spent upon them would

be unchaste, and their embraces adulterous. We should

love all things in God, and God in all things, because He

is all in all, the beginning and original of being, the

perfect idea of their goodness, and the end of their motion.

It is nothing but a thick mist of pride and self-love that

hinders men's eyes from beholding that sun which both

enlightens them and all things else; but when true reli

gion begins once to dawn upon men's souls, and, with its

shining light, chases away their black night of ignorance;

then they behold themselves and all things else enlight

ened, though in a different way, by one and the same sun,

and all the powers of their souls fall down before God,

and ascribe all glory to Him. Now it is that a good man
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is no more solicitous “whether this or that good thing be

mine, or whether my perfections exceed the measure of

this or that particular creature;’ for whatsoever good he

beholds anywhere, he enjoys and delights in it as much as

if it were his own, and whatever he beholds in himself, he

looks not upon it as his property, but as a common good;

for all these beams come from one and the same fountain

and ocean of light, in whom he loves them all with a uni

versal love: when his affections run along the stream of

any created excellencies, whether his own or any one's

else, yet they stay not here, but run on till they fall into

the ocean: they do not settle into a fond love and ad

miration, either of his own or any other's excellencies, but

he regards them as so many pure effluxes and emanations

from God, and, in a particular being, loves the universal

goodness. Si sciretur a me veritas, sciretur etiam me illud

mon esse, aut illud non esse meum, nec a me.

Thus may a good man walk up and down the world

as in a garden of spices, and suck a divine sweetness out

of every flower. There is a twofold meaning in every

creature, as the Jews speak of their law—a literal and a

mystical—and the one is but the ground of the other;

and, as they say of divers pieces of their law, so a good

man says of everything that his senses offer to him—‘it

speaks to his lower part, but it points out something

above to his mind and spirit'. It is the drowsy and

muddy spirit of superstition which, being lulled asleep in

the lap of worldly delights, is fain to set some idol at its

elbow, something that may jog it, and put it in mind of

God. Whereas, true religion never finds itself out of the

infinite sphere of the Divinity, and wherever it finds

beauty, harmony, goodness, love, ingenuousness, wisdom,

holiness, justice, and the like, it is ready to say, here, and

there is God: wheresoever any such perfections shine out,

1 Hypº tryn Herº ºn."
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a holy mind climbs up by these sunbeams, and raises

itself up to God.

And seeing God hath never thrown the world from

Himself, but runs through all created essence, containing

the archetypal ideas of all things in Himself, and from

thence deriving and imparting several prints of beauty

and excellency all the world over; a soul that is truly

6eoeléns, “godlike’—a mind that is enlightened from the

same fountain, and hath its inward senses affected with

the sweet relishes of divine goodness, cannot but every

where behold itself in the midst of that glorious, un

bounded Being who is indivisibly everywhere. A good

man finds every place he treads upon holy ground; to

him the world is God's temple; he is ready to say with

Jacob, ‘How dreadful is this place! this is none other

but the house of God".’

To conclude. It was a degenerate and unworthy spirit

in that philosophy which first separated and made such

distances between metaphysical truths and the truths

of nature; whereas, the first and most ancient wisdom

amongst the heathens was indeed a philosophical divinity,

or a divine philosophy, which continued for divers ages;

but, as men grew worse, their queasy stomachs began to

loathe it: which made the truly wise Socrates complain

of the sophists of that age, who began now to corrupt and

debase it; whereas heretofore the spirit of philosophy was

more generous and divine, and did more purify and en

noble the souls of men, commending intellectual things to

them, and taking them off from settling upon sensible

and material things here below, and still exciting them to

endeavour after the nearest resemblance to God, the su

preme goodness and loveliness, and an intimate conjunc

tion with Him; which, according to the strain of that

philosophy, was the true happiness of immortal souls.

* Gen. xxviii. 17.
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CHAPTER IX.

The seventh and last property or effect discovering the excellency of reli

gion, viz. That it raiseth the minds of good men to a due observance

of, and attendance upon Divine Providence, and enables them to serve

the will of God, and to acquiesce in it. For a man to serve Provi

dence and the will of God entirely, to work with God, and to bring

himself, and all his actions, into a compliance with God's will, His

ends and designs, is an argument of the truest nobleness of spirit; it

is the most excellent and divine life; and it is most for man's advan

tage. How the consideration of Divine Providence is the way to

inward quietness and establishment of spirit. How wicked men carry

themselves unbecomingly through their impatience and fretfulness

wnder the disposals of Providence. The beauty and harmony of the

various methods of Providence. -

7. Tº seventh and last property or effect wherein

true religion expresseth its own nobleness and

excellency, is this, That it raiseth the minds of good men

to a due observance of, and attendance upon, Divine Pro

vidence, and enables them to serve the will of God, and to

acquiesce in it. Wheresoever God hath a tongue to

speak, there they have ears to hear; and, being attentive

to God in the soft and still motions of Providence, they

are ready to obey His call, and to say with Isaiah, “Be

hold, here am I; send me".’ They endeavour to copy

forth that lesson which Christ hath set Christians, se

riously considering how that they came into this world by

God's appointment, not to do their own wills, but the will

of Him that sent them.

As this consideration quiets the spirit of a good man,

who is no idle spectator of Providence, and keeps him in

a calm and sober temper, in the midst of all storms and

tempests; so, it makes him most freely to engage himself

in the service of Providence, without any inward reluc

tancy or disturbance. He cannot be content that Provi

1 Isai. vi. 8.
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dence should make use of him, as it doth even of those

things that understand it least; but it is his holy ambition

to serve it. It is nothing but hellish pride and self-love

that makes men serve themselves, and so set up them

selves as idols against God: but it is, indeed, an argu

ment of true nobleness of spirit for a man to view himself,

not in the narrow point of his own being, but in the un

bounded essence of the First Cause, so as to be 3Aws riov

Kpeltrávov', and to live only as an instrument in the hands

of God, who worketh all things after the counsel of His

own will. Optarem id me esse Deo quod est mihi manus

mea, was the expression of a holy soul.

To a good man, to serve the will of God, is in the

truest and best sense to serve himself, who knows himself

to be nothing without or in opposition to God: Quo minus

quid sibi arrogat homo, eo evadit nobilior, clarior, divinior.

This is the most divine life that can be, for a man to act

in the world upon eternal designs, and to be so wholly

devoted to the will of God, as to serve it most faithfully

and entirely. This, indeed, bestows a kind of immortality

upon these flitting and transient acts of ours, which, in

themselves, are but the offspring of a moment. A pillar

or a verse is a poor, sorry, monument of any exploit,

which yet may well enough become the highest of the

world's bravery. But good men, while they work with

God, and endeavour to bring themselves, and all their

actions, to a unity with God, His ends and designs, enrol

themselves in eternity. This is the proper character of

holy souls: their wills are so fully resolved into the

Divine will, that they in all things subscribe to it without

any murmurings or debates: they rest well satisfied with,

and take complacency in, any passages of Divine dispen

sation, as being ordered and disposed by a mind and

* Simpl. in Epict. Prof. Cf. p. 21.
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wisdom above, according to the highest rules of good

ness".

The best way for a man rightly to enjoy himself, is, to

maintain a universal, ready, and cheerful compliance with

the divine and uncreated will in all things; as knowing

that nothing can issue and flow forth from the Fountain of

goodness but that which is good: and, therefore, a good

man is never offended with any piece of Divine dispensa

tion, nor hath he any reluctancy against that will, that

dictates and determines all things by an eternal rule of

goodness; as knowing that there is an unbounded and

Almighty love, that, without any disdain or envy, freely

communicates itself to everything He made; that feeds

even the young ravens that call upon Him; that makes

His sun to shine, and His rain to fall, both upon the just

and unjust; that always infolds those in His everlasting

arms, who are made partakers of His own image, perpe

tually nourishing and cherishing them with the fresh and

vital influences of His grace: as knowing also, that there

is an all-seeing eye, an unbounded mind and understand

ing, that derives itself through the whole universe, and,

sitting in all the wheels of motion, guides them all, and

powerfully governs the most eccentrical motions of crea

tures, and carries them all most harmoniously in their

several orbs to one last end. Who then shall give law to

God? ‘Where is the wise? where is the scribe? where is

the disputer of this world?? Where is he that would

climb up into that Hºyºn by |" nºn–the great con

sistory in heaven, and, sitting in consultation with the

Almighty, instruct the infinite and incomprehensible Wis

dom? Shall vain man be wiser than his Maker : This .

1 T); trept roës 6eoës etaegetas to 6, 6ea flat atroſs, kal etkew tact roſs Yuvo

3rt rô kupićratov čkeſvá čarw, Öpffās tro- uévois, kal dkoxovbeiv čkovra, & stro ris

Xºpets repl abrów exeu, tºs durww kal dpta rms Yvºums ém ºr exova è vows. –

8touxo'vrwv rá čAa Kakás kal 6tralws' kal Epictet. Enchir. cap. xxxi.

aavrov els roºro karateraxévau, td ret- 2 I Cor. i. 2 o.
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is the hellish temper of wicked men: they examine and

judge of all things by the line and measure of their own

self-will, their own opinions and designs; and, measuring

all things by a crooked rule, they think nothing to be

straight; and, therefore, they fall out with God, and with

restless impatience fret and vex themselves: and this

fretfulness and impatiency in wicked men, argues a breach

in the just and due constitution of their minds and

spirits.

But a good man, whose soul is restored to that frame

and constitution in which it should be, has better appre

hensions of the ways and works of God, and is better

affected under the various disposals of Providence. In

deed, to a superficial observer of Divine Providence,

many things there are that seem to be nothing else but

digressions from the main end of all, and to come to pass

by a fortuitous concourse of circumstances; that come in

so abruptly, and without any concatenation, or depend

ence one upon another, as if they were without any mind

or understanding to guide them. But a wise man that

looks from the beginning to the end of things, beholds

them all in their due place and method, acting that part

which the supreme Mind and Wisdom, that governs all

things, hath appointed them; and carrying on one and

the same eternal design, while they move according to

their own proper inclinations and measures, and aim at

their own particular ends. It were not worth the while

to live in a world kevº €eoſ, kai Tpovoias—‘devoid of God

and Providence,'—as it was well observed by the Stoic":

and to be subservient unto Providence, is the holy ambi

tion and great endeavour of a good man, who is so per

fectly overpowered with the love of the universal and

infinite goodness, that he would not serve any particular

good whatsoever; no, not himself, so as to set up in the

* Vid. Not. I. p. 54.
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world and trade for himself, as the men of this world do,

who are “lovers of their own selves, and lovers of plea

sures more than lovers of God'.’

CHAPTER X.

4. The excellency of religion in regard of its progress, as it is perpetually

carrying on the soul towards perfection. Every nature hath its proper

centre to which it hastens. Sin and wickedness is within the attractive

power of hell, and hastens thither: grace and holiness is within the

central force of heaven, and moves thither. It is not the speculation of

heaven, as a thing to come, that satisfies the desires of religious souls,

but the real possession of it, even in this life. Men are apt to seek

after assurance of heaven as a thing to come, rather than after heaven

itself, and the inward possession of it here. How the assurance of

heaven rises from the growth of holiness, and the powerful progress of

religion in our souls. That we are not hastily to believe that we are

Christ's, or that Christ is in us. That the works which Christ does in

holy souls testify of Him, and best evidence Christ's spiritual appear

ance in them.

WE have considered the excellency of true religion,

I. In regard of its descent and original; 2. In

regard of its nature; 3. In regard of its properties and

effects. We proceed now to a fourth particular, and shall

show, -

4. That religion is a generous and noble thing in

regard of its progress: it is perpetually carrying on that

mind, in which it is once seated, toward perfection.

Though the first appearance of it, upon the souls of good

men, may be but as the wings of the morning spreading

themselves upon the mountains, yet is it still rising higher

and higher upon them, chasing away all the filthy mists

and vapours of sin and wickedness before it, till it arrives

at its meridian altitude”. There is the strength and force

* 2 Tim. iii. 2, 4. ing light, that shineth more and more

• ‘The path of the just is as the shin- unto the perfect day."—Prov. iv. 18.
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of the Divinity in it; and though, when it first enters

into the minds of men, it may seem to be “sown in weak

ness, yet will it raise itself in power. As Christ was in

His bodily appearance, still increasing in wisdom, and

knowledge, and favour with God and man, until He was

perfected in glory; so is He also in His spiritual appear

ance in the souls of men; and, accordingly, the New Tes

tament does more than once distinguish between Christ

in His several ages and degrees of growth in the souls of

all true Christians. Good men are always ‘walking on

from strength to strength, till at last they see God in

Zion.” Religion, though it hath its infancy, yet hath it

no old age: while it is in its minority, it is always in

motu; but when it comes to its maturity and full age, it

will always be in quiete—it is then “always the same, and

its years fail not, but it shall endure for ever.’ Holy and

religious souls, being once touched with an inward sense

of Divine beauty and goodness, by a strong impress upon

them are moved swiftly after God, and, as the apostle

expresses himself, ‘forgetting those things which are be

hind, and reaching forth unto those things which are

before, they press toward the mark for the prize of the

high calling of God in Christ Jesus;’ that so they may

“attain to the resurrection of the dead'.’

Where a spirit of religion is, there is the central force

of heaven itself, quickening and enlivening those that are

informed by it, in their motions toward heaven. As, on

the other side, all unhallowed and defiled minds are within

the attractive power of hell, and are continually hastening

their course thither, being strongly pressed down by the

weight of their wickedness. "Asl rivas #xei Kivijaeis m ºpúais, aS

Plutarch hath well observed—“Every nature, in this world,

hath some proper centre to which it is always hastening.’

Sin and wickedness do not hover a little over the bot

* Phil. iii. 11, 13, 14.
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tomless pit of hell, and only flutter about it; but it is

continually sinking lower and lower into it. Neither does

true grace make some feeble assays toward heaven, but,

by a mighty energy within itself, it is always soaring up

higher and higher into heaven. A good Christian does

not only court his happiness, and cast now and then a

smile upon it, or satisfy himself merely to be contracted

to it; but, with the greatest ardours of love and desire, he

pursues the solemnity of the just nuptials, that he may be

wedded to it, and made one with it. It is not an airy

speculation of heaven as a thing (though never so un

doubtedly) to come, that can satisfy his hungry desires,

but the real possession of it even in this life'. Such a

happiness would be less in the esteem of good men, that

were only good to be enjoyed at the end of this life, when

all other enjoyments fail him.

I wish there be not, among some, such a light and

poor esteem of heaven, as makes them more to seek after

assurance of heaven only in the idea of it as a thing to

come, than after heaven itself; which, indeed, we can

never well be assured of, until we find it rising up within

ourselves, and glorifying our own souls. When true as

surance comes, heaven itself will appear upon the horizon

of our souls, like a morning light, chasing away all our

dark and gloomy doubtings before it. We shall not need

then to light up our candles to seek for it in corners; no:

it will display its own lustre and brightness so before us,

that we may see it in its own light, and ourselves the true

possessors of it. We may be too nice and vain in seeking

for signs and tokens of Christ's spiritual appearances in

the souls of men, as well as the Scribes and Pharisees

were in seeking for them at His first appearance in the

world. When He comes into us, let us expect till the

works that He shall do within us may testify of Him;

* So we read John vi. 54, “hath eternal life;" and 1 John v. 11, 13.

G. G.
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and be not over credulous, till we find that He doth those

works there which none other could do. As for a true,

well-grounded, assurance, say not so much, “Who shall

ascend up into heaven,' to fetch it down from thence? or,

‘who shall descend into the deep,' to fetch it up from be

neath? for in the growth of true, internal, goodness, and

in the progress of true religion it will freely unfold itself

within us. Stay till the grain of mustard-seed itself breaks

forth from among the clods that buried it; till, through

the descent of the heavenly dew, it sprouts up, and dis

covers itself openly. This holy assurance is, indeed, the

budding and blossoming of felicity in our own souls; it is

the inward sense and feeling of the true life, spirit, sweet

ness, and beauty of grace, powerfully expressing its own

energy within us.

Briefly: true religion, in the progress of it, transforms

those minds in which it reigns, from glory to glory: it

goes on and prospers in bringing all enemies in subjection

under their feet, in reconciling the minds of men fully to

God; and it instates them in a firm possession of the

supreme good. This is the seed of God within holy souls,

which is always warring against the seed of the serpent,

till it prevail over it, through the divine strength and

influence. Though hell may open her mouth wide and

without measure, yet a true Christian, in whom the seed

of God remaineth, is in a good and safe condition: he

finds himself borne up by an Almighty arm, and carried

upwards as upon eagle's wings; and the evil one hath no

power over him; or, as St John expresseth it, “the evil

one toucheth him not".’

& Tovmpôs oëx dirrerai atroń. I John v. 18.
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CHAPTER XI.

5. The excellency of religion in regard of its term and end, viz. Perfect

blessedness. How unable we are, in this state, to comprehend and de

scribe the full and perfect state of happiness and glory to come. The

more godlike a Christian is, the better may he understand that state.

Holiness and happiness not two distinct things, but two several notions

of one and the same thing. Heaven cannot so well be defined by any

thing without us, as by something within us. The great nearness and

affinity between sin and hell. The conclusion of this treatise, contain

ing a serious eachortation to a diligent minding of religion, with a

discovery of the vanity of those pretences which keep men off from

minding religion.

5. E come now to the fifth and last particular,

viz. The eacellency of religion in the term and

end of it, which is nothing else but blessedness itself in its

full maturity. Which yet I may not here undertake to

explain, for it is altogether appmtöv Ti, nor can it descend

so low as to accommodate itself to any human style. Ac

cordingly, St John tells us, ‘it does not yet appear what

we shall be;’ and yet, that he may give us some glimpse

of it, he directs us to God, and tells us, ‘we shall be

like Him, for we shall see Him as He is.’ Indeed, the

best way to get a discovery of it, is to endeavour, as

much as may be, to be godlike, to live in a feeling con

verse with God, and in a powerful exercise and expression

of all godlike dispositions: so shall our inner man be

best enabled “to know the breadth and length, the depth

and height, of that love and goodness which yet passeth

all knowledge".’ There is a state of perfection in the life

to come, so far transcendent to any in this life, as that we

are not able, from hence, to take the just proportions of

it, or to form a full and comprehensive notion of it. We

are unable to comprehend the vastness and fulness of that

happiness, to which the most purified souls may be raised,

* 8woto avrò dagueba. 1 John iii. 2. * Rom. xi. 33; Eph. iii. 18, 19.

G G 2
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or to apprehend how far the mighty power and strength

of the Divinity, deriving itself into created being, may

communicate a more transcendent life and blessedness to

it. We know not what latent powers our souls may here

contain within themselves, which then may begin to open

and dilate themselves, to let in the full streams of the

Divine goodness, when they come nearly and intimately

to converse with it; or how blessedness may act upon

those faculties of our minds which we now have. We

know not what illapses and irradiations there may be

from God upon souls in glory, that may raise them into a

state of perfection, surpassing all our imaginations.

As for corporeal happiness, there cannot be anything

further added to the pleasure of our bodies or animal part,

than a restoring of it from disturbing passion and pain,

to its just and natural constitution; and, therefore, some

philosophers have well disputed against the opinion of

the Epicureans, who make happiness to consist in bodily

pleasure, 3ri troXAaTAdatov exei to Avrmpôv Tponyotſuevow" and

when the molestation is gone, and the just constitution of

nature recovered, pleasure ceaseth. But the highest plea

sure of minds and spirits does not only consist in the

relieving of them from any antecedent pains or grief, or

in a relaxation from some former molesting passion: nei

ther is their happiness a mere Stoical drapašta" as the

happiness of the Deity is not a mere negative thing, ren

dering it free from all disturbance or molestation, so that

it may eternally rest quiet within itself: it does not so

much consist in quiete, as in actu et vigore. A mind and

spirit is too full of activity and energy, is too quick and

potent a thing, to enjoy a full and complete happiness in

a mere cessation; this were to make happiness a heavy,

spiritless, thing. The philosopher hath well observed,

that there is infinite power and strength in divine joy,

* Vid. not. 1, p. 453.
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pleasure, and happiness, commensurate with that Al

mighty Being and Goodness, who is the eternal source of it'.

As created beings, that are capable of conversing with

God, stand nearer to God, or further off from Him; and

as they partake more or less of His likeness, so they par

take more or less of that happiness which flows forth from

Him, and God communicates Himself in different degrees

to them. There may be as many degrees of sanctity and

perfection, as there are of states and conditions of crea

tures: and that is properly sanctity, which guides and

orders all the faculties and actions of any creature, in a

way suitable and correspondent to that rank and state in

which God hath placed it: and, while it doth so, it admits

no sin or defilement to itself, though yet it may be eleva

ted and advanced higher; and, accordingly, true positive

sanctity comes to be advanced higher and higher, as any

creature comes more to partake of the life of God, and to

be brought into a nearer conjunction with God: and so,

the sanctity and happiness of innocency itself might have

been perfected.

Thus we see how true religion carries up the souls of

good men above the black regions of hell and death.

This, indeed, is the great dirokaráaraais of souls: it is

religion itself, or a real participation of God and His

holiness, which is their true restitution and advancement.

All that happiness which good men shall be made par

takers of, as it cannot be borne up upon any other foun

dation than true goodness, and a godlike nature within

them, so neither is it distinct from it. Sin and hell are

so twined and twisted up together, that if the power of

sin be once dissolved, the bonds of death and hell will

* 'Ewetāj Yāp rig d\mówić dyatº avv- 600 pew8&vvuos, étrutpéxet &s mpès rê dya

éorw # d\möwn hòovil, Örov dy hºovis ato. 63v, oùx éptorrávovara ört troXX arXd

6mrat a kwaypaq las, puh kplvovara aúrhv 3rola a lov čx et rô X v1 mp 6 v' trp on y o 6ple

rus éarl, rörepov dxm0hs kal rº d'Amburg vöv re r divºr ws' ow Yap, K.T.A.—Simpl.

dyabó ovyyevils, 7 drarm Mji kal axià dya- in Epictet. cap. 1. § 1.
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also fall asunder. Sin and hell are of the same kind, of

the same lineage and descent: as, on the other side, true

holiness or religion, and true happiness, are but two seve

ral notions of one thing, rather than distinct in them

selves. Religion delivers us from hell, by instating us in

a possession of true life and bliss. Hell is rather a nature

than a place: and heaven cannot be so truly defined by

any thing without us, as by something that is within us.

Thus have we done with those particulars, wherein we

considered the excellency and nobleness of religion, which

is here expressed by “The way of life,’ and elsewhere is

styled by Solomon “A tree of life": true religion being

an inward principle of life, of a divine life, the best life,

that which is life, most properly so called: accordingly,

in the holy Scripture, a life of religion is styled life, as a

life of sin and wickedness is styled death. In the ancient

academical philosophy it was much disputed, whether that

corporeal and animal life, which was always drawing down

the soul into terrene and material things, was not more

properly to be styled death than life. What sense hereof

the Pythagoreans had, may appear by this practice of

theirs: they were wont to set up kevoráqua—empty coffins,

in the places of those that had forsaken their school, and

degenerated from their philosophy and good precepts, as

being apostates from life itself, and dead to virtue and a

good life, which is the true life, and, therefore, fit only to

be reckoned among the dead”.

1 bºn nºrt—own Yy Prov. iii. 18;

XV. 24.

*...awfiua 6e atroſs dis vexpoſs extºvvvro

ūrö rôv čuakóww.—Iamblich. Pythag. Wit.

cap. 17, p. 154 (ed. Kiessling).

...tdºpov atroß kataakevac6%pal, &s

67ta dirouxopuévov čk roß pier' divöpúrwy

Blow roß roré répov yewogévov.—Ibid. cap.

34, p. 482.

Ol 6é IIv6ayópetot kevord pla q}xoëópovv
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Origen. Cont. Cels. Lib. II. c. 12.
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Clem. Alex. Strom. Lib. v. c. 9.

Cf. Scheffer. Philos. Ital. cap. xii.
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For a conclusion of this discourse. The use which we

shall make of all shall be this—to awaken and exhort

every one to a serious minding of religion; as Solomon

doth earnestly exhort every one to seek after true wisdom,

which is the same with religion and holiness, as sin is

with folly: ‘Get wisdom, get understanding';’ and ‘Get

wisdom, and with all thy getting get understanding.

Wisdom is the principal thing”.’ This is the sum of all,

‘the conclusion of the whole matter, Fear God, and keep

His commandments; for this is the whole duty,’ business,

and concernment ‘of man”.’ Let us not trifle away our

time and opportunities which God hath given us, wherein

we may lay hold upon life and immortality, in doing no

thing, or else pursuing hell and death. Let us awake out

of our vain dreams: wisdom calls upon us, and offers us

the hidden treasures of life and blessedness: let us not

perpetually deliver ourselves over to laziness and slumber

ing. Say not, “There is a lion in the way;’ say not,

though religion be good, yet it is unattainable: no—but

let us unite all our powers in a serious, resolved, pursu

ance of it, and depend upon the assistance of heaven,

which never fails those that soberly seek for it. It is,

indeed, the levity of men's spirits, their heedlessness and

regardlessness of their own lives, that betrays them to

sin and death. It is the general practice of men auto

axe6.4(ew row £3tov– eactempore vivere—as the satirist

speaks: they ordinarily ponder and deliberate upon every

thing more than how it becomes them to live; they so

live as if their bodies had swallowed up their souls; their

lives are but a kind of lottery; the principles by which

they are guided are nothing else but a confused multitude

of fancies rudely jumbled together. Such is the life of

most men: it is but a mere casual thing acted over at

peradventure, without any fair and calm debates held

1 Prov. iv. 5. * Ibid. ver. 7. * Eccles. xii. 13.
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either with religion, or with reason, which in itself, as it

is not distorted and depraved by corrupt men, is a true

friend to religion, and directs men to God, and to things

good and just, pure, lovely, and praiseworthy; and the

directions of this inward guide we are not to neglect.

Unreasonableness, or the smothering and extinguishing

the candle of the Lord within us, is no piece of religion,

nor advantageous to it: that, certainly, will not raise men

up to God, which sinks them below men. There had

never been such an apostasy from religion, nor had such

a mystery of iniquity, full of deceivableness and impos

ture, been revealed and wrought so powerfully in the

souls of some men, had there not first come an apostasy

from sober reason, had there not first been a falling away

and departure from natural truth.

It is to be feared our nice speculations about a to p’

nuiv in theology, have tended more to exercise men's wits

than to reform their lives, and that they have too much

descended into their practice, and have tended rather to

take men off from minding religion, than to quicken them

up to a diligent seeking after it. Though the powers of

nature may now be weakened, and though we cannot pro

duce a living form of religion in our own souls; yet we

are not surely so resolved into a sluggish passiveness, as

that we cannot, or were not, in any kind or manner of

way, to seek after it. Certainly, a man may as well read

the Scriptures as study a piece of Aristotle, or of natural

philosophy, or mathematics. He that can observe any

thing comely and commendable, or unworthy and base, in

another man, may also reflect upon himself, and see how

“face answereth to face',' as Solomon speaks. If men

would seriously commune with their hearts, their own

consciences would tell them plainly, that they might avoid

and omit more evil than they do, and that they might do

* Prov. xxvii. 19.
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more good than they do: and that they do not put forth

that power which God hath given them, nor faithfully

use those talents, nor improve the advantages and means

afforded them.

I fear the ground of most men's misery will prove to

be a second fall, and a lapse upon a lapse. I doubt God

will not allow that proverb, ‘The fathers have eaten sour

grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge", as not

in respect of temporal misery, much less will He allow it

in respect of eternal. It will not be so much because our

first parents incurred God's displeasure, as because we

have neglected what might have been done by us after

wards, in order to the seeking of God's face and favour,

while He might be found.

Up then, and be doing, and the Lord will be with us.

He will not leave us nor forsake us, if we seriously set

ourselves about the work. Let us endeavour to acquaint

ourselves with our own lives, and the true rules of life,

with this which Solomon here calls ‘the way of life: let

us inform our minds, as much as may be, in the excellency

and loveliness of practical religion; that, beholding it in

its own beauty and amiableness, we may the more sin

cerely close with it. As there would need nothing else

to deter and affright men from sin, but its own ugliness

and deformity, were it presented to a naked view and

seen as it is; so, nothing would more effectually commend

religion to the minds of men, than the displaying and

unfolding the excellencies of its nature, than the true

native beauty and inward lustre of religion itself: oš9.

gatepos, où6 €igos oºrw 6avuadrós”—neither the evening,

nor the morning, star could so sensibly commend itself

to our bodily eyes, and delight them with its shining

* Ezek. xviii. 2. róv dperſºv elva. 50ket # 5ukatoa tºwn' kal

* Ağrm uév otv # 8tkatoa tºwn dper) uév oſſ6" tatrepos, où0' égos oºrw 6avuadrós.

&rri rexela, dAN oëx dr.Aós, d\\& rpós Aristot. Eth. Nicom. Lib. v. c. 1.

£repov' kal 6tá roºro roMAákis kpartarm
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beauties, as true religion (which is an undefiled beam of

the uncreated light) would to a mind capable of convers

ing with it. Religion, which is the true wisdom, is, as

the author of the book of Wisdom speaks of wisdom,

“a pure influence flowing from the glory of the Almighty,

the brightness of the everlasting light, the unspotted mir

ror of the power of God, and the image of His goodness:

she is more beautiful than the sun, and above all the

order of the stars; being compared with the light, she is

found before it".’

Religion is no such austere, sour, and rigid thing, as

to affright men away from it: no: but those that are ac

quainted with the power of it, find it to be altogether

sweet and amiable. A holy soul sees so much of the

glory of religion, in the lively impressions which it bears

upon itself, as both woos and wins it. We may truly say,

concerning religion, to such souls, as St Paul spake to the

Corinthians, ‘Needs it any epistles of commendation to

you?’ Needs it anything to court your affections? ‘Ye

are indeed its epistle, written, not with ink, but with the

Spirit of the living God’.”

Religion is not like the prophet's roll, sweet as honey,

when it was in his mouth, but as bitter as gall in his

belly. Religion is no sullen Stoicism, no sour Pharisaism:

it does not consist in a few melancholy passions, in some

dejected looks or depressions of mind; but it consists in

freedom, love, peace, life, and power; the more it comes

to be digested into our lives, the more sweet and lovely

we shall find it to be. Those spots and wrinkles which

corrupt minds think they see in the face of religion, are,

indeed, nowhere else but in their own deformed and mis

shapen apprehensions. It is no wonder when a defiled

fancy comes to be the glass, if you have an unlovely re

flection. Let us therefore labour to purge our own souls

1 Wisd. vii. 25, &c. * 2 Cor. iii. 2, 3.
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from all worldly pollutions; let us breathe after the aid

and assistance of the Divine Spirit, that it may irradiate

and enlighten our minds, that we may be able to see

divine things in a divine light: let us endeavour to live

more in a real practice of those rules of religious and holy

living, commended to us by our ever-blessed Lord and

Saviour: so we shall know religion better, and knowing

it, love it; and, loving it, be still more and more ambi

tiously pursuing after it, till we come to a full attainment

of it, and, therein, of our own perfection and everlasting

bliss.
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A

CHRISTIAN'S

CONFLICTS AND CONQUESTS,

REPRESENTED IN A DISCOURSE UPON

JAMEs IV. 7.

Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.

CHAPTER I.

The introduction, summarily treating of the perpetual enmity between God,

the principle of good—and the principle of evil, the devil: as also

between whatsoever is from God, and that which is from the devil.

That wicked men, by destroying what there is from God within them,

and divesting themselves of all that which hath any alliance to God or

true goodness, and transforming themselves into the diabolical image,

jit themselves for correspondence and converse with the devil. The

fears and horrors which infest both the apostate spirits and wicked

men. The weakness of the devil's kingdom: Christ's success against it.

IT hath been an ancient tradition received by the Gen

tile philosophers, that there are two main principles,

that spend and spread their influence through the whole

universe: the one they called the principle of good, the

other they called the principle of evil; and that these two

maintain a continual contest and an enmity the one with

the other. The principle of goodness, which is nothing

else but God Himself, who derived Himself in clear and

lovely stamps and impressions of beauty and goodness

through the whole creation, endeavours still to assimilate

and unite it to Himself. And, on the other side, the

principle of evil, the prince of darkness, having once

stained the original beauty and glory of the Divine work
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manship, is continually striving to mould and shape it

more and more into his own likeness. And as there is

such a perpetual and active enmity between God and the

evil spirit: so, whatsoever is from God is perpetually

opposing and warring against that which arises from the

devil. The Divine Goodness hath put enmity between

whatsoever is born of Him, or flows forth from Himself,

and the seed of the serpent. As at the beginning He

divided between the night and the day, between light and

darkness, so that they can never intermingle or comply

one with another, or be reconciled one to the other; so

neither can those beams of Divine light and love, which

descend from God upon the souls of men, be ever recon

ciled to those foul and filthy mists of sin and darkness,

which ascend out of the bottomless pit of hell and death.

That spirit is not from God, ‘who is the Father of lights,

and in whom there is no darkness,’ as the apostle speaks,

which endeavours to compound with hell, and to accom

modate between God and the devil. God Himself hath

set the bounds to darkness and the shadow of death.

Divine truth and goodness cannot contract themselves

with any thing that is from hell, or espouse themselves to

any child of darkness: as it was set forth in the emblem

under the old law, where none of the holy seed might

marry with the people of any strange God. Though that

rule, ‘Touch not, taste not, handle not,’ be abolished in

the symbolical rites, yet hath it an immutable mystery in

it, not subject to the laws or changes of time.

He that will entertain any correspondence with the

devil, or receive upon his soul his image or the number of

his name, must first divest and strip himself of all that

which hath any alliance to God or true goodness within

him: he must transform his mind into the true likeness

and similitude of those foul fiends of darkness, and aban

don all relation to the highest and supremest good. And
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yet, though some men endeavour to do this, and to smo

ther all those impressions of light and reason, which God

hath folded up in every man's being, and destroy all that

which is from God within them, that so they may recon

cile themselves to sin and hell; yet can they never make

any just peace with them: ‘There is no peace to the

wicked, but they are like the troubled sea when it cannot

rest, whose waters cast up mire and dirt’.” Those evil

spirits are always turbulent and restless; and though they

maintain, continually, a war with God and His kingdom,

yet are they always making disquietings and disturbances

in their own kingdom; and the more they contest with

God, and are deprived of Him, the more full are they of

horror and tumultuous commotions within. Nothing can

stand firm and sure, nothing can have any true and quiet

establishment, that hath not the everlasting arms of true

goodness under it to support it. And as those that

deliver over themselves most to the devil's pleasure, and

devote themselves to his service, cannot do it without a

secret, inward, antipathy against him, or dreadful thoughts

of him; so neither can those impure spirits stand before

the Divine glory; but, being filled with trembling and

horror, continually endeavour to hide themselves from it,

and flee away before it as the darkness flies away before

the light. And according as God hath, in any places, in

any ages of the world, made any manifestations of Him

self to men, so have those evil spirits been vanquished,

and forced to quit their former territories; as is especially

very observable in the ceasing of all the Grecian oracles soon

after the gospel was promulged in those parts, when those

desolate spirits, with horrid and dismal groans, resigned

up their habitations, as Plutarch hath recorded of them”.

* Isai. lvii. 2 o, 21. Tpºuvns BAérovra röv 6aploſiv rpès riv

* 'Qs otv ćyévero kará ré IIaxóðes, yºu eitreſv, *ča rep irouaev, 3rt, ‘O uéyas

oùre rvetuatos &vros offre k\%avos, ék IIav réðvmkev' of ºptivat 5° travo duevov

H H
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Our Saviour hath found, by good experience, how

weak a thing the devil's kingdom is, when He “spoiled

all the principalities and powers of darkness, and made a

show of them openly, triumphing over them in (or, by)

it', that is, His cross, as the apostle speaks: and if we

will resolutely follow ‘the Captain of our salvation, and

fight under His banner, ‘as good soldiers of Jesus Christ,’

we have full security given us for the same success:

“Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.’

CHAPTER II.

The first observable, That the devil is continually busy with us. The devil

considered under a double notion. 1. As an apostate spirit which fell

from God. The great danger of the devil's activity, not only when he

presents himself in some corporeal shape, but when he is unseen and

appears not. The weakness and folly of those who are afraid of him,

only when he appears embodied. That the good Spirit of God is active

for the good of souls. How regardless men are of the gentle motions of

the Divine Spirit; and how unwatchful and secure under the sug

gestions of the evil spirit. How we may discover the devil in his

stratagems, and wnder his several disguises and appearances.

N these words, “Resist the devil, and he will flee from

you,' we shall take notice, first, of what is evidently

implied, viz. That the devil is continually busy with us.

This may be considered under a double notion.

1. By the devil, we are to understand that apostate

spirit which fell from God, and is always designing to

hale down others from God also. The old dragon, men

tioned in the Revelation, with his tail drew down the

third part of the stars of heaven and cast them to the

aúrów, kal Yevéadai uéYau o'X évôs d\\á uépov.–Plut. De Defect. Orac. 419 D.

troX\ów a Tevayudv, dºwa tavuagp13 ſtepwº- * Col. ii. 15.
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earth'. As true goodness is not content to be happy

alone; so neither can sin and wickedness be content to be

miserable alone. The evil spirit told God Himself what

his employment was, viz. “To go to and fro in the earth,

and to walk up and down in it”:' he is always walking up

and down ‘through dry places,’ (where no divine influ

ences fall to water it) as our Saviour speaks, ‘seeking

restº,” though always restless. The philosophy of the

ancients hath observed, that every man that comes into

this world hath a good and an evil genius attending upon

him. It were, perhaps, a vain curiosity to inquire whe

ther the number of evil spirits exceed the number of men:

but this is too, too certain, that we never want the secret

and latent attendance of them. The devil is not only a

word or a name made to affright or scare timorous men

with; neither are we then only in danger of him, when

he presents himself to us in some corporeal form: it is

nothing else but a superstitious weakness to be afraid of

him only then when he appears embodied, and to neglect

that unseen and insensible influence, which his continual

converse with us, as an unbodied spirit, may have upon

us. Those evil spirits are not yet cast out of the world

into outer darkness, though it be prepared for them: the

bottomless pit hath not yet shut its mouth upon them.

They fell from God, not so much by a local descent, as

by a mental apostasy and dissimilitude to God: and they

are now in libera custodia, having all this habitable world

for their rendezvous, and are styled, by the apostle, “spi

ritual wickednesses in high places".’ Wheresoever there

are any in a disposition to sin against God, wheresoever

there are any capable of a temptation or diabolical im

pression, here and there are they. A man needs not dig

into the chambers of death, or search among the shadows

of darkness to find them: he needs not go down into hell

* Rev. xii. 4. * Job i. 7. * Matt. xii. 43. * Eph. vi. 12.

H H 2
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to seek them, or use any magical charms to raise them

up from thence: no; those wicked and impure spirits are

always wandering up and down amongst us, seeking

whom they may devour. As there is a good spirit con

versant in the world, inviting and alluring men to virtue

and goodness; so there is an evil spirit, perpetually

tempting and enticing men to sin and vice. Unclothed

and unbodied natures may converse with us by secret

illapses, while we are not aware of them. I doubt not

but there are many more Divine impressions made upon

the minds of men, both good and bad, from the good

Spirit of God, than are ordinarily observed: there are

many soft and silent impulses, gentle motions, like our

Saviour's ‘putting in his hand by the hole of the door','

as it is in the Canticles—soliciting and exciting men to

religion and holiness; which they many times regard not,

and take little notice of

There are such secret messages often brought from

heaven to the souls of men, by an unknown and unseen

hand, as the Psalmist speaks; “Once, yea, twice have I

heard it, that power belongeth unto God”.’ And as there

are such Divine irradiations sliding into the souls of men

from God: so there are, no question, many and frequent

suggestions to the fancies and imaginations of men, aris

ing from the evil spirit; and a watchful observer of his

own heart and life shall often hear the voice of wisdom,

and the voice of folly, speaking to him: he that hath his

eyes opened, may see both the visions of God falling upon

him, and discern the false and foolish fires of Satan, that

would draw away his mind from God. This is our un

happiness, that the devil is so near us, and we see him

not: he is conversant with us, and yet we are not aware

of him. Those are the most desperate designs, and like

liest to take effect, that are carried on by an unseen and

* Cant. v. 4. * Psal. lxii. II.
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unappearing enemy: and, if we will provide ourselves

against the devil, who never misseth any opportunity

that lies in his way to tempt us, nor is ever failing in any

plot, we must then have our “senses exercised to discern

both good and evil": we must get our minds awakened

with clear and evident principles of light: we must get

our judgments and consciences well informed with sober

and practical truth, such as tends to make us most like to

God, and to reconcile our natures more perfectly to Di

vine goodness. Then shall we know and discover that

apostate spirit in all his stratagems, whereby he seeks to

bereave us of our happiness: we shall know him as well,

when he clothes himself like an angel of light, as when he

appears in his own nakedness and deformity. It is ob

served by some, that God never suffered the devil to

assume any human shape, but with some character where

by his body might be distinguished from the true body of

a man: and surely the devil cannot so exactly counter

feit an angel of light, but that, by a discerning mind, he

may be distinguished from him; as they say a beggar

can never act a prince so cunningly, but that his beha

viour, sometimes sliding into the course, way, and princi

ples of his education, will betray the meanness of his

pedigree to one of a truly noble extraction. A bare imi

tation will always fall short of the copy from whence it is

taken; and though sin and error may take up the mantle

of truth, and clothe themselves with it, yet he that is

inwardly acquainted with truth, and an ingenuous lover

and pursuer of it, will be able to find out the imposture:

he will be able to see, through the veil, into the naked

deformity of them.

* Heb. v. 14.
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CHAPTER III.

2. Of the activity of the devil, considered as a spirit of apostasy, and as

a degenerate nature in men. That the devil is not only the name of

one particular thing, but a nature. The difference between the deril

and wicked men is rather the difference of a name than of natures.

The kingdom and tyranny of the devil and hell is chiefly within, in

the qualities and dispositions of men's minds. Men are apt to quarrel

with the devil in the name and notion, and defy him with their

tongues, while they entertain him in their hearts, and comply with all

that which the devil is. The vanity of their pretended love to God,

and hatred of the decil. That there is nothing better than God

Himself, for which we should lore Him; and to love Him for His

own beauty and excellency is the best way of loring Him. That

there is nothing worse than sin itself, for which we should hate it;

and to hate it for its own deformity is the truest way of hating it.

IIow hell and misery arise from within men. Why wicked men are

so insensible of their misery in this life.

2. WHEN we say, the devil is continually busy with

us, I mean not only some apostate spirit as one

particular being, but that spirit of apostasy which is lodged

in all men's natures; and this may seem particularly to

be aimed at in this place, if we observe the context: as

the Scripture speaks of Christ, not only as a particular

person, but as a Divine principle in holy souls.

Indeed, the devil is not only the name of one par

ticular thing, but a nature: he is not so much one par

ticular being, designed to torment wicked men in the

world to come, as a hellish and diabolical nature seated in

the minds of men. He is not only one apostate spirit

fallen down from heaven out of the lap of blessedness;

but also a spirit of apostasy, a degenerate and depraved

nature. Could the devil change his foul and impure na

ture, he would neither be a devil nor miserable; and so

long as any man carries about him a sinful and corrupt

nature, he can neither be in perfect favour with God, nor
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blessed. Wickedness is the form and entelech of all the

wicked spirits: it is the difference of a name, rather than

any proper difference of natures, that is between the devil

and wicked men. Wheresoever we see malice, revenge,

pride, envy, hatred, self-will, and self-love, we may say

here, and there, is that evil spirit. This, indeed, is that

venenum serpentis—the poison and sting, too, of that

diabolical nature. As the kingdom of heaven is not so

much without men as within, as our Saviour tells us; so

the tyranny of the devil and hell is not so much in some

external things, as in the qualities and dispositions of

men's minds. And as the enjoying of God, and convers

ing with Him, consists not so much in a change of place,

as in the participation of the Divine nature, and in our

assimilation unto God; so our conversing with the devil

is not so much by a mutual local presence, as by an imi

tation of a wicked and sinful nature derived upon men's

own souls. Therefore, the Jews were wont to style that

original pravity that is lodged in men's spirits ‘the angel

of death” and fiend of darkness. Those filthy lusts and

corruptions which men foment and entertain in their

minds, are the noisome vapours that ascend out of the

bottomless pit; they are the thick mists and fogs of

hellish darkness arising in their souls, as a preface and

introduction of hell and death within. Where we find

uncleanness, intemperance, covetousness, or any such im

pure or unhallowed behaviour, we may say: ‘Here Satan's

throne is.’

This sinful and corrupt nature, being the true issue

of hell itself, is continually dragging down men's souls

thither. All sin and wickedness in man's spirit hath the

central force and energy of hell in it, and is perpetually

pressing down towards it, as towards its own place. There

needs no fatal necessity, or astral impulses, to tumble

1 non TNºr
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wicked men down forcibly into hell: no; for sin itself,

hastened by the mighty weight of its own nature, carries

them down thither with the most swift and headlong

motion. As they say of true holiness and Christianity,

Christi sarcina pennas habet–Christ's burden, which is

nothing else but true godliness, is a winged thing, and

bravely bears itself upwards upon its own wings, soaring

aloft towards God; so we may say of all impiety, diaboli

sarcina pondus habet—the devilish nature is always within

the central attractions of hell, and its own weight in

stigates and accelerates its motion thither'. He that

allows himself in any sin, or useth any unnatural dalliance

with any vice, does nothing else, in reality, than enter

tain an incubus daimon: he prostitutes a wanton soul, and

forces it to commit lewdness with the devil himself. Sin

is nothing better than the offspring of darkness and defor

mity: it hath no other extraction or pedigree than may

be derived from those unclean spirits that are nestled in

hell. All men, in reality, converse either with God or

with the devil, and walk in the confines either of heaven

or of hell: they have their fellowship either with the

Father and the Son, as St John speaks”; or else, with

the apostate and evil angels.

I know these expressions will seem to some very

harsh and unwelcome; but I would beseech them to con

sider what they will call that spirit of malice and envy,

that spirit of pride, ambition, vain-glory, covetousness,

injustice, uncleanness, &c. that commonly reigns so much,

and acts so violently, in the minds and lives of men. Let

us speak the truth, and call things by their own names:

let us not flatter ourselves, or paint our filthy sores: so

much as there is of sin in any man, so much there is of

* Alia sarcina premit et aggravat te; pennas habet. S. Aug. Enarr. in Psal.

Christi autem sarcina sublevat te: alia lix. § 8.

sarcina pondus habet; Christi sarcina * 1 John i. 3.
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the old man, so much there is of the diabolical nature.

Why do we defy the devil so much with our tongues,

while we entertain him in our hearts : But, indeed, men

do but quarrel with him in the name and notion of him,

while yet their hearts can readily comply with all that

which the devil is: that antipathy which is ordinarily ex

pressed against him, like those natural antipathies which

the philosophers speak of, being nothing else but occult

qualities, or natural instincts, which as they arise not

from any principle of reason or understanding, so neither

are they guided or governed by it. As men's love to

God is ordinarily nothing else but the mere tendency of

their natures to something that hath the notion or name

of God put upon it, without any clear or distinct appre

hension of Him; so their hatred of the devil is commonly

nothing else but an inward displacency of nature against

something entitled by the devil's name. Or else, at best,

corrupt minds do nothing else but fashion out a God and

a devil, a heaven and a hell, to themselves, by the power

of their own fancies; and so, they are to them nothing

else but their own creatures, sustained and supported by

the force of their own imaginations which first raised

them. And as they commonly make a god like to them

selves, such a one as they can best comply with and love;

so they make a devil most unlike to themselves, which

may be any thing but what they themselves are, that so

they may most freely spend their anger and hatred upon

him: just as they say of some of the AEthiopians, who

used to paint the devil white, because they themselves are

black. This is a strange, merry, kind of madness, where

by men sportingly bereave themselves of the supremest

good, and insure themselves, as much as may be, to hell

and misery: they may thus cheat themselves for a while,

but the eternal foundation of the Divine being is immu

table and unchangeable. God is but “one, and His name

w
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one', as the prophet speaks, howsoever the several fancies

of men may shape Him out diversely; and where we find

wisdom, justice, loveliness, goodness, love, and glory, in

their highest elevations, and most unbounded dimensions,

there is He; and where we find any true participations of

these, there is a true communication of God; and a defec

tion from these is the essence of sin, and the foundation

of hell.

Now, if this be rightly considered, I hope there will

appear an argument strong enough, from the thing itself,

to enforce St James' exhortation, “resist the devil:' en

deavour to mortify and crucify the old man, with all the

corrupt lusts and affections of the flesh.

We never so truly hate sin, as when we hate it for its

own ugliness and deformity: as we never love God so

truly, as when we love Him for His own beauty and ex

cellency. If we calculate aright, as we shall find nothing

better than God Himself, for which we should love Him;

so neither shall we find any thing worse than sin itself,

for which we should hate it. Our assimilation to God

and conformity to Him, instates us in a firm possession

of true happiness, which is nothing else but God Him

self, who is all being and blessedness; and our dissimili

tude to God, and apostasy from Him, involves us in our

own misery, and sets us at the greatest enmity to what

our unsatiable desires most of all crave for, which is the

enjoyment of true and satisfying good. Sins are those

fiery snakes which will eternally lash and torment all

damned spirits. Every man's hell arises from the bottom

of his own soul; as those stinking mists, and tempestuous

exhalations, that infest the earth, have their first original

from the earth itself. Those streams of fire and brim

stone, ordained for the torment of all damned spirits, are

rather the exudations of their own filthy and corrupt

* Zech. xiv. 9.
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nature, than any external thing. Hell is not so much

induced, as educed out of men's filthy lusts and passions.

I will not here dispute what external appendices there

may be of heaven or hell; but, methinks, I no where find

a more graphical description of the true properties and

operations of them, though under other names, than in

those characters of the ‘flesh and spirit".’ Eternal death

is begotten and brought forth out of the womb of lust,

and is little else but sin consummated, and in its full

growth, as St James intimates”.

Would wicked men dwell a little more at home, and

descend into the bottom of their own hearts, they would

soon find hell opening her mouth wide upon them, and

those secret fires of inward fury and displeasure breaking

out upon them, which might fully inform them of the

estate of true misery, as being a short anticipation of it.

But in this life, wicked men, for the most part, elude their

own misery for a time, and seek to avoid the dreadful

sentence of their own consciences, by a tergiversation and

flying from themselves, into a converse with other things,

wt memo in sese tentat descendere"; else they would soon

find their own home too hot for them. But while men's

minds are perpetually rambling all the world over, in a

pursuit of worldly designs, they are unacquainted with

the affairs of their own souls; and know not how deeply a

self-converse, and reflection upon their own prodigious

deformities, would pierce their souls with anguish; how

vastly they would swell with fury, rage, horror, consterna

tion, and whatsoever is contrary to that ineffable light,

and love, and peace, which are in heaven, in natures fully

reconciled and united to true goodness. As true goodness

cannot borrow beauty from any external thing, to recom

mend itself to the minds and affections of good men, see

ing itself is the very idea and true life of all beauty and

* Gal. v. 19–23. * James i. 15. * Pers. Sat. Iv. 23.
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perfection, the source of bliss and peace to all that partake

of her; so neither can sin and wickedness, to an enlight

ened soul, appear more ugly, loathsome, and hateful in

any other shape than its own.

CHAPTER IV.

The second observable, viz. The warfare of a Christian life. True reli

gion consists not in a mere passive capacity, and sluggish kind of

doing nothing, nor in a melancholy sitting still or slothful waiting,

&c., but it consists in inward life and power, vigour and activity.

A discovery of the dulness and erroneousness of that hypothesis, viz.

That good men are wholly passive, and unable, at any time, to move

without some eacternal impetus—some impression and impulse from

without upon them: or, that all motions in religion are from an

external principle. Of the quality and nature of the true spiritual

warfare, and of the manner and method of it. That it is transacted

wpon the inner stage of men's souls, and managed without noise or

pompous observation; and without any hinderance or prejudice to

the most peaceful, sedate, and composed temper of a religious soul.

This further illustrated from the consideration of the false and pre

tended zeal for God and His kingdom, against the devil; which,

though it be impetuous, and make a great noise and a fair show in

the world, is yet both impotent and ineffectual.

2. ROM these words, “resist the devil,' we may take

notice of the warfare of a Christian life—of that

active life and valour which good men express in this

world. A true Christian spirit is masculine and generous:

it is no such poor, sluggish, pusillanimous thing as some

men fancy it to be, but active and noble. ‘We fight not,’

saith the apostle, ‘against flesh and blood, but against

principalities and powers, and spiritual wickednesses in

high places'.' True religion does not consist in a mere

passive capacity—in a sluggish kind of doing nothing,

that so God Himself might do all; but it consists in life

* Eph. vi. 12.
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and power within: therefore it is called by the apostle,

“The spirit of power, of love, and of a sound mind': it is

called ‘the law of the spirit of life,’ strongly enabling

good men against ‘the law of sin and death”.' True wis

dom, as the wise man hath well styled it, is ‘the unspot

ted mirror of the power of God, and a pure influence

flowing from the glory of the Almighty; neither can any

defiled thing enter into it”: it goes in and out in the

strength of God Himself; and “as is the heavenly, such

are they also that are heavenly".' Every thing, as it

partakes more of God, and comes nearer to Him,

so it becomes more active and lively, as making the

nearer approaches to the Fountain of life and virtue. A

good man does not only then move, when there is some

powerful impression and impulse upon him; but he has a

spring of perpetual motion within. When God restores

men to a new and Divine life, He does not make them

like so many dead instruments, stringing and fitting them,

which yet are able to yield no sound of themselves; but

He puts a living harmony within them. That is but a

mechanical religion, which moves no longer than some

external weights and impulses are upon it, whether those

be, I think I may safely say, from some worldly thing, or

from God Himself, while He acts upon men from without

them, and not from within them. It is not a melancholy

kind of sitting still, and slothful waiting, that speaks men

enlivened by the Spirit and power of God. It is not

religion to stifle and smother those active powers and

principles which are within us, or to dry up the fountain

of inward life and virtue. How say some amongst us,

that there is no resurrection from the dead? no spirit or

life within; but that all our motions in religion are merely

from some assisting form without? Good men do not

* 2 Tim. i. 7. * Rom. viii. 2.

3 Wisd. vii. 26. * 1 Cor. xv. 48.
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walk up and down the world, merely like ghosts and

shadows, or like dead bodies assumed by some spirit,

which are taken up and laid down again by him at his

pleasure: but they are, indeed, living men, by a real par

ticipation from Him who is, indeed, a quickening Spirit.

Were our religion so much a thing without us as some

men would seem to fancy it; were we so dead and lifeless,

as that we could never move but from an external in

petus; as our religion could never, indeed, be called ours,

so neither could we ever have the inward sense of that

bliss and peace which go along with it; but we must be

like so many heavy logs, or dull pieces of earth, in heaven

and happiness. That is a very earthly and flat spirit in

religion, which sinks, like the lees, to the bottom; or rather,

it is like that terra damnata which the Chymists speak

of, having no vigour, life, or activity left in it, being truly

dead to God, and reprobate to any thing of heaven. We

know the pedigree of those exhalations that arise no

higher than a merely external force from the sun's heat

weigheth them up, to be but base and earthly; and, there

fore, having no natural warmth or energy within them

selves imparted to them, they sink down again to the

earth from whence they came. The spirit which is from

heaven is always, out of an inbred nobleness which bears

it up, carried upwards again towards heaven, from whence

it came, powerfully resisting all things that would deprive

it of God, or hinder it from returning to its original: it is

always moving upwards in an even and steady way

towards God, from whence it came, leaving the dark

regions of hell and death under it: it resists hell and

darkness by assimilating and conforming itself to God: it

resists darkness in the armour of light: it resists death

and destruction by the power of Divine love. It must be

something of heaven in the minds of men, which must

resist the devil and hell.
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We do not always “resist the devil,' when we bid

defiance to him, or when we declaim most zealously

against him; neither does our resisting and opposing of

sin and wickedness consist in the violence of some femi

nine passions, which may sometimes be raised by the

power of fancy in the minds of men against it; but it

consists rather in a mature and sedate resolution against

it in our own souls, arising from a clear judgment of the

foul and hateful nature of sin itself, and him who is the

patron of it; in a constant and serious endeavour of set

tling the government of our own souls, and establishing

the principality of grace and peace within ourselves.

There is a pompous and popular kind of tumult in the

world, which sometimes goes for zeal to God and His

kingdom against the devil; when men's own pride and

passions disguise themselves under the notions of a reli

gious fervency. Some men think themselves the great

est champions for God and His cause, when they can

take the greatest liberty to quarrel with every thing

abroad, and without themselves, which is not shaped

according to the mould of their own opinions, their own

self-will, humour, and interest: whereas, indeed, this spi

ritual warfare is not so much maintained against a foreign

enemy, as against those domestic rebellions that are with

in: neither is it then carried on most successfully, when

men make the greatest noise, and most of all raise the

dust. That impetuous violence and tempestuousness,

with which men are actuated in pretensions of religion,

arises ordinarily, I doubt, from unquiet and disturbed

minds within: whereas it is, indeed, the inward conflicts

and commotions, sin and vice, and not a holy zeal for

God, which discompose the minds of men. Sin, where it

is entertained, will indeed breed disturbance, and break

the peace of a man's own spirit; but a true resisting

and opposing of it is the restoring of the soul to its just
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consistency, freedom, and serenity again. As God's king

dom is set up, so the devil's kingdom may be pulled down,

without the noise of axes and hammers. We may then

attain to the greatest achievements against the gates of

hell and death, when we most of all possess our own souls

in patience, and collect our minds into the most peaceful,

composed, and united temper. The motions of true prac

tical religion are most like that of the heavens, which,

though most swift, is yet most silent. As grace and true

religion is no lazy or sluggish thing, but in perpetual mo

tion; so all the motions of it are soft and gentle: while it

acts most powerfully within, it also acts most peacefully.

“The kingdom of heaven comes not with observation,'

that men may say, “Lo here, or lo there": it is not with

the devouring fire coming after it, or a whirlwind going

before it. This fight and contest with sin and Satan is

not to be known by the rattling of the chariots, or the

sound of an alarm: it is, indeed, alone transacted upon

the inner stage of men's souls and spirits; and is rather a

pacifying and quieting of all those riots and tumults raised

there by sin and Satan: it is rather a reconciling the

minds of men to truth, justice, and holiness: it is a cap

tivating and subjecting all our powers and faculties to

God and true goodness, through the effectual working of

a Divine love and humility; and this resistance is always

attended with victory, and triumph waits upon this fight

—which is the third and last observation we shall make

upon these words.

* Luke xvii. 20.
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º CHAPTER V.

The third observable, viz. The certainty of success and victory to all those

that resist the devil. This grounded upon 1. The weakness of the

devil and sin, considered in themselves. 2. God's powerful assisting

of all faithful Christians in this warfare. The devil may allure and

tempt, but he cannot prevail, eaccept men consent and yield to his

suggestions. The devil's strength lies in men's treachery and falseness

to their own souls. Sin is strong, because men oppose it weakly.

The error of the Manichees, about a principium mali, defended by

men in their lives and practices. Of God's readiness to assist Chris

tians in their spiritual conflicts; His compassionate regards, and the

more special respects of His providence, towards them on such occa

sions. The conclusion, discovering the evil and horridness of magic

diabolical contracts, dºc.

3. HE certainty of success to all those that resist the

devil—“Resist the devil, and he will flee from

you.' He cannot stand, when opposed in the strength of

God; he will fall down as swift as lightning; he cannot

bear the glory of God shining in the souls of men. Here

it is no more but stand, and conquer; resist, and van

Quish.

For, first of all, the devil and sin, in themselves con

sidered, are but weak and impotent: they cannot prevail

over that soul which yields not to them: the evil spirit

then only prevails over us, when we ourselves consent to

his suggestions: all his strength lies in our treachery and

falseness to our own souls. Though those wicked spirits

be perpetually so near us, yet cannot they bow or bend

our wills: there is a place of defence in the souls of men,

into which they cannot enter: they may stand at a dis

tance, allure, and entice them; but they cannot prevail

over them, except they wilfully and shamefully deliver

over their strength into the enemy's hand. It is, indeed,

nothing else but hell itself in the souls of men, that gives

the devil such free entertainment there: the wills of men,

stamped with a diabolical form, and bearing the devil's

I I
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image and inscription upon them, declare his right over

them. Men are therefore so much captivated by him,

because they voluntarily take his yoke upon them. Could

we, or would we, resist sin and Satan, they could not hurt

us. Every thing is weak and impotent, according to the

distance it stands from God, who is the only fountain of

life and power; and, therefore, it was well resolved by

the philosopher—‘Sin in itself is a weak and impotent

thing, and proceeds from weakness"; it consists not pro

perly in any native power and strength which it hath

within itself, but in an impotency, and privation of all

true being and perfection; and, therefore, wheresoever

any thing of God appears, it will destroy it. He that is

born of God, shall overcome the world, the devil, and sin;

for ‘the seed of God remaineth in him”.'

Let us endeavour to get our minds enlightened with

Divine truth—clear and practical truth; let us earnestly

endeavour after a true participation of the Divine nature;

and then shall we find hell and death flee away before us.

Let us not impute the fruits of our own sluggishness to

the power of the evil spirit without, or to God's neglect

ing of us: say not, “Who shall stand against those mighty

giants? No: arm thyself with the mind of Christ—a

fixed resolution to serve the will and pleasure of the

Almighty; and then fear not what sin and hell can do

against thee. Open thy windows, thou sluggard, and let

in the beams of Divine light, that are there waiting upon

thee, till thou awake out of thy slothfulness; then shalt

thou find the shadows of the night dispelled and scattered,

and the warm beams of light and love infolding thee,

which the higher they arise above the horizon of thy soul,

the more fully they will display their native strength and

beauty upon thee, transforming thee more and more from

* IIága Yāp kakla, 613 d5uvaulav avu- Simpl. in Epictet. cap. 1. § 1.

Salvet, etirep # 6twapus dyatºv ri čartv. * 1 John iii. 9.
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darkness to light, from the similitude of Satan into a

participation of the Divine image. The devil is not to be

kept off from us by setting any spell about us, or driven

away from us by any magical charms. We need not go

and beat the air, to drive away those evil spirits from

about us; as Herodotus reports the Caunians once to

have beaten out the strange gods from amongst them":

but let us turn within ourselves, and beat down that pride

and passion, those holds of Satan there, which are there

fore strong, because we oppose them weakly. Sin is

nothing else but a degeneration from true goodness, con

ceived by a dark and cloudy understanding, and brought

forth by a corrupt will: it hath no consistency in itself,

or foundation of its own to support it. What the Jews

have observed of error, is true of all sin, Mendacium mon

habet pedes—‘it hath no feet, no basis of its own, to sub

sist and rest itself upon”. Let us withdraw our will and

affections from it, and it will soon fall into nothing. It

was the fond error of the Manichees, that there was some

solid principium mali, which, having an eternal existence

of its own, had also a mighty and uncontrollable power

from within itself, whereby it could forcibly enter and

penetrate into the souls of men; and, seating itself there,

by some hidden influences, irresistibly incline and inforce

them to evil: which error I wish were as well confuted by

the lives and practices of men, as it hath been by the

writings, both of fathers and philosophers. But it is too

apparent that men maintain that lie by a compliance with

the diabolical powers: we ourselves uphold that kingdom

of darkness, which else would tumble down and slide into

that nothing from whence it came. All truth and good

ness are of an eternal nature: they are one, and un

changeable, subsisting upon the strength of Omnipotency;

* Herod. I., 172.

* nºn bºrn ºpen vid. Buxtorf. Ler. Rabbin. s. v. ºn col. 2:03.
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but all sin and vice is our own creature; we only give life

to them which, indeed, are our death, and would soon

wither and fade away, did we subtract our concurrence

from them.

Secondly. We have a further ground for our expecta

tion of victory in all contests with sin and Satan, from

the powerful assistance of God Himself, who is never

wanting to those that seek after Him, and never fails

those that engage in His quarrels. While we strive

against sin, we may safely expect that the Divinity itself

will strive with us, and derive that strength and power

into us that shall, at last, make us more than conquerors.

God hath not forsaken the earth; but as His Almighty

essence runs through all things, sustaining and upholding

the frame of the whole universe; so, more especially, does

it bear up, in its Almighty arms, those things that are

more nearly related to Himself, always cherishing them

with His own goodness. Wheresoever God beholds any

breathings after Himself, He gives life to them, as those

which are His own breath in them. As he who projects

wickedness, shall be sure to find Satan standing at his

right hand, ready to assist him in it: so he that pursues

after God and holiness, shall find God nearer to him than

he is to himself, in the free and liberal communications of

Himself to him. He that goes out in God's battles, fight

ing under our Saviour's banner, may look upwards, and,

opening his eyes, may see the mountains full of horses

and chariots of fire round about him. God hath not so

much delight in the death and destruction of men, as to

see them struggling and contending for life, and Himself

stand by as a looker on. No.: but, with the most tender

and fatherly compassions, His bowels yearn over them,

and his Almighty arm is stretched forth for them; and in

His strength they shall prevail: they shall be borne up,

as upon eagles' wings; they shall walk in the might of
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His strength, who is able to save, and not faint. Where

there is any serious and sober resolution against sin, any

real motion towards God, there is the blessing of heaven

in it: He that planted it, will also water it, and make it

to bud, and blossom, and bring forth fruit.

Wherefore, to shut up this discourse by way of appli

cation, let us make use of this, as a further argument, to

enforce the apostle's exhortation upon ourselves: ‘Be

strong in the Lord, and in the power of His might; and,

as the Psalmist speaks of his enemies, so let us say of our

spiritual enemies, “They compass me about, they compass

me in on every side; but in the name of the Lord I will

destroy them'.’ Let us set ourselves, with all our might,

to mortify the old man, and to crucify all the affections of

the flesh: ‘Let us lay aside every weight, and the sin

which so easily besets us, and run with patience the race

that is set before us; looking unto Jesus, the author and

finisher of our faith, who is set down at the right hand of

the throne of God”, as a great and mighty conqueror,

who will declare the perfection of His own power in our

weakness, if we lay hold of His strength. Though we are

not able to change our own natures, or to rise above the

source of our animal and selfish beings, by our own

power; yet let us endeavour to subdue all those external

vices of luxury and wantonness, of injustice, revenge, and

the like: let us withdraw the fuel of pride, malice, vain

glory, and whatsoever else holds us in captivity to hell,

and with confidence apply ourselves to Him who is an

Almighty Saviour; and when He joins His Almighty

strength with us, we need not fear anything: ‘He shall

tread down Satan under our feet,' and we shall, one day,

‘tread upon the lion and adder, the young lion and the

dragon shall we trample under our feet”:' we shall break

the serpent's head, though he may bruise our heel.

* Psal. cxviii. 10, 11, * Heb. xii. 1, 2. * Psal. xci. 13.
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Though God may suffer him so far to serve his own rage

and the hellish malice of such as are in league with him,

as to pull down, with violence, our earthly tabernacles;

yet, while we so suffer by him, we are conquerors over

him.

I should now conclude all, and leave you with this

general application, but that the present occasion hath

drawn it down for me to a particular case. Did we not

live in a world of professed wickedness, wherein so many

men's sins go, in open view, before them to judgment, it

might be thought needless to persuade men to “resist the

devil,' when he appears, in his own colours, to make mer

chandise of them, and comes, in a formal way, to bargain

with them for their souls; that which human nature, how

ever enthralled to sin and Satan in a more mysterious

way, abhors, and none admit, but those who are quite

degenerated from human kind. That which I shall fur

ther add, shall be by way of caution, only to suggest two

things which are the forerunners of such diabolical con

tracts, and put temptations into the hands of the tempter.

First. Those hellish passions of malice, envy, and re

venge, which are the black form and image of the devil

himself: these, when they are once ripened, fit men for

the most formal converse with the devil that may be: that

nature cannot easily abhor him, which is so perfectly con

formed to him.

Secondly. The use of any arts, rites, or ceremonies

not understood, of which we can give no rational or divine

account; this, indeed, is nothing else but a kind of magic

which the devil himself owns, and gives life to, though he

may not be corporeally present, or require presently any

further covenant from the users of them. The devil, no

question, is present at all his own rites and ceremonies,

though men discern him not; and may, upon the use of

them, secretly produce those effects which may gain credit
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to them. Among these rites, we may reckon insignificant

forms of words, with their several modes and manners of

º pronunciation, astrological arts, and whatsoever else pre

lºº tends to any strange effects, which we cannot, with good

º reason, either ascribe to God or nature. As God will only

it. be conversed withal in a way of light and understanding;

ºr so the devil loves to be conversed with in a way of dark

º ness and obscurity.
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And Elisha saw it, and he cried, My father, my father, the chariot of Israel,

and the horsemen thereof.

HEN I saw the blessed spirit of our brother, shall I

say? or, our father, making haste out of that body

which lies before us, these words which I have now read

came into my mind; and, methought, I saw the good

genius of this place, which inspired us with so much sense

of learning and goodness, taking its flight and leaving

this lower world; at whom my soul catched, as I fancied

Elisha to have done at Elijah, and I cried out, ‘O my

father, my father,’ &c. Desirous I was, methought, that

his drofláwas might have been a little while deferred; that

I might have staid the wheels of that triumphant chariot

wherein he seemed to be carried; that we might have

kept him a little longer in this world, till, by his holy

breathings into our souls, and the grace of God, we had

been all made meet to have some share in that inheritance

of the saints in light; and so he might have gone to hea

ven with his train, taking all his friends along with him,

as attendants to that glory and honour wherewith I make

no doubt he is crowned. It grieved me in my thoughts

that there should be so many orphans left without a

father, a society left naked without one of her best guar

dians and chieftains, her very ‘chariot and horsemen;'

unto whose instruction and brave conduct not a few of us
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will acknowledge they owe much of their skill and abili

ties. For I do not fear to say, as Antoninus doth of the

best man, that he was ‘a priest or minister of God,” who

was very subservient to Him in His great work'. If he

was not a prophet like Elijah, yet I am sure he was, as

Greg. Nazianzen, I think, speaks of St Basil—“an inter

preter of the Spirit,' and very well acquainted with his

mind"; a man sent down from heaven for our good, and

is now gone thither from whence he came, leaving us

behind him here, a company of poor fatherless children,

the sons of this prophet, weeping and crying out, ‘O my

father, my father, the chariot of Israel, and the horsemen

thereof.”

This sad note would have been most fitly sung just

at the ascension of his holy soul: yet give me leave to

descant a while upon it, now that we are come to inter

his body, which was the dark shadow where that admira

ble and illustrious learning, wisdom, and godliness, walked

up and down, and shone through upon the world.

You will easily see, at the first glance, that something

will here offer itself to be said of Elijah, and something

of Elisha: of Elijah, in that he is called ‘father, the cha

riot and horsemen of Israel; of Elisha, in that he applies

this relation to himself, “My father, my father.’

Concerning Elijah we may observe,

First, His superiority, eminency, and dignity.

Secondly, His singular care which he took of others.

Thirdly, His great usefulness, or the benefit which his

country enjoyed by him.

Concerning Elisha we may observe the expression of

three things likewise:

First, Of his great affection and love.

* lepei's ris kai inoupyös betºv.–Marc. 6tariffévra juſy rºv trapoſoap travi-yupur,

Antonin. De Seipso, Lib. III. cap. 4. Töv Yvºja lov i troºp fit my to 5 mrve ºu a

* Not Greg. Nazianzen, but Greg. Nys- ros.-Greg. Nyssen. Tom. III. p. 480 B.

sen. Toºrov oty txouev kai jue's viv rôv (ed. fol. Par. 1638).
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Secondly, Of the sense he felt of his loss.

Thirdly, Of that honour which he gave him, or that

respect and regard which he had unto him.

I shall speak a little of all these, and then parallel

our case, as well as I can, to both.

First, Observe Elijah's eminency, superiority, dignity,

and worth; which is both signified in the word ‘father,'

and also in the other expressions, ‘the chariot, and horse

men of Israel.” The Talmudists say of the word Abba,

which is near of kin as can be to this in the text, ‘Abba

is a word of honour and glory, even as Rabbi': whence

the Latin Abbas, and our English Abbot, have been de

rived to denote the greatest person in a society. And,

therefore, whom he here calls father, is called elsewhere,

‘Master, or lord”; “ Knowest thou not that Jehovah will

take thy lord, (or master,) from thee to-day?' Elijah was

the head in the body of the prophets—the dua, gregis—a

main leading man among the rest. And this was by rea

son of his wisdom, experience, and gray-headed under

standing, expressed in the word ‘father.' He was a sage

and grave person; such a head as was full of prudence,

skill, and advice, wherein were moulded many sober and

wise resolutions, many weighty and mature determinations,

profound and deep notions, holy and pious counsels for

the teaching of rawer and greener heads. He was one

that did imitate God “ the Father of all,” and in some sort

represent Him here below, being an oracle among men.

And such instruments God hath always in the world;

men of greater height and stature than others, whom He

sets up as torches on a hill, to give light to all the regions

round about; men of public and universal influence, like

the sun itself which illuminates all, and is not sparing of

its beams; men whose souls come into the world, as the

1 ºn \pi) Th:15 hº RTNT N.E.R. Vid. Buxtorf. Lear. Talmud. col. Io.

> Tjis wV. 3, 5.
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Chaldee oracle speaks, ‘clothed with a great deal of

mind', more impregnated than others with divine no

tions, and having more teeming wombs to enrich the

world with the fruit of them; men of wide and capacious

souls that can grasp much; and of enlarged, open

hearts, to give forth that freely unto men which “the

fatherly mind,' as the same oracle calls God, hath given

unto them”; that so, in some sort, they may become

fathers in the world, in subordination to God. The

Sun of Righteousness, Jesus Christ, is described with

‘seven stars in His right hand", which were the angels

of the churches; men, probably, who were adorned and

beautified with more than ordinary brightness of mind

and understanding, and did sparkle with more than com

mon heat of love and piety, and did shine as lights in the

world, in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation.

Elijah was such a one; and so was the other Elias, John

the Baptist, “a burning and a shining light"; and so also

shall we find our father that is deceased to have been.

Secondly. Take notice of the care which Elijah took

of Elisha, and that, first, as a master of his scholar; and,

secondly, as a father of his son, or, if you will have both

in one, as a fatherly master. Elisha calls him by this

name of father, because he was his scholar; and they used

commonly to give this title to their masters or teachers:

whence Pirke Avoth among the Jews—Capitula Patrum

—is a book that contains the wise sayings and apoph

thegms of their doctors. And so tarpotapáčotos, in the

New Testament—‘that which is received by tradition

from their fathers"—signifies nothing else but what their

doctors and learned men delivered to them; and therefore

they are sometimes called ‘the traditions of the elders'

1 Xph ore a trečew trpès rô pdos, kal * > ſuboxa rarpukös v6os évérreipe rais

trpós Tarpès atºyds, Wuxats.-Ibid. 49.

"Evêev éméup6m got Wvx') troXUV &raa- * Rev. i. 16. * John v. 35.

puévn votv.--Zoroast. Mag. Log. 13. * I Pet. i. 18.
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Jubal is called ‘the father of such as handle the harp';

which signifies the same with that which is said of his

brother, “He was an instructer of artificers in brass and

iron”.’ And hence Solomon saith so often, ‘My son, hear

the instruction of a father.’ So that "RN ºnN ‘my father,

my father,’ in the text, is nothing else but "nº ºn “my

master, my master.' Elijah taught and instructed him

out of the law, but with such a care and fatherly affection,

that Elisha was truly his son as well as his scholar; one

whom he loved and tended; whom he wrapped as a child

in his mantle when he was following the plough; whom

he begot into another shape and made another man; in

whose heart he sowed the seeds of true righteousness and

godliness, that he might do more good in the world. For

what God doth by men, that they many times are said to

do. Hence the apostles call Christians ‘their little chil

dren, and ‘dear children,” whom they had ‘travailed in

birth withal, till Christ was formed in them".' They lay

in the apostles' wombs, and they brought them forth

Christians, and so were truly their spiritual fathers. And

we may still see such noble souls which God continues

amongst men, ‘whose mouths,’ as Solomon says, “are as a

well of life, whose lips feed many, and whose tongues are

as choice silver":’ men that are kowo, ºratépes—‘common

fathers'—and will embrace every body as a son, so they

be but willing to be taught; that have the whole world

for their school, and are instilling wholesome notions and

rectified apprehensions into men's minds, and implanting

‘the truth which is after godliness” in their hearts; men

that in all meekness, tenderness, and fatherly affection

reprove those that oppose themselves; that endeavour to

bring them into their wombs, that, if it be possible, they

may beget the life of God, and of His Son Christ, in their

1 Gen. iv. 21. * Ibid. ver, 22. * Gal. iv. 19.

* Prov. x. 1 1, 20, 21. 5 Tit. i. 1.
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souls; men who cherish and foster the least gasping,

panting life that is in any soul; who endeavour to free

this life from any obstructions that dull and oppress it;

and so in every sense prove themselves to be the true

fathers of the church—common fathers, (as I before ex

pressed it,) neither bound up in themselves, nor addicted

to any particular sect, but minding the good of all; who

think that they were not born for themselves, nor to

be linked to this or that body or party of men, but to be

‘perfect as their heavenly Father is perfect", who doth

good to all, even to the evil and unthankful. A gropyj,

or natural affection, there is in them, which makes them

think that every man's child is their own; and if they

could hatch any heavenly life in them, they would wil

lingly cover them under their wings. Such a person was

St Paul, who went through fire and water, had a pilgrim

age through this world upon nothing but briers and thorns,

out of his great love that he bare to men: ‘The care of

all the churches lay upon him; and no man could be

weak, but he was weak also; no man was offended, but

he burned”—it put him into a kind of fever: and all this

was easy to him, because he had the bowels of a father.

Such another was St John, who hath every where in his

mouth, “My little children".’ A good old father he was

who breathed forth nothing but love to man. And it

need be no offence, if I add there was a Socrates in

Athens, who had so much of this kind of spirit in him,

that he styled himself “a servant of love,’ and professed

that he knew nothing but how to love. He would often

acknowledge himself to be an ignoramus in all those

things whereinto their wise men used to inquire, and that

he could say nothing in those controversies that were agi

tated about the gods and such like, as Maximus Tyrius

expressly tells us, but he durst not deny himself to have

* Matt. v. 48. * 2 Cor. xi. 28, 29. - * 1 John ii. 1.
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skill “in the art of love,' wherein he was continually bu

sied and employed'; instructing their youth, amending

their manners, and making them truly virtuous; which

thing the ungrateful wretches of the city called ‘corrupt

ing their children.’ And truly it is very often the lot of

these fathers, of whom I am speaking, who nourish up

youth in true piety and virtue, to be esteemed by many

the corrupters of the fountain—pestes rather than patres

of the places where they live. But they fare no worse

than Elijah did, who was accounted ‘the troubler of

Israel,” though he was ‘the chariot and horsemen thereof;’

a man so useful, that they could not tell how to want him,

though they knew not how to value him. And that is

the third thing to which I am to proceed: only let me

entreat you that you would think within yourselves in my

passage, such a one was the party deceased.

Thirdly. We have here observable the usefulness of

Elijah. He was not only a father, but ‘the chariot and

horsemen of Israel'—the security and safeguard of the

place where he was. He calls him by this name in an

allusion to the chariot wherein he was fetched to heaven,

and would express by this form of speech the good service

he did for Israel. He was instead of an army to them:

like David, worth ten thousand of the people”. He alone

was able to fight with all their enemies, and by his force

to break all their legions in pieces. And, indeed, all

good men, especially men of extraordinary wisdom and

godliness, such as I have been speaking of, are the guard

and defence of the towns where they reside, yea, of the

country whereof they are members. They are the tutelar

angels of a nation; men that can do more by their prayers

* "Emel raûrm 8aaavuoréov re kal d- airrod exelvos' 3rt éarl 0épá ºr w w roº

6pmréov row épwruköv kal X&Yov kal divöpa, ćp wros, kal Xevki) ord flum trpós roºs ka

éruroNumréow rot kal trept 20kpárous ék- Aoûs, kal Thy Téxv my 3ewós.—Max. Tyr.

Xoylaaabat, rt ºv atrº ravrl rà 6pu)\Aoû- Dissert. XXIV. § 4.

Pueva èv roſs A6-yots, Öroſa dTra pmol wept * 2 Sam. xviii. 3.
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and tears, their virtuous and holy actions, than a host

of men, wherein none is of less valour than Samson, or the

famed Hercules and Achilles. How had it been with

Israel, had it not been for Moses, the meekest man on

earth, and yet “terrible as an army with banners’? And

in what a case had Samaria often been, if it had not been

for this Elisha, the son of Elijah, who was encompassed

about with chariots and horses of fire to fight at his com

mand? What, if I say of such men in the phrase of the

Platonists, that they are piñakes toū kéguov—‘the keepers

of the world,’ that preserve it from being made like to

Sodom and Gomorrah 2 And if there had been but ten

of these holy champions there, they had shielded their

heads from the arrows of the Almighty, and kept the

showers of fire and brimstone from raining upon them.

Good men are the lifeguard of the world; next to God

and good angels, they are the walls and bulwarks of a

nation; for ‘by their strength they have power with God','

as it is said of Jacob. And so the Chaldee Paraphrast

reads these words of my text, ‘Better to Israel by his

prayer than chariots and horsemen”.’ They are the

glory of the world, and without them it would be but a

rude rabble, a beast with many heads and no brains, a

mere chaos and confusion. And it is by reason of them

that it doth not run into such disorder as a company of

children would do without their father, or as a multitude

of mad soldiers without their skilful leader and commander.

And so I have briefly set before you what Elijah was;

what those who are eminent for godliness are; what every

good man ought in some measure to be; and what you

shall shortly hear our deceased father was in a high de

gree: men of worth and great renown—“men of name?' in

a good sense; men that may be taken notice of in the

! Hos. xii. 3. • the tºnne Rinºsa bsº fin; sº

3 Dºn "ºx -
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world; that shine by their wisdom, justice, and goodness;

that cheer the world by their love and fatherly care of all;

that heartily endeavour to do good, and would not for a

world see men perish if they could help it; in a word,

men that are as the soul of the world, without whom it

would be a stinking and insufferable place.

II. Now let us look a while upon Elisha, and see

what he thought of such a man. And,

First. We meet with his great affection expressed in

the very form of the words, “My father, my father.’ Me

thinks I feel within myself with what pure, dear, and

ardent love he spake these words; what a glowing fire

there was in his breast when he thought of his spiritual

father. He burnt in love to him, as if some spark had

fallen from Elijah's fiery chariot into his heart. He was

all in a desire, as if the angels that fetched his father, had

lent him a waft of their wings, whereby he strove to fly

with him to heaven. There is not a child that can cry

more after the breasts that give it suck, and the arms of

her that carried it in her womb, than he calls and cries

after his father, ‘O my father, my father! where shall I

find my father? what will become of me without my

father?' A tender love and kindness there is to be in our

hearts to all men of what nature or nation soever; no man

ought to be pi\avros—‘a lover of himself,’ but pi\ſiv6pw

ros—‘a lover of mankind:' yet a more singular cleaving

of souls there should be to those that are good; but the

most unspeakable and greatest adhesion and union to

those by whom we have profited in wisdom and godliness,

and whose lips have dropped the words of life into our

minds. For, as Solomon hath it, “There is gold and a

multitude of rubies; but the lips of knowledge are a pre

cious jewel'.” We should stand affected to them as the

Galatians to St Paul, who “would have pulled out their

1 Prov. xx. 15.

K K 2
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very eyes, and given them unto him'." They ought to be

to us oculis cariores, as the ordinary phrase is—dearer

than our eyes: by which speech God expresses His extra

ordinary love to His people Israel, saying that He kept

them “as the apple of His eye.’ And, indeed, it can

scarce be otherwise, but that there should be an unknown

love between such persons, there being such a secret

fascination in frequent converse and familiarity, as entices

a man's soul and heart out of himself. Those precepts

which we imbibe from another's mouth, naturally call

forth a strong affection to flow from us to him; and he

who inflames our souls with love to God, will certainly

enkindle a subordinate love within us to himself. The

words of wisdom smite an ingenuous soul, “as with a

dart,' if I may use the expression of Greg. Thaumaturgus

concerning Origen's discourses"—and cannot but wound it

both with a love to wisdom and him that shoots those

piercing arrows into its heart. They bind a tractable

soul, “as it were, in indissoluble necessities”,” so that it

cannot but love those words, and kiss the mouth also,

from whence they flow unto it. A teachable mind will

hang about a wise man's neck, and thereby they come to

cleave and cling as fast together as the soul of Jonathan

did unto the soul of David. So the aforesaid Gregory

speaks of himself and Origen: ‘This David (meaning

Origen) hath entangled and bound up my soul in such

necessary fetters of love; he hath so tied and even knit

me to him, that if I would be disengaged, I cannot quit

myself. No: though we depart out of this world, our

love cannot die; for I love him even as my own soul;

and so my affection must remain for ever".’ ‘The words

* Gal. iv. 15. ékelvov, où6' el BovXolueffa rāv Šeauſºv

* Jamep twº BéAet.—Greg. Thaumat. atroſ, NeXtabat 3vvauévous. Ot rolvvv kai

Orat. Panegyr. in Origen. el droënujaatpaev, divijaei rās Wvyās hudºv

* (50 mep tró ruqu dvd-ykats.-Ibid. kará to below Ypdupa ºxwy owra's avvöeče

* Tota&rats twiv dwdykaus AaBlö otros uévas. –Ibid.

ava pty; duevos huas exeiv, v'ſv Te kal &
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of the wise,’ saith Solomon, “are as goads, and as nails

fastened by the masters of assemblies'.' If a master fix

his doctrine in his scholar's mind, he nails himself like

wise with the same stroke quasi trabali clavo–“by a pin

as strong as a beam,' to his scholar's heart: they mingle

souls as they do notions, and mutually pass into each

other.

Secondly. We have here likewise the sense which Eli

sha had of his great loss. For these words are expressions

of sorrow and lamentation, as appears by the words fol

lowing: “And he took hold of his own clothes, and rent

them in pieces:’ and also where we find Joash weeping

over this Elisha, and saying these very words of my text,

“O my father, my father, the chariot of Israel, and the

horsemen thereof.” And methinks I see Elisha himself

here bedeving his cheeks with tears, and hear these words

sobbed and sighed out of his heart, having lost his dear

father, one that took such special care of him whilst he

was in the world. Methinks I see his heart rent as well

as his garments, and there I see Elijah graven in letters

as great as was his love. How could he look on himself

and not lament to think that he had lost his head 2 how

could he behold Israel unguarded, and not throw off his

own clothes as a token of his sorrow? It is said of Je

hoiakim, that “they shall not lament for him, saying, Ah

my brother! or, Ah my sister! they shall not lament for

him, saying, Ah lord! or, Ah his glory”!' which both

shows that this is a form of speech to denote sorrow,

and that it is an honour wicked men shall want, that

none shall bemoan their departure. But the just shall be

in everlasting remembrance; they shall die desired; and

those who can value them, will not let them pass away in

silence and with dry eyes. No tears are spent so well as

for the want of God and a good friend, or a good man,

! Eccl. xii. 1 1. * 2 Kings xiii. 14. * Jer. xxii. 18.
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especially such a one as I before described. And, indeed,

who can think of his gracious lips, his profitable and

delightful converse, his cordial love, without a sigh and a

tear, without saying, ‘Ah my father! Ah his glory!’

No man will be sooner missed than such a one as he ten

thousand others may steal out of the world, and scarcely

any body mind or inquire after them; but let Elijah go

away, and you shall have fifty men go three days to seek

him, that if it be possible they may enjoy his company a

while longer. We find that Jesus himself wept for His

friend Lazarus, at which the Jews said, ‘Behold, how He

loved him'." Two souls, joined together in cordial love,

cannot part without a groan, especially a son and his

father, a scholar and his master. The child cannot hold

itself from crying when it wants the breast that used to

feed it; nor can a soul, thirsty of knowledge, but be

pained, when the fountain is stopped that used to quench

it. There are not so many of these men in the world, but

that their loss will be as soon felt as the want of a stake

in a rotten hedge, or of a buttress against a bowing wall.

He who knows one to have been a light in the world, and

a lamp unto him, will surely be melancholy and sad, when

he sees that light go out, and himself left in the dark,

without that pixov (pós—‘those cheerful and beloved beams'

which used to shine upon him, to illuminate and warm

his soul with a true knowledge and love of all real good

IneSS.

Thirdly. We may further take notice of the honour

able thoughts he had of Elijah, of the reverence, worship,

and respect which he gave unto him. For so we may look

upon these words as an expression of the high esteem he

had of him, and regard he bare to him, even after he was

gone from this earth, and could do no more kindnesses

for him. Elisha, who had been a minister to him when

* John xi. 35, 36.
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he was below, and used to pour water upon his hands,

could not but have very reverend thoughts toward him

now that the angels came to wait upon him, and in flames

of fire to carry him up above. He could not but honour

him as his elder and father, as his leader and commander,

as the general of the sons of the prophets, as the very

host and army of Israel. And, indeed, the souls of those

men that are as full of God as the name of Elijah is",

which includes two, if not three, of the divine names in it,

cannot but draw our eyes toward them; but then they so

dazzle us with their lustre and brightness, they strike us

into such amazement at their perfections, that the weak

ness of man's nature hath been apt to give no less than

divine veneration to such persons. It had not been law

ful, I know, to have worshipped Elijah, though he had

been an angel; but yet, methinks, I see Elisha bowing

down, with some respect, to the very mantle which fell

from his master, and taking it up as a precious relique of

so holy a man. And I could very well pass some civility

upon the gown, in which this holy man departed used to

walk, out of the great honour which I bear to him. There

was so much of divinity enshrined in this excellent man's

soul, that it made every thing about him have a kind of

sacredness in it, and will make his name to be always as

a sweet odour unto us. Though we may not extol it with

divine praises, yet let it never be mentioned by us with

out the addition of the Hebrew manner of speech, “His

memory is blessed”,” or of the Greek, ‘That most blessed

man".’ -

And so I am fallen unawares in my meditations upon

the application of what hath been said of him that is

deceased, and to our own selves.

Some perhaps will be angry that I should go about to

compare him with Elijah, the man of God; but I have an

1 Anºs a nºn-5 ºnst * 6 tdvv uakapirms.
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apology ready at hand: they will give me leave, I hope,

to do the same that Gregory Nyssen doth, who in his

oration at the funeral of his brother Basil, compares him

not only with Elias, but with John the Baptist, the second

Elias, and with St Paul himself, saying, that one should

not err if he should affirm that there was in him and in

St Paul ‘one and the same measure of divine love'.’

Suffer me then to use some of his words concerning him

of whom we are now to speak. ‘None will require of

human nature to imitate Elijah in his shutting and open

ing of heaven, in his fasting so many days, and going up

to God in a fiery chariot; but in other things we will be

bold to compare him with that great man, in his zealous

faith, in his cordial love to God, in his earnest desire and

thirst after ‘that which truly is", ‘in an exact and exqui

site life", in a conversation so studied that it was in all

things consonant with itself, in most unaffected gravity,

wonderful simplicity, and a countenance proportionable to

the vigour and strength of his soul, or, in his own words,

he had ‘a look that was not one key below his intent, and

eager, and sprightly mind'.' If you look upon his care

of those things that were hoped for, and neglect of these

things that are seen, on his equal love to poor and rich;

in these and such like things he imitated the wonders of

Elijah. But if any man will needs urge us to strain a

little higher, and compare something in him to his fasting

forty days; then what say you to an every-day's temper

ance? And if there must be something answerable to his

going up to heaven in a fiery chariot; then look upon the

other way of ascending thither, which is the best, ‘by a

high, transcendent, conversation in this world", whereby

1 ºr uérpov ràs dyárms.-Greg. Nyss. * 8Xéupua tº róvº ris Wuxis avvrewó.

Vol. III. 486 B. pºevov.–Ibid. 490 B.

* roß &vros &vrws.—Ibid. 490 A. * 8ta rās Wym}\ſis roxtretas.—Ibid.

* {w} 6tà wavrwv čeraapučvm.—Ibid. 491 D.
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he made a chariot of his virtues that he might ascend up

unto God.

But that I may proceed in this argument according

to our former method,

1. Let us first look upon him in his eminency, dignity,

and worth. A very glorious star he was, and shone

brighter in our eyes than any that he ever looked upon

when he took his view of the heavenly bodies: and now

he shines as the brightness of the firmament, and as the

stars for ever and ever, being wise, and having turned

many, I believe, unto righteousness.

I shall speak nothing of his earthly parentage save

only this, that herein he was like to John the Baptist,

the last Elias, in that he was born after his parents had

been long childless and were grown aged. Some have

observed that such have proved very famous; for they

seem to be sent on purpose by God into the world to do

good, and to be scarce begotten by their parents. Such

are something like Isaac, who had a great blessing in him,

and seem to be intended by God for some great service

and work in the world.

But let us look only at his heavenly descent, and see

how he was allied to God Himself; for, as the poet says

of AEneas,

Continget sanguine coelum',

I may say of him as Nazianzen says of his sister: His

country was heaven, his town or city was the Jerusalem

which is above, his fellow-citizens were the saints, his

nobility was “the retaining of the divine impressions and

stamps upon his soul, and being like to God the arche

type and first pattern of all goodness”.’ And, indeed, the

preserving of the heavenly symbols that are in our souls,

and especially the purging and scouring of them from the

1 Juv. Sat. xi. 62.

* h rās elkövos ripmats, kal h rpès rê dpxérvrov čouolworts.—Greg. Nazian. Orat. 8,

§ 6 (ed. Par. 1778).
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corruption of nature, he often spake of; and his endea

vour was, that the Divine image might be fairly reflected

in him, and that it might shine brightly in the face of

others.

If I should speak much of the vastness of his learning

(a thing not to be passed by,) it would seem to say that

I knew all he was; which I am not so arrogant as to

assume unto myself: this I will say, that he could do

what he would. He had such a huge, wide capacity of

soul, such a sharp and piercing understanding, such a

deep reaching mind, that he set himself about nothing but

he soon grasped it, and made himself a full possessor of

it. And if we consider his great industry and indefati

gable pains, his Herculean labours day and night from

his first coming to the University', till the time of his

long sickness, joined with his large parts and his fre

quent meditation, contemplation, and abstraction of his

mind from sensible things; it must needs be concluded

that he was a comprehensor of more than I can say or

think of; and if I could, it would be too tedious to give

you an account of all.

There is a discourse which Charidemus (in Dion

Chrysostom) makes to his friends a little before his

death”; “how that this world is God's house, wherein

a gallant sumptuous feast is prepared, and all men are His

guests: and how that there are two waiters at the table

which fill out the wine to them that call for it; the one a

man, the other a woman; the one called Nows, or “mind,'

from whose hand all wise men drink, the other 'Akpareia,

or ‘intemperance,” who fills the cups of the lovers of this

world.' In this house our beloved friend deceased, staid

between four and five and thirty years", and, I am sure,

* April 5, 1636. ° Our author was, at least, a year

* Dion Chrysos. Orat. xxx. p. 563, older at the time of his death than is here

ed. Reiske, 1798. stated. The date of his baptism, accord
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drank most large draughts from the hand of the former;

for he was a man, he was a mind, he had nothing of that

woman in him, and never in the least was known to sip of

her cups. He was a most laborious searcher after wisdom,

and never gave his flesh the leisure to please itself in those

entertainments; and, therefore, we may be confident with

that Charidemus, that God hath taken him to be his avu

Tórny Kai éraipov—‘ his friend and companion,’ to drink of

the rivers of his pleasure. In a word, he was as Eunapius

speaks of Longinus, ‘A living library,' better than that

which he hath given to our college, ‘and a walking study,’

that carried his learning about with him'. I never got so

much good among all my books by a whole day's plodding

in a study, as by an hour's discourse I have got with him.

For he was not a library locked up, nor a book clasped,

but he stood open for any to converse withal that had

a mind to learn. Yea, he was a fountain running over,

labouring to do good to those who perhaps had no mind

to receive it. None more free and communicative than

he was to such as desired to discourse with him; nor

would he grudge to be taken off from his studies upon

such an occasion. It may be truly said of him, that a

man might always come better from him; and his mouth

could drop sentences as easily as an ordinary man's could

speak sense. And he was no less happy in expressing his

mind, than in conceiving; wherein he seems to have ex

celled the famous philosopher Plotinus, of whom Porphyry

tells us, that he was something careless of his words “but,

was wholly taken up into his mind”.’ He, of whom we

now speak, had such a copia verborum—a plenty of

ing to the parish register of Achurch, the

place of his birth, is February 15, 1617.

He died August 7, 1652. Patrick errs

still farther on this point in his Autobio

graphy, where, speaking of John Smith,

he says, “he was but thirty-two years old

when he died."—Patrick's Works, Vol. Ix.

p. 423, Oxford edition, 1858.

* Aoyyivos 6é karū rôv Xpóvov čkeſvow

BºğMotijkm ris jv čupuxos kai Tepitraroºv

uovaetop.–Eunapius, Wit. Porphyr.

* d\\ā uðvov toº vot, exópevos.-Por

phyr. Wit. Plotin, cap. 8, “but only intent

on the sense.'
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words, and those so full, pregnant, and significant, joined

with such an active fancy, as is very rarely to be found in

the company of such a deep understanding and judgment

as dwelt in him.

I have done with his learning, when I have told you

that, as he looked upon honours, riches, and the eagerly

pursued things of this world, as vanities; so did he look

upon this also as a piece, though a more excellent piece, of

vanity, as he was wont to phrase it, if compared with the

higher and more divine accomplishments of the soul.

For he did not care to value himself by any of those

things which were of a perishing nature, which should

fail, and cease, and vanish away; but only by those things

which were more solid and substantial, of a divine and

immortal nature, which he might carry out of the world

with him; to which my discourse shall not be long before

it descend.

He was of very singular wisdom and great prudence,

of admirable skill and readiness in the managery of affairs;

which I make an account is an imitation of that provi

dence of God that governs the world". His learning was

so concocted, that it lay not as an idle notion in his head,

but made him fit for any employment. He was very full

and clear in all his resolutions at any debates, a most wise

counsellor in any difficulties and straits, dexterous in

untying any knot, of great judgment in satisfying any

scruple or doubt, even in matters of religion. He was

one that soon saw into the depth of any business that was

before him, and looked it quite through; that would

presently turn it over and over in his mind, and see it

on all sides; and he understood things so well at the first

sight, that he did not often need any second thoughts, but

* John Smith was elected Junior Bur- his conduct in the discharge of these of

sar of Queens' College, Sept. 16, 1645, fices furnished the ground of the above

and Bursar two years later. Probably remark.
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usually stood to the present resolution and determination

of his mind.

And add to this, his known integrity, uprightness, and

faithfulness; his strong and lively, his waking and truly

tender conscience, which, joined with the former things I

spoke of, made him more than a man, otol vºv (3porot

stat—‘as men now go.” He was, as one of the ancients

speaks, “an exemplar of true Christian philosophy and

virtue", and as it were the spiritual rule, line, and square

thereof; of so poised and even a life, that by his wisdom

and conscience, (were it not that every man should know

for himself) one might live almost at a venture, walking

blindfold through the world, and not miscarry.

He had incorporated, shall I say, or insouled all prin

ciples of justice and righteousness, and made them one

with himself. So that I may say of him in the phrase of

Antoninus, he was ‘dipped into justice as it were over

head and ears”:’ he had not a slight, superficial, tincture,

but was dyed and coloured quite through with it; so that

wheresoever he had a soul, there was justice and right

eousness. They who knew him, very well know the truth

of all this. And I am persuaded he did as heartily and

cordially, as eagerly and earnestly, do what appeared to

be just and right, without any self-respect or particular

reflections, as any man living. -

Methinks I see how earnest he would be in a good

matter which appeared to be reasonable and just, as

though Justice herself had been in him, looking out at

his eyes, and speaking at his mouth. It was a virtue,

indeed, that he had a great affection unto, and which he

| St 5é uot 50kets troAA&v čvrww kal uart kh, Tijs re év roſs Xpmaroſs etraštas,

q i\wv kai X&You rôv els trapdik\mativ, Ütr' kai rās év roſs diviapots kapreptas.-Greg.

où6évôs dy otra, trapak\mbival, ºs ūrö Nazian. Epist. LXXVI. (ed. Par. 1840).

areavroſ kal tºs éketvov uviums of kal * 5ukatoa ºvn Be3aupévov eis Bá00s.

Tots i\\ots trägt yeyövare ºpt Noa o q ta's Marc. Antonin. Lib. III. cap. 4.

tróðe tºy pia, kal otów t is a 7 d 64 m rve v
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was very zealous to maintain; in whose quarrel he was in

danger to be angry, and sometimes to break forth into a

short passion.

But he was always very urgent upon us, that by the

grace of God, and the help of the mighty Spirit of Jesus

Christ working in us, we would endeavour to purge out

the corruption of our natures, and to ‘crucify the flesh

with all the affections and lusts thereof:’ yea, to subdue as

much as it is possible even the drpoaipera in our souls—

those first motions that are without our consent, and to

labour after purity of heart, that so we might see God.

For his endeavour was not only to be #w duaprias—out

of the pollutions of the world through lust, but, as Plotinus

speaks, 6edv cival'—to come to the true likeness of God

and his Son; or, in the apostle's language, ‘to be par.

taker of the divine nature.’ And here now what words

shall I use?

What shall I say of his love? None that knew him

well, but might see in him tryáčovcav dyárnv, (as Nazian

zen, I think, speaks)—love bubbling and springing up in

his soul, and flowing out to all; and that love unfeigned,

without guile, hypocrisy, or dissimulation. I cannot tell

you how his soul was universalized, how tenderly he

embraced all God's creatures in his arms, more especially

men, and principally those in whom he beheld the

image of his heavenly Father. There one might have

seen running to avyYevès Tpós to avy Yevés, and he would

ever have emptied his soul into theirs. Let any that

were thoroughly acquainted with him say if I lie. And

* Earlier heathen writers than Plo- In the Aurea Carmina themselves we

tinus furnish examples of the idea here read:

suggested. Hierocles has the following: "Hv 6' droxety as cºua €s alôép' &Meč6epor

Töre yāp kai riv dpxatav airois dro- *\6ms,

6töoatial aráau, kal 6eoroleſabat, baov "Eao'eat diffdvaros 6eós, dupporos, oùx tri

oiów re div6pútrous Beočs yewéa 6at, umviet à 6v mºrós.

Aóryos 6tá ràv é$fis. –Hierocl. in A wr. Pythag. A wr. Carm, 70.

Carm. p. 226 (Needham).
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truly my happiness is that I have such a subject to

exercise my young and weak oratory upon, as will admit

of little hyperbole.

His patience was no less admirable than his love,

under a lingering and tedious disease, wherein he never

murmured nor complained, but rested quietly satisfied in

the infinite unbounded goodness and tenderness of his

Father, and the commiserations of Jesus Christ our merci

ful High Priest, ‘who can be touched with the feeling of

our infirmities".' He still resolved with Job, ‘Though he

kill me, yet will I trust in him".’ Nazianzen saith in an

epistle to Philagrius, ‘O bravely done, most noble soul,

who canst play the philosopher, the Christian, in thy sick

ness and sufferings”;’ who canst not only talk, but do;

not only do, but suffer! And he told me in his sickness,

that he hoped he had learned that for which God sent it,

and that he thought God kept him so long in such a case,

under such burdens and pressures, that ‘patience might

have its perfect work in him.’ His sickness undoubtedly

was, as Nazianzen speaks, ‘a learned disease and full of

true philosophy,’ which taught him more of real Chris

tianity, and made his soul of a more strong, able, athletic

habit and temper". For, as St James saith, “if patience

have her perfect work, then is a soul ‘perfect and entire,

wanting nothing".’ And, really, in his sickness he showed

what Christianity and true religion is able to do; what

might, power, and virtue there is in it to bear up a soul

under the greatest loads; and that he could, through

Christ strengthening him, do all that which he so ad

mirably discoursed of in his life.

But for his humility—it was that which was most

apparent and conspicuous. You might have beheld in

| Heb. iv. 15. 1840).

* Job xiii. 15. * vögos pixóaoq,0s.—Epist. xxxiv.

* Etye &rt quxoaope’s év toſs träffect.— * James i. 4.

Greg. Nazian. Epist. XXXII. (ed. Par.
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him. Tns Tamewoºppoa tºwns tov aspóratov ãpor, as the same

father speaks—‘true humility in a most eminent degree,

and the more eminent, considering how much there was

within him which would have swelled and puffed up an

other.' But from his first admission into the University,

(as I am informed by those that knew him,) he sought

not great things for himself, but was contented in the

condition wherein he was. He made not haste to rise and

climb, as youths are apt to do, which we in these late

times too much experience, wherein youths scarce fledged

have soared to the highest preferments, but he proceeded

leisurely by orderly steps, not to what he could get, but

to what he was fit to undertake. He staid God's time of

advancement, with all industry and pains following his

studies; as if he rather desired to deserve honour, than to

be honoured. He shook off all idleness and sloth, the

bane of youth, and so had the blessing of God upon his

endeavours, who gave him great encouragement from

divers persons of worth, and at last brought him unto this

place. And I challenge any one that is impartial to say,

if, since he came hither, they ever beheld in him any

pride, vain-glory, boasting, self-conceit, desire of honour,

and being famous in the world. No: there is not the man

living that had the eyes ever to discern any thing of this

swollen nature: but, on the contrary, it was easy to take

notice of most profound humility and lowliness of mind,

which made him a true disciple of Jesus Christ, who took

upon Him the form of a servant, and made Himself of no

reputation. And I dare say our dear friend was as true,

as humble a servant, (without any compliment) to the

good of mankind, as any person that this day lives. This

was his design in his studies, and, if it had pleased the

Lord of life to have prolonged his days, it would have

been more of his work: for he was resolved, as he once

told me, very much to lay aside other studies, and to
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travail in the salvation of men's souls, after whose good he

most ardently thirsted.

Shall I add tº trägi, as the apostle speaks—above, or

unto all these, his faith'? I say, his true, lively, and

working faith, his simple, plain-hearted, naked faith in

Christ? It is likely that it did not busy itself about

many fine notions, subtilties, and curiosities, or believing

whole volumes; but be sure it was that which was firmly

set and fixed in the mercy and goodness of God through

Christ; that also which brought down Christ into his soul;

which drew down heaven into his heart; which sucked in

life and strength continually from our Saviour; which

made him hearty, serious, and constant in all those fore

named Christian virtues. His faith was not without a

soul; but what Isidore saith of faith and works, held true

of him—‘His faith was animated, quickened, and actuated

by these”. It made him godlike, and he lived by faith in

the Son of God; by it he came to be truly partaker of the

righteousness of Christ, and had it wrought and formed in

his very soul. For this indeed was the end of his life, the

main design which he carried on, that he might become

like to God. So that if one should have asked him that

question in Antoninus, ‘What is thy art and profession,

thy business and employment”?’ he would not have

answered, To be a great philosopher, mathematician, his

torian, or Hebraist, (all which he was in great eminency,)

to be a physician, lawyer, general linguist; which names

and many more his general skill deserved: but he would

have answered, as he doth there, ‘My art is to be good";’

to be a true divine is my care and business, or, in the

Christian phrase, “To be holy as God is holy, to be perfect

* Eph. vi. 16. Lib. IV. cap. 65.

* Xph yūp tº triaret kplveoffat rās * ris gov j réxym.—Marc. Antonin,

Tpášets, kai drö rotºrww atriv Wux00a0aw’ Lib. XI. cap. 4.

vekpá Yàp ein rotºrwyxºpls.—Isidor. Pelus. * 'Ayaſlow elvat.—Marc, Antonin. Ibid.

L L
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as my heavenly Father is perfect'.' All that remember

the serious behaviour and weighty expressions he used in

his prayers, cannot but call to mind how much his heart

was set upon the attainment of this true goodness.

I have transgressed too much my bounds, now it is so

late, and trespassed perhaps too much upon your patience;

yet I hoped I should not weary you, if I should discourse

upon his ingenuousness, his courtesy, his gentleness and

sweetness, with many other things of the like nature. And

let me say thus much, that he was far from that spirit of

devouring zeal that now too much rages. He would

rather have been consumed in the service of men, than

have called for fire down from heaven, as Elijah did, to

consume them. And, therefore, though Elijah excelled

him in this, that he ascended up to heaven in a fiery

chariot; yet herein I may say he was above the spirit of

Elijah, that he called for no fire to descend from heaven

upon men, but the fire of divine love that might burn up

all their hatreds, roughness, and cruelty to each other.

But as for benignity of mind and Christian kindness, every

body that knew him will remember that he ever had their

names in his mouth, and I assure them they were no less

in his heart and life; as knowing that without these truth

itself is in a faction, and Christ is drawn into a party.

And this graciousness of spirit was the more remarkable

in him, because he was of a temper naturally hot and ch9.

leric, as the greatest minds most commonly are. He was

wiser than to let any anger rest in his bosom; much less

did he suffer it to burn and boil till it was turned into

gall and bitterness; and least of all would he endure that

any passion should lodge in him, till it was become a

cankered malice and black hatred, which men in these

days can scarce hide, but let it appear in their counter

nance and in their carriage towards others.

* Matt. v. 48.
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If he was at any time moved unto anger, it was but a

sudden flushing in his face, and it did as soon vanish as

arise; and it used to arise upon no such occasions as I now

speak of No: whensoever he looked upon the fierce and

consuming fires that were in men's souls, it made him sad,

not angry; and it was his constant endeavour to inspire

men's souls with more benign and kindly heats, that they

might warm but not scorch their brethren.

And from this spirit, together with the rest of Chris

tian graces that were in him, there did result a great

serenity, quiet, and tranquillity in his soul, which dwelt so

much above, that it was not shaken with any of those

tempests and storms which use to unsettle more low and

abject minds. He lived in a continued, sweet, enjoyment

of God, and so was not disquieted with scruples or doubts

of his salvation. There was always discernible in him a

cheerful sense of God's goodness, which ceased not in the

time of sickness. But we most longed to see the motions

of his soul, when he drew near to the centre of his rest.

He that had such a constant feeling of God within him,

we might conclude would have the most strong and

powerful sense when he came nearer to a close conjunction

with Him. But God was pleased to deny this to us, and,

by a lethargic distemper which seized on his spirits, he

passed the last six days of his life (if I may call it a life)

in a kind of sleep, and, without taking much notice of any

thing, he slept in the Lord.

And now, have I not described a person of worth and

eminency? Have we not reason to be so sad, as you see

our faces tell you that we are? But, alas! half of that is

not told you which your eyes might have seen, had you

been acquainted with him. I want thoughts and words

to make a lively portraiture of him: my young experience

hath not yet seen to the height or the depth of these

things which I have here given you a rude draught of;
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and so my conceits and expressions must needs fall far

below that excellent degree of beauty wherein they dwelt

in him. Let it suffice therefore to say, that I may keep

to the word in the text, that he was truly a father, that he

wanted ages only to make him reverend; and that, if he

had lived many generations ago, and left us the children

of his mind to posterity, he might by this time have been

numbered among the fathers of the church.

I have almost prevented myself already in the two

latter particulars, his singular care, and his great useful

ness; both which must needs be concluded from the

former: his care, I say, of others as a Tutor, his useful

ness as a Fellow of this now mournful Society. Let me

speak a word or two of either.

Secondly. All his pupils (who are now truly pupilli,

‘fatherless children,') began to know in his sickness what it

was to have and to want a loving father, a faithful tutor;

and now they will know it more fully. He was one that

did so constantly mind their good, that instilled such

excellent, pious, notions into their minds, and gave such

light in everything a man could desire to know; that I

could have been content, though in this gown, to have

been his pupil. His life taught them continual lessons

of justice, temperance, prudence, fortitude, and masculine

virtue; and, above all, he taught them true dependence

upon God, and reference of themselves and all their

studies unto Him; with true faith in, and imitation of,

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; for which end he

often expounded to them out of the holy Scriptures. And

for human learning, the many good scholars that came

from under his hand do witness how dexterous he was in

the training up of youth in all good literature. Porphyry

tells us of Plotinus, that he was such a careful person,

that sundry noble men and women, with divers others,

when they died, committed both their sons and daughters
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to his tuition, “as unto some tutelar angel, or a sacred and

divine guardian".' Truly those that come hither, are in a

manner without father and mother; but they could not

be committed to a more loving tutor, a more holy and

faithful guardian, that would bring them up in all true

learning and piety. If any think that he was too severe,

let me tell them that they are such as find fault with the

lion, “because he looks not like an ape, but with a stern,

royal, and kingly countenance".' He both looked and

spoke like a man that had drunk into his soul such

solid, high, and generous principles, as few men are ac

quainted with, which made him very zealous not only for

righteousness, integrity, and holiness, but for decorum in

all things. He had a great regard for all those things

which are mentioned by the apostle; for ‘whatsoever

things are true, honest,’ (or rather, comely and grave,

seemly and venerable, as a suvd doth signify,) for all that

was “just, pure, lovely, of good fame and report; if there

was any praise, or any virtue", he was most earnest and

forward in its behalf.

Thirdly. And now what his usefulness was, and the

benefit we received by him, all that bear any share in the

government of this Society will be made to know, by the

want of him. There is not one but will cry out, with

Elisha, “O the chariot of this place, and the horsemen

thereof.” which words seem to express what a necessary

man Elias was, and to be just like that of Horace to

Maecenas when sick, which we may use concerning him

that is now dead, “Our great glory, the pillar upon whose

shoulders the weight of business of late lay";’ or as he

' ºstep 3 run kal 0elg pºaxt.—Por. Pieva.-Greg. Nazian. Orat. XLIII. § 64.

phyr. Wit. Plotin. cap. 9. Ed. Par. 1778.

* El uh kal Töv Aéovra alrúró ris, 3rt 3 Phil. iv. 8.

pil tra 6 fixe tow BAétre t, d\X& 3Xoo v- * Grande decus, columenque rerum.

póv K at Ba a t} i köv, où kai Tà axiprä- Hor. Carm. II. 17, 4.

para 'yevyata, ka? puerò, 6aºpatos dyatriº
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saith in another place, “O thou who wast both my safe

guard and my ornament'ſ who wast a society by thyself

a college in brief, what a loss have we sustained by thy

departure!' That must not be resolved by me, nor by any

one single person of us, but we must all lay our heads

together to tell our loss. To which of us was he not dear!

who is there that was not engaged to him? who can think

himself as wise as he was when we had him?

And this our high and dear esteem of him, when he

was with us, leads me to speak of that honour and re

verence which we all express to his name, that affection

which is in our hearts to his memory, the sense that is

in us of our great and unspeakable loss; in answer to

those three foregoing considerations about Elisha. But

here I must be very brief, and put all together. There is

none that knew his worth, but honour his very dust. And,

for my part, I honour him so much, that I wish we might

do as the virgins of Israel did for Jephthah's daughter',

come once a year hither and lament his death; and so, at

once, we might express all these three, our respect, affec

tion, and sense of our loss. His name is most worthy to

be had in a more special remembrance, and highly de

serves to be ranked among our benefactors, he having

endowed our library with all the books that he had, and

we wanted; and I have reason to believe that, if he had

not been so suddenly surprised by those forgetful lethargic

fits, he intended to bestow more upon us than his books,

which yet were both many and choice ones, being above

six hundred in number, and many of them large and

costly; and for the matter of them, many Hebrew books,

besides some Arabic, many mathematical books, many

books of history, both ancient and modern, and also of

philosophy and philology, both sacred and profane.

And whensoever we commemorate his love unto us,

*O et praesidium et dulce decus meum.—Hor. Carm. I. 1, 2. * Judg. xi. 40.
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let it be with some encomium: let us mourn quod talem

amiserimus—that we are deprived of such a person; but

let us rejoice and give thanks to God quod talem habueri

mus—that we ever had such a one who hath done us so

much good: they are the words of St Hierome to Nepo

tian, with a little alteration'.

But let me tell you, in conclusion of all, that herein

would be shown our greatest love and affection which we

bare to him; this would be the greatest honouring of him,

if we would but express his life in ours, that others might

say when they behold us, There walks at least a shadow

of Mr Smith. And O that I might beg, with Elisha, a

double portion among those that I desire should share in

the gifts and graces of this Elijah! this is the height of

my ambition, that many might but possess the riches that

lodged in this one. They disgrace their master who have

not skill in that which they say he professed; but they

who tread in his steps and excel in his art, shine back

again upon him from whom first they received their light.

Let me seriously, therefore, exhort every one of us to

imitate this master in Israel; imitate him in his industry,

if not in his learning; shake off all laziness and sloth; do

not awaaroºv riv livX'iv–imbody and enervate your souls

by idleness and base neglect; do not emasculate them and

turn them into flesh by drowsiness or vain pleasures.

Imitate his temperance, his patience, his fortitude, his

candour and ingenuousness, his holiness and righteousness,

his faith and love, his charity and humility, his self-denial

and true self-resignation to the will of God: in a word,

all those Christian virtues which lived in him, let them

* Not from the letter of S. Jerome to togue parumper vulnere, audias laudes

Nepotian, but from an epistle of his to ejus, cujus semper virtute lactatus es.

Heliodorus, consoling him on the occasion Necdoleas, quod talem amiseris, sed gau

of the death of Nepotian. Sed obsecro, deas quod talem habueris.-S. Hieron.

ut modum adhibeas in dolore, memor il- Epitaph. Nepot.

lius sententia’, ‘ne quid nimis:’ obliga
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live in us for ever. Let us die to the world, as he did,

before we die: let us separate our souls from our bodies

and all bodily things, before the time of our departure

and separation come. Let us take an especial heed lest

we do traffeiv Tów replyetov kdauov, as most men do—‘lest we

suffer this lower and earthly world; lest we be drawn

forcibly into its embraces, and so held from rising aloft:

but let us turn up our minds continually to heaven, and

earnestly desire pati Deum—‘to suffer God;’ to be mightily

and strongly attracted by Him from all earthy and sen

sible delights, to an admiration and love of His everlasting

beauty and goodness. Let us labour to be so well ac

quainted with Him, and all things of the higher world,

and so much disengaged in our affections from this and

all that is in it, that when we come to go out of this

world, we may never look back and say, O what goodly

things do I leave! what a brave world am I snatched

from 1 would I might but live a little longer there! Let

us get our hearts so crucified to the world, that it may

be an easy thing to us to shake hands with, and bid a

farewell to, our friends, the dearest things we have, our

lands, houses, goods, and whatsoever is valuable in our

eyes. Let us use the world as though we used it not;

let us die daily, as our dear friend did; and so it was easy

to him to die at last. Die, did I say? shall I use that

word, or rather dºptirrata—“he is flown away'—as Nazi

anzen speaks'; his soul hath got loose, and now feels her

wings; or aeroux{{stat—the hath changed his habitation,' he

is gone into the other world, as Abraham went out of Ur

into Canaan; or, as the same father says, utºpov "poatroënuel

toº aduatos—“he hath taken his journey into another

country a little before his body"?” He hath left his body

behind him awhile to take a sleep in the dust, and when

it awakes at the resurrection, it shall follow also to the

' Orat. funebr. in Gorgon. 188 D. 3 Ibid.
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same place. Then shall it be made ‘a spiritual body;’

then shall it have wings given to it also, and be lovingly

married again to the soul, never more to suffer any separa

tion. And, at that time, we shall all meet with our dear

father and friend again, who now are here remaining,

crying out, ‘O my father, my father,’ &c. “Then shall all

tears be wiped away from our eyes, and there shall be no

more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there

be any more pain': Then we shall not need such a light

as he was; “for there is no night there, and they need

no candle, neither light of the sun; for the Lord God

giveth them light, and they shall reign for ever and

ever”.’ Amen.

* Rev. xxi. 4. * Ibid. xxii. 5.
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SANCTI IRENAEI EPISCOPI LUGDUNENSIS libros

quinque adversus Haereses, versione Latina cum Codicibus Claro

montano ac Arundeliano denuo collata, praemissa de placitis Gnos

ticorum prolusione, fragmenta necnon Graece, Syriace, Armeniace,

commentatione perpetua et indicibus variis edidit W. WIGAN

HARVEY, S.T.B. Collegii Regalis olim Socius. 2 Vols. 8vo. 18s.

M. MINUCII FELICIS OCTAVIUS. The text revised

from the original MS., with an English Commentary, Analysis, Intro

duction, and Copious Indices. Edited by H. A. Holden, LL.D.

Examiner in Greek to the University of London. Crown 8vo. 7s.6d.

THEOPHILI EPISCOPI ANTIOCHENSIS LIBRI

TRES AD AUTOLYCUM edidit, Prolegomenis Versione Notulis

Indicibus instruxit G. G. HUMPHRY, S.T.B. Post 8vo. 5s.

THEOPHYLACTI IN EVANGELIUM. S. MATTHAEI

COMMENTARIUS, edited by W. G. HUMPHRy, B.D. Prebendary

of St Paul's, late Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

TERTULLIANUS DE CORONA MILITIS, DE SPEC

TACULIS, DE IDOLOLATRIA, with Analysis and English Notes,

by GEORGE CURREY, D.D., Preacher at the Charter House, late

Fellow and Tutor of St John's College. Crown 8vo. 5s.

FRAGMENTS OF PHILO AND JOSEPHUS. Newly

edited by J. RENDEL HARRIS, M.A., Fellow of Clare College,

Cambridge. With two Facsimiles. Demy 4to. 12s. 6d.

THE TEACHING OF THE APOSTLES. Newly edited,

with Facsimile Text and Commentary, by J. RENDEL HARRIs, M.A.

Demy 4to. A. I. Is.

THEOLOGY—(ENGLISH).

WORKS OF ISAAC BARROW, compared with the Ori

ginal MSS., enlarged with Materials hitherto unpublished. A new

Edition, by A. NAPIER, M.A. 9 Vols. Demy 8vo. 4.3. 3s.

TREATISE OF THE POPE'S SUPREMACY, and a

Discourse concerning the Unity of the Church, by ISAAC BARRow.

Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

PEARSON'S EXPOSITION OF THE CREED, edited

by TEMPLE CHEVALLIER, B.D. New Edition. Revised by R. SINKER,

B.D., Librarian of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 12s.

“A new edition of Bishop Pearson's famous places, and the citations themselves have been

work On the Creed has just been issued by the adapted to the best and newest texts of the

Cambridge University Press. It is the well- several authors—texts which have undergone

known edition of Temple Chevallier, thoroughly

overhauled by the Rev. R. Sinker, of Trinity

College. The whole text and notes have been

most carefully examined and corrected, and

special pains have been taken to verify the al

most innumerable references. These have been

more clearly and accurately given in very many

vast improvements within the last two centu.

ries. The Indices have also been revised and

enlarged......Altogether this appears to be the

most complete and convenient edition as yet

published of a work which has long been re.

cognised in all quarters as a standard one.” –
Guardian.

London: C. J. CLA P & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse
Ave Maria Lane. x
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXPOSITION OF THE

CREED written by the Right Rev. John PEARSON, D.D. late Lord

Bishop of Chester, by W. H. MILL, D.D. Demy 8vo. 5s.

WHEATLY ON THE COMMON PRAYER, edited by

G. E. CORRIE, D.D. late Master of Jesus College. Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

TWO FORMS OF PRAYER OF THE TIME OF QUEEN

ELIZABETH. Now First Reprinted. Demy 8vo. 6d.

“From Collections and Notes’ 1867–1876,

by W. Carew Hazlitt (p. 340), we learn that—

“A very remarkable voluine, in the original

wellum cover, and containing 25 Forms of

Prayer of the reign of Elizabeth, each with the

autograph of Humphrey Dyson, has lately fallen

into the hands of my friend Mr H. Pyne. It is

mentioned specially in the Preface to the Par

ker Society's volume of Occasional Forms of

Prayer, but it had been lost sight of for 200

years.’ By the kindness of the present pos

sessor of this valuable volume, containing in all

25 distinct publications, I am enabled to re

print in the following pages the two Forms

of Prayer supposed to have been lost.”—Bar

tract /rvmi }} PREFAce.

CAESAR MORGAN'S INVESTIGATION OF THE

TRINITY OF PLATO, and of Philo Judaeus, and of the effects

which an attachment to their writings had upon the principles and

reasonings of the Fathers of the Christian Church. Revised by H. A.

HOLDEN, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 45.

SELECT DISCOURSES, by JOHN SMITH, late Fellow of

Queens' College, Cambridge. Edited by H. G. WILLIAMS, B.D. late

Professor of Arabic. Royal 8vo.

“The ‘Select Discourses' of John Smith,

collected and published from his papers after

his death, are, in my opinion, much the most

considerable work left to us by this Cambridge

School [the Cambridge Platonists]. They have

a right to a place in English literary history.”

—Mr MATTHEw ARNold, in the Contempo

rary A'eview.

“Of all the products of the Cambridge

School, the ‘Select Discourses' are perhaps

the highest, as they are the most accessible

and the most widely appreciated...and indeed

no spiritually thoughtful mind can read them

unmoved. They carry us so directly into an

atmosphere of divine philosophy, luminous

7s. 6d.

with the richest lights of meditative genius...

He was one of those rare thinkers in whom

largeness of view, and depth, and wealth of

poetic and speculative insight, only served to

evoke more fully the religious spirit, and while

he drew the mould of his thought from Plotinus,

he vivified the substance of it from St Paul.”—

Principal Tulloch, A'ational Theology in

Angſand in the 17th Century.

‘We may instance Mr Henry Griffin Wil

liams's revised edition of Mr ‘. Smith's

‘Select Discourses,' which have won Mr

Matthew Arnold's admiration, as an example

of worthy work for an University Press to

undertake."—Times.

THE HOMILIES, with Various Readings, and the Quo

tations from the Fathers given at length in the Original Languages.

Edited by the late G. E. CORRIE, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

DE OBLIGATIONE CONSCIENTIAE PRAELECTIONES

decem Oxonii in Schola Theologica habitae a ROBERTO SANDERSON,

SS. Theologiae ibidem Professore Regio. With English Notes,

including an abridged Translation, by W. WHEWELL, D.D. late

Master of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

ARCHBISHOP USHER'S ANSWER TO A JESUIT,

with other Tracts on Popery. Edited by J. SCHOLEFIELD, M.A. late

Regius Professor of Greek in the University. Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

WILSON'S ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD OF

explaining the New Testament, by the early opinions of Jews and

Christians concerning Christ. Edited by T. TURTON, D.D. 8vo. 5s.

LECTURES ON DIVINITY delivered in the University

of Cambridge, by John HEY, D.D. Third Edition, revised by T.

TURTON, D.D. late Lord Bishop of Ely. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 15s.

S. AUSTIN AND HIS PLACE IN THE HISTORY

OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. Being the Hulsean Lectures for

1885. By W. CUNNINGHAM, B.D. Demy 8vo. Buckram, 12s. 6d.

London: C. J. CLA P. & SOAS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Zane.
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ARABIC, SANSKRIT, SYRIAC, &c.

THE DIVYAVADANA, a Collection of Early Buddhist

Legends, now first edited from the Nepalese Sanskrit MSS. in

Cambridge and Paris. By E. B. Cowell, M.A., Professor of

Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge, and R. A. NEIL, M.A.,

Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke College. Demy 8vo. 18s.

POEMS OF BEHA ED DIN ZOHEIR OF EGYPT.

With a Metrical Translation, Notes and Introduction, by E. H.

PALMER, M.A., Barrister-at-Law of the Middle Temple, late Lord

Almoner's Professor of Arabic, formerly Fellow of St John's College,

Cambridge.

Vol. I.

2 vols. Crown 4to.

The ARABIC TEXT. Io.s. 6d.

vol. ii. ÉNois; TRANsixtion ros. 6d.; cloth extra. 15s.

“We have no hesitation in saying that in

both Prof. Palmer has made an addition to Ori

ental literature for which scholars should be

grateful : and that, while his knowledge of

Arabic is a sufficient guarantee for his mastery

of the original, his English compositions are

distinguished by versatility, command of lan

guage, rhythmical cadence, and, as we have

remarked, by not unskilful imitations of the

styles of several of our own favourite poets,

living and dead.”—Satºrday Aerieze.

“This sumptuous edition of the poems of

Behá-ed-din Zöheir is a very welcome addition

to the small series of Eastern poets accessible

to readers who are not Orientalists.”—Aca

demºy.

THE CHRONICLE OF JOSHUA THE STYLITE, com

posed in Syriac A.D. 507 with an English translation and notes, by

W. WRIGHT, LL.D., Professor of Arabic.

“Die lehrreiche kleine Chronik Josuas hat
nach Assemani und Martin in Wright einen

dritten Bearbeiter geſunden, der sich um die

Emendation des Textes wie um die Erklärung

der Realien wesentlich verdient gemacht hat

. . . Ws. Josua-Ausgabe ist eine sehr dankens

werte Gabe und besonders empſehlenswert als

Demy 8vo. Ios. 6d.

ein Lehrmittel für den syrischen Unterricht; es

erscheint auch gerade zur rechten Zeit, da die

zweite Ausgabe von Roedigers syrischer Chres.

tomathie im Buchhandel vollständig vergriffen

und diejenige von Kirsch-Bernstein nur nºch

in wenigen Exemplaren vorhanden ist"—

Deutsche Litteraturzeitung.

KALILAH AND DIMNAH, OR, THE FABLES OF

BID PAI ; being an account of their literary history, together with

an English Translation of the same, with Notes, by I. G. N. KEITH

FALCONER, M.A., late Lord Almoner's Professor of Arabic in the

University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

NALOPAKHYANAM, OR, THE TALE OF NALA;

containing the Sanskrit Text in Roman Characters, followed by a

Vocabulary and a sketch of Sanskrit Grammar. By the late

Rev. THOMAS JARRETT, M.A. Trinity College, Regius Professor

of Hebrew. Demy 8vo. Ios.

NOTES ON THE TALE OF NALA, for the use of

Classical Students, by J. PEILE, Litt.D., Master of Christ's College,

Demy 8vo. 12s.

CATALOGUE OF THE BUDDHIST SANSKRIT

MANUSCRIPTS in the University Library, Cambridge. Edited

by C. BENDALL, M.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College. Demy

8vo. 12s.

“It is unnecessary to state how the com

pilation of the present catalogue came to be

placed in Mr Bendall's hands; from the cha

racter of his work it is evident the selection

was judicious, and we may fairly congratulate

those concerned in it on the result... Mr Ben

dall has entitled himself to the thanks of all

Oriental scholars, and we hope he may have

before him a long course of successful labour in

the field he has chosen.”—Athenaeum.

THE HISTORY OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT,

being the Syriac version of the Pseudo-Callisthenes. Edited from

Five Manuscripts, with an English Translation and Notes, by

E. A. W. BUDGE, M.A., Christ's College. [Nearly ready,

Zondon: C. J. CLA P & SOAS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS, &c.

SOPHOCLES: The Plays and Fragments, with Critical

Notes, Commentary, and Translation in English Prose, by R. C.

JEBB, Litt.D., LL.D., Professor of Greek in the University of Glasgow.

Part I. Oedipus Tyrannus. Demy 8vo. AVew Edition. 12s. 6d.

Part II. Oedipus Coloneus. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Part III. Antigone. Demy 8vo.

Part IV. Philoctetes.

“Of hisºy and critical notes we

can only speak with admiration. Thorough

scholarship combines with taste, erudition, and

boundless industry to make this first volume a

pattern of editing. The work is made com

plete by a prose translation, upon pages alter

nating with the text, of which we may say

shortly that it displays sound judgment and

taste, without sacrificing precision to poetry of

expression.”— The Times.

“Professor Jebb's edition of Sophocles is

already so fully established, and has received

such appreciation in these columns and else

where, that we have judged this third volume

when we have said that it is of a piece with

the others. The whole edition so far exhibits

perhaps the most complete and elaborate edit

orial work which has ever appeared.”—Satur

day Review.

12s. 6d.

[In the Press.

“Prof. Jebb's keen and profound sympathy,

not only with Sophocles and all the best of

ancient Hellenic life and thought, but also with

modern European culture, constitutes him an

ideal interpreter between the ancient writer

and the modern reader.”—Athenaeum.

“It would be difficult to praise this third in

stalment of Professor Jebb's unequalled edition

of Sophocles too warmly, and it is almost a

work of supererogation to praise it at all. It is

equal, at least, and perhaps superior, in merit,

to either of his previous instalments; and when

this is said, all is said. Yet we cannot refrain

from formally". once more the con

summate Greek scholarship of the editor, and

from once more doing grateful homage to his

masterly tact and literary skill, and to his un

wearied and marvellous industry.”—SAectator.

AESCHYLI FABULAE.—IKETIAEX XOHCDOPOI IN

LIBRO MEDICEO MENL)OSE SCRIPTAE EX VV. D.D.

CON IECTURIS EMEN DATIUS EDITAE cum Scholiis Graecis

et brevi adnotatione critica, curante F. A. PALEY, M.A., LL.D.

Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

THE AGAMEMNON OF AESCHYLUS. With a Trans

lation in English Rhythm, and Notes Critical and Explanatory.

New Edition Revised. By BENJAMIN HALL KENNEDY, D.D.,

Regius Professor of Greek. Crown 8vo. 6s,

“One of the best editions of the masterpiece of Greek tragedy.”—Athenaeum.

THE THEAETETUS OF PLATO with a Translation and

Notes by the same Editor. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

ARISTOTLE.—IIEPI VTXHX. ARISTOTLE'S PSY

CHOLOGY, in Greek and English, with Introduction and Notes,

by Edwin WALLACE, M.A., late Fellow and Tutor of Worcester

College, Oxford. Demy 8vo.

“The notes are exactly what such notes

ought to be, helps to the student, not mere

displays of learning. By far the more valuable

parts of the notes are neither critical nor lite

rary, but philosophical and expository of the

thought, and of the connection of thought, in

the treatise itself. In this relation the notes are

invaluable. Of the translation, it may be said

that an English reader may fairly master by

means of it this great treatise of Aristotle."—

3pectator.

ARISTOTLE.—IIEPI AIKAIOXTNHX.

18s.

“Wallace's Bearbeitung der Aristotelischen

Psychologie ist das Werk eines denkenden und

in allen Schriften des Aristoteles und grössten

teils auch in der neueren Litteratur zu densel

ben belesenen Mannes . . . Der schwächste

Teil der Arbeit ist der kritische . . . Aber in

allen diesen Dingen liegt auch nach der Ab

sicht des Verfassers nicht der Schwerpunkt

seiner Arbeit, sondern.”—Prof. Susemihl in

Philologische Wochenschriſt.

THE FIFTH

BOOK OF THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS OF ARISTOTLE.

Edited by HENRY JACKSON, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 6s.

“It is not too much to say that some of the

oints he discusses have never had so much

É. thrown upon them before. . . . Scholars

will hope that this is not the only portion of

the Aristotelian writings which he is likely to

edit.”—Athenaeum.

London: C. 9. CLA P. & SONS,º University Press Warehouse,

A ve Maria a/te.
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ſo PUBLICA TIONS OF

ARISTOTLE. THE RHETORIC. With a Commentary

by the late E. M. Cope, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, re

vised and edited by J. E. SANDys, Litt.D. With a biographical

Memoir by the late H. A. J. MUNRo, Litt.D. 3 Vols., Demy 8vo.

Now reduced to 21s. (originally published at 31s. 6d.)
“This work is in many ways creditable to the

University of Cambridge. If an English student

wishes to have a full conception of what is con

tained in the Rhetoric of Aristotle, to Mr Cope's

edition he must go.”—Academy.

“Mr Sandys has performed his arduous

duties with marked ability and admirable tact.

- - - - - - In every part of his work—revising,

supplementing, and completing—he has done

exceedingly well.”—Eraminter.

PINDAR. OLYMPIAN AND PYTHIAN ODES. With

Notes Explanatory and Critical, Introductions and Introductory

Essays.

Jesus College. Crown 8vo.
“Mr Fennell deserves the thanks of all clas.

sical students for his careful and scholarly edi

tion of the Olympian and Pythian odes. He

brings to his task the necessary enthusiasm for

his author, great industry, a sound judgment,

and, in particular, copious and minute learning

THE ISTH MIAN AN ID

Editor. Crown 8vo.

‘. . . As a handy and instructive edition of

a difficult classic no work of recent years sur

passes Mr Fennell's ‘Pindar.’”—Athentarum.

“This work is in no way inferior to

the previous volume. The commentary aſſords

-

Edited by C. A. M. FENNELL, Litt.D., late Fellow of

in comparative philology.”—Atherwerrerºe.

“Considered simply as a contribution to the

study and criticism of Pindar, Mr Fennell's

edition is a work of great merit.”—Saturday

Review.

NEMEAN ODES. By the same

valuable help to the study of the most difficult

of Greek authors, and is enriched with notes

on points of scholarship andº which

.. only have been written by a scholar of

very high attainments.”—Saturday Rezieze,

PRIVATE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES, with In

troductions and English Notes, by the late F. A. PALEy, M.A.

and J. E. SANDys, Litt.D. Fellow and Tutor of St John's College,

and Public Orator in the University of Cambridge.

PART I. Contra Phormionem, Lacritum, Pantaenetum, Boeotum

de Nomine, Boeotum de Dote, Dionysodorum.

Crown 8vo. 6s.

“Mr Paley's scholarship is sound and

accurate, his experience of editing wide, and

if he is content to devote his learning and

abilities to the production of such manuals

as these, they will be received with gratitude

throughout the higher schools of the country.

Mr Sandys is deeply read in the German

PART II.

tum, Cononem, Calliclem. New Edition. Crown 8vo.

“It is long since we have come upon a work

evincing more pains, scholarship, and varied

research and illustration than Mr Sandys's

contribution to the ‘Private Orations of De

New Edition.

literature which bears upon his author, and

the elucidation of matters of daily life, in the

delineation of which Demosthenes is so rich,

obtains full justice at his hands. . . . We

hope this edition may lead the way to a more

general study of these speeches in schools

than has hitherto been possible.”—Academy.

Pro Phormione, Contra Stephanum I. II. ; Nicostra

7s.6d.

mosthenes'.”—Saturday Revieze.

“. . . . . . . the edition reflects credit on

Cambridge scholarship, and ought to be ex

tensively used.”—Athenariant.

DEMOSTHENES AGAINST ANDROTION AND

AGAINST TIMOCRATES, with Introductions and English Com

mentary, by WILLIAM WAYTE, M.A., late Professor of Greek, Uni

versity College, London.

“These speeches are highly interesting, as

illustrating Attic Law, as that law was in

fluenced by the exigences of politics . . . As

vigorous examples of the great orator's style,

they are worthy of all admiration; and they

have the advantage—not inconsiderable when

the actual attainments of the average school

boy are considered—of having an easily com

Crown 8vo. 7s.6d.

Fº subject matter . . . . Besides a most

ucid and interesting introduction, Mr Wayte

has given the student effective help in his

running commentary. We may note, as being

so well managed as to form a very valuable

part of the exegesis, the summaries given with

every two or three sections throughout the

speech.”—SAectator.

PLATO'S PHAEDO, literally translated, by the late E. M.

CoPE, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, revised by HENRY

JACKSON, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College.

P. VERGILI MARONIS

Demy 8vo. 5s.

OPERA cum Prolegomenis

et Commentario Critico edidit B. H. KENNEDY, S.T.P., Graecae

Linguae Prof. Regius. Extra FCap. 8vo. 3.s. 6d.

London: C. 7. CLA P. & Sox's, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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THE BACCHAE OF EURIPIDES. With Introduction,

Qritical Notes, and Archaeological Illustrations, by J. E. SANDYs,

Litt.D. New and Enlarged Edition.
“Of the present edition of the Baccha. by Mr

Sandys, we may safely say that never beforé has

a Greek, play, in England at least, had fuller

justice done to its criticism, interpretation,

and archaeological illustration, whether for the

Qung student or the more advanced scholar.

he Cambridge. Public Orator may be said to

have taken the lead in issuing a complete edi

tion of a Greek play, which is destined perhaps

to gain redoubled favour now that the study of

ancient mºnuments has been applied to its il

lustration."—Saturday Review.

“The volume is interspersed with well.

executed woodcuts, and its general attractive.

ness of form reflects great credit on the Uni

versity Press. In the notes Mr Sandys has more

than sustained his well-earned reputation as a

Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.

careful and learned editor, and shows consider

able advance in freedom and lightness of style.

. . . Under such circumstances it is superfluous

to say that for the purposes of teachers and ad

vanced students this handsome edition far sur.

passes all its predecessors.”—Athenaeum.

“It has not, like so many such books, been

hastily produced to meet the momentary need

of some particular examination; but it has em

ployed for some years the labour and thought

of a highly finished scholar, whose aim seems

to have been that his book should go forth zozas

tºres atyue rotundus, armed at all points with

all that may throw light upon its subject. The

result is a work which ºft not only assist the

schoolboy or undergraduate in his tasks, but

adorn the library of the scholar.”—Guardian.

THE TYPES OF GREEK COINS. By PERCy GARDNER,

Litt.D., F.S.A. With 16 Autotype plates, containing photographs of

Coins of all parts of the Greek World. Impl. 4to. Cloth extra,

A. I. I Is. 6d.; Roxburgh (Morocco back), A2. 2s.

"Professor Gardner's book is written with

such lucidity and in a manner so straightfor

ward that it may well win converts, and it may

be distinctly recommended to that omnivorous

class of readers—“men in the schools'."—Sa

turday Review.

ESSAYS ON THE ART OF PHEIDIAS. By C. WALD.

STEIN, Litt. D., Phil. D., Reader in Classical Archaeology in the

University of Cambridge. Royal 8vo. With numerous Illustrations.

I6. Plates. Buckram, 3os.

“I acknowledge expressly the warm enthu

siasm for ideal art which pervades the whole

volume, and the sharp eye Dr Waldstein has

proved himself to possess in his special line of

study, namely, stylistic analysis, which has led

him to several happy and important discoveries.

His book will be universally welcomed as a

AN

Part I.

very valuable contribution towards a more

thorough knowledge of the style of Pheidias."—

The Academy.

“‘Essays on the Art of Pheidias’ form an

extremely valuable and important piece of

work. . . . Taking it for the illustrations alone,

it is an exceedingly fascinating book.”—Times.

INTRODUCTION TO GREEK EPIGRAPHY,

The Archaic Inscriptions and the Greek Alphabet by E. S.

ROBERTs, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College.

Demy 8vo.

“We will say at once that Mr Roberts ap

F. to have done his work very well. The

ok, is clearly and conveniently, arranged.
The inscriptions are naturally divided accord

ing to the places to which they belong. Under

each head are given illustrations sufficient to

show the characteristics of the writing, one

copy in letters of the original form (sometimes

a facsimile) being followed by another in the

usual cursive. References, which must have

cost great labour, are given to the scattered

With illustrations. I8s.

notices bearing on each document. Explana

tory remarks either accompany the text or are

added in an appendix. To the whole is pre

fixed a sketch of the history of the alphabet up

to the terminal date. At the end the result is

resumed in general tables of all the alphabets,

classified according to their connexions; and a

separate table illustrates the alphabet of Athens.

The volume contains about five hundred in

scriptions, and forms a moderate octavo of about

four hundred pages.”—Saturday Rezniew.

M. TULLI CICERONIS AD M. BRUTUM ORATOR.

A revised text edited with Introductory Essays and with critical

and explanatory notes, by J. E. SANDYS, Litt.D. Demy 8vo.

“This volume, which is adorned with

several good woodcuts, forms a handsome and

welcome addition to the Cambridge editions of

Cicero's works.”—Athenaeum.

16s.

“A model edition.”—Spectator.

“The commentary is in every way worthy

of the editor's high reputation.”—Academy.

M. TULLI CICERONIS DE FINIBUS BONORUM

ET, MALORUM LIBRI QUINQUE. The text revised and

explained ; With a Translation by JAMEs S. REID, Litt.D., Fellow

and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. 3 Vols.

Containing the Translation.VOL. III.

[In the Press.

Demy 8vo. 8s.

M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LIBRI TRES, with Mar

ginal Analysis, English Commentary, and copious Indices, by H. A.

Holden, LL.D. Sixth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Cr. 8vo. 9s.
“Few editions of a classic have found so

much favour as Dr Holden's De Officiis, and

the present revision (sixth edition) makes the

position of the work secure."—American

journal of Philology.

London: C. }. CLA y & Sox's, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LIBER TERTIUS,

With Introduction, Analysis and Commentary, by H. A. HoLDEN,

LL.D. Crown 8vo. 2s.

M. TVLLI CICERONIS PRO C RABIRIO [PERDVEL

LION IS REO) ORATIO AD QVIRITES With Notes, Introduc

tion and Appendices by W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of

St John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

M. TULLII CICERONIS DE NATURA DEORUM

Libri Tres, with Introduction and Commentary by JOSEPH B.

MAYor, M.A., together with a new collation of several of the

English MSS. by J. H. Swainson, M.A.

Vol. I. Demy 8vo. Ios. 6d. Vol. II. 12s. 6d. Vol. III. Ios.

“Such editions as that of which Prof. Mayor N. D. 11, und zeigt ebenso wie der erste einen
has given us the first instalment will doubtless erheblichen Fortschritt gegen die bisher wor

do much to remedy this undeserved neglect. It handenen commentirten Ausgaben. Man darf

is one on which great pains and much learning

have evidently been expended, and is in every

way admirably suited to meet the needs of the

student . . . The notes of the editor are all that

could be expected from his well-known learn

ing and scholarship.”—Academy.

“Der vorliegende zweite Band enthält

jetzt, nachdem der grösste. Theil, erschienen

ist, sagen, dass niemand, welcher sich sachlich

oder kritisch mit der Schrift De Nat. Deor.

beschäftigt, die neue Ausgabe wird ignoriren

dirfen.”—P. Schwencke in 93. V. c2 .4 ft.

vol. 35, p. 90 foll.

See also Pitt Press Series, pp. 24–27.

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS. By

Sir W. THOMSON, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Phi

losophy in the University of Glasgow. Collected from different

Scientific Periodicals from May 1841, to the present time. Vol. I.

Demy 8vo. 18s. Vol. II. , 15s. [Volume III. In the Press.
“Wherever exact science has found a fol- text-books. His eager fertility overflows into

lower Sir William Thomson's name is known as the nearest available journal . . . The papers in

a leader and a master. For a space of 40 years this volume deal largely with the subject of the

each of his successive contributions to know- dynamics of heat. They begin with two or

ledge in the domain of experimental and mathe- three articles which were in part written at the

matical physics has been recognized as marking age of 17, before the author had commenced

a stage in the progress of the subject. But, un- residence as an undergraduate in Cambridge.”

happily for the mere learner, he is no writer of — The Times.

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS, by

G. G. STOKES, Sc.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Lucasian Professor of Mathe

matics in the University of Cambridge. Reprinted from the Original

Journals and Transactions, with Additional Notes by the Author.

Vol. I. Demy 8vo. 15s. Vol. II. 15s. Vºl. III. In the Press.

“...The same spirit pervades the papers on which well befits the subtle nature of the sub

pure mathematics which are included in the jects, and inspires the completest confidence in

volume. They have a severe accuracy of style their author.”— The Times.

A HISTORY OF THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY

AND OF THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, from Galilei to

the present time. Vol. I. Galilei to Saint-Venant, 1639–1850.

By the late I. TODHUNTER, Sc.D., F.R.S., edited and completed

by Professor KARL PEARSON, M.A. Demy 8vo. 25s.

Vol. II. By the same Editor. [In the Press.

A TREATISE ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. By
R. S. HEATH, M.A., Professor of Mathematics in Mason Science

College, Birmingham. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON GEOMETRICAL

OPTICS. By R. S. HEATH, M.A. Crown 8vo. 5s.

THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF THE LATE PROF.

J. CLERK MAXWELL. Edited by W. D. Niven, M.A. In 2 vols.

Royal 4to. [Nearly ready.

London : C. 9. CLA P. & Sows, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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THE COLLECTED MATHEMATICAL PAPERS OF

ARTHUR CAYLEY, Sc.D., F.R.S., Sadlerian Professor of Pure

Mathematics in the University of Cambridge. Demy 4to. Io vols.

Volume I. 25s. [In the Press.

A CATALOGUE OF THE PORTSMOUTH COL

LECTION OF BOOKS AND PAPERS written by or belonging

to SIR ISAAC NEWTON. Demy 8vo. 5s.

A TREATISE ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By

Sir W. THOMSON, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., and P. G. TAIT, M.A.,

Part I. Demy 8vo. 16s. Part II. Demy 8vo. 18s.

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By Pro

fessors Sir W. THOMSON and P. G. TAIT. Demy 8vo. 9s.

AN ATTEMPT TO TEST THE THEORIES OF

CAPILLARY ACTION by FRANCIS BASHFoRTH, B.D., and

J. C. ADAMS, M.A., F.R.S. Demy 4to. A. I. Is.

A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF DETERMI

NANTS and their applications in Analysis and Geometry, by R. F.

SCOTT, M.A., Fellow of St John's College. Demy 8vo. 12s.

HYDRODYNAMICS, a Treatise on the Mathematical

Theory of the Motion of Fluids, by H. LAMB, M.A. Demy 8vo. 12s.

A TREATISE ON DYNAMICS. By S. L. LONEy, M.A.,

Fellow of Sidney Sussex College. Crown 8vo. [A'early ready.

THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF HEAT, by Joseph

FourIER. Translated, with Notes, by A. FREEMAN, M.A., formerly

Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 12s.

PRACTICAL WORK AT THE CAVEN DISH LABORA

TORY. HEAT. Edited by W. N. SHAw, M.A. Demy 8vo. 3s.

THE ELECTRICAL RESEARCHES OF THE Hon. H.

CAven Dish, F.R.S. Written between 1771 and 1781. Edited from

the original MSS. in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, K. G.,

by the late J. CLERK MAXWELL, F.R.S. Demy 8vo. 18s.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON QUATERNIONS.

By P. G. TAIT, M.A. Demy 8vo. 14s. [AVew Edition, Preparing.

THE MATHEMATICAL WORKS OF ISAAC BAR

ROW, D.D. Edited by W. WHEwell, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

COUNTERPOINT. A Practical Course of Study, by the

late Professor Sir G. A. MACFARREN, M.A., Mus. Doc. New

Edition, revised. Crown 4to. 7s. 6d.

A TREATISE ON THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF

CHEMISTRY, by M. M. PATTISON MUIR, M.A. Demy 8vo. 15s.

[AVew Edition. Mearly ready.

“The value of the book as a digest of the

historical developments of chemical thought

is immense.”—Acade”y. -

“Theoretical Chemistry has moved so rapidly

of late years, that most of our ordinary text

books have been left far behind. German

students, to be sure, possess an excellent guide

to the present state of the science in Die

Modernen Theorien der Chemie' of Prof.

Lothar Meyer; but in this country the student

has had to content himself with such works as

Dr Tilden's ‘Introduction to Chemical Philo

sophy', an admirable book in its way, but rather
slénder. Mr Pattison Muir having aimed at a

more comprehensive scheme, has produced a

systematic treatise on the principles of chemical

E.P. which stands ſº in advance of any

indred work in our language. It is a treatise

that requires for its due comprehension a fair

acquaintance with physical science, and it can

hardly be placed with advantage in the hands

of any one who does not possess an extended

knowledge of descriptive chemistry. But the

advanced student whose mind is well equipped

with an array of chemical and physical facts

can turn to Mr Muir's masterly volume for

unfailing help in acquiring a knowledge of the

principles of modern chemistry.”—Athenaeum.

ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. By M. M. PATTISON

MUIR, M.A., and CHARLES SLATER, M.A., M.B. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. A Course of Laboratory

Work. By M. M. PATTISON MUIR, M.A., and D. J. CARNEGIE, B.A.

Crown 8vo. 3s.

Dondon : C. J. CLA P. & SOMS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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NOTES ON QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Concise and

Explanatory. By H. J. H. FENTON, M.A., F.I.C., Demonstrator of

Chemistry in the University of Cambridge. Cr. 4to. New Edition. 6's.

LECTURES ON THE PHYSIOLOGY OF PLANTS,

by S. H. VINES, D.Sc., Professor of Botany in the University of

Oxford. Demy 8vo. With Illustrations. 21s.

“To say that Dr Vines' book is a most science that the works in most general use in

valuable addition to our own botanical litera- this country for higher botanical teaching have

ture is but a narrow meed of praise: it is a been of foreign origin....This is not as it should

work which will take its place as cosmopolitan : be ; and we welcome Dr Vines' Lectures on

no more clear or concise discussion of the diffi- the Physiology of Plants as an important step

cult chemistry of metabolism has appeared.... towards the removal of this reproach....The

In erudition it stands alone annong English work forms an important contribution to the

books, and will compare favourably with any literature of the subject.... It will be eagerly

foreign competitors."—Nature. welcomed by all students, and must be in the
--

t has long been a reproach to English hands of all teachers."—Academy.

A SHORT HISTORY OF GREEK MATHEMATICS.

By J. Gow, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. Ios. 6d.

DIOPHANTOS OF ALEXANDRIA ; a Study in the

History of Greek Algebra. By T. L. HEATH, M.A., Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

“This study in the history of Greek Algebra classification of Diophantus's methods of solu

is an exceedingly valuable contribution to the tion taken in conjunction with the invaluable

hiº; of mathematics.”—Academy. abstract, presents the English reader with a

“The most thorough account extant of capital picture of what Greek algebraists had

Diophantus's place, work, and critics. . . . [The really accomplished. }”—Athenaeume.

THE FOSSILS AND PALAFONTOLOGICAL AFFIN

ITIES OF THE NEOCOMIAN IDEPOSITS OF UPWARE

AND BRICKHILL with Plates, being the Sedgwick Prize Essay

for theyº. By the late W. KEEPING, M.A., F.G.S. Demy

8vo. Io.s. 6d.

A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS AND PAPERS ON PRO

TOZOA, COELENTERATES, WORMS, and certain smaller groups

of animals, published during the years 1861–1883, by D'ARcy W.

THOMPSON, M.A. Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS made at the Obser

vatory of Cambridge by the late Rev. JAMES CHALLIS, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S. For various Years, from 1846 to 1860.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS from 1861 to 1865.

Vol. XXI. Royal 4to. 15s. From 1866 to 1869. Vol. XXII.

Royal 4to. [Nearly ready.

A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF BIRDS

formed by the late H. E. STRICKLAND, now in the possession of the

University of Cambridge. By O. SALVIN, M.A. Demy 8vo. 4, 1.1s.

A CATALOGUE OF AUSTRALIAN FOSSILS, Strati

graphically and Zoologically arranged, by R. ETHERIDGE, Jun.,

F.G.S. Demy 8vo. Io.s. 6d.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF COMPARATIVE ANATOMY,

VERTEBRATE AND INVERTEBRATE, for the Use of Stu

dents in the Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy. Second

Edition. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF CAM

BRIAN AND SILURIAN FOSSILS contained in the Geological

Museum of the University of Cambridge, by J. W. SALTER, F.G.S.

With a Portrait of PROFESSOR SEDGwick. Royal 4to. 7s. 6d.

CATALOGUE OF OSTEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS con

tained in the Anatomical Museum of the University of Cambridge.

Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

London : C. J. CLA P. & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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LAW.

ELEMENTS OF THE LAW OF TORTS. A Text-book

for Students. By MELVILLE M. BIGELow, Ph.D. Crown 8vo. Ios. 6d.

A SELECTION OF CASES ON THE ENGLISH LAW

OF CONTRACT. By GERARD BROWN FINCH, M.A., of Lincoln's

Inn, Barrister at Law. Royal 8vo. 28s.

A’ “An invaluable guide towards the best method of legal study.”—Law Quarterly
ezºzerty.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE ROMAN LAW ON

THE LAW OF ENGLAND. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for

1884. By T. E. SCRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo. Ios. 6d.

“Legal work of just the kind that a learned University should promote by its prizes.”—

Law Quarterly Review.

LAND IN FETTERS. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for

1885. By T. E. SCRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s.6d.

COMMONS AND COMMON FIELDS, OR THE HIS

TORY AND POLICY OF THE LAWS RELATING TO

COMMONS AND ENCLOSURES IN ENGLAND. Being the

Yºrite Essay for 1886. By T. E. SCRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo.

IO.S. Ogi.

HISTORY OF THE LAW OF TITHES IN ENGLAND.

Being the Yorke Prize Essay for 1887. By W. EASTERBY, B.A., LL.B.

St John's College and the Middle Temple. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

AN ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL LIABILITY. By E. C.

CLARK, LL.D., Regius Professor of Civil Law in the University ofCam

bridge, also of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

PRACTICAL JURISPRUDENCE, a Comment on AUSTIN.

By E. C. CLARK, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 9s.

“Damit schliesst dieses inhaltreiche und tical Jurisprudence.”—König. Centralblattfär

nach allen Seiten anregende Buch liber Prac- Rechtswissenschaft.

A SELECTION OF THE STATE TRIALS. By J. W.

WILLIS-BUND, M.A., LL.B., Professor of Constitutional Law and

History, University College, London. Crown 8vo. Vols. I. and II.

In 3 parts. Now reduced to 30s. (originally published at 46s.)

“This work is a very useful contribution to fore, although the trials, are more or less

that important branch of the constitutional his- abridged, this is for the ordinary student's pur

tory of England which is concerned with the

growth and development of the law of treason,

as it may be gathered from trials before the

ordinary courts. The author has very wisely

distinguished these cases from those of im

eachment for treason before Parliament, which

F. proposes to treat in a future volume under

the general head ‘Proceedings in Parliament.”

— The Academy.

“This is a work of such obvious utility that

the only wonder is that no one should have un

dertaken it before . . . In many respects there

pose not only a more handy, but a more useful

work than Howell’s.”—Saturday A'eview.

“But, although the book is most interesting

to the historian of constitutional law, it is also

not without considerable value to those who

seek information with regard to procedure and

the growth of the law of evidence. We should

add that Mr Willis-Bund has given short pre

faces and appendices to the trials, so as to form

a connected narrative of the events in history

to which they relate. We can thoroughly re

commend the book.”—Law Times.

THE FRAGMENTS OF THE PERPETUAL EDICT

OF SALVIUS JULIANUS, collected, arranged, and annotated by

BRYAN WALKER, M.A., LL.D., late Law Lecturer of St John's College,

and Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

“In the present book we have the fruits of

the same kind of thorough and well-ordered

study which was brought to bear upon the notes

to the Commentaries and the Institutes . . .

Hitherto the Edict has been almost inac

cessible to the ordinary English student, and

Crown 8vo. 6s.

such a student will be interested as well as per

haps surprised to find how abundantly the ex

tant fragments illustrate and clear º points

which have attracted his attention in the Com

mentaries, or the Institutes, or the Digest.”—

Ilaw Times.

London : C. J. CLA P. & Soys, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

- Ave Maria Lane.
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BRACTON'S NOTE BOOK. A Collection of Cases de

cided in the King's Courts during the reign of Henry the Third,

annotated by a Lawyer of that time, seemingly by Henry of Bratton.

Edited by F. W. MAITLAND of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister at Law,

Downing Professor of the Laws of England. 3 vols.

Buckram. A3. 3s. Aet.

AN

Demy 8vo.

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF JUS

TINIAN'S DIGEST. Containing an account of its composition

and of the Jurists used or referred to therein. By HENRY John

Roby, M.A., formerly Prof. of Jurisprudence, University College,

London. Demy 8vo. 9s.

JUSTINIAN'S DIGEST. Lib. VII., Tit. I.

with a Legal and Philological Commentary.

Demy 8vo. 9s.

Or the Two Parts complete in One Volume.

“Not an obscurity, philological, historical,

or legal, has been left unsiſted. More inform

ing aid still has been supplied to the student of

the Digest at large by a preliminary account,

covering nearly 3oo pages, of the mode of

composition of the Digest, and of the jurists

whose decisions and arguments constitute its

substance. Nowhere else can a clearer view

be obtained of the personal succession by which

the tradition of Roman legal science was sus

De Usufructu

By H. J. Roby, M.A.

Demy 8vo. 18s.

tained and developed. Roman law, almºst

more than Roman legions, was the backbone

of the Roman commonwealth. Mr Roby, by

his careful sketch of the sages of Roman law,

from Sextus Papirius, under Tarquin the

Proud, to the Byzantine Bar, has contributed to

render the tenacity and durability of the most

enduring polity the world has ever experienced

somewhat more intelligible.”—The Tizares.

THE COMMENTARIES OF GAIUS AND RULES OF

ULPIAN. With a Translation and Notes, by J. T. ABDY, LL.D.,

Judge of County Courts, late Regius Professor of Laws in the

University of Cambridge, and BRYAN WALKER, M.A., LL.D., late

Law Lecturer of St John's College, Cambridge, formerly Law Student

of Trinity Hall and Chancellor's Medallist for Legal Studies.

Crown 8vo.Edition by BRYAN WALKER.

“As scholars and as editors Messrs Abdy

and Walker have done their work well . . . For

one thing the editors deserve special commen

dation. They have presented Gaius to the

reader with few notes and those merely by

New

16s.

way of reference or necessary explanation.

Thus the Roman jurist is allowed to speak for

himself, and the reader feels that he is really

studying Roman law in the original, and not a

fanciful representation of it.”—Athenaea res.

THE INSTITUTES OF JUSTINIAN, translated with

Notes by J. T. ABDY, LL.D., and the late BRYAN WALKER, M.A.,

LL.D. Crown 8vo. 16s.

“We welcome here a valuable contribution

to the study of jurisprudence. The text of the

Institutes is occasionally perplexing, even to

practised scholars, whose knowledge of clas

sical models does not always avail them in

dealing with the technicalities of legal phrase

ology. Nor can the ordinary dictionaries be

expected to furnish all the help that is wanted.

This translation will then be of great use. To

the ordinary student, whose attention is dis

tracted from the subject-matter by the dif

ficulty of struggling through the language in

which it is contained, it will be almost indis

pensable."—Spectator.

“The notes are learned and carefully com

piled, and this edition will be found useful to

students.”—Law Times.

SELECTED TITLES FROM THE DIGEST, annotated

by the late B. WALKER, M.A., LL.D. Part I.

Digest XVII. I. Crown 8vo.

Part II.

amittenda possessione.

XIII. I–3. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Mandativel Contra.

De Adquirendo rerum dominio and De Adquirenda vel

Digest XLI. I and I i.

Part III. De Condictionibus. Digest XII. I and 4–7 and Digest

Crown 8vo. 6s.

GROTIUS DE JURE BELLI ET PACIS, with the Notes

of Barbeyrac and others; accompanied by an abridged Translation

of the Text, by W. WHEwell, D.D. late Master of Trinity College.

3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 12s. The translation separate, 6s.

London: C. J. CZA P & Soys, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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HISTORICAL WORKS, &c.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF THE REVEREND

ADAM SEDGWICK, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge, and Woodwardian Professor of Geology from 1818 to

1873. (Dedicated, by special permission, to Her Majesty the Queen.)

By John Willis CLARK, M.A., F.S.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity

College, and THOMAS M*KENNY HUGHES, M.A., Woodwardian

Professor of Geology. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. [/n the Press.

LIFE AND TIMES OF STEIN, OR GERMANY AND

PRUSSIA IN THE NAPOLEONIC AGE, by J. R. SEELEy,

M.A., Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of

Cambridge, with Portraits and Maps.

“DR Busch's volume has made people think

and talk even more than usual of Prince Bis.

marck, and Professor Seeley's very learned work

on Stein will turn attention to an earlier and an

almost equally eminent German statesman. It

has been the good fortune of Prince Bismarck

to help to raise Prussia to a position which she

had never before attained, and to complete the

work of German unification. The frustrated

labours of Stein in the same field were also

very great, and well worthy to be taken into

account. He was one, perhaps the chief, of

the illustrious group of strangers who came to

the rescue of Prussia in her darkest hour, about

the time of the inglorious Peace of Tilsit, and

who laboured to put life and order into her

dispirited army, her impoverished finances, and

her inefficient Civil Service. Stein strove, too,

—no man more, for the cause of unification

3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 30s.

when it seemed almost folly to hope for suc

cess. Englishmen will ...} very pardonable

pride at seeing one of their countrymen under

take to write the history of a period from the

investigation of which even laborious Germans

are apt to shrink.”— Times.

“In a notice of this kind scant justice can

be done to a work like the one before us; no

short résumé can give even the most meagre

notion of the contents of these volumes, which

contain no page that is superfluous, and none

that is uninteresting . . . . To understand the

Germany of to-day one must study the Ger

many of many yesterdays, and now that study

has been made easy by this work, to which no

one can hesitate to assign a very high place

among those recent histories which have aimed

at original research.”—Athenaeumt.

THE DESPATCHES OF EARL GOWER, English Am

bassador at the court of Versailles from June 1790 to August 1792,

to which are added the Despatches of Mr Lindsay and Mr Munro,

and the Diary of Lord Palmerston in France during July and

August 1791. Edited by OSCAR BROWNING, M.A. Demy 8vo. I 53.

THE GROWTH OF ENGLISH INDUSTRY AND

COMMERCE.

Charts. Crown 8vo. 12s.

“Mr Cunningham is not likely to disap

point any readers except such as begin by mis

taking the character of his book. He does not

promise, and does not give, an account of the

dimensions to which English industry and con

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES OF GREEK

By W. CUNNINGHAM, B.D. With Maps and

merce have grown. It is with the process of

fº that he is concerned; and this process

e traces with the philosophical insight which

distinguishes between what is important and

what is trivial."—Guardian

HISTORY.

Accompanied by a short narrative of events, with references to the

sources of information and extracts from the ancient authorities, by

CARL PETER. Translated from the German by G. CHAwNER,

M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.

KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE IN EARLY ARABIA,

by W. RoberTSON SMITH, M.A., LL.D., Fellow of Christ's College

and University Librarian. Crown 8vo.

“It would be superfluous to praise a book

so learned and masterly as Professor Robertson

Smith's; it is enough to say that no student of

TRAVELS IN NORTHERN ARABIA IN 1876 AND

1877. BY CHARLES M. DOUGHTY, of Gonville and Caius College.
With Illustrations and a Mº.

“This is in several respects a remarkable

book. It records the ten years' travels of the

author throughout Northern Arabia, in the

Hejas and Nejd, from Syria to Mecca. No

doubt this region has been visited by previous

travellers, but none, we venture to think, have

done their work with so much thoroughness or

with more enthusiasm and love."—Times.

Demy 4to. Ios.

7s. 6d.

early history can afford to be without Kinship

in Early Aračia.”—AWature.

2 vols. Demy 8vo. 43. 3s.

“We judge this book to be the most re

markable record of adventure and research

which has been published to this generation.”

—SAectator.

“. Its value as a storehouse of knowledge

simply cannot be exaggerated.”—Saturday

A'eview.

Iondon : C. J. CLA P. & Sox's, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF THE UNI

VERSITY OF CAM BRIDGE AND OF THE COLLEGES OF

CAM BRIDGE AND ETON, by the late RobekT WILLIS, M.A.

F.R.S., Jacksonian Professor in the University of Cambridge. Edited

with large Additions and brought up to the present time by JOHN

WILLIS CLARK, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cam

bridge. Four Vols. Super Royal 8vo. A 6.6s.

Also a limited Edition of the same, consisting of 12o numbered

Copies only, large paper Quarto; the woodcuts and steel engravings

mounted on India paper; price Twenty-five Guineas net each set.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE FROM THE

EARLIEST TIMES TO THE ROYAL INJUNCTIONS OF

1535, by J. B. MULLINGER, M.A., Lecturer on History and Librarian

to St John's College.

Part II.

Charles the First. Demy 8vo.

“That Mr Mullinger's work should admit

of being regarded as a continuous narrative,

in which character it has no predecessors

worth mentioning, is one of the many advan

tages it possesses over annalistic compilations,

even so valuable as Cooper's, as well as over

Athenae.”—Prof. A. W. Ward in the Academy.

“Mr. Mullinger's narrative omits nothing

which is required by the fullest interpretation

of his subject. He shews in the statutes of

the Colleges, the internal organization of the

University, its connection with national pro

blems, its studies, its social life, and the

Part I. Demy 8vo. (734 pp.), 123.

From the Royal Injunctions of 1535 to the Accession of

18s.

activity of its leading members. All this he

combines in a form which is eminently read

able.”— PROF. CREIGHTox in Cont. A rººte-tº

“Mr Mullinger has succeeded perfectly in

presenting the earnest and thoughtful student

with a thorough and trustworthy history."—

Guardian.

“Mr Mullinger displays an admirable

thoroughness in hisJ. Nothing could be

more exhaustive and conscientious than his

method; and his style...is picturesque and

elevated."—Times.

SCHOLAE ACADEMICAE; some Account of the Studies

at the English Universities in the Eighteenth Century. By C.

WoRDsworth, M.A., Fellow of Peterhouse.

“Mr Wordsworth has collected a great

quantity of minute and curious information

about the working of Cambridge institutions in

the last century, with an occasional comparison

of the corresponding state of things at Oxford.

. . . To a great extent it is purely a book of re

ference, and as such it will be of permanent

value for the historical knowledge of English

Demy 8vo. 1 os. 6d.

education and learning.”—Saturday Reziere.

“Of the whole volume it may be said that

it is a genuine service rendered to the study

of University history, and that the habits of

thought of any writer educated at either seat of

learning in the last century will, in many cases,

be far better understood after a consideration

of the materials here collected.”—Acade
rºy.

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE OF ST JOHN THE

EVANGELIST, by THOMAS BAKER, B.D., Ejected Fellow. Edited

by JOHN E. B. MAYOR, M.A.

“To antiquaries the book will be a source

of almost inexhaustible amusement, by his

torians it will be found a work of considerable

service on questions respecting our social pro

gress in ſº times; and the care and thorough

ness with which Mr Mayor has discharged his

editorial functions are creditable to his learning

and industry.”—Athenaeum.

Two Vols. Demy 8vo. 24.s.

“The work displays very wide reading, and

it will be of great use to members of the col

lege and of the university, and, perhaps, of

still greater use to students of English his

tory, ecclesiastical, political, social, literary

and academical, who have hitherto had to be

content with ‘Dyer.”—Academy.

HISTORY OF NEPAL, translated by MUNSHI SHEw

SHUNKER SINGH and PANDIT SHRI GUNANAND ; edited with an

Introductory Sketch of the Country and People by Dr D. WRIGHT,

late Residency Surgeon at Käthmāndū, and with facsimiles of native

drawings, and portraits of Sir JUNG BAHADUR, the KING OF NEPAL,

&c. Super-royal 8vo. Io.s. 6d.

A JOURNEY OF LITERARY AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL

RESEARCH IN NEPAL AND NORTHERN INDIA, during

the Winter of 1884–5.

Sanskrit in University College, London.

By CECIL BENDALL, M.A., Professor of

Demy 8vo. Ios.

CANADIAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. By J. E.

C. MUNRO, LL.M., Professor of Law and Political Economy at Vic

toria University, Manchester. [A/early ready.

London: C. J. CLA P. & Soys, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Zane.
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CAMBRIDGE HISTORICAL ESSAYS.

POLITICAL PARTIES IN ATHENS DURING THE

PELOPONNESIAN WAR, by L. WHIBLEy, B.A., Formerly

Beatson Scholar of Pembroke College, Cambridge. (Prince Consort

Dissertation, 1888.) . Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

POPE GREGORY THE GREAT AND HIS RELA

TIONS WITH GAUL, by F. W. KELLETT, M.A., Sidney Sussex

College. (Prince Consort Dissertation, 1888.) Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE LITERARY REMAINS OF ALBRECHT DüRER,

by W. M. CONWAY. With Transcripts from the British Museum

MSS., and Notes by LINA ECKENSTEIN. Royal 8vo. [Aearly ready.

A LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. Printed from the

(Incomplete) MS. of the late T. H. KEY, M.A., F.R.S. Cr. 4to. 31.s. 6d.

A CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT MARBLES IN GREAT

BRITAIN, by Prof. ADOLF MICHAELIS. Translated by C. A. M.

FENNELL, Litt. D. Royal 8vo.

“The book is beautifully executed, and with

its few handsome plates, and excellent indexes,

does much credit to the Cambridge Press. It has

inot been printed in German, but appears for the

first time in the English translation. All lovers

Roxburgh (Morocco back), 42. 2s.

the liberal facilities afforded by them towards

the production of this important volume by

Professor Michaelis.”—Saturday Review.

“Professor Michaelis has achieved so high

a fame as an authority in classical archaeology

of true art and of good work should be grateful that it seems unnecessary to say how good

to the Syndics of the University Press for a book this is.”— The Antiguary.

RHODES IN ANCIENT TIMES. By CECIL TORR, M.A.
With six plates. Demy 8vo. Ios. 6d.

RHODES IN MODERN TIMES. By the same Author.

With three plates. Demy 8vo. 8s.

THE WOODCUTTERS OF THE NETHERLANDS

during the last quarter of the Fifteenth Century. In 3 parts. I. His

tory of the Woodcutters. II. Catalogue of their Woodcuts. III. List of

Books containing Woodcuts. By W. M. ConwAY. Demy 8vo. Ios. 6d.

THE LITERATURE OF THE FRENCH RENAIS

SANCE. An Introductory Essay. By A. A. TILLEy, M.A., Fellow

and Tutor of King's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. -

A GRAMMAR OF THE IRISH LANGUAGE. By Prof.

WINDISCH. Translated by Dr NORMAN MooRE. Crown 8vo. 7s.6d.

LECTURES ON TEACHING, delivered in the University

of Cambridge in the Lent Term, 1880. By J. G. Fitch, M.A., LL.D.

Her Majesty's Inspector of Training Colleges. Cr. 8vo. New Edit. 5s.
“As principal of a training college and as a schools . . . Mr Fitch's book covers so wide a

Government inspector of schools, Mr Fitch has field and touches on so many burning questions

got at his fingers' ends the working of primary
education, while as assistant commissioner to

the late Endowed Schools Commission he has

seen something of the machinery of our higher

that we must be content to recommend it as
the best existing wade mecum for the teacher.”

—A'all Mall Gazette.

OCCASIONAL ADDRESSES ON EDUCATIONAL

SUBJECTS. By S. S. LAURIE, M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo. 5s.

AN ATLAS OF COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. In

tended as a Companion to Dr MILL’s “Elementary Commercial

Geography.”

duction by Dr H. R. M.ILL.

By J. G. BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S. With an Intro

[Preparing.

A MANUAL OF CURSIVE SHORTHAND. By H. L.

CALLENDAR, B.A., Fellow of Trinity College. Ex. Feap. 8vo. 2s.

A SYSTEM OF PHONETIC SPELLING ADAPTED

TO ENGLISH. By H. L. CALLENDAR, B.A. Ex. Feap. 8vo. 6d.

For other books on Education, see Pitt Press Series, p. 31.

Zondon: C. J. CLA P. & Sows, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.



20 PUBLICATIows of

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TEXTUAL CRITICISM

OF THE DIVINA COMMEDIA. Including the complete col

lation throughout the Inſermo of all the MSS. at Oxford and Cam

bridge. By the Rev. EDWARD MOORE, D.D. Demy 8vo. 2 is.

EPISTVLAE ORTELIANAE. ABRAHAMI ORTELII (Geo

graphi Antverpiensis) et virorvm ervditorvm ad evndem et ad

JACOBVM COLIVM ORTELIANVM Epistvlae. Cvm aliqvot aliis

epistvlis et tractatibvs quibvsdam ab vtroqve collectis (1524–1628).

Ex avtographis mandante Ecclesia Londino-batava edidit JOANNES

HENRICVS HESSELS. Demy 4to. Á3. Ios. Met.

FROM SHAKESPEARE TO POPE : an Inquiry into

the causes and phenomena of the rise of Classical Poetry in England.

By EDMUND GossE, M.A. Crown 8vo. 6s. -

CHAPTERS ON ENGLISH METRE. By Rev. Joseph

B. MAYOR, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

STUDIES IN THE LITERARY RELATIONS OF

ENGLAN ID WITH GERMANY IN THE SIXTEENTH

CENTURY. By C. H. HERFORD, M.A. Crown 8vo. 9s.

ADMISSIONS TO GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE

in the University of Cambridge March 1558–9 to Jan. 1678–9.

Edited by J. VENN, Sc.D., and S. C. VENN. Demy 8vo. Ios.

CATALOGUE OF THE HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS

preserved in the University Library, Cambridge. By Dr S. M.

SCHILLER-SZINESSY. Volume I. containing Section I. The Holy

Scriptures, Section II. Commentaries on the Bible. Demy 8vo. 9s.

A CATALOGUE OF THE MANUSCRIPTS preserved

in the Library of the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 5 Vols.

Ios. each. INDEX TO THE CATALOGUE. Demy 8vo. Ios.

A CATALOGUE OF ADVERSARIA and printed books

containing MS. notes, preserved in the Library of the University of

Cambridge. 3s. 6d.

THE ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS IN THE LI

brary of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Catalogued with Descriptions, and

an Introduction, by W. G. SEARLE, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF THE GRACES,

Documents, and other Papers in the University Registry which

concern the University Library. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

CATALOGUS BIBLIOTHECAE BURCKHARDTIANAE.

Demy 4to. 53.

GRADUATI CANTABRIGIENSES: SIVE CATA

LOGUS exhibens nomina eorum quos gradu quocundue ornavit

Academia Cantabrigiensis (1800—1884). Cura H. R. LUARD S. T. P.

Demy 8vo. 12s. 6d.

STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

and for the Colleges therein, made, published and approved (1878–

1882) under the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877.

With an Appendix. Demy 8vo. 16s.

STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

With Acts of Parliament relating to the University. 8vo. 3s.6d.

ORDINANCES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAM

BRIDGE. Demy 8vo., cloth. 7s. 6d.

TRUSTS, STATUTES AND DIRECTIONS affecting

(1). The Professorships of the University. (2) The Scholarships

and Prizes. (3) Other Gifts and Endowments. Demy 8vo. 5s.

COMPENDIUM of UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS. 6d.

London: C. J. CLAY & Soys, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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(Lüt Cambridge 36tble for

štjoolg ant Colleges.

GENERAL EDITOR: THE VERY REveREND J. J. S. PERowNE, D.D.,

DEAN OF PETERBOROUGH.

—º

“It is difficult to commend too highly this excellent series.”—Guardian.

“The modesty of the general title of this series has, we believe, led many to misunderstand

its character and underrate its value. The books are well suited for study in the upper ſorms of

our best schools, but not the less are they adapted to the wants of all Bible students who are not

specialists. We doubt, indeed, whether any of the numerous popular commentaries recently

issued in this country will be found more serviceable for general use.”—Academy.

“One of the most popular and useful literary enterprises of the nineteenth century.”—Baptist

Magazine.

“Qf great value. The whole series of comments, for schools is highly esteemed by students

capable of forming a judgment. The books are scholarly without being pretentious: information

is so given as to be easily understood."—Sword and Trowel.

The Very Reverend J. J. S. PERowNE, D.D., Dean of Peterborough, has

undertaken the general editorial supervision of the work, assisted by a staff of

eminent coadjutors. Some of the books have been already edited or undertaken

by the following gentlemen:

Rev. A. CARR, M.A., late Assistant Master at Wellington College.

Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, M.A., D.D., late Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford.

Rev. S. Cox, Nottingham.

Rev. A. B. DAVIDsoN, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Edinburgh.

The Ven. F. W. FARRAR, D.D., Archdeacon of Westminster.

Rev. C. D. GINSBURG, LL.D.

Rev. A. E. HUMPHREYs, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Rev. A. F. KIRKPATRICK, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Regius Professor

of Hebrew.

Rev. J. J. LIAs, M.A., late Professor at St David's College, Lampeter.

Rev. J. R. LUMBY, D.D., Morrisian Professor of Divinity.

Rev. G. F. MACLEAR, D.D., Warden of St Augustine's College, Canterbury.

Rev. H. C. G. MoULE, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Principal of

Ridley Hall, Cambridge.

Rev. W. F. MoULTON, D.D., Head Master of the Zeys School, Cambridge.

Rev. E. H. PERowNE, D.D., Master of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

The Ven. T. T. PERowNE, B.D., Archdeacon of Morwich.

Rev. A. PLUMMER, M.A., D.D., Master of University College, Durham.

The Very Rev. E. H. PLUMPTRE, D.D., Dean of Wells.

Rev. H. E. RYLE, M.A., Hulsean Professor of Divinity.

Rev. W. SiMcox, M.A., Rector of Weyhill, Hants.

W. Robertson SMITH, M.A., Fellow of Christ's College, and University

Librarian.

The Very Rev. H. D. M. SPENCE, M.A., Dean of Gloucester.

Rev. A. W. StreANE, M.A., Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

London: C. § CLA P. & Soys, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Aze Maria Lane.



22 PUBLICATIONS OF

THE CAMIBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES. Cozzº.

Aow A'eady. Cloth, Extra Frap. 8vo.

THE BOOK OF JOSHUA. By the Rev. G. F. MACLEAR, D.D.

With 2 Maps. 2s. 6d.

THE BOOK OF JUDGES. By the Rev. J. J. LIAs, M.A.

With Map. 3s.6d.

THE FIRST BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev. Professor

KIRKPATRick, M.A. With Map. 3s. 6d.

THE SECOND BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev. Professor

KIRKPATRICK, M.A. With 2 Maps. 3s. 6d.

THE FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. By Rev. Prof. LUMBy, D.D. 3s.6d.

THE SECOND BOOK OF KINGS. By the same Editor. 3s. 6d.

THE BOOK OF JOB. By the Rev. A. B. DAvidson, D.D. 5s.

THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES. By the Very Rev. E. H.

PLUMPTRE, D.D. 5s.

THE BOOK OF JEREMIAH. By the Rev. A. W. STREANE,

M.A. With Map. 4s. 6d.

THE BOOK OF HOSEA. By Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, M.A., D.D. 3s.

THE BOOKS OF OBADIAH AND JONAH. By Archdeacon

PERowN.E. 2s. 6d.

THE BOOK OF MICAH. By Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, D.D. 1s. 6d.

THE BOOKS OF HAGGAI AND ZECHARIAH. By Arch

deacon PERowN.E. 3s.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the

Rev. A. CARR, M.A. With 2 Maps. 2s. 6d.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the Rev.

G. F. MACLEAR, D. D. With 4 Maps. 2s. 6d.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By Archdeacon

F. W. FARRAR. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By the Rev.

A. PLUMMER, M.A., D. D. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. Professor

LUMBY, D. D. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d.

THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. By the Rev. H. C. G.

MoULE, M.A. 3s. 6d.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the Rev.

J. J. LIAs, M. A. With a Map and Plan. 2s.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the

Rev. J. J. LIAs, M.A. 2s.

THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS. By the Rev. H. C. G.

MoULE, M.A. 2s. 6d.

THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. By the Rev. H. C. G.

MOULE, M.A. 2s. 6d.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By Arch. FARRAR. 3s.6d.

THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF ST JAMES. By the Very Rev.

E. H. PLUMPTRE, D.D. 1s. 6d. -

THE EPISTLES OF ST PETER AND ST JUDE. By the
same Editor. 2s. 6d.

THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. PLUMMER,

M.A., D.D. 3s. 6d.

London: C. J. CLA P & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse

Ave Maria Lane. *
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES. Cont.

Preparing.

THE BOOK OF GENESIS. By the Very Rev. the DEAN of
PETERBOROUGH.

THE BOOKS OF EXODUS, NUMBERS AND DEUTERO

NOMY. By the Rev. C. D. GINSBURG, LL.D.

THE BOOKS OF EZRA AND NEHEMIAH. By the Rev.

Prof. RYLE, M.A.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS. By the Rev. Prof. KIRKPATRICK, M.A.

THE BOOK OF ISAIAH. By W. Robertson SMITH, M.A.

THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL. By the Rev. A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D.

THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. By the Rev. E. H.

PERowNE, D.D.

THE EPISTLES TO THE COLOSSIANS AND PHILEMON.

By the Rev. H. C. G. MoULE, M.A.

THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIANS. By the Rev.

W. F. MoULTON, D.D.

THE EPISTLES TO TIMOTHY AND TITUS. By the Rev.

A. E. HuMPHREYs, M.A.

THE BOOK OF REVELATION. By the Rev. W. SIMCox, M.A.

THE CAMBRIDGE GREEK TESTAMENT

FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES,

with a Revised Text, based on the most recent critical authorities, and

English Notes, prepared under the direction of the General Editor,

THE VERY REVEREND J. J. S. PEROWNE, D.D.

AVow Ready.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the

Rev. A. CARR, M.A. With 4 Maps. 4s. 6d.

“Copious illustrations, gathered from a great variety of sources, make his notes a very valu

able aid to the student. ". are indeed remarkably interesting, while all explanations on

meanings, applications, and the like are distinguished by their lucidity and good sense."—

Pałl Mall Gazette.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the Rev.

G. F. MACLEAR, D.D. With 3 Maps. 4s. 6d.

“The Cambridge Greek Testament, of which Dr Maclear's edition of the Gospel according to

St Mark is a volume, certainly supplies a want. Without pretending to compete with the leading

commentaries, or to embody very much original research, it forms a most satisfactory introduction

to the study of the New Testament in the original . . . Dr Maclear's introduction contains all that

is known of St Mark's life, an account of the circumstances in which the Gospel was composed,

an excellent sketch of the special characteristics of this Gospel: an analysis, and a chapter on the

text of the New Testament generally . . . The work is completed by three good maps.”—Satur

day Review.

*#E"Gospel, ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By Archdeacon

FARRAR. With 4 Maps. 6s.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By the Rev. A.

PLUMMER, M.A., D.D. With 4 Maps. 6s.

“A valuable addition has also been made to ‘The Cambridge Greek Testament for Schools,”

Dr Plummer's notes on ‘the Gospel according to St John’ are scholarly, concise, and instructive,

and embody the results of much thought and wide reading."—Expositor.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. Prof. LUMBy, D.D.,

with 4 Maps. 6s.

THE Fºr EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the

Rev. J. J. LIAs, M.A. 3s.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the

Rev. J. J. LIAs, M.A. [Preparing.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By Arch. FARRAR. 3s. 6d.

THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. PLUMMER,

M.A., D.D. 4s.

Alondon: C. J. CLA P. & " Sows, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.



24 A UELICATIONS OF

TH E PITT PRESS SERIES.

[Copies of the Pitt Press Series may generally be obtained bound in two parts fºr

Class use, the text and notes in separate volumes.]

I. G. R. E. E. K.

ARISTOPHANES.–AVES. With English Notes and

Introduction by W. C. GREEN, M.A., late Assistant Master at Rugby

School. Mew Edition. 3s.6d.

“The notes to both plays are excellent. Much has been done in these two volumes to render

the study of Aristophanes a real treat to a boy instead of a drudgery, by helping him to under

stand the fun and to express it in his mother tongue."—The Eraminer.

ARISTOPHANES–PLUTUS. By the same Editor. 3s.6d.

ARISTOPHANES.–RANAE. By the same Editor. 3s.6d.

EURIPIDES. HERACLEIDAE. With Introduction and

Explanatory Notes by E. A. Beck, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall. 3s. 6d.

EURIPIDES. HERCULES FURENS. With Intro

ductions, Notes and Analysis. By A. GRAY, M.A., Fellow of Jesus College,

and J. T. HutchINSON, M.A., Christ's College. New Edition. 2s.

EURIPIDES. HIPPOLYTUS. By W. S. HADLEy, M.A.

Fellow of Pembroke College. [AVearly ready.

HERODOTUS, BOOK VI. Edited with Notes, Introduction

and Maps by E. S. SHUCKBURGH, M.A., late Fellow of Emmanuel College. 4s.

HERODOTUS, BOOK VIII., CHAPS. I–90. By the same

Editor. 3s. 6d.

“We could not wish for a better introduction to Herodotus.”–3 ournal of Education.

HERODOTUS, BOOK IX., CHAPS. I–89. By the same

Editor. 3s. 6d.

HOMER–ODYSSEY, BOOK IX. With Introduction, Notes

and Appendices. By G. M. EDwARDs, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer

of Sidney Sussex College. 2s. 6d.

HOMER–ODYSSEY, BOOK X. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d.

LUCIANI SOMNIUM CHARON PISCATOR ET DE

LUCTU, with English Notes by W. E. Heitland, M.A., Fellow of

St John's College, Cambridge. New Edition, with Appendix. 3s.6d.

PLATONIS APOLOGIA SOCRATIS. With Introduction,

Notes and Appendices by J. ADAM, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of

Emmanuel College. 3s. 6d.

“A worthy representative of English Scholarship.”—Classical Review.

CRITO. With Introduction, Notes and Appendix.

By the same Editor. 2s. 6d.

“Mí Adam, already known as the author of a careful and schºlarly, edition of the Apology

of Plato, will, we think, add to his reputation by his work upon the Crito...--Academy.

“A scholarly edition of a dialogue which has never been really well edited in English."—

Guardian.

PLUTARCH. LIVES OF THE GRACCHI. With Intro

duction, Notes and Lexicon by Rev. HUBERT A. HolpeN, M.A., LL.D. 6s,

PLUTARCH. LIFE OF NICIAS. With Introduction

and Notes. By Rev. HUBERT A. Hold'EN, M.A., LL.D., 5s.

“This edition is as careful and thorough as Dr Holden's work always is.”—Spectarer.

PLUTARCH. LIFE OF SULLA. With Introduction

Notes, and Lexicon. By the Rev. HUBERTA, Holden, M.A., LL.D. 6.

SOPHOCLES.—OEDIPUS TYRANNUS. School Edition

with Introduction and Commentary, by R. C. JEBB, Litt.D., LL.D., Professor

of Greek in the University of Glasgow. 4s. 6d.

London: C. J. CLA P. & Soys,º University Press Warehouse

Aze Maria Lane.
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THUCYDIDES. BOOK VII. With Notes and Introduction.

By H. R. ToTTENHAM, M.A., Fellow of St John's College. [In the Press.

XENOPHON.—AGESILAUS. The Text revised with

Critical and Explanatory Notes, Introduction, Analysis, and Indices. By

H. HAILSTONE, M.A., late Scholar of Peterhouse. 2s. 6d.

XENOPHON.—ANABASIS, BOOKS I. III. IV. and V.

With a Map and English Notes by ALFRED PREtoR, M.A., Fellow of

St Catharine's College, Cambridge. 2s. each.

“Mr Pretor's ‘Anabasis of Xenophon, Book IV.’ displays a union of accurate Cambridge

scholarship, with experience of what is required by learners gained in examining middle-class

schools. #h. text is large and clearly printed, and the notes explain all difficulties. . . Mr

Pretor's notes seem to be all that could be wished as regards grammar, geography, and other

matters."—The Academy.

— — BOOKS II. VI. and VII. By the same. 2s. 6d. each.

“Had we to introduce a young Greek scholar to Xenophon, we should esteem ourselves

fortunate in having Pretor's text-book as our chart and guide.”—Contemporary Review.

XENOPHON.—ANABASIS. By A. PRETOR, M.A., Text

and Notes, complete in two Volumes. 7s. 6d.

XENOPHON.—CYROPAEDEIA. BOOKS I. II. With In

troduction, Notes and Map. By Rev. H. A. HoldEN, M.A., LL.D.

2 vols. Vol. I. Text. Vol. II. Notes. 6s.

“The work is worthy of the editor's well-earned reputation for scholarship and industry.”—

Athenaeum.

BOOKS III., IV., V. By the same Editor. 5s.

“Dr Holden's Commentary is equally good in history and in scholarship.”—Saturday Review.

|I. L. A T | N.

BEDA'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BOOKS

III., IV., the Text from the very ancient MS. in the Cambridge University

Library, collated with six other MSS. Edited, with a life from the German of

EBERT, and with Notes, &c. by J. E. B. MAYOR, M.A., Professor of Latin,

and J. R. LUMBY, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity. Revised edition.

7s. 6d. - BOOKS I. and II. In the Press.

“In Bede's works Englishmen can go back to origines of their history, unequalled for

form and matter by any modern European nation. Prof. Mayor has done good service in ren

dering a part of Bede's greatest work accessible to those who can read Latin with ease. He

has adorned this edition of the third and fourth books of the ‘Ecclesiastical History’ with that

amazing erudition for which he is unrivalled among Englishmen and rarely equalled by Germans.

And however interesting and valuable the text may be, we can certainly apply to his notes

the expression, La sauce zarzt myelºr que de Aoisson. They are literally crammed with interest

ing information about early English life. For though ecclesiastical in name, Bede's history treats

of all parts of the national life, since the Church had points of contact with all.”—Eraminer.

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. I. With

Maps and English Notes by A. G. PESKETT, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene

College, Cambridge. 1s. 6d.

“In an unusually succinct introduction he gives all the preliminary and collateral information

that is likely to be useful to a young student; and, wherever we have examined his notes, we

have found them eminently practical and satisfying. . . The book may well be recommended for

careful study in school or college.”—Saturday Review.

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. II. III.

By the same Editor. 2s.

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. I, II, III.

by the same Editor. 3s.

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. IV. AND V.

and COMMENT. VII. by the same Editor. 2s. each.

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. VI. AND

COMMENT. VIII. by the same Editor. 1s. 6d. each.

CICERO. ACTIO PRIMA IN C. VERREM. With

Introduction and Notes. By H. Cow IE, M.A., Fellow of St John's College,

Cambridge. Is. 6d.

London : C. 7. CLA P. & Soys, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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CICERO. DE AMICITIA. Edited by J. S. REID, Litt.D.,

Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. New Edition, with

Additions. 3s. 6d.

“Mr Reid has decidedly attained his aim, namely, “a thorough examination of the Latinity

of the dialogue.' . . . . . The revision of the text is most valuable, and comprehends sundry

acute corrections. . . . This volume, like Mr Reid's other editions, is a solid gain to the scholar

ship of the country.”—Athenaeum.

“A more distinct gain to scholarship is Mr Reid's able and thorough edition of the De

Amicitid of Cicero, a work of which, whether we regard the exhaustive introduction or the

instructive and inost suggestive commentary, it would be difficult to speak too highly. . . . When

we come to the commentary, we are only amazed by its fulness in proportion to its bulk.

Nothing is overlooked which can tend to enlarge the learner's general knowledge of Ciceronian

Latin or to elucidate the text.'... Satºday Aºw.

CICERO. DE SEN ECTUTE. Edited by J. S. REID,

Litt. D. Revised Edition. 3s. 6d.

“The notes are excellent and scholariike, adapted for the upper forms of public schools, and

likely to be useful even to more advanced students."—Guardian.

CICERO. DIVINATIO IN Q. CAECILIUM ET ACTIO

PRIMA IN C. VER REM. With Introduction and Notes by W. E.

HEITLAND, M.A., and HERBERT Cowie, M.A., Fellows of St John's

College, Cambridge. 35.

CICERO. PHILIPPICA SECUNDA. With Introduction

and Notes by A. G. PESKETT, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene College. 3s. 6d.

CICERO. PRO ARCHIA POETA. Edited by J. S. REID,

Litt. D. Revised Edition. 2s.

“It is an admirable specimen of careful editing. An Introduction tells us everything we could

wish to know about Archias, about Cicero's connexion with him, about the merits of the trial, and

the genuineness of the speech. The text is well and carefully printed. The notes are clear and

scholar-like. . . . . No bºy can master this little volume without feeling that he has advanced a long

step in scholarship."—The Academy.

CICERO. PRO BALBO. Edited by J. S. REID, Litt.D.
1s. 6d.

“We are bound to recognize the pains devoted in the annotation of these two orations to the

minute and thorough study of their Latinity, both in the ordinary notes and in the textual

appendices.”—Saturday A'eview.

CICERO. PRO MILONE, with a Translation of Asconius'

Introduction, Marginal Analysis and English Notes. Edited by the Rev.

John SMYTH PURTON, B.D., late President and Tutor of St Catharine's

College. 2s. 6d.

“The editorial work is excellently done.”—The Academy.

CICERO. PRO MURENA. With English Introduction

and Notes. By W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer

of St John's College, Cambridge. Second Edition, carefully revised. 3s.
“Those students are to be deemed fortunate who have to read Cicero's lively and brilliant

oration for L. Murena with Mr Heitland's handy edition, which may be pronounced four-square'

in point of equipment, and which has, not without good reason, attained the honours of a

second edition.”—Saturday A eview.

CICERO. PRO PLANCIO. Edited by H. A. HoldEN,

LL.D., Examiner in Greek to the University of London. Second Edition.

. 6d.

"A", book for students this edition can have few rivals. It is enriched by an excellent intro

duction and a chronological table of the principal events of the life of Cicero; while in its ap

pendix, and in the notes on the text which are added, there is much of the greatest value. The

volume is neatly got up, and is in every way commendable.”—The Scotsman.

CICERO. PRO SULLA. Edited by J. S. REID, Litt.D.

3s. 6d.

“Mr Reid is so well known to scholars as a commentator on Cicero that a new work from him

scarcely needs any commendation of ours. His edition of the speech fºre Sudda is fully equal in

merit to the volumes which he has already published . . . It would be difficult to speak too highly
of the notes. There could be no better way of gaining an insight into the characteristics of

Cicero's style and the Latinity of his period than by making a careful study of this speech with

the aid of Mr Reid's commentary . . . . Mr Reid's intimate knowledge of the minutest details of

scholarship enables him to detect and explain the slightest points of distinction between the

usages of different authors and different periods . . . The notes are followed by a valuable

appendix on the text, and another on points of orthography; an excellent index brings the work

to a close."—Saturday A eview.

London : C. J. CLA P & Soys, Cambridge University Press IParehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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CICERO. SOMNIUM SCIPIONIS. With Introduction

and Notes. By W. D. PEARMAN, M.A., Head Master of Potsdam School,

Jamaica. 2s.

HORACE. EPISTLES, BOOK I. With Notes and Intro

duction by E. S. SHUCKBURGH, M.A., late Fellow of Emmanuel College.
6d.2.J.

LIVY. BOOK XXI. With Notes, Introduction and Maps.

By M. S. DIMSDALE, M.A., Fellow of King's College. 2s. 6d.

LIVY. BOOK XXII. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d.

LUCAN. PHARSALIA LIBER PRIMUS. Edited with

English Introduction and Notes by W. E. HEITLAND, M.A. and C. E.

HASKINS, M.A., Fellows and Lecturers of St John's College, Cambridge.
1s. 6d.

“A careful and scholarlike production.”—Times. -

“In nice parallels of Lucan from Latin poets and from Shakspeare, Mr Haskins and Mr

Heitland deserve praise.”—Saturday Review.

LUCRETIUS. BOOK V. With Notes and Introduction by

J. D. DUFF, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College. 2s.

OVID. FASTI. LIBER VI. With a Plan of Rome and

Notes by A. SIDGWICK, M.A., Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

1s. 6d.

“Mr Sidgwick’s editing of the Sixth Book of Ovid's Fasti furnishes a careful and serviceable

volume for average students. It eschews ‘construes’ which supersede the use of the dictionary,

but gives full explanation of grammatical usages and..". mythical allusions, besides

illustrating peculiarities of style, true and false derivations, and the more remarkable variations of

the text.”—Saturday A eview.

“It is eminently good and useful. . . . The Introduction is singularly clear on the astronomy of

Ovid, which is properly shown to be ignorant and confused; there is an excellent little map of

Rome, giving just the places mentioned in the text and no more ; the notes are evidently written

by a practical schoolmaster.”— Z'he Academy.

QUIN T U S C U R T I U.S. A Portion of the History.

(ALEXANDER IN INDIA.) By W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer

of St John's College, Cambridge, and T. E. RAVEN, B.A., Assistant Master

in Sherborne School. 3s. 6d.

“Equally commendable as a genuine addition to the existing stock of school-books is

Ale-rander in India, aº from the eighth and ninth books of Q. Curtius, edited for

the Pitt Press by Messrs Heitland and Raven. . . . The work of Curtius has merits of its

own, which, in former generations, made it a favourite with English scholars, and which still

make it a popular text-book in Continental schools. . . . . . The reputation of Mr Heitland is a

sufficient guarantee for the scholarship of the notes, which are ample without being excessive,

and the book is well furnished with all that is needful in the nature of maps, indices, and

appendices." —Academy.

VERGIL, AENEID. LIBRI I., II., III., IV., V., VI, VII.,

VIII., IX., X., XI., XII. Edited with Notes by A. SIDGwick, M.A.,

Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. 1s. 6d. each.

“Mr Sidgwick's Vergil is......we believe, the best school edition of the poet.”—Guardian.

“Mr Arthur Sidgwick’s ‘Vergil, Aeneid, Book XII.' is worthy of his reputation, and is dis

tinguished by the same acuteness and accuracy of knowledge, appreciation of a boy's difficulties

and ingenuity and resource in meeting them, which we have on other occasions had reason to

praise in these pages.”—The Academy.

“As masterly in its clearly divided preface and appendices as in the sound and independent

character of its annotations. . . . There is a great deal more in the notes than mere compilation

and suggestion. ... No difficulty is left unnoticed or unhandled.”—Saturday Review.

VERGIL. AENEID. LIBRI IX. X. in one volume. 3s.

VERGIL. AENEID. LIBRI X., XI., XII. in one volume.

3s. 6d.

VERGIL. BUCOLICS. With Introduction and Notes, by
the same Editor. Is. 6d.

VERGIL. GEORGICS. LIBRI I. II. By the same
Editor. 2s.

VERGIL. GEORGICS. LIBRI III. IV. By the same
Editor. 2s.

“This volume, which completes the Pitt Press edition of Virgil's Georgics, is distinguished by

the same admirable judgment and first-rate scholarship as are conspicuous in the former volume

and in the “Aeneid” by the same talented editor.”—A thenaeum.

Dondon: C. J. CLA P. & Sox's, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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CORNEILLE, LA SUITE DU MENTEUR. A Comedy

in Five Acts. Edited with Fontenelle's Memoir of the Author, Voltaire's

Critical Remarks, and Notes Philological and Historical. By the late

GUSTAVE M AssoN. 2s.

DE BONNECHOSE. LAZARE HOCHE. With Four

Maps, Introduction and Commentary, by C. Colbeck, M.A., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Revised Edition. 2s.

D'HARLEVILLE. LE VIEUX CELIBATAIRE. A

Comedy. With a Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and

Historical Notes. By GUSTAVE MAssoN. a.s.

DE LAMARTINE. JEANNE D'ARC. With a Map

and Notes Historical and Philological and a Vocabulary by Rev. A. C.

CLAPIN, M.A., St John's College, Cambridge, and Bachelier-es-Lettres of

the University of France. Enlarged Edition. 2s.

DE VIGN.Y. LA CANNE DE JONC. Edited with Notes

by Rev. H. A. BULL, M.A. 2s.

ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. LA GUERRE. With Map,

Introduction and Commentary by the Rev. A. C. CLAPIN, M.A. 3s.

LA BARONNE DE STAEL-HOLSTEIN. LE DIREC

TOIRE. (Considérations sur la Révolution Française. Troisième et

quatrième parties.) With a Critical Notice of the Author, a Chronological

Table, and Notes Historical and Philological, by G. MASSON, B.A., and

G. W. PROTHERO, M.A. Revised and enlarged Edition. 2s.

“Prussia under Frederick the Great, and France under the Directory, bring us face to face

respectively with periods of history which it is right should be known thoroughly, and which

are well treated in the Pitt Press volumes. The latter in particular, an extract from the

world-known work of Madame de Staël on the French Revolution, is beyond all praise for

the excellence both of its style and of its matter.”— Times.

LA BARONNE DE STAEL-HOLSTEIN, DIX AN

NEES D’EXIL. Liv RE II. CHAPitREs 1–8. With a Biographical

Sketch of the Author, a Selection of Poetical Fragments by Madame de

Stael's Contemporaries, and Notes Historical and Philological. By GustavE

MASSON and G. W. PROTHERO, M.A. Revised and enlarged edition. 2s.

LEMERCIER. FREDEGONDE ET BRUNEHAUT. A

Tragedy in Five Acts. Edited with Notes, Genealogical and Chronological

Tables, a Critical Introduction and a Biographical Notice. By GUSTAve

MAssos. 2s.

MOLIERE. LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME, Comé

die-Ballet en Cinq Actes. (1670). With a life of Molière and Grammatical

and Philological Notes. By Rev. A. C. C.L.APIN. Revised Edition. Is. 6d.

MOLIERE. L'ECOLE DES FEMMES. Edited with In

troduction and Notes by GEORGE SAINTSBURY, M.A. 2s. 6d.

“Mr Saintsbury's clear and scholarly notes are rich in illustration of the valuable kind that

vivifies textual cominent and criticism.”—Saturday Arview.

PIRON. LA METROMANIE, A Comedy, with a Bio

graphical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By

G. MASSON. 23.

SAINTE-BEUVE. M. DARU (Causeries du Lundi,Vol. IX.).
With Biographical Sketch of the Author, and Notes Philological and Histo

rical. By GUSTAVE MASSON. 2s.

SAINTINE, LA PICCIOLA. The Text, with Introduc

tion, Notes and Map, by Rev. A. C. CLAPIN. 2s.

SCRIBE AND LEGOUVE. BATAILLE DE DAMEs.

Edited by Rev. H. A. BULL, M.A. 2s.

London : C. J. CLA P & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse

Ave Maria Lane. -
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SCRIBE. LE VERRE D'EAU. With a Biographical

Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By

C. COLBECK, M.A. 2s.

“It may be national prejudice, but we consider this edition far superior to any of the series

which hitherto have been edited exclusively by foreigners. Mr Colbeck seems better to under

stand the wants and difficulties of an English boy. The etymological notes especially are admi

rable. . . . The historical notes and introduction are a piece of thorough honest work.”—journal

of Education.

SEDAINE. LE PHILOSOPHE SANS LE SAVOIR.

§ with Notes by Rev. H. A. BULL, M.A., late Master at Wellington

ollege. 2s.

THIERRY. LETTRESSUR L’HISTOIRE DE FRANCE

XIII.-XXIV.). By GUSTAve MAssoN, B.A. and G. W. PROTHERo, M.A.

With Map. 2s. 6d.

THIERRY. RECITS DES TEMPS MEROVINGIENS

I–III. Edited by GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A. Univ. Gallic., and A. R. ROPES,

M.A. With Map. 3s.

VILLEMAIN LASCARIS, ou LES GRECS DU XV".

SIECLE, Nouvelle Historique, with a Biographical Sketch of the Author,

a Selection of Poems on Greece, and Notes Historical and Philological.

By GUSTAVE MAssoN, B.A. 2s.

VOLTAIRE. HISTOIRE DU SIECLE DE LOUIS XIV.

Part I. Chaps. I.-XIII. Edited with Notes Philological and Historical,

Biographical and Geographical Indices, etc. by G. MAsson, B.A. Univ.

º and G. W. PROTHERO, M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.
2s. Oat.

Part II. Chaps. XIV.-XXIV. With Three Maps

of the Period. By the same Editors. 2s. 6d.

Part III. Chap. XXV. to the end. By the same
Editors. 2s. 6d.

XAVIER DE MAISTRE. LA JEUNE SIBERIENNE.

LE LEPREUX DE LA CITE D'AOSTE. With Biographical Notice,

Critical Appreciations, and Notes. By G. MASSON, B.A. 2s.

| V. G E R M A N.

BALLADS ON GERMAN HISTORY. Arranged and

Annotated by W. WAGNER, Ph.D., late Professor at the Johanneum,

Hamburg. 23. -

“It carries the reader rapidly through some of the most important incidents connected with

the German race and name, from the invasion of Italy by the Visigoths under their King Alaric,

down to the Franco-German War and the installation of the present Emperor. The notes supply

very well the connecting links between the successive periods, and exhibit in its various phases of

growth and progress, or the reverse, the vast unwieldy mass which constitutes modern Germany.”
— Times.

BENEDIX. DOCTOR WESPE. Lustspiel in fünf Auf

zügen. Edited with Notes by KARL HERMANN BREUL, M.A. 3s.

FREYTAG. DER STAAT FRIEDRICHS DES GROS

SEN. With Notes. By WILHELM WAGNER, Ph.D. 2s.

GERMAN DACTYLIC POETRY. Arranged and Anno

tated by the same Editor. 3s.

(joethe'3 &nd benjabre. (1749–1759.) GOETHE'S BOY

HOOD: being the First Three Books of his Autobiography. Arranged

and Annotated by the same Editor. 2s.

GOETHE'S HERMANN AND DOROTHEA. With

an Introduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Revised edition by J. W.

CARTMELL, M.A. 3s.6d.

“The notes are among the best that we know, with the reservation that they are often too

abundant.”—Academy.

Dondon: C. 9. CLA P. & Soys, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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GUTZKOW. ZOPF UND SCHWERT. Lustspiel in

fünf Auſztigen von. With a Biographical and Historical Introduction, English

Notes, and an Index. By H. J. WolsTENHOLME, B.A. (Lond.). , 35. 64.

“We are glad to be able to notice a careful edition of K. Gutzkow's amusing comedy

Zopf and Schwert' by Mr H. J. Wolstenholme. . . . These notes are abundant and contain

references to standard grammatical works.”—Academny.

HAUFF. DAS BILD DES KAISERS. Edited by KARL

HERMANN BREUL, M.A., Ph.D. 3s.

HAUFF. DAS WIRTHSHAUS IM SPESSART. Edited

by à, SchlorTMANN, Ph.D., late Assistant Master at Uppingham School.

3s. 6d. -

HAUFF. DIE KARAVANE. Edited with Notes by A.

SchlottMANN, Ph. D. 3s. 6d.

IMMERMANN. DER OBERHOF: A Tale of West

phalian Life. With a Life of Immermann and English Notes, by WILHELM

WAGNER, Ph.D., late Professor at the Johanneum, Hamburg. 3s.

KOHLRAUSCH. Cué Sabr 1813 (THE YEAR 1813). With

English Notes. By W. WAGNER. 2s.

LESSING AND GELLERT. SELECTED FABLES.

Edited with Notes by KARL HERMANN BREUL, M.A., Lecturer in German

at the University of Cambridge. 3s.

MENDELSSOHN'S LETTERS. Selections from. Edited

by JAMES SIME, M.A. 3s.

RAUMER. Der crite ºrcuuuq (THE FIRST CRUSADE).

Condensed from the Author's ‘History of the Hohenstaufen', with a life of

RAUMER, two Plans and English Notes. By W. WAGNER. 2s.

“Certainly no more interesting book could be made the subject of examinations. The story

º: First Crusade has an undying interest. The notes are, on the whole, good."—E discarfenta;

RIEHL. CULTURGESCHICHTLICHE NOVELLEN.

With Grammatical, Philological, and Historical Notes, and a Complete

Index, by H. J. WolsTENHOLME, B.A. (Lond.). 4s. 6d.

UHLAND. ERNST, HERZOG VON SCHWABEN. With

Introduction and Notes. By H. J. WolsTENHOLME, B.A. (Lond.),

Lecturer in German at Newnham College, Cambridge. 3s. 6d.

V. E N G L | S H.

ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY. A SKETCH OF, FROM

THALES TO CICERO, by Joseph B. MAYor, M.A. 3s.6d.

“Professor Mayor contributes to the Pitt Press Series A Sketch of Ancient Philosozky in

which he has endeavoured to give a general view of the philosophical systems illustrated by the

genius of the masters of metaphysical and ethical science from Thales, to Cicero. In the cºurse

of his sketch he takes occasion to give concise analyses of Plato's Republic, and of the Ethics and

Politics of Aristotle; and these abstracts will be to some readers not the least useful portions of

the book.”—The Guardian.

ARISTOTLE OUTLINES OFTHE PHILOSOPHY OF.

Compiled by Edwin WALLACE, M.A., LL.D. (St Andrews), late Fellow

of Worcester College, Oxford. Third Edition Enlarged. 4s. 6d.

“A judicious selection of characteristic passages, arranged in paragraphs, each of which is
preceded by a masterly and perspicuous English analysis.”—Scotsman. -

“Gives in a comparatively small compass a very good sketch of Aristotle's teaching."—Sat.

Review,

BACON'S HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF KING

HENRY VII. With Notes by the Rev. J. RAwson LUMBY, D.D. 3s.

COWLEY'S ESSAYS. With Introduction and Notes. By

the Rev. J. RAwson LUMBY, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity; Fellow

of St Catharine's College. 4s.

GEOGRAPHY, ELEMENTARY COMMERCIAL. A

Sketch of the Commodities and the Countries of the World. By H. R.

MILL, Sc.D., F.R.S.E., Lecturer on Commercial Geography in the Heriot

Watt College, Edinburgh. Is.

London: C. J. CLA P. & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,

Ave Maria Lane.
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MORE'S HISTORY OF KING RICHARD III. Edited

with Notes, Glossary and Index of Names. By J. RAwson LUMBY, D.D.

to which is added the conclusion of the History of King Richard III. as given

in the continuation of Hardyng's Chronicle, London, 1543. 3s. 6d.

MORE'S UTOPIA. With Notes by the Rev. J. RAWSON

LUMBY, D.D. 3s.6d.

“To Dr Lumby we must give praise unqualified and unstinted. He has done his work

admirably. . . . . Every student of history, every politician, every social reformer, every, one

interested in literary curiosities, every lover of English should buy and carefully read Dr

Lumby's edition of the ‘Utopia.' We are afraid to say more lest we should be thought ex

travagant, and our recommendation accordingly lose part of its force.”—The Teacher.

“It was originally written in Latin and does not find a place on ordinary bookshelves. A very

eat boon has therefore been conferred on the general English reader by the managers of the

Pitt Press Series, in the issue of a convenient little volume of More's Utopia not in the original

Latin, but in the quaint English Translation thereof made by Æa/he Rečynson, which adds a

linguistic interest to the intrinsic merit of the work. . . . All £is has been edited in a most com

plete and scholarly fashion by Dr J. R. Lumby, the Norrisian Professor of Divinity, whose name

alone is a sufficient warrant for its accuracy. It is a real addition to the modern stock of classical

English literature."—Guardian.

THE TWO NOBLE KINSMEN, edited with Intro

duction and Notes by the Rev. Professor SKEAT, Litt.D., formerly Fellow

of Christ's College, Cambridge. 3s.6d.

“This edition of a play that is well worth study, for more reasons than one, by so careful a

scholar as Mr Skeat, deserves a hearty welcome.”—Athenaeum. -

“Mr Skeat is a conscientious editor, and has left no difficulty unexplained.”—Times.

VI. EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

COMENIUS. JOHN AMOS, Bishop of the Moravians. His

Life and Educational Works, by S. S. LAURIE, A.M., F.R.S.E., Professor of

the Institutes and History of Education in the University of Edinburgh.

New Edition, revised. 3s. 6d.

EDUCATION. THREE LECTURES ON THE PRAC

TICE OF. I. On Marking, by H. W. Eve, M.A. II. On Stimulus, by

A, SIDGw ICK, M.A. III. On the Teaching of Latin Verse Composition, by

E. A. ABBOTT, D.D. 2s.

LOCKE ON EDUCATION. With Introduction and Notes

by the Rev. R. H. QUICK, M.A. 3s.6d.

“The work before us leaves nothing to be desired. It is of convenient form and reasonable
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